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Custom Danish Rolling Block Sporting Rifle by E. A. Lander
38-55, 28" Douglas round target barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel of this rifle retains about 98% polished blue showing some
scattered light scratches and handling marks. The barrel is marked on
the left side "38-55 Douglas Pr. Gd. Bbl. Fit By E. A. Lander Alexandria,
N.H." and is fitted with target blocks. The frame has mostly toned to a
mild gray patina and has been very nicely embellished with attractive
wide foliate scroll featuring a heavily stippled background. There is a
rather tall and rudimentary rear notch sight atop the frame and the
breechblock and hammer show hints of fire blue. There are no longer
any visible markings but the breechblock is equipped with the standard
Danish firing pin actuator. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and
custom target-style forend remain in very good condition as refinished
showing a few scattered light dings, handling marks and a filled sling
swivel inlet along the toe line. A nice custom rifle from this New
Hampshire gunsmith that will probably be a fine shooter. (13B8927-250)
{ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Remington Rolling Block New York State Contract Rifle
serial #7087 50-70, 36" barrel with a mostly bright very good bore
showing some scattered spots of light pitting and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces have mostly toned to a mottled
gunmetal gray patina showing some scattered cleaned light pitting and
some finish from the stocks encroaching on the barrel. The rear sight is
a dark brown patina, its screws appear to be replacements and it has
been slightly regulated. The smooth walnut buttstock and full-length
forend remain in good condition with an added varnish and showing a
few thin drying cracks scattered about, a smoothed-over old thin chip at
the tip, light dings and handling marks. The New York rack numbers are
still partially visible along the butt along with ghostly remnants of
inspector cartouches. The patented sling swivels and cleaning rod are
intact and the action seems to function well mechanically.
(13A8927-237) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Winchester Model 94 Golden Spike Commemorative Lever Action
Carbine
serial #GS6738, 30-30, 20” barrel with an excellent bore that appears to
be unfired. The barrel, magazine tube, bolt, lever, loading gate, saddle
ring, hammer and trigger all retain about 99% plus original blue that has
no visible signs of wear. The brass plated receiver, barrel bands and
buttplate rate excellent, the receiver is factory engraved and the
buttplate has some light tarnish around the edges. The smooth walnut
stocks rate excellent, the buttstock has some very nice figure and the
commemorative medallion on the right side. The original sights,
including the front sight hood remain intact. Included are the original box
with picture sleeve, the box is numbered to the carbine. A certificate of
authenticity, hang tag, warranty card and related literature are present in
the box. The picture sleeve remains in about good condition, the edges
have been taped and there are small sections missing. An excellent
example of these 1969-vintage commemorative carbines. (4A9484-12)
{C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Winchester Model 94 Buffalo Bill Commemorative Lever Action Carbine
serial #WC88389, 30-30 Win, 20” octagon barrel with a bright, excellent
likely unfired bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue
finish with no visible signs of wear. The receiver features the factory
commemorative design engraving. The trigger, loading gate, hammer,
saddle ring, forend cap and buttplate retain nearly all of their original
silver chrome, the loading gate has a small amount of light flaking that is
developing. The smooth walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few
very small marks. The straight grip buttstock features the inlaid pewter
Buffalo Bill Medallion on the right side of the butt. The carbine is sighted
with a raised silver bead front and adjustable sporting rear sight.
Included with the carbine is an original rifle box with illustrated cover
sleeve that is numbered to another gun. A certificate of authenticity,
hang tag, warranty card and related literature are present in the box.
The picture sleeve remains in about good condition with several small
sections missing from the tattered edges. An excellent example of these
1968 edition commemorative carbines. (4A9484-11) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

2004

Smith & Wesson Model 1905 Military & Police Double Action Target
Revolver
serial #147826 38 Special, 6 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 85% original bright blue
showing light high edge and operational wear, gripstraps toning to gray
and some mild overall flaking to a pleasant gray-brown patina. The
finely-checkered service trigger and hammer show lovely case-hardened
colors with some very minor silvering and operational wear. The
checkered walnut grips with gold S&W medallions are un-numbered and
remain in very good plus condition showing some slightly worn points
and scattered light dings. The revolver is equipped with a period hard
rubber grip adapter that rates near excellent. The original target sights
are intact, they could use a little professional attention as the rear blade
has a small but moderate ding just to the right of the notch and the front
sight is also very slightly bent to the right. The action seems to function
well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up. (13A9438-32) {C&R}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Remington New Model Navy Cartridge-Converted Revolver
serial #41029 38 CF, 7 3/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel of this interesting revolver retains perhaps 70% original bright blue
showing high edge wear, scattered flaking to gray-brown patina and
some light dings throughout. The balance of the metal parts has toned
to a mottled gunmetal patina showing some small spots of light pitting,
scratches and minor dings. The trigger still retains some lovely bright fire
blue and the barrel markings remain crisp. The recoil shield has been
milled off and a new one installed with a bushed firing pin in place and a
hinged loading gate on its right side. Additionally an ejector rod and
housing have been fitted to the right side of the frame in a manner
similar to the factory conversions. The gun retains an original conical
style dovetailed front sight but also shows an "improved" adjustable rear
sight and a filled dovetail 1 1/2" ahead of it. The five-shot cylinder
appears to be an entirely new period-made piece. The smooth walnut
grips rate very good plus showing some minor edge wear and light
dings. There is a slot milled in the bottom of the butt, likely for some
manner of shoulder stock. The bolt does not drop properly therefore the
cylinder does not rotate. An interesting example of some 19th-century
gunsmith's take on the "new metallic cartridge craze" and his efforts to
convert an old percussion revolver to take them. (13A9438-42)
{ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Winchester Super-X Model 1 Trap Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #M86467, 12 ga, 30” ventilated rib barrel choked full with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with
factory-rolled engraving on both sides of the receiver and nice
engine-turned patterns on the bolt and loading gate. The select walnut
checkered pistolgrip Monte Carlo-style buttstock and wide finger-groove
forend are near excellent and show very nice shellflame-like iridescent
grain patterns with maybe just a touch of added finish. Included is a red,
white and blue factory box with non-matching serial number.
(22A9576-4) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight Deluxe Slide Action Shotgun
serial #371544333 12 ga, 28” barrel choked modified with an excellent
likely unfired bore. The metal surfaces of this 1976-made shotgun retain
about 99% original blue with rolled game scenes on the receiver flats.
The deluxe-checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend are
excellent, there are just a couple minor signs of handling. The shotgun
has a red fiber optic front sight and comes with the original styrofoam
insert factory box, it is slightly dilapidated with most of the end label
visible. (22A9493-5) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Smith & Wesson Governor Double Action Revolver
serial #CRM2544, 45 Colt/45 ACP/410 bore, 2 3/4” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte blue with
scattered handling marks. The pebble-grain black rubber combat-style
factory grips are excellent. The rear sight is integral to the frame and the
front sight is a small serrated ramp. (22A9522-69) {MODERN}
{MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Kimber Rimfire Target Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #K151634, 22 LR, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original matte black finish with an assembly mark
and some scattered blemishes. The checkered black rubber double
diamond grips are excellent. The rear sight is an adjustable serrated
blade, the front is a Patridge-style blade. Included are three factory
magazines and the original factory hard case. (22A9543-78) {MODERN}
[Phil Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Smith & Wesson Model 21-4 Thunder Ranch Special Revolver
serial #TRS1649, 44 Special, 4 1/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This
revolver retains about 99% original blue finish showing a light turn ring
on the cylinder. The smooth combat trigger and hammer retain strong
but unremarkable case-hardened colors. The smooth rosewood round
butt factory grips rate about excellent. The revolver features an internal
lock (no key provided), fixed rear sight, half-moon pinned front sight,
engraved gold filled "THUNDER RANCH" emblem on the sideplate and
the action functions well mechanically. It includes a hardwood
presentation case with glass cover that rates about excellent showing
scattered scratches and handling marks. The glass on the cover is
etched with the Thunder Ranch logo. A limited production of only 225
Thunder Ranch Specials were made. (8A9522-60) {MODERN} [Phil
Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Colt Pocket Positive Double Action Revolver
serial #145129 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 2 1/2" barrel with an
excellent bore. This 1929-manufactured revolver retains about 93%
original blue the majority of loss due to cleaned oxidation on the
backstrap, light cleaning on the triggerguard, minor freckling and a faint
turn ring. The nitre blue on the trigger and hammer are strong and the
sides of the hammer remain bright. The checkered hard rubber factory
grips with "COLT" in an oval rate excellent. The grips are correctly
numbered to the gun and the action still times and locks up correctly.
The original hinged burgundy factory box that is correctly end labeled
and numbered to the gun is included. The box rates fair to good with the
top cover separated from the box, front lid tearing and wrinkling of the
leatherette covering. Also included are a Colt "Special Instructions"
pamphlet and the separated bottom of the box's interior label.
(8A9560-10) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Smith & Wesson Model 28 Highway Patrolman Revolver
serial #S202291, 357 Magnum, 6" pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
An excellent 1959-1960 four-screw Highway Patrolman. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish with light high edge wear,
a few handling marks and light turn ring on the recessed cylinder. The
service trigger and .400" semi-target hammer retain bold case-hardened
colors. The grips are replacement checkered rubber Pachmayr finger
groove "Gripper" grips with open backstrap that rate excellent overall.
This gun features a professionally installed later added red ramp front
sight, black blade micro adjustable rear sight plus timing and lock-up
remain excellent. An excellent example to start up your collection or for
shooting. (8A9522-70) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Smith & Wesson Model 19-5 Combat Magnum Revolver
serial #193K056, 357 Magnum, 6" heavy barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish with a few light
handling marks and a turn ring on the cylinder. The .400" semi-target
trigger and .500" target hammer retain vivid case-hardened colors with
light operational wear. The stocks are incorrect (designed for Ruger
Security Six) checkered rubber Pachmayr Presentation "Gripper" grips
that rate about excellent. The revolver features a Patridge front sight,
black blade adjustable rear sight and it functions mechanically, although
timing is just a hair off on a few chambers. (8A9580-29) {MODERN}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger New Model Blackhawk SRM Single Action Revolver
serial #600-06723, 357 Maximum, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1983-manufactured revolver has seen honest use but remains in
fine condition. The metal surfaces retain about 92-95% original blue and
anodized finishes, the straps of the grip frame showing partial cleaning
and applied cold blue plus high edge wear, handling marks and lightly
cleaned pitting on the grip frame. The grips are modified smooth walnut
Herrett Custom Shooting Master stocks showing a light repair to the toe
of both panels, scattered tool marks as the grips have been thinned
down and edges rounded. A little judicious sandpaper work will have
them looking great. The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight,
black blade adjustable rear sight and Super Blackhawk Dragoon style
frame. This model was only built for three years before production
ceased due to topstrap erosion. Many familiar with the cartridge feel the
use of heavy bullets and slow burning propellants alleviate the flame
cutting issue. Limited production has left this model in demand by
collectors and for a variety of shooting task or conversions.
(8A9543-198) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

2015

Colt Officers Model ACP Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #SF10586, 45 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces of this Mark IV Series 80 pistol rate about
excellent with scattered light handling marks and a few assembly marks
on the frame by the slide stop. The checkered black factory hardwood
grips with silver "Rampant Colt" medallions rate very good to excellent
showing light diamond point wear. The pistol features three dot sights
and includes a single stainless steel magazine. This pistol appears to
have seen light use and should make a great carry gun. (8A9551-5)
{MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Colt Police Positive Double Action Revolver
serial #217835 32 Colt New Police (S&W Long), 4" barrel with a near
excellent bore showing a few small scattered areas of oxidized shallow
pitting. This first-model revolver rolled off the assembly line in 1926 and
remains in excellent condition. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
original blue, the loss is mostly due to light scattered freckling with
several small areas of pitting on the edge of the topstrap in addition to
light handling marks. The smooth trigger and service hammer retain
excellent blue with slight staining on the bright sides of the hammer. The
unmarked checkered walnut factory grips with silver "Rampant Colt"
medallions rate excellent showing minimal wear. The little gun still times
and locks up correctly and should make a nice addition for the Colt
collector. (8A9551-2) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Engraved Ruger New Model Super Single Six Revolver
serial #62-23043, 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1974-manufactured revolver have custom
cut-through-the-blue light scroll engraving with punch-dot shading done
by an unknown artisan for about 50% coverage. The gun retains about
97% original blue and anodized finishes showing light muzzle wear,
limited edge wear and handling marks. The smooth faux ivory factory
grips with silver Ruger "feather" Phoenix rate excellent. The gun
features a serrated ramp front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight
and still functions mechanically. A nice little Single Six for the shooter
that wants a little added panache. (8A9314-133) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Early Ruger Old Model .30 Carbine Blackhawk Revolver
serial #523 30 Carbine, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
first-year production (1968) revolver remains in excellent condition with
about 98% original blue and anodized finishes showing edge wear and
handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with black Ruger
Phoenix medallions rate about very good to excellent with scattered
handling marks. The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight, black
blade adjustable rear sight, collared base pin and the action times and
locks up correctly. The transfer bar safety update has not been installed
on this gun. An excellent example of an early Blackhawk in 30 Carbine.
(8A9314-249) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #8064 30 Carbine, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1968-produced revolver remains in excellent condition with about 97%
original blue and anodized finishes showing limited edge wear, several
light areas of oxidized pitting, a few oxidation blemishes and handling
marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate about very good to excellent with scattered handling
marks. The revolver features a serrated ramp front sight, black blade
adjustable rear sight, collared base pin and still functions mechanically.
The transfer bar safety update has not been installed on this gun. An
excellent example of a 30 Carbine Blackhawk revolver. (8A9314-248)
{C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger Old Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #7817 44 Magnum, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
third-year production (1961) revolver remains in wonderful condition with
about 98% original blue, the frame and grip frame toning to plum with
most of the loss due to high edge wear and handling marks. The smooth
walnut factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about
excellent showing light handling marks. The revolver still times and locks
up correctly, the barrel address has the "Ruger Phoenix [in a circle]" and
features a serrated ramp front sight and black blade adjustable rear. The
transfer bar safety update has not been installed on this gun. A great
early production Super Blackhawk. (8A9314-60) {C&R} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Ruger Old Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #25727 44 Magnum, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1966-manufactured revolver remains in pleasing condition with about
97% original blue, the cylinder starting to tone to plum, small areas of
oxidized pitting on the barrel at the muzzle, oxidation stains plus high
edge wear and handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with
black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about very good to excellent
showing a few handling marks. The revolver still times and locks up
correctly and it features a serrated ramp front sight and black blade
adjustable rear. Although the barrel address has the "Ruger Phoenix [in
a circle]" it does not have "INC." after the company name. The transfer
bar safety update has not been installed on this gun. An excellent
example of an Old Model Super Blackhawk. (8A9314-66) {C&R} [Robert
C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #45-19969, 45 Colt, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1972-manufactured revolver has later added factory Dragoon style brass
grip frame. The gun retains about 99% original blue with faint edge wear
and handling marks. The brass grip frame rates about excellent, it has
the correct "MR-3DB" marking cast into the frame and is slightly proud of
the frame in areas. The Jay Scott #60 polymer impregnated wood grips
rate about excellent showing a few handling marks. The revolver
features a serrated ramp front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight,
Super Blackhawk wide trigger was added and it still functions
mechanically. The transfer bar safety update has not been installed on
this gun. A nicely upgraded Old Model Blackhawk. (8A9314-162)
{MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #86-32587, 44 Magnum, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This
revolver features an XR-3 grip frame and retains about 99% original blue
and anodized finishes showing a light turn ring on the unfluted cylinder
and a few handling marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver
Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent with a few handling marks. The
gun has the usual Super Blackhawk features but lacks the square-back
Dragoon frame. The gun appears to have seen only light use and should
make a great all-around revolver. (8A9314-289) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #86-49337, 44 Magnum, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
revolver features an XR-3 grip frame and the stainless steel surfaces
rate excellent with scattered light handling marks. The grips are
unmarked aftermarket checkered rosewood stocks that rate about
excellent. The gun has all the standard Super Blackhawk features but
lacks the square-back Dragoon frame. The gun has seen only light use
and should make a great all-around field and range gun. (8A9314-292)
{MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Convertible Revolver
serial #31-42146, 357 Magnum/9mm, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. This last year production (1973) Old Model revolver remains in
excellent condition but does need mechanical attention. The metal
surfaces of the gun and spare cylinder retain about 99% original blue
and anodized finishes with light turn rings and scattered handling marks.
The replacement Ajax #31 smooth faux ivory grips rate excellent. The
gun features a serrated ramp front sight, black blade adjustable rear
sight, type IV aluminum ejector rod housing with straight slot, ejector
with flat faced round thumb piece and both cylinders are numbered to
the gun. The gun functions but timing and lock up are in need of
attention as the cylinder often fails to index and lock properly. The gun
includes a hinged yellow and black factory box with later added labels
and a manual. The transfer bar safety update has not been installed on
this gun. (8A9314-237) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

2026

Ruger New Model Super Single Six Convertible Hunter Revolver
serial #264-56709, 22 LR/22 Magnum RF, 7 1/2" solid full-length rib
barrel with an excellent bore. This revolver has many factory-features
the handgun hunter or shooter will appreciate. The stainless steel
surfaces of the firearm and spare cylinder rate excellent with light
handling marks. The smooth factory laminated wood grips with silver
Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a heavy
solid rib on the barrel cut for Ruger scope rings, interchangeable brass
bead front sight, "V" notch black blade adjustable rear sight and it
functions mechanically. It includes a factory hard case correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, spare unfluted 22 Magnum RF
cylinder, a pair of 1" Ruger scope rings, fired case, manual and
paperwork. All you need to do is add a long eye relief scope and you will
soon be dropping "bushy tails" out of the treetops. (8A9314-319)
{MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Colt Second Generation Model 1862 Pocket Navy Percussion Revolver
serial #48796 .36 cal., 5 1/2" octagon barrel with an excellent bore. This
revolver remains in excellent condition nicely presented in a wooden
display case with accessories. The metal surfaces of the barrel and
cylinder retain about 99% original blue, the barrel showing a tiny spot of
pinprick pitting, a light turn ring and crisp cylinder scene. The frame,
hammer and loading lever retain beautiful case-hardened colors with a
few minor oxidation stains. The triggerguard strap and backstrap retain
99% original silver plate. The smooth one-piece walnut factory grip rates
excellent. All the appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the gun
and it still times and locks up correctly. The French fit gold velvet lined
display case has a brass medallion with bust of Sam Colt on the cover,
flush mounted brass lock and rates about very good to excellent
showing scattered handling marks. Included in the case is a powder
measure, blue finished iron conical/round ball mould, combination tool
and metal percussion cap tin but no key is provided for the lock. An
elegantly displayed Pocket Navy. (8A9622-19) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Colt Second Generation Model 1862 Pocket Navy Percussion Revolver
serial #50716 .36 cal., 5 1/2" octagon barrel with an excellent bore. This
revolver remains in excellent condition nicely presented in a wooden
display case with accessories. The metal surfaces of the barrel and
cylinder retain about 99% original blue with the only loss due to a light
turn ring. The frame, hammer and loading lever retain all of their
beautiful case-hardened colors. The triggerguard strap and backstrap
retain 99% original silver plate. The smooth one-piece walnut factory
grip rates excellent. All the appropriate parts and the grips are correctly
numbered to the gun, the cylinder scene remains crisp and it still times
and locks up correctly. The French fit gold velvet lined display case has
a brass medallion with bust of Sam Colt on the cover, flush mounted
brass lock and rates about very good showing scattered handling marks.
Included in the case is a powder measure, blue finished iron
conical/round ball mould, combination tool and metal percussion cap tin
and a skeleton key is provided for the functioning lock. A stylishly
exhibited Pocket Navy. (8A9623-1) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger New Model Blackhawk Convertible Revolver
serial #51-37685, 30 Carbine/32-20 W.C.F., 7 1/2" barrel with and
excellent bore. The spare cylinder is an aftermarket non-factory addition
that should add considerable versatility to the gun. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a few minor
handling marks. The aftermarket cylinder has toned to plum but is
numbered to the gun and is marked with a "B [in a shield]". The smooth
factory hardwood grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate
excellent. The revolver includes a yellow hinged factory box end labeled
to the gun but not numbered. It should be a handy field and range gun.
(8A9314-246) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Browning B-78 Falling Block Rifle
serial #4504W37, 25-06, 26” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue showing some light
wear around the muzzle, handling marks and very light silvering along
some of the high edges. The checkered walnut stocks rate about very
good and have a few light dings and other light handling marks including
some light flattening to some of the checkered points. The buttstock has
a small crack forming on the left side of the wrist and has some areas of
minor discoloration to the factory lacquer around the checkering. The
stocks feature a schnabel tipped forearm and Monte Carlo style
buttstock with silver gripcap and a solid recoil pad, both have factory
quick-detach swivels and some very nice figure. There are no provisions
for sights, a set of factory bases have been mounted and include a set
of 1” rings. A very nice example of these classic sporting High-Wall rifles
that is in a terrific long-range medium game cartridge. (4A9560-27)
{MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Custom Remington Model 1903A4 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #3415815 30-06, 23” modified military barrel that has an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 90% of a commercially applied
blue finish that is evenly thinning and flaking to a mottled brown and has
other light handling marks and some specks of fine surface oxidation
throughout. The bolt features a nicely shaped handle and is mostly
mottled gray, the underside is electric pencil numbered to the receiver.
The custom walnut checkered Monte Carlo style sporting stock rates
near excellent and has some light dings and a few small depressions in
the checkering. The stock features a black polymer forend tip, a steel
gripcap and has a Niedner style checkered steel buttplate. The forearm
has a diamond shaped checkering pattern, and a set of deluxe style
swivel bases are set into the wood. There are no sights and a Redfield
one-piece base is mounted to the receiver. The front of the mount has
been shimmed and it holds a Redfield Widefield 4X riflescope. The
scope features the wide “TV view” reticle and has excellent optics. A
commercial safety has been installed. Overall this is a very nice custom
sporting rifle that was built on a very desirable Remington “A4” action.
This rifle could either be restored to its former military configuration or
simply enjoyed as it sits. (4A9511-16) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Smith & Wesson M&P15 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #93190 300 Whisper, 16” barrel with flash hider and a 1:7.5” rate
of twist that is marked “300 WHISPER/300 AAC BLACK OUT” and has
an excellent bore. This “optics-ready” carbine features the Real Tree
APG factory camo finish on the upper and lower receiver and the round
carbine length handguards and pistolgrip. The camo has a few small
wear marks, the remaining metal surfaces retain about 99% of their
original matte blue. The buttstock is a fixed ACE skeletonized buttstock
and sling swivels are attached at the butt and at the bottom of the gas
block. Both the gas block and the flattop upper receiver feature picatinny
mounts, there are no sights present. There is no magazine present
either, but replacements are plentiful and affordable. An excellent
example awaiting your choice of tactical or sporting optics. (4A9543-3)
{MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (450/650)
Est. 450 - 650
Thompson/Center TCR ’87 Hunter Single Shot Rifle
serial #14705 223 Rem, 23” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original polished and matte blue
finishes that has a few light handling marks throughout. The frame is
magnum marked and has the T/C logo on its belly. The checkered
walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings and other light
handling marks. The buttstock is fitted with a black Uncle Mike’s recoil
pad. The barrel is equipped with a set of factory sights and it tapped for
mounts. An excellent example overall that features the more rugged
magnum frame. (4A9543-170) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection]
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Custom Winchester Model 1885 Low Wall Falling Block Rifle
22 Hornet, 26 3/8” unmarked barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95-97% of a maker applied blue finish that
shows some loss near the muzzle and has some light handling and
edge wear throughout. The frame features some basic foliate pattern
engraving with line borders, likely done at the factory, and has a loop
style lever. A few of the screws have some minor slot damage and there
are a few small pits under the restored finish. The custom “deluxe” style
checkered walnut stocks rate near excellent and feature a beavertail
forearm and pistolgrip buttstock which has a woodgrain hard rubber
buttplate and contrasting wood gripcap. The wood has some light dings
and other light handling marks, there is a small crack along the upper
tang on the right side, otherwise the stocks appear to be sound. The
barrel is tapped for a front sight and has a rear dovetail that has been
filled with a blank. The barrel has also been tapped for target blocks and
has a one-piece Leupold base installed. The base holds a matte finished
Nikon Prostaff 3-9X40 riflescope that has been mounted via a set of
engraved Millett rings. The scope features a duplex reticle and has
bright excellent optics. Overall this is a very nice smallbore, single-shot
sporting rifle that is chambered in a terrific caliber and should prove to
be lots of fun either target shooting or pursuing varmints. (4A9522-34)
{MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

2035

American Percussion Combination Gun by Bradford
.40 cal rifled x 20 ga smoothbore, 30” barrels with oxidized bores and
the shotgun barrel is choked full. The barrels are a dark brown patina
with scattered spots of oxidation and light pitting, a few light scratches,
and areas of thinning around the breech. The lockplates, hammers, and
upper tang are a gray patina with light oxidation staining, specks of old
oxidation, light impact marks on the left side lock plate, and small chips
to the edge of the nipple cap splash guard on the left side. The
triggerguard and buttplate appear to be brass, and are lightly tarnished
with a few light dings and scratches the majority of which are
concentrated on the buttplate. The walnut stock is in very good condition
with two repaired 8” cracks through the forend, a few small repaired
cracks at the rear of the upper tang and lockplates, the wood around the
lockplates somewhat shy, scattered handling marks, and a finish has
been added. The stock features a raised cheekpiece on the left side
which features an inlaid silhouette of what appears to be a wild boar.
The lockplates are lightly engraved with nature scenes featuring two
game birds, and the hammers are lightly foliate scroll engraved; the left
side lock is also marked “Golcher”. The gun is sighted with a blade front
sight and a semi-buckhorn rear sight that is missing the elevator. The
right-side hammer is slightly loose and fires on half-cock, and therefore
requires mechanically attention, and the left hammer skirt is chipped. A
wooden ramrod is included with the gun. A solid gun that is a good
candidate for a restoration project. (14A9510-17) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Custom Peabody Falling Block Rifle
43 Spanish, 24” shortened barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
retains about 75% reapplied blue with streaking and thinning along its
length, scattered light scratches, and spots of old oxidation concentrated
toward the muzzle. The frame has largely toned to gray with very faded
case color present on the sides and scattered specks of oxidation
staining. The plain straight grip walnut stock is in very good plus
condition as cleaned with a few light chips near the rear sling swivel,
large rough patches near the hard rubber buttplate, and scattered light
dings; the forend has been shortened to 13” overall and the buttstock
has been cut to a length of pull of 12 1/2”. The remains of cartouche is
stamped on the left side of the wrist. The left side of the receiver is
crisply marked “PEABODY’S PAT. / JULY 22, 1862 / MAN’F’D BY /
PROVIDENCE TOOL CO. / PROV. R. I.”, the top of the receiver and
barrel are stamped with “(crown) / V” proofs, and multiple small parts are
marked with assorted crisp letters; a few of the screws show light slot
damage. The top of the hammer spur has been bobbed, the barrel has
been dovetail cut and a globe front sight with no insert added, but the
original leaf rear sight is intact. The lock remains strong and the rifle
appears to function well mechanically. (14A8927-129) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Unmarked Early Remington No. 1 Military Rolling Block Rifle
serial #3751 58 CF, 39” barrel with a good lightly oxidized bore with
light pitting and evident rifling. The metal surfaces of the rifle have been
cleaned to a pewter patina with light pitting throughout, scattered specks
of oxidation, and light oxidation staining on the barrel bands and barrel
above the upper band. The plain walnut stock is in very good condition
as cleaned with a repaired 5” crack in the forend where it meets the
frame, a cleaned chip along the ramrod channel below the upper barrel
band, scattered light dings and scratches, and an added finish. The
buttstock is marked with very light US cartouches on the left and right
sides of the wrist where it meets the frame, which are unfortunately
illegible, the left side of the buttstock has “C. / A.” hand carved in large
letters near the buttplate, and the right side has “A. C.” similarly hand
carved in large letters. The only markings present on the metal surfaces
of the rifle are a “C” on the upper barrel band, a “U” on the lower barrel
band, and a faint “AT” on the upper tang which is likely the remains of
the patent information. The rifle appears to be a “Transformed” model,
meaning that it was converted from an earlier muzzleloading rifle to
Rolling Block configuration; the breechblock appears to be the standard
flat-base breechblock. The action appears to function well mechanically.
The rifle is sighted with a u-notch rear sight with a flip-up aperture sight
positioned just ahead of the frame, and a military barleycorn front sight
that has worn and rounded down to the base. The rifle retains sling
swivels at the triggerguard and middle barrel band, and a slotted-head
ramrod is included. An interesting rifle that will make a good addition to
an antique arms collection. (14A8927-269) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Winchester Model 1894 Semi-Deluxe Saddle Ring Carbine
serial #319445 32-40, 20” barrel with a very good plus bore with areas
of frosting. The metal surfaces of the carbine retain about 70% original
blue with the receiver having been lightly cleaned to gray along the
underside and the raised flats and spots of original blue remaining on
the left and right sides and in the protected areas; light oxidation staining
is present on both sides of the receiver. The barrel has even thinning of
the blue along its length, scattered specks of oxidation and handling
marks. The upper barrel band has light wear and oxidation, the lower
barrel band has been cleaned to bright, and the lever has faded to gray
with light oxidation staining and a few traces of case color. The pistolgrip
walnut stock and forend are in about excellent condition as cleaned with
a small crack at the corner of the tang, a few light handling marks, and
an added high gloss finish; the pistolgrip features a “WINCHESTER
REPEATING ARMS CO.” marked gripcap and the buttstock is fitted with
a curved steel buttplate with specks of oxidation. The markings on the
carbine remain mostly crisp with the barrel address having softened
slightly. The carbine is sighted with a blade front sight and the rear sight
has been removed, with the dovetail in the barrel remaining empty. A
few of the screws show light slot damage. The saddle ring and stud
remain intact. A nice 1906-made Winchester with an uncommon
pistolgrip stock. (14A8958-123) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
U.S. Model 1903 Bolt Action Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #567222 30-06, 24” 9-42 dated Sedgley barrel with a bright very
good plus bore with scattered light frosting but strong rifling. The rifle
retains about 80% arsenal blue with flaking of the blue on the receiver,
wear on the rear sight base, and the nosecap has toned to a dark gray;
the bolt with traces of blue. The scant walnut stock is in very good plus
condition with a light abrasion on the forend between the lower barrel
band and nosecap and scattered handling marks consistent with the
age. The stock is crisply marked with a “AAT” inspector’s cartouche on
the left side above the trigger, “W W / (upside down) A” just behind the
receiver, a crisp “S” in the area beneath the magazine cutoff, and “P”
proof on the pistolgrip. Small five-pointed stars are stamped at the toe
and in front of the triggerguard, and “MN02706EM08818” is lightly hand
scratched into the left side of the stock butt. The barrel is marked
“U.S.M.C.” above the barrel date and Sedgley’s proof, and the receiver
and barrel markings are highlighted in white ink. The rifle retains the
original blade front sight and Model 1905 Type 2 rear sight, and the front
sight features a detachable hood. Low numbered 1903s are sold as
collectibles only not to be loaded or fired, and this one is an interesting
example used in WWII. (14A9544-28) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
U.S. Model 1903-A3 Bolt Action Rifle by Remington
serial #3823686 30-06, 24” 5-43 dated Remington barrel with a dark
oxidized bore showing evident rifling. The rifle retains about 97% arsenal
reapplied parkerized finish with light wear on the high edges and contact
points, scattered handling marks, and pinprick pitting beneath the finish.
The straight grip walnut stock is in very good plus condition as lightly
cleaned with scattered handling marks and imperfections in the added
finish. The stock shows the barest hint of a circled “P” proof behind the
triggerguard, with a slightly more visible “H” stamped above it and
Remington stock proofs in front of the magazine. The bolt and nosecap
are properly “R” marked, the front sight protector is in place on the rifle
and marked “C64157-4”, and the barrel is import marked by CAI
between the nosecap and front sight. The rear sight adjustments are still
functional. The barrel has been counterbored about 1 1/2” back from the
muzzle. A nice rifle for the beginning collector. (14A9544-211) {C&R}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
U.S. Model 1903-A3 Bolt Action Rifle by Smith Corona
serial #3667593 30-06, 24” 4-43 dated 6-groove Smith Corona barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The rifle retains about 99% arsenal applied
parkerized finish with slight wear on the contact points and scattered
previous light pitting beneath the finish on the triggerguard and
floorplate. The scant walnut stock is in excellent condition as lightly
cleaned with a few scattered handling marks and an added finish; the
stock is fitted with a checkered steel buttplate retaining about 95%
reapplied blue. With the exception of a partially faded “V” marked below
the magazine cutoff, the stock is otherwise unmarked. The bolt is “R”
marked, excepted for the extractor which is marked “S”, and the bolt
body has been hand scratched with what appears to be a “7”. The
magazine cutoff and nosecap are also “R” marked, and the receiver and
barrel markings remain crisp; the front sight protector is marked with the
Sedgley logo. Included with the rifle is an oiler. An attractive arsenal
reconditioned 1903A3 that should shoot well. (14A9544-12) {C&R}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

2042

U.S. Model 1917 Enfield Bolt Action Rifle by Eddystone
serial #1217091 30-06, 26” 4-18 dated Eddystone barrel with a very
good plus bore with frosting in the grooves but strong rifling. The rifle
retains about 98% arsenal parkerized finish with light wear on the
contact points and high edges and a few light handling marks. The
beech stock is in excellent condition as cleaned and with an added
finish, with a few light handling marks. The stock is unmarked with the
exception of a cursive “M” lightly marked on the stock tip. The rear sight,
safety, front sight, stack swivel, and upper sling swivel are correctly
marked “E” for Eddystone manufacture, and the bolt is marked “W” for
Winchester manufacture. A lightly faded flaming ordnance bomb proof is
on the left side of the receiver, and a still crisp “(eagle head) / 262” proof
is stamped on the bolt release. A few of the screws show light slot
damage. An attractive M1917 Enfield reworked for WWII with a curious
stock. (14A9544-268) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
U.S. Model 1917 Enfield Bolt Action Rifle by Winchester
serial #136541 30-06, 26” 1-18 dated Winchester barrel with a very
good plus bore with light frosting throughout but strong rifling. The rifle
retains about 95% arsenal parkerized finish with scattered specks of
new and old oxidation, light wear on the high edges and contact points,
and a few light handling marks. The walnut stock is in very good
condition as lightly cleaned with two small cracks in the handguard at
the rivets, scattered handling marks consistent with age, and an added
finish. The left side of the stock is marked with a boxed “3GM-K”
cartouche above the trigger, a nigh illegible U.S. “(eagle head)” proof
behind the triggerguard, and a faded U.S. “(eagle head)” proof forward
of the magazine floorplate; the tip of the stock is correctly “W” marked.
The left side of the receiver is marked with crisp “(flaming bomb)”
ordnance proof and a circled five-point star, and the marked parts are of
mixed Remington, Eddystone, and Winchester origin. The rifle has
previously been stored in cosmoline, and would be well served with a
thorough cleaning. An altogether solid M1917 Enfield that should shoot
well. (14A9544-280) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
U.S. Model 1903 Bolt Action Rifle by Rock Island Arsenal
serial #251074 30-06, 24” 10-44 dated High Standard barrel with a
bright very good plus bore with scattered spots of light pitting but strong
rifling. The receiver of the rifle is a mottled dark gray-brown patina, the
bolt sleeve has a casehardened patina with the remainder of the bolt
being parkerized, and the barrel shows a gray parkerized finish with light
surface oxidation near the muzzle. The walnut stock is in very good
condition as lightly cleaned with an old small chip and dings on the left
side of the rear sight base, scattered handling marks consistent with age
and use, and an added finish. The stock is marked with a faded circled
“P” proof behind the triggerguard, as well as a still fairly crisp “J”
stamped into the recess beneath the magazine cutoff. The markings on
the receiver and barrel remain crisp, the bolt handle is lightly marked
“BF”, the rear sight assembly is “R” marked, and a faded “P” proof and
ordnance proof are present on the underside of the barrel between the
nosecap and front sight. The windage and elevation adjustments on the
rear sight function mechanically, and the front sight is fitted with a
detachable hood which shows light high edge wear. Low numbered
Model 1903 rifles are sold as collectibles only, and no thought should be
giving to loading or firing this arm. A solid example of the low numbered
1903 rifles pressed back into service during the trying days of WWII.
(14A9544-212) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
U.S. Model 1903 Mark I Bolt Action Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #1114359 30-06, 24” 11-44 dated High Standard barrel with a
bright very good plus bore with light frosting throughout but strong rifling.
The receiver of the rifle has toned to dark gray patina with light wear on
the high edges, and the barrel, bolt assembly, triggerguard and
floorplate retain about 98% arsenal parkerized green-gray finish with a
few light wear marks and a 1/2” area at the top of the bolt handle that
has been cleaned bright. The Type C walnut stock is in very good plus
condition as lightly cleaned with light chipping around the heel of the
buttplate, and scattered light handling marks consistent with age and
use. The stock is deeply stamped with a “G” ahead of the floorplate, “T”
between the pistolgrip and the rear sling swivel, and “8335” on the right
side of the stock butt, parallel to the buttplate. The receiver and barrel
markings remain crisp, “4262” has been etched on the cleaned area of
the bolt handle, and a few of the small parts including the magazine
cutoff, sling swivels and nosecap are “R” marked. The rear sight
adjustments function, and the receiver is correctly modified on the left
side for use with the Pedersen device. Included with the rifle is a
certificate of authenticity from the CMP, and a metal oiler stored in the
stock butt. A solid arsenal reworked Model 1903 Mark I. (14A9574-97)
{C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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U.S. Model 1903-A3 Bolt Action Rifle by Remington
serial #3482172 30-06, 24” 2-43 dated Remington barrel with a very
good bore with scattered light pitting throughout but with strong rifling.
The rifle retains about 98% arsenal gray-green parkerized finish with a
few spots of light wear on the high edges, a few light handling marks,
and scattered light pitting beneath the finish. The bolt, follower, barrel
bands, and sling swivels are blued showing light to moderate wear on
the bolt and follower, the lower barrel band has been cleaned bright with
traces of blue remaining, and a few scattered light handling marks on
the upper band and sling swivels. The walnut straight grip stock is in
excellent condition as lightly cleaned with scattered light handling marks
and an added finish. A faded ordnance wheel and lightly faded boxed
“FJA” inspector’s cartouche are marked on the left side of the stock
above the trigger, and a partially faded circled “P” proof is marked
behind the triggerguard; lightly faded factory marks are found just ahead
of the magazine floorplate. The front sight, rear sight, nosecap,
magazine cutoff, bolt assembly, and sling swivels are all “R” marked for
Remington manufacture. The front sight blade is “C” marked, and the
rear sight adjustments function easily. An attractive 1903-A3 that will
likely shoot well. (14A9544-10) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
U.S. Model 1903-A3 Bolt Action Rifle by Remington
serial #3754144 30-06, 24” 4-43 dated Remington Arms barrel with a
bright very good plus bore with light frosting a few spots of light pitting
and strong rifling throughout. The receiver and barrel of the rifle retain
about 98% arsenal applied parkerized finish with light wear on the front
sight base and at the muzzle. The remaining metal surfaces and bolt
retain about 80% arsenal applied blue with light wear on the high edges
and contact points, specks of oxidation on the nosecap, and scattered
light oxidation staining; the checkered steel buttplate shows light
oxidation staining with remains of blue finish on the heel. The straight
grip walnut stock is in very good plus condition as lightly cleaned with
light abrasions on the left side of the stock butt, a 3/8” crack at the heel
of the stock, and scattered light handling marks. The stock is marked
with faded but still decipherable “RA (ordnance wheel) FJA” on the left
side of the stock above the trigger and a partially faded circled “P” proof
behind the triggerguard. The magazine cutoff, sling swivels, nosecap,
and front sight base are properly marked “R”, and the front sight blade is
marked “C”. The rear sight adjustments function well mechanically. An
attractive mid-war produced Model 1903-A3 rifle that should shoot well.
(14A9544-14) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Winchester Model 94 XTR Big Bore Lever Action Carbine
serial #BB003125, 375 Win, 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue with some scratches and
small blemishes. The checkered straight-grip walnut buttstock and
forend are excellent. The rear sight is an open top sporting, the front
sight is a hooded bead. Included is the original factory box. (22A9432-4)
{MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger New Model Blackhawk Arizona Rangers Commemorative
Revolver
serial #46-44409, 45 Colt, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. Ruger
produced 304 of these fine revolvers for the Arizona Rangers in 1979
and it is purported that all but 50 guns went to individual Rangers, the
rest sold only to gun shops in Arizona. This one remains in first-rate
condition with about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with a very
light turn ring on the cylinder and the stainless steel grip frame rates
excellent. The replacement laminated walnut factory grips with silver
Ruger Phoenix medallions rate near excellent with a few scratches. The
top of the barrel has "ARIZONA RANGERS" in gold-filled letters with a
gold-filled Arizona Ranger logo showing a Ranger on horseback with
mountains in background, enclosed in the outline of the state on the
topstrap plus the number "140" on the butt. It has the standard
Blackhawk features of a serrated front sight, black blade adjustable rear
sight and still functions mechanically. The gun appears to have seen
little if any use and will make a great limited-edition hard-to-find
collectible. (8A9314-142) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

2050

Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk Limited Edition IHMS Silhouette
Revolver for The Ruger Collectors Association
serial #83-80497, RCA #497, 44 Magnum, 10 1/2" barrel with an
excellent bore. This limited-edition gun was restricted to 500 units and
remains in wonderful condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original blue and anodized finishes with a faint turn ring and the frame
starting to tone to plum. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver
Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about excellent. The topstrap is
engraved with a 200-meter silhouette ram and “IHMS / SILHOUETTE /
500" and the butt has another ram with “497". It features a serrated
ramp front sight and black blade adjustable rear sight. It includes a
French fit mahogany case modeled after the original Super Blackhawk
mahogany presentation cases featuring a red velvet lined cover and a
yellow enameled brass IMHS medallion. The case and medallion rate
excellent. Also included are the original factory hinged box and shipping
sleeve that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, Ruger
Collectors Association Certificate of authenticity, manual and paperwork.
This gun appears to have seen little if any use. A lovely gun for the
collector, IHMS shooter or hunter. (8A9314-294) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Custom Ruger New Model Super Blackhawk Revolver
serial #84-43550, 44 Magnum, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
lovely 1981-made "Super" has been professionally refinished with the
metal surfaces retaining about 99% polished deep blue, almost black
finish, the grip frame and ejector rod housing gold plated to accent the
blue. The trigger and hammer are in-the-white and have been engine
turned with minor operational wear. The later added Eagle stag grips
rate excellent. The gun retains all of its usual features including serrated
ramp front sight, adjustable rear sight and functions mechanically. The
custom finishes have turned this powerhouse into a real "eye-catcher"
for a shooter or collector. (8A9314-129) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Reising Arms Target Automatic Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #2762 22 LR, 6 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue with scattered scratches, high
edge wear, an assortment of light dings on the frontstrap and freckling
on the backstrap. The case-hardened colors on the take down lever are
bold. The impressed checkered wood grips with the trade mark bear
head surrounded by "It's a Bear" rate near excellent with scattered light
dings to the checkering, mostly on the left panel. The pistol features an
elevation adjustable bead front sight with missing brass bead insert,
windage adjustable black blade "U" notch rear sight, tilt barrel take-down
system and the slide and barrel are numbered to the gun. The pistol
includes a two-tone factory magazine. An excellent example of a
Hartford, Connecticut-made gun. (8A9312-90) {C&R} [Dr. Daniel L.
Leary Jr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger New Model Blackhawk Flat Top 50th Year Commemorative
Revolver
serial #520-11940, 357 Magnum, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore.
This lovely gun commemorates 50 years of producing Blackhawks, it
appears to be unfired and in excellent condition. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue with a light turn ring on the cylinder and a
few handling marks. The grips are very attractive and consist of coarse
diamond pattern with small raised diamonds on each with a fleur-de-lis
border top and bottom. They each have black Ruger Phoenix medallions
and remain in excellent condition. This New Model features the smaller
Flat Top frame, unobtrusive internal lock, serrated ramp front sight and
black blade adjustable rear sight. The barrel is marked "50TH YEAR
BLACKHAWK – 1955 TO 2005 –". The gun includes the original red
factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun,
Ruger padlock with a pair of keys, internal lock key, fired case, manual
and paperwork. A nice commemorative for the collector and it should
also be a fine shooter. (8A9314-151) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg
Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Ruger New Model Blackhawk B.A.S.S. Limited Edition Revolver
serial #35-86113, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1981 Bass Anglers Sportsman Society Limited Edition revolver is
number 785 and displayed in a lovely cherry presentation case. The
stainless steel surfaces rate excellent showing scattered light handling
and storage marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger
Phoenix medallions rate excellent. This revolver features the standard
black blade adjustable rear sight but the front is a red ramp and the
backstrap is engraved "0785" "BASS LIMITED EDITION 1981" in large
block letters. The left side of the frame has the B.A.S.S. emblem with a
jumping Large Mouth Bass inside a shield. The gun still functions but the
red insert in the front sight is loose and needs attention. It includes a
cherry wood presentation case with a B.A.S.S. emblem and inscription,
key for the working lock, manual and paperwork. The cover of the case
shows a few checks from drying but rates excellent overall. Also
included is a yellow hinged factory box with shipping sleeve that is
correctly end labeled and production numbered to the gun. An attractive
find for the Ruger collector or serious B.A.S.S. member. (8A9314-134)
{MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger Old Model Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #20-85650, 22 LR/22 Magnum RF, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent
bore. This 1971-manufactured revolver with the short barrel length is the
least often seen and most desirable of the Single Six Convertible. It
retains about 98-99% original blue and anodized finishes with limited
high edge wear and a few handling marks. The spare 22 Magnum RF
cylinder has about 97% blue with scattered scratches and oxidation
blemishes. The grips are replacement smooth Ajax pearlite stocks that
rate excellent. It includes a factory hard case end labeled to another
gun, aforementioned spare cylinder and felt bag. The transfer bar safety
update has not been installed on this gun. A scarce variant of the Single
Six revolver. (8A9314-208) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger New Model Super Single Six Bisley Revolver
serial #263-43022, 22 LR, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
discontinued model was manufactured in 1997 and remains in grand
condition. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and
anodized finishes with a few minor handling marks and a turn ring on the
unfluted roll marked cylinder; the blue on the frame and grip frame have
toned to plum. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger
Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated
ramp front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight, steel Bisley style grip
frame and it still functions mechanically. If you prefer the big bore Bisley
models this one will make a great companion piece and will also be
attractive to the collector. (8A9314-307) {MODERN} [Robert C.
Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger New Model Blackhawk Bisley Revolver
serial #47-15996, 45 Colt, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
second-year production gun (1987) retains about 99% original blue with
limited edge wear, a few handling marks and a turn ring on the unfluted
roll marked cylinder. The smooth rosewood factory grips with silver
Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent showing light handling marks. It
has a serrated ramp front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight plus
the all steel Bisley grip frame and hammer. The Ruger Bisley frame
allows the shooter to handle heavy recoil better than the tradition style, it
is a favorite of big bore aficionados and is used by such notables as
John Linebaugh in building his custom big bore handguns.
(8A9314-244) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #40-04768, 41 Magnum, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This
gun is fitted with a later added non-factory installation of a Ruger made
brass Dragoon style grip frame. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99%
original blue and anodized finishes with light edge wear, handling marks,
a few casting defects and a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The brass
Super Blackhawk Dragoon grip frame rates excellent and has the
correct "MR-3DB" factory markings cast into the frame. The smooth
walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix rate excellent. The gun
features a serrated ramp front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight
and still functions mechanically. The transfer bar safety update has not
been installed on this gun. This gun will make a fine shooter, good field
gun or just something different for your collection. (8A9314-155)
{MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

2059

Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #30-17839, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
This gun is fitted with a later added aftermarket brass round triggerguard
grip frame. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue and
anodized finishes with scattered edge wear and handling marks. The
unmarked brass grip frame rates excellent. The unmarked checkered
hardwood grips with scalloped borders and window with an eagle in
flight rate excellent. The grip frame is slightly proud of the grips with a
gap at the frame/grip juncture. It features a serrated ramp front sight,
black blade adjustable rear sight and still times and locks up correctly.
The transfer bar safety update has not been installed on this gun. An
interesting variation for your collection. (8A9314-154) {MODERN}
[Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Excellent Early Remington Model 6 Falling Block Rifle
serial #S359410, 22 S,L,LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore
showing a few specks of very fine oxidation toward the muzzle. This is a
fabulous little boys rifle. The barrel retains 97-98% original blue, loss
due to light muzzle and breech wear, light toning behind the front sight
and some scattered minute nicks and marks. The case-hardened frame
retains 95% original brilliant colors only muting to bright silver along the
bottom of the frame. Left side of the frame is marked "MODEL 6" above
company name and address. The smooth walnut buttstock remains in
about near excellent condition with overall minor dings and handling
marks. The buttstock is a little loose with tiny 1/2" cracks at the rear
tang, the barrel and stock are numbered alike. Rifle is sighted with a
standard dovetail front and v-notch rear sight and the flip-up tang sight
remains present. A fine early Remington Model 6 seldom seen in such
wonderful condition as they encountered such heavy use. (5A9459-21)
{C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
U.S. Model 1903-A3 Bolt Action Rifle by Smith Corona
serial #4782232 30-06, 24” 9-43 dated Smith Corona barrel with a
bright about excellent bore with traces of pinprick pitting. The rifle retains
about 97% arsenal applied parkerized finish with light wear on high
edges and contact points, light oxidation staining on the magazine
floorplate and triggerguard, and a few light handling marks around the
nosecap and front sight base; the bolt body and barrel bands retain
about 80% blue finish with light to moderate wear and oxidation staining.
The straight grip walnut stock is in excellent condition as lightly cleaned
with only a few scattered light handling marks and an added finish; the
checkered steel buttplate has light oxidation staining over a previously
lightly cleaned surface. The remains of an inspector’s cartouche and
Ordnance Wheel are visible on the left side of the stock above the
trigger, possibly reading “FJA”, and a faded circled “P” proof is stamped
behind the triggerguard; small manufacturer proofs are stamped ahead
of the magazine floorplate. The receiver markings remain crisp, the
barrel markings have faded but are still legible, the bolt is marked “X” on
top of the handle and “G” on the shroud, the front sight based is marked
“G”, and the front sight blade is marked “A”. The range adjustment on
the aperture rear sight appears to be properly tensioned, and the
windage knob moves with little effort. Altogether an attractive Smith
Corona M1903-A3 rifle. (14A9544-208) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
Custom Siamese Mauser Bolt Action Rifle
45-70, 22” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about
99% maker blue with original markings being somewhat soft. The bolt
body and handle are bright. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip
stock with semi-rollover left-side cheekpiece is very good plus, there are
some signs of handling with nice, sharp checkering. The front sight is a
hooded brass blade and a Lyman 57 SME peep sight is mounted to the
right-side of the receiver. An interesting Siamese Mauser for the big
bore enthusiast. (22A9543-173) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection]
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Marlin Model 93 Lever Action Carbine
serial #849 30-30 W.C.F., 20" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of the receiver are toning to pewter showing signs of limited
light cleaning but there are some faded case-hardened colors visible on
the left side of the frame and bolt and the lever has robust colors on the
protected upper areas. The barrel has about 95% finish that has toned
to smoky gray with handling marks and minor stains from oxidation. The
smooth straight grip buttstock has been cleaned and lightly refurbished
with an oil finish showing surviving dents and dings but still retains the
Marlin "Bullseye" in addition to a small check on the left side of the wrist
at the receiver and a second inch long hairline crack at the end of the
upper tang. The smooth walnut forend has also been refurbished
showing a few handling marks. The serrated hard rubber buttplate rates
good to very good, there are moderate to light dents and dings on the
edges. The rifle has a Rocky Mountain step adjustable rear sight and a
Lyman brass bead front sight. The top of the receiver has been drilled
and tapped with four holes and is marked "MARLIN SAFETY". The
barrel address has "The Marlin Firearms Corporation" legend and the
Marlin inspection "Star" is present on the upper tang. (8A9607-2) {C&R}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Didier-Drevet sliding breech shotgun
serial #408 12 ga., 26” barrels with bright very fine bores which have
been jug choked right and been fitted with Briley thin wall choke tubes in
the left. The barrels show perhaps 95% later buffed blue and exhibit
August 1944 German proofs on their underside, perhaps something sent
home from the (temporarily) victorious conqueror while in France. The
barrels show some scattered light oxidation, the expected handling
marks and some more prominent scratches in the breech area. The
frame and sliding breech show a similar amount of lightly buffed hot
immersion blue, the sliding breech showing softened overall light tight
scroll engraving with the remnants of floral bouquets, the fences with
nice foliate chiseling and very light gold line inlay. This Darne-like
example has a sliding safety on the breech to the rear of the opening
lever with “Sur” inlaid in gold. The checkered one piece walnut buttstock
rates about very good as refinished many years ago with a repaired chip
to the rear of the frame’s tang. The checkering was chased but has a
few more dings and handling marks now and there is a silver oval
monogram plate along the toeline which is rather large and
un-engraved. The length of pull to the checkered horn buttplate is 14
1/4”, the plate itself showing some light insect damage. The gun seems
to function mechanically however seems a little rudimentary in the
operation and the breeches exhibit a slight whisker of light. An
interesting seldom-encountered French sliding breech shotgun.
(3A9438-417) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Marlin Model 94 Lever Action Carbine
serial #1806 44-40 W.C.F., 20" octagon barrel with a bright excellent
bore. This post World War I gun shows honest use over the years and
remains in fine condition. The metal surfaces are predominately gray
with perhaps 30-35% original blue. The receiver has been lightly
cleaned, the surfaces pewter with scattered oxidation blemishes. The
barrel has been lightly cleaned in areas with oxidized pitting, stains from
oxidation and handling marks but strong blue remains on the first half of
the barrel plus several strong streaks on the last half and the exposed
magazine tube. The straight grip walnut factory buttstock has been
refurbished with later added varnish displaying several handling marks
that were not removed when cleaned, several tiny gaps around the tang
and a 1/2" crack on the right side of the wrist by the receiver. The steel
carbine style buttplate has about 60-70% original blue with oxidation
stains, handling marks and overrun varnish from the stock refinish. The
smooth walnut forend rates about the same as the buttstock with light
handling marks. The rifle features Rocky Mountain rear and front sights,
the magazine plug screw is missing and a portion of the screws have
slot damage. The buttplate, buttstock and tang are all numbered to the
gun. The top of the receiver has a pair of drilled and tapped holes with
plugs. The barrel address has the "Marlin Fire-Arms Co." legend and the
1893 patent date, the tang has the Marlin inspection star and the action
remains crisp. A salty Model '94 Carbine still with a nice bore.
(8A9522-45) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

2066

U.S. Model 1808 Flintlock Contract Musket By Pomeroy Shortened to
Artillery Length
.69 cal., 36" shortened barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel is
marked "P M / S. J. 1810" along the top while the lockplate is simply
marked "L. POMEROY" ahead of cock. The metal surfaces have been
cleaned some time ago and are now an overall gray and brown with
scattered fine oxidation with spots of light pitting and impact marks. The
stock rates good with overall handling marks, dried fading finish and has
been shortened to 2 5/8" from the muzzle. There are light cracks at the
front and rear of the lockplate along with minor gaps along the edges, a
large chip missing at the toe and modest chipping and worn edges along
the ramrod channel. The center barrel band is loose fitting and the front
spring clip is broken, no longer engaging the band. The lock remains
strong but does not function at half-cock. An iron trumpet shaped
ramrod is present. A good altered 1808 contract musket. (5A9631-1)
{ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Parker VH Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #172922 16 ga., 27” Vulcan steel barrels choked improved
cylinder and modified with near excellent bores that are mostly bright but
have some areas of light freckling. The barrels retain about 80% original
blue that is toning to brown and mixing with some areas of light
oxidation. There is some added solder at the muzzles and light handling
marks throughout with a larger area of loss along the left tube. The
frame and remaining metal surfaces are mostly a mottled gray, there is a
small amount of factory case color still visible along the sides of the
frame and on the protected surfaces. The checkered walnut stocks rate
near excellent and have some light dings and scattered handling marks
throughout, there is a larger chip on the left side of the wrist near the
base that affects the checkered area. The buttstock features a hard
rubber gripcap and a #1 style buttplate with spur, and has a 14 1/8”
length of pull to the forward trigger and drops at 1 1/2" and 2 3/4". The
rib is equipped with silver blade style bead front sight and an ivory bead
rear sight. The action locks up tight with no lateral play and the lever
comes to rest just right of center. Overall this is a nice petite VH grade
that was built on an O-frame and would make a terrific field gun.
(4A9543-138) {C&R} [Phil Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
German Gewehr 98 Bolt Action Rifle by Spandau
serial #6619 8mm Mauser, 29” barrel with a dark lightly oxidized bore
showing scattered pitting and still strong rifling. The metal surfaces of
the rifle have an overall mottled gray patina with scattered spots of
remaining original blue on the receiver and magazine floorplate,
scattered light pitting throughout, and scattered light oxidation staining.
The nosecap and barrel band retain about 85% original blue with light
high edge wear, scattered light handling marks, and light oxidation
staining; the steel buttplate has been cleaned bright with scattered light
oxidation staining. The European hardwood stock is in very good
condition as lightly cleaned with two 1” and 1 1/2” cracks on the right
side at the buttplate, a small chip at the rear sling swivel, and scattered
handling marks consistent with age and use. The stock is marked below
the stock disc with three faded German proofs in vertical order reading
“(crown) / W” and “(crown) / M” with the final proof being too faded to
read, the toeline of the stock is lightly numbered “765” and is marked
“(crown) / B”, and the remains of two proofs can be seen behind the
triggerguard on the inside of the pistolgrip. The receiver ring is marked
“(crown) / SPANDAU / 1901” an Imperial Eagle firing proof is on the left
side, the right side of the receiver is marked with crown proofs, and the
barrel is serialized to the rifle. The rear sight has been updated during
the interwar period to the K98 style tangent rear sight graduated from
100 to 2000 meters, and the rear sight base and rear sight are crisply
marked “S/42G” and serialized to the rifle; the barrel band has also been
updated to the wider variety. The triggerguard and floorplate are
numbered “765” and “65” respectively, and both are marked with small
crown proofs. The bolt is serialized to a different rifle. A salty old Gewehr
98 updated between the wars. (14A9617-5) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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J. Stevens & Company Three Trigger Double Hammergun
serial #920 12 ga, 32” barrels choked full and modified with good to
very good bores with light to moderate pitting in the right barrel and
moderate pitting in the left barrel. The metal surfaces of the shotgun
have been cleaned to bright gunmetal with oxidation staining on the
hammers, light pitting on the triggerguard, and the barrels show traces
of a damascus pattern; the left barrel has a slight surface ding about 7”
from the muzzle. The straight grip walnut stock is in excellent condition
as lightly cleaned with the tang and buttplate being slightly proud of the
wood. The stock is nicely figured, particularly on the left side. The barrel
rib is crisply marked “J. STEVENS & CO. CHICOPEE. FALLS. MASS.”,
with the “j” being slightly obscured. The barrels, frame, forend, and
triggerguard are all serialized and matching. The rebounding hammers
are not in time, the left hammer fitting loosely with noticeable lateral
play. The right barrel is slightly off face, showing a sliver of light between
the barrel and the breech. The shotgun features 2 1/2” chambers,
double triggers, is sighted with a lone brass bead, and is opened by
depressing the forward single trigger. A rather scarce American double
hammergun. (14A9472-4) (ANTIQUE) (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Rare U.S. Model 1816 Flintlock Contract Musket by E. Buell
.69 cal., 42” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this
reconverted Type I musket are toning to a brown patina with scattered
spots of moderate oxidation and a couple vise bite marks on the breech
of the barrel which is proofed with a “P / (eagle head) / V” and a deeply
struck arrow-shaped mark. The lockplate bears the earliest style of Buell
markings including “E. BUELL” behind the cock and a softened “(spread
eagle) / MARLBOROUGH” ahead of the cock and all the components of
the lock appear to be correct for this model. The smooth black walnut
straight grip stock rates about good with a few cracks around the lock
and lockplate, a narrow chip missing from the right wood line and the
scattered dings and handling marks typical of a military shoulder arm
that is likely around two centuries old. The sling swivels remain intact
though each is loose with the forward swivel broken on its left side, a
steel button-headed ramrod is included and the lock functions albeit
roughly. According to p. 100 of Robert M. Reilly’s United States Martial
Flintlocks, Elisha Buell and his son Enos of Marlborough, CT were active
from the Revolutionary War into the 1830s and “very few Buell marked
muskets of any period have survived.” (23A9631-13) {ANTIQUE}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
U.S. Model 1884 Trapdoor Cadet Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #307494 45-70 Govt., 29 1/2” barrel with a bright very good plus
bore showing a few small spots of light pitting in the otherwise strong
rifling. The metal surfaces are toning to a pewtery-gray patina with the
barrel displaying remnants of fine pinprick pitting on the barrel and spots
of light oxidation staining and pinprick pitting scattered overall. The
1873-dated breechblock, receiver, and hammer have aged to a smoky
case-hardened patina with modest amounts of oil-quenched blackened
finish in the protected areas. The barrel is proofed with the familiar “V / P
/ (eagle head) / P” while the lockplate is marked “U.S. / SPRINGFIELD”
under the thumbpiece and with a Federal Eagle ahead of the hammer.
The correct “short-comb” smooth black walnut straight grip stock rates
near very good with a crack above the upper lockplate screw, a few
scattered 1/2” dings and various other light signs of service. The stock
features the remnants of Master Armorer Samuel W. Porter’s “SWP /
1890” cartouche, a strong “A” is behind the triggerguard and a crisp “H”
on the left side of the buttstock. The rifle is sighted with the correct “R”
marked Buffington rear and blade/bayonet stud front, the sling swivels
remain intact and the correct slotted head swelled shank ramrod is
included. The action remains strong and crisp on this handsome, early
Model 1884 Cadet rifle. (23A9544-309) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
U.S. Model 1903 Mark I Bolt Action Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #1127977 30-06, 24” 5-38 dated Springfield Armory barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 93% reapplied
blue with light loss toning to gunmetal gray on the bottom metal, top of
the receiver ring and scattered areas of light oxidation, particularly on
the custom low-scope bolt handle and buttplate. There are a few
scattered small areas of pinprick pitting beneath the finish but they are
unobtrusive. The replacement two-bolt smooth walnut straight grip stock
and handguard rate very good plus as lightly cleaned with a nicely
repaired hairline crack below the left side ejection port, the right side bolt
holes have been filled, and a light handling mark or two and the stock
features the remnants of two circled “P” firing proofs. The receiver has
three added drilled and tapped holes on the top for a one-piece scope
base and receiver is correctly milled for a Pedersen Device, the bayonet
lug is marked “H”, the swivels and original sights remain intact and the
action appears to function well mechanically. An excellent range
candidate with its nice bore and scope-ready receiver. (23A9650-21)
{MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

2073

Ruger No. 3 Falling Block Carbine
serial #130-71119, 22 Hornet, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a few small spots of
light oxidation on the front sight blade and a few scattered minor
handling marks. The smooth walnut straight grip stock and forend rate
very good plus with a few scattered light handling marks. The sling
swivel has been removed from the front band, the rear sling stud and
original sights remain intact and mounted to the drilled and tapped barrel
is a set of aluminum bases and 1” scope rings ready for your choice of
optic. A very nice Ruger No. 3 in excellent condition. (23A9543-184)
{MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Thompson/Center Custom Shop Contender Single Shot Rifle
serial #394526 5.7x28mm, 24” Custom Shop barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with the
lever and frame showing light high edge and operational wear, a few
light handling marks and small areas of dried oil, while each side of the
frame is embellished with an engraved mountain lion ready to pounce
along with loose foliate scroll engraving. The handsomely figured
checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock rates very good plus to near
excellent with a few light handling marks and silvering to the edges of
the gripcap which features an embossed bust of a mountain lion and the
smooth walnut forend rates excellent. The rifle features the ability to
switch between centerfire and rimfire cartridges as the barrels are
interchangeable. Mounted to the barrel in a pair of Weaver 1” rings is a
Truglo Trubrite 3-9x44 scope with red/green illuminated duplex-style
reticle and bright very good optics retaining 97% original matte black
anodized finish with some scattered scuffs and minor handling marks
from light use. An attractively-stocked rifle in a desirable Custom Shop
chambering. (23A9543-190) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection]
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Egyptian Hakim Semi-Auto Rifle by Maadi
serial #41820 8mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1960-dated rifle retain about 97% original thinning
Parkerized finish with light silvering at the muzzle, high edges and wear
points and a few small spots of light oxidation. The military-style
hardwood pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good with the expected
scattered handling marks of a military shoulder arm, the remnants of the
original military finish, “172” written in Arabic on the left side of the butt
and an inlaid brass disk on the right side which appears to say “11” in
Arabic. The rifle is discreetly import-marked by Century Arms on the
right side of the barrel and the rifle is equipped with the original muzzle
compensator, sling swivels, military sights and one steel 10-round
detachable box magazine. (239617-7) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger M77 Mark II NHWF Commemorative Bolt Action Rifle
serial #785-11727, 280 Rem., 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this New Hampshire Wildlife Foundation
commemorative rifle retain 99% original blue and black anodized
finishes with a couple specks of fine oxidation and a few very light
handling marks overall while the in-the-white bolt rates excellent. The
barrel of this handsome rifle bears the laser-engraved symbol of the
NHWF along with their initials and “1998”. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip stock with Ruger logo gripcap rates excellent with a faint
handling mark or two while the rubber rifle pad also rates excellent. The
rifle features a three-position safety, Mauser-style action and hinged
floorplate and comes with a pair of blued steel scope rings that attach to
the integral mounts on the receiver. This attractive rifle is chambered for
a very versatile cartridge and remains in wonderful condition.
(23B9532-10) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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2077

U.S. Model 1884 Trapdoor Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #383942 45-70 Govt., 32 5/8” barrel with a mostly bright very
good bore showing a few small areas of light pitting in the strong rifling.
The barrel, bands and buttplate are toning to a plum-brown patina with a
few scattered spots of oxidation and minor handling marks and two
faded spots of what appears to be green paint behind the “U.S.”
stamping on the buttplate. The two-piece triggerguard displays a mottled
gunmetal-gray patina while the hammer, breechblock, receiver and
breech tang have aged to a freckled smoky case-hardened patina. This
early model 1884 retains the 1873-dated breechblock, the barrel is
proofed “V / P / (eagle head)” and the lockplate is properly stamped with
a Federal Eagle ahead of the hammer and “U.S. / SPRINGFIELD” below
the thumbpiece. The smooth black walnut straight grip stock rates near
very good with numerous dents, dings and handling marks from military
service and features a circled “P” firing proof behind the triggerguard a
“21” on the toe line and “A / 42 / 14” is painted in red block letters on the
right side of the butt. The swivels and original sights remain intact
including the correct “R” marked Buffington rear, a slotted-head ramrod
is included and the three-position lock and tumbler remain very strong
and crisp. (23A9544-312) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Winchester Model 63 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #48195A, 22 LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with light flaking on the forend
cap and a few scattered light handling marks. The smooth walnut forend
rates good with perhaps a touch of added finish, multiple flexing cracks
in the right side and some minor handling marks while the pistolgrip
stock rates very good plus to near excellent with a few scattered
handling marks. There is an added drilled and tapped hole in the top of
the frame, the original open sights remain intact and the action appears
to function well mechanically. (23A9574-26) {C&R} [James Traynor
Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Colt Police Positive Double Action Revolver
serial #127790 38 Colt New Police (S&W), 4" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1916-made first issue gun retain about
95-96% original blue, the grip frame thinning to a mix of blue and gray in
addition to high edge wear and handling marks. The blue on the trigger
is starting to thin with light wear on the hammer spur. The checkered
hard rubber factory grips with fleur-de-lis borders and stylized "C"
around the escutcheon are numbered to the gun and rate excellent. The
gun still functions and the markings remain crisp. A very nice example
that has seen some honest but light use over the years. (8A9551-3)
{C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Marlin Model 332 Varmint King Bolt Action Rifle
serial #17740 222 Rem, 24” stainless steel micro-groove barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95-97% parkerized and
blued finishes that have some very light edge wear and handling marks.
The bottom metal is toning to brown with areas of gray blending through,
bolt body is mostly bright with a few areas of light gray patina. The
checkered walnut stocks rate near excellent and have a few light dings
and scratches, there are a few small chips along the left side due to a
knot in the grain. The stock features a capped pistolgrip, factory hard
rubber buttplate, swivels and has the Marlin “bullseye” along the toeline.
Built on a Sako Riihimaki action by Marlin, the barrel is tapped for a front
sight and a set of Redfield mounts with 1” rings are mounted to the
grooved receiver. A single detachable magazine is also included. A very
fine example of these mid to late 1950’s “triple-deuce” sporting rifles that
were built using the classic Sako action. (4A9574-47) {C&R} [James
Traynor Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Navy Arms Harpers Ferry 1803 Flintlock Rifle By Zoli
serial #3676 .58 Caliber, 35 1/2” part round, part octagon barrel that
has an excellent bore. The barrel retains about 99% of the original
factory brown finish that has some light handling marks throughout. The
lock and hammer retain nearly all of their original factory case color and
have some light graying around the edges and some light handling
marks. The lock bears the correct period markings with the Federal
Eagle in center and “Harper’s / Ferry / 1803” at the tail end. The brass
furniture rates excellent and has some mild ochre patina. The hardwood
stock rates excellent and has some light handling marks and small
dings. The original brass front blade sight and rear notch sight remain
intact, the original brass tipped steel ramrod is included. The lock
appears to function correctly and overall this Italian-made quality rifle is
in excellent condition. (4A9574-83) {ANTIQUE} [James Traynor
Collection] (500/700}
Est. 500 - 700

2082

Lefever Arms G Grade Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #20330 12 ga., 24” barrels choked modified and full with near
excellent bores that are mostly bright but are scored and grooved and
have a few minor tool marks likely from aggressive cleaning. The metal
surfaces have an older applied blue finish with about 90% remaining
that is lightly fading to gray along the bearing surfaces of the frame and
its associated parts. There are a few light impact and handling marks
throughout. The checkered splinter forearm rates excellent and has a
few light handling marks and some added finish. The pistolgrip buttstock
rates near excellent as-repaired and is comprised of three sections that
have been nicely married together. The center portion, which appears to
be the original part of the stock has a few small dings and some fine
hairline cracks around the edges of the locks. The wood has light added
finish and some light dings and other handling marks throughout. The
comb section has filled plugs where the sections were joined together
and has a black triangle and ball shaped inlay at the heel. The buttstock
has the correct gripcap and an original 3/4" hard rubber buttplate with
“LHC” monogram in center and the stock has a 14 3/4" length of pull to
the front trigger and drops at 1 3/8” and 2 1/8”. The rib is equipped with
a silver bead front sight. The action’s lock-up is tight and the top lever
comes to rest at center. Overall this is a nicely restored G Grade double
that would make a terrific field gun and with its shorter barrels would be
a terrific upland shotgun. (4A9607-22) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Winchester First Model 1885 High Wall Winder Musket
serial #111732 22 Short, 28” barrel with a lightly pitted very good bore
with evident rifling. The metal surfaces of the rifle have a brown patina
with speckled light oxidation scattered along the barrel, light wear on the
high edges, and a few light handling marks; the two barrel bands have
light wear on the sides with remains of original blue beneath the brown
patina. The straight grip walnut stock and forend are in very good plus
condition with light chipping around the ramrod channel, light oil staining
around the rear of the receiver, and scattered light handling marks. The
toe of the stock is crisply stamped “15”, but the stock is otherwise
unmarked. The Winchester trade marks and serial number on the upper
and lower tangs remain crisp, as do the 2-line barrel address and caliber
designation on the barrel; the Winchester proofs on the frame and are
light but visible. The rifle is sighted with a blade front sight and a military
“windgauge” rear sight, with flip up ladder sight. A solid 1911-made High
Wall Winder Musket. (14A6520-3704) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
J. Stevens No. 414 Armory Falling Block Rifle
serial #74255 22 Short, 26” barrel with a lightly pitted very good bore.
The frame of the rifle shows muted case color with the tangs having
toned to gunmetal gray and light oxidation along the sides and on the
lever. The barrel retains about 90% original blue with moderate wear at
the muzzle traveling approximately 5” back, light thinning with oxidation
staining and light handling marks; the barrel band shows moderate wear
with light oxidation staining and the breech block shows 97% blue finish
with light operational wear and hardened grease. The straight grip
walnut stock and semi-beavertail forend are in very good condition as
lightly cleaned with a 4 1/2” crack down the middle of the forend starting
at the tip, scattered light handling marks, and an added finish; the hard
rubber buttplate has a small chip in the toe. The stock has two holes
drilled in the forend and the toeline for mounting sling swivel, but they
remain empty. A few of the screws show light slot damage. The right
side of the frame is crisply marked with the Stevens trademark, and the
2-line barrel address and caliber designation remain crisp as well; the
barrel has three drilled and tapped holes within 4” of the frame. The rifle
is sighted with a rocky mountain front sight and frame mounted aperture
sight; the tang is factory drilled and tapped for a tang sight.
(14A9544-230) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Smith & Wesson Model K-22 Masterpiece Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #K227207, 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1954-made revolver retain about 90-92% original blue,
the backstrap and triggerguard are toning, with high edge and contact
point wear consistent with holster carry. The service trigger and hammer
retain bold case-hardened colors with operational wear. The diamond
checkered walnut factory Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are
numbered to another gun and rate and fit about excellent. The gun
features a Patridge front sight, black blade micro adjustable rear sight,
all remaining parts are correctly numbered to the gun and it still
functions mechanically. (8A9510-10) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Browning BPS High Capacity “Riot” Slide Action Shotgun
serial #04398MR121, 12 ga., 20” plain barrel choked cylinder with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original matte and
polished blue finish that has a few light handling marks. The gold trigger
retains all of its gold plating. The checkered black synthetic stocks rate
excellent and sling swivels are included. This is a somewhat rare model
from Browning that saw very limited production and features a near full
length 7+1 capacity magazine. Browning does not often lend its name to
tactical or police model themed arms and this is one of those few
exceptions. An excellent example of these seldom seen high capacity
field grade shotguns. (4A9626-7) {MODERN} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Richardson Industries Model R-5 Shotgun
12 ga., 24” barrel choked cylinder with a good bore that has areas of
light pitting and oxidation throughout, the chamber has a single small
detent in the walls to hold the shotshell in place when the barrel is
removed. The metal surfaces of this oddly unique shotgun retain about
90% original blue showing scattered light freckling, some light oxidation,
and other assorted handling marks. The manufacturer name and New
Haven address is stamped on the receiver tube. The one-piece smooth
pistolgrip hardwood stock rates near excellent with some scattered light
dings and other handling marks and some light scuffing near the toe.
The pistolgrip style finger groove barrel grip rates excellent with a few
small handling marks and is loosely based on the forend grip of the
Thompson. Iliff David Richardson started manufacture of this simple arm
in 1946 basing it on the Philippine "Paliuntod", a single barrel shotgun
used to overcome an enemy soldier to capture his weapon, “a gun to get
a gun”. In practice a shell is placed in the barrel and carefully slid into
the receiver tube, the release lever (looking like a trigger) is pulled to
allow the barrel to move, the barrel is slid slightly forward and then
smartly slammed to the rear where the shell hits a fixed firing pin
discharging it. “Rich” as he was known served with both the U.S. Navy
and Army during WWII and fought for three years with Philippine guerilla
fighters. An interesting example inspired from a heroic time. (4A9626-9)
{C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Marlin Golden 39A Takedown Lever Action Rifle
serial #6918171 22 LR, 24” micro-groove “JM” marked barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1969-vintage lever rifle retain
about 98-99% original blue that has some light handling marks, some
wear along the working parts and a few specks of light surface oxidation
scattered throughout. The smooth walnut stocks rate excellent and have
a few small dings and other light handling marks. The pistolgrip
buttstock features the black pistolgrip cap and factory buttplate. The
original sights, including the front sight hood, and the factory swivels
remain intact. A simple 7/8” grooved rail scope base has been mounted
to the receiver. Overall this is an excellent example of these classic
rimfire lever rifles. (4A9626-34) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Marlin Model 39A Lever Action Rifle
serial #H21530, 22 LR, 24” “JM” marked Ballard-rifled barrel with an
excellent bore. Built in 1951, this third model second variation rifle
retains some original blue with the majority of the metal showing mottled
browns and grays and is blending with some areas of light pitting and
light surface oxidation. The smooth walnut stocks rate excellent and
have a few small dings and some darker oil staining to the finish. The
forearm is the wider beavertail style while the pistolgrip buttstock has the
flute at the leading edge of the comb and features a hard rubber gripcap
with brass insert and hard rubber buttplate, both with white spacers. The
Marlin bullseye remains intact on the toe line. The original front sight
with hood remains intact, the rear sight has been removed and a blank
fills its dovetail. Mounted to the left side of the receiver is a Lyman 66MC
adjustable rear sight with aperture. Despite the issues with its outward
appearance the rifle’s action appears to function correctly and it will
likely make a terrific shooter. (4A9626-17) {C&R} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Marlin Model 336RC Lever Action Carbine
serial #6886351 35 Rem, 20” micro-groove barrel marked “JM” with a
bright, excellent bore. This carbine was manufactured at the end of
1968, the final year of production for the R.C. model. The metal surfaces
retain about 98-99% original blue that has some light handling and edge
wear. The trigger retains nearly all of its original gold plating. The
smooth walnut stocks rate excellent and have a few light dings and
other light handling marks. The pistolgrip buttstock features a gripcap
and hard rubber buttplate. Swivel studs have been installed, displacing
the bullseye along the toe line. The original sights, including the front
sight hood remain intact and a hammer spur extension has been
installed. A terrific example overall that would make a great companion
in the fall woods. (4A9626-18) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

2091

Custom Winchester Model 75 Target Bolt Action Rifle
serial #86993 22 LR, 28” tapered heavy barrel with a bright, excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1956-made target rifle retain about 95%
original blue that is flaking to a mottled brown and has some light edge
wear and some handling marks throughout. The barrel and receiver
markings remain crisp, the bolt is not marked and the barrel band is no
longer present. The factory walnut stock is custom checkered and rates
excellent with a satin oil finish, some light handling marks and a few
small dings. The stock features a target rail in the forearm, and inletted
rear swivel base and has the checkered steel buttplate. The barrel is
tapped for sights and target blocks, though none are present. The
receiver is grooved for mounts. Included is a single “W” marked
detachable magazine. This is a near-excellent example of these popular
target model rifles that would likely have lots of potential when paired
with either the correct sights or a set of quality optics. (4A9626-20)
{MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Remington Model 788 Left-hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #A6156468, 308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this September 1977-vintage rifle retain about 97-98%
original blue that has some light edge wear, handling marks and is lightly
flaking to brown throughout. The hardwood stock rates very good and
has some light dings and other handling marks and some minor flaking
around the butt. There appears to be some areas of minor staining and
finish loss where the stock finish has come in contact with a solvent or
other agent and the area around the pistolgrip shows evidence of some
light sanding. An original Remington hard rubber buttplate remains
intact, the sling swivels have been removed and their holes remain
vacant. The original sights have been removed but mounted to the
receiver is a Weaver style one-piece base with a set of 1” rings. Also
included is a single detachable factory magazine. A very good to near
excellent example of these not often seen “southpaw” sporting rifles.
(4A9626-19) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Remington Model 581 Left-Hand Bolt Action Rifle
serial #1023364 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. This
June 1970-vintage sporting rifle is in very good overall condition. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue that has areas of light
wear and some light handling marks throughout. The walnut stock rates
about very good and has added finish over light to minor dings and other
light handling marks along with a few larger impact marks and some
minor crazing. There is a 2” crack emanating forward from the bolt
handle notch and a vertical repair running from the receiver to the
bottom metal on the right side just ahead of the triggerguard. The
original sights remain intact and the receiver is grooved for mounts. A
single magazine and leather sporting sling are included. A great
opportunity to own one of these less commonly offered left-hand
sporting 22’s. (4A9626-8) {MODERN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
NS Firearms Corp. Model 522 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #0700396 22 LR, 21” hammer forged target barrel with a bright,
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue that
has some light handling and edge wear throughout. The checkered
European walnut stock rates near excellent with some light dings and
scattered handling marks. The bolt is numbered to the receiver, and the
receiver is grooved for mounts. A single magazine and a dossier of
articles and information are included. Made on machinery that was
purchased from Steyr in Austria with components milled of steel, with no
aluminum or stampings used in their construction, these economical
target rifles are known for their accuracy and consistency. An overall
excellent example of these Anschutz inspired target 22 rifles that was
imported by Keng’s Firearms Sales in Atlanta, GA circa 1994. [see
scarce spare magazines available in this auction] (4A9626-23)
{MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
NS Firearms Corp. Model 522 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #0702388 22 LR, 21” hammer forged target barrel with a bright,
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue that
has a few light handling marks scattered throughout. The checkered
European walnut stock rates excellent and has a few small handling
marks as well. There are some larger impressions that appear to be
under the original finish and were likely present when the rifle left the
factory. There are no provisions for sights, the receiver is grooved for
mounts and the bolt is numbered to the receiver. The original box is
included and contains the magazine and original manual and info sheet.
An overall excellent to near-new-in-box example of these Anschutz
inspired target 22 rifles with components milled of steel, with no
aluminum or stampings used in their construction, all made on
machinery purchased by Steyr in Austria and was imported by Keng’s
Firearm Sales in Atlanta, GA in the mid 1990’s. [see scarce spare
magazines available in this auction] (4A9626-29) {MODERN} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
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NS Firearms Corp. Model 522 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #0702392 22 LR, 21” hammer forged target barrel with a bright,
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue that
has a few light handling marks scattered throughout. The checkered
European walnut stock rates excellent and has a few, very light handling
marks. There are no provisions for sights, the receiver is grooved for
mounts and the bolt is numbered to the receiver. The original box is
included and contains the magazine and an original manual. These
quality Anschutz inspired target 22 rifles are made on machinery
purchased from Steyr in Austria with components milled of steel, with no
stampings and no aluminum used in their construction. This is an overall
excellent to near-new-in-box example of that was imported by Keng’s
Firearms Sales in Atlanta, GA in the mid 1990’s. [see scarce spare
magazines available in this auction] (4A9626-28) {MODERN} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
CZ Model 452-2E ZKM Special Bolt Action Rifle
serial #861508 22 LR, 24 3/4" barrel with a bright, excellent bore. This
“Lux” style military training rifle is in as-new-in-the-box condition. The
metal surfaces show only a few very light handling marks with no
appreciable finish loss. The checkered beechwood stock shows no signs
of wear and features a schnabel forend, a European style butt and sling
swivels. The original sights, including the front sight hood, remain intact
and the receiver is grooved for mounts. The original box with manual,
test targets, a magazine and a set of 1” high Millett rings are included.
Additionally there is packaging for a replacement sear and lighter weight
trigger spring from Automation Solutions in Bessemer, AL. The
packages have what appear to be the original CZ parts with the
replacement performance parts having been installed producing a much
lighter and crisper pull compared to other examples. A really terrific rifle
that was designed for military training use and would make a super
sporting 22. (4A9626-47) {MODERN} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
French "Unique" Semi-Auto Pistol by MA Pyrenees
serial #107227 32 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this Moroccan contract pistol retain about 90-92%
original blue showing light high edge wear, thinning along the gripstraps
and some scattered light handling marks. The hammer shows good
straw colors, all markings remain clear and there is a Moroccan property
stamp at the rear right side frame. The grooved black Bakelite grips
remain in very good plus condition showing a few tiny chips and minor
dings. There are no visible import marks, the action seems to function
well mechanically and one original nine-round magazine is included.
(13A9629-2) {C&R} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Stevens Visible Loader Slide Action Rifle
serial #N603, 22 S,L,LR, 22" round barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. The barrel and magazine tube retain about 90% original blue with
most of the loss along the magazine tube and action arm showing light
operational wear and toning to silvery gray patina along with some light
handling marks along the barrel. The action has mostly flaked to a
pleasant deep gray-brown patina showing some flakes of original blue
scattered about while the breechblock, hammer and trigger retain about
90% original blue showing some operational wear along the hammer.
The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and grooved forend remain in
very fine condition retaining 92% original varnish showing a few
scattered light flakes, a small scuff at the point of comb and scattered
minor dings. Occasionally the ejector / lifter does not retract in time
when the action is closed and gets hung up slightly; the action otherwise
seems to function well mechanically. (13A8958-31) {C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Winchester Model 1906 Slide Action Rifle
serial #424116 22 S,L,LR, 20" round barrel with a fair bore showing
scattered light pitting, oxidation and some good rifling throughout. The
barrel and magazine tube retain about 20% original blue mostly present
in the protected areas with the balance toned to a mild pewter gunmetal
patina along with some scattered light dings and handling marks. The
action retains perhaps 70% original bright blue flaking to pewter
gunmetal patina showing some scattered very light pitting along the right
side. The smooth gumwood buttstock and grooved forend remain in very
good plus condition as lightly cleaned showing a few light dings and
handling marks. The original black hard rubber buttplate is intact
showing some wear around the edges. The original sporting sights are
present and the action seems to function well mechanically. A very
respectable Model 1906. (13A8958-34) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

2101

Erma ET-22 Navy Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #62005 22 LR, 11 3/4"barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1968 proof-dated pistol retain about 98-99% black
enamel finish showing a small line of discoloration along the left side
barrel and a few other scattered light handling marks. The checkered
walnut forend and grips with left-side thumb rest remain in excellent
condition perhaps showing a light handling mark or two. The pistol
includes one original magazine, original red factory box end-labeled and
numbered to the gun, manual and test target. An excellent example of
these interesting Luger-style pistols. (13A9355-31) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
German Gewehr 88/05 Bolt Action Rifle by Steyr
serial #8472x, 8mm Mauser, 29" barrel with a bright very good plus bore
showing some very light oxidation in the grooves and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this 1890-dated Turkish-marked rifle
have toned to a dark plum-brown patina showing some old pitting along
the wood line, a few light dings, minor oxidation staining and some
remnants of arsenal blue along the receiver. All markings remain intact
and legible, the bolt parts and inside edge of the receiver marked with
Turkish crescents and the mismatched front band with an original
German unit marking that reads "83. R. 8. 203." The smooth walnut
stock remains in about very good condition showing an older added dark
brown finish over light dings, a few smoothed-over slivers along the
edges of the forend and an area of worn finish on the right side butt. The
stock shows remnants of Imperial German cartouches on the right side
and behind the triggerguard. The barrel jacket is matching the receiver
and the remaining numbered parts are a mismatched assortment. The
rear detachable sling swivel and a cleaning rod are present, all of the
usual 1905 updates have been performed and the action seems to
function well mechanically. A very good example of these long-serving
military rifles. (13A9565-2) {ANTIQUE} (300/400)
Est. 300 - 400
German P.08 Luger pistol by DWM
serial #625f, 9mm, 4" barrel with a bright near excellent bore showing
some frosting in the grooves and strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this 1911-dated Weimar era police rework retain about 95%
older reapplied rust blue finish showing some thinning along the
gripstraps, some scattered light tool marks and remnants of old pitting
beneath the blue. The small parts are a silvery pewter patina showing
some remnants of straw color. The sear safety and magazine safety are
no longer present, a unit marking along the frontstrap has been so
vigorously removed that there is a 1 1/8" area broken through the
frontstrap into the interior frame area and the remaining markings are
otherwise intact with "1920" Weimar date stamp above the original
production date. The more modern replacement checkered walnut grips
remain in very good condition showing scattered light dings, the left
panel is rather loose and ill-fitting. The grooved firing pin is un-numbered
and the remaining serialized parts are matching, many of them likely
re-numbered during arsenal rebuild. One bright-bodied wood base
magazine re-numbered to the gun is included and the action seems to
function well mechanically. (13A9547-1) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
Unmarked Pair of European Percussion Pocket Pistols
.45 cal, 3 7/8" octagon barrels with very good bores showing some
scattered light pitting. The barrels show remnants of an etched
damascus pattern having mostly toned to a pewter-gunmetal patina
showing some remnants of old light pitting and one small area of slightly
heavier pitting on the right side barrel of one pistol ahead of the nipple
bolster. The remaining metal surfaces are similar, the back action
lockplates, hammer and triggerguards embellished with some tasteful
foliate scrollwork. The pistols are equipped with German silver wedge
escutcheons and brass-tipped ramrods. The checkered ebony stocks
remain in good condition showing some scattered age and grain cracks,
one pistol showing a number of more moderate drying splits on either
side and the checkering is somewhat worn. The undersides of the
barrels are stamped with unidentified crown proofs with dual foliate
branches, very French-looking in nature and both locks function crisply.
Still a rather attractive little pair of percussion pocket pistols.
(13B9563-5) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Belgian Double Action Pinfire Pocket Revolver
7.65mm Pinfire, 3 1/2" barrel with a fair bore showing scattered pitting
and areas of strong rifling. The barrel of this handsome little pistol
retains perhaps 25% original bright blue mostly flaked to a pleasant
deep plum-brown patina showing a few small spots of old oxidation
staining. The cylinder retains about 90% original bright blue showing
some more mild flaking and light oxidation staining. The frame has
mostly toned to a mottled gray-brown and silvery case-hardened patina
still showing some generous bold colors in the protected areas and
scattered mild brown freckling. The folding trigger, hammer and ejector
rod are partially bright showing scattered brown freckling and the arm is
embellished with some light, tasteful foliate scrollwork. There are a few
light dings at the muzzle and the screw heads show some slot wear but
this is rather unobtrusive. The checkered ebony grips remain in very fine
condition showing a few lightly chipped points and minor dings. The
trigger requires a little manual assistance to reset and the action
otherwise seems to function well mechanically with solid timing and
lock-up. A very respectable pinfire pocket revolver. (13A9566-13)
{ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Remington New Model Pocket Cartridge-Converted Revolver
serial #23877 32 RF, 3 1/2" octagon barrel with a fair bore showing a
few spots of moderate oxidation, light pitting and good rifling throughout.
The barrel and cylinder retain perhaps 40% original bright blue showing
flaking and overall toning to gray-brown patina, some scattered fine
pinprick pitting and a few light dings. The loading lever retains about
80% original bright blue while the trigger and base pin retain some faint
hints of fire blue. The frame is a pewter-gunmetal patina showing some
scattered minor light pitting and freckling. The hammer shows good
remnants of case-hardened colors and all markings remain crisp and
clear. The smooth rosewood grips are pencil-numbered to the gun and
remain in very fine condition retaining about 85% original varnish with
some scattered light flaking and minor dings. All of the serialized parts
are matching, the cylinder back plate and the barrel are matching by
conversion number and the back plate is also matching the cylinder by
assembly number. The action seems to function well mechanically with
solid timing and lock-up. A solid example for the Remington collector,
these popular little pocket revolvers were generally well-carried.
(13B9566-14) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Belgian Single Shot Rocket Ball Parlor Pistol Converted to Flobert by
Antoine Loron
serial #155 .25 cal, 8" octagon smoothbore barrel with a good bore
showing scattered light oxidation. The barrel of this interesting arm has
mostly toned to a pewter-gunmetal patina showing some scattered
remnants of old light pitting and some strong original bright blue around
the breech area. The pivoting breechblock retains about 70% original
bright blue and its retainer spring, the rear sight and the front sight retain
a few flakes of fire blue. The hammer shows a period brazed repair and
has been modified to fire rimfire flobert cartridges. The frame is a mix of
pewter-gunmetal and silvery case-hardened patina showing some light
freckling and minor pinprick pitting, the sides of the frame, tangs and
triggerguard show some very nice tasteful foliate scrollwork. Both the
barrel and frame are stamped in small font with maker's markings
"LORON & G." The fluted walnut grip remains in very fine condition
retaining about 30% original varnish with the balance flaked and
otherwise the grip just shows a few light handling marks and some light
foliate carving on the sides. The original small fixed target sights are
intact and the action seems to function well mechanically. A very
interesting example for the antique arms collector. (13B9566-12)
{ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

2108

Custom DWM P.08 Luger Pistol
serial #2465o, 30 Luger, 7 1/2" custom replacement barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel retains about 95% original maker blue
showing some wear at the muzzle and scattered light handling marks.
The toggle retains about 90% arsenal rust blue showing some overall
thinning and light operational wear. The remaining metal surfaces are a
mottled blue-gray and pewter gunmetal patina showing some areas of
minor pinprick pitting and freckling. The DWM monogram on the toggle
remains intact and clear and the left side frame rail is period
import-marked "GERMANY". The front edges of the receiver show a few
deep vise marks and what appear to be a number of small circular weld
repairs on the right side near the breech nicely finished over. The
checkered walnut grips remain in about very good condition having
darkened from the years also showing a small chip behind the safety
lever and scattered light dings. The grips and un-grooved firing pin are
un-numbered and most of the numbered parts appear to be matching.
The pistol includes one bright-bodied Bakelite base Swiss magazine,
some of the small parts are rather loosely fitted and the action otherwise
seems to function well mechanically. (13A9543-123) {MODERN} [Phil
Buker Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
German Single Shot Parlor Pistol
22 RF, 2 1/8" part round part octagon smoothbore barrel with a partially
bright bore showing some minor oxidation. The metal surfaces of this
pistol retain perhaps 60% original nickel finish blending in nicely with
silvery gunmetal throughout along with some small fine pinprick pits and
mild freckling. The small parts show strong remnants of bright fire blue
toning to a mild gunmetal patina and the breech is stamped with the
"(Crown) / V" German 1893 voluntary inventory proof. The smooth
walnut grips remain in very good plus condition retaining about 75%
original varnish showing some light flaking and scattered minor dings.
The pistol is equipped with sights, manual extractor and the hammer
seems to function well mechanically. (13A9566-4) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Mauser Model 1914 Semi-Auto Pistol with German Army Markings
serial #125950 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a very good bore showing
some fine oxidation and strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of
this pistol retain about 80-85% original blue showing some high edge
wear, a few scattered pinprick pits, light freckling and the sideplate has
toned to a mottled gray-brown patina. The trigger and barrel pin show
generous amounts of bright fire blue with mild overall silvering, the right
side grip screw head is broken and all markings remain crisp and clear,
the slide is stamped ahead of the rear sight with small Imperial German
military acceptance stamp. The checkered walnut grip remains in about
good condition showing worn checkering, a couple tiny chips, dings and
areas a little shy of the frame at the top edge. All of the serialized parts
are matching, one original magazine with blank floorplate is included
and there are no visible import marks. A very respectable example of a
desirable military-accepted 1914. (13A9617-10) {C&R} (350/500)
Est. 350 - 500
Smith & Wesson 32 Safety Third Model Double Action Revolver
serial #232619 32 S&W, 3" ribbed round barrel with a bright excellent
bore showing just one tiny speck of light oxidation and strong rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this late-production revolver retain
about 90% original blue showing some scattered high edge wear, a few
areas of light oxidation staining mostly along the right side frame and
backstrap as well as some other light handling marks. The trigger shows
good case-hardened colors with mild overall silvering. The black
checkered hard rubber grips remain in near excellent condition showing
some light scuffs and handling marks; the right panel is appropriately
scratch-numbered to the gun. All other serialized parts are matching,
barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the action seems to function well
mechanically with solid timing and lock-up. (13A9617-11) {C&R}
(200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
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Japanese Type 26 Double Action Revolver by Tokyo Arsenal
serial #50698 9mm Japanese Ordnance, 4 3/4" barrel with a bright very
good plus bore showing some fine oxidation nearer the muzzle and
strong rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about
85% plus Japanese arsenal-reapplied rust blue with most of the loss
due to some scattered spots of light to perhaps moderate oxidation
staining, some high edge wear and freckling. The original arsenal
markings remain entirely intact and crisp as do many of the small
inspection stamps. The checkered Asian hardwood grips remain in very
fine condition showing a few lightly chipped points and some other minor
handling marks. The cylinder is matching the barrel by assembly
number, the barrel and other remaining parts are then all matching the
frame by a different assembly number. The lanyard ring is present,
barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the action generally seems to function well
mechanically, lock-up and timing get off every now and then but are
usually solid. A very good example arsenal-refurbished in the inter-war
period, it will likely clean up rather nicely. (13A9567-27) {C&R} (350/500)
Est. 350 - 500
Winchester Model 12 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #1336652 12 ga., 30” plain barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel and magazine tube of this 1950-manufactured
shotgun retain about 70% original faded blue with operational wear and
the breech toning to a pewtery-gray patina with scattered small spots of
light oxidation and minor handling marks overall. The receiver, receiver
extension and triggerguard are toning to a gray patina with areas of
minor staining, a few patches of fine pinprick pitting and remnants of
original blue in the protected areas. The left side of the barrel is marked
beneath the make and model with “FOR SUPER SPEED & SUPER-X 3
IN.” The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with a tiny
hairline crack in the left side of the grip with flaking original finish and a
few expected handling marks. The Winchester-branded red soft rubber
recoil pad also remains in very good plus condition with minor edge
wear providing a 13 5/8” length of pull and the checkered walnut forend
rates near excellent with a worn original finish and a few light impact
marks. The shotgun is equipped with a silver bead front sight, crossbolt
safety and the smooth action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9314-330) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Mossberg Model 340BB Bolt Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 24” barrel with a bright near excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue which is fading ahead of the
stock with spots of light oxidation and minor handling marks throughout
with the bolt knob toning to a dark gray patina. The smooth hardwood
pistolgrip stock with Monte Carlo cheekpiece rates near excellent with a
tiny dent in the cheekpiece and minor toe wear while the
Mossberg-marked checkered hard rubber buttplate remains in very good
plus condition with light wear to the heel and toe. The rifle is equipped
with sling swivels, hooded blade front sight which is canted to the right,
“U” notch rear sight, Mossberg S330 receiver-mounted aperture sight
and one original seven-round detachable box magazine marked
“LR-ONLY”. (23A9314-39) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Custom Savage Model 340B Bolt Action Rifle
222 Rem, 24” barrel with a bright very good plus bore showing a few
small spots of light pitting in the strong rifling. The barrel retains about
85% evenly-faded blue toning to a dark gray patina under bright light
with a few small areas of loss on the top of the barrel toning to a
gunmetal-gray patina, scattered small spots of light oxidation and a few
minor handling marks. The action and bottom metal retain about 97%
original blue with a few small spots of minor oxidation, light high edge
wear and the bolt knob toning to a blue-brown patina. The custom Fajen
smooth walnut pistolgrip stock with Monte Carlo comb and contrasting
black nosecap and gripcap rates excellent displaying some attractive
figure in the grain. The stock is equipped with swivel studs and the rear
sight has been removed leaving an empty dovetail but the front sight
blade with brass bead remains intact. Mounted to the receiver in a pair
of Telstar 1” rings is a Bushnell Command Post Copechief II 2.5-8X32
scope with selectable crosshair or post and crosshair reticle and very
good optics which remains in excellent condition. The rifle includes one
original four-round detachable box magazine. (23A9314-35) {MODERN}
[Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

2116

Custom Winchester Model 12 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #782127 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel, receiver and receiver extension retain about
95% professionally reapplied blue with the top of the receiver matted,
some light fading and high edge wear on the bottom of the receiver and
receiver extension, a few spots of light oxidation and pinprick pitting at
the rear of the receiver and in areas beneath the finish. The magazine
tube is toning to a matted gray patina with the expected operational
wear. The ventilated rib is marked “SIMMONS GUN SPECIALTIES”.
The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock with inlaid bust of a goddess and the
ribbed walnut forend rate excellent with an added finish and a few light
handling marks. The shotgun is missing the trigger group, stock bolt and
buttplate, but all are readily available and the barrel is sighted with a
pink fiber optic front bead and a white bead mid rib. (23A9313-18)
{MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (50/150)
Est. 50 - 150
Mossberg Model 151M-B Semi-Auto Rifle
22 LR, 20” barrel with a mostly bright near excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with a few scattered spots of
light oxidation. The two-piece Mannlicher-style smooth walnut pistolgrip
stock with cheekpiece rates excellent with a few minor handling marks.
The rifle is equipped with quick-detach sling swivels, 15-round tubular
magazine stored inside the stock, a hooded globe-style front sight, “V”
notch sporting rear sight and a Mossberg S-130 micro-click adjustable
swing-away aperture sight is installed on the receiver. Mounted atop the
grooved receiver in a Weaver .22 Tip-Off mount is a Weaver B4 4X12
scope with crosshair reticle and serviceable optics which remains in
near excellent condition with minor signs of use. (23A9314-38) {C&R}
[Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Mossberg Model 144-LS Bolt Action Rifle
22 LR, 26” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 98% original blue with one small area of loss on the top of the
barrel toning to a brown patina and a few scattered light scratches and
small spots of oxidation while the bolt knob is toning to a gray patina.
The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock with slight palm swell, cheekpiece
and beavertail forend rates excellent with a few very light handling
marks. There is a very small hole in the stock where the safety’s “S”
symbol used to be and the stock is equipped with an adjustable hand
stop rail, hand stop, front sling swivel and a sling swivel bracket (no
swivel) in the toe line. The rifle is equipped with one original
seven-round detachable magazine, and a hooded globe-style front sight
and mounted to the grooved receiver in a pair of matte stainless rings is
a Tasco 3-12X40 scope with duplex reticle and bright very good optics
which remains in near excellent condition with a couple small scuffs on
the left side of the body. (23A9314-37) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Marlin Model 1895G Guide Gun Lever Action Rifle
serial #00039796 45-70 Govt., 18 1/2” ported “JM” marked barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a
few scattered light handling marks. The checkered American black
walnut straight grip stock and forend rate very good plus with a few light
handling marks from honest use while the Marlin-logoed ventilated recoil
pad remains in excellent condition. This wonderful brush gun is
equipped with the original sights, a hammer extension and optics rail
and a pair aluminum scope rings is included. (23A9543-150) {MODERN}
[Phil Buker Collection] (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Marlin Model 1895M Lever Action Rifle
serial #00078695 450 Marlin, 18 1/2” ported “JM” marked barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue
with a few scattered handling marks. The checkered walnut straight grip
stock and forend rate very good with a very tiny chip in the left wood line
by the lower tang and a few light handling marks overall while the
Decelerator recoil pad remains in excellent condition providing a 13 1/2”
length of pull. The rear sight has been replaced by a slot blank and the
rifle has been nicely upgraded with a XS ghost ring aperture sight
mounted to the receiver and a high visibility white-lined blade front sight.
A great brush gun in a potent modern chambering. (23A9522-13)
{MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
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Browning BLR 81L Lever Action Rifle
serial #21932NX327, 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this Japanese-manufactured Browning retain about
97% original blue with a few scattered small spots of light oxidation and
light handling marks. The high gloss checkered walnut straight grip stock
rates very good with a 4” light scratch on the right side of the butt and a
few scattered scuffs and handling marks while the checkered forend
rates very good plus with some fine handling marks. This handsome rifle
is equipped with a gold-colored trigger and matching brass apertured
Skinner “Express” sight mounted to the drilled and tapped receiver, the
original rear sight remains intact and the front ramp is topped by a red
fiber optic bead. One original 3-round detachable box magazine is
included and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9651-6) {MODERN} (450/650)
Est. 450 - 650
Remington Model 740 Woodsmaster Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #131909 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 93% original blue which is thinning on the receiver
with light high edge and muzzle wear, a few scattered handling marks
and tiny spots of minor oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock
and fluted forend rate very good with some scattered dings and handling
marks in the gloss finish. The rifle includes one original 4-round
detachable box magazine, the original sporting sights remain intact and
mounted to the receiver is an excellent condition Tasco 3-9x32 scope
with duplex reticle and bright very good optics. (23A9466-4) {C&R}
(150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
U.S. Model 1861 Percussion Rifle-Musket by Springfield Armory
.58 cal, 40” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
display a speckled gray and brown patina with smoothed oxidized pitting
throughout. The metal markings remain mostly visible with the lockplate
dated “1862” to the rear of the hammer and Federal Eagle ahead and
“U.S. / SPRINGFIELD” below the bolster, and while the date on the
barrel is illegible, the “V / P” proof mark remains on the left flat. The
smooth black walnut straight grip stock rates very good with a few
scattered areas of darker discoloration and numerous light handling
marks from the past 150 plus years and the left stock flat retains the
remnants of two cartouches. The rifle-musket has been updated with a
replacement nipple, modified square-bladed front sight and a square
notched folding leaf insert for the Model 1861 rear sight base, the sling
swivels remain intact and a correct swelled-shank cupped tulip-head
ramrod with threaded base in included. The action remains crisp and
appears to function well mechanically making this Model 1861 a good
candidate for actual use. (23A9606-24) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
SIG Arms Model SHR 970 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #R08767, 30-06, 22” hammer-forged barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this Swiss-manufactured rifle retain 99%
black corrosion resistant finish with a couple tiny spots of wear on the
triggerguard and a few light handling marks overall. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip stock rates excellent save for a small bruise to the left
of the triggerguard and a faint handling mark or two. The rifle is
equipped with an interchangeable barrel system, 65 degree bolt throw,
two optics mounts are installed on the drilled and tapped receiver and
one factory 4-round detachable box magazine that will work with other
calibers is included. (23A9628-2) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Winchester Model 1885 Low Wall Winder Musket
serial #122107 22 Short, 28” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel of this Third Model musket retains about 90% original thinning
blue which is toning to mottled dark gray patina in a few areas forward of
the band with a few scattered tiny spots of light oxidation and handling
marks. The thinside frame retains 98% original blue with a few handling
marks, while the remaining metal surfaces retain about 70% original
blue with the lever displaying a pewtery gray patina from use, the breech
block retains almost all of its original case-hardened colors and all metal
markings remain crisp. The smooth walnut straight grip stock rates very
good plus as lightly cleaned with a period added finish, a tiny hairline
crack behind the upper tang and a few scattered handling marks and
has been altered to accept a flat trap buttplate which provides a 13”
length of pull. The full-length musket forend rates very good plus with
perhaps a touch of period added finish with a few light handling marks
and appears to be from a Second Model as the slot for the band spring
has been professionally filled. The sling swivels and original sights
including the Lyman receiver sight remain intact and the action appears
to function well mechanically. (23A9544-218) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

2126

Interarms Mark X Whitworth Bolt Action Rifle
serial #B280364, 7mm Mauser, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this svelte English rifle retain 99% original blue
with a few scattered light handling marks. The checkered deluxe walnut
pistolgrip stock with rounded shadow line cheekpiece, ebony forend tip
and color case-hardened steel gripcap rates excellent plus with perhaps
a light handling mark or two while the Whitworth-marked rubber rifle pad
remains in excellent condition. This attractive rifle is nicely equipped with
an adjustable trigger, hinged floorplate, swivel studs, a reliable Mauser
action and is sighted with brass beaded blade front and adjustable “U”
notch leaf rear. Mounted to the drilled and tapped receiver is a set of
Burris bases and steel 1” rings ready for your choice of quality optic. A
fine bolt action sporting rifle out of Manchester, England in wonderful
condition. (23A9543-142) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Marlin Model 336CS Lever Action Carbine
serial #26007616 30-30, 20” JM-marked Micro-Groove barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1974-vintage carbine
retain 99% original blue with very light oxidation around the rear sight
dovetail and a few scattered handling marks from use. The smooth
walnut capped pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good plus to near
excellent with a slight handling mark or two. The carbine is equipped
with a gold-colored trigger, hammer extension and intact sights including
the “wide-scan” hood and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9580-21) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger Model 10/22 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #110-53297, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1970-manufactured carbine retain 97%
original blue and black anodized finishes with small white rectangles
around the drilled and tapped holes from previous sight mounts, minor
wear to the heel of the buttplate and a few scattered handling marks
from light use. The smooth birch pistolgrip stock rates very good with
scattered minor handling marks. The original sights remain intact and
one factory 10-round rotary detachable box magazine is included.
(23A9606-51) {MODERN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Winchester Model 59 Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #51370 12 ga., 26” plain Versalite-choked barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The steel and fiberglass Win-Lite barrel and other metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue and black anodized finishes with a few
scattered handling marks. The brass-colored bolt release shows minor
silvering from use while the solid brass triggerguard remains bright.
Each side of the aluminum receiver is embellished with machine
engraved splashes of loose foliate scroll and game scenes. The
checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good with a 4”
hairline crack in the underside of the forend where it meets the receiver
and a few scattered handling marks and small spots of finish loss. The
barrel is sighted with a brass bead and features a screw-in Versalite
muzzle brake/modified choke and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9560-19) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Remington Model 740 ADL Woodsmaster Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #173865 308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with a few scattered areas of
light oxidation and a few scattered scratches and handling marks from
honest use. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock rates good
with a small repaired chip in the right side of the grip behind the safety
button, some minor dings on the comb, a few scattered spots of finish
wear and a functioning compass is inlaid in the heel while the forend
rates very good plus with a few light handling marks. No magazine is
included (readily available online) but the original sling swivels and
sights remain intact and mounted to the drilled and tapped receiver is a
set of Weaver pivot mount 1” rings. (23A9560-15) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Ithaca Model 37R Featherlight Slide Action Shotgun
serial #460218 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with a bright
near excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1952-vintage shotgun
retain about 92% original blue with a small streak of loss toning to
gunmetal gray on the top of the barrel, light operational wear, a few
handling marks and scattered spots of oxidation overall. All markings
remain crisp and the sides of the receiver display machine engraved
game scenes. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock and
grooved forend rate very good plus with some light crazing at the toe
and a few minor handling marks. The barrel is sighted with a brass bead
and the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9560-30)
{C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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Remington Model 1100 LT-20 Ducks Unlimited Special Semi-Auto
Shotgun
serial #1734DU81, 20 ga., 25 1/2” ventilated rib barrel choked improved
cylinder with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this Ducks
Unlimited Special Edition shotgun from 1981 retain 99% original blue
which is toning to plum under bright light along the barrel with just a
couple light handling marks near the muzzle. Each side of the receiver is
embellished with gold filled machine-engraved light scroll with a golden
script “Ducks Unlimited Special” on the left side and a gold duck head
logo on the right. The high gloss fleur-de-lis checkered walnut capped
pistolgrip stock and fluted forend rate excellent save for a few tiny dings
in the toe. The right side of the buttstock bears an attractive debossed
Ducks Unlimited shield containing the flags of Canada, the United
States and Mexico in the chief of the shield and a duck taking flight in
the center. The shotgun is equipped with a gold-colored trigger and a
white bead sight and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23B9580-3) {MODERN} (450/650)
Est. 450 - 650
Ithaca Model 37R Featherlight Slide Action Shotgun
serial #464087 16 ga., 28” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore
marked full but gauging modified. The metal surfaces of this
1952-manufactured shotgun are toning to an even plum-brown patina
with good original blue in the protected areas, light operational and
muzzle wear and a few scattered handling marks from the years. The
left side of the receiver features a machine-rolled wetlands scene and
the right an upland scene. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock
rates very good with a small repaired chip on the left behind the
triggerguard and scattered light dings and handling marks from the field
along with a small moderate bruise to the toe of the hard rubber
buttplate while the grooved walnut forend rates very good plus with a
minor scratch along the right side. The shotgun is sighted with a brass
bead and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9560-20) {C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Winchester Model 12 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #286128 16 ga., 26” plain barrel choked full with a bright excellent
bore. The barrel of this 1921-manufactured shotgun retains 96% original
thinning blue with scattered light handling marks, light muzzle wear and
some thin streaks of loss from contact with the magazine plug stop. The
magazine tube retains 50% original blue from operational wear while the
remaining metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue displaying
scattered areas of flaking toning to brown, light silvering on the high
edges, a few small spots of light oxidation staining and numerous fine
scratches on the left side of the receiver. The smooth walnut pistolgrip
stock rates good with a couple short hairline cracks in the wrist, a small
bruise in the toe line and areas of finish loss particularly along the comb
and toe line while the grooved walnut forend rates very good plus with a
few small spots of finish wear. The barrel is equipped with a silver bead
and the action is very smooth and appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9606-45) {C&R} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Winchester Model 62A Slide Action Rifle
serial #150382 22 S, L, LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel, action bar, bolt and triggerguard are toning to a dark gray patina
with light muzzle, high edge and bearing surface wear and a few
scattered handling marks with remnants of original blue in the protected
areas. The frame and magazine tube retain about 70% original thinning
blue with streaks of loss on the magazine toning to a brown patina and
areas on the frame toning to a dull gray patina with a few scattered light
handling marks. The smooth walnut straight grip stock and grooved
forend rate near very good plus with a few minor dents in the wrist and
scattered light handling marks typical of a rifle of this nature. All
markings remain clear, the original sights are intact and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A9560-38) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Boito Model A680 Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #12362 20 ga., 28” barrels with bright excellent bores choked
modified and full. The metal surfaces of this Brazilian-manufactured
shotgun retain about 97% original blue with a few scattered spots of light
oxidation, a tiny patch of yellow discoloration at the breech of the left
barrel and a few fine handling marks. Imported by SPESCO, the breech
of the right barrel bears the import mark and each side of the frame is
embellished with an engraved bust of an eagle along with the importer’s
name and loose foliate scroll on either side. The checkered Brazilian
hardwood capped pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good with
scattered light scratches and handling marks. The shotgun is equipped
with gold-colored double triggers, an automatic tang-mounted safety and
the action locks up securely. (23A9580-7) {MODERN} (150/350)
Est. 150 - 350

2137

Western Field New Model Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #H59133, 12 ga., 28” barrels with bright excellent bores choked
improved modified and full. The barrels are toning to a streaky blue-gray
patina with a few scattered spots of light oxidation, minor silvering of the
muzzle and scattered handling marks toning to brown. The forend iron
and triggerguard are toning to a gray-brown patina with light oxidation
while the frame has aged to a smoky case-hardened patina with
scattered small spots of oxidation staining with the right side displaying a
dog on point. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock and forend
rate very good with an added finish, a short hairline crack in the left side
of the wrist and a few scattered dings and handling marks from honest
use. The upper tang screw, buttplate and front bead are missing but the
ivory bead at mid rib remains intact and the shotgun is equipped with an
automatic safety and double triggers and the action locks up tightly.
(23A9580-6) {C&R} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Harrington & Richardson Bay State Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #A647681, 16 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel and top lever retain about 97% original blue
with a few scattered light handling marks and tiny spots of light oxidation
while the remaining metal surfaces are display a smoky case-hardened
patina with a few small areas of oxidation staining and what appears to
be splashes of dried oil or added protective finish. The smooth American
hardwood pistolgrip stock rates good as lightly cleaned with a period
added finish, a couple hairline cracks in the wrist and a few minor
handling marks typical of these utilitarian shotguns while the forend
rates very good with a few light handling marks. The shotgun is sighted
with a brass bead and the lockup is tight. (23A9606-35) {C&R} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Stevens Springfield Model 87M Semi-Auto Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 85% original thinning blue with the barrel forward of the
magazine tube toning to an oxidized brown patina with light flaking on
the magazine tube, a few scattered small spots of light oxidation and
handling marks overall. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates good
as modified in the forend from its original configuration with some fine
scratches where it has been shortened, scattered light handling marks
and some small specks of what appears to be white paint on the toe.
The original rear sight, upper hand guard and lower buttplate screw are
missing, the rear sight appears to be a later replacement but the front
sight and brass inner magazine tube remain intact and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A9580-22) {MODERN} (25/50)
Est. 25 - 50
Winchester Model 60 Single Shot Bolt Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
are toning to a mottled gray-brown patina with pinprick pitting on the
triggerguard and bolt handle and smooth speckles of oxidation staining
overall. The smooth walnut straight grip stock rates very good with an
added finish, a 1” hairline crack to the left of the upper tang and
scattered dings and handling marks from use. The original sights remain
intact and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9606-52) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Winchester Model 68 Single Shot Bolt Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR, 27” barrel with a bright near excellent bore with a couple
light pits about 1” from the muzzle. The metal surfaces are toning to a
brown patina with minor oxidation throughout and some white paint
around the front sight. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very
good with little original finish remaining, speckles of white paint on the
butt and scattered light handling marks from the years. The original
sights remain intact though the rear adjustable aperture sight is slightly
bent and the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9580-27)
{C&R} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Geco Model 1919 Single Shot Bolt Action Carbine
serial #428 22 LR, 19” barrel with a bright good bore showing areas of
light pitting in the strong rifling. The metal surfaces of this
German-manufactured carbine are toning to a brown patina with light
oxidation overall, light silvering at the muzzle and a few scattered
handling marks. The serial-matched in-the-white bolt also displays light
oxidation. The smooth European hardwood pistolgrip stock rates good
with a heavily crazed finish and scattered handling marks from use. The
original sights remain intact and the action will need mechanical
attention as the firing pin will drop when the bolt is opened swiftly and
the included bolt has been disassembled. (23A9580-19) {C&R} (25/50)
Est. 25 - 50
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Custom Interarms Mark X Bolt Action Rifle
serial #A309035, 6.5-06 Ack., 27” unmarked custom barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% maker matte blue with a
few faint handling marks and very light operational wear on the bolt. The
checkered and textured brick red synthetic Ram-Line pistolgrip stock
rates excellent plus and features sling studs and a recoil pad. This
Zastava-manufactured rifle is equipped with a hinged floorplate, right
side tang safety and mounted to the drilled and tapped receiver on a
Redfield one-piece mount is a pair of steel 30mm rings ready for your
choice of quality optic to wring-out the performance of this flat-shooting
cartridge. An excellent condition custom Mark X ready for your next
hunt. (23A9543-175) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Crescent Firearms Co. Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #113733 12 ga., 30” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore
choked modified. The metal surfaces are toning to a brown patina with
light pitting and oxidation overall and a few scattered light handling
marks and small streaks of what appears to be white paint. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip stock rates fair with multiple cracks in the wrist which is
wrapped in black hockey tape and various minor dents and handling
marks from use while the forend rates good with a couple hairline cracks
in the wood line, a tiny streak of white paint and minor signs of use. The
action of this Norwich, CT-manufactured shotgun appears to function
well mechanically. (23A9580-15) {C&R} (25/50)
Est. 25 - 50
Remington No. 3 Rider Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #14791 12 ga., 32” plain barrel with a very good bore showing
areas of light pitting. The metal surfaces are toning to a mottled
gray-brown patina with scattered spots of light oxidation and pinprick
pitting, and some fine scratches near the forend button and right side of
the frame. The smooth walnut rounded pistolgrip stock rates good with a
couple tiny hairline cracks behind the upper tang, a small chip at the toe
and scattered handling marks and faint streaks of what appears to be
white paint, while the Remington-logoed hard rubber widow’s peak
buttplate remains in good condition with a small chip at the toe. The
forend rates fair with a few cracks and a chip to the left wood line. The
top lever is a little loose but the action locks up and appears to function
properly and the barrel is sighted with a brass bead. (23A9580-16)
{C&R} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
U.S. Model 1842 Percussion Musket by Springfield Armory
.69 cal., 42” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are toning
to a brown-gray patina with light oxidation throughout, minor pitting on
the hammer and bolster and scattered small areas of pinprick pitting and
specks of what appears to be white paint. The lockplate is properly
marked with a faint “(spread eagle) / U.S.” ahead of the hammer and a
crisp “SPRING / FIELD / 1848” to the rear while the barrel bears a “V / P
/ (eagle head)” proof mark. The smooth black walnut straight grip stock
rates good with a few scattered cracks, a moderate chip and nail in the
left side of the buttstock and a few scattered bruises and other signs of
military service. The bayonet is no longer present but the sling swivels
are intact and the action remains functional. The Model 1842 holds the
distinction of being the first regulation percussion arm produced at both
Federal armories using all interchangeable parts. (23A9612-2)
{ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Scarce British Pattern 1853 Type II Percussion Rifle-Musket by Robbins
& Lawrence
.577 cal., 39” barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel, solid bands and
hammer are toning to a brown patina with scattered areas of light pitting
and light oxidation throughout while the brass surfaces have aged to an
ochre patina and the lockplate displays a pewtery patina with some
patches of pinprick pitting and is properly marked with the Royal Cipher
of Queen Victoria behind the hammer and “1858 / WINDSOR” and
“(crown / broad arrow)” proof mark ahead of the hammer. The smooth
American walnut straight grip stock rates fair with an 8” missing chip and
2 1/2” flexing crack in the left wood line at the breech, and a few
scattered cracks and handling marks to be expected from a shoulder
arm that may have served in the Civil War. The nipple, breech tang, rear
sight, upper swivel, upper band spring and ramrod are no longer present
but the lock remains strong and crisp. “Long Enfield” rifle-muskets
manufactured by Robbins & Lawrence of Windsor, VT are known to
have served with both Federal and Confederate troops and may have
been used by Mexican nationalists against the French Foreign Legion
during the Second Franco-Mexican War. (23A9542-1) {ANTIQUE}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Percussion Conversion Musketoon with B. Evans Lock
.69 cal., 31 3/4” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are
toning to a gray-brown patina with light oxidation and scattered minor
pitting throughout. The lockplate is marked “B. EVANS / PHILA” while
the breech of the barrel has the remnants of a “P” proof mark that has
been filled with brass brazing along with two other letters that are
illegible. The smooth walnut straight grip stock rates near fair with a
crack running from the rear of the lockplate around to the top of the
sideplate which has been reinforced with a brass screw behind the
upper tang, a 6” missing chip above the lockplate and scattered cracks
and handling marks from the years. This musketoon appears to have
originally been a U.S. Model 1816 Type I musket based upon the
triggerguard, upper tang and buttplate. The middle band is mostly
secure but does not fit behind the band spring, the sling swivels are
intact, a brass bead has been added to shortened barrel and the lock
remains strong and functional. (23A9580-23) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Russian SKS Semi-Auto Carbine by Izhevsk
serial #AM342/CCCP57365, 7.62x39mm, 20 1/2” chrome lined barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1953-manufactured Simonov carbine retain 98% arsenal blue with a few
scattered light handling or storage marks and some small splashes of
arsenal shellac on the trap buttplate and the bayonet remains bright.
The smooth laminated hardwood pistolgrip stock and handguard rate
excellent with a few scattered handling marks and abounds with various
arsenal markings. The right side of the receiver is import-marked “C.D.I.
SWAN VT”, “MADE IN RUSSIA” and “CCCP57365” and all the correct
parts are matching. The carbine is equipped with the original military
sights, cleaning rod, cleaning kit and the bayonet locks up tightly while
stowed and deployed. A beautiful and classic SKS carbine.
(23A9574-95) {C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Lane & Read Percussion Halfstock Fowler
about 8 ga., 32” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are
toning to a brown patina with minor oxidation overall and a couple tiny
spots of white paint while the brass mountings which includes a
handsome engraved and finialed triggerguard have aged to a mustard
patina. The lockplate is marked “LANE & READ / BOSTON” and is
embellished with splashes of light foliate scroll engraving. The smooth
walnut straight grip stock rates good with a crack ahead of the lock
screw escutcheon and down the center of the ramrod channel, a small
chip at the toe and ahead of the bolster, a few added nails and scattered
light handling marks. The lock will need mechanical attention as the
hammer will not stay cocked, the barrel is sighted with a brass bead and
a steel ramrod is included. (23A9612-3) {ANTIQUE} (100/300)
Est. 100 - 300
Belgian Percussion Halfstock Fowler with Portusach Lock
about 16 ga., 31 1/4” ribbed barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces are toning to a brown patina with small spots of light oxidation
overall while the brass escutcheons display a warm mustard patina. The
finialed triggerguard, lockplate, hammer, bolster, breech and buttplate
tang are embellished with splashes of loose foliate scroll engraving with
the lockplate marked in script “Portusach”. The svelte checkered walnut
straight grip stock rates good with a short flexing crack ahead of the lock
screw escutcheon, a couple repaired tiny chips in the left side of the grip
and scattered handling marks from the years and features a serpentine
shaped butt which is cast-off putting the right-handed shooter’s eye
perfectly in-line with the barrel. The fowler is equipped with a German
silver blade sight, the sling swivels remain intact, a wooden ramrod is
included and the lock remains strong and crisp. (23A9648-3) {ANTIQUE}
(100/300)
Est. 100 - 300
Ruger Mini 14 Ranch Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #187-13139, 223 Rem, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright near excellent
bore showing a few small spots of very light pitting in the strong rifling.
The metal surfaces of this 1983-vintage rifle retain 99% original blue
with very light bearing surface wear. The smooth American hardwood
pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few scattered light handling marks.
The right action screw is a later replacement, the slings swivels and
original sights remain intact and the rifle includes: two factory scope
rings for the integral mounts on the receiver, the original manual, one
factory 5-round magazine and one unmarked 20-round magazine. An
excellent condition Ruger Ranch Rifle. (23A9574-37) {MODERN}
[James Traynor Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
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German Underlever Single Shot Stalking Rifle by F. Dula
serial #856 9.3x72R, 25 1/2” octagon barrel with a bright very good
bore showing light frosting in the strong rifling. The matted-top barrel is
toning to a dark gray patina with minor silvering on the high edges and
scattered small spots of light oxidation with the right quarter-flat marked
“MARBURG”, the left quarter-flat “F. DULA” and the underside of the
barrel is stamped with various German proofs. The frame, triggerguard
and underlever display a pewtery patina with scattered light oxidation
staining with the upper tang bearing the “D.G.R.M.” copyright mark and
splashes of loose scroll engraving adorn various areas of the
aforementioned parts. The attractive checkered walnut round knob
pistolgrip stock with cheekpiece rates near excellent as lightly cleaned
with an old added finish, a very tiny repair and hairline crack to the right
of the upper tang, and a few light handling marks while the
schnabel-tipped forend rates excellent retaining much original finish. The
rifle is equipped with a tang-mounted safety, cocking indicator,
properly-functioning double set triggers and sling swivels and is sighted
with a brass-beaded blade front and a one standing, one folding leaf
rear sight. A lightweight and handsome German stalking rifle in nice
condition. (23A9591-3) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
Ruger Model 77/22 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #700-07521, 22 LR, 20” cold hammer-forged barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1984-manufactured
first-year-production rifle retain 99% original blue with a couple fine
specks of oxidation on the barrel and a few handling marks on the bolt
knob. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock rates excellent plus.
The rifle includes one factory 10-round rotary box magazine and
mounted to the receiver in a pair of Ruger rings is a Simmons Model
1010 3-9x32 with duplex reticle and bright very good optics in excellent
condition retaining 99% original black anodized finish. (23A9574-55)
{MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (450/650)
Est. 450 - 650
Universal M1 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #116733 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 96% original blue with light high edge and bearing
surface wear, and a few scattered light handling marks and small spots
of light oxidation. The smooth birch military-style pistolgrip stock rates
excellent with perhaps a faint handling mark or two. The original sights
and front sling swivel remain intact, the action appears to function well
mechanically and the rifle includes the following: one original G.I.
National Postal Meter “MN”-marked 15-round magazine, one “JAPAN”
marked 15-round magazine and two unmarked 30-round magazines.
(23A9543-6) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Parker PH Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #67119 12 ga. on a No. 1 frame, 26” twist steel barrels with bright
good bores choked cylinder showing areas of minor pitting. The barrels
are toning to a plum brown patina with scattered small spots of light
oxidation, staining and a few minor handling marks. The frame is
engraved with the standard “P” style pattern of simple scroll and borders
and is toning to a dark gray-brown patina with a few scattered spots of
light oxidation while the triggerguard displays light flaking toning to
brown with remnants of original bright blue. The checkered walnut
capped pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with an older added finish,
a couple tiny hairline cracks and some scattered light handling marks
and features an unmarked shield-shaped monogram plate in the toe
line. The dog’s head hard rubber buttplate and Parker Bros.-marked
gripcap remain in excellent condition with the buttplate providing a 14”
length of pull. The splinter-style forend rates near excellent with a few
light handling marks and retains good original case-hardened colors on
the interior metal surfaces. The top lever has been customized with the
tip bent to the right, the barrels are slightly off-face and the action will
need mechanical attention as it does not cock. (23A9580-11)
{ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

2157

Parker VH Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #136866 12 ga. on a No. 1 1/2 frame, 26” shortened Vulcan steel
barrels with bright excellent bores choked cylinder. The barrels have
been cut on a slight angle and retain about 85% thinning reapplied blue
with scattered small areas of light pitting and oxidation, a small dent
midway along the left barrel which is faintly visible in the bore, a short
streak of loss toning to gunmetal gray on the left breech and some
scattered handling marks from honest use. The remaining metal
surfaces displays simple zig-zag bordering and show a dull gray
case-hardened patina with scattered spots of light oxidation. The
checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock and splinter forend rate good
with scattered scratches and handling marks from the years, what
appears to be a small circular repair in the left stock flat and there is a
triangular gap in the heel where a rubber recoil pad has taken the place
of the original widow’s peak buttplate. The recoil pad has hardened and
cracked from age and provides a 14 3/4” length of pull and the toe line
features a script “H” engraved shield-shaped monogram plate. The
shotgun is equipped with a brass bead sight, double triggers and an
automatic safety, the barrels are slightly off-face and the action appears
to function well mechanically. (239580-12) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Unmarked Percussion Double Shotgun
about 10 gauge, 26” barrels with about very good bores showing some
light oxidation. The barrels have toned to a pale gray and brown patina
with remnants of original damascus and some scattered oxidation and
pinprick pitting with an area of more moderate pitting about 5” from the
breech. The top of the barrel is marked only “P.S. Newton”. The rear
tang, lock and triggerguard have a pleasing brown patina and loose
foliate scroll engraving. The checkered walnut stock rates fair with
handling marks, worn checkering and fading finish. The stock has been
fitted with a period installed spring loaded wooden plunger buttplate and
an added rather peculiar bulbous pistolgrip. The leather covered
buttplate shows moderate cracking and crazing and the pistolgrip has a
couple chips. Included is a period wooden ramrod with brass tip on one
end and a threaded ball puller on the other. The rod has a 3” chip about
7” from the brass end. A rather interesting and creative percussion
double. (23A9648-2) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Ruger 10/22 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #11686989 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1977-vintage carbine retain 99% original blue with
very slight silvering on the edges of the triggerguard. The smooth
American hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good plus to near
excellent with a few scattered minor handling marks. The carbine has
added sling studs and includes one factory 10-round rotary box
magazine and manual. Mounted to the top of the receiver in a pair of 1”
Weaver rings is a Tasco SG2.5X32-1 2.5x32 scope with duplex reticle
and bright very good optics retaining 98% original blue with a few light
handing marks. (23A9574-19) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection]
(100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Savage Model 93R17 BVSS Bolt Action Rifle
serial #0238584 17 HMR, 21” stainless steel heavy barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The stainless steel surfaces rate excellent plus. The
brown checkered laminate hardwood Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates
excellent with a faint handling mark or two. The rifle includes one factory
5-round detachable magazine, manual and paperwork and mounted to
the drilled and tapped receiver in a pair of stainless steel 1” Weaver
rings is a Tasco World Class 3-9x40 riflescope with duplex reticle and
bright very good optics in excellent condition retaining 99% silver
anodized finish. (23A9574-27) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection]
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Mossberg Model 500C Slide Action Shotgun
serial #J895409, 20 ga., 18 1/2” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore
choked cylinder. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue and black
anodized finishes with slight operational wear and a few light handling
marks and a couple scattered tiny spots of light oxidation. The black
checkered synthetic pistolgrip and grooved forend rate very good plus to
near excellent with a few light handling marks. The shotgun is equipped
with sling swivels, a 5-round magazine tube, tang mounted safety and a
brass bead sight and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9574-1) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
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Remington Model 48 Sportsman Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #3804965 20 ga., 28” plain barrel with a bright near excellent
bore marked as choked full but gauging cylinder showing a few tiny
ripples in the barrel near the muzzle. The metal surfaces of this
1949-manufactured shotgun retain about 98% original blue with a few
scattered handling marks and specks of light oxidation while the
in-the-white bolt shows some very light oxidation staining. The
checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock and fluted forend rate very
good with some scattered light handling marks and some excess finish
on the duck embossed gripcap. The barrel is sighted with a silver bead
and the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9574-5)
{C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Remington Model 870 Express Magnum Slide Action Shotgun
serial #A801019M, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib Rem Choke barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte blue
with a few light handling marks and some light verdigris on the barrel
guide ring. The checkered American hardwood pistolgrip stock and
forend rate excellent with perhaps a faint handling mark or two while the
Uncle Mike’s rubber non-slip pad remains in excellent condition
providing a 13 1/4” length of pull. The barrel is sighted with a silver bead
and comes with the following Rem Chokes: turkey super full for lead
shot only, full, modified, improved cylinder. The shotgun includes a Tree
Bark camouflage pattern padded cotton carrying case with belt loop
containing the choke tubes, choke wrench and tool. A versatile shotgun
in excellent condition. (23A9574-29) {MODERN} [James Traynor
Collection] (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Ruger Mini-14 Stainless Ranch Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #581-07297, 6.8 SPC, 18 1/2” stainless steel barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The matte stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with
perhaps a slight handling mark or two. The black checkered synthetic
pistolgrip stock and ventilated forend rate excellent with a few light
handing marks. The rifle is sighted with an aperture rear and protected
post front, one factory 5-round detachable magazine is included and
attached to the integral scope mounts is a pair of matte stainless steel
Ruger rings containing a Maine Vue 2-7x32 scope with adjustable
objective and bar and crosshair reticle with bright excellent optics
retaining 99% original matte anodized finish with a few light handling
marks. A desirable variation of the Mini-14 in a great caliber.
(23A9543-180) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
Ruger Mini-30 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #189-09365, 7.62x39mm, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1988-manufactured rifle retain 99%
original blue with some light bearing surface and high edge wear. The
smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with a few scattered
handling marks and a tiny chip in the finish on the right side of the
buttstock. The synthetic buttplate shows minor toe and heel wear while
the ventilated handguard remains in excellent condition. The original
sights remain intact, no magazine is included but remain readily
available, and a pair of steel Ruger rings, one of which is missing a
mounting screw, are included. A handsome Mini-30 in excellent
condition. (23A9543-185) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (300/400)
Est. 300 - 400
Remington Model 11-87 SP Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #PC342656, 12 ga., 25 1/2” ventilated rib Rem Choke barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The barrel and “SPECIAL PURPOSE” marked
receiver retain 99% Parkerized finish with perhaps a faint handling mark
or two. The checkered walnut satin-finished pistolgrip stock and forend
rate excellent plus while the Remington-marked ventilated rubber recoil
pad also rates excellent plus. The barrel is sighted with a white bead,
one Rem Choke modified choke tube is included and the action of this
excellent condition shotgun appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9531-9) {MODERN} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Remington Model 1100 Left Hand Magnum Duck Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #N296972M, 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent
bore choked full. The metal surfaces of this left hand shotgun retain 99%
original blue with a few scattered light handling marks and slight high
edge and muzzle wear while the engraved in-the-white bolt remains
bright. The receiver features a left side ejection port and is embellished
with loose foliate scroll engraving on both sides. The fleur-de-lis
checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good with
a few scattered light handling marks and a couple small hairline cracks
at the heel while the Remington-marked ventilated rubber recoil pad
remains in excellent condition. The shotgun features a lefty-friendly
safety and is sighted with a silver bead and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A9555-1) {MODERN} (300/400)
Est. 300 - 400
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Remington Model 1100 Field Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #M550979V, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent
bore choked full. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue with
some scattered light handling marks mostly near the loading port, a few
tiny spots of light oxidation and light silvering of the high edges while the
engraved in-the-white bolt remains bright. Each side of the receiver
displays light foliate scroll engraving. The fleur-de-lis checkered walnut
capped pistolgrip stock and fluted forend rate very good with a few
scattered handling marks, some light toe wear and the diamond inlay is
missing from the gripcap. The shotgun is sighted with a silver bead and
the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9555-2)
{MODERN} (250/350)
Est. 250 - 350
Hi-Point Model 995 TS Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #F136214, 9mm, 16 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97% black enamel finish with a few light handling
marks mostly around the ejection port. The black synthetic pistolgrip
stock rates very good plus with a faint handling mark or two and features
a recoil-reduction system and Weaver-style rails under the barrel and
forend and on top of the receiver. The charging handle appears to be a
bolt-like replacement, the globe-style protector is missing from the front
sight though the blade remains intact and the rear aperture sight is fully
adjustable. The carbine includes one original 10-round detachable
magazine and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9598-11) {MODERN} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Chinese Type 56 SKS Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #24003391 7.62x39mm, 20 1/2” chrome-lined barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this “triangle code” 16-marked
carbine manufactured in 1980 retain 99% arsenal blue with a few light
handling marks while the smooth catalpa wood pistolgrip stock and
handguard rates about very good plus with a few scattered light
handling and rack marks. All the correct parts of the carbine are
serial-matched to the receiver, the underside of the barrel is discreetly
import-marked by Century Arms, a cleaning kit is stored within the
buttstock, the cleaning rod and military-style sights remain intact and the
bayonet locks up tightly while deployed and stowed. The action appears
to function well mechanically and this excellent condition Type 56
appears to have seen little if any use. (23A9617-8) {MODERN}
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
French Model 1866-74 Gras Single Shot Rifle by St. Etienne
serial #N83101, 11mm Gras, 32 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
Originally a Chassepot manufactured in 1872 at St. Etienne, this rifle
was converted to 11mm Gras by the same arsenal in 1880. The barreled
action retains 95% arsenal blue with some light muzzle and high edge
wear and scattered spots of light oxidation and a few handling marks
toning to brown under bright light while the bands display flaking and a
few handling marks toning to brown. The triggerguard has been cleaned
and is toning to a pewtery patina with a few small spots of pinprick
pitting while the in-the-white bolt and buttplate show some light staining
with the bolt handle toning to dark gray and all metal markings remain
crisp. The smooth French walnut straight grip stock rates very good for
its age with the scattered dings and handling marks expected of a
military service rifle while the cartouches and other various markings
remain crisp. All the serialized parts including the slotted ramrod match
the receiver, the sling swivels and original sights remain intact and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9511-17) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Yugoslavian Model 59/66A1 SKS Semi-Auto Carbine by Kragujevac
Arsenal
serial #F-159648, 7.62x39mm, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1969-manufactured carbine retain 98%
arsenal blue with a small spot of loss toning to gunmetal gray on the top
of the dust cover and gas tube and a few scattered light handling marks
while many of parts remain coated in protective cosmoline. The smooth
birch pistolgrip stock and handguard rate excellent with perhaps a light
rack mark or two and all stampings remain crisp. The importer’s mark is
on the right side of the barrel and the following parts are serial-matched
to the receiver: stock, triggerguard, dust cover, bolt, bolt carrier. The
carbine is equipped with flip-up phosphorus night sights that have long
since dimmed, a grenade launcher with folding sight, cleaning rod and a
folding blade bayonet that locks up tightly in both positions. Included
with this excellent condition SKS is a leather sling, bore-cleaning pull,
cleaning kit, oiler, leather pouch and manual. (23A9608-13) {C&R}
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
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Remington Model 11-87 Premier Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #PC523211, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib light contour Rem Choke
barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97%
original blue with a few scattered light handling marks and minor high
edge wear, a couple tiny specks of light oxidation on the rib, a few small
spots on the top of the receiver that are lightly faded and the bolt handle
is toning to a plum patina. The receiver is nicely embellished on both
sides with splashes of foliate scroll engraving with “Remington 11-87” in
a ribbon on the left and “PREMIER” on the right. The satin-finished
checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock rates very good with a few
scattered light handling marks and a small triangular chip in the toe line
where a sling stud was added while the forend rates excellent with
perhaps a light handling mark or two. The shotgun features a
gold-colored trigger and is sighted with a white bead and a silver bead
mid-rib and includes one improved cylinder Rem choke tube.
(23B9466-11) {MODERN} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Marlin Model 99C Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #27233430 22 LR, 22” Micro-Groove barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 95% original blue and black enamel
finishes with minor high edge wear, a few scattered tiny spots of light
oxidation and a small spot of loss inside the triggerguard toning to
gunmetal gray. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates very good
with a few scattered handling marks and what appears to be spots of
white paint and the Marlin “bullseye” is missing from the toe line. The
original sights and brass inner magazine tube remain intact and the
action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9466-13) {C&R}
(50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Browning Auto-5 Light Twelve Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #298243 12 ga., 24” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore
choked improved cylinder. The metal surfaces of this
Belgian-manufactured shotgun retain 96% professionally reapplied blue
with a few scattered small spots of light oxidation and fine pitting, light
silvering of the high edges and some minor fading around the loading
port. The receiver is embellished with splashes of loose foliate scroll
engraving while the left side is marked in script “Light Twelve” along with
a bust of J.M. Browning. The checkered French walnut rounded
pistolgrip stock and fluted forend rate very good with a nicely-done light
added finish, a tiny hairline crack behind the upper tang, a few light
handling marks and the stock is slightly loose while the Pachmayr
rubber non-slip pad provides a 13 3/4” length of pull. The shotgun is
sighted with a silver bead and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9466-9) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Remington Model 11-48 Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #5564860 16 ga., 28” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore
marked modified but gauging improved cylinder. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue toning to dark gray around the loading port with
some scattered scratches and handling marks overall and a few small
spots of light oxidation. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock rates very
good plus to near excellent with a few light handling marks while the
forend rates very good with a hairline crack in the right and left side at
the receiver. The shotgun is sighted with a silver bead and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A9544-46) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Savage Axis Bolt Action Rifle
serial #H434156, 243 Win, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% plus original Parkerized finish, the
in-the-white bolt remains bright and the black synthetic textured
pistolgrip stock rates excellent plus. The rifle is equipped with a tang
mounted safety, sling studs and one factory 4-round detachable
magazine and mounted to the drilled and tapped receiver is a Bushnell
3-9x40 scope with duplex reticle and bright very good optics retaining
99% black anodized finish. (23A9575-4) {MODERN} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300

2178

Swiss K31 Bolt Action Short Rifle
serial #715209 7.5 Swiss, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1942-manufactured rifle retain 90% arsenal
blue toning to dark gray on the barrel with minor high edge and muzzle
wear, a few light handling marks and a few scattered specks of light
oxidation. The smooth beech pistolgrip stock and handguard rate very
good with light finish wear around the buttplate and scattered dents and
dings, particularly on the comb and toe line from military service. The
Swiss cross cartouche on the left side of the buttstock remains crisp as
do all the metal markings, and the barrel, bolt and 6-round magazine are
serial-matched to the receiver and the underside of the barrel is
discreetly import-marked by Samco. The stacking rod, sights and sling
swivels remain intact and the rifle includes a correct muzzle protector,
correct leather sling, and one stripper clip, there is a troop tag beneath
the buttplate and the action of this high-quality rifle remains
characteristically smooth. A fine example of these superbly accurate and
desirable rifles. (23A9574-94) {C&R} [James Traynor Collection]
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Remington Model 1100 Field Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #440427V, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent
bore choked modified. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with
a few small areas of light oxidation on the barrel, light high edge wear
and a few scattered handing marks while the in-the-white bolt remains
bright and both the bolt and sides of the receiver are embellished with
loose scroll engraving. The fleur-de-lis checkered walnut capped
pistolgrip stock and handguard rate very good with a couple tiny
abrasions on the left side of the buttstock and a few scattered light
handling marks while the contrasting black gripcap features a white
diamond inlay. The barrel is sighted with a silver bead and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A9466-10) {MODERN}
(250/350)
Est. 250 - 350
Remington 1100 LT-20 Synthetic Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #R184630K, 20 ga., 26” ventilated rib Rem Choke barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte blue
with a few scattered spots of light oxidation and each side of the
receiver displays a splash of loose scroll engraving. The checkered
synthetic pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent with perhaps a faint
handling mark or two. The barrel is sighted with a silver bead front and
brass bead mid-rib and one Rem Choke skeet choke tube in included.
The action of this excellent condition shotgun appears to function
properly. (23A9544-55) {MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Remington Nylon 66 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #A2307685, 22 LR, 19 5/8” barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with the front sight
blade toning to plum and a few scattered specks of light oxidation. The
Black Diamond checkered Zytel pistolgrip stock rates very good plus
with a few light handling marks on the buttstock. The original sights
remain intact and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9601-2) {MODERN} (300/400)
Est. 300 - 400
Marlin Golden 39A Lever Action Rifle
serial #AB13993, 22 S, L, LR, 24” JM-marked Micro-Groove barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1966-vintage rifle
retain 99% original blue with a few scattered handling marks while the
trigger retains 99% gold plating. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock
rates excellent as lightly cleaned with an added finish while the forend
also rates excellent. The sling swivels and original sights including the
sight hood remain intact, a JM-marked hammer extension is installed
and mounted to the receiver in a Weaver Tip-Off mount is a Weaver C6
6x scope with crosshair reticle and bright very good optics retaining 99%
original blue and black enamel finishes with a few light handling marks.
The action of this classic rifle appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9563-23) {C&R} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Remington Model 1100 LW Semi Auto Shotgun
serial #M217798H, .410 bore, 25” ventilated rib barrel with a bright
excellent bore choked skeet. The metal surfaces retain 99% original
blue with the magazine cap toning to plum and a few faint handling
marks while the in-the-white bolt remains bright. The scaled-down
receiver is embellished with a splash of loose scroll engraving on each
side and the barrel is marked “PLASTIC SHELLS ONLY”. The
fleur-de-lis checkered capped pistolgrip stock rates excellent save for a
tiny chip in the toe of the hard rubber buttplate and perhaps a faint
handling mark or two while the forend rates excellent. The barrel is
sighted with a white front bead and a silver bead mid-rib and the action
appears to function well mechanically. A handsome skeet-choked small
bore 1100 in excellent condition. (23A9544-122) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Mossberg 590 Special Purpose Slide-Action Shotgun
serial #R716884, 12 ga., 20” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few tiny scratches on the
receiver, scattered light handling marks and very light operational wear.
The black synthetic pistolgrip stock, triggerguard and grooved forend
rate excellent while the added rubber recoil pad remains in excellent
condition providing a 14 1/2” length of pull. The shotgun is equipped with
a ventilated heat shield, bayonet lug (compatible bayonets are also
available in the online auction), 9-round magazine, tang mounted safety
and the barrel is sighted with a brass bead. The action of this
heavy-duty shotgun appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9544-132) {MODERN} (250/350)
Est. 250 - 350
Mossberg Model 800 BV Bolt Action Rifle
serial #00127B, 243 Win, 24” heavy-profile barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus original blue with a few
scattered small areas of light oxidation and a couple light handling
marks. The checkered walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock with gripcap
and right-handed cheekpiece rates very good with some scattered small
dents and minor handling marks overall from honest use. The rifle is
equipped with a tang mounted safety, hinged floorplate, sling swivels, a
barrel drilled and tapped for sights and attached to the receiver in a pair
of Weaver 1” rings is a Herter’s 4-12x40 Japanese-manufactured scope
with crosshair reticle and stadia marks out to 500 yards with very good
optics. The scope remains in excellent condition retaining 99% black
anodized finish with a few light handling marks and includes a pair of
screw-on lens covers. (23A9544-59) {C&R} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
ITM Arms Co. Model 99 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #BR15614/0003660, 7.62x39mm, 16” chrome-lined barrel with a
bright excellent bore. This Hungarian AMD-65 clone was built on a
USA-manufactured receiver using all matching parts (trunnion, bolt, bolt
carrier, recoil spring assembly, gas tube, dust cover) while the barrel is
numbered to another gun and the piston was manufactured by Tapco.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% maker black enamel finish with
some scattered spots of light oxidation, minor bearing surface and high
edge wear, and various light scratches and handling marks from the
years. The gray-polymer pistolgrip rates very good with numerous light
scratches and signs of use while the wire folding stock remains in
excellent condition and locks up securely in both positions. No magazine
is included but are available in the online auction and the rifle is
equipped with intact military-style sights, cleaning rod, sling swivels and
a permanently affixed muzzle brake. (23A9545-1) {MODERN} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Nodak Spud Model NDS-1P AKMS Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #G004797, 7.62x39mm, 16” chrome-lined barrel with a bright
excellent bore. This Polish AKMS clone was built using an
American-manufactured receiver with correct “C” and “P” Polish military
selector markings and a Polish Radom “Circle 11” all-matching parts kit
including 1988-dated trunnion, bolt, bolt carrier, recoil spring assembly,
gas tube and dust cover. The receiver and barrel retain 99% maker blue
while the remaining military-surplus parts retain about 85-90% original
black enamel finish with high edge and bearing surface wear, the toe of
the underfolding stock toning to gunmetal gray, and scattered minor
scratches and handling marks giving the rifle that desirable “battlefield
pickup” look. The checkered Bakelite pistolgrip rates near excellent with
a few light handling marks while the smooth laminated hardwood forend
and handguard remain in very good plus condition with a few handling
marks to be expected from military use. The stock locks up well in both
positions and the rifle is equipped with the original military sights and
slant muzzle device, a Tapco G2 fire control group, cleaning rod, one
original steel 30-round magazine and the action appears to function well
mechanically. A very nicely-executed Polish AKMS-style rifle.
(23A9574-8) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger Mini-30 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #189-07796, 7.62x39mm, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1987-manufactured rifle retain 99%
original blue with light bearing surface wear and a few scattered specks
of light oxidation. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock rates near excellent
with a few very light handling marks while the black synthetic handguard
rates excellent. The original sights and sling swivels remain intact and
the rifle includes two factory 5-round magazines, a pair of Ruger scope
rings, the original box properly numbered to the gun and factory
paperwork. The action of this attractive rifle appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9650-27) {MODERN} (400/500)
Est. 400 - 500

2189

Romanian AES-10 Semi-Auto Rifle by Cugir Arsenal
serial #AS1-01290-06, 7.62x39mm, 23” chrome-lined barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this RPK-style rifle retain 95%
original blue and Parkerized finishes with minor high edge and bearing
surface wear, a few scattered spots of light oxidation and various light
handling marks typical of these Romanian firearms. The smooth
European beech clubfoot stock, forend and handguard rate excellent
save for a tiny unobtrusive chip in the right side of the comb while the
Magpul MOE textured polymer pistolgrip appears as-new. The rifle is
equipped with a correct folding steel bipod, folding carry handle, Tapco
G2 trigger group and 30-round detachable magazine, ambidextrous rear
sling attachment points and the original sling swivels and military-style
sights remain intact. The following parts are all correctly numbered to
the gun: bolt, bolt carrier, dust cover, and gas tube and the action
appears to function well mechanically. A very nice example of these
desirable rifles imported by Century Arms. (23A9570-6) {MODERN}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Remington 870 Express Synthetic Tactical Slide Action Shotgun
serial #AB029782M, 12 ga., 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore
choked cylinder. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus original black oxide
finish with scattered unobtrusive freckles of oxidation and a couple minor
handling marks. The checkered synthetic pistolgrip rates excellent while
the forend rates very good plus with a few faint handling marks. The
shotgun features a 3” chamber, full-length magazine tube, a matte silver
bead sight and a high-visibility follower and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A9544-134) {MODERN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Mossberg Model 800A Bolt Action Rifle
serial #961921 308 Win, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 97% original blue with scattered tiny spots of light
oxidation and a few minor handling marks on the barrel. The checkered
walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock with right hand cheekpiece rates
very good plus with an added finish and a few scattered light handling
marks and some light residue on the gripcap while the Western
Field-marked ventilated rubber recoil pad remains in similar condition
and provides a 14 1/4” length of pull. The original sights and sling
swivels remain intact and the rifle is equipped with a hinged floorplate,
tang mounted safety and mounted to the receiver is a Sears Ted
Williams 4x scope with crosshair reticle and very good optics retaining
97% original blue with a few fine oxidation freckles and light handling
marks. (23A9544-26) {C&R} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Marlin Model 336 RC Lever Action Carbine
serial #J40213, 30-30, 20” JM-marked barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1952-manufactured first model carbine
are toning to a gray patina with scattered tiny spots of oxidation staining,
light high edge and muzzle wear and remnants of original blue in the
protected areas. The smooth walnut straight grip stock and forend rate
good with a period added finish, a few hairline cracks and scattered tiny
chips and handling marks from the years and the buttplate spacers are
poorly fit. The original sights remain intact and the action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A9571-19) {C&R} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Marocchi Iver Johnson Silver Shadow Boxlock Over Under Shotgun
serial #046098 12 ga., 27 3/4” ventilated rib barrels with bright excellent
bores choked full. The metal surfaces of this Italian-manufactured
shotgun retain 97% original blue which is slightly thinning on the barrels
with the breeches and top lever toning to plum and a few scattered small
areas of light oxidation on the barrels and rib. This attractive shotgun is
embellished with engraved game scenes on each side of the frame with
splashes of loose foliate scroll bordering. The beautiful checkered
European walnut capped pistolgrip stock and forend rate excellent with
a few scattered light handling marks in the gloss finish. The shotgun is
equipped with a single inertial trigger, tang mounted safety and brass
bead sight and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9600-2) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Remington Model 870 Express Slide Action Shotgun
serial #B905705H, .410 bore, 25” ventilated rib barrel with a bright
excellent bore choked full. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus original
Parkerized finish with the barrel guide ring toning to plum and scattered
unobtrusive small areas of light oxidation on the barrel and rib. The
checkered American hardwood pistolgrip stock rates very good with a
few tiny chips in the stained finish while the forend rates very good plus
with a few light handling marks. The barrel features a 3” chamber and
silver bead sight and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9544-120) {MODERN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
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Savage Model 24C Combination Gun
serial #B494188, 22 LR / 20 ga., 20” barrels with bright excellent bores
with the shotgun barrel choked cylinder. The barrels of this Series-P
“Camper’s Companion” retain 99% original blue with a few scattered
light handling marks while the frame retains 99% original case-hardened
colors. The smooth hardwood straight grip stock rates very good with a
few light handling marks while the forend rates excellent with a faint
handling mark or two. The buttstock features a compartment that will
hold one 20 ga. shotshell and 10 rounds of 22 LR ammunition, the
barrels are sighted with a red fiber optic bead front and green fiber optic
two dot rear notch and the action of this excellent condition Model 24 C
appears to function well mechanically. (23A9574-21) {MODERN} [James
Traynor Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Remington Nylon 66 Semi-Auto Rifle
22 LR, 19 5/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 95% original blue with tiny specks of light oxidation, a small spot
of loss toning to a brown patina ahead of the tang safety and a few
scattered handling marks and minor high edge wear on the front sight.
The Mohawk Brown checkered Zytel pistolgrip stock rates very good
with scattered light handling marks and fine soiling in the checkering
from honest use. The original sights remain intact and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A9544-52) {C&R} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Ithaca Model 49 Saddlegun Single Shot Rifle
serial #160175 22 S, L, LR, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel and faux magazine tube retain 97% original blue with specks of
light oxidation throughout while the remaining metal surfaces retain a
similar amount of black enamel finish with light high edge wear, tiny
specks of silvering and some light loss on the bottom of the front sight
base. The smooth walnut straight grip stock rates excellent while the
forend rates very good plus with a few light handling marks. The original
sights remain intact and the Martini-style falling block action appears to
function well mechanically. (23A9544-88) {MODERN} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Ruger 10/22 50th Anniversary Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #RCS1-10557, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 50th Anniversary commemorative carbine
retain 98% original blue and black enamel finishes with a few scattered
spots of light oxidation on the barrel, and some very tiny dings in the
upper left edge of the receiver. The right side of the receiver is marked
“FIFTY YEARS 1964-2014” and the bolt displays “50”. The checkered
black synthetic pistolgrip stock rates very good plus with a few light
handling marks and light wear at the heel. The front fiber optic bead
sight is missing but the rear green fiber optic two dot notch sight remains
intact, a pair of Uncle Mike’s quick-detach sling swivels and one factory
10-round rotary box magazine are included and the original promotional
stickers loosely remain on each side of the stock and on the forend.
(23A9544-254) {MODERN} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Mossberg/New Haven 600 AST Slide Action Shotgun
serial #G978816, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib C-Lect choke barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces display a green and yellow
spray painted camouflage pattern that is lightly worn in scattered areas
revealing generous amounts of original blue. The checkered American
hardwood pistolgrip stock and forend rate very good with a few
scattered light handling marks and also display the same lightly worn
camouflage pattern. The shotgun is equipped with a tang mounted
safety and C-Lect adjustable choke system, the barrel is sighted with a
silver bead and the action appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9601-6) {MODERN} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Marlin 20th Anniversary Model 75-20 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #WL001737, 22 LR, 18” Micro-Groove JM-marked barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue and
black enamel finishes with a few scattered minor handling marks while
the in-the-white bolt remains mostly bright with a couple tiny spots of
light oxidation and the barrel is marked “LIMITED EDITION”. The
smooth walnut Monte Carlo pistolgrip stock rates excellent plus with the
right side of the buttstock featuring an inlaid brass medallion depicting a
youth holding a Model 75 with his father/grandfather with a script
“Limited Edition” at the top and “1962-1982 / 20th Anniversary Special”
at the bottom along with the original factory ammunition advisory sticker.
The rifle features a gold-plated trigger, the original sights remain intact
and the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9544-168)
{MODERN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

2201

Winchester Super-X Model 1 Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #M30306, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent
bore choked modified. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with
the breech toning to plum and a few scattered spots of light oxidation,
particularly on the magazine cap, while the engine-turned bolt and lifter
remain mostly bright with tiny specks of oxidation staining on the lifter.
The sharply-checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock and forend rate
about excellent with a few very light handling marks while the
Winchester Repeating Arms-marked ventilated rubber recoil pad rates
excellent. The shotgun is sighted with a silver bead at the muzzle and
mid-rib and the action appears to function well mechanically. An
excellent condition Super-X Model 1 that appears to have seen little if
any use. (23A6520-2722) {MODERN} [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Custom U.S. Springfield Armory Trapdoor Carbine
serial #516607 44 Magnum, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel is toning to a slate gray patina with a few scattered small
spots of oxidation staining and a few light handling marks while the
1884-dated breechblock, receiver, thumbpiece and barrel tang display a
lightly stained smoky gray case-hardened patina. The remaining metal
surfaces have aged to a brown patina with light pinprick pitting and light
oxidation and the lockplate shows a Federal Eagle ahead of the hammer
and a softened “US / SPRINGFIELD” below the thumbpiece and the
barrel is marked “44 REM MAG”. The shortened smooth black walnut
straight grip stock rates very good as refinished with scattered light
dings and handling marks overall and the ramrod channel is nicely filled
at the forend tip while the grooved hard rubber buttplate remains in
excellent condition. The firing pin is missing but replacements remain
readily available, the carbine is sighted with a Marble’s 26N brass
beaded-blade front and a folding leaf rear and the three-position tumbler
and lock are strong and crisp. Published data suggests that Springfield
Trapdoor actions are not designed to handle 44 Magnum pressures,
therefore it is imperative that this firearm is inspected by a competent
gunsmith before any thought is giving to firing. A uniquely-chambered
custom Trapdoor carbine sure to get attention at the range.
(23B9544-307) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Smith & Wesson Model 17 K-22 Masterpiece Double Action Revolver
serial #K409839, 22 LR, 6” pinned barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1960-made gun retain roughly 96-97% original
blue, the service hammer and trigger show vibrant color. The checkered
diamond factory grips with silver S&W medallions are near very good,
there are scattered blemishes and maybe a touch of added finish. The
rear sight is a micro-adjustable square-notch blade, the front sight is a
Patridge blade. (22A9468-24) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
AMT Automag II Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #Z64017, 22 Rimfire Magnum, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The matte stainless steel surfaces are near excellent with some
scattered blemishes. The horizontally-serrated Lexan factory grips are
excellent. The pistol is equipped with Millett sights, a white outline
adjustable rear and a white insert front. This somewhat rare 4 1/2” barrel
Irwindale pistol comes with a single factory magazine. (22A9543-223)
{MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger Old Army US Cavalry Commemorative Percussion Revolver
serial #145-95827, 44 cal, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent unfired bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original deep blue with “DUTY
HONOR COUNTRY” and two crossed sabres in gold on the sides of the
cylinder and gold “U.S.” on the knuckle. The smooth walnut grips with
silver Phoenix medallion and etched “U.S.” are excellent. The revolver is
sighted with an adjustable blade rear sight and a Patridge-style front
sight. Included is the original factory hard case with manual and lock.
(22A9543-160) {ANTIQUE} [Phil Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Sig Sauer P365 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #66A256323, 9mm, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original matte black Nitron and the polymer frame with
textured grip and accessory rail is excellent. The SigLite night sights
glow bright green. Included are three factory magazines, manual and
the original hard case. (22A9543-79) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection]
(350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Sigarms Trailside Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #E0016560, 22 LR, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel slide with left-side safety is excellent, the barrel and
frame retain about 99% original matte blue with some blemishes near
the front sight. The contoured smooth blue laminate grips are excellent.
The rear sight is an adjustable serrated blade, the front sight is a small
fixed blade. (22A9543-113) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (300/400)
Est. 300 - 400
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Smith & Wesson Model K-38 Combat Masterpiece Hand Ejector
Revolver
serial #K120257 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this “Pre Model 15” retain perhaps 97-98% original blue with
thinning, blemishes and some mild freckling, the .500” target hammer
and service trigger show vivid color case-hardening. The checkered
walnut diamond grips with silver S&W medallions are near excellent with
the interior of the right panel stamped with matching “120257”. The rear
sight is a micro-adjustable blade, the front is a serrated Baughman
ramp. (22A9468-22) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
Cimarron Lightning Single Action Revolver
serial #161340 32 WCF, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
satin-finished stainless steel surfaces are near excellent and the screws
and trigger retain nearly all their original charcoal blue. The checkered
walnut bird’s head-style grips are very good plus with what looks like a
3/4” factory imperfection on the left-side. Mechanics are tight and the
revolver appears to have seen little use. (22A9543-117) {MODERN}
[Phil Buker Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger Blackhawk Single Action Revolver
serial #31-43656, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98-99% original blue with some wear at the muzzle
and a couple small blemishes. The smooth faux ivory grips with silver
Phoenix medallions are excellent. Front sight is a serrated ramp, rear
sight is an adjustable blade with a couple tiny solvent stains just above
the hammer. The transfer bar safety update has been installed on this
revolver. (22A9522-76) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Sig Sauer Mosquito Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #F013302, 22 LR, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains about 99% original matte black finish with a few light scratches
and handling marks and the black polymer frame with accessory rail is
excellent. The textured black composite grips are also excellent. The
gun is equipped with a slide-mounted safety and a decocker. Included is
a single factory magazine. (22A9543-221) {MODERN} [Phil Buker
Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Ruger Mark I Target Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #70912 22 LR, 6 7/8” heavy tapered barrel with factory muzzle
brake and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original blue with slight muzzle wear and some other scattered
blemishes and the silver trigger shows some marks from a
previously-mounted shoe. The underside of the brake and frame have
matching two-line Southport address. The fully-checkered synthetic
grips with left-side black Phoenix medallion are near excellent. The front
sight is an undercut Patridge blade with green fiber optic, the rear sight
is an adjustable blade. A single factory magazine is included.
(22A9522-75) {C&R} [Phil Buker Collection] (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Thompson Center Contender 20th Anniversary Collectors Association
Single Shot Pistol
serial #TCA20-039, 5mm Rem Mag, 14” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a “1986-2005” emblem
and “20TH ANNIVERSARY” in gold on each side of the frame. The
smooth walnut finger-groove grip and forend are excellent. The pistol is
equipped with a small blade front sight and a mount with 1” rings is
attached to the barrel. (22A9543-157) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection]
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Thompson Center Contender Single Shot Pistol
serial #222302 45-70, 12” ported barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel barrel is very good plus with scattered handling marks,
the frame retains 99% original blue toning to dark plum with a couple
small blemishes on the triggerguard. The checkered hard rubber
Pachmayr grip and forend are about excellent. The pistol is sighted with
a Thompson Center 3x20 scope with clear optics and a duplex reticle
attached to 1” Weaver rings. (22A9543-122) {MODERN} [Phil Buker
Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Thompson Center Custom Shop Encore Single Shot Pistol
serial #137085 25-06 Rem, 13 1/2” barrel with muzzle brake and an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte and
polished blue with “T/C Custom Shop” marked on the left-side of the
barrel. The checkered Pachmayr grip and smooth walnut forend with
ebony tip are about excellent. The pistol features a 4” Leupold mount
with 1” quick release Leupold rings. (22A9543-124) {MODERN} [Phil
Buker Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

2216

Smith & Wesson Model 60 Double Action Revolver
serial #AEP5891, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces are near excellent with some blemishes and
handling marks, the hard chrome trigger and hammer retain all original
finish. The checkered hard rubber finger-groove grips are excellent.
(22A9543-220) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Uberti 1875 Schofield Single Action Revolver
serial #F00469, 45 Colt, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with somewhat muted color
case-hardening on the latch mechanism and triggerguard with more
vibrant color on the hammer. The smooth walnut grips are excellent with
strong facsimile cartouches on either side and the butt of the grip frame
is marked with a “U.S.” behind the serial number. The front sight is a
serrated German Silver-style blade with the rear sight being part of the
latch as were the original Schofields. (22A9543-119) {MODERN} [Phil
Buker Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Beretta Model 70S Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #B21085U, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain near 99% original blue. The black checkered synthetic
grips with left-side thumb rest are very good with handling marks
throughout. The rear sight is adjustable and there is a frame-mounted
safety. Included is a single factory magazine with finger extension.
(22A9522-62) {MODERN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
CZ 75 Compact Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #A458168, 9mm, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original satin nickel with just a couple superficial
handling marks and the frame marked “MADE IN / CZECH REPUBLIC”.
The fully-checkered composite factory grips are excellent. The three-dot
sights are fixed and there is a left-side frame-mounted safety. Pistol
comes with a single 14-round factory magazine, factory paperwork and
original hard case. This gun has been upgraded with a stainless steel
guide and is in a scarce finish, CZ discontinued nickel finishes in 2012.
(22A9663-1) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger New Model Blackhawk Single Action Revolver
serial #51-24301, 30 Carbine, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with some loss along the
barrel and ejector rod housing and some fine freckling on the hammer
flats. The black checkered synthetic grips with silver medallions are
excellent. The rear sight is an adjustable blade, the front sight is a
serrated blade. (22A9543-112) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection]
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Uberti 1875 Outlaw Single Action Revolver
serial #UA2430, 45 Colt, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent likely unfired
bore. The barrel, triggerguard and ejector rod housing retain 99%
original blue with the triggerguard toning to dark plum. The cylinder
retains about 96-97% original blue with operational wear and the frame
and hammer retain 99% original color case-hardening. The smooth
walnut grips are excellent. An as-new Remington clone. (22A9543-81)
{MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (250/350)
Est. 250 - 350
Colt Metropolitan MK III Double Action Revolver
serial #8950J, 38 Special, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain near 99% original blue with a freckle here-or-there, the
hammer exhibits very nice case-hardened color. The checkered walnut
factory grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions are near excellent with
a few light handling marks. There are two drilled and tapped holes in the
topstrap, the rear sight is integral to the frame and the front sight is a
serrated ramp. (22A9543-219) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection]
(275/375)
Est. 275 - 375
Ruger 10/22 Takedown Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #822-52510, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel and aluminum surfaces are excellent with a couple light
handling marks. The checkered synthetic stocks are excellent with some
slight signs of handling. A stainless mount with 1” Weaver rings is
attached to the receiver, the rear barrel sight is a flip-up white diamond
and the front sight is a brass bead. Included is a single clear factory
magazine. (22A9522-19) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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Schultz & Larsen Model 68DL Bolt Action Rifle
serial #12635 7x61 S&H, 25” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with the bolt and bolt handle being
bright with some scattered very light freckles. The skip-line checkered
Monte Carlo-style walnut stock with schnabel tip, left-side cheekpiece
and capped pig’s foot pistolgrip is near excellent with some scattered
light handling marks and some hints of very nice figure radiating down
from the comb. Rifle features Redfield mounts and 1” rings and a light,
crisp trigger. (22A9522-30) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (550/750)
Est. 550 - 750
Smith & Wesson M&P9 Pro Series C.O.R.E. Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #HSL2402, 9mm, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% original matte black finish. The polymer frame with
accessory rail and size medium backstrap and aftermarket Apex trigger
is excellent. The slide is equipped with a Leupold Delta Point red
triangle sight that works as it should and the three-dot sights are slightly
raised to remain part of the sight picture. One 17-round factory
magazine is included. (22A9543-126) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection]
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Beretta Model 92FS Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #K87322Z, 9mm, 4 7/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original matte black Bruniton and anodized
finish with some scattered light handling marks. The checkered black
synthetic grips with Beretta logo are excellent. The pistol features
three-dot sights and an ambidextrous slide-mounted safety/decocker.
Included is a single factory magazine. (22A9543-131) {MODERN} [Phil
Buker Collection] (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Walther PPK/S Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #033465 380 ACP, 3 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with some superficial handling marks
with the triggerguard toning to plum. The black synthetic checkered grips
with Walther banner are excellent. Pistol is equipped with Von
Stavenhagen-style sights and a slide-mounted safety/decocker.
Included is the original hard case with two magazines, cleaning tools
and manual. (22A9543-222) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection]
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Cimarron 1877 Lightning Single Action Revolver
serial #UB6400, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel,
cylinder and screws retain 99% original blue, the brass grip frame is
bright with some scattered tiny blemishes and the frame and hammer
retain 99% original color case-hardening. The smooth walnut grips with
gold medallions are excellent. (22A9543-137) {MODERN} [Phil Buker
Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Beretta Model 20 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #BE31773V, 25 ACP, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue. The checkered synthetic grips
with Beretta logo are excellent. The pistol is sighted with a small front
sight and a trench-style rear sight and there is a left-side frame-mounted
safety. A single factory magazine is present. (22A9543-135) {MODERN}
[Phil Buker Collection] (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Beretta Model 950BS Jetfire Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #BR08721T, 22 Short, 2 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain near 99% original blue with a bit of edge wear and
small blemishes. The checkered synthetic grips with Beretta logo are
marked “22 SHORT” and rate excellent. Pistol features trench-style
sights and a frame-mounted safety. A single factory magazine is
included. (22A9543-224) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Custom Ruger New Model Single Six Revolver
serial #650-07971, 32 H&R Magnum, 4 5/8” barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% expertly applied maker blue with
nice case color on the hammer and trigger. The faux ivory grips are near
excellent. The revolver has been customized with a round-butt frame
and features a serrated blade front sight and an adjustable square-notch
rear. (22A9543-214) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550

2232

Heckler & Koch P9S Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #104 979, 9mm, 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The slide of
this pistol retains about 92% original blue showing some areas of mild
thinning along the sides, light handling marks and high edge wear. The
polymer grips and triggerguard assembly remain in very good plus
condition showing some scattered light dings, scuffs and handling marks
one would expect from a service pistol. The right side of the frame is
dated "74", the pistol is stamped with German military proof marks and
the left side slide has a cancelled "S" Saarland police property stamp.
The slide and barrel are matching the frame, there is a small PW Arms
import mark on the left side slide above the H&K address and all
markings remain crisp and clear. One original magazine is included and
the action seems to function well mechanically. A solid example of these
interesting roller-locked pistols that saw police service. (13A9679-1)
{MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
D.D. Cone 32 Model Spur Trigger Revolver by Uhlinger
serial #1436 32 Rimfire, 5” barrel with a lightly-frosted bore. The metal
surfaces have toned to a mostly pewter patina with silvering of the
edges and tiny pinprick pits and small blemishes throughout. The
smooth walnut grips are overall very good with some handling marks
and some added finish, the right panel has had some material removed
to give a bit of contour for a right-hand shooter. The revolver is equipped
with a small brass blade front sight and appears to lock-up and time
quite well. To avoid Smith & Wesson copyright infringement William
Uhlinger manufactured these pistols under several different
pseudonyms. (22A9543-196) {ANTIQUE} [Phil Buker Collection]
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Beretta Model 92FS Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #K48834Z, 9mm, 4 7/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original matte black Bruniton and anodized
finish with some handling marks and slight operational wear. The
checkered black synthetic grips with Beretta logo are excellent. The
pistol features three-dot sights and an ambidextrous slide-mounted
safety/decocker. Included are a single MEC-GAR M9 magazine and
original manual. (22A9584-1) {MODERN} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Early Colt officer’s Model Double Action Revolver
serial #235939 38 Special, 6” barrel with a lightly-frosted strongly-rifled
bore. The barrel retains traces of original blue around the front sight and
near the frame. The frame and cylinder retain perhaps 70% nice original
blue with the grip frame toned to pewter and scattered areas of freckling
and thinning with “680” rework marks on the cylinder and extractor. The
checkered walnut diamond factory grips are near very good with
compressed points and some evidence of handling, they are quite nice
considering their age. The sights are adjustable and the action times
and locks-up well. This is an early 1904 First Issue revolver near the
beginning of the Officer’s Model range. (22A9468-43) {C&R} (450/650)
Est. 450 - 650
Smith & Wesson Model 13-2 Double Action Revolver
serial #9D03466, 357 Magnum, 4” heavy barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain near 99% original blue with some scattered
very light blemishes with the service hammer and trigger showing nice
dark color case-hardening. The checkered walnut Magna grips are
excellent and the revolver features trench-style sights. (22A9645-44)
{MODERN} [Larry J. Cummings Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Smith & Wesson Model 31-1 Regulation Police Revolver
serial #H42393, 32 S&W Long, 3” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue with dusky
case-hardened color on the service hammer and trigger. The checkered
walnut Magna grips are excellent and are numbered to the gun, this
revolver appears to have seen very little time outside the safe. Included
is a blue two-piece Model 30-1 factory box with cleaning tools and
manual. (22A9645-24) {MODERN} [Larry J. Cummings Collection]
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Rock Island Model 1911-A2 TCM Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #TCM003781, 22 TCM, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98-99% original matte blue with some light
scratches and handling marks. The black checkered synthetic factory
grips are excellent. The rear sight is an adjustable LPA and the front is a
dovetailed red fiber optic. This pistol can be converted to 9mm, it comes
with a 9mm barrel, spring and extractor. Also included are two “22 TCM”
marked magazines and the original factory hard case. (22A9543-76)
{MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Ruger Mark IV 22/45 Lite Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #500164379 22 LR, 4 1/2” threaded barrel with an excellent bore.
The barrel retains about 99% red anodized finish and the polymer frame
with black rubber double-diamond 1911-style grips is about excellent.
The pistol features an ambidextrous frame-mounted safety, adjustable
serrated blade rear sight, a serrated blade front sight and a 4 1/2”
Picatinny rail. Included are two factory magazines, manual and original
hard case. (22A9543-130) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
North American Arms Model 1860-4C Convertible Revolver
serial #TE0372, 22 Magnum, 4” octagon barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces are excellent, the included .22 LR is also
excellent. The smooth rosewood laminate grips are excellent. The
revolver has trench-style sights, a serrated spur trigger and a faux
loading lever. Included is the original factory hard case. (22A9522-65)
{MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Uberti 1847 Walker Single Action Revolver
serial #D01762, 44 Cal, 9” barrel with an excellent likely unfired bore.
The barrel cylinder and grip frame retain 99% original blue with some
small scattered blemishes, the brass triggerguard is bright with a couple
small freckles and the frame, hammer and loading lever retain 99%
original dark color case-hardening. The smooth walnut grips are
excellent. Included is the original slightly-dilapidated factory box.
(22A9522-64) {ANTIQUE} [Phil Buker Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Smith & Wesson Model 351C AirLite Double Action Revolver
serial #CTU3944, 22 MRF, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original matte blue and anodized finish and the
trigger shows dark remnants of case color. The textured rubber factory
grips are excellent. The front sight is a white bead, rear sight is integral
to the frame. Included is the original factory box and a black leather
DeSantis right-hand holster. (22A9574-118) {MODERN} [James Traynor
Collection] (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Charles Daly Field II Hunter Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #60-03-001203, 12 ga, 27 5/8” screw-choke barrels with excellent
bores. The barrels, lever and triggerguard retain near 99% original blue.
The frame retains 99% lovely color case-hardening and has been
engraved with tight scroll and game birds on the belly and both sides.
The gold trigger retains all original gold plate. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and beavertail forend are very good plus with signs
of handling and what looks like a later-added hard rubber pad. Shotgun
features 3” chambers, a single selective trigger, ejectors and an
automatic safety. The included choke tubes are modified and improved
modified and the original box with shipping sleeve is present.
(22A9466-12) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Thompson Center Fox Ridge Special Percussion Muzzleloading Rifle
serial #2335 50 Cal, 22” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The lock
and hammer show nice case-hardened color with a couple spots of fine
freckling. With the remaining metal surfaces retaining 99% high polish
blue, the barrel is marked “FOX RIDGE OUTFITTERS”. The smooth
walnut stock is excellent. The rear sight is an adjustable green fiber
optic, the front sight is a red fiber optic. (22A9543-186) {ANTIQUE} [Phil
Buker Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Savage Model 24C Combination Gun
22 Win Mag over 20 ga, 24” barrels with the shotgun choked full and
excellent bores. The barrels retain 98-99% original blue with some slight
thinning to dark brown near the muzzle and breech. The trigger retains
all original gold and the receiver retains 99% hard chrome with an
engraved turkey and “SAVAGE 24C” on the right and a fox on the left.
The smooth Monte Carlo pistolgrip buttstock and checkered forend are
very good plus, there are superficial handling marks and a barely
noticeable hairline crack on the left rear of the forend. The gun is sighted
with a sporting rear sight and a small blade front sight. (22A9522-12)
{MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Remington Model Seven Bolt Action Rifle
serial #7718646 7mm-08 Rem, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue, the bolt shows a nice
engine-turned pattern with some operational wear and “8646” on the
underside. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip stock is very good
with light-to-moderate handling marks. The front sight is a small bead,
the rear sight holes are filled with screws and a one-piece base with 1”
rings is attached to the receiver. (22A9522-48) {MODERN} [Phil Buker
Collection] (450/650)
Est. 450 - 650

2247

Iver Johnson Hercules Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #9964 12 ga, 30” barrels choked improved modified and full with
near excellent bores. The barrels retain 98% original blue with scattered
freckling and some light dings here-and-there, the bores have been
cleaned leaving some barely noticeable ripples toward the muzzles. The
frame is a mostly silver patina with some freckling and handling marks,
“IVER JOHNSON / ARMS & CYCLE WORKS / FITCHBURG MASS
USA” marked on the left-side and nice remnants of case color
particularly around the lever. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip
buttstock and forend are very good plus with some scattered blemishes
and a light coat of added varnish. Shotgun features crisp double
triggers, a Red Head pad, automatic safety and tight lock-up.
(22A9522-8) {C&R} [Phil Buker Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Thompson Center Seneca Percussion Muzzleloading Rifle
serial #17499 45 Cal, 27” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The
barrel retains 97% original blue, the lock shows vivid case color. The
brass furniture is mostly bright with scattered freckling. The smooth
walnut stock with left-side cheekpiece is very good with a tiny hairline
crack near the toe. The double set triggers work as they should and a
brass-tipped ramrod is included. (22A9522-25) {ANTIQUE} [Phil Buker
Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Marlin Model 27 Slide Action Rifle
25-20, 23 1/2” octagon barrel with a lightly-frosted strongly-rifled bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% professionally re-applied blue with the
barrel possibly shortened, some older blemishes visible and the barrel
address remaining crisp. The smooth walnut buttstock and grooved
forend are very good as lightly cleaned and refinished, there is a hairline
crack in the left rear of the forend, some filled blemishes and a couple
spots where the added varnish is slightly-crazed. Rifle is sighted with a
small bead front and sporting rear. (22A9522-31) {C&R} [Phil Buker
Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Remington Model 550-1 Semi-Auto Rifle
22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 90% original blue with handling marks and freckling, there are five
drilled and tapped holes on the left-side of the receiver. The smooth
walnut stock is good plus with a small semi-circular crack to the rear
near the receiver, handling marks throughout and maybe a layer of
added finish. Rifle is sighted with a sporting rear, bead front and a Tasco
4x32 scope with duplex reticle and clear optics is attached to the
receiver. The “WW” on the barrel indicates this is a 1950-manufactured
gun. (22A9522-38) {C&R} [Phil Buker Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Thompson Center Hawken Percussion Muzzleloading Rifle
serial #24213 50 Cal, 28” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The
barrel retains 99% original blue with some freckling near the breech, the
lock and hammer show vivid case color with some concentrated
freckling. The brass furniture is mostly bright with scattered freckling.
The smooth walnut stock with left-side cheekpiece is very good with
typical handling marks found on a hunting arm. Rifle is sighted with an
adjustable rear and a bead front. The double set triggers work as they
should and a brass-tipped ramrod is included. (22A9522-39) {ANTIQUE}
[Phil Buker Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Walther Model PP Super Ultra Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #10129 9x18mm Ultra, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 96-97% original blue with edge wear and
blemishes, the slide is marked “MADE IN GERMANY”. The black
checkered synthetic grips are near very good with scuffs and handling
marks. The sights are fixed and there is a slide-mounted decocker. Two
magazines, manual and original hard case are included. (22A9522-63)
{MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Remington Model 600 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #5873 35 Rem, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% later-added blue, the ventilated rib has been
removed and the holes have been neatly-filled. The dog-leg bolt handle
and bolt body are bright. The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock is good
to very good, it has been re-checkered with the old checkering being
partially-visible at the tips, there are handling marks and a bit of added
finish. A Bushnell Scope Chief 2.75x scope with clear optics and
crosshair reticle is mounted to the receiver. (22A9543-188) {MODERN}
[Phil Buker Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
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Ruger American Bolt Action Rifle
serial #649-67080, 300 Blackout, 16 1/4” threaded barrel with a Troy
Medieval flash suppressor and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 99% matte blue with some small scattered blemishes. The flat
dark earth composite pistolgrip stock is excellent. Rifle features a Ruger
mount with 1” rings, an adjustable trigger and a tang safety. Included is
one flush-fit factory magazine, more magazines are available in the
appropriate section of this auction. (22A9543-63) {MODERN} [Phil Buker
Collection] (350/450)
Est. 350 - 450
Thompson Center R-55 Sporter Bolt Action Rifle
serial #3482 17 Mach 2, 21” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original polish and matte blue. The brown laminate
Monte Carlo stock with pistolgrip and left-side cheekpiece is excellent.
The front sight is a red fiber optic, the rear is a green fiber optic and a
Bushnell Sportview 2-10x40 scope with clear optics is mounted to the
receiver. (22A9543-35) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Custom Greek Mannlicher Schoenauer Model 1903 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #3831F, 300 Savage, 18 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% expertly re-applied blue with some scattered
light freckles and a Greek military proof visible on the rear triggerguard
screwhead. The checkered walnut round-knob pistolgrip stock is very
good condition as modified, a 1” section has been added to the butt and
there are diamond-shaped inlays on each side of the butt and some
filled blemishes. The rear sight is a Lyman flip-up white triangle, the front
sight is a white bead and the rifle is equipped with a single trigger. The
barrel was professionally re-bored to accept .300 Savage cartridges, as
with any customized firearm a competent gunsmith should be consulted
before firing. (22A9543-44) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
SKB/Ithaca Century Trap Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #S8801855, 12 ga, 34” ventilated rib barrel choked full with an
excellent bore. The barrel retains about 99% original blue with some
freckling and signs of handling. The frame retains about 85-90% original
silver nitride finish with areas flaking and nice tight foliate scroll
throughout. The trigger retains all original gold finish. The checkered
walnut pistolgrip buttstock and beavertail forend are very good plus. The
front is an orange fiber optic bead with a small silver bead mid-rib.
(22A9543-51) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger 10/22 Deluxe Sporter Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #239-17958, 22 LR, 18 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a couple minor handling
marks. The checkered walnut stock is excellent with a couple blemishes.
The rear sight is a flip-up white diamond, the front sight is a small bead
and a one-piece mount with high-rise 1” rings is attached to the receiver.
(22A9543-210) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Remington 870 Wingmaster Magnum Slide Action Shotgun
serial #A241099U, 20 ga, 25 1/2” ventilated rib Rem-Choke barrel with
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue
with some freckling and very slight thinning along the barrel. The
checkered walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and forend are very good
plus to near excellent with handling marks mostly around the butt.
Shotgun features 3” chambers, a white bead front sight, a mid-rib silver
bead and the included Rem-Choke non-flush tube is super full lead shot
only. (22A9543-174) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger Model 77/17 All Weather Bolt Action Rifle
serial #703-42998, 17 HMR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original target gray all-weather coating with some
very minor operational wear on the bolt. The Green Mountain laminate
pistolgrip stock is excellent. There are no provisions for iron sights,
included are Ruger all-weather 1” rings and a single factory magazine.
(22A9543-171) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Remington Model 14C Slide Action Rifle
serial #58962 25 Rem, 22” barrel with a near excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain perhaps 65-70% original blue with areas wearing to
pewter, freckling and handling marks. The smooth pistolgrip buttstock
and grooved forend are good. The checkered buttplate has toned to
silver and there is a 7” crack through the stock running parallel along the
toeline and a smaller crack along the comb, a pin has been sent through
the stock to keep these pieces attached. There are smaller cracks in the
buttstock and a longer crack starting at the tip of the forend with
scattered light-to-moderate handling marks. There is a receiver-mounted
aperture sight, the rear barrel sight is not present and the front sight is a
brass bead. (22A9543-192) {C&R} [Phil Buker Collection] (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550

2262

Savage Fox Model B Boxlock Double Shotgun
20 ga, 28” barrels choked improved cylinder and improved modified with
excellent bores. The barrels retain about 98-99% original blue with some
freckling and wear at the muzzle. The frame retains about 90% original
case-hardened color with the belly thinning to silver and nice color
visible on the sides and top. The checkered walnut capped pistolgrip
buttstock and forend are near very good with some added finish and
handling marks throughout. Shotgun features tight lock-up, a single
trigger, extractor and an automatic safety. (22A9543-178) {C&R} [Phil
Buker Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
A.H. Fox Sterlingworth Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #125848 12 ga, 22 1/4” shortened barrels both choked cylinder
with near excellent bores, the right shows a light ring of oxidation
mid-length. The barrels retain perhaps 50% later-added blue with the
balance thinning to dark gray, there are a couple small dings in the left
barrel toward the muzzle with the barrel addresses being crisp. The
frame is mostly silver with “STERLINGWORTH” on both sides with some
nice case-hardened color around the lever and on the left-side. The
checkered walnut buttstock and forend are near very good, there is a
small filled area on the left-side near the buttpad with impact marks and
handling marks, the wood fit to the metal is slightly off at the rear of the
frame. Shotgun features double triggers, automatic safety and tight
lock-up. (22A9543-211) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Colt Model 1903 Pocket Hammerless Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #63836 32 ACP, 4” barrel with a frosted bore. The metal surfaces
have been mostly cleaned to silver with cleaned oxidation blemishes
and freckles. There are scattered remnants of original blue and faint
hints of fire blue on the trigger and magazine release, the slide and
frame markings are somewhat soft but legible. The checkered hard
rubber factory grips are very good. A 1907-manufactured Type I project
pistol. (22A9576-6) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Custom Thompson Center Contender Single Shot Pistol
serial #FRO1150, 17 HMR, 14” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with small blemishes. In lieu of a
forend the pistol is equipped with a custom bench rest frame, it retains
99% black anodized finish and features an adjustable square-shaped
stop, it measures 4 9/16” on the interior and rides in a full-length rail.
The checkered hard rubber Pachmayr grip is excellent. A 4 5/8” rail is
mounted to the rear of the barrel and the front sight is a small blade.
(22A9576-7) {MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Smith & Wesson Model SD9VE Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #FXY9238, 9mm, 4” barrel with an excellent bore. The stainless
steel slide is near excellent and the polymer frame with accessory rail
and textured grip are excellent. The sights are drift adjustable and an
aftermarket Apex trigger has been installed. Included are two 10-round
factory magazines and the original factory box. (22A9598-14)
{MODERN} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Smith & Wesson M&P9 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #DWB8858, 9mm, 4 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original matte black and the polymer frame with
accessory rail is excellent. The pistol is equipped with Novak-style
three-dot sights and an ambidextrous slide release. There is no
magazine present, included are two interchangeable backstraps, a
Bladetech right-hand holster, Bladetech double mag pouch and the
original factory hard case. (22A9598-3) {MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Ruger New Model Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #263-79009, 22 LR/22 MRF, 6 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces including the extra 22 Magnum cylinder are
near excellent with a few scattered small blemishes. The smooth walnut
grips with silver Phoenix medallions are excellent. The front sight is a
serrated blade, the rear sight is an adjustable square-notch blade.
Included is the original gray hard case with aforementioned cylinder and
a padlock. (22A9466-15) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger SR22 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #367-01403, 22 LR, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel slide and polymer frame with accessory rail is excellent.
The frame-mounted safety is ambidextrous and the rear sight is
adjustable. This pistol comes with a single factory magazine and a
Case-Gard hard case. (22A9598-16) {MODERN} (175/275)
Est. 175 - 275
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Ruger New Model Blackhawk 50TH Anniversary Revolver
serial #520-01179, 357 Magnum, 4 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain perhaps 98-99% original blue with some wear
at the muzzle, the top of the barrel is marked “50TH YEAR
BLACKHAWK / --1955 TO 2005—“ in gold. The checkered hard rubber
grips are very good with a couple small chips at the butt and a few tiny
blemishes. The flat-top frame sports an adjustable black blade rear
sight, the front sight is a serrated ramp. Included is a red factory hard
case with factory paperwork (22A9466-14) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger Single Six Revolver
serial #190564 22 LR, 5 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with scattered freckling and slight
thinning. The smooth walnut grips with silver Phoenix medallions are
excellent. The sights are fixed, the transfer bar safety has been installed
and the original slightly worn factory box with original pre-transfer bar
parts and very good condition grips are included. (22A9596-2) {C&R}
(250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Smith & Wesson M&P9 Shield Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #HYF8004, 9mm, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains about 98% original matte black with some thinning and oxidation
staining. The flat dark earth polymer frame is about excellent. Pistol is
equipped with a frame-mounted safety, Novak’s-style sights and comes
with two factory magazines and a Pelican 1170 hard case. (22A9598-2)
{MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Smith & Wesson Bodyguard Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #EAT7099, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
slide retains 99% original blue and the polymer frame is excellent. The
pistol is equipped with Novak’s-style low-mount sights, and an integral
red dot sight that works as it should. Included is the original factory box
with two factory magazines, paperwork, black leather holster and lock.
(22A9574-115) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Jennings Model J-22 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #372119 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98-99% original black finish. The checkered black
synthetic grips are excellent. A single magazine is included.
(22A9556-12) {MODERN} (30/60)
Est. 30 - 60
Uberti Model 1861 Navy Percussion Revolver
serial #A82434, 36 Cal, 7 1/2” barrel with an excellent likely unfired bore.
The barrel, cylinder and grip fame retain 99% original blue and the
frame, loading lever and hammer exhibit very nice case-hardened color.
The smooth European walnut grip panels are excellent and show very
fine figure. The action is smooth and the frame is cut for a shoulder
stock. Included is the original factory box with paperwork.
(22A9574-143) {ANTIQUE} [James Traynor Collection] (150/300)
Est. 150 - 300
Beretta Model 84FS Cheetah Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #H64304Y, 380 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% plus original matte Bruniton with some wear
on the barrel and other small blemishes. The checkered black synthetic
grips are excellent. The sights are fixed and the frame-mounted
safety/decocker is ambidextrous. Included are a single factory magazine
and manual. (22A9551-4) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Sig Sauer Model 232SL Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #S244855, 380 ACP, 3 5/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
matte and polished stainless steel surfaces are excellent with some
superficial handling marks and “MADE IN GERMANY” marked on the
slide. The stippled black synthetic grips are excellent. Pistol is equipped
with fixed sights and a decocker. The original blue hard case is included
and there is no magazine present. (22A9608-7) {MODERN} (450/650)
Est. 450 - 650
Hopkins & Allen Safety Police Double Action Revolver
serial #D8676, 22 LR, 6” barrel with a near excellent bore. The metal
surfaces are a mix of silver and light pewter with dark staining along the
rib and scattered freckles. The barrel address and “SAFETY POLICE”
markings are legible if somewhat obscured. The smooth walnut grip
panels are excellent with some portions darkened from oil contact. The
interior of each grip panel, cylinder, extractor, barrel and frontstrap are
all marked “8676”. (22A9400-93) {C&R} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Glock Model 26 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #GUR178, 9mm, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% original matte black finish and the Gen 3 polymer frame is
excellent. The pistol is equipped with standard Glock sights and comes
with a single factory magazine. (22A9608-10) {MODERN} (300/400)
Est. 300 - 400

2280

Smith & Wesson Model 317 AirLite Double Action Revolver
serial #LGT0253, 22 LR, 2” barrel with an excellent bore. The alloy
surfaces retain 98% original clear coat finish with blemishes, wear on
the contact points and some loss on the cylinder, the hammer and
trigger display dark case-hardened color and the latch appears to be a
replacement. The checkered hard rubber Uncle Mike’s factory
combat-style grips are excellent. (22A9566-2) {MODERN} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Ruger LCP Coyote Special Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #377-84176, 380 ACP, 2 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
slide retains 99% original matte blue with some edge wear, the left is
marked “A TRUE TEXAN” the right “COYOTE SPECIAL” and a coyote
howling at the moon is in front of the ejection port on the top with a star
to the rear. The pebble grain black rubber Hogue grip is excellent. Pistol
comes with two factory magazines, factory box, zipper rug, lock and
manual. (22A9574-121) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection]
(125/250)
Est. 125 - 250
Walther PP Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #50074LR, 22 LR, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original blue with just a few very small blemishes.
The black synthetic checkered factory grips with Walther banners are
excellent. The sights are fixed and there is a slide-mounted decocker.
The frame is marked with an “IC” (1982) date code and two magazines
are included, one with flat base and one with finger rest base.
(22A9348-27) {MODERN} (550/750)
Est. 550 - 750
Smith & Wesson M&P40 Shield Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #HAP0379, 40 S&W, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% original matte black and the polymer frame is excellent.
Pistol is equipped with a frame-mounted safety, Novak’s-style sights and
comes with three factory magazines. (22A9574-105) {MODERN} [James
Traynor Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Browning Buck Mark Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #655PP06974, 22 LR, 5 1/2” slab-side barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98-99% original high polish, anodized
and matte blue with some thinning at the muzzle and handling marks.
The smooth rosewood grips with gold medallions are excellent. The rear
sight is adjustable and the front sight is a Patridge blade. Included are
two factory magazines. (22A9574-107) {MODERN} [James Traynor
Collection] (150/300)
Est. 150 - 300
Smith & Wesson Model 31 Regulation Police Revolver
serial #700965 32 S&W Long, 4” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% later-added blue with some covered
blemishes and the barrel and cylinder toning to deep plum. The hammer
and trigger show slightly dull case-hardened color. The checkered
walnut factory grips are excellent, they are numbered to a different gun.
This is an early flat-latch model with perfect timing and lock-up.
(22A9574-108) {C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Llama XIA Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #965113 9mm, 5” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 97-98% original blue with some freckling, small
blemishes and areas toning to brown. The smooth walnut grips with
“LLAMA” medallions are very good. The sights are fixed, there is a
ventilated rib to the front of the ejection port and a single “MADE IN
SPAIN” marked magazine is included. (22A9598-1) {MODERN}
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Remington Model 597 Magnum Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #2963923M, 22 WMR, 20” heavy barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte blue and anodized finish.
The smooth brown laminate pistolgrip stock is excellent. A 5” four-slot
rail is mounted to the receiver, there are no other provisions for sights.
This rifle appears to have seen little if any use, included are a single
factory magazine and the original box with manual. (22A9574-36)
{MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (350/450)
Est. 350 - 450
Smith & Wesson Model 10-5 Double Action Revolver
serial #D242290, 38 Special, 4” pinned tapered barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 85-90% original blue with freckling and
areas thinned to gunmetal gray. The service hammer and trigger exhibit
a couple areas of nice case-hardened color. The checkered black
rubber Pachmayr combat grips are excellent. (22A9588-1) {MODERN}
(250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
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Jennings Model J-22 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #455419 22 LR, 2 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore. The
metal surfaces are near very good retaining nearly all chrome finish with
handling marks and small blemishes throughout. The smooth walnut
grips are near very good with small chips and handling marks. There is
no magazine present. (22A9598-21) {MODERN} (30/60)
Est. 30 - 60
Smith & Wesson Model 31-1 Double Action Revolver
serial #H145233, 32 S&W Long, 3” pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with just a couple
unobtrusive small blemishes, the hammer and trigger show a couple
streaks of nice case color with a few small freckles. The checkered
walnut factory grips with silver S&W medallions are excellent and are
numbered to a slightly earlier gun. (22A9574-109) {MODERN} [James
Traynor Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Colt Model 1903 Pocket Hammerless Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #252005 32 ACP, 3 3/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% later-added blue with some covered blemishes, the
interior of the slide is marked “005”. The checkered black hard rubber
grips are near very good with the right panel showing a 1” crack just
above “COLT” and the left panel being quite nice. The pistol functions
well mechanically and comes with a single factory magazine retaining
99% of what appears to be the same later-added blue. (22A9574-104)
{C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Smith & Wesson Model 36 Double Action Revolver
serial #97J361, 38 Special, 1 7/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain perhaps 95-96% original blue with a small stain
near the knuckle from some type of solvent, some freckling and some
slight thinning. The service hammer and trigger show dark case color
and a few small freckles. The checkered walnut round butt target grips
are near very good with areas of lost finish and handling marks.
(22A9598-17) {MODERN} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Hi Point Model CF Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #P700822, 380 ACP, 3 1/2” barrel with a near excellent bore,
there appear to be some small tool marks from where the rifling was cut.
The slide retains about 98% black enamel finish with some freckling on
the unfinished portion of the slide. The gray polymer frame and
contoured black synthetic grips are excellent. A single magazine is
present. (22A9574-145) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection]
(100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Glock Model 34 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #HBP008, 9mm, 5 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% plus original matte gas nitride finish and the Gen 3 frame
with accessory rail is excellent. The rear sight is adjustable with a small
white dot front. Included is a single 10-round factory magazine.
(22A9608-2) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Springfield Armory XD-45 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #GM482721, 45 ACP, 3 3/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The
slide retains 99% original black finish and the polymer frame with
accessory rail and textured grip is excellent. The front sight is a red fiber
optic and the rear is a two-dot serrated blade. Included is a 10-round
factory magazine with extension and a black JM Tactical IWB holster
with magnet closure. (22A9598-7) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger Standard Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #16-38610, 22 LR, 6” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with small blemishes and some
scattered freckling. The fully-checkered synthetic factory grips with silver
phoenix medallions are excellent. The rear sight is a square-notch blade
and the front is a Patridge blade. Included are two factory magazines
and manual. (22A9574-120) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection]
(250/350)
Est. 250 - 350
Pietta Lemat “Grapeshot” Percussion Revolver
serial #10575 .44 cal./20 ga, 6 3/4” rifled octagon barrel and smooth
bore barrel, both with excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about
99% original blue with a few light handling marks and the lever and
frame toning to dark plum. The case-hardened trigger shows nice case
color, the hammer shows some remnants of color with the majority of
the surface being silver and faint ochre. The checkered walnut grips are
excellent and exhibit a couple swirls of nice figure, this quality
reproduction appears to have remained unfired. The mechanics are tight
and there are bands of nice foliate scroll wrapping around the cylinder.
(22A9574-128) {ANTIQUE} [James Traynor Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

2298

Smith & Wesson M&P40 Shield Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #HLB1744, 40 S&W, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% original matte black with some slight wear on some of the
contact points and the polymer frame is excellent. Pistol is equipped with
Novak’s-style sights and comes with a single factory magazine.
(22A9598-15) {MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Custom Winchester Model 1885 High Wall Rifle
30 Army, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
perhaps 98-99% later-added blue with blemishes and handling marks.
The matting on top of the faceted action is crisp with legible
“WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS” barrel address and a
later-stamped “30 ARMY” caliber marking. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and forend are very good as lightly cleaned and
refinished, the checkering is still nice with some areas of fine figure. The
serial number is no longer visible on the frame and the inside forend is
stamped “1751”. A Lyman peep sits at the tang and the front sight is a
small ivory bead. (22A9522-55) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Smith & Wesson M&P40 Shield Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #HVA2641, 40 S&W, 3” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% original matte black and the polymer frame is excellent.
Pistol is equipped with Novak’s-style sights and there is no magazine
present. (22A9598-9) {MODERN} (175/275)
Est. 175 - 275
Ruger SR9C Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #333-81384, 9mm, 3 1/2” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains 99% original matte black and the polymer frame with accessory
rail and ambidextrous safety is excellent. The rear sight is adjustable,
the front sight is a small serrated blade with white dot and there is no
magazine present. (22A9598-8) {MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Smith & Wesson M&P9 Shield Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #HSE5837, 9mm, 3 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains about 99% factory finish and the polymer frame with textured grip
is excellent. The Novak’s style sights are fixed, included are a single
factory magazine and an Uncle Mike’s nylon sidekick ambidextrous
holster. (22A9598-20) {MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Smith & Wesson M&P9 Shield Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #HKZ5365, 9mm, 3 1/8” barrel with an excellent bore. The slide
retains about 99% factory finish and the polymer frame with textured grip
and left-side safety is excellent. The Novak’s style sights are fixed and
there is no magazine included. (22A9598-4) {MODERN} (175/275)
Est. 175 - 275
Ruger New Model Super Single Six Hunter Revolver
serial #264-56199, 17 HMR, 7 1/2" solid rib barrel with an excellent
bore. The stainless steel surfaces of this limited production Hunters
Model rate about excellent with a few scattered scratches and a faint
turn ring on the unfluted cylinder. The smooth dark gray factory laminate
grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about excellent. The gun
has a number of features including special factory crown, heavy solid rib
machined to accept Ruger scope mount rings, interchangeable black
bead front sight and white line "V" notch adjustable rear sight. It includes
the original factory hard case that is correctly end labeled and numbered
to the gun, Ruger scope rings, fired case, cable lock with a pair of keys,
manual and paperwork. A great find for the Ruger collector or, add an
extended eye relief scope and it should be a tack-driving small game
and varmint gun. This gun appears to have seen little if any use.
(8A9314-321) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Scarce Ruger New Model Super Single Six Revolver
serial #265-17198, 17 HMR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces of this limited production revolver rate about
excellent with a few scattered scratches and a faint turn ring on the
unfluted cylinder. The smooth factory wood laminate grips with silver
Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about excellent. The gun has a number
of features including special factory crown, serrated ramp front sight and
black blade adjustable rear sight. It includes the original factory hard
case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, padlock with
a pair of keys, manual and paperwork. It is estimated that only 200-300
guns of this model were made. This gun appears to have seen little if
any use. (8A9314-277) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Ruger New Model Super Single Six Revolver
serial #264-45206, 17 HMR, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this limited production revolver retain about 99%
original blue and anodized finishes with no visible turn ring on the
unfluted cylinder. The smooth factory rosewood grips with silver Ruger
Phoenix medallions rate about excellent. The gun has a number of
features including special factory crown, serrated ramp front sight and
black blade adjustable rear sight. It includes the original factory hard
case that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, cable lock
with a pair of keys, fired case (package has been opened), manual and
paperwork. This gun appears as new in the box. (8A9314-276)
{MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger New Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #47-98646, 41 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with
a few handling marks, limited edge wear and a turn ring on the cylinder.
The smooth rosewood grips with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate
about excellent on the exterior but the escutcheon is starting to pull
through on one of the panels. It functions mechanically, features a
serrated ramp front sight and black blade adjustable rear sight. It
includes the original factory hardcase that is correctly end labeled and
numbered to the gun, Ruger padlock with a pair of keys, manual and
paperwork. This gun appears to have seen little if any use.
(8A9314-301) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger New Model Blackhawk Revolver
serial #37-60118, 357 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent with a few handling marks
and only a faint turn ring on the cylinder. The smooth rosewood grips
with silver Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about excellent. It features a
serrated ramp front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight and still times
and locks up correctly. It includes the original factory hardcase that is
correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, Ruger padlock with a
pair of keys, manual and paperwork. This gun appears to have seen
little if any use. (8A9314-253) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger New Vaquero Single Action Revolver
serial #510-35349, 357 Magnum, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue, anodized and
case-hardened colors with a light turn ring. The faux stag replacement
grips rate about excellent and the rear of one panel is marked "2005 /
VA – W/LOCK". The gun still functions mechanically, features a slightly
smaller frame than the original Vaqueros and appears to have seen little
if any use. It includes the original factory hard case that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, manual and paperwork. (8A9314-12)
{MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger New Model Single Six Convertible 50th Anniversary Revolver
serial #268-36559, 22 LR / 22 Magnum RF, 4 5/8" barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and
anodized finishes showing a tiny ding on the topstrap and light turn rings
on both cylinders. The smooth factory cocobolo grips with silver Ruger
Phoenix on a red background medallions rate excellent. The revolver
features a fluted long rifle cylinder, unfluted magnum cylinder, fixed
sights and is marked "50 YEARS OF SINGLE SIX / -1953 TO 2003-" on
the top of the barrel. It includes the original factory hard case correctly
end labeled and numbered to the gun, cable lock with a single key,
spare 22 Magnum RF cylinder and fired case (envelope opened,
magnum case not present). The gun appears to have seen only light
use. (8A9314-147) {MODERN} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
(250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Ruger Old Model Flat Gate Single Six Revolver
serial #6527 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This 1954
made revolver remains in excellent condition. The metal surfaces retain
about 98-99% non-factory reapplied blue and anodized finishes with a
few minor handling marks and old pits under the new finish. The
checkered hard rubber factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated round front
sight, drift adjustable rear sight, type one ejector rod housing with offset
slot, type one square head ejector rod and it functions mechanically.
The transfer bar safety update has not been installed on this gun.
(8A9314-93) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450

2312

Ruger Old Model Single Six Flat Gate Revolver
serial #34687 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1956 made revolver retain about 99% non-factory
reapplied blue and anodized finishes showing no perceptible turn ring,
old pits under the new finish and a few scattered handling marks. The
checkered hard rubber factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate excellent but the paint in the Phoenix is starting to flake.
This revolver features a serrated round front sight, drift adjustable rear
sight, type one ejector rod housing with offset slot, type one square
head ejector rod and it still times and locks up beautifully. The transfer
bar safety update has not been installed on this gun. (8A9314-94) {C&R}
[Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Flat Top Revolver
serial #16210 357 Magnum, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1958 made revolver retains about 98-99% reapplied blue and anodized
finishes with scattered light high edge wear, faint turn ring, a few old pits
under the new finish and the frame toning to a bronze color. The
checkered hard rubber factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate excellent. It has the serrated ramp front sight, steel
Micro black blade adjustable rear sight, type two ejector rod housing
with offset slot, type two round ejector rod with concave face and it still
times and locks up correctly. The transfer bar safety update has not
been installed on this gun. (8A9314-78) {C&R} [Robert C. Greenberg Sr.
Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger LCR Double Action Only Revolver
serial #1542-45290, 38 Special +P, 1 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original factory PVD and anodized
finishes and the polymer fire control frame rates excellent. The
one-piece pebble grain factory Hogue Monogrips rate excellent. The
revolver includes the original factory box that is correctly end labeled
and numbered to the gun, cable lock with a pair of keys, manual and
paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only,
and may have very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-393)
{MODERN} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Colt Officers Model Special Revolver
serial #788029 38 Special, 6" heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The
"Specials" were only produced for four years with 6,210 made in 38
Special. The metal surfaces retain about 95% non-factory reapplied blue
showing edge wear, fading finish, handling marks and pitting. The
revolver features a service trigger and hammer, the trigger face and spur
are toned to gray. The revolver features replacement unmarked
checkered finger groove combat style grips that rate excellent. The
revolver still times and locks up correctly, features a Patridge front sight
on a long-serrated ramp that was distinctive to the later variations of the
Officers Model guns and black blade "Coltmaster" rear sight.
(8A9468-46) {MODERN} [Tom Bubolz Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Browning Auto-5 Light 12 Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #01180PN211, 12 ga., 22" ventilated rib barrel with an excellent
bore equipped with Invector choke system. This 1989 dated
Miroku-made Auto-5 remains in excellent condition showing light use
and later added recoil pad. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original
blue showing light operational wear, a few handling marks and light
edge wear. The receiver has wedges of roll engraving and is marked
"Light Twelve". The checkered round knob pistolgrip walnut buttstock
rates about excellent as shortened showing a few handling marks. A
Pachmayr Decelerator recoil pad with hard spacer has been added, the
fit is proud of the wood in some areas and shows light tool marks, the
length of pull now 14 1/8". The checkered walnut factory forend rates
about excellent with light handling marks. The shotgun has the usual
Auto-5 features and is equipped with a Bradley ivory bead. This gun
includes a single unmarked extended and ported extra full choke. It
should make a great turkey or predator gun. (8A9319-50) {MODERN}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
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Winchester Model 94 Flat Band Lever Action Carbine
serial #1530576 30 W.C.F., 20" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this post-war carbine retain about 80% original blue, the
greatest loss is due to a patch of oxidized pitting on the right side of the
receiver in addition to scattered oxidation on the magazine tube,
handling marks and thinning finish. The smooth straight grip walnut
buttstock rates about excellent with light handling marks and an
inch-long drying check on the butt near the right side of the toe. The
checkered flat steel buttplate rates very good with about 90% original
blue and handling marks. The long-wood walnut forend also rates
excellent. The gun features the original bead front sight on a stippled
ramp, the rear sight has been removed and the slot filled with a blank
and a Redfield No. 100 receiver sight fitted to the rear. The gun still
functions and should make a fine shooter, deer rifle or project gun.
(8A9607-14) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
James Warner Pocket Cartridge Revolver
serial #2522 30 RF, 3" barrel with a very good bore showing several
areas of moderate pitting. The metal surfaces are smooth and toned to
smoky gray with areas of pitting. The smooth walnut factory grips are
numbered to the gun and rate about excellent as cleaned and
re-varnished showing light handling marks. The only markings on the
gun are found on the cylinder "WARNERS PATENT 1857" and it still
functions mechanically. This model of the Warner was originally made
as a cartridge gun and is not a conversion. Only about 1,000 of these
revolvers were manufactured. (8A9654-38) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger New Model Flat Top Blackhawk Revolver
serial #520-18934, 44 Special, 4 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes
showing a few light handling marks. The fully checkered black synthetic
factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate excellent. The
gun features the original Flat Top sized frame, internal lock, cylinder
indexing aligns chambers with loading gate, serrated ramp front sight
and black blade adjustable rear sight. It includes a factory hard case that
is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, fired case, Ruger
padlock with a pair of keys, pair of Ruger internal lock keys, manual and
paperwork. (8A9645-51) {MODERN} [Larry J. Cummings Collection]
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Ruger New Model Blackhawk Convertible Revolver
serial #47-91900, 45 Colt / 45 ACP, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces and the spare cylinder retain about 98-99% original
blue and anodized finishes with limited edge wear and handling marks.
The smooth factory hardwood grips with silver Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a serrated ramp front
sight and black blade adjustable rear sight. The mainspring, trigger
return spring and base pin latch spring have been replaced with Wolff
springs but the originals are enclosed. The gun includes the factory hard
case correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, spare 45 ACP
cylinder, Ruger padlock with a pair of keys, manual and aforementioned
springs. (8A9645-15) {MODERN} [Larry J. Cummings Collection]
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger Old Model Single Six Flat Gate Revolver
serial #28235 22 LR, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original blue and anodized finishes, the
surfaces are thinning with the barrel more of a mix of thinning blue and
brown in addition to high edge wear and handling marks. The fully
checkered black hard rubber factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate excellent. This gun features the serrated half-moon front
sight, drift adjustable rear sight, Type One ejector rod housing with
offset slot, square ejector rod head and flat loading gate. This 1955
made gun has seen some honest use. (8A9645-14) {C&R} [Larry J.
Cummings Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
U.S. Model 1917 Revolver by Colt
serial #193892 (Army #42247), 45 ACP/AR, 5 1/2" barrel with slight
scattered frosting and two faint rings in the barrel, one by the muzzle
and the other about mid-bore. The metal surfaces have reapplied blue
that has faded to smoky gray with scattered moderate pitting under the
new finish and handling marks. The condition of the cylinder indicates a
non-factory replacement with pale blue finish. The smooth un-numbered
walnut factory grips rate about good as lightly cleaned with moderate
handling marks, chips missing off the toes of both panels, a one-inch
long check on the left panel and a smaller crack on the right. The gun
has later added ramp front sight, S&W micro adjustable rear sight, still
functions mechanically and the lanyard loop is present. (8A9543-118)
{MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

2323

Traditions Colt Model 1860 Richards Conversion Single Action Revolver
by Armi San Marco
serial #1488 38 Special, 8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with light high edge wear and
handling marks. The frame and hammer have bold case-hardened
colors and the brass triggerguard strap rates excellent. The one-piece
factory walnut grips rate excellent with a tiny knot imperfection on the left
panel. This gun features a fixed sight on the breech plate, brass blade
front sight, ejector rod housing, it still functions mechanically and barrel
to frame fit is slightly loose. (8A9543-2) {MODERN} [Phil Buker
Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Stevens Diamond No. 43 Single Shot Pistol
serial #62727 22 LR, 6" period replacement barrel (probably from a 6"
pocket rifle) with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of the
frame of this Second Issue pistol retain about 99% original nickel plate
with a few handling marks. The barrel is numbered to another gun
(82932), the surfaces are smoky gray with wisps of original blue in
addition to handling marks and pitting. The smooth walnut factory grips
are numbered to another gun but rate very good to excellent with light
scattered handling marks. The barrel latch button is a brass ad hoc
replacement, barrel to frame fit is loose and it features a bead front sight
with globe and target leaf with peep. (8A9543-213) {C&R} [Phil Buker
Collection] (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Stevens-Conlin No. 38 Single Shot Pistol
serial #13944 22 LR, 6 1/4" shortened relined barrel with an excellent
bright bore. The metal surfaces are cleaned to gunmetal gray with
scattered light stains from oxidation, pitting and light to moderate
handling marks. The smooth walnut grips rate about good to very good
with light to moderate handling marks. The grips and barrel are
numbered to the gun, barrel to frame fit is tight, action is crisp, there are
a pair of holes drilled and tapped on the butt and three more along the
backstrap. The front sight is a Marble's No. 37 M bead and the rear is an
unmarked sporting leaf with no step slide adjustment wedge. The barrel
has been relined with recessed chamber and visible epoxy filler around
the chamber end. The barrel has the "J. STEVENS A & T Co." barrel
address. (8A9543-159) {C&R} [Phil Buker Collection] (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Colt Model 1903 Pocket Hammer Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #28386 38 ACP, 4 1/2" barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces have toned to an even smoky gray with scattered light
pitting throughout. The trigger has vivid fire blue with scattered light
freckling and pitting. The spur hammer is a combination of straw and fire
blue with pitting and the screws on the frame are vivid nitre blue. The
grips are nicely executed reproductions featuring smooth walnut, the
rear of one panel simply signed "By RC" and the grip screws show slot
damage, the finish varying from moderate to vivid fire blue. The bronze
firing pin has a pair of opposing cracks visible at the rear. A factory letter
is provided and indicates this gun was shipped as a blue finished pistol
to Norvell Shapleigh Hardware Company, St. Louis, Missouri, on
December 6, 1910, in a ten-gun shipment. It includes a single blue
finished unmarked magazine. (8A9645-52) {C&R} [Larry J. Cummings
Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Custom Smith & Wesson Second Model Schofield Single Shot Pistol
serial #4046 22 LR, 7" barrel with 22 caliber liner that rates excellent.
The barrel has several circular tool marks, one near the muzzle the
other closer to the breech plus the chamber still shows heavy traces of
the rifling. The metal surfaces have been given an electro pencil loose
foliate engraving covering perhaps 50%. The metal surfaces have about
97% fading reapplied blue finish with high edge wear, handling marks,
old pitting and light cleaning around the barrel latch. The unmarked
replacement fully checkered walnut grips rate excellent with light
handling marks. The gun has been extensively modified, the most
obvious is the cylinder was removed and replaced with a fixed fluted
breechblock somewhat reminiscent of the Colt Camp Perry with ejector
assembly, the middle pin that retains the original cylinder stop has been
removed as it is not needed, the front sight is modified for elevation
adjustments with a Patridge blade pinned to it, the rear is a higher
square notch blade set into the barrel latch with a screw, there is a
trigger overtravel screw set into the triggerguard and the hammer has a
series of four progressively increasing diameter lightening holes drilled
into the body. The rear triggerguard screw is missing, the is frame
cracked at the top of the frontstrap and on the butt at the frontstrap/butt
juncture, both have been professionally repaired. The gun appears to
function mechanically and there is only a hint of play between the barrel
and frame. (8A9522-83) {ANTIQUE} [Phil Buker Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
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Colt Model 1903 Pocket Hammerless Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #223823 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a near excellent bore
showing limited pinprick pitting. The metal surfaces of this
1916-manufactured pistol retain about 96% original blue, the grip frame
starting to thin, high edge wear and handling marks. The checkered
hard rubber factory grips with "COLT" in a straight banner and the
Rampant Colt rate about excellent. This type III pistol includes a period
open top, closed bottom, right-hand leather holster with the serial
number stamped into the front, caliber stamped below it and a single
two-tone factory marked magazine. The holster rates about excellent
with strong stitching and rivets showing scattered light handling marks
and is leather lined. The lining shows signs of light drying but remains
sound. There are no other markings on the holster to indicate if it served
law enforcement, military or a legal gun owner but leaves much room for
speculation. (8A9576-5) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
Smith & Wesson 357 Magnum Hand Ejector Revolver
serial #S104965, 357 Magnum, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
early 1950's five-screw pre-model 27 has been non-factory refinished.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% reapplied blue finish with old
pitting visible under the new finish along with light handling marks and
edge wear. The service trigger and hammer were blued during the
refinish and rate excellent. The revolver features a set of Herrett's
Shooting Star checkered walnut grips in excellent condition. The
revolver features a Baughman ramp front sight, black blade micro
adjustable rear sight, all appropriate parts are correctly numbered to the
gun and it still times and locks up correctly. It should be a good shooter.
(8A9543-212) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
Glock Model 31 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #BAXZ670, 357 Sig, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this Gen 4 pistol retain about 99% original black finish
and the polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features a white dot
front sight, white outline rear sight, modular backstrap system, reversible
magazine-catch and rough textured finish on the finger groove frame.
The pistol includes the factory hard case that is correctly end labeled
and numbered to the gun, (3) factory magazines, magazine loader and
cleaning rod. The pistol appears to have seen little use. (8A9543-90)
{MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
High Standard Supermatic Tournament Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #938878 22 LR, 6 3/4" heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this Model 102 pistol retain about 99% original blue
with light high edge wear and a few handling marks. The trigger,
magazine catch and anti-backlash screw retain bold case-hardened
colors. The checkered synthetic factory grips with gold High Standard
medallions rate excellent. The gun features a Patridge front sight and
slide mounted adjustable rear sight. The gun includes an un-numbered
factory box correctly end labeled to the gun, one unmarked blue finish
factory magazine and one spare cadmium plated factory magazine. The
gun appears to have seen only light use. (8A9645-21) {C&R} [Larry J.
Cummings Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger Old Army Percussion Revolver
serial #145-15310, .45 cal, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate about excellent with a few light handling
marks. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate excellent. This gun is equipped with serrated ramp front
sight and black blade adjustable rear sight. It includes the factory hinged
box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun, nipple
wrench, Dixie Gun Works straight line capper, unmarked brass powder
flask, manual and paperwork. (8A9654-52) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
British Center Hammer Flintlock Screw Barrel Pocket Pistol by Thomas
40 cal., 2 1/4" smooth bore screw barrel with an oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces of the frame and barrel are gunmetal gray with
brown overtones showing scattered pinprick pitting, stains from oxidation
and light to moderate handling marks. The smooth flat sided bag shaped
rosewood grips rate about very good with light to sometimes moderate
handling marks. There are proof marks on the bottom of the frame,
"Thomas" in script on the left side and "LONDON" on the right side in a
banner. The gun remains mechanically functional with a crisp lock and
folding trigger. (8A9654-39) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

2334

Ruger New Model Super Single Six Revolver
serial #263-61622, 22 LR / 22 Magnum RF, 6 1/2" barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the revolver and spare cylinder
retain about 99% original blue and anodized finishes with light handling
marks. The smooth hardwood factory grips with silver Ruger Phoenix
medallions rate excellent. This handy little revolver features a serrated
ramp front sight, black blade adjustable rear sight and it still functions
mechanically. It includes an unfluted 22 Magnum RF cylinder and
manual. (8A9610-2) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Smith & Wesson Model 10 Military & Police Revolver
serial #C464506, 38 Special, 4" pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1960-manufactured revolver retains about 97-98% original blue
with slight thinning on the grip frame, a few oxidation blemishes and
handling marks. The service trigger and hammer retain robust
case-hardened colors with light operational wear and freckling. The
diamond checkered walnut factory grips with silver S&W medallions are
numbered to the gun and rate excellent with a few handling marks. This
four-screw revolver features a fixed rear sight, serrated ramp front sight
and still times and locks up correctly. (8A9560-9) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Iver Johnson Third Model Safety Automatic Hammerless Revolver
serial #F5214, 22 RF, 3" ribbed round barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original blue
showing some high edge wear, handling marks and a few small but
moderate spots of oxidation staining scattered about. The cylinder
shows some light assembly scratches and a couple small heavier spots
of oxidation and pitting. The latch and trigger show remnants of
case-hardened colors taking on a silvery patina. The black checkered
hard rubber grips remain in excellent condition showing a light handling
mark or two. Barrel-to-frame fit is solid and the action seems to function
well mechanically with good timing and lock-up. The revolver includes its
original tan factory box, pencil-numbered to the gun and missing its
labeled end flap. There are some further light scuffs, minor flaking and
the interior labels are intact. (13A9476-16) {C&R} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Colt Model 1903 Pocket Hammerless Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #115344 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1911-manufactured pistol retain about 80%
original blue finish, the grip frame worn to brown plus moderate edge
wear, oxidation blemishes, pitting and handling marks. The manual
safety tab and trigger retain vivid nitre blue, showing light wear to the
safety and the face of the trigger is worn to pewter. The checkered hard
rubber factory grips rate excellent and feature a scallop edged banner
with "COLT" and Rampant Colt below it. The pistol includes a single
two-tone factory marked magazine. (8A9650-16) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Colt Police Positive Double Action Revolver
serial #170574 32 Colt New Police, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1921-manufactured revolver retain about 85%
original blue finish, the grip frame worn to brown in addition to moderate
edge wear, thinning finish on the cylinder and handling marks. The blue
on the trigger is wearing on the face but the hammer retains full color.
The checkered hard rubber factory grips with fleur-de-lis borders and
stylized "C" around the escutcheon rate near excellent with light
handling marks and are numbered to the gun. The gun still times and
locks up correctly. (8A9560-47) {C&R} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Colt Police Positive Target Revolver
serial #33260 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1927-manufactured revolver retain about 88-90%
original blue with high edge wear, handling marks and a few spots of
cleaned oxidized pitting on the sideplate but most of the loss is on the
barrel which is a mottled mix of brown and blue. The hammer and trigger
retain nearly full blue with light handling wear. The un-numbered
checkered walnut grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions rate
excellent. This gun features an elevation adjustable Patridge front sight,
black blade windage adjustable rear sight and it still functions
mechanically but one chamber hangs up occasionally when cocking it
single action and will need attention. (8A9650-6) {C&R} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
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U.S. Model 1901 Revolver by Colt
serial #102577 38 Colt, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1898-manufactured revolver retains perhaps 15-20% original blue with
the surfaces toned to an even brown color showing strong patches of
blue in the protected areas, cylinder flutes and rear set of cylinder-stop
leads in addition to handling marks. The hammer, trigger and lanyard
are mostly gray with a few hidden patches of fire blue. The smooth
walnut factory grips rate about good with light to moderate handling
marks but the left panel has one large and one small heavy scuff and
minor checking. The inspector marks of Rinaldo A. Carr are still visible
on the butt of each grip panel and remain strong on the bottom of the
barrel and rear of the cylinder. There are matching factory rework
numbers on the cylinder and ejector and a different number on the grip
frame. The last patent date on the barrel is "March 95" and the butt is
stamped "U.S. / ARMY / MODEL / 1901". The model number certainly
does not match date of manufacture and it is possible this was a
left-over frame that was used by Colt to fill a military contract with the
Model 1901 features. (8A9645-9) {ANTIQUE} [Larry J. Cummings
Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Belgian Double Action Folding Trigger Pocket Revolver by Gautte
serial #1878 320 CF, 2" octagon barrel with an excellent bore. This little
revolver remains in fine condition with about 90% original blue on the
five-shot cylinder and barrel with most of the loss due to lightly cleaned
pitting over one of the chambers plus handling marks. The
case-hardened colors on the one-piece frame have faded but strong
swirls are still present in several areas. The sides of the hammer have
engine turning with handling marks and the small parts of the trigger and
ejector assembly have faded straw colors. The holes around each frame
screw has been adorned with rosettes and the cylinder has Belgian
black powder proofs. The diamond checkered factory grips have full
coverage, are assembly numbered to the frame and rate about
excellent. This revolver features traditional double / single action
mechanism, side loading gate and swing out ejector of the Nagant
persuasion. The revolver is in need of mechanical attention, the upper
mainspring arm hooks are off the hammer stirrup. (8A9563-1)
{ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Colt Police Positive Special Double Action Revolver
serial #867728 38 Special, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1965-manufactured revolver retains about 97% original blue with edge
wear, butt toned to gray and scattered handling marks. The face of the
trigger is thinning to light gray but the rest of the appropriate surfaces of
the trigger and hammer have full blue. The fully checkered walnut
factory grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions are numbered to the
gun and rate about excellent. The gun still times and locks up correctly.
It includes the original two-piece woodgrain box that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun. The box rates very good with edge
wear and scattered storage marks. (8A9650-12) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Unmarked Bar Hammer Single Shot Percussion Muff Pistol
serial #144 .28 cal., 1 3/4" part octagon part round smooth bore barrel
with an oxidized and pitted bore. The sides of the frame have a sprig of
loose scroll engraving and there is a knurled wedding ring where the
barrel transitions from round to octagon. The metal surfaces are cleaned
to pewter with stains from oxidation, scattered pitting and handling
marks. The bag grips are smooth walnut that are numbered to the gun
and rate about very good with light handling marks and the left panel
has a moderate scuff. The side of the hammer is marked "ALLEN'S
PATENT / 1845" with the serial number stamped on the side of the grip
frame and under the barrel. The little pistol still functions mechanically
and remains in very good condition. (8A9654-37) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Union Arms Co. Bar Hammer Single Shot Percussion Muff Pistol
serial #10 .28 cal., 1 3/4" part octagon part round smooth bore barrel
with an oxidized and pitted bore. The sides of the frame have a wedge
of loose scroll engraving and there is a knurled wedding ring where the
barrel transitions from round to octagon. The metal surfaces are brown
with a few traces of original blue in the protected areas of the barrel
below the triggerguard along with scattered pitting and handling marks.
The bag grips are smooth walnut that are not numbered and rate about
good with handling marks on both panels and the right panel has a
crack that runs from the escutcheon to the butt of the grip. The top of the
barrel is marked "THE UNION / ARMS CO." with the serial number
stamped on the side of the grip frame. The little pistol still functions
mechanically, the triggerguard is loose but it remains in very good
condition overall. (8A9654-41) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

2345

Allen & Thurber Center Hammer Percussion Boot Pistol
serial #658 .32 cal., 4" part round part octagon barrel separated by a
knurled wedding band showing an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal
surfaces are grayish pewter with scattered stains from oxidation, pitting
and handling marks. The smooth bag shaped walnut grips are
numbered to the gun and rate about excellent with light handling marks.
The left side flats of the barrel are marked "ALLEN & THURBER /
WORCESTER / CAST-STEEL" with the serial number on the bottom of
the barrel. The lock remains functional. (8A9654-18) {ANTIQUE}
(125/225)
Est. 125 - 225
Remington Vest Pocket Single Shot Pistol
serial #3264 22 RF, 3 1/4" barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The
metal surfaces have been cleaned to pewter showing moderate marks
from the cleaning, pitting, stains from oxidation and light to moderate
handling marks. The smooth sawhandle walnut grips are non-factory
replacements showing good workmanship but utilizes a simple flathead
wood screw. The maker address on the barrel is still visible showing
heavy wear and the mechanism still functions. The heel of the frame
broke off in the past and was brazed together. (89654-23) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Smith & Wesson Model 4006 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #TFF6592, 40 S&W, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The matte
stainless steel surfaces rate excellent with a few light handling marks.
The one-piece checkered synthetic wraparound grip with S&W logos
rates excellent. The gun features traditional single / double action
mechanism, ambidextrous slide mounted decocker / safety, Novak's
style three dot sights and checkering on the frontstrap and front of the
triggerguard. The pistol includes the factory box that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of eleven-round factory
magazines, cleaning kit, chamber flag, manual and paperwork.
(8A9553-1) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Llama Model XV "Especial" Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #190755 22 LR, 3 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1956-manufactured pistol retains about 95% original blue showing high
edge wear, thinning finish on the grip frame and handling marks. The
fully checkered walnut factory grips with silver Llama medallions rate
about excellent. This gun is a miniature clone of the famed Model 1911
featuring reduced size, semi-ramp front sight, drift adjustable rear sight,
controls similar to the full-size Government model and external extractor.
The pistol includes a single factory magazine. It should make a fun
shooter. (8A9650-20) {C&R} (125/225)
Est. 125 - 225
Rohm Model R10 Double Action Revolver
serial #793502 22 Short, 2 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This 1964
proof dated revolver retains about 95% original blue and enamel finishes
with light high edge wear, thinning finish on the cylinder and handling
marks. The checkered white synthetic factory grips with Rohm
medallions rate near excellent showing a few handling marks and
soiling. The gun still functions mechanically and the screw-out manual
ejector rod is present. (89627-2) {C&R} (20/40)
Est. 20 - 40
Heritage Manufacturing Single Action Revolver
serial #HR62917, 22 LR, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. This Sheriff's
style revolver retains about 99% original nickel plate with a few handling
marks. The smooth birds head walnut grips rate about excellent. The
revolver features a manual safety on the left side recoil shield and the
ejector rod head is cut away to allow removal of the base pin without
removing the ejector rod housing. The gun appears to have seen little
use. (8A9627-1) {MODERN} (125/225)
Est. 125 - 225
Heritage Manufacturing Rough Rider Single Action Revolver
serial #HR63496, 22 LR, 8 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This
Buntline style revolver retains about 98-99% original nickel plate with a
few handling marks and oxidation stains. The smooth birds head walnut
grips rate about excellent. The revolver features a manual safety on the
left side recoil shield. The gun appears to have seen little use.
(8A9627-7) {MODERN} (125/225)
Est. 125 - 225
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Unmarked European Flintlock Coat Pistol
60 cal., 14" smooth bore barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. An
interesting relic with a Mediterranean style. The barrel has relief
engraved foliate motifs with light scroll below configured into a bearded
head, the lock and hammer are incised engraved with flowing foliate
design, the triggerguard has a relief engraved floral design and finial and
the ramrod stock ferrule has a small face cut into it. The metal is worn to
brown with oxidation stains, pitting and handling marks. The decorative
bulbous brass buttcap rates good with moderate handling marks, but the
point is a separate cap that is loose. There is a floral shaped brass plate
on the backstrap that is later added and is smaller than the relief cuts in
the stock for it. The sideplate for the lock on the left is also a
replacement and does not quite fit the inletting. The nose cap is a thin
piece of sheet metal showing edge damage and tearing at the bottom.
The one-piece walnut stock rates about fair showing moderate to heavy
wear and handling marks and a split under the sideplate, several
missing chips and an unexplained roughly 1/4" diameter hole bored into
the bottom of the forend just forward of the ramrod thimble. The lock is
held in place by a single later added hardware screw, the sideplate by a
standard flathead wood screw and the lock works but the sear is in need
of attention and functioning is sporadic due to the loose lock assembly.
There is a ramrod present but it is broken off just below the ramrod stock
thimble. (8A9528-16) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Hood Victoria Pocket Rifle Revolver
serial #3471 32 RF Long, 10" barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 70-75% original nickel plate with
most of the loss on the barrel attributed to oxidation blemishes in
addition to limited pitting, bubbling and handling marks. The hard rubber
factory grips rate about excellent and each panel has a relief moulded
figure of a woman in flowing robes holding an anchor and shield with
"UNION" across the top of the shield. The gun still functions
mechanically, it features a blade front sight and sporting leaf rear with
combination peep and "V" notch. The barrel is marked "VICTORIA / PAT
APRIL 6, 1876". The butt is drilled and tapped for the addition of a
shoulder stock (not included) with a mounting screw on the left side of
the frame. (8A9625-3) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Quackenbush Safety Cartridge Rifle
22 RF, 17 7/8" barrel with a moderately oxidized and pitted bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel plate with the lower tang
and triggerguard worn to pewter, scattered freckling, oxidation
blemishes, minor bubbling and handling marks. The breechblock is
toned to gray with a few splashes of nickel plate present. The straight
grip buttstock rates about very good with light to moderate handling
marks. The crescent steel buttplate rates very good with about 90%
nickel plate showing light oxidation stains and wear at the toe and heel.
The swinging breach block fits tight and the mechanism still functions.
The side of the receiver has the H.M. Quackenbush New York address
with patent dates below it. (8A9565-5) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger Old Model Blackhawk Flat Top Revolver
serial #4459 44 Magnum, 6 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1957-manufactured revolver has seen honest use but remains in fine
condition. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original blue and
anodized finishes with most of the loss due to wear on the cylinder in
addition to high edge wear and handling marks. The smooth walnut
factory grips with black Ruger Phoenix medallions rate very good plus
displaying handling marks and two small notches cut into the toe of the
right panel, perhaps for game brought to bag. It features a serrated
ramp front sight, Micro black blade adjustable rear sight, steel Type II
ejector rod housing with offset slot, concave round ejector rod head,
six-groove rifling and a crisp action that still times and locks up correctly.
A great upstart gun for the collector, shooter or it would make for a
classic field gun. (8A9601-5) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Smith & Wesson Model 28-2 Highway Patrolman Revolver
serial #N953810, 357 Magnum, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. This
late 1980's-manufactured revolver retains about 90% original blue, the
backstrap has toned to brown and to a lesser extent the frontstrap in
addition to high edge wear and handling marks. The service trigger and
hammer retain bold case-hardened colors with light operational wear.
The checkered walnut factory target grips with silver S&W medallions
rate about good to very good with light to moderate edge wear and
handling marks. The big N-frame still times and locks up correctly and
features a red ramp front sight and white outline micro adjustable rear
sight. (8A9532-2) {MODERN} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
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Stevens No.34 Hunter’s Pet Pocket Rifle
serial #1757 30 CF, 18’’ octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted
bore. The barrel has toned to brown showing scattered occasional light
oxidation, pitting and handling marks. The iron frame retains about 50%
original nickel plate with the remainder oxidized. The smooth walnut
grips rate very good to excellent as lightly refinished. The grips and
barrel are correctly numbered to the gun, barrel-to-frame fit has just a
hint of play and the action remains crisp. This gun features a globe front
sight with pinhead post plus a small half-moon shaped blade mounted
on the top of the globe and a folding ladder rear sight featuring a small
peep in the blade with a ‘‘V’’ notch on top. (8A9625-2) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Gabilondo y Urresti Bufalo Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #1734 32 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this "Bufalo" (Gabilondo spelling) model pistol retain about
92-94% original blue that is starting to thin with high edge wear,
operational wear and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber grips
have a buffalo head on each panel with an intertwined CB in an oval at
the top. The gun appears functional and it includes a single six-shot
magazine. (8A9560-45) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
High Standard Model B Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #69778 22 LR, 6 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 96% original blue with the grip frame starting to
thin, high edge wear, oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The
checkered hard rubber factory grips with High Standard logo rate about
excellent with light handling marks. The pistol features a serrated
Patridge front sight, drift adjustable rear sight and type II take down. It
includes a single two-tone magazine. (8A9560-7) {C&R} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
High Standard Model B Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #63133 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with the grip frame showing
slight thinning, limited edge wear, a few tiny oxidation blemishes and
handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with High
Standard logo rate excellent with minor handling marks. The pistol
features a serrated ramp front sight, drift adjustable rear sight and type II
take down. No magazine is included. (8A9560-3) {C&R} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
High Standard Model B Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #19408 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 90% original blue, the backstrap toned to brown
and pewter, the frontstrap starting to thin, light to moderate edge wear, a
few oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The fully checkered hard
rubber factory grips rate about excellent. The pistol features a serrated
ramp front sight, drift adjustable rear sight and type IA take down but the
round retracting rod is missing from the rear of the slide. It includes a
single unmarked aftermarket magazine. (8A9560-36) {C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
High Standard Field-King Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #378734 22 LR, 4 1/2" heavy barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this First Model retain about 40% original blue with
most of the slide and frame toning to brown in addition to edge wear,
handling marks, scattered oxidation and pitting. The checkered synthetic
thumb rest factory grips with High Standard logo rate about excellent
with a few minor handling marks. This lever series pistol features a
serrated Patridge front sight, adjustable rear sight and no magazine is
provided. (8A9560-8) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
High Standard M-101 Dura-Matic Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #2119162 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with slight edge wear,
operational wear and handling marks. The diamond checkered
one-piece wraparound synthetic factory grip rates about excellent. This
economy model features a serrated ramp front sight, drift adjustable rear
sight, cross bolt frame mounted safety and frame mounted push button
magazine catch. It includes a single magazine. (8A9560-49) {C&R}
(150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Iver Johnson First Model Safety Automatic Hammerless Revolver
serial #28225 32 S&W, 3" barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The
metal surfaces have been cleaned to pewter with a few traces of original
nickel plate in the protected areas plus oxidation stains, pitting and
handling marks. The triggerguard has toned to brown with oxidation
stains. The un-numbered checkered "Owl Head" hard rubber grips rate
about excellent. The gun still functions mechanically, barrel to frame fit
has slight play and features a single top-post barrel latch mounted on
the left side and double cross pins. (8A9627-8) {ANTIQUE} (50/150)
Est. 50 - 150
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Garate, Anitua y Cia Triomphe Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #9413 25 ACP, 2 1/8" barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 96% non-factory reapplied blue with several areas
of lightly cleaned pitting in addition to old pitting under the new finish.
The smooth replacement aftermarket acrylic grips rate about excellent.
The firing pin is broken or missing. The pistol includes a single
magazine. (8A9583-1) {MODERN} (20/40)
Est. 20 - 40
F.I.E. D38 Double Derringer
serial #F85392, 38 Special, 3" barrels with excellent bores showing light
tool marks. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original chrome plate
with a few minor handling marks. The checkered faux ivory grips rate
excellent. The pistol features a manual extractor and appears to function
mechanically. (8A9627-3) {MODERN} (40/80)
Est. 40 - 80
Wesson & Harrington No. 3 Single Action Revolver
serial #1269 32 RF Short, 2 5/8" octagon barrel with three-groove rifling
showing an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this First
Type revolver retain about 97% original nickel plate with most of the loss
due to oxidation stains on the cylinder in addition to limited bubbling and
handling marks. The smooth rosewood factory grips are numbered to
the gun and rate about excellent showing slight shrinkage. The ejector
still works, it times and locks up correctly but the base pin release does
not function and the cylinder cannot currently be removed. The barrel
and cylinder are correctly numbered to the gun. (8A9632-6) {ANTIQUE}
(250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Iver Johnson Model TP22 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #AE06274, 22 LR, 2 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 96% original black and bronze colored enamel
finishes with most of the loss due to handling wear on the front strap and
knuckle areas in addition to limited high edge wear and handling marks.
The checkered wraparound two-piece factory grips with "Owl Head" logo
rate excellent. The pistol is fashioned after the Walther TPH and
features a slide mounted hammer block, double / single action
mechanism and fixed sights. It includes a Gunskins inside the waist
band holster and single magazine with finger rest baseplate. (8A9601-3)
{MODERN} (125/225)
Est. 125 - 225
Smith & Wesson Model 17-2 K-22 Masterpiece Revolver
serial #K494324, 22 LR, 6" pinned barrel with an excellent bore. This
1962-manufactured revolver retains about 95% original blue with
moderate wear at the muzzle showing additional light cleaning, high
edge wear, a few oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The service
trigger and hammer retain vivid case-hardened colors with light
operational wear. The diamond checkered walnut factory Magna grips
with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and rate about very
good to excellent with scattered dents and handling marks, mostly
around the butt. It features a Patridge front sight, black blade micro
adjustable rear sight and still times and locks up correctly. (8A9563-19)
{C&R} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Harrington & Richardson Second Model Hammerless Revolver
serial #59046 38 S&W, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This
Second Variation (1906-1908) shows light honest use and retains about
97% original blue with light high edge wear, triggerguard toning to gray,
a lone lightly cleaned very small patch of pitting on the frame, tool marks
around the hammer screw and a few other light handling marks. The
smooth trigger has toned mostly to pewter with strong blue on the back,
the barrel latch is faded case-hardened colors. The checkered hard
rubber factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate excellent. The
little pocket pistol still times and locks up correctly, barrel to frame fit is
as tight as the day it left Massachusetts and it has correct caliber and
patent date markings. (8A9355-21) {C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Browning Nomad Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #64058P6, 22 LR, 6 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1966-manufactured pistol was the first year Browning produced them
with all steel frames. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue
with some light high edge wear and a few handling marks. The
checkered synthetic one-piece wraparound factory grips with Browning
logo rate very good to excellent show light handling marks. The pistol
features a slightly undercut Patridge front sight, adjustable rear sight
and manual safety. It includes a single magazine. (8A9601-4) {C&R}
(350/550)
Est. 350 - 550

2372

Ruger New Model Super Single Six Convertible Revolver
serial #66-76880, 22 LR/22 Magnum RF, 5 1/2" barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and anodized
finishes showing light high edge wear, handling marks and freckling on
the Long Rifle cylinder. The Magnum cylinder has scattered light to
moderate oxidation and pitting showing moderate cleaning attempts with
about 80-85% remaining. The smooth walnut factory grips with silver
Ruger Phoenix medallions rate about excellent showing a few handling
marks. It features a serrated ramp front sight, adjustable black blade
rear sight and still functions mechanically. It includes a factory hinged
box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the gun and the
aforementioned unfluted 22 Magnum RF cylinder with red felt pouch.
(8A9562-2) {MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Unmarked Spur Trigger Single Shot Pistol
serial #2839 28 RF, 3 11/16" octagon barrel with a moderately oxidized
and pitted bore. This pistol is reminiscent of the Bacon single shot flush
fit recoil shield pistol but there are other brands that closely resemble it.
The barrel of this side swing pistol is a blend of pewter and brown with
oxidation stains, it shows several moderate impact marks and handling
marks. The brass frame is worn to ochre with light handling marks. The
smooth rosewood factory grips rate about very good with handling
marks. The mechanism is in need of attention as the trigger return
spring does not function, the hammer will not release at full cock and the
barrel to frame fit loose. (8A9574-132) {ANTIQUE} [James Traynor
Collection] (20/40)
Est. 20 - 40
Harrington & Richardson Young America Double Action Revolver
serial #4701 22 RF, 2" octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore.
The metal surfaces of this second variation retain about 92% original
nickel plate, including the triggerguard, in addition to oxidation
blemishes, bubbling finish and handling marks. The trigger has most of
its nickel plate with oxidation stains and the hammer is gray. The
checkered hard rubber factory grips with geometric designs at the top
and bottom are numbered to the gun and rate about excellent showing
light handling marks. The gun partially functions, the trigger fails to reset
but timing and lock up are good. (8A9574-146) {ANTIQUE} [James
Traynor Collection] (50/150)
Est. 50 - 150
Harrington & Richardson Young America Double Action Revolver
serial #9177 22 RF, 2" octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces of this third variation retain about 97% original
nickel plate and blue (triggerguard) finishes with scattered light oxidation
blemishes, a few minor bubbles and handling marks. The trigger and
hammer are toned to gray with oxidation stains. The checkered hard
rubber factory grips with geometric designs at the top and bottom have
remnants of the scratch numbers and rate about excellent showing light
handling marks. The gun functions mechanically but timing and lock up
need attention. It includes a single left-hand belt holster with light scroll
trim, tight stitching, moderate handling-wear and scuffing. The front of
the holster is stamped "4760 / 22". (8A9574-148) {C&R} [James Traynor
Collection] (75/125)
Est. 75 - 125
Harrington & Richardson Second Model Hammerless Bicycle Revolver
serial #222416 32 S&W, 2" barrel with a near excellent bore showing a
few oxidation stains and pits. The metal surfaces retain about 90%
original blue, the grip frame and barrel toning to brown with scattered
oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber
factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate about very good to
excellent showing minimal wear but there is a crack in the lower left
panel that will chip off if the panel is removed. The gun still times and
locks up but the trigger will not reset without assistance. (8A9574-147)
{C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Savage Model 1907 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #202158 32 ACP, 3 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces are brown with scattered fairly even pitting, oxidation stains and
handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory grips with Indian
Head logo rate excellent. The pistol includes a reproduction unmarked
magazine. (8A9574-106) {C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
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Replica Colt Model 1860 Army Percussion Revolver by Uberti
serial #47930 .44 cal., 8" barrel with a near excellent bore showing
several oxidation blemishes. The metal surfaces of the barrel and
backstrap retain about 95% original blue with edge wear, lightly cleaned
oxidized pitting at the muzzle and handling wear. The cylinder has a
strong scene but is toned to smoky gray with traces of original blue
around the nipples. The case-hardened colors of the frame, hammer
and loading lever are generally robust, the lever fading to gray and
oxidation stains on the hammer. The triggerguard strap rates about
excellent. The smooth one-piece factory walnut grips rate excellent. The
gun is cut for a shoulder stock, it functions mechanically and should
make a good shooter. (8A9574-129) {ANTIQUE} [James Traynor
Collection] (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Gerstenberger & Eberwein Valor Model GR2 Double Action Revolver by
Rohm
serial #163437 22 Short, 1 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% original blue and enamel finishes with light
edge wear, scratches and handling marks. The checkered synthetic
grips with "Valor" medallions rate excellent. The revolver features a
pinned base pin with removable ejector, side loading gate, free-wheeling
cylinder and it still functions. It includes a factory box that is correctly
end labeled and numbered to the gun, instruction sheet and bore brush.
(8A9574-144) {C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (25/75)
Est. 25 - 75
Ruger Mark II Government Model Target Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #216-74818, 22 LR, 6 7/8" heavy barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1991-manufactured pistol retain about 96%
original blue, the backstrap and high edges showing wear in addition to
light handling marks. The checkered Volquartsen Volthane replacement
thumb rest target grips with single Volquartsen medallion rate excellent.
The pistol still has the original factory adjustable sights, has been drilled
and tapped for optics and features a Weaver style scope base and
Volquartsen trigger assembly with overtravel stop. It includes the original
un-numbered yellow and black hinged factory box that is correctly end
labeled to the gun, (3) factory magazines, Tasco Accu Dot red dot sight,
original factory test target numbered to the gun and manual. This model
was originally made for a government contract but was sold by Ruger on
the commercial market after the contract was fulfilled, they featured
swaged chambers and were noted for their accuracy. (8A9574-99)
{MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
High Standard Model SK-100 Sport King Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #522929 22 LR, 6 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue finish, the bluing starting to fade
in addition to high edge wear and handling marks. The checkered
synthetic thumb rest factory grips with High Standard logo rates about
excellent. The pistol features a Patridge front sight, slide mounted drift
adjustable rear sight, slide stop and push button barrel takedown. The
pistol includes a single cadmium plated factory magazine. (8A9574-151)
{C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
High Standard Sport King Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #413428 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this first model retain about 99% original blue finish with
minor handling marks. The checkered synthetic thumb rest factory grips
with High Standard logo rates excellent. The pistol features a serrated
ramp front sight, slide mounted drift adjustable rear sight, slide stop and
lever style barrel takedown. The pistol includes a single factory
magazine. A great shooter or addition for the collection. (8A9574-103)
{C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
High Standard Model B Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #6409 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 97% non-factory reapplied blue finish, the heel of
the grip frame is toning to pewter along with high edge wear, a few
oxidation stains and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber factory
grips rate about very good with light to moderate diamond point wear
and handling marks. The pistol features a serrated ramp front sight, drift
adjustable rear sight and type IA take down. It includes a single
refinished factory magazine and should make a good shooter.
(8A9574-150) {C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

2384

High Standard M-101 Dura-Matic Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #1370455 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with slight edge wear, freckling
on the barrel, a very small patch of tiny impact marks on the right side of
the slide and handling marks. The diamond checkered one-piece
wraparound synthetic factory grip rates excellent. This pistol features a
serrated ramp front sight, drift adjustable rear sight, cross bolt frame
mounted safety and frame mounted push button magazine catch. It
includes a single magazine. (8A9574-152) {C&R} [James Traynor
Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Smith & Wesson Model 36 Chiefs Special Revolver
serial #J656494, 38 Special, 2" pinned barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this mid 1970s-manufactured gun retain about 98%
original blue with the greatest loss due to a very small area of oxidized
pitting on the heel of the butt in addition to limited edge wear and
handling marks. The service trigger and hammer retain bold
case-hardened colors with light operational wear. The checkered walnut
factory square butt Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are hand
numbered to the gun and rate about very good to excellent with light
handling wear. This little hideout revolver still times and locks up
correctly. (8A9574-113) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection]
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Smith & Wesson Model 36 Chiefs Special Revolver
serial #748086 38 Special, 3" pinned barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this late 1960s-manufactured gun retain about 92%
original blue, grip frame toning to brown, light edge wear and handling
marks. The service trigger and hammer retain bold case-hardened
colors with light operational wear. The checkered walnut factory square
butt Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the gun
and rate about very good to excellent with light handling wear. This
revolver still times and locks up correctly. (8A9574-116) {C&R} [James
Traynor Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Smith & Wesson Model 10 Military & Police Revolver
serial #C464285, 38 Special, 6" pinned barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1960-manufactured four-screw revolver remains in excellent
condition with about 98% original blue showing scattered lightly cleaned
oxidation blemishes, limited edge wear and a few handling marks. The
service trigger and hammer retain vivid case-hardened colors with minor
operational wear. The diamond checkered walnut factory square butt
Magna grips with silver S&W medallions are numbered to the gun and
rate excellent. The gun still times and locks up correctly and the last digit
in the serial number on the butt is very lightly struck. (8A9574-100)
{C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Walther P22 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #T003684, 22 LR, 3 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of the slide have faded to gray with high edge wear and
handling marks. The polymer frame rates excellent with minor handling
marks. The front sight is missing but easily replaced on the P22, the rear
sight is a windage adjustable with a pair of dots, ambidextrous magazine
release and ambidextrous slide mounted safety. No magazine is
provided. (8A9598-22) {MODERN} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Colt Woodsman Sport Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #49015-S, 22 LR, 4 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1949-manufactured second series pistol retains about 97% original blue
finish with high edge wear, grip frame thinning to bluish gray patina and
handling marks. The checkered synthetic factory grips with Rampant
Colt logo on the right panel rate very good to excellent showing little
wear but there are several scuffs on the edge of the left butt. The pistol
features a semi-ramp front sight, drift adjustable rear sight and frame
mounted magazine release. The pistol includes a single factory marked
magazine. (8A9574-117) {C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
Colt Model 1908 Hammerless Vest Pocket Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #41855 25 ACP, 2 1/8" barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1911-manufactured pistol have been cleaned to
an even gunmetal gray showing even pitting and handling marks. The
checkered hard rubber grips with "COLT" in a straight banner and
Rampant Colt in a stylized "C" rate about excellent with minor handling
marks. Overall, the markings are strong to crisp with some softening.
The pistol includes a single unmarked magazine. If you want a shooter
or project gun, this pistol is a good candidate. (8A9574-119) {C&R}
[James Traynor Collection] (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
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Colt Model 1908 Hammerless Vest Pocket Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #351762 25 ACP, 2 1/8" barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1925-manufactured pistol have been non-factory
refinished and retain about 99% reapplied blue showing old pitting under
the new finish. The checkered walnut factory grips with silver Rampant
Colt medallions rate very good with light diamond point wear and
handling marks. The pistol includes a single Colt marked two-tone
magazine and a single unmarked blue finished magazine. (8A9574-110)
{C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Colt Police Positive Special Revolver
serial #B42582, 38 Special, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1971-manufactured revolver remains in excellent condition with about
99% original blue finish showing limited edge wear and a tiny oxidation
stain at the muzzle. The top of the hammer and trigger retain full blue
finish. The checkered walnut factory extension grips with silver Rampant
Colt medallions rate excellent and are numbered to the gun. The gun
still functions mechanically and shows very little use over the years.
(8A9574-101) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Colt Peacemaker 22 Scout Convertible Single Action Revolver
serial #G128764, 22 LR/22 Magnum RF, 4 3/8" barrel with an excellent
bore. This lovely 1975-manufactured revolver retains about 99% original
blue and anodized finishes, to include the unfluted Magnum Rimfire
cylinder, the receiver has rich case-hardened colors and both cylinders
have no discernible turn ring. The checkered synthetic eagle grips rate
excellent. This gun appears to have seen very little use and is a great
find for the collector. (8A9574-125) {MODERN} [James Traynor
Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
High Standard Model H-D Military Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #191360 22 LR, 4 1/2" heavy barrel with an excellent bore. This
lovely pistol remains in excellent condition with the original box. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue with some areas toning to
a brown hue on the grip frame and frame visible under strong light plus
light high edge wear and a few handling marks. The fully checkered
walnut factory grips rate excellent. The gun features a serrated Patridge
front sight, adjustable rear sight and manual safety. The pistol includes
an un-numbered hinged black leatherette covered factory box that is
correctly end labeled to the gun, two tone factory magazine, original
manual, safety warning for half cock notch and instructions on rear sight.
The box rates about good with light edge wear, the cover is separating
in three corners and one corner is separated on the box. (8A9560-13)
{C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Colt New Service Double Action Revolver
serial #311768 45 Colt, 7 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1920-manufactured revolver has seen some honest use over the years
but remains in solid condition. The metal surfaces retain about 40%
original blue finish, the grip frame worn to pewter, moderate to heavy
wear on the barrel and cylinder and high edge wear in addition to a
series of tiny impact marks on the sideplate, handling marks and limited
pitting. The service trigger and hammer retain strong blue with limited
thinning from handling, the bright sides of the hammer have stains from
oxidation and operational wear. The checkered hard rubber factory grips
with "COLT" in an oval rate about very good with light handling marks.
The grips are un-numbered or at least none are visible but the fit to the
frame is excellent and the scratch numbers probably worn off over the
years. The lanyard loop is present and as expected worn to gray, there
is a factory rework number on the side of the grip frame and the gun still
functions mechanically. A good project gun or shooter with its nice bore.
(8A9595-2) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Belgian Copy of a William Ketland Flintlock Horse Pistol
.54 cal., 7" smooth bore brass barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The
brass barrel, ramrod ferrules, triggerguard, buttcap and sideplate are a
pleasing ochre with light handling marks. The lock is brown with
oxidation blemishes and pitting. The one-piece walnut stock rates good
to very good as lightly refinished showing handling marks and what
appears to be a pair of small neatly executed repairs to fill irregular
holes on the grip. The top of the barrel is marked "LONDON" with a
Belgian proof mark and the lock is marked "W / KETLAND / & Co.". The
lock is in need of mechanical attention, the frontstrap has "HWV"
scratched into the brass and it includes a brass ramrod. (8A9589-1)
{ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
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German P.08 Luger byf-Coded Semi-Auto Pistol by Mauser
serial #229l, 9mm, 4" barrel with a very good bore showing scattered
light shallow pitting. The metal surfaces have professionally reapplied
high polish blue finish with about 99% remaining. The occasional old pit
is seen under the new finish along with a few handling marks. The fully
checkered walnut grips rate about very good with the left panel showing
light diamond point wear and the right light to moderate handling wear.
All appropriate parts are numbered to the gun, the chamber is dated
"42" with "byf" code on the middle toggle and the shoulder stock lug is
present. The right side of the receiver is marked with "[eagle] / 135"
Waffenamt marks and a proof mark. It includes a single magazine with
Bakelite baseplate marked with "FXO / [eagle] / 35" manufacturer code
and Waffenamt markings showing a small scuff on the side of the
baseplate plus a second unmarked reproduction replacement magazine
with synthetic baseplate. (8A9595-1) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
Czechoslovakian Model 52 Semi-Auto Pistol by Ceska Zbrojovka
serial #D09425, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent
bore showing slight oxidation in the corners of some of the grooves. This
1954-dated pistol retains about 99% arsenal grade Parkerized finish
with a few handling marks. The grooved synthetic factory grips rate
excellent with a few handling marks. The pistol has importer markings
on the bottom of the dust cover. The pistol includes a single magazine
and an importer added caution tag numbered to the gun. (8A9608-5)
{C&R} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Czechoslovakian Model 52 Semi-Auto Pistol by Ceska Zbrojovka
serial #F16345, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 3/4” barrel with an excellent
bore showing a few slight streaks of oxidation in the corners of some of
the grooves. This 1953-dated pistol retains about 99% arsenal grade
Parkerized finish. The grooved synthetic factory grips rate excellent with
a few handling marks. The pistol has a refurbish date of 1979, it is
marked on the frame as “VOZ 79” and is importer marked on the bottom
of the dust cover. The pistol includes a single magazine and an importer
added caution tag numbered to the gun. (8A9608-4) {C&R} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Colt Third Model Thuer Deringer
serial #42596 41 RF Short, 2 1/2" barrel showing scattered light pitting.
The metal surfaces of this "standard model" pistol retain about 97%
original nickel plate with flaking finish at the breech end and muzzle of
the barrel, light oxidation and handling marks. There is strong fading
nitre blue on the screw heads and sides of the trigger, the trigger face
and entire hammer are toned to gray. The smooth walnut factory grips
are numbered to the gun and rate about very good with later added
varnish that is crazing and showing a few tiny chips plus handling marks.
Overall, barrel to frame fit is tight with slight side play, the barrel is
numbered to the gun, the mechanism still functions and the left side of
the frame is marked "41 CAL.". (8A9556-13) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Colt Model 1877 Lightning Double Action Revolver
serial #21494 38 Colt, 3 1/2" barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore.
This 1880-manufactured revolver does not have a barrel mounted
ejector and remains in good condition with about 50% original nickel
plate, the loss due to moderate to heavy oxidation, flaking finish and
handling marks. The trigger and hammer have some vivid nitre blue on
the rear protected areas but the rest has scattered oxidation and the
trigger face is worn to pewter. The checkered hard rubber factory grips
have a Rampant Colt in an oval, the right panel has light wear and the
left has moderate wear with the lower 3/8" missing. The mechanism
partially works but the trigger will not reset and must be assisted
forward. (8A9556-14) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
R.G. Industries Model RG 23 Double Action Revolver
serial #271059 22 LR, 1 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue and enamel finishes showing
high edge wear and handling marks. The checkered thumb rest
synthetic grips with "RG23" medallions rate about excellent. The gun still
functions and features an ejector without a return spring similar to some
early high standard revolvers and a rebounding hammer. (8A9556-11)
{MODERN} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
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High Standard Olympic Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #620235 22 Short, 6 3/4" ported barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this Model 0-101 Olympic retain about 96%
original blue and anodized finishes with scattered oxidation blemishes,
high edge wear and handling marks. The checkered synthetic thumb
rest factory grips with High Standard logo rate excellent. The pistol
features a Patridge front sight, adjustable black blade rear sight, push
button barrel take-down and serrated grip frame. This Third Model
Olympic pistol includes a single factory magazine and a single 3-ounce
barrel weight. (8A9574-149) {C&R} [James Traynor Collection]
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Thompson Center Contender Single Shot Pistol
serial #397650 357 Remington Maximum, 10" bull barrel with an
excellent bore. This fine Contender remains in excellent condition. The
metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue finish with several
small patches of oxidation staining on the right side of the receiver and
minor operational wear. The one-piece walnut pistolgrip with black
synthetic backstrap rates excellent as does the walnut forend. The gun
features a Patridge front sight, adjustable rear sight and features the
later hammer mounted selector lever / safety. The gun includes the
original factory box with Styrofoam insert that is correctly end labeled
and numbered to the gun (caliber not given), manual and paperwork.
This gun appears to have seen little if any use. (8A9574-126)
{MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Smith & Wesson No. 1 Second Issue Revolver
serial #89414 22 Short, 3 3/16" octagon barrel with an oxidized and
pitted bore. The barrel and unfluted cylinder have been cleaned to
pewter with lightly scattered stains from oxidation, scratches, pitting and
handling marks. The frame retains about 97% original silver plate that
has tarnished to a pleasing smoky gray with light high edge wear and
handling marks. The smooth rosewood factory grips are numbered to
the gun and rate about very good to excellent with light handling wear
and limited flaking finish. The revolver still functions mechanically but the
cylinder stop spring retention screw is missing and barrel to frame fit is
tight with a hint of movement. The barrel and cylinder are correctly
assembly numbered to the gun. The gun includes a leather flap holster
from a later period that rates good. (8A9558-5) {ANTIQUE} [Senator
Frederic C. Walcott Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Colt Official Police Double Action Revolver
serial #833705 38 Special, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. This
sixty-five-year-old gun (1954) retains about 96% original blue with the
grip frame starting to thin to a gray-pewter mix, moderate muzzle wear,
very light scuffing on the sideplate, handling marks and the sideplate
toning to purple. The un-numbered fully checkered walnut factory
replacement grips with silver Rampant Colt medallions rate about
excellent showing slight handling wear and although the fit is very good
overall, they show slightly proud metal or wood along the straps
depending on the areas examined. The markings remain crisp with
excellent timing and lock up and it features a serrated ramp front sight
and matted topstrap. (8A9485-4) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
U.S. Model 1894 New Navy Revolver by Colt
serial #13986 38 Colt, 6" replacement Official Police barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1894-manufactured revolver
have non-factory reapplied blue finish, the barrel is original finish, with
about 98% remaining showing light freckling on the grip frame and a
lightly cleaned small area of oxidized pitting on the left side of the frame.
The grips are unmarked replacement stag with pronounced bark in
excellent condition. There are factory five-pointed star rework marks on
the thumb latch, cylinder and front left bow of the triggerguard plus
matching factory rework numbers (54) on the cylinder and ejector rod.
The butt has a later added rack number “191248” and the mainspring
has been removed but is provided. The gun still times and locks up
correctly but is in need of professional attention as the hammer pushes
off, the ejector rod spring is weak and the ejector binds at the end of its
ejection stroke. (8A9567-16) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

2408

Colt Model 1849 Pocket Percussion Revolver
serial #96177 .31 cal., 4" octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore
showing strong rifling. The barrel on this 1854-manufactured revolver
retains perhaps 50% original blue, the remaining surfaces toning to
brown with moderate handling marks, pitting and oxidation blemishes.
The five-shot cylinder has a strong scene with a few traces of original
blue but mostly brown with oxidation. The frame, hammer and loading
lever assembly are mostly gray and brown with oxidation and pitting, the
frame showing light cleaning. The grip frame has surprisingly strong
original silver plate, perhaps about 70% with handling marks and tarnish.
The smooth walnut factory grips are numbered to the gun and rate
about excellent with light handling marks. There are several mechanical
issues: the hammer binds and will not come to full cock and it no longer
times or locks up. The cylinder has lead rings left when loaded charges
were drilled out, the barrel has finials with the New York address and all
parts are correctly numbered to the gun. (8A9567-22) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Smith & Wesson Fourth Model Double Action Revolver
serial #102910 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 92% original nickel plate showing scattered
light oxidation blemishes, flaking and handling marks. The trigger and
hammer have bold case-hardened colors with the trigger face worn to
pewter. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips with S&W logo rate
about excellent. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly
numbered to the gun, barrel to frame fit is as tight as the day it left
Springfield and it still functions mechanically. (8A9567-15) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Smith & Wesson No. 1 1/2 Single Action Revolver
serial #89277 32 S&W, 3" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this later production revolver retain about 85-90% original
nickel plate with scattered light to moderate oxidation stains, clouding on
the backstrap, bubbling, flaking finish and handling marks. The hammer
has bold case-hardened colors and the face of the spur trigger has worn
to pewter. The diamond checkered hard rubber grips with S&W logo rate
about excellent. The grips and all appropriate parts are correctly
numbered to the gun, barrel to frame fit is tight and it still functions
mechanically. (8A9567-8) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Smith & Wesson No. 1 1/2 Second Issue Revolver
serial #64795 32 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with a near excellent bore showing
scattered light pitting. The metal surfaces retain about 99% quality
reapplied nickel plate showing some old pinprick pitting under the new
finish and handling marks. The smooth rosewood factory grips rate very
good to excellent with light handling marks. The hammer and trigger are
smoky gray with a few case-hardened colors peeking out on the
hammer. Barrel to frame fit has slight play but the gun still functions
mechanically, the grips are serial numbered to the gun and barrel and
cylinder are assembly numbered to the frame. (8A9567-17) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Colt New Line 30 Caliber Revolver
serial #8793 30 RF, 2 1/4" barrel with a pitted and oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1875-manufactured revolver retain about 90-92%
original nickel plate with oxidation blemishes, pitting, light cleaning on
the barrel, high edge wear and handling marks. The blue finish on the
hammer is worn to gray with scattered stains from oxidation on the
bright sides. The smooth rosewood factory grips are numbered to the
gun and rate about excellent with light handling wear. The gun still
functions mechanically, the barrel and cylinder are numbered to the gun
and the etched "COLT NEW LINE 30" on the barrel remains strong.
(8A9567-13) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Colt New Pocket Double Action Revolver
serial #19082 32 Long Colt, 3 1/2" barrel with an oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1903-made revolver retain about 60%
original blue finish with most of the loss along the grip frame, cylinder
and parts of the barrel in addition to moderate high edge wear,
scratches, oxidation blemishes and pitting. The back of the hammer has
beautiful nitre blue with the spur faded, the sides of the trigger showing
splotches of color, the rest toned to purple. The checkered hard rubber
factory grips with "COLT" in an oval are numbered to the gun and rate
about excellent showing light handling marks. The sideplate has a
Rampant Colt surrounded by “NEW POCKET", the gun still functions
mechanically but timing and lock up need attention. (8A8937-96) {C&R}
[Cletus Klein Collection] (100/300)
Est. 100 - 300
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American Standard Tool Co. Single Action Pocket Revolver
serial #7349 22 RF, 3" octagon barrel with an about very good bore with
scattered oxidation and pitting still showing some good rifling. The barrel
and cylinder retain about 80% original nickel with some sparse fine
oxidation staining, loss due to flaking primarily along the edges and left
barrel flat, the exposed surfaces a pale pewter patina. The brass frame
retains about 95% original nickel lightly flaking to ocher along the edges
and very lightly along the gripstrap. The barrel, cylinder and frame are
numbered alike, the first number on the barrel is all but lost to oxidation.
The smooth walnut grips are un-numbered but remain in very good
condition with only minor handling marks, still retaining a healthy amount
of flaking original varnish. Barrel-to-frame fit is somewhat loose but the
cylinder seems to advance properly. (58864-25) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Sharps Model 1C Pepperbox Pistol
serial #2746 22 RF, 2 1/2" four-barrel cluster with moderately oxidized
bores. The barrels and the hammer have toned to silvery brown patina
with scattered spots of light oxidation and fine pitting still showing traces
of original blue in protected areas. The brass frame is a bright ocher
patina with scattered very fine oxidation and faint traces of original blue
along the fluted edges, the frame markings remain visible. The smooth
walnut grips remain very good plus with only minor light handling marks
from the years. The barrel is matching the frame and the action will need
mechanical attention as the barrel release button does not return after
being pressed enabling the barrels to slide free. The hammer does
rotate properly. (58864-24) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Unmarked Single Shot Deringer
serial #771 30 RF, 3 1/2" octagon barrel with an oxidized moderately
pitted bore. The barrel and hammer have toned to a brown patina
overall with scattered fine oxidation and light wear along the edges. The
brass frame is a lightly tarnished dark ocher patina with tiny impact
marks on the butt. The barrel is numbered to the frame. The smooth
rosewood grips are pencil numbered to the gun and remain fair with light
handling marks and a flexing vertical crack the length of the right panel.
The barrel pivots in either direction, similar in appearance to the Morgan
& Clapp deringer. (58864-26) {ANTIQUE} (175/275)
Est. 175 - 275
Winchester Stainless Marine Slide Action Shotgun
serial #L1490957, 12 ga., 18 1/2" barrel choked cylinder with a bright
excellent bore. The stainless steel metal surfaces as well as the
aluminum action retains 99% original gloss nickel-coated finish. The
smooth pistolgrip hardwood buttstock and grooved forend remain
excellent. Equipped with a silver bead front sight and folding adjustable
rear sight. An excellent Stainless Marine shotgun. (59580-5) {MODERN}
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Mossberg Maverick Model 88 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #MV0155894, 12 ga., 20" plain barrel choked improved cylinder
with a bright excellent bore and full-length 8 rd. magazine. The steel
surfaces retain 99% original blue while the alloy receiver retains 99%
original black anodized finish. The checkered pistolgrip black synthetic
buttstock and grooved forend remain in excellent condition. (59580-17)
{MODERN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Mossberg Model 500A Slide Action Shotgun
serial #J731694, 12 ga., 20 3/4” ported barrel choked cylinder with a
bright near excellent bore showing minor fouling. The steel surfaces
retain 95-97% original blue with a couple tiny carry marks and minor
slide wear on the magazine tube while the alloy receiver retains 99%
original black anodized finish with some tiny minute marks along the
edges. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood buttstock and grooved forearm
remain in excellent condition with perhaps one or two light blemishes.
(59580-4) {MODERN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Thompson Center Contender Single Shot Pistol
serial #339000 22 LR Match, 10" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue with a minor carry mark here or
there. The smooth walnut thumb rest finger groove grip and forearm
remain in very good condition with a few thin light marks on the forearm.
The black plastic grip cap shows a thin crack between the grip screws
and chips along the edges. Pistol is sighted with a blade on ramp front
sight and adjustable rear sight. (59543-197) {MODERN} [Phil Buker
Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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Thompson Center Contender Super 14 Single Shot Pistol
serial #220875 219 Donaldson Wasp, 14" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue, the
triggerguard toning to plum with light wear along the face and edges.
The smooth walnut grip with soft rubber backstrap and walnut forend
remain in excellent condition with a few minor handling marks. The
original sights have been removed and mounted atop the barrel is a
Thompson Center 2.5 -7 scope equipped with an illuminated duplex
reticle and clear optics on a solid ring-less base. (59543-83) {MODERN}
{Phil Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Thompson Center Custom Shop Contender Single Shot Pistol
serial #401865 22 Rem., 10" plain barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue, the right side of the barrel is
marked "T/C Custom Shop". The smooth select walnut thumb rest
fingergroove grip and forearm remain excellent with lovely figured grain,
the gripcap is engraved "Steve / Herrett" and remains near excellent
with a few tiny handling marks. Installed atop the barrel is a Leupold
solid base and rings. Steve Herrett was a well-known stock maker and
cartridge designer, an excellent condition custom shop pistol.
(59543-125) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Thompson Center Custom Shop Contender Single Shot Pistol
serial #438000 45 ACP, 12" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue, the left side of the barrel is
marked "T/C Custom Shop". The smooth select walnut thumb rest
fingergroove grip and forearm remain in excellent condition the pistolgrip
showing some lovely figured grain. The pistol is sighted with a blade on
ramp front sight and adjustable rear sight. (59543-136) {MODERN} [Phil
Buker Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Thompson Center Contender Single Shot Pistol
serial #A8400, 32-20 Win., 10" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains about 98% original blue with light holster wear along the
left side of the muzzle. The Super Armour Alloy II frame retains all its
satin finish. The smooth walnut grip with soft rubber backstrap and
walnut forend remain in very good condition with some light flaking along
the edges. Pistol is sighted with a blade on ramp front sight and
adjustable rear sight. (59543-194) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection]
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Thompson Center Patriot Percussion Pistol
serial #38663 .45 cal., 10" octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains 99% original blue with 99% original brilliant
case-hardened colors on the lock. The smooth saw handle walnut stock
rates excellent and the brass hardware is a slightly mellowed goldenrod.
Equipped with a split-barrel protected post front sight and adjustable
rear sight, a brass tipped wooden ramrod is included. (59522-73)
{ANTIQUE} [Phil Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
CVA Colonial Percussion Pistol
.44 cal., 6 3/4" octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel
retains about 90% original blue toning to a brown-gray patina with some
fine oxidation in the bolster area. The case-hardened lock retains 90%
original brilliant colors lightly muting to gray along the hammer spur. The
walnut stock remains excellent with a couple minor blemishes. The
brass triggerguard has a mellowed ocher patina while the sideplate has
toned to a pale reddish patina. (59543-114) {ANTIQUE} [Phil Buker
Collection] (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Czech CZ52 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #S13066, 7.62x25mm Tokarev, 4 3/4" barrel with a very good
bore showing scattered light frosting. The metal surfaces on this
1953-dated pistol retain 98% arsenal-reapplied blue showing some
minor silvering along the rear of the slide. The markings remain crisp
and clean, there is a Century import mark on the right side and the pistol
is marked as having been arsenal refurbished in 1998. The grooved
brown Bakelite grips remain in excellent condition, the left panel having
a mottled string-like pattern. A single magazine is included. (59543-133)
{C&R} [Phil Buker Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Ruger Old Army Percussion Revolver
serial #145-08538, .44 cal., 7 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces remain in near excellent condition with
scattered tiny fine scratches and a light turn ring on the cylinder. The
smooth faux ivory grips with black phoenix medallions remain excellent.
(59537-1) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
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Beretta Model 84F Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #E50283Y, 380 ACP, 3 5/8" barrel with a very good bright bore
that may clean to excellent. The metal surfaces retain 98% original black
Bruniton finish with only some minor edge wear. The checkered black
plastic grips remain excellent, the Trijicon night sights no longer glow. A
single factory magazine is included. (59560-43) {MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Beretta Model 92FS Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #BER235115Z, 9mm, 4 7/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original black Bruniton finish. The
checkered black plastic grips remain in excellent condition. Included with
the pistol is an unmarked blue plastic box and two factory magazines.
(59560-50) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Kahr K9 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #AG0377, 9mm, 3 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original electroless nickel with some scattered
light storage marks. The factory pebbled soft rubber wraparound grips
remain excellent. Equipped with standard two-dot white sights. Included
is a black plastic box and three factory seven-round magazines.
(59580-38) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Browning BDM Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #945NX02488, 9mm Luger, 4 5/8" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original matte blue finish. The
checkered black plastic grips remain in excellent condition. Included is
an original factory box, manual and two factory magazines. (59580-28)
{MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
PAF Junior Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #A3989, 25 ACP, 2" barrel with a very good bright bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with some minor edge wear. The
checkered cream colored plastic grips remain in very good condition
with minor wear to the points. Included is an original factory cardboard
box and a single magazine. (59629-1) {MODERN} (175/275)
Est. 175 - 275
Llama Government Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #452219 45 ACP, 5 1/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish. The checkered walnut
grips remain excellent. Includes a factory box and a single factory
magazine. (59629-3) {MODERN} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Ruger Old Model Bearcat Single Action Revolver
serial #82888 22 LR, 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces on this 1967 manufactured revolver retain 98% original blue
and anodized finish with some very fine staining and very light turn ring
on the cylinder, the brass anodized triggerguard has muted to
goldenrod. The smooth walnut grips remain excellent. The transfer bar
safety update has not been performed on this revolver. (59560-5) {C&R}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Smith & Wesson Model 5943 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #VAM8988, 9mm, 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
stainless steel slide remains in near excellent condition with a couple
light rub marks on the top of the slide and the alloy frame remains very
good with a couple light scratches and wear along the edges. The
checkered black plastic grips remain very good showing minimal wear.
The night sights no longer glow, a single factory magazine is included.
(59560-48) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Sig Sauer Model P226 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #U474647, 9mm, 4 5/8" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original factory finish, loss due to edge
and operational wear. The smooth walnut grips remain excellent
showing a couple minor handling marks. Sights are drift adjustable and
a single magazine is included. (59560-41) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Walther PPK/S Semi-Auto Pistol By Interarms
serial #021840 380 ACP, 3 1/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original blue with patches of pitting and
oxidation on the front and rear of the slide mainly on the left side along
with some light edge wear; the barrel shows a patch of light pitting along
the exposed breech area. The checkered black plastic grips remain very
good plus with light handling marks. A single finger rest magazine is
included. (59560-46) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
F.I.E. Arminius HW7 Double Action Revolver
serial #753259 22 LR, 6" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original factory finish, loss due to light flaking on the
alloy frame. The checkered brown plastic grips remain very good
showing light wear along the edges. (59580-33) {MODERN} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
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Iver Johnson Defender 89 Pocket Revolver
serial #1703 32 S&W, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 90% flaking original nickel with light
oxidation along the edges and lightly hammered dents on the cylinder.
The pebbled Federal Eagle grips remain very good showing light wear
and a tiny pin hole at the heel of both panels. (59580-30) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Hopkins & Allen Range Model Double Action Revolver
serial #A132, 22 RF, 4 1/2" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces retain 80% original nickel with scattered light flaking and
oxidation. The smooth walnut grips remain fair with thin vertical cracks at
the tops of each panel. The revolver is slightly loose and the action no
longer functions. (59580-36) {C&R} (10/20)
Est. 10 - 20
Hopkins & Allen X.L. 8 Double Action Revolver
serial #3445 32 S&W, 2 5/8" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces retain 70% dull original nickel with scattered light flaking
and oxidation. The checkered hard rubber grips rate poor with handling
marks and large chips missing at the butt. The folding spur is no longer
present and the action does not function. (59580-34) {ANTIQUE} (5/15)
Est. 5 - 15
Hopkins & Allen Safety Police Double Action Revolver
serial #3514 22 RF, 3" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 60% original flaking dull nickel toning to gray and brown
patina with scattered light oxidation. The checkered hard rubber grips
remain about very good showing light wear. The action does not
function properly. (59580-31) {C&R} (15/30)
Est. 15 - 30
Hood Firearms Centennial 1878 Pocket Revolver
serial #1699 41 RF, 2 1/8" round barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 40% original nickel with scattered fine
oxidation and flaking. The smooth rosewood birdshead grips remain in
very good condition with light handling marks and wear along the edges.
(59580-35) {ANTIQUE} (25/75)
Est. 25 - 75
American Standard Tool Co. Single Action Pocket Revolver
serial #32585 22 RF, 3" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The
barrel and cylinder retain about 80% original nickel flaking to gunmetal
with scattered light oxidation and pitting. The brass frame retains about
90% flaking nickel with scattered tarnish, oxidation and moderate
verdigris on the inside of the topstrap. The cylinder is numbered to the
frame, the numbers on the barrel are lost to the oxidation. The
mother-of-pearl grips remain very good with light handling marks and a
couple tiny chips along the edges. The cylinder does not function
properly. (59580-32) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Intratec Tec-38 Over Under Derringer
serial #A2015, 38 Special, 3" barrels with excellent bores. The barrels
retain 98% plus original blue with some very minor edge wear. The black
synthetic frame remains excellent with a couple minute handling marks.
(59627-5) {MODERN} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Sundance Industries Point Blank Over Under Derringer
serial #D000396, 22 LR, 3" barrels with bright excellent bores. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original black finish with light impact marks.
The black synthetic frame and grip panels remain excellent. (59627-9)
{MODERN} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
FIE D38 Over Under Derringer
serial #F18309, 38 Spl., 3" barrels with excellent bores. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original chrome finish with light nicks and staining
along the edges. The checkered white plastic grips remain very good
plus with light staining. (59627-4) {MODERN} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
EIG Four Barrel Derringer
serial #16775 22 Short, 2 1/2" four barrel cluster with very good bores
having specks of light oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus
original chrome finish with some light carry marks. The checkered white
plastic grips remain good with light handling marks, staining and thin
cracks at the bottom of the mounting screws. (59627-6) {MODERN}
(50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
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Greener's Light Harpoon Gun
serial #352 38 Spl. Blank, 20" barrel with a very good bore showing
some light frosting and oxidation. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
satin hard chrome specifically for maritime use, with some light staining
and oxidation slightly more modest along the turned muzzle, the frame
and breech having patches of dried hardened grease. The markings
remain crisp and clean. The straight grip walnut buttstock and forearm
remain in very good condition with light handling marks and spots of
flaking still retaining a good amount of original finish. The grooved horn
buttplate remains in about very good condition showing light wear,
chipped edges and ingrained dirt. A very good, interesting harpoon gun
just like the one used by Quint in the movie JAWS. (59580-18)
{MODERN} (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900
Ruger Standard Model Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #12-19209, 22 LR, 4 5/8" tapered barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 75% original blue toning to a gray and
brown patina with some sparse specks of light oxidation and impact
marks. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good condition with
lightly worn edges and points. Included is a single bright aluminum base
magazine. (59563-18) {MODERN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Colt Official Police Double Action Revolver
serial #905567 38 Spl., 4" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 85% original blue, loss due to holster, gripstrap
and edge wear along with a light turn ring and sparsely scattered light
oxidation. The hammer sides are toning to gray with some specks of
freckling and staining. The checkered walnut grips remain in very good
condition showing light wear. (59562-1) {C&R} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Colt Army Special Double Action Revolver
serial #309931 38 Spl., 6" barrel with a very good bore showing some
scattered light oxidation and pitting mainly the first 1 1/2" from muzzle.
The metal surfaces retain about 85% thinning original blue toning to
brown with light muzzle and edge wear, the ejector pin has toned to gray
from normal operational wear. The hammer sides remain bright overall
with some marks and staining. The checkered hard rubber grips remain
very good with light handling marks mainly along the butt. (59563-20)
{C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Iver Johnson Third Model Safety Hammer Revolver
serial #G73922, 32 S&W, 3" barrel with a very good bore showing some
light oxidation. The metal surfaces retain 95% original nickel with light
handling marks and scattered light fading oxidation staining along the
backstrap. The checkered hard rubber owl head grips remain very good
showing light wear. The action is in need of mechanical attention as it
does not advance properly all the time. (59563-11) {C&R} (25/75)
Est. 25 - 75
Remington Model 95 Double Deringer
serial #99868 41 RF, 3" barrels with excellent bright bores. The metal
surfaces on this Type III late production pistol have toned to a gray
brown patina with scattered fine oxidation staining and sparse pinprick
pitting still showing generous traces of original blue along the protected
edges. The brown checkered hard rubber grips remain in fair condition
with worn checkering and cracks through the bottom of the right panel
secured only by the friction of the grip screw. The hinge is intact, the
firing pin does not pivot and the hammer is otherwise functional.
(59563-13) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
H.C. Lombard Single Shot Deringer
serial #244 22 RF, 3 1/2" octagon barrel with a good bore showing
scattered light pitting and oxidation. The barrel has toned to brown and
gray patina with scattered light oxidation and some fine pinprick pitting.
The brass frame has toned to a nicely mellowed ocher patina with a
couple light impact marks and spots of staining. The smooth walnut
grips remain in good condition with light handling marks, the left panel
with a long flexing vertical crack along the interior. The barrel and grips
are all numbered to the frame. The barrel is slightly loose and the
hammer no longer locks rearward. (59563-10) {ANTIQUE} (175/275)
Est. 175 - 275
Forehand & Wadsworth Terror Single Action Revolver
serial #1015 32 RF, 2 1/2" round barrel with a fair bore showing overall
oxidation and spots of pitting with traces of visible rifling. The metal
surfaces of this revolver retain about 90% original nickel showing light
flaking and oxidation primarily on the cylinder along with scattered light
impact and handling marks. All markings remain clear and the hammer
has toned to a dark brown patina with light silvering at the contact
points. The smooth rosewood grips are stamp numbered to the gun and
remain in very good plus condition with light handling marks. All of the
serialized parts are matching and the action seems to function well
mechanically. (59410-6) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250

2458

Hopkins & Allen Ranger No. 2 Single Action Revolver
serial #282 32 RF, 2 5/8" octagon barrel with an about very good bore
with overall light oxidation and some pitting still with good rifling
throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 85% original
nickel finish with scattered light flaking to gray patina and areas of fine
bubbling scattered about. All markings remain clear and the
case-hardened hammer has muted to a soft gray-brown patina with
scattered fine oxidation. The smooth rosewood grips remain about very
good with light handling marks, the left grip has a professional
glue-repaired vertical crack along the interior and the right panel is
pencil numbered to the gun. All of the serialized parts are matching and
the action seems to function well mechanically. (59410-8) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Wesson & Harrington No. 3 Single Action Revolver
serial #1336 32 RF, 2 5/8" octagon barrel with an about very good bore
showing evident rifling with scattered light oxidation and light pitting
throughout. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original nickel with
scattered fine oxidation and flaking. The hammer is toning to a dark
case-hardened gray patina with scattered fine oxidation. The rosewood
birdshead grips are stamp numbered to the gun and remain in very good
condition with light handling marks and flaking added varnish. All of the
serialized parts are matching, the original removable ejector rod is still
housed in the base pin and the action seems to function well
mechanically with excellent timing and lock-up. (59410-1) {ANTIQUE}
(275/375)
Est. 275 - 375
Hopkins & Allen Captain Jack Pocket Revolver
serial #R1384, 22 RF, 2 1/8" round barrel with an about good bore
showing scattered pitting and oxidation. The barrel and frame retain
about 80% original nickel flaking to gray metal with scattered light
oxidation and spots of fine pitting. The cylinder retains about 90%
original blue with some scattered fine pitting and oxidation, more
prevalent on the front and rear faces. The birdshead walnut grips remain
in good condition with a small crack along the rear right edge along with
light handling marks and patches of crazed added finish. The grips are
un-numbered but the barrels cylinder and frame are numbered alike.
The action seems to function mechanically. (59410-7) {ANTIQUE}
(75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Lee Arms Co. Red Jacket No. 1 Revolver
serial #667 22 RF, 2 3/4" octagon barrel with an about very good bore
with light oxidation and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of
this revolver retain about 85% original nickel with light flaking, oxidation
and handling marks, majority of loss on and around the cylinder. The
smooth rosewood grips remain in about very good condition with
handling marks and a thin vertical crack through the interior center of the
right panel, the left panel still shows the last two numbers of the gun
written in pencil. The serialized parts are matching, the action is in need
of mechanical attention as the hammer does not stay cocked all the
time. (59410-4) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Ethan Allen Sidehammer Revolver
serial #6513 22 RF, 2 3/8" octagon barrel with a very good bore having
good rifling with light oxidation and a few spots of pitting the entire
length. The metal surfaces on this eighth issue revolver are toning to an
overall brown patina with gray undertones and some sparse very fine
oxidation still retaining generous amounts of original blue. The
case-hardened hammer is only lightly muting to brown, the colors quite
brilliant in areas. The smooth walnut birdshead grips remain in very
good plus condition with light handling marks and are stamped
numbered to the gun on both panels. All serialized parts are matching
including the cylinder pin and the action seems to function mechanically.
(59410-5) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Bacon Mfg. Co. Pocket Revolver
serial #8 32 S&W, 4" octagon barrel with an about very good bore
showing strong rifling with scattered light oxidation and pitting. The metal
surfaces are an overall mottled gray and brown patina with some sparse
very fine oxidation, the cylinder and frame lightly engraved. The
un-numbered smooth walnut grips remain very good showing light
handling marks. All serialized parts are matching, the action is in need of
mechanical attention. (59410-2) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
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Unmarked Center Hammer Single Shot Percussion Pistol
serial #258 about 32 cal., 4" round barrel with an oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces are an overall dark brown patina with gray undertones
and scattered fine oxidation and pitting, more modest in the flash areas
of the nipple bolster. The plain bag-shaped walnut grips remain very
good with light handling marks, the number markings no longer legible.
The serialized parts are matching, the sideplate edges and screw heads
show light wear. (59410-3) {ANTIQUE} (25/75)
Est. 25 - 75
Rollin White Arms Company Pocket Revolver
serial #6864 22 RF, 3" octagon barrel with a very good bore showing
good rifling with scattered oxidation and pitting throughout. This revolver
bears the "Made for Smith & Wesson" barrel address. The barrel and
cylinder have flaked to a brown and gray patina with some fine oxidation
still showing traces of original blue. The brass frame retains about 80%
original darkened silver plate flaking to bright ocher. The plain rosewood
grips remain very good with scattered flaking and handling marks, the
interior of both panels are stamped "404". There are no serialized parts
other than the frame, the center of the cylinder is marked "N4". The
cylinder no longer advances properly. (59410-9) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Colt New Line 22 Pocket Revolver
serial #11890 22 RF, 2 1/4" octagon barrel with a good bore showing
scattered light frosting and oxidation. The barrel and cylinder have been
cleaned bright with scattered brush marks and fine oxidation along the
edges. The brass frame is a bright ocher patina with some very fine
oxidation and handling marks still retaining about 20% original nickel.
The smooth rosewood grips remain very good with light handling marks,
the right panel is pencil numbered to the gun. The cylinder pin is frozen
in place and the cylinder no longer advances. (59410-10) {ANTIQUE}
(50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Custom Remington No. 1 1/2 Rolling Block Sporting Rifle
serial #2758 32-20, 26 3/4" octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel retains 99% reapplied pale gray finish, the only marking on
the barrel is "32-20" written in electric pencil under the forend. The
action has toned to a smoky case-hardened gray patina with scattered
light oxidation and pitting. There are no Remington markings on the
tang, the patent dates remain clean and legible. The smooth straight
grip walnut buttstock and forend remain in about very good condition
with overall dents and handling marks in an added varnish. The wood is
a bit shy of the buttplate and the left rear side of the forend has an inlaid
32-20 headstamp. Rifle is sighted with a standard blade dovetail front
sight and Marbles adjustable sporting rear sight. (59543-207)
{ANTIQUE} [Phil Buker Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Mossberg Model 535 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #AT153044, 12 ga., 28" ventilated rib Accu-Choke barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% original Mossy Oak
coated finish with one spot of flaking along the left side of the rib. The
checkered pistolgrip synthetic buttstock and forearm remain in excellent
condition retaining 99% matching camo finish. Included is a modified
choke tube. (59319-279) {MODERN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Marlin Model 25N Bolt Action Rifle
serial #02285918 22 LR, 22" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with a some scattered very fine
oxidation and minor operational wear on the bolt. The press checkered
pistolgrip hardwood stock remains excellent. Included is one blued and
one bright bodied factory magazine. (59575-1) {MODERN} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Savage Model 93 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #193151 17 HMR, 22" fluted barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte black finish. The plain
pistolgrip hardwood tactical stock remains in excellent condition with
some light rubs and a couple tiny flakes in the factory matte black finish.
Equipped with an Accutrigger, included with the rifle is a single
magazine and two piece rings and bases. (59544-253) {MODERN}
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Harrington & Richardson Model 1871 Buffalo Classic Single Shot Rifle
serial #HU306188, 45-70 Govt., 32" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel, hammer and trigger retain 99% original blue with a speck or
two of very light oxidation toward the breech. The case-hardened frame
and buttplate retain 99% original smoky finish, the colors quite brilliant in
areas. The checkered straight grip walnut buttstock and schnabel style
forend remain in near excellent condition with two small knot chips in the
right front side of the forend. Rifle is sighted with a Lyman target front
sight with yellow aperture insert and a Smith Enterprises adjustable
buckhorn rear sight. (59581-2) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

2472

Winchester Model 94 AE Trapper Saddle Ring Carbine
serial #5352416 45 Colt, 16" barrel with a bright excellent bore. This is
a rare configuration trapper with pre crossbolt safety and angled ejection
allowing traditional top mounted scope installation. The metal surfaces
retain 99% original blue the only noticeable loss being some very fine
silvering along the edges of the lever. The case-hardened receiver
retains 99% original vibrant colors with no evidence of saddle ring wear.
The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and forearm remain very good
plus with a small circular indentation in the right side of the buttstock
along other light dents and handling marks throughout. The standard
sights are in place and installed atop the receiver are two-piece scope
bases. A near excellent early pre crossbolt safety Trapper manufactured
the first year offered in this caliber. (59595-4) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Winchester Model 670 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #G1273452, 30-06, 22" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% plus original blue with some very fine silvering
along the edges and operational wear at the rear of the action. The bolt
body remains overall bright and is numbered to the rifle. The checkered
pistolgrip American hardwood Monte Carlo stock remains excellent with
only a few minor blemishes. The original sights are in place and included
is a set of two piece Weaver rings and bases. A nice economy version of
the popular Model 70 rifle. (59594-4) {MODERN} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Carbine
serial #3694736 30-30 Win., 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a tiny very thin scratch on
the left side of the receiver and some minor operational wear at the
hinge area of the lever. The plain walnut buttstock and forend remain in
very good plus condition with scattered minor handling marks and light
flaking along the edges of the hard rubber buttplate. The front sight hood
is in place and the action seems to function well mechanically. (59594-3)
{MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Sears Ted Williams Model 200 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #P235816, 12 ga., 27" adjustable choke barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel retains about 80% original blue with scattered
light oxidation, loss due to muzzle and edge wear with the majority of
loss along the right side above the forearm. The alloy receiver retains
about 97-98% original black finish with scattered tiny scratches and
wear along the edges. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock and
forearm remain in about very good condition with scattered handling
marks and spots of flaking. (59594-6) {MODERN} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Smith & Wesson Model 15-22 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #HCM0833, 22 LR, 16 1/2" threaded barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus original blue, loss being a
couple bright bite marks on the edges of the muzzle protector. The
polymer surfaces remain in excellent condition with perhaps a minor
blemish from box storage. Rifle features a collapsible buttstock, A2 style
front sight, an adjustable dual aperture rear sight and includes an
original factory box, single 25 rd. magazine, BSA red-dot sight and
manual. (59574-40) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Marlin Original Golden 39M Lever Action Carbine
serial #18280810 22 LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces on this JM marked rifle retain 99% original blue while the
smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and forend remain excellent with
no visible blemishes. The target in the bottom of the stock was re-glued
and currently rests well above the surface of the wood. The original
sights are in place and installed atop the receiver is a Tasco 4x32 scope
with duplex reticle and clear optics in a Weaver cantilever style base and
rings. (59574-35) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Mossberg Model 500 Bantam Youth Crown Grade Slide Action Shotgun
serial #U125570, 12 ga., 24" ventilated rib, ported Accu-Choke barrel
with a bright excellent bore. The steel and alloy surfaces retain 99%
original factory finishes. The checkered Crown Grade pistolgrip buttstock
and forend remain excellent, length of pull to the rear of the ventilated
rubber recoil pad is 13". Included is the original factory cardboard box,
modified, full and improved cylinder choke tubes, spanner wrench,
manual and cable lock. (59588-2) {MODERN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
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Thompson Center Fire Hawk Deluxe In-Line Percussion Rifle
serial #13396 .54 cal., 24" round barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue, the bolt remains bright. The
checkered pistolgrip deluxe walnut stock remains excellent with a couple
tiny dents in the right side of the stock along the ignition cutout.
Equipped with standard fiber-optic sights and a No. 11 cap ignition,
mounted is a T/C Hawken Hunter 1.5-5x32 mm scope with duplex reticle
and clear optics in Weaver two piece rings and bases. Included is a
carbon ramrod, original factory box, nipple wrench with handle and
manual. (59574-80) {ANTIQUE} [James Traynor Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Taurus Circuit Judge Revolving Rifle
serial #DT8101, 45 LC/410 ga., 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent
rifled bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% plus original blue. The
smooth pistolgrip Brazilian hardwood Monte Carlo stock remains
excellent. The original fiber optic sights are in place and mounted atop
the frame is a BSA Panoramic multi-reticle sight. Included with the gun
is the original factory cardboard box, rifled and thread protector choke
tubes, spanner wrench, (2) internal lock keys, allen wrenches and
manual. (59574-34) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Lyman Percussion Plains Pistol
serial #A586644, .50 cal., 9" octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel, rear tang and trigger retain 99% original blue while the lock
retains 99% lovely mottled case-hardened finish. The walnut stock
remains excellent with sharp edges and perhaps a tiny blemish or two.
The brass hardware remains bright and the brass tipped wooden ramrod
is in place. The original sights are in place and the lock remains crisp.
Included with the pistol is the original factory box, cleaning mop, ramrod
tip attachments and users guide. (59574-102) {ANTIQUE} [James
Traynor Collection] (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
CVA Left Hand Bolt Action Inline Percussion Rifle
serial #61-13-036957-98, .50 cal., 24" round barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 95-97% original matte blue
with some very thin scratches and scattered spots of light oxidation,
more modest under the installed scope bases atop the frame. The plain
pistolgrip hardwood stock remains excellent with a couple minor
blemishes. The original sights have been replaced with Williams
fiber-optic adjustable sights, there is a thumb safety located behind the
trigger and what appears to be a proper composite ramrod is in place.
(59570-2) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Thompson/Center Hawken Percussion Rifle
serial #K326556, .50 cal., 28" octagon barrel with a good bore showing
good rifling with modest oxidation which may clean to very good. The
metal surfaces of this kit gun retain about 80% of a fading blue finish
with scattered light oxidation, more moderate in the flash area of the
nipple bolster also showing light pitting. The lock and hammer retain
nearly all of its brilliant case colors with scattered fine oxidation. The
brass furniture has toned to a tarnished dark ocher patina. The walnut
stock remains in good condition with wavy surfaces from not being
properly sanded and other light handling marks. The finish shows spotS
of flaking and crazing. Factory sights are in place and included is a
composite ramrod missing the brass tip. (59570-7) {ANTIQUE} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
CVA Firebolt Ultramag Bolt Action Muzzleloading Rifle
serial #61-13-143127-06, 209 ignition, .45 cal., 26" fluted barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 99% original matte blue
finish. The checkered pistolgrip green synthetic Monte Carlo stock
remains excellent with some minor handling marks. The original sights
are in place and a brass tip composite ramrod is in place. (59570-5)
{ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Remington Model 24 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #108686 22 LR, 21 1/2" barrel with a very good bright bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 80% evenly thinning original blue toning to
brown with scattered fine oxidation, the barrel showing sparse spots of
more modest oxidation. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forend
remain very good with light handling marks in an added light finish. The
original sights remain in place, the barrel and bottom metal fit is
somewhat loose. (59574-23) {C&R} [James Traynor Collection]
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

2486

Pedersen Custom Model 2500 Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #159967 20 ga., 26" solid rib barrels choked modified and
improved cylinder with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain
about 95% lightly thinning original blue toning to brown along with some
sparse very fine oxidation. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock
and beavertail forearm remain fair with handling marks, flaking along the
edges and a large flexing crack in the left side of the wrist causing the
buttstock to be loose fitting to the frame. (59574-7) {MODERN} [James
Traynor Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Winchester Model 68 Bolt Action Single Shot Rifle
22 S,L,LR, 27" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 80% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown with
sparse patches of light oxidation. The bolt body remains overall bright.
The plain pistolgrip walnut stock remains very good with overall light
handling marks and spots of flaking. Rifle is sighted with an original
hooded silver bead front sight and adjustable barrel mounted peep sight.
(59574-6) {C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Thompson/Center Seneca Percussion Rifle
serial #8517 .36 cal., 27" octagon barrel with a very good bore which
could clean to excellent. The barrel, rear tang and triggers retain 99%
original blue with a few minute specks of silvering along the edges. The
case-hardened lock retains 95% original brilliant colors with light
oxidation along the top of the hammer and the brass furniture is a bright
goldenrod. The smooth walnut stock is equipped with a raised
cheekpiece and remains near excellent with a few light dents and
handling marks. Rifle is equipped with a standard front sight, the rear
sight has been removed and a factory peep sight has been installed on
the rear tang. The action remains strong, a brass tipped wooden ramrod
and manual is included. (59574-71) {ANTIQUE} [James Traynor
Collection] (175/275)
Est. 175 - 275
Winchester Model 69A Target Bolt Action Rifle
22 S,L,LR, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain 85% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown with a few
specks of light oxidation, the bolt body remains overall bright. The
pistolgrip walnut stock rates very good with overall expected light dents
and handling marks. The checkered hard rubber logo buttplate remains
very good showing minimal wear. Rifle is sighted with standard silver
bead ramped front sight with hood in place and receiver mounted
aperture peep sight. A single factory magazine is included. (59574-30)
{C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Mossberg Model 350KA Semi-Auto Rifle
22 SHV,L,LR, 23 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 98% original blue with light edges and muzzle wear, light
oxidation on and around the front sight and light pitting on the rear sight.
The plain pistolgrip Monte Carlo walnut stock remains very good plus
with light handling marks and perhaps a little added finish. The original
sights are in place and a Tasco Bantam scope with circle crosshair
reticle and clear optics is mounted atop the grooved receiver in two
piece Weaver rings. A single factory magazine is included. (59574-4)
{C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Winchester Model 74 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #76839 22 Short, 24" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% evenly thinning original blue with some very
light rub marks, nicks and very fine oxidation along with minor muzzle
and edge wear. There is "NOTENGLISHMAKE" along with circled "BN,
BP and NP" under crown British proofs on the right side of frame and
barrel at the breech along with ".22". The plain pistolgrip walnut stock
remains in excellent condition with minor handling marks. Rifle is sighted
with standard open sights, the rear sight is toning to brown and missing
its elevator and a Sears 4x15 scope with crosshair reticle is mounted in
wraparound rings on a solid base. The optics are slightly cloudy and
could benefit from a good cleaning. (59574-155) {C&R} [James Traynor
Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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J. Stevens Favorite Model 1915 Falling Block Rifle
serial #Y321, 22 LR, 23 3/4" octagon barrel with a very good bore
showing scattered light oxidation and good rifling throughout. The barrel
retains about 80% thinning original blue toning to brown with scattered
fine oxidation, loss due to edge and muzzle wear and impact marks and
patches of finish wear from original sight removal. The action is an
overall pale brown patina with gray undertones, traces of original blue
along with scattered fine oxidation, light edge wear and very thin
scratches. The top rear tang is marked "MODEL 1915" and the top left
side of the frame is marked "SECOND". The plain straight grip walnut
buttstock remains fair at best with handling marks, thin flexing cracks on
either side of the toe and moderate chips at the heel also present on the
checkered hard rubber buttplate. The walnut forend remains in very
good plus condition with the expected light handling marks. The original
sights have been replaced with a Lyman dovetail front sight and a rather
long oversized sporting rear sight with light dings along the edges.
(59574-32) {C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Savage-Stevens Model 311A Double Barrel Shotgun
410 bore, 26" ribbed barrels choked full with bright excellent bores. The
barrels retain about 98% original blue with some minor nicks and wear
at the muzzle and perhaps a speck or two of light faint oxidation. The
frame retains 95-98% bright original case-hardened colors muting only
slightly along the bottom gripping areas. The barrels are numbered,
most likely later replacements. The smooth walnut pistolgrip buttstock
and forend remain excellent with only a couple minor blemishes. Barrel
lock-up is solid, the lever is right of center. (59574-22) {C&R} [James
Traynor Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Beretta Model FS-1 Break Action Folding Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #C102469, .410 bore, 27 1/2" barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel retains 98% original blue with some very thin
muzzle and edge wear and a few specks of very fine oxidation. The
satin coin finished frame remains excellent with a tiny blemish here and
there. The checkered round knob pistolgrip buttstock and forend remain
very good plus with light handling marks and darkening along the edges
of the buttplate. A solid example of these unique folding shotguns.
(59574-56) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (175/275)
Est. 175 - 275
Remington Nylon 66 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #A2173199, 22 LR, 19 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a few minute rubs and
storage marks. The checkered pistolgrip Mohawk brown Zytel stock
remains in very good plus condition with scattered light scuffs and
handling marks. The original sights remain intact. (59574-57)
{MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Chippa Double Badger Folding Combination Gun
serial #DB13H044, 22 LR/.410 bore, 19" barrels with bright excellent
bores. The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue toning to plum along
the top rifle barrel. The triggerguard opening lever retains nearly all its
brilliant case-hardened colors muting only slightly along the sides. The
checkered round knob pistolgrip stained beechwood buttstock and
forend remain in excellent condition retaining nearly all their original
semi-gloss finish. The original fiber-optic sights are in place. (59574-49)
{MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (275/375)
Est. 275 - 375
Stevens No. 17 Favorite Single Shot Rifle
serial #12542 22 RF, 22" part octagon part round barrel with a very
good bore showing evident rifling with scattered fine frosting and
oxidation. The barrel is primarily a brown patina with gray undertones,
scattered fine oxidation and tiny fine scratches still showing generous
traces of original blue. The action retains about 85% original
case-hardened finish muting to a soft brown patina with scattered fine
oxidation, the colors still quite bright in areas. The barrel is numbered to
the frame. The smooth walnut buttstock and forend remain in very good
condition with light dents and handling marks still retaining much original
finish. The ring has been removed on the folding bead front sight, the
rear sight has been replaced with a slot blank and a Lyman folding
aperture peep sight has been installed on the rear tang. (59574-28)
{C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

2498

Stevens Crack Shot No. 16 Single Shot Rifle
serial #P646, 22 RF, 20" stepped round barrel with an oxidized pitted
bore. The barrel has toned to dark brown with scattered fine oxidation,
dings and impact marks. The case-hardened action has muted to a
slightly brighter brown patina with scattered fine oxidation still showing
light remnants of original colors. The edges show tiny dents and wear
and part of the right side lever is missing. The plain walnut stock and
forend remain in good condition with overall dents, handling marks and
a 2 1/2" crack behind the right rear tang. The barrel is un-numbered and
the original sights remain intact. (59574-154) {C&R} [James Traynor
Collection] (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Stevens No. 44 Falling Block Rifle
serial #7840 25-20 Single Shot, 26" part octagon part round No. 2
barrel with an about very good bore showing evident rifling with
scattered fine oxidation and frosting throughout. The barrel retains about
80% original blue toning to brown patina with sparsely scattered fine
oxidation and light wear along the muzzle and edges. The action has
been cleaned to a pale case-hardened gray and brown patina with
remnants of fine staining. The smooth straight grip walnut buttstock and
schnabel forend remain in very good condition with light handling marks
and the crescent steel buttplate is a smoky gray patina with tiny specks
of light oxidation. Rifle is sighted with a Rocky Mountain front sight, the
rear sight replaced with a slot blank and a Lyman folding aperture rear
sight has been mounted on the rear tang. (59574-53) {C&R} [James
Traynor Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Savage Stevens No. 70 Visible Loading Slide Action Rifle
serial #0822 22 S,L,LR, 22" barrel with a very good plus bore showing
strong evident rifling with some fine frosting and very light oxidation. The
barrel and magazine retain about 80% original blue toning to brown with
scattered fine oxidation, light wear at the muzzle with the majority of loss
due to operational slide wear on the barrel and magazine tube. The
action has toned to gray brown patina with scattered fine oxidation and
traces of original blue along the protected edges. The top of the barrel is
marked "REGULAR CARTRIDGES" in front of the barrel address and
there is a "SVG" in circle on the left side of the frame. The smooth
walnut buttstock remains in about very good condition with light handling
marks in an added gloss varnish. The is a light "5" stamp in the bottom
of the stock and steel buttplate has a soft gray and brown patina with
light handling marks. The grooved forearm remains in about very good
condition as well with light handling marks and tiny cracks at the rear
edge in a similar added gloss finish, the grooves highlighted in light pale
green. Rifle is sighted with a Lyman ivory bead front sight and standard
adjustable sporting rear sight. (59574-156) {C&R} [James Traynor
Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Stevens No. 70 Visible Loading Slide Action Rifle
serial #C110, 22 S,L,LR, 22" barrel with a dark oxidized bore. The barrel
and magazine retain 98-99% quality applied blue with faint remnants of
fine oxidation along the junction area and minor pitting on the face of the
muzzle. The frame shows evidence of being cleaned and retains about
98% of an applied finish which has toned to pale plum with remnants of
original blue. The plain walnut buttstock and grooved forend remain
about very good having been lightly cleaned with remnants of handling
marks under an added light finish. The checkered hard rubber buttplate
remains in good condition with light wear, chipped edges and is
somewhat proud to the stock. Rifle is sighted with a Rocky Mountain
front sight and adjustable sporting rear sight. (59574-51) {C&R} [James
Traynor Collection] (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Remington Model 25 Slide Action Rifle
serial #21097 25-20, 24" barrel with an about excellent bore showing a
few tiny specks of fine oxidation. The metal surfaces are a mixture of
fading original blue and mottled brown and gray patina with scattered
light oxidation and fine pitting, loss due primarily to operational and edge
wear. The bolt has toned to bright silver and the extractor retains much
pale fire blue. The plain pistolgrip walnut buttstock and grooved forearm
remain about very good with light dents, handling marks and spots of
flaking finish. The rifle is sighted with a Marble's tang peep sight, loose
but present folding rear sight and a No. 4 front sight. (59574-58) {C&R}
[James Traynor Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
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Winchester Model 90 Slide Action Rifle
serial #704390 22 Short, 24" octagon barrel with a fair bore showing
moderate pitting and oxidation with faint traces of rifling. The metal
surfaces have toned to brown overall with scattered fine oxidation, spots
of faint pitting and tiny impact marks. The loss is due to edge wear and
operational contact wear along the magazine tube, slide arm and top
edges of the frame. The smooth walnut buttstock and grooved forearm
remain in good to about very good condition having been cleaned still
with scattered dents and handling marks and a little added finish. The
rifle is equipped with original open sights and seems to function well
mechanically. (59574-42) {C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Winchester Model 63 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #66850A, 22 LR, 23" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 90% original blue with a few tiny thin scratches
and impact marks, loss due to light muzzle wear and gray toning along
the gripping areas of the receiver. The plain pistolgrip buttstock and
forearm remain in very good plus condition with light handling marks.
Rifle is sighted with a Lyman ivory bead front sight, adjustable sporting
rear sight and a Weaver B4 scope equipped with a crosshair reticle and
clear optics has been installed on the left side of the receiver.
(59574-41) {C&R} [James Traynor Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Winchester Model 1903 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #52871 22 Winchester Auto, 20" barrel with a poor bore showing
scattered light oxidation, pitting and two rings about 8" from the muzzle.
The barrel retains about 90% thinning original blue toning to brown with
scattered spots of light oxidation, tiny impact marks and light muzzle
wear. The action, nosecap and buttplate retain about 60% original blue
toning to brown and gray with scattered light oxidation. The plain straight
grip walnut stock and forend remain in good to very good condition with
a lengthy shallow indentation along the right side of the buttstock and
overall minor dents and marks. The original sights remain intact and
there are two pairs of drilled and tapped holes in the top of the barrel,
the front set intruding on the barrel address. (59574-20) {C&R} [James
Traynor Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Lyman Percussion Trade Rifle
serial #123643 .54 cal., 29" octagon barrel with an excellent bore. The
barrel retains about 98% original blue with some sparse fine oxidation
along the muzzle, edges; the breech and rear tang have toned to a
mottled plum with modest light oxidation in the flash areas of the nipple
bolster. The lock retains strong original case-hardened colors with some
very fine oxidation around the hammer shroud. The walnut stock with
raised cheek piece remains excellent with perhaps a couple minor
blemishes in a nice oil finish. The brass hardware has a pleasing mellow
goldenrod patina. Rifle is sighted with a Rocky Mountain front and
semi-buckhorn rear sight and the original ramrod has been replaced with
a short stained wooden dowel. (59594-1) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Remington Model 4 Rolling Block Rifle
serial #331548 22 S,L,LR, 22 3/8” round barrel with a bright near
excellent bore with a couple light pits about 7" from the muzzle. The
barrel has toned to brown with some faint traces of original blue,
scattered light oxidation and tiny impact marks. The frame retains a
gray-brown case-hardened patina with generous amounts of bright
colors along the protected edges of the triggerguard. The markings
remain quite clear, the barrel and frame are numbered alike. The
straight grip walnut buttstock and forearm remain in very good condition
with overall light dents and handling marks in an added light finish. Rifle
is equipped with a standard dovetail front sight, No. 48-51 rear sight and
the hammer drops on half cock. (59574-25) {C&R} [James Traynor
Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Polish P-64 Semi-Auto Pistol by Radom
serial #RK06346, 9mm Makarov, 3 1/4" barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1977-dated pistol retain about 98%
original blue showing some minor high edge wear and a few light
scratches. The checkered black plastic grips remain in very good plus
condition showing some scattered light scuffs and handling marks.
There is an IO, Inc importer marking on the left side slide and the action
seems to function well mechanically. Included is an original Polish brown
leather holster in near excellent condition, cleaning rod and one
matching magazine with finger extension. (59673-1) {C&R} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300

2509

Thompson Center Hawken Percussion Rifle
serial #109142 .50 cal., 28" octagon barrel with an about very good
bore with evident rifling and scattered oxidation throughout. The barrel,
rear tang and triggers retain 97-98% original blue lightly thinning to
brown with sparsely scattered light oxidation, more moderate on the
nipple bolster. The case-hardened lock retains nearly all its bright colors
with some light oxidation inside the hammer shroud. The walnut stock
remains in very good with light handling marks. The brass hardware has
a tarnished patina with some very light verdigris along the edges. The
original sights remain in place, the bolster screw shows moderate slot
damage and a replacement aluminum ramrod is in place. (59532-11)
{ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Lyman Great Plains Hunter Percussion Rifle
serial #278248 .50 cal., 32" octagon barrel with a very good bore with
strong rifling and scattered light oxidation which may clean to excellent.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with some very light
oxidation along the edges, the breech, rear tang and buttplate have
toned plum. The color case-hardened lock retains 98% original deep
blue gray finish muting to brown along the edges. The European walnut
stock with raised cheekpiece remains excellent with only a couple minor
blemishes and a lovely oil finish. The original sights are in place along
with a brass tipped composite ramrod. (59532-4) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Winchester Model 37 Single Barrel Shotgun
16 ga., 28" plain barrel choked a loose full with an excellent bright bore.
The barrel retains about 85% original blue with scattered light oxidation,
the loss due to a large area of gray metal along the right side of the
barrel where it came in contact with some type of contaminate and light
frame contact wear on the left side of the barrel. The frame retains
90-92% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown with scattered light
oxidation and light wear along the edges. The plain straight grip walnut
buttstock and forend remain in very good condition with scattered light
handling marks and some thin spots of dark staining along the comb.
Shotgun is equipped with a silver bead front sight and lockup remains
tight. (59601-8) {C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Browning Auto-5 Light Twelve Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #5G22024, 12 ga., 29 1/2" ventilated rib barrel with a very good
bore. The metal surfaces retain 75% original blue toning to a gray and
brown patina with scattered fine oxidation, light carry marks and wear
along the edges. The checkered round knob walnut buttstock and forend
remain in good to very good condition with scattered handling marks
and spots of flaking. There are thin glue repaired cracks on both sides of
the forearm at the frame and the buttstock has been fitted with a slightly
oversized Pachmayr White Line ventilated rubber recoil pad and spacer
providing a 14 1/2" length of pull. (59400-10) {C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Yamamoto Firearms Auto-Pointer Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #Y41812, 12 ga, 30" ventilated rib barrel choked improved
modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces on this SSG
imported firearm retain about 85% original blue toning to brown and gray
with some scattered light oxidation with light carry marks, loss due to
muzzle and edge wear primarily at the gripping points. The checkered
pistolgrip walnut buttstock and forearm remain in good to about very
good condition with scattered light handling marks, flaking original finish
and a thin 2" crack in the rear right side of the forearm. The buttstock
has been fitted with an oversized Pachmayr White Line ventilated rubber
recoil pad providing a 14 3/4" length of pull. (59400-75) {MODERN}
(150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Mossberg Model 377 Plinkster Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #M43935, 22 LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 98% original blue with scattered fine oxidation.
The wood grain synthetic thumbhole stock with roll over cheekpiece and
checkered forend remain with some scattered light marks and wear
along the edges. Mounted atop the grooved receiver is a Tasco 4x20
wide angle scope with duplex reticle and clear optics on a solid platform
base. (59544-61) {MODERN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Browning BL-22 Lever Action Rifle
serial #72B77999, 22 LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with scattered light
oxidation, light flaking on the barrel bands and a patch of light scuffing
and pitting atop the barrel behind the front band. The plain straight grip
walnut buttstock and forend rates very good plus in very good condition
with a few modest shallow dents and streaks of flaking primarily along
the left heel. (59544-87) {MODERN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
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Stevens Model 58B Bolt Action Shotgun
.410 bore, 24" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 80% evenly thinning original blue toning to brown with scattered
light oxidation and a few modest spots here and there. The plain
pistolgrip walnut stock remains very good plus showing evidence of
being cleaned with a light oil finish leaving the wood a bit shy of the
grooved hard rubber buttplate. Included is a detachable box magazine
showing scattered moderate oxidation. (59562-4) {C&R} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
J.C. Higgins Model 103.229 Bolt Action Rifle
22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel and magazine
tube are a mottled gray and brown patina with strong amounts of original
blue along the protected interior edges while the frame is an even
balance of brown and original blue with scattered light oxidation. The
plain pistolgrip walnut stock remains about very good having been
cleaned with dried runs of applied finish at the wrist and the wood quite
shy of the grooved hard rubber buttplate. (59595-5) {C&R} (25/75)
Est. 25 - 75
Mossberg Model 151 M-B Semi-Auto Rifle
22 LR, 20" barrel with a very good bright bore showing a few spots of
light oxidation. The metal surfaces are an overall brown patina with
scattered light oxidation and perhaps 30% original blue remaining.
There is a rectangular area of gray wear on the left rear side of the
frame where an aperture sight was once present. The plain pistolgrip
walnut stock remains in very good condition with a small 3/8" triangular
dent in the left side of the wrist along with other scattered light handling
marks. The front and rear sights have been removed and there is an
additional drilled and tapped hole in the underside of the barrel about 2
1/2" from the muzzle. Mounted atop the grooved receiver is a Weaver J4
scope equipped with a crosshair reticle and good optics in need of a
cleaning. (59595-6) {C&R} (25/75)
Est. 25 - 75
Rare Roper Cylindrical Cloverleaf Shotgun
12 ga., 28 1/2" barrel choked modified with an about good bore with
areas of minor pitting and oxidation throughout. The metal surfaces on
this solid frame example are overall a mottled brown with areas of gray
and some minor to more moderate spots of oxidation with pitting
showing. The top tang plate has the “S.H. ROPER” name still mostly
visible and the frame is factory engraved with loose foliate patterns and
some geometric border designs. The lower tang is missing its tail portion
which corresponds with the break at the wrist of the buttstock which has
a some small cracks and a brass screw repair near the frame. Only a
small portion of the wrist remains, the remainder of the buttstock is sadly
missing. The forearm remains intact with its horn tip and is comprised of
dark stained walnut that has lots of heavy burl and some light dings and
handling marks and has a small gap where it meets the frame. The
cocking mechanism appears to function correctly allowing the cloverleaf
cylinder to be turned manually. It is released by the rear trigger which
also appears to function correctly. Flayderman reports that only about
25 of these unique shotguns were ever produced, most were never
marked or numbered. Despite its state of condition, this is a rare
opportunity to own such a rare and unique, early American shotgun.
(4B9438-463) {ANTIQUE} (2000/4000)
Est. 2,000 - 4,000
British Underlever Double Hammer Gun By Joseph Tonks
serial #H8436, 10 ga., 28” laminated steel barrels with about very good
bores that have some scattered light to minor pits throughout, the right
tube has a very slight pinpoint bulge about 5” from the muzzle. The
concave rib is equipped with dual ivory beads and is neatly engraved “J.
Tonks, Maker. Boston.”. Overall the metal surfaces are mostly mottled
brown with areas of gray, light surface oxidation and some light pitting
scattered throughout, there is some damascus pattern still visible along
the barrels. The lockplates are nicely engraved “J. Tonks. Boston,” and
have foliate and geometric patterns along the borders, the water table
and undersides of the barrels are marked with British proofs. Likely this
was brought here in-the-white and finished by Tonks. The robust walnut
buttstock features a checkered straight grip with a steel buttplate and a
14” length of pull to the forward trigger. The splinter style forend is
mostly checkered and has a repair at the tip with a replacement
contrasting wood inlay installed, there is a 2” sliver missing from the
upper right rear edge. The wood otherwise rates very good and has
some light to minor dings and some fantastic figure to the grain. The
locks appear to function correctly, the barrels are slightly off-face and
have a small amount of lateral play. This is a very well-made
Boston-retailed antique underlever shotgun that would be a fine addition
over the mantel. (4A9438-425) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

2521

Lyman Great Plains Hunter Flintlock Rifle
serial #A537215, .50 Caliber, 33” octagon barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue that has just a few
light handling marks. The lock and hammer retain nearly all of their
original smoky gray case color. The Hawken style satin walnut stock
rates excellent and has a few very light handling marks as well. The
original blade front sight and buckhorn rear sight remain intact, and
included is the original brass tipped wood ramrod. The lock appears to
function correctly and this robust primitive style rifle remains in excellent
condition. (4A9574-79) {ANTIQUE} [James Traynor Collection]
(450/650)
Est. 450 - 650
Lyman Great Plains Percussion Rifle
serial #271877 .54 Caliber, 33” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95% original brown that is mixing with areas of
light surface oxidation and light pitting. The oil finished walnut stock
rates excellent and features a German silver forend cap and
escutcheons. The wood has a few light handling marks and some areas
of light oil staining. The original silver blade front sight and buckhorn rear
sight remain intact, a brass tipped wood ramrod in included. The lock
appears to function correctly and overall this is a near excellent example
of these classic percussion rifles. (4A9574-74) {ANTIQUE} [James
Traynor Collection] (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Stag Arms Model 1 Stag-15 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #150329 5.56 NATO, 16” M4 style stepped barrel with a 1:9” rate
of twist, compensator, and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 99% original parkerized finish that has some light handling marks
throughout. Carbine is equipped with a round carbine style black Zytel
handguard, a standard pistolgrip and has a fixed “collapsible” buttstock,
all of which rate excellent. Features include an A2 style front sight, A3
flattop upper receiver with carry handle and adjustable rear sight, a
brass deflector and forward assist and an accessory swivel mounted at
a 90 degree angle under the front sight. There is no bayonet lug but a
single 30 round magazine is included. An overall excellent example of
these quality AR-15 platform carbines. (4A9598-6) {MODERN}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Franchi Falconet Field Over-Under Shotgun
serial #4037534 12 ga., 24 1/2" barrels choked improved cylinder and
modified with bright, excellent bores. The metal surfaces retain about
99% of Franchi’s blue and black enamel finishes that have some light
handling marks throughout. The lower sides of the barrels, the frame
cavity and some of the smaller parts are hand marked with a number,
apparently a previous owner’s social security number, but are not visible
when the gun is assembled. The receiver is factory engraved with
upland bird game scenes and foliate patterns. The checkered walnut
stocks rate near excellent and have light to minor handling marks and
small impact marks throughout. The buttstock features a 14 1/4" length
of pull. Features include a single trigger, ejectors, an automatic safety
with barrel selector and a single silver bead front sight. This upland field
gun was imported by Stoeger and is in near excellent condition.
(4A9601-1) {MODERN} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Lyman London Armoury Enfield Percussion Artillery Carbine
serial #2684 .58 Caliber, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel
and bands retain about 98-99% original blue and enamel finish and
have some light handling marks and edge wear. The hammer retains
most of its vibrant blue case color, the lock is marked “LONDON
ARMOURY Co.” and retains about 75-80% of the original case colors,
the balance is a mottled gray. The brass furniture rates excellent and
has a medium ochre patina. The carbine length walnut stock rates
excellent and has a few light handling marks and some small areas of
finish loss. The carbine is equipped with a recently soldered blade front
sight, and has a carbine Enfield style rear sight. The original blued steel
ramrod is included. An overall terrific example of these Italian made
reproduction Enfield Artillery carbines that is “DGG” marked and date
coded “AC” for 1977. (4A9651-4) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
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Winchester Model 12 Trap Slide Action Shotgun
serial #1452017 12 ga., 30” ventilated rib barrel that is choked full and
has a very good bore that is mostly bright but has a ring and slight bulge
about 9” from the chamber end. The metal surfaces on this 1952-vintage
sporting shotgun retain about 90% original blue that is flaking and toning
to brown and has areas of light handling and edge wear throughout.
There are larger areas of loss visible on the lower left edge of the
receiver and on some of the working surfaces. The deluxe grade
checkered walnut stocks rate near excellent and have a few light
handling marks and small dings and a small amount of finish loss to both
the forearm and buttstock. The pistolgrip buttstock has a custom
diamond-shaped gripcap and has a Winchester ventilated pad. The pad
is not properly fit and is currently sitting loose, the length of pull is about
13 1/2". The rib is equipped with dual bead sights. (4A9645-54) {C&R}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Custom British Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #12951 12 ga., 26 1/2" modern barrels installed by Ed Lander
that are choked improved cylinder and improved modified and have
excellent bores. The rib is marked “Barrels Fitted By John Dickson &
Son, Edinburgh.” and shows a solder repair were it was re-attached to
the monobloc post tube replacement. The barrels retain about 95% of
the post-customization blue that is evenly flaking to brown and has a few
small handling marks and some light surface oxidation and staining
scattered throughout. The remaining metal surfaces are overall a
mottled gray with light oxidation staining blending throughout. The
frame, triggerguard, top lever and forearm iron have all been neatly
engraved with tight foliate patterns, the screws have some light slot
damage. The checkered walnut stocks rate good and have some very
nice figure to both the splinter forearm and the straight grip buttstock.
The wood shows evidence of being cleaned leaving most of the
checkering faint and the metal edges proud of the wood. The buttstock
features a very narrow wrist and has some minor to moderate impact
and handling marks, most of which have been smoothed over. The butt
is fitted with what appears to be the original horn buttplate which
measures about 1/2” thick providing a 14 3/4" length of pull to the
forward trigger and drops at 1 3/8” and 1 3/4". The water table and
underside of the monobloc have “(crown)/V”, “(crown)/BV” proofs, the
monobloc additionally has “(crown)/BP” and nitro proofs. The underside
of the monobloc is also marked “Sleeved Barrels By E. A. Lander Arms
& Co. Alexandria, NH / 12 Ga. 2 3/4" Nitro Proof Tested”. Originally a 2
1/2” chamber, the new barrel tubes were installed onto the original bloc
and the chambers were lengthened to accommodate modern shells.
The action lock-up is tight, the top lever comes to rest left of center. This
is a very nice early 1900’s vintage arm that has had practical modern
updates and could possibly make a decent field gun with lighter field
loads. (4A9438-390) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Unmarked Belgian Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #2182 16 ga., 26 3/4" barrels that are choked improved modified
and have near excellent bores that are mostly bright but have some
areas of light staining and possible light oxidation at the muzzles. The
barrels retain about 90% of their original blue that is mixing with areas of
light surface oxidation and some light pitting along with some handling
wear and light handling marks throughout. There are some minor tool
marks and abrasions on the right side which run along the right barrel
tube and corresponding corners of the frame and forearm iron. The
frame is mostly a mottled gray with areas of light brown patina and
oxidation staining but does retain some small areas of original case
color. The remaining metal parts retain some of their original blue which
is fading to gray, the long tang triggerguard has had several small
non-uniform holes tapped along its bow. The checkered walnut stocks
rate very good. The splinter forearm has some small ding and minor
flattening to some of the checkered points. The straightgrip buttstock
has some more moderate dings and abrasions along with some light
flattening to some of its checkered points as well. The stock has an
about 14 1/8” length of pull from the nicely fitted Pachmayr White Line
vented recoil pad to the forward trigger and has drops of 1 1/4" and 1
1/2". The action appears to function correctly, the ejectors are robust
and lock-up is tight. Features include European style sling swivels and a
single brass bead sight. A really nice smaller framed sporting double
that would make a great upland bird gun. (4A9438-392) {MODERN}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

2529

A.H. Fox Sterlingworth Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #62304 12 ga., 28” barrels choked improved cylinder and
modified with very good bores. The left tube has some light freckling and
pitting throughout and a very small dent 5 1/2" from the muzzle, the right
tube is brighter and has several small dings and dents throughout. The
barrels retain about 97-98% original blue that is flaking to brown and has
light handling marks throughout. The frame and its parts are mostly a
mottled gray, there is a small amount of case color visible in the
protected areas and on the water table. The checkered walnut stocks
rate very good and have light finish added over light dings and other
handling marks. The pistolgrip buttstock has a few tiny hairline cracks
and a large chip at the toe that has been cleaned up and finished over.
The hard rubber buttplate has been formed to match. The action locks
up tight and the lever comes to rest at center. An overall very good
example that could still make a decent field gun after its barrel issues
have been attended to. (4A9607-21) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
A.H. Fox Sterlingworth Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #73371 12 ga., 26" barrels that are choked modified and
improved modified and appear to be later Savage replacements with
excellent bores. The barrels have what appears to be their original blue
which has toned to a rich plum hue and have some light handling marks
and specks of light oxidation scattered throughout. The barrels are
factory stamped with the Philadelphia address in a modern block font
and are numbered to the frame. The action and remaining metal parts
have been blued, with much of the later applied finish remaining and the
balance being a mottled brown. The checkered walnut stocks have been
sanded and poorly refinished and have several light dings and other
more minor handling marks. The pistolgrip buttstock has several cracks
and some repairs through the wrist area, including a pin through flats
below the top lever. The stock has a 14 1/8" length of pull from the hard
rubber buttplate to the forward trigger. Despite is cosmetic appearance
the action’s lock-up is tight and the lever comes to rest to the right of
center. The rib is equipped with a set of dual ivory bead sights and this
would still likely make a decent rainy day double. (4A9438-312)
{MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
J.C. Higgins Model 100 Boxlock Double Ejectorgun By AYA
serial #77883 16 ga., 28” barrels with beveled muzzles that are marked
“Full” and “Mod” but are choked a tight full and have excellent bores.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue that is flaking to
brown and has areas of scattered light oxidation and some light handling
and tool or impact marks throughout. A few of the screws have minor
slot damage. The barrels are marked with AYA address, and both the
J.C. Higgins and Sears model “590.02” markings. The belly of the frame
bears the “(lion)/AYA” factory logo. The checkered hardwood stocks
have some light dings and other handling marks along with some areas
of light flaking to the original finish. The wide beavertail forearm rates
about very good and has 1 1/2" sliver missing from its upper left rear
edge and some light flattening to the checkered points. The pistolgrip
buttstock rates very good and features a hard rubber AYA gripcap and a
Pachmayr vented recoil pad that sits proud to the edges of the wood.
The stock features a 12 7/8” length of pull to the single trigger and a
single silver bead front sight. A very nice Spanish-made sporting double
that has lots of potential. (4A9438-291) {C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
P. Faverzani Sidelock Double Ejectorgun
serial #1014 12 ga., 26 7/8” Siemens Martin steel barrels that are
choked full and have good bores that are mostly bright but have a small
amount of light pitting at the muzzles and a set of bilateral rings with
bulges that are about 1 1/2" from the muzzles. The barrels, top lever,
triggerguard and forearm iron all retain about 90% original blue that has
light handling marks and wear, with areas which are fading to gray and
mixing with specks of light surface oxidation and light pitting. The frame
and adjoining metal parts are factory engraved with foliate and ribbon
designs and have nearly full coverage. The checkered walnut stocks
rate about very good and have some light dings and handling marks and
a few small cracks. The splinter forearm has a nicely fitted engraved
steel inlay at the tip, the straightgrip buttstock has small bilateral cracks
forming at the rear of the lock plates and is some moderate dings and
impressions that are more visible on the right side. The stock has a 14
1/8” length of pull from the vented recoil pad. The locks appear to
function correctly, the right side ejector appears weaker than the left.
The action is tight and there is no lateral play. This is a seemingly high
grade Italian double that with the correct restoration from a qualified
gunsmith could make a decent field gun. (4A9438-349) {MODERN}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
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Charles Boswell Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #16854 12 ga., 30” barrels with bright bores that have been cut
and crimped about 9” from the breech. The barrels retain about 90%
original blue that is toning to brown and has areas of light handling
marks and light oxidation throughout. The rib is marked “Charles
Boswell Maker 126 Strand London, W.C.” and the barrels are numbered
to the frame and have British proofs. The bead sight is no longer
present. The frame, triggerguard, top lever and forearm iron are nicely
engraved with light foliate patterns and are overall a mottled gray and
brown, there are some trace case colors still visible in the protected
areas. The checkered English walnut stocks rate very good and have
several light dings and handling marks and a few larger impact marks.
The splinter forearm is stamped with a series of small numbers at its
base. The straight grip buttstock has a blank silver oval along the toe
line and a period horn buttplate which has some light chipping and
flaking around its edges. The action locks up tight, the lever does not
return on its own and will likely need some mechanical attention. This
was once a very fine English made double that would have been a
pleasure to carry afield. Perhaps in the hands of a master gunsmith it
could be made usable once again. (4A9438-314) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Winchester Model 94 Centennial ‘66 Lever Action Rifle
serial #3558 30-30, 26” octagon barrel with a bright, excellent likely
unfired bore. The barrel, magazine tube, bolt, lever, loading gate, saddle
ring, hammer and trigger all retain about 99% plus original blue that has
no visible signs of wear. The brass plated receiver, forend cap and
buttplate rate excellent, the buttplate has some light tarnish around the
edges. The smooth walnut stocks rate excellent. The rifle is sighted with
a steel blade front sight and adjustable sporting rear. The original box
with picture sleeve is included. The box is numbered to the rifle, the
sleeve has tattered edges and is missing small portions on the ends. In
the box are the original papers and documents. An excellent example of
these 1966 commemorative rifles. (4A9493-4) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Winchester Model 1912 “Trap” Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #177835 12 ga., 27 3/4” solid rib barrel choked full and has an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80-85% original blue
that is fading and spotting to gray and mixing with areas of light surface
oxidation and staining. Additionally there are some light handling and
tool marks present, the markings are mostly crisp and the barrel collar is
numbered to the receiver. The grooved walnut, semi-beavertail forearm
rates excellent. The buttstock has been replaced with a later, probably
1950’s vintage, factory checkered walnut pistolgrip stock that features a
steel grip cap, a raised comb and a factory vented recoil pad, and has a
length of pull of about 14 3/8”. The buttstock features some very nice
figure and has a few small handling marks and some light to minor
flaking to the original finish around most of the edges and some crazing
around the wrist. The rib is equipped with a hi-viz front bead and has an
ivory mid-rib bead installed. The action appears to function correctly and
overall this is a very good condition field shotgun that has some period
target upgrades. (4A9383-26) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Winchester Model 12 Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #794162 12 ga., 28 3/4" plain barrel with adjustable Poly Choke
and a very good bore that has some light freckling and possible light
oxidation toward the chamber area. The metal surfaces retain about
90% original blue that is flaking to brown and lightly fading to gray that
shows the most loss along the bearing and working surfaces. There are
areas of light surface oxidation with fine pitting scattered throughout.
The walnut stocks rate about very good and have some light dings and
other handling marks along with some scratches and light abrasions and
some light flaking to the varnish. The buttstock has a very small crack
forming at the lover tang and the butt is fitted with a correct checkered
hard rubber buttplate. The action appears to function correctly and the
barrel collar is numbered to the receiver. A very good and versatile field
gun. (4A9383-9) {C&R} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450

2537

Ithaca Model 37S Skeet Slide Action Shotgun
serial #12518 16 ga., 23 1/2" ventilated rib barrel with a Lyman Cutts
compensator with choke installed and having an overall length of 29”
and a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 80%
original blue that is lightly flaking to brown with the receiver, magazine
tube and related parts all having a factory high polish. There is minor
handling wear along the bearing surfaces with areas of light surface
oxidation scattered throughout. The deluxe grade checkered walnut
stocks rate near excellent and have some light handling marks and
small dings. This example has the correct oversized forearm and
pistolgrip buttstock with a factory vented recoil pad. Shotgun is equipped
with a set of dual ivory bead sights and included is an extended full
choke. A near excellent example overall that was made in 1939 and
would make a great sporting or field shotgun. (4A9383-14) {C&R}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Remington Model 11-48 Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #4004841 28 ga., 25” plain barrel that is choked full and has an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this 1952-vintage sporting arm
retain about 95-97% original blue that is evenly toning to brown and has
light edge wear and areas of light surface oxidation with some fine
pitting scattered throughout. The checkered walnut stocks rate near
excellent and have some light dings and other handling marks including
some minor scratches and flaking to the original finish. The butt has the
correct hard rubber buttplate and flying duck gripcap. The barrel is
equipped with a single silver bead sight, there is a Williams rear
adjustable sight mounted to the left side of the receiver. The action
appears to function correctly and overall this is a very nice example of
these small bore field guns. (4A9433-4) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Parker VH Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #173372 12 ga., 30” Vulcan steel barrels that are choked
modified and full and have near excellent bores which are mostly bright
with a few specks of light oxidation scattered throughout. The barrels
retain about 95% original blue that is flaking to brown and blending with
areas of scattered light oxidation throughout. The No. 2 size frame and
its associated parts are a mottled gray and brown and have some
scattered light oxidation as well. There is a very small amount of factory
case color still visible in the protected areas. The checkered walnut
stocks rate near excellent and have light dings and handling marks
throughout. Much of the original varnish has faded and the pistolgrip
buttstock has evidence of drying along the toe line. The original hard
rubber gripcap and buttplate remain intact, the buttplate is cracked with
a 2 1/2" portion missing along its right side. The stock has a 14 1/4"
length of pull to the forward trigger and with drops of 1 3/8” and 2 1/2".
The actions locks up tight and the lever comes to rest just right of
center. A pretty solid Parker shotgun that could still be a handy field gun.
(4A9630-1) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Ithaca Flues Field Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #234983 16 ga., 26” barrels choked cylinder and a light modified
and have very good bores that are mostly bright with a few areas of light
oxidation present. The left tube has three minor dings which could
possibly be an easy fix for a competent gunsmith. The barrels and
smaller parts including the top lever and triggerguard retain about 80%
original blue that is flaking to brown and are mixing with areas of light
oxidation and light pitting. The frame retains some of the original factory
case color which is mostly visible along the sides, the balance is a
mottled gray with some light staining and has small specks of light
oxidation scattered throughout as well. The checkered walnut splinter
forearm and pistolgrip buttstock rate very good and have the usual
assortment of small dings and other light handling marks. The butt has a
correct hard rubber buttplate that is a little faded and has some small
chips around the edges. The action locks up tight and the lever comes
to rest to the right of center. Overall this is an about very good
1912-vintage Flues double that points nicely and with a small amount of
TLC would make a terrific field gun. (4A9383-19) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
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Alpine M1 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #8768 30 Carbine, 18” unmarked barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% of a commercial blue finish that
has light edge and handling wear along the bearing surfaces and some
areas of light surface oxidation and fine pitting scattered throughout. The
military style walnut stock rates about very good and has some light
dings and handling marks and areas of moderate flaking to the varnish
throughout, a few small cracks are located on the right side by the rear
of the receiver. The stock has been modified for use on the left side for a
possible mount and a rear aperture sight and features a plain steel
buttplate. The handguard is blued steel and rates excellent. The original
front sight remains intact, the military style rear sight has been removed
and a Williams rear aperture sight has been installed on the left side of
the receiver. Additionally the left front side of the receiver has been
tapped with a single screw hole. The carbine is equipped with a type III
style barrel band with bayonet lug that is marked “EM-Q” and the trigger
group is GI Rock-Ola production. The bolt hold-open pin is not
functioning and may need attention. Alpine was known for using many
GI parts when building these post-war commercial carbines, this
example is no exception. A single “M2” marked 30-round magazine in
included and carbine is in about very good condition overall. (4A9497-4)
{C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
U.S. Springfield Model 1888 Trapdoor Rifle
serial #514589 45-70, 32” barrel that has been plugged. The metal
surfaces are mostly mottled brown and have some minor tool marks and
oxidation throughout. The military walnut stock rates about good and
has a few small cracks and several light to moderate dings, chips and
other handling marks throughout. The right side of the butt has what
appears to be a faint rack marking “I / 5 / 47” and the inspector’s
cartouche on the left is still mostly visible. The rifle’s standard front and
Buffington rear sight remain intact. There are screws missing from the
upper tang and the lock, the ramrod bayonet style cleaning rod is also
missing. The action appears to function and this antique would make a
decent display item or drill rifle for marching. (4A9383-13) {ANTIQUE}
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Custom Thompson/Center Encore Pro Hunter Break Action Rifle
serial #582647 6.5x57R, 24” ported SSK barrel with an excellent bore.
The satin stainless steel metal surfaces rate excellent and have a few
light handling marks. The black composite stocks feature the gray
Flextech rubber inserts and rate excellent. The butt is fitted with a
LimbSaver recoil pad. There are no sights but an SSK picatinny style
base is mounted to the rear of the barrel. Included are three alloy 1”
scope rings. An excellent example with a top of the line custom barrel.
(4A9543-55) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Thompson/Center Custom Shop Encore Single Shot Rifle
serial #54375 .50 caliber, 26” QLA barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% of a matte blue finish that has just a
few light handling marks scattered throughout. The top of the barrel is
marked with the T/C Custom Shop logo. The checkered black composite
stocks rate excellent. The rifle is equipped with the factory red and
green fiber optic sights and mounted to the rear of the barrel is a
Weaver scope base. The original ramrod is included. An excellent
example overall of these 209x50 Magnum muzzleloading rifles, that can
easily accommodate a variety of other centerfire barrels and
accessories. (4A9532-1) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Thompson/Center Encore Pro Hunter Break Action Rifle
serial #MAD3247, Frame Only. This stainless steel Pro Hunter frame
rates excellent and is eagerly awaiting your selection of available barrels
in the caliber of your choosing. The frame is equipped with the black
composite Flextech stock and forearm which rate excellent and feature
the gray rubber inserts and recoil reducing LimbSaver recoil pad. The
original box, manual and lock are included. This arm is as-new-in-box,
dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a very small rack or
handling mark only. (4A9319-921) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Thompson/Center Encore Pro Hunter Break Action Rifle
serial #MAD8511, Frame Only. This stainless steel Pro Hunter series
frame rates excellent and can be used with your choice of barrels and
caliber options. The frame is equipped with the composite Flextech
stock and forearm that have the Realtree Hardwood camo pattern finish.
The stocks rate excellent as well and feature the black rubber factory
inserts. Also included are the original box, lock and manual. This arm is
as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a very
small rack or handling mark only. (4A9319-924) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

2547

Smith & Wesson M&P-15 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #SP18634, 22 LR, 16” CMMG WASP barrel with a 1:16” rate of
twist and an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95%
original anodized finish that has some light handling wear and minor
dings. The flattop 22 LR conversion upper features a round black plastic
handguard, A2 front sight, flash hider and bayonet lug. The lower is
equipped with a standard pistolgrip and has a black MagPul CTR
5-position collapsible buttstock. There is no magazine but the carbine
does include a loose fitting detachable carry handle. This could be a fun
and economical plinker as-is or could be converted back to 5.56/223 or
other compatible caliber with a new upper receiver assembly.
(4A9319-740) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Henry Octagon Frontier Model Lever Action Rifle
serial #T77703H, 22 LR, 20” octagon barrel with an excellent bore. This
arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have a
very small rack or handling mark only. The rifle features a blued finish
and has smooth walnut stocks with a hard rubber buttplate. The original
brass bead front sight and Marbles buckhorn rear sight remain intact
and the receiver is grooved for mounts. The original box with manual,
paper wrap and hangtags are included. (4A9319-171) {MODERN}
(300/400)
Est. 300 - 400
Remington Model 7400 175th Anniversary Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #B8091802, 30-06, 23” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue that has some light
edge wear along the bearing surfaces and a few light tool marks near
the muzzle. The left side of the receiver bears the factory 175th
anniversary logo featuring foliate banner patterns and a federal eagle in
center. The checkered walnut stocks feature a high-gloss finish and
have some light dings and other light handling marks. The forearm rates
good and has a large 6” crack running up its middle from the base, the
pistolgrip buttstock rates near excellent has some minor flaking to the
finish around the gripcap. The original sights remain intact and mounted
to the receiver via a set of Kwik-Site see-thru mounts is a Bushnell
Sportview 3-9X riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has
excellent optics. The original box, missing the Styrofoam insert, is
included along with the manual, two magazines and a set of lens covers.
Only 5000 of this special anniversary model were produced in 1991.
(4A9506-4) {MODERN} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Kel-Tec Sub-2000 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #FS183, 9mm, 16 1/4" treaded barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% of their original blue and have just a
few light handling marks. The black composite frame, grip and stock
components rate excellent. This model accepts the Glock series 19 and
similar magazines and a single MagPul PMAG 15 GL9 magazine is
included. An excellent to as-new example of these adaptable, folding
carbines. (4A9543-1) {MODERN} [Phil Buker Collection] (250/350)
Est. 250 - 350
Charles Daly “Auto-Pointer” Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #Y37313, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel that is choked a tight
modified and has a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces rate
like-new and have no visible signs of wear. The receiver features the
factory foliate pattern engraving that appears on either side. The
checkered walnut stocks rate excellent to as-new as well. The rib is
equipped with a single brass bead front sight. The original box is
included. An as-new-in-box example of these Browning-style
Japanese-made shotguns. (4A9400-130) {MODERN} (250/350)
Est. 250 - 350
Winchester Model 1897 Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #858180 12 ga., 30” plain barrel that is choked full and has an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 60-70% original blue
that is evenly fading to gray and has silvering along the edges and
bearing surfaces and some light tool and handling marks throughout.
The lettering and markings remain mostly crisp and the barrel collar is
matching to the receiver. The grooved walnut forearm and the pistolgrip
buttstock rate near excellent and has some light handling marks and
some minor to more moderate flaking to the original varnish. The
buttstock has a vented recoil pad which is not marked and is not
properly fitted to the wood. There is a single bead sight at the muzzle
and the action appears to function correctly. A very good 1930 example
overall that would function just as well in the field as at the cowboy
action range. (4A9383-34) {C&R} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
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Winchester Model 1897 Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #790650 12 ga., 30” plain barrel that is choked full and has an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces are overall mostly a mottled gray,
there are small areas of original blue which is mostly flaking to brown.
Additionally there are some light handling and impact marks scattered
throughout as well. The markings remain crisp and both the barrel collar
and receiver are numbered alike. The walnut stocks rate very good. The
grooved forearm has moderate flaking to the original varnish and some
light dings. The pistolgrip buttstock has been checkered on the wrist and
has added finish. The buttstock also has a repaired chip at the top of the
wrist and has several light dings and other minor handling marks. A red
Horseshoe Brand vented recoil pad with leather spacer has been added
to the butt, but sits loose. There is a single brass bead sight mounted at
the muzzle and the action appears to function correctly. A good
candidate for use in the field or at the cowboy action range. (4A9383-33)
{C&R} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Winchester Model 1897 Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #754720 12 ga., 32” plain barrel choked modified with an
excellent bore. The barrel and collar retain about 90% original blue that
is flaking to brown, the collar is numbered to the receiver. The remainder
of the metal surfaces are overall a mottled gray and brown. There are
areas of light surface oxidation along with some light pitting, tool marks
and handling marks throughout. There are two small holes tapped on
the left side of the receiver, near the hammer, possibly for a sight or
other accessory. The walnut stocks rate good to about very good and
have the usual dings and other small handling marks. The grooved
forearm has moderate to heavy flaking to the original varnish, the
buttstock has some light flaking and a few small cracks that run through
the wrist area. The buttstock is fitted with the original hard rubber
checkered buttplate. A single silver bead sight is mounted at the muzzle
and the action appears to function correctly. A very good example
overall that would make a fine upland or cowboy action shotgun.
(4A9383-6) {C&R} (250/350)
Est. 250 - 350
Winchester Model 1897 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #481232 12 ga., 30” plain barrel that is marked “Full” but is
choked cylinder and has a fair, pitted bore. The metal surfaces of this
solid-frame 12 bore are overall a mottled brown with areas of gray and
have light oxidation and pitting throughout. The markings on the barrel
and receiver are all mostly crisp and very legible. The walnut stocks rate
about very good and have several light dings and scratches throughout.
The butt is fitted with what appears to be an original hard rubber
checkered buttplate. There is a single bead sight at the muzzle. The
action appears to function correctly and overall this 1910-made shotgun
would likely make a decent cowboy action shotgun. (4A9383-4) {C&R}
(150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Winchester Model 1897 Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #414676 12 ga., 20” shortened barrel that is marked full but
choked cylinder with a bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 85% original blue that has areas of minor wear, some light to
perhaps moderate scattered oxidation throughout along with some
minor flaking on the receiver. The grooved walnut forend and pistolgrip
buttstock rate near excellent and have some light dings and other
handling marks. The buttstock has an original hard rubber buttplate and
a small chip at the toe. There is no front sight bead installed but the
barrel collar is numbered to the receiver and the action appears to
function correctly. Overall this would make a great candidate for the
cowboy action range. (4A9383-15) {C&R} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Winchester Model 1897 Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #984801 12 ga., 30” plain barrel that is choked full and has a very
good bore that is mostly bright with some light frosting toward the
chamber. The metal surfaces retain about 60-70% original blue, the
majority of the loss due to areas of moderate to heavy pitting with
oxidation scattered throughout. The grooved semi-beavertail forearm
rates excellent. The pistolgrip buttstock rates very good and has finish
added, the wrist has been amateurishly hand checkered and shows
many blemishes. The walnut stocks have some light dings and other
handling marks, the butt has the correct hard rubber checkered
buttplate. There is a single bead sight at the muzzle, the barrel collar is
numbered to the receiver and the action appears to function correctly.
Despite its cosmetic appearance this could still be a decent field gun or
addition to the cowboy action range. (4A9383-7) {C&R} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250

2558

Winchester Model 1897 Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #965771 12 ga., 30” plain barrel that is marked modified but
choked cylinder and has a bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 70-80% fading original blue which is flaking to brown and
mixing with areas of gray and some light handling marks. The balance is
a mottled gray with brown patina. The walnut stocks rate near excellent
and have some light dings and other light handling marks throughout.
The forearm is grooved and the pistolgrip buttstock has a correct hard
rubber buttplate. The barrel is equipped with a single bead sight, the
barrel collar is numbered to the receiver and the action appears to
function correctly. Overall this 1940’s vintage sporting shotgun is in very
good overall condition and would make either a fine field gun or cowboy
action long arm. (4A9383-24) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Winchester Model 1897 Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #631222 12 ga., 30” plain barrel that is choked full and has an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 75-80% original blue
that is fading to gray and has wear along the high edges and other
bearing surfaces. Additionally there are some light handling and tool
marks and some light surface oxidation scattered throughout. The
walnut stocks rate about very good, the buttstock appears to have a
dark oil added finish. There are some light dings and other handling
marks to the buttstock and grooved forearm, the butt has a correct hard
rubber buttplate. The barrel is equipped with a single bead front sight
and the action appears to function correctly. The barrel collar is
numbered to the receiver but the take-down will need some mechanical
attention to operate correctly and smoothly. Overall this is a very good
condition example and would make a decent field gun or addition to your
cowboy action ensemble. (4A9383-23) {C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Marlin Model 120 Magnum Slide Action Shotgun
serial #A11516, 12 ga., 28” ventilated rib barrel that is choked modified
and has an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98%
original blue that has some light handling marks and a few specks of
light surface oxidation and some light staining scattered throughout. The
checkered walnut stocks rate near excellent and have a few light dings
and handling marks. The pistolgrip buttstock has a capped grip and solid
factory recoil pad, the Marlin “bullseye” is missing from the toe-line. The
rib is equipped with a set of brass dual bead sights and the action
appears to function correctly. Capable of handling the more robust 3”
loads this magnum series shotgun would make an excellent choice for
upland or waterfowl birds. (4A9433-2) {MODERN} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight Slide Action Shotgun
serial #632350 12 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98% original blue
that has some light handling marks and some light wear along the
bearing and operating surfaces. The walnut finger groove forearm and
checkered pistolgrip buttstock rate near excellent and have some light
dings, the buttstock has some minor chipping, flaking and crackling to
the varnish. The barrel is equipped with a single hi-viz bead sight and
the action appears to function correctly. A near excellent 1956-vintage
lightweight field gun that is ready for use. (4A9433-1) {C&R} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Ithaca Model 37 Deerslayer Slide Action Shotgun
serial #371514927 12 ga., 20” cylinder bore barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue that has a
few light handling and light wear marks scattered throughout. The
checkered walnut stocks rate excellent and the butt is fitted with a
factory vented recoil pad. The barrel is equipped with the factory iron
sights and oddly the “DEERSLAYER” model name has been factory
double stamped on the left side. An excellent example overall with
possible collector interest due to the double stamping. (4A9433-10)
{MODERN} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Stevens Model 311 Boxlock Double Shotgun
410 ga., 26” barrels that are choked full and have excellent bores. The
barrels, top lever, triggerguard and triggers retain about 98-99% original
blue that is toning to brown and have some light handling wear
throughout. The frame retains about 50% of the factory case color, the
belly and sides are mostly a mottled gray. The smooth walnut stocks
rate near excellent and have some light dings and other light handling
marks. The action’s lock-up is tight and the lever comes to rest to the
right of center. A near excellent example of these pre-68 sporting
shotguns that would make a great field gun. (4A9433-9) {C&R}
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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Remington Model 11-48 Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #5841794 20 ga., 28” plain barrel that is choked modified and has
an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 98-99% original blue
that has some light scratches, light edge wear and other light handling
marks throughout. The checkered walnut stocks rate near excellent and
have some light dings and other light handling marks, there is a more
moderate impact mark on the right side of the wrist. The butt has the
original hard rubber buttplate. The barrel is equipped with a silver bead
front sight and the action appears to function well. A near excellent
example overall that should make a terrific field gun. (4A9433-3) {C&R}
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Marlin Glenfield Model 60 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #26387372 22 LR, 22” “JM” marked barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and have some light
handling and small impact or tool marks throughout. The checkered
hardwood stock rates near excellent and has some light handling marks
as well. The original sights remain intact and mounted to the grooved
receiver is a factory 4X15 rimfire riflescope. The scope features a
crosshair reticle and has very good optics. Also included are the original
boxes for both the rifle and scope. The plain rifle box features a yellow
end label that is numbered to the receiver. Overall this is an excellent
1974-vintage example of these classic rimfire sporting rifles.
(4A9319-255) {MODERN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Thompson/Center Impact Inline Percussion Rifle
serial #VDY3705, .50 Cal, 26” barrel with an about very good bore that
has strong rifling with areas of minor to moderate pitting and oxidation.
The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue that has a few areas
of light handling wear. The black synthetic stocks rate excellent and
feature sling swivel studs and a solid factory recoil pad. The original fiber
optic sights remain intact and included is the alloy ramrod. The original
box and a black nylon sling are also included but the manual and breech
plug wrench are not present. A very good example that may still be a
decent shooter. (4A9506-12) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Custom Savage 110 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #43087 7mm Rem Mag, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain most of the original blue that has several areas of
touched up blue and some areas of light wear and gray along with a few
small specks of light surface oxidation. Rifle is fitted to a custom
hardwood Fajen Monte Carlo stock that rates excellent and has a light
finish. The front sight is a custom sporting ramp, the rear sight is missing
its elevator. The bottom metal and the internal magazine spring and
floorplate are also missing, as is the rear triggerguard screw. Overall this
is a good start to what can be a great project rifle. (4A9359-6)
{MODERN} (75/125)
Est. 75 - 125
Winchester Model 1897 Takedown Slide Action Shotgun
serial #959636 16 ga., 28” plain barrel marked full but choked modified
with a near excellent bore that has some areas of light freckling. The
metal surfaces are overall a mottled gray with areas of added finish and
brown patina mixing throughout. There are light handling and tool marks
as well along with some areas of light oxidation and pitting. The grooved
walnut forearm rates near excellent and has a few light dings and
handling marks. The pistolgrip buttstock rates fair to about good and has
several dings, some small cracks and a larger 3” chip missing at the toe.
The hard rubber buttplate has a corresponding chip at the toe as well
and has a repair at the heel. The barrel collar is numbered to the
receiver. The action appears to function correctly and overall this early
1940’s example may make a decent cowboy action shotgun or possible
candidate for some restoration. (4A9383-8) {C&R} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
State Arms Co. Double Hammer Shotgun
serial #240768 16 ga., 30” Armory Steel barrels choked full with very
good bores that have areas of light pitting and freckling throughout. The
metal surfaces are overall a rich mottled brown that is fading to gray,
with areas of light surface oxidation, some light pitting and a few small
handling marks. The frame has some remnants of the original case color
visible around the fences. The checkered hardwood splinter style
forearm and pistolgrip buttstock rate good and have light dings and
other small handling marks and scratches throughout. The butt has what
appears to be the original checkered hard rubber buttplate. There is a
small amount of lateral and vertical play in the action, but the hammers
appear to function correctly. With some TLC this could be a good
working side hammer shotgun or would make a fine display above the
mantel. (4A9383-12) {C&R} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250

2570

Spikes Tactical ST15 Complete Rifle Lower Receiver
serial #SBR-77800, Fame Only. This complete, factory assembled lower
receiver rates excellent with 99% of the original anodized finish. The
frame features the Spike’s spider logo on the left side and has the
two-color safe/fire indicators. The lower is equipped with a standard
pistolgrip and a non-collapsible Stag Arms buttstock with Spike’s T2
buffer. An excellent example of these quality AR-15 platform lower
receiver assemblies. (4A8926-99) {MODERN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
U.S. Autoweapons USM4 Complete Rifle Lower Receiver
serial #USA56-01116, Fame Only. This complete AR-15 design lower
receiver assembly rates excellent with 99% of the original anodized
finish. The left side bears the tactical logo and the receiver is equipped
with a black MagPul pistolgrip with finger groove and a black Rock River
six position collapsible buttstock. The buttstock features a U.S. black
rubber slip on buttplate cover. An overall excellent example of these
high quality AR-15 platform lower receiver assemblies. (4A8926-109)
{MODERN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Eagle Arms M15A2 Complete Rifle Lower Receiver
serial #USA150829, Frame Only. This complete AR-15 style lower
receiver assembly rates near excellent with about 95% original
parkerized finish that has some light edge and handling wear. The
receiver features a standard pistolgrip and has a Command Arms
Accessories (CAA) six position collapsible buttstock. The stock features
a compartment for battery storage on the left side and a small picatinny
mount on the right. An excellent example overall of these quality AR-15
platform lower receiver assemblies. (4A8926-86) {MODERN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
LWRC Intl M6 Complete Rifle Lower Receiver
serial #03-09897, Frame Only. This quality AR-15 platform forged
receiver rates excellent and appears to be of complete LRWC assembly.
The metal surfaces of this earlier designed receiver retain about 99%
original parkerized type finish and have a few light handling marks. The
receiver is equipped with a set of OD green MagPul stocks including the
pistolgrip and a six position collapsible buttstock. An excellent example
of these high end AR-15 platform receivers. (4A8926-53) {MODERN}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Bushmaster XM15-E2S Complete Rifle Lower Receiver
serial #BFI451244, Frame Only. This Windham, ME production receiver
rates near excellent and retains about 95-97% original parkerized finish
that has light wear on the high edges. The internal parts appear to all be
of Bushmaster manufacture. The receiver is equipped with a standard
black pistolgrip and a black MagPul UBR six position collapsible
buttstock. The buttstock features a small compartment on the right side.
An excellent example of these quality AR-15 platform lower receivers.
(4A8926-100) {MODERN} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Bushmaster XM15-E2S Complete Rifle Lower Receiver
serial #L062334, Frame Only. The metal surfaces on the Windham, ME
manufactured frame retain about 97-98% original parkerized finish that
has a few light handling marks throughout. The receiver is equipped with
a standard black pistolgrip and a fixed A2 style buttstock. An excellent
example of these AR-15 platform complete lowers. (4A8926-101)
{MODERN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
CMMG Model 4 SA Complete Rifle Lower Receiver
serial #SA13590, Frame Only. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original hardcoat anodized finish that has a few very light handling
marks. The receiver appears to be comprised of all CMMG parts and is
equipped with a standard pistolgrip and a short fixed buttstock that
measures about 7 1/4". An excellent example of these AR-15 platform
lower receiver assemblies. (4A8926-104) {MODERN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
PlumCrazy C15 Complete Lower Receiver
serial #RM07805, Frame Only. This all composite AR-15 style lower
rates excellent and appears to be assembled with factory internal parts.
A pistolgrip and buffer tube are assembled, but no stock assembly is
included. An excellent example of these AR-15 platform lower receivers.
(4A8926-90) {MODERN} (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Ardel Industries Model 900115 Complete Lower Receiver
serial #A11822, Frame Only. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98%
original anodized finish that has light edge and handling wear. The
receiver is equipped with an assembled parts kit, a pistolgrip and
aluminum buffer tube, no stock or other parts are included. An excellent
condition example of these AR-15 platform lower receiver assemblies.
(4A8926-85) {MODERN} (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
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Ardel Industries Model 900115 Complete Lower Receiver
serial #A11202, Frame Only. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98%
original anodized finish that has light edge and handling wear. The
receiver is equipped with an assembled parts kit, a pistolgrip and
aluminum buffer tube, no stock or other parts are included. An excellent
condition example of these AR-15 platform lower receiver assemblies.
(4A8926-87) {MODERN} (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Ardel Industries Model 900115 Complete Lower Receiver
serial #A11229, Frame Only. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98%
original anodized finish that has light edge and handling wear. The
receiver is equipped with an assembled parts kit, a pistolgrip and
aluminum buffer tube, no stock or other parts are included. An excellent
condition example of these AR-15 platform lower receiver assemblies.
(4A8926-88) {MODERN} (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Ardel Industries Model 900115 Complete Lower Receiver
serial #A11243, Frame Only. The metal surfaces retain about 97-98%
original anodized finish that has light edge and handling wear. The
receiver is equipped with an assembled parts kit, a pistolgrip and
aluminum buffer tube, no stock or other parts are included. An excellent
condition example of these AR-15 platform lower receiver assemblies.
(4A8926-89) {MODERN} (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Bushmaster XM15-E2S Complete Rifle Lower Receiver
serial #ARA008473, Frame Only. The metal surfaces on the Ilion, NY
manufactured frame retain about 95-97% original parkerized finish that
has some light edge wear and a few light handling marks throughout.
The receiver is equipped with a standard black pistolgrip and a four
position collapsible CAR-15 style buttstock with slip on recoil pad. There
is no buffer or recoil spring included. An excellent example of these
AR-15 platform complete lowers. (4A8926-91) {MODERN} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Rock River Arms LAR-15 Complete Rifle Lower Receiver
serial #KT1054439, Frame Only. The metal surfaces retain about 80%
original anodized finish, there are light handling marks throughout and
the top rear portion of the frame has been polished bright. The receiver
is equipped with a standard pistolgrip and has a ACE folding collapsible
buttstock. There is no provision for a buffer assembly and likely this
receiver was designed to be used with a piston driven operating or other
non-buffer assembly. A very good example of these AR-15 platform
receivers. (4A8926-102) {MODERN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Essential Arms J-15 Pre-Ban Complete Rifle Lower Receiver
serial #EA45060, Frame Only. The metal surfaces on this cast pre-ban
lower retain about 70% original parkerized finish, there are light handling
marks throughout and the top portion of the frame has been polished
bright. The receiver is equipped with a standard pistolgrip and has an
ACE folding collapsible buttstock with extended recoil pad. There is no
provision for a buffer assembly and likely this receiver was designed to
be used with a piston driven operating or other non-buffer assembly. A
very good example of these earlier AR-15 platform receivers.
(4A8926-103) {MODERN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Stevens Model 59 Bolt Action Shotgun
410 Bore, 24” barrel choked full that has an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 95-97% original blue that is mixing with areas of
brown patina and light surface oxidation. There are a few light handling
marks and some wear along the high edges, the bolt has a gray patina.
The hardwood stock rates about very good and has evidence of being
lightly sanded with finish added. The forend has been stained darker
and has an elongated point which extends to the knurled stock screw.
The wood has several light dings and other handling marks and the
buttplate is missing. The brass magazine tube assembly is intact and the
action appears to function correctly. A very nice example of these World
War II era sporting shotguns. (4A9433-11) {C&R} (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Stevens Model 94C Single Barrel Shotgun
20 ga., 25 1/2" shortened barrel choked cylinder with an excellent bore.
The barrel is mostly a mottled brown with traces of original blue that are
blending throughout and mixing with areas of very light surface oxidation
and fine pitting. The blue is strongest in the protected areas, the muzzle
has been neatly trimmed and there is no front bead sight. The frame is a
mottled gray and brown, the triggerguard is flaking and has only a small
amount of original black enamel finish. The blond colored hardwood
stocks rate very good to near excellent and show evidence of having
been sanded with finish added. The pistolgrip buttstock has a vented
Pachmayr recoil pad installed. The action appears to function correctly
and overall this single shot scattergun may still make a decent shooter.
(4A9433-8) {MODERN} (25/50)
Est. 25 - 50

2587

E. James & Co. Percussion Double Shotgun
10 Bore, 31” twist steel barrels with oxidized bores that have a few small
dents on the undersides toward the muzzles. The metal surfaces are
mostly a mottled brown with areas of light surface oxidation, pitting and
some tool marks throughout. There is some of the original damascus
patterns still visible along the barrels and the rear of the barrels are
adorned with two gold bands. The checkered walnut stock rates about
very good and has some light dings and other small handling marks
along with some light chipping along some of the edges. The right
hammer and the ramrod are missing, the left hammer appears to
function correctly and the nipples are intact. This is an about good
example that could be used for either its parts or as a display above the
mantel. (4A9383-11) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Unmarked Percussion Double Shotgun
10 Bore, 31” barrels with heavily oxidized bores. The metal surfaces
have been coated with a black enamel type finish with about 95%
remaining that is mixing with some areas of light oxidation. There is
some light foliate engraving visible on the locks and hammers, the metal
composition of the barrels is undetermined but could be damascus. The
satin oil finished hardwood stock rates about very good and has some
light handling marks throughout and some deep drying cracks on the left
side of the butt which has a simple flat steel buttplate. The locks appear
to function correctly and the nipples are unmarred. There is no ramrod
present. This is a hefty 10 bore double that would look good over a
mantel. (4A9630-2) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
U.S. Model 1903-A3 Bolt Action Rifle by Remington
serial #3921081 30-06, 24” 3-44 dated 2-groove Remington barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The receiver and barrel retain about 97%
arsenal applied parkerized finish with very light wear on the contact
points and high edges, a spot of light wear on the left side below the
rear sight, and a few light handling marks. The triggerguard, floorplate,
barrel bands, and bolt retain about 95% arsenal applied blue with light
wear on the contact points and high edges, light oxidation on the front of
the triggerguard, and some light handling marks. The straight grip walnut
stock is in about good condition as lightly cleaned with an about 1” long
triangular chip on the right side of the stock at the beginning of the
handguard and shallow chipping for 1” behind that the edges of both
having been rounded off, a small 3/4” chip at the left front edge of the
handguard, a repaired 10 1/2” hairline crack traveling from the magazine
floorplate to the lower barrel band, a small repair to the toe, and
scattered light handling marks. The stock is stamped with a faded
“(Ordnance Wheel) FJA” inspector’s mark above the trigger on the left
side, and a faded circled “P” proof behind the triggerguard. The bolt,
rear sight, and front sight are all “R” marked, and the front sight blade is
marked “A”. Included with the rifle is a military style leather sling. A solid
rifle that would make a good shooter. (14A9647-12) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
U.S. Marked Remington Model 10-R Riot Shotgun
serial #159978 12 ga, 20” plain barrel choked cylinder with a bright near
excellent bore with light frosting. The shotgun retains about 90% original
blue finish with light wear on the high edges and contact points, the first
5” of barrel from the receiver is toning lightly to brown, scattered light
handling marks and light flaking of finish. The hardwood pistolgrip stock
and grooved forend are in very fine condition with light oil staining at the
receiver, flaking finish, and scattered light handling marks; the stock is
fitted with the correct “REMINGTON / UMC” marked hard rubber
buttplate in near excellent condition with a few light handling marks. The
stock is marked with a crisp circled “P” proof on the inside of the
triggerguard, and “U S” stamped just behind the pistolgrip. The three-line
barrel address, model and choke design remain crisp, as does the “U”
prefixed serial number which falls within the correct serial number range;
the lower tang is marked with a crisp “REMINGTON / UMC” trademark.
The left side of the receiver is crisply stamped “US” above the trigger,
but no ordnance bomb is marked, and the barrel is serialized to the
shotgun along the lower right side of the barrel. The action seems to
function well mechanically, and the shotgun is sighted with a silver bead.
While these markings are not entirely consistent with other known
examples, this is still a very interesting riot gun in solid condition.
(14A9565-10) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
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Remington-Rider Pocket Model Percussion Revolver
serial #3093 .31 cal, 3” octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces of the revolver have a brown patina with the lower part of
the frame having been previously lightly cleaned to pewter patina,
remnant of original blue on the barrel, and small tool marks on the
underside of the barrel. The revolver retains the original checkered hard
rubber grips, which are numbered to the revolver, and the left side panel
has a 3/8” chip on the underside and a 3/16” chip where it meets the
frame. The action requires mechanical attention, as the hammer pushes
off from full cock. A solid example of these early double action
Remington revolvers. (14A8864-17) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Mauser Model ES 340B Bolt Action Single Shot Rifle
serial #185359 22 LR, 26 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
rifle retains about 95% original blue with scattered specks of oxidation
and previously cleaned oxidation, light wear at the muzzle, and a few
light handling marks. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock is in very
good plus condition with a small chip in the toe of the buttplate, a light
abrasion on the top of the pistolgrip partially marring the checkering, and
scattered light handling marks. The stock is crisply stamped with the
Mauser logo, and the hard rubber buttplate is marked with the Mauser
banner. The barrel, receiver, and bolt are all “(crown) / BUG” marked, all
three are serialized and matching, the caliber designation along the left
side of the barrel is partially faded, and a Mauser banner is stamped on
top of the receiver. The right side of the barrel is properly marked “DRP
DRGM”, and the “Ch51” steel lot code is marked on the underside of the
barrel. The top of the receiver is dovetail cut for optics mounting, and the
rifle retains the original open sights, the rear sight being adjustable from
30 meters to 200 meters. A solid rifle that should still be fun on the
range. (14A6520-3739) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection] {C&R}
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
U.S. Model 1896 Krag Bolt Action Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #35329 30-40 Krag, 30” barrel with a very good bore with
scattered light pitting and strong rifling. The receiver of the rifle retains
about 97% reapplied blue with freckling over the surface, beginnings of
toning to brown by the loading gate, and a few light pits beneath the
blue. The side plate of the receiver has been cleaned with an outer
perimeter of a brown patina with scattered pinprick pitting from cleaned
oxidation. The loading gate shows a flaking reapplied blue finish with
oxidation staining along the edges and scattered through the middle,
and the barrel band, nosecap, and triggerguard retain about 98%
reapplied blue with light handling marks and scattered light pitting
beneath the finish. The barrel retains about 95% reapplied blue with light
pitting for the last 8” to the muzzle. The walnut stock is in very good
condition as lightly cleaned with a 4” crack in the right side of the butt, a
3/4” crack on the left side, and the scattered remnants of previous
handling marks. The stock has the remains of an inspector’s cartouche
on the left side above the trigger, which has faded to be illegible, and the
remains of a circled “P” proof behind the triggerguard, which is in similar
condition. The rifle is correctly sighted with a blade front sight and Model
1896 rear sight. An interesting piece of American history that should still
shoot well on the range. (14A9606-39) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Universal M1 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #47784 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
carbine retains about 96% original blue with light wear on the contact
points and bolt, light oxidation on the barrel band, and scattered light
handling marks. The walnut stock is in excellent condition with a few
light handling marks and a small mark of transferred white paint residue
on the left side of the 4-rivet handguard. The receiver markings remain
crisp. The carbine features the adjustable rear sight, later round bolt,
Type 3 barrel band, rotary safety, and the stock has the oval sling cut.
The barrel band is marked with a faint “C”, and the rear sight is marked
with a “H” within a shield. No magazine is included with the carbine. A
nice commercially produced M1 Carbine. (14A9653-3) {MODERN}
(350/550)
Est. 350 - 550

2595

Spanish Model 1893 Bolt Action Rifle by Oviedo Arsenal
serial #9488 7mm Mauser, 29” barrel with a very good oxidized bore
with strong rifling. The rifle retains about 90% reapplied blue with the
barrel and nosecap toning to brown, freckling and light wear on the
receiver, and light oxidation on the triggerguard; a few scattered light
handling marks and spots of light pitting are visible beneath the finish.
The in-the-white bolt shows light oxidation and grease staining on the
body, and the bolt handle has a light layer of oxidation. The hardwood
straight grip stock is in very good plus condition as lightly cleaned with
an about 1” crack behind the receiver, scattered light handling marks,
and a lightly added finish. The left side of the stock, just below the
receiver, is serialized and matching to the rifle and the right side of the
butt is marked with what appears to be a squat “A”. The receiver ring is
marked “(crown) / FABRICA DE ARMAS / OVIEDO / 1923”, which is
partially faded in spots, and the left side of the receiver is marked with
the serial number, the first two numbers of which are poorly struck. The
bolt body and the bolt shroud are both serialized to different rifles. The
rifle is sighted with the original open sights, an inverted-V front sight and
leaf rear sight graduated from 400 to 2000 meters. An altogether nice
example of these Spanish made Mauser rifles. (14A9580-24) {C&R}
(200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
German Karabiner 88 Bolt Action Carbine by C. G. Haenel
serial #2659c, 8mm Mauser, 17 1/8” barrel with a very good frosted
bore. The rifle retains about 93% professionally reapplied polished blue
with scattered specks of oxidation along the barrel jacket, light wear on
the high edges and contact points with light oxidation staining, and the
triggerguard has toned to a brown patina. The barrel jacket has two light
dings behind the barrel band, and the bolt body remains in-the-white
with the cocking piece being blued and some light oxidation on the bolt
handle. The walnut straight grip stock is in excellent condition as lightly
cleaned with a few light handling marks, the steel buttplate slightly proud
at the toe, and an added finish. The stock is marked with faded German
crown proofs in the sling cut on the right side and behind the
triggerguard. The receiver ring is crisply marked “C. G. HAENEL / SUHL
/ 1890”, with only slight softening of a few individual letters, an “S”
denoting updating to the spitzer cartridge, and three crown proofs on the
right side. The barrel band has lined-out unit markings, and the nosecap
has different unit markings reading “B.3.T.B.73.”. The bolt is mismatched
to the rifle, however the triggerguard is serialized and matching. The
carbine is sighted with the original open sights, with two flip-up battle
zero notches and a leaf sight graduated to an ambitious 1200 meters.
An attractively refurbished Karabiner 88. (14A9654-50) {ANTIQUE}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Mauser Model Es 340B Bolt Action Rifle
serial #171556 22 LR, 26 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
rifle retains about 65-70% original blue with a light layer of oxidation
along the barrel, triggerguard, and receiver causing the barrel to tone
slightly brown, parts of the rear of the receiver toning lightly to plum, and
a few spots of wear around the bolt. The pistolgrip hardwood stock is in
very good condition as lightly cleaned with moderate abrasions near the
rear sling swivel, a narrow divot on the pistolgrip behind the receiver,
scattered handling marks, and an added finish; the steel buttplate has a
light gray-brown patina and is marked with the Mauser banner. The
stock is marked with a softened Mauser logo on the right side of the
butt. The receiver is marked with the Mauser banner, and the receiver,
barrel, and bolt are all marked with “(crown) / BUG” proofs, serialized
and matching. The rifle retains the original open sights, the adjustable
rear sight appearing to be frozen just above the 50-meter marking, and
the receiver is dovetail cut for optics mounting. A well-used rifle that
should still shoot well. (14A9653-2) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Trapper Carbine
serial #5068437 30-30 Win, 16” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
carbine retains about 98% original matte and polished blue with a few
scattered light spots of oxidation on the receiver and tang. The walnut
straight grip stock and forend are in excellent condition with one or two
light handling marks, and the stock is fitted with a checkered hard rubber
“Winchester” marked buttplate. The barrel address and Winchester proof
on the barrel remain crisp, with the Winchester proof having been
partially struck. The rifle is sighted with the original blade front sight and
sporting-style rear sight, and the saddle ring and stud are intact. A nice
1980’s produced trapper carbine. (14A9543-36) [Phil Buker Collection]
{MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Marlin Model 336 RC Lever Action Carbine
serial #AC6601, 35 Rem, 20” micro-groove barrel with a bright excellent
barrel. The metal surfaces retain about 80% original blue with light wear
along the edges of the receiver flats and at the muzzle, the bottom and
raised border of the receiver having been lightly cleaned to a pewter
patina, and scattered light handling marks. The pistolgrip walnut stock is
in excellent condition as lightly cleaned with an added finish, and
features a black pistolgrip cap and the Marlin bullseye. The barrel
address remains crisp, and the barrel is “JM” marked. The rifle retains
the original sporting open sights, and a Weaver scope base has been
mounted to the top of the receiver. The rifle is sighted with a Stoeger
2.5x32 scope with clear glass and a crosshair reticle on 1” Weaver rings;
the scope body shows a few light handling marks. A right side “JM”
marked extension has been attached to the hammer, so as to clear the
scope. A nice 1967-made rifle that should serve well in the field.
(14A9522-16) [Phil Buker Collection] {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Custom BSA Majestic Featherweight Deluxe Bolt Action Rifle
serial #11B582, 270 Win, 16 1/2” professionally shortened barrel with a
very good plus bore with scattered light pitting but strong rifling. The rifle
retains about 99% professionally reapplied blue with a few light handling
marks and previous pinprick pitting visible beneath the finish on the left
side of the receiver; the aluminum triggerguard has scattered light
handling marks and light wear on the edges. The checkered pistolgrip
walnut stock is in excellent condition with a few scattered light handling
marks, and features a black gripcap, schnabel forend tip, and a flared
left side cheekpiece. The top of the barrel is marked with BSA’s barrel
address, and the left side of the barrel is marked with the British
cartridge proofs. The receiver is marked with the BSA trademark,
“MADE IN ENGLAND”, and “(crown) / BNP” proof. Markings are all
generally crisp with some characters showing softening. The barrel
retains the dovetail cut for the rear sight, which is filled with a slot blank,
however there is no provision for a front sight. The receiver is dovetail
cut for optics mounting, and the rifle is sighted with a Bushnell
2.5-10x44mm scope with a duplex reticle. An attractive custom rifle in a
handy size. (14A9522-18) [Phil Buker Collection] {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Belgian “W.W. Greener” Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #78660 16 ga, 30” barrels choked improved modified and full with
bright excellent bores. The shotgun retains about 75% reapplied blue
with the barrels having been lightly cleaned and toning to gray with
remaining blue being near the checkered rib, light wear on the lower
edge of the frame and triggerguard, and scattered light handling marks
and previous light pitting beneath the finish. The checkered pistolgrip
walnut stock and forend are in very good plus condition as lightly
cleaned with a small old abrasion by the toe, two light dings to the
checkering on the forend, scattered light handling marks, and an added
finish; the horn buttplate is in very good condition with light dings and
the beginnings of delamination at the toe. The stock features a scant left
side cheekpiece. The side of each barrel is marked “AMTLICH
RAUCHLOS ERPROBT”, the rib is marked “COMPOUND STEEL”, and
the barrel flats show crisp Belgian proofs. The frame screws and the
metal around them show light floral engraving, the right side of the frame
reads “W.W. GREENER”, and the barrels and forend are serialized and
matching to the shotgun. The shotgun locks up tightly and features
double triggers, Greener crossbolt, an automatic safety, extractors, and
sling swivels attached at the toe line and underside of the rib 6” from the
forend. (14A9398-16) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Remington Model 81 Woodsmaster Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #37443 300 Sav, 22” barrel with a bright about excellent bore with
a few scattered specks of oxidation. The rifle retains about 90% original
blue with light wear on grasping area and magazine, thinning along the
top of the receiver with light oxidation staining, and light abrasions near
the front sight and scattered light handling marks. The pistolgrip walnut
stock and forend are in excellent condition as lightly cleaned with
scattered light handling marks and an added finish. A “Read Head
Brand” marked ventilated recoil pad has been added to the stock, and
the stock has a 14 1/2” length of pull. The left side of the receiver has 11
additional drilled and tapped holes, five are situated around the “THE /
WOODSMASTER / TRADE MARK / MODEL 81”, and six are positioned
in two lines of three on the top left side. All markings remain intact and
mostly crisp. The barrel jacket mounted rear sight has been removed,
and a Redfield aperture sight has been added at the rear of the receiver;
the silver bead front sight remains intact. Sling swivels are mounted on
the toeline and about 4” ahead of the forend on the barrel jacket. This
December 1947 coded rifle should still shoot well. (14A9560-37) {C&R}
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

2603

Francotte Boxlock Double Ejectorgun
serial #62346 12 ga, 26” barrels choked modified and improved
modified with bright excellent bores. The frame of the shotgun has toned
to overall gray with traces of case color in the protected areas on the
side of the frame and behind the fences. The professionally reapplied
blue on the barrels is toning lightly to plum with scattered oxidation,
lightly cleaned areas on both side of the barrels about 4” from the
breech, and scattered light handling marks. The checkered straight grip
walnut stock and forend are in good to very good condition as lightly
cleaned with a break through the wrist repaired with two neatly inlaid
brass bands pinned through the wrist, a small chip to the left side of the
splinter forend, scattered light handling marks, and an added finish; the
butt has no attached buttplate, but is instead is checkered on the end.
The barrels are marked “VON LENGERKE & DETMOLD” and “U.S.
AGENTS NEW YORK”. The frame is marked on both sides “A.
FRANCOTTE MAKER & PATENTEE / LIEGE BELGIUM”, with the
frame being neatly foliate scroll engraved over the majority of the
surface and the fences are engraved with leaf motifs. The frame,
barrels, and forend are serialized and matching, and the barrel flats are
marked with Belgian proofs. The shotgun locks up tightly and features
double triggers, nonautomatic safety, ejectors, is sighted with a small
silver bead, and the lever comes to rest in the middle. A good candidate
for a restoration project. (14A9580-13) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Wards Western Field Model EJN-753 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #2436 30-06, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The rifle
retains about 98% original blue with light wear marks on the bearing
surfaces and the finish toning slightly to plum; the bolt remains
in-the-white and the body has been jeweled. The walnut Monte Carlo
stock is in excellent condition with a few light handling marks and a high
gloss finish, and the forend and capped pistolgrip are relief engraved
with oak leaf motifs with stippled background; the stock features a
ventilated Pachmayr recoil pad. The left side of the FN made receiver
ring is marked with crisp Belgian proofs, and the left side wall is crisply
marked “MADE IN BELGIUM”. The barrel is marked with the Wards
Western Field model and caliber designation. The rifle is sighted with
sporting-style open sights in hard polymer bases, and an unmarked
scope that appears to be a Weaver K4 with crosshair reticle has been
mounted atop the receiver on Buehler scope mounts. An attractive rifle
that should still serve well come hunting season. (14A9314-335) [Robert
C. Greenberg Sr. Collection] {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Custom Winchester U.S. Model 1917 Enfield Bolt Action Rifle
serial #111000 30-06, 24 1/2” 1-18 dated professionally shortened
Winchester barrel with a dark very good bore with light pitting but strong
rifling. The rifle retains about 98% reapplied blue with light wear on the
contact points and high edges, scattered light handling marks, and
scattered pinprick pitting beneath the finish. The checkered Monte Carlo
walnut stock is in excellent condition with a few light handling marks and
the 3/4” “Limb Saver” recoil pad is slightly degrading; the left side of the
stock next to the receiver has been inletted for placement of a side
mount. The receiver has been drilled and tapped on the ring and along
the left side wall. Faded Ordnance Bomb and Eagle Head proofs are
visible on the barrel, a crisp Ordnance Bomb proof is visible on the left
side wall, and a few softened proofs are stamped midway down the
underside of the barrel. The bolt release lever and safety are “E”
marked, and the bolt is “W” marked; the serial number has been hand
scratched into the underside of the bolt handle. The rifle has no
provisions for open sights. A nice custom Model 1917 that only needs a
new optic. (14A9314-336) [Robert C. Greenberg Sr. Collection]
{MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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Savage No. 4 Mk. I* Bolt Action Rifle
serial #98C0410, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
rifle retains about 98% arsenal reapplied black parkerized finish with
light wear on high edges and contact points, a few light handling marks,
and scattered specks of oxidation. The hardwood stock is in very good
plus condition as lightly cleaned with two 1/4” parallel cracks behind the
receiver, scattered light handling marks, and an added finish. The stock
is marked “B / 55” behind the triggerguard, along with two illegible small
proofs, and the underside of the forend is marked “K / 63L / 9920 / H”
behind the nosecap. The left side of the receiver is properly “U.S.
PROPERTY” marked, with a small Ordnance Bomb proof and a large
square “S” followed by the model designation below it; all of which are
softened but legible. The buttstock socket is marked “B” below the serial
number, and the forward barrel band is crisply stamped “N79”. The front
sight, bolt head, nosecap, and bolt are all “S” marked, the bolt is
serialized and matching to the rifle, and the barrel is import marked just
behind the muzzle. The rifle is sighted with the original blade front sight
and adjustable “Singer” rear sight. Included with the rifle is a light green
fabric sling. An attractive piece of WWII history. (14A9574-2) [James
Traynor Collection] {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
German Gewehr 98 Bolt Action Rifle by Spandau
serial #281e, 8mm Mauser, 29” barrel with a bright very good plus barrel
with scattered light pitting. The receiver had been cleaned bright and
now has scattered light oxidation and oxidation staining, with the
concentration on the receiver ring. The barrel has toned to brown with
traces of blue in the protected areas and scattered spots of oxidation.
The barrel band, nosecap, floorplate, and triggerguard have a brown
patina with light oxidation. The walnut stock is in very good condition as
lightly cleaned with an about 2” chip alongside the receiver at the bolt
handle, a crack bisecting the handguard approximately in the middle,
and scattered light handling marks. Three softened crown proofs are
stamped on the left side of the stock, below the stock disc, and an
additional four crown proofs are stamped behind the triggerguard and on
the toe line. The stock is serialized and matching to the rifle just behind
the rear sling swivel. The receiver ring is crisply stamped “(crown) /
SPANDAU / 1916” on top, with three proofs on the right and the Imperial
Eagle firing proof on the left. The barrel band, nosecap, triggerguard,
bolt release lever, rear sight, and buttplate are all serialized and
matching, with the floorplate and bolt being mismatched. The remains of
the mounting half of an original mud cover are attached to the rifle,
between the receiver ring and the rear sight, and has a brown patina
with moderate oxidation. The rifle is sighted with the original inverted-V
front sight and Langevisier rear sight. (14A9580-25) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Italian Model 91/38 Carcano Bolt Action Carbine
serial #ST4146, 6.5 Carcano, 17” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
carbine retains about 98% professionally reapplied blue finish with
specks of oxidation on the rear sight, triggerguard, and barrel, and with
a few light handling marks; the folding bayonet has toned to plum. The
walnut stock is in excellent condition as lightly cleaned with scattered
light handling marks; the steel buttplate is slightly proud of the toe and
shows light pitting. The stock is serialized and matching to the carbine
on the left side, parallel to the buttplate, is stamped with a crisp circled
“12” on the left side of the butt, and a “3” inside the sling cut. The
receiver of the carbine has been scrubbed, leaving only the serial
number and a small proof on the left side of the barrel, and the caliber
designation on the top of the fixed rear sight. The bolt knob is marked
with a small crown, the base of the bolt handle is marked “PL”, and the
bolt is marked with a boxed “ROCCA”. A solid Carcano carbine that
should make a decent shooter. (14A9574-61) [James Traynor
Collection] {C&R} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300

2609

Remington Model 11-87 Super Magnum Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #SM042397, 12 ga, 23” Rem-Choked barrel with very good plus
bore with scattered areas of light frosting. The shotgun retains about
95% Mossy Oak-style camouflage finish with light wear on the high
edges, light thinning on the underside of the barrel and grasping area of
the receiver and a few light handling marks. The checkered Monte Carlo
synthetic stock is in very good condition with a vacant hole in the toe line
from a removed sling swivel, scattered spots of flaking finish, and the “R”
marked 7/8” recoil pad is slightly degraded and becoming adhesive; the
camouflage finish of the stock is slightly darker than that of the rest of
the shotgun. The barrel of the shotgun is marked as able to accept up to
3 1/2” shells, as well as being marked “NOT INTENDED FOR LIGHT
LOADS”. The shotgun is sighted with TruGlo fiber optic rifle sights, the
front sight of which is missing the fiber optic insert. The shotgun will
require mechanical attention as the bolt does not reliable lock back, or
stay locked back, but otherwise functions as it should. Included with the
shotgun is one Rem-Choke marked improved cylinder. A solid shotgun
that should be a reliable hunting arm once repaired. (14A9401-1)
{MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Marlin Model 336 SC Lever Action Carbine
serial #J36652, 30-30 Win, 20” “JM” marked barrel with a bright
excellent bore with two specks of oxidation about midway down the
barrel. The metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue with light wear
on the high edges, the grasping areas on the receiver and lever have
worn to a pewter patina, and scattered specks of oxidation and light
handling marks. The pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in about
excellent condition with a small mark of white paint near the heel,
scattered light handling marks, and a lightly added finish. The stock
features the Marlin “bullseye”. The barrel address is mostly crisp with
some light fading on some of the characters, the “JM” mark is partially
struck, and the top of the receiver is matted down the middle. A few of
the screws show light slot damage, and a screw is missing from the right
side of the forend cap. The barrel mounted rear sight has been removed
and replaced with a dovetail blank, and the rifle is sighted with a Lyman
white bead front sight and a Lyman receiver mounted aperture sight; no
screw in aperture is included. A nice handy rifle that will still serve well in
the deer woods. (14A9574-48) [James Traynor Collection] {C&R}
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
British No. 1 Mk III* Bolt Action Rifle by Ishapore
serial #22627K, 303 British, 25” barrel with a bright very good plus bore
with some light frosting throughout but strong rifling. The rifle retains
about 70% black enamel finish with light to moderate wear on the high
edges and contact points, flaking of the finish on the receiver and
triggerguard, and a few scattered specks of oxidation and light handling
marks; flecks of red paint are present in a scattered pattern on the
receiver. The hardwood stock is in very good condition with two about 1”
square repairs at the toe and heel, two 2” cracks in front of the
triggerguard and at the tip of the handguard, and scattered light handling
marks consistent with age and use in the field. The forend is wire
wrapped just behind the rear sight protector, and again between forward
sling swivel and bayonet lug, with the ends soldered together;
immediately behind the rear wire wrap is a reinforcing bolt for use as a
grenade launching rifle. The stock is lightly serialized to the rifle just
below the bayonet lug, a faint circled “8 (arrow) A” is stamped on the
right side, and “16” is marked on the left side of the stock butt in white
ink. The “(crown) / G.R.I / 1949 / No.1.Mk3*” markings on the socket are
softened slightly but remain easily legible, as does the serial number
and GRI proof on the left and right sides of the receiver ring; the top of
the receiver ring is unmarked. The rear sight, the bolt, and the nosecap
are serialized and matching to the rifle; the magazine is numbered to a
different rifle. The rifle requires mechanical attention, as the striker
occasionally falls to half-cock when the safety is taken off, if the trigger
has been pulled. (14A9565-7) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
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Moroccan Kabyle Snaphaunce Musket
about 64 cal, 50” part octagon part round barrel with an oxidized bore
and a flared muzzle. The barrel has a gunmetal gray patina with light
handling marks, scattered spots of oxidation staining, and an area of
light oxidation near the lock. The barrel is retained with eight hammered
brass capucines which are lightly engraved and tarnished to a
green-brown patina. The long snaphaunce style lockplate has been
lightly cleaned showing light oxidation staining and a few light handling
marks, and the hammer, frizzen, and pan show a brown patina with light
pitting. The triggerguard and stock metal have a gunmetal gray patina
with light oxidation staining, light pitting, and holes due to oxidation at
the heel, and the upper tang is loose. The hardwood stock is in very
good condition with light chipping at the edges along the barrel, a 5”
crack in the forward most part of the forend, traces of an old black finish,
and scattered handling marks; the metal fittings are coming loose from
the toe. Bone inlays are present behind the upper tang and on both
sides of the butt, and are lightly engraved with dot and line patterns. A
rudimentary buckhorn-style rear sight is present at the rear of the barrel,
and an engraved brass piece is present at the front of the barrel, which
could act as a front sight. The lock does not function properly, as the
hammer doesn’t lock back. An iron ramrod is included. A good example
of an interesting antique Moroccan arm. (14A9311-3) {ANTIQUE}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
South African No. 4 Mk 1 Bolt Action Rifle by Fazakerley
serial #PF34180, 303 British, 25” barrel with a very good to very good
plus bore with light pitting but strong rifling. The rifle retains about 95%
mixed arsenal applied parkerized and blue finish with light wear on the
high edges and contact points, scattered specks of oxidation, and
scattered light handling marks; excess grease and oil is present around
most metal parts. The hardwood stock is very good as lightly cleaned
with an old abrasion just behind the nosecap on the left side, a 1” impact
mark on the left side of the forend, and scattered handling marks
throughout. The stock is very lightly marked “BENECKHE” along the
edge of buttplate on the right side, faded proofs behind the triggerguard
including a Broad Arrow, and the stock is serialized to the rifle on the
forend, the characters of which are stamped at a slight angle. The
receiver ring is stamped with an “arrow inside U” South African proof,
the left side of the receiver is lightly electropenciled with the model, date,
and serial number, as well as import marked, the bolt is serialized and
matching, the magazine is “S” marked, the socket is marked “(crossed
flags)” below the bolt handle, the nosecap is marked “MB13”, and the
receiver and socket are Broad Arrow marked; the heel of the brass
buttplate is stamped “40”. The rifle rear sight is the upgraded “Singer”
adjustable rear sight. A nice No. 4 Mk 1 rifle that has traveled the world.
(14A9541-2) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Kingston Armory M1 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #0660 22 LR, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The rifle
retains about 98% original parkerized and anodized finish with a few
spots of oxidation on the buttplate and a few light handling marks; the
bolt shows an area of light pitting around the charging handle. The
walnut M1 Garand-style stock is nicely figured on the right side of the
butt and in excellent condition with only one or two light handling marks.
The left side of the receiver is marked with the manufacturer information,
caliber, and serial number. The rifle is sighted with M1 Garand-style
open sights, and the top of the receiver has two drilled and tapped
holes. An excellent example of these discontinued M1 Garand-style 22
LR rifles. (14A9544-199) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800

2615

Custom Springfield Armory U.S. Model 1898 Krag Bolt Action Rifle
serial #189086 30-40 Krag, 24” barrel with a very good bore with
scattered frosting and light pitting, but strong rifling. The receiver of the
rifle has a gray patina with light freckling, and the sideplate and loading
gate show faded mottled oil quenched case hardening with specks of
previously cleaned oxidation, the concentration of which is on the side
plate. The barrel has toned to dark gray with remnants of blue in the
protected areas along the stock, light handling marks around the front
sight, and light oxidation staining. The buttplate has been cleaned bright.
The walnut stock is in very good condition as lightly cleaned with a 1/2”
hairline crack behind the receiver, an about 1” tight crack behind the
triggerguard, a few light handling marks, and an added finish. The
remains of an inspector’s cartouche and a circled “P” proof can be seen
above the triggerguard on the left side and behind the triggerguard. The
receiver markings remain largely crisp with a few of the letters in
“SPRINGFIELD” having softened lightly. A Lyman ramped front sight
base and silver bead front sight has been mounted to the barrel and the
Model 1901 rear sight, graduated from 100 to 2000 yards and windage
adjustable, is intact. A receiver sight base is mounted to the left side of
the receiver however the arm and aperture are absent, and four drilled
and tapped holes are added to the receiver below the markings. An
attractive custom Krag that should still shoot well. (14A9627-13)
{MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
ERMA-Werke Model E M1 22 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #37895 22 LR, 17 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the carbine retain about 85-90% original blue with the
barrel having a brown patina and scattered light spots of oxidation, light
wear on the contact points and high edges, and light pitting on the top of
the receiver; the steel buttplate shows light wear around the edges with
light oxidation. The walnut stock is in very good condition with flaking of
the finish around the oval sling cut, and numerous light handling marks
scattered around the stock. The bolt and top of the receiver ring are
marked with small German proofs, and the left side of the receiver bears
the serial number, model information, and “MADE IN GERMANY”. The
carbine is sighted with M1 Carbine-style open sights and the receiver is
dovetail cut, allowing the rear sight to be removed and optics to be
mounted. Included with the rifle is a green canvas sling, oiler, and single
detachable magazine made to resemble a M1 magazine. Altogether a
solid 22 LR facsimile of the M1 Carbine. (14A9544-110) {C&R}
(150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Custom Tula M91/30 Mosin Nagant Bolt Action Rifle
serial #230048 7.62x54r, 22” shortened barrel with a dark oxidized
good bore with evident rifling. With the exception of the bolt and rear
sight leaf, the metal surfaces of the rifle retain about 97% rudimentarily
applied tan and brown camouflage painted finish with a 5” scratch in the
paint on the right side of the barrel, a few spots of light flaking, and light
pitting visible beneath the finish. The bolt remains in-the-white with light
oxidation staining around the bolt handle and safety knob, and the rear
sight leaf shows a gray patina with traces of previous black finish. The
hardwood stock has been shortened at the forend to a total overall
length of 29”, and has received the same camouflage painted finish as
the metal surfaces, and is in very good condition with flaking of the finish
around the wrist, a run on the right side of the stock, and scattered
rough patches of finish. The receiver is faintly marked with the Tula
“(arrow within star)” and is serialized and 1936 dated. The magazine
floorplate and bolt, the handle of which has been bent down, are faintly
serialized and matching. A new ramped blade front sight has been
installed, and the original tangent rear sight remains intact. (14A9570-4)
{MODERN} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
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Mauser Model Es 340 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #73303 22 LR, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore with a
speck of oxidation near the muzzle. The metal surfaces of the rifle retain
about 80% original blue with the triggerguard, receiver, and rear sight
toning to a brown patina, thinning along the underside and in scattered
spots of the top of the barrel, and specks of oxidation throughout; the
steel buttplate is lightly oxidized. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in very
good condition as lightly cleaned with light abrasions at the comb on the
left side, two small holes 4 1/2” apart on the left side of the butt, and
scattered handling marks consistent with age; the steel buttplate is
proud of the stock at the toe and on the left side. The stock is marked
“M” in the bolt channel, a lightly faded Mauser logo is stamped on the
right side, and “KKSH” is crisply stamped next to the logo. The barrel is
marked with a “Ch.11” steel code, a “459” proof, and both barrel and
receiver bear “(crown) / BUG” proofs. The barrel, bolt, and triggerguard
are serialized and matching to the rifle, and the buttplate and top of the
receiver are marked with the Mauser banner. The rear screw is absent
from the triggerguard. The ramped inverted-v front sight is intact;
however, the rear sight is the non-typical “schraubvisier” 50-meter rear
sight with a fine-tuning screw adjustment, which is serialized to the rifle.
A solid example of these early Mauser target rifles. (14A9544-158)
{C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Custom Springfield Armory Model 1868 Trapdoor Rifle
serial #9375 50-70, 19” shortened barrel with a very good bore with
scattered light to moderate pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of the
rifle have been lightly cleaned to a pewter patina with light pitting, spots
of oxidation staining, and light handling marks throughout. The walnut
stock is in very good condition as lightly cleaned and has been
shortened with a 1” chip on the left side of the upper tang, a ding in the
comb, and scattered handling marks throughout; 7/16” diameter circular
impact marks with a dot in the center are scattered around the stock. A
copper forend tip has been added to the stock, showing light tarnishing
and verdigris. The barrel and receiver are serialized and matching on
the left side, the Civil War era lockplate has the faint remains of a
Federal Eagle and “US / SPRINGFIELD”, and the breechblock is crisply
marked “1869 / (eagle head) / U.S.”. An inverted-V front sight has been
soldered to the barrel about 1” from the muzzle, and the original rear
sight is retained. Both screws are missing from the triggerguard, the
lower screw is missing from the buttplate, and a few of the screws show
light slot damage. The two-position lock and tumbler appear to function
well mechanically. (14A9544-305) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Marlin Model 62 Lever Action Rifle
serial #6843353 30 Carbine, 20” “JM” marked micro-grooved barrel with
a bright excellent bore. The rifle retains about 98% original blue with
scattered specks of oxidation along the barrel and on the lever, and a
few light handling marks. The bolt has been jeweled. The capped
pistolgrip walnut stock is in excellent condition with a few light handling
marks, and the stock features the Marlin “bullseye”; the hard rubber
buttplate is checkered and “MARLIN” marked. The two-line barrel
address is crisp, and the serial number stamped on the left side of the
receiver is partially faded. The rifle is sighted with sporting-style open
sights, and the receiver is drilled and tapped for optics mounting.
Included with the rifle is a single detachable 4-round magazine. A fine
example of these short-throw lever rifles. (14A9544-149) {C&R}
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Mossberg Model 472PCA Lever Action Carbine
serial #789441 30-30 Win, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
carbine retains about 96% original blue with scattered specks of
oxidation on the barrel and full-length magazine tube, a few light
handling marks, and the receiver is toning lightly to brown. The capped
pistolgrip stock and forend are in very good condition with a ding in the
left side of the forend, and scattered light handling marks; the black
pistolgrip cap is checkered, and the rubber recoil pad is “MOSSBERG”
marked. The barrel address and serial number remain crisp, and the
barrel is marked with a small circled “P” proof near the receiver. The
carbine is sighted with a ramped gold bead front sight and a sporting
rear sight, the elevator of which is absent. The top of the receiver is
drilled and tapped for optics mounting. (14A9544-35) {MODERN}
(200/300)
Est. 200 - 300

2622

Savage Model 23B Sporter Bolt Action Rifle
serial #69054 25-20 Win, 24 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
rifle retains about 97% original blue with slight thinning of the finish on
the underside of the barrel, scattered specks of oxidation, and a few
light handling marks. The triggerguard shows light wear on the edges.
The pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good condition with two 1/2” cracks
at the toe, scattered crazing of the added finish, and a few light handling
marks. The stock features a schnabel forend tip and a steel buttplate
bearing the Savage logo. The barrel address, caliber designation, and
serial number remain crisply stamped. The rifle is sighted with a blade
front sight and sporting-style rear, and the rear of the receiver has two
drilled and tapped holes. Included with the rifle is a single “SAVAGE
SPORTER” marked magazine, designated for both 32-20 Win and 25-20
Win; the magazine retains about 90% blue with light wear on the high
edges and contact points. (14A9544-80) {C&R} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Custom Enfield SMLE Mk III* Bolt Action Rifle
serial #M25252, 303 British, 25” barrel with a fair oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 85% reapplied blue finish with moderate
wear on the contact points and high edges, two fingernail size spots of
wear on the underside of the barrel, pinprick pitting beneath the finish,
and scattered light handling marks. The European walnut stock has
been shortened to an overall length of 26”, with the forend and
handguard ending at the rear sight, and is in very good condition as
lightly cleaned with an 1 1/2” crack on the left side of the stock butt,
square repairs at the toe and heel, and a few light handling marks; the
brass buttplate has developed an ochre patina and shows scattered light
handling marks. The receiver and socket markings are softened but still
largely legible, the original serial number has been lined out and
replaced, and the rifle is 1917-dated. The bolt is serialized and matching
to the rifle. The rifle retains the original open sights, which adjust for
distance with little effort. The magazine is absent from the rifle, but a
replacement should be easy to acquire. (14A9627-14) {MODERN}
(50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Custom Springfield Armory Model 1896 Krag Bolt Action Carbine
serial #84248 30-40 Krag, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore with
traces of light frosting. The carbine retains about 80% reapplied blue
with thinning of the finish on the barrel and receiver, general light
oxidation staining, and scattered specks of oxidation and light handling
marks; the steel buttplate has been cleaned bright with light pitting and
oxidation, and the barrel band and nosecap show a light brown patina.
The full-length walnut stock is in very good condition as lightly cleaned
with a 2 1/2” crack in the handguard near the receiver, a neatly repaired
break through the wrist, and a few light handling marks. The stock is
unmarked. The receiver markings are lightly softened on the lower
edges of the characters, but are still easily legible. The carbine is
sighted with a Lyman silver bead front sight on a Lyman ramped front
sight base, and a Model 1901 rifle rear sight, the forward mounting
screw of which is missing and the rear one has been replaced. An
altogether attractive Krag carbine configured in the Philippine
Constabulary style. (14A9544-259) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
U.S. Model 1917 Bolt Action Rifle by Eddystone
serial #33595 30-06, 26” 9-17 dated Eddystone barrel with a very good
plus bore with light frosting and strong rifling. The rifle retains about 98%
arsenal applied parkerized finish with light wear on the contact points
and high edges, and the buttplate shows light wear on the edges with
light oxidation. The walnut stock is in good condition as lightly cleaned
with two about 5” hairline cracks traveling rearward from behind the
triggerguard, a 2” crack at the bolt cutout, and scattered light handling
marks consistent with age. The stock is marked with boxed “3GM-K” and
“RA-P” cartouches, both of which are lightly faded but still easily legible,
and the nose of the stock is lightly marked “W” for Winchester
manufacture. The receiver markings remain crisp, with an Ordnance
Bomb proof on the left side wall, and the rear sight, bolt, nosecap,
stacking and sling swivels are all “E” marked. The rifle retains the
original open sights. (14A9544-274) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Harrington & Richardson Model 565 “PAL” Single Shot Bolt Action Rifle
serial #6764 22 S, L, LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
rifle retains about 96% original blue with light wear on the contact points
and high edges, scattered light oxidation staining on the receiver and
barrel, and a few light handling marks; the bolt handle shows lightly
muted case color. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in near excellent
condition with a few light handling marks scattered about, and the stock
is fitted with the original “H&R / ARMS CO.” marked hard rubber
buttplate. The rifle is sighted with a Lyman blade front sight and a
sporting-style rear sight. Included with the rifle is a leather military sling.
(14A9544-181) {C&R} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
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Iver Johnson M1 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #AA34082, 30 Carbine, 18” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the carbine retain about 90% reapplied blue with light
wear on the contact points, light oxidation on the barrel, operating rod,
and barrel band, and previous light pitting beneath the finish on the
operating rod and bolt head; the triggerguard is aluminum and shows a
few light dings in the black anodized finish. The walnut stock is in very
good condition with a circular crack behind the tang, light chipping
around the buttplate, and a few light handling marks. The stock has an
oval sling cut, is subtly cut for the M2 selector switch, and the
handguard is ventilated blued steel. The receiver markings remain
mostly crisp, with some softening due to reapplication of the blue finish.
The carbine features a Type 2 barrel band, a round bolt, and the
stamped adjustable rear sight. Included with the carbine is a single
15-round magazine marked “IS”. A commercial carbine that should be
fun at the range. (14A9544-106) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Savage Model 23D Bolt Action Rifle
serial #217980 22 Hornet, 24 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore
with a few pinprick pits near the muzzle, but strong rifling. The metal
surfaces of the rifle retain about 95% reapplied blue with scattered
specks of oxidation along the barrel with concentrations on the
triggerguard, light thinning near the muzzle, and a few light handling
marks. The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good plus
condition with a ding at the forend tip, a few spots of damage to the
checkering on the forend, and a few light handling marks. The stock has
two empty holes where the sling swivels have been removed, and the
stock is fitted with a grooved steel buttplate marked “SVG”. The two-line
barrel address and model designation are softened but legible, and the
serial number on the right side of the receiver remains crisp. The original
rear sight has been removed, with a dovetail blank inserted in place, and
a Redfield aperture sight has been mounted to the rear of the receiver at
the safety; the aperture sight has one screw-in aperture and is paired
with a bead-on-blade front sight. The receiver has two drilled and tapped
holes on the side, and three on the top. A nice rifle that should shoot
well. (14A9544-89) {C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Savage Model 23C Bolt Action Rifle
serial #42338 32-20 Win, 24 3/4” barrel with a bright very good plus
bore with scattered pinprick pitting throughout but strong rifling. The rifle
retains about 97% reapplied blue finish with light edge wear at the
muzzle, scattered spots of light wear along the barrel, and scattered
spots of oxidation along the barrel and the triggerguard. The pistolgrip
walnut stock is in very good plus condition with scattered light handling
marks, and features a schnabel forend tip and steel buttplate marked
with the Savage logo and displaying a brown patina with generous
traces of original blue. The barrel markings remain crisp, and the
Savage markings on the rear sight are partially faded. The rifle is sighted
with a silver blade front sight and sporting-style rear, and the receiver is
drilled and tapped twice on top. Included with the rifle is a single factory
4-round magazine. A nice small game rifle from the first half of the 20th
century. (14A9544-86) {C&R} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Harrington & Richardson Model 365 “Reg’Lar” Single Shot Bolt Action
Rifle
serial #3366 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The rifle
retains about 95% original blue with light surface oxidation and light
wear on the bolt. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good plus
condition with a tiny chip at the toe, scattered light handling marks, and
is fitted with an “H&R” marked hard rubber buttplate. The barrel address,
serial number, and “REG’LAR” model marking remain crisp along the left
side of the barrel and receiver. The rifle is sighted with the original
ramped blade front sight and Lyman 55-H aperture rear sight.
(14A9544-180) {C&R} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
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Custom Springfield Armory Model 1899 Krag Bolt Action Carbine
serial #229352 30-40 Krag, 22” barrel with a bright very good plus bore
with light frosting in the grooves. The receiver of the carbine shows
mottled oil quenched case hardening with the top having been lightly
cleaned and showing a gray patina, specks of oxidation on the side wall
and loading gate, and a few light handling marks. The triggerguard has
been previously lightly cleaned and has spots of light oxidation, as does
the bolt handle, and the barrel retains about 65% thinning original blue
with scattered light wear marks, scattered light oxidation, and the
forward half of the barrel is toning to brown. The straight grip walnut
stock is in very good plus condition as lightly cleaned with thinning of the
added high gloss finish at the butt, light flaking on the wrist, and
scattered light handling marks; a Pachmayr ventilated recoil pad has
been added to the stock, giving it a 12 3/4” length of pull. The stock
bears a softened boxed “J.F.C.” cartouche on the left side of the wrist,
and the barest trace of a circled “P” proof behind the triggerguard. The
receiver markings are softened in spots, with the rest remaining deeply
struck and crisp, but all are easily legible. The carbine retains the
original blade front sight and the original rear sight has been removed, a
Redfield aperture sight being mounted to the left side of the receiver at
the rear; one screw-in aperture is included. A custom rifle that should
still shoot well. (14A9544-69) {MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
ATI/GSG Model 1911CA Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #A415622, 22 LR, 5” barrel with a bright excellent bore with a few
pinprick pits near the muzzle. The frame and slide retain about 98%
black anodized finish with light silvering on the high edges and light
wear at the ejection port and on the lower left side of the slide covering
the recoil spring. The barrel retains about 98% original blue finish with
light operational wear, and the hammer remains in-the-white. The
checkered walnut grip panels are in excellent condition. The green
three-dot sights are drift adjustable, and the manual thumb safety is
ambidextrous. Included with the pistol are three magazines and the
factory manual. (14A9584-2) {MODERN} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Custom Remington Model 722 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #210270 22 CF, 25” barrel with a bright very good plus bore with
light frosting near the muzzle but strong rifling. The receiver of the rifle
retains about 98% reapplied blue with light wear on the contact points
and a few light handling marks. The barrel has been cleaned to bright
with a few scattered light handling marks. The hardwood Monte Carlo
stock is in very good condition with light handling marks scattered
throughout and crazing of the Pachmayr rubber buttpad, and the stock
features a shadow-line cheekpiece and a beavertail forend. The receiver
and barrel have been glass bedded to the stock. The receiver markings
are softened but legible. The barrel is unmarked with exception of “223”
hand-stamped on the left side near the receiver; despite this marking,
the rifle will not chamber a 223 Remington cartridge though a 222
Remington cartridge appears to fit. The barrel is drilled and tapped
twice, possibly for a rear sight, but no provisions for a front sight are
evident. The receiver is fitted with two Weaver scope bases, and two 1”
Weaver rings are included. As with all arms of indeterminate
chambering, the chambering and headspace must be determined and
checked by a competent gunsmith prior to use. (14A9544-152)
{MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Marlin Model 45 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #13826901 45 ACP, 16 1/2” micro-grooved barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The carbine retains about 95% original blue with
scattered spots of light oxidation along the receiver, barrel, and at the
bolt head. The polymer triggerguard and magazine well are in excellent
condition with only a few light handling marks. The pistolgrip walnut
stock is in very good plus condition with light edge wear at the ejection
port, a small mark of white paint transfer near the toeline, and scattered
light handling marks; the stock features a 1/2” rubber buttpad, marked
with the Marlin logo, which appears to have hardened with age. The
underside of the forend bears a faded Marlin sticker reading
“TARGETED / BY / JIM D”. The two-line barrel address and two-line
safety warning on the barrel remains crisp, as does the serial number
stamped on the left side of the receiver. The rifle is sighted with the
original sporting-style open sights, and the receiver is factory drilled and
tapped. Included with the carbine is a single magazine marked “MARLIN
/ CAL. 45 AUTO”. A fine carbine that should be great fun.
(14A9544-157) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Remington Model 721 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #331458 30-06, 24” barrel with a bright very good plus bore with
scattered pinprick pitting but strong rifling. The rifle retains about 97%
original blue with light edge wear at the muzzle and triggerguard, light
oxidation on the triggerguard, and a few light handling marks. The
pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good condition with scattered flaking of
the finish, a small ding at the toe, and scattered light handling marks; the
stock is fitted with the original “Remington” marked aluminum buttplate.
The barrel address and receiver markings remain crisp, and the barrel is
marked with Remington proofs near the receiver on both left and right.
The rifle is sighted with the original sporting-style open sights, and a
Tasco one-piece scope base is mounted to the top of the receiver.
Included with the rifle is a set of 1” Weaver rings, and a set of quick
detach sling swivels. A solid rifle that has years in the field ahead of it.
(14A9544-249) {C&R} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Custom Springfield Armory Model 1903 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #1214037 30-06, 24” 1-21 dated Springfield Armory barrel with an
oxidized bore. The rifle retains about 90% arsenal applied parkerized
finish with a 3” long section devoid of parkerized finish at the receiver
previously covered by the rear sight base, thinning of the finish on the
barrel, and light wear on the high edges and contact points; the 3”
section is speckled with light oxidation. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in
very good condition with an about 1/2” crack behind the receiver, a small
chip in the schnabel forend tip, and scattered light handling marks; the
stock is fitted with a ventilated recoil pad marked “STOEGER ARMS /
CORPORATON / NEW YORK”. Two sling swivels are mounted to the
stock, about 3” from the forend tip and from the toe. The receiver and
barrel markings remain crisp. The follower has been modified so as to
prevent the bolt locking open on an empty magazine, and the original
rear sight has been removed. The front sight blade has been replaced
with a Lyman silver bead, and a Redfield aperture sight has been
mounted to the rear of the receiver, on the right side; one screw-in
aperture is included. The rifle appears to function well mechanically.
(14A9544-72) {MODERN} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Polish WZ48 Bolt Action Training Rifle by Radom
serial #AB04918, 22 LR, 24 3/4” barrel with a 1/2” counter bore and a
bright very good plus bore with a light scratch in the groove near the
muzzle, and a single moderate pit about 8” back from the muzzle. The
rifle retains about 90% arsenal blue with light wear on the high edges
and contact points, the barrel bands have been cleaned to gunmetal
gray, and speckled light oxidation along the barrel; the steel buttplate
shows light wear at the heel with light oxidation. The hardwood stock is
in very good condition as lightly cleaned with two shallow divots on the
wrist, a lightly abraded area on the underside of the forend, and
scattered light handling marks. The receiver is marked with a circled
“11”, dated 1954, and a faded “PW / 3” within a diamond. The bolt
handle is lightly marked with the serial number of the rifle. The rifle
retains the original post front sight and tangent leaf rear sight graduated
from 25 meters to 100 meters. A nice training rifle for the Mosin Nagant
enthusiast. (14A9544-165) {C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Military Contract No. 1 Rolling Block Rifle by Remington
44 CF, 33 3/4” barrel with a lightly oxidized bore with scattered light
pitting, specks of oxidation throughout, and evident rifling. The metal
surfaces of the rifle have been previously cleaned to bright and now
show scattered light pitting, light oxidation staining, and scattered spots
of light oxidation along the barrel; the curved steel buttplate has an even
covering of light oxidation. The walnut stock is in very good condition
with a few small cracks at the upper tang and left side of the stock at the
buttplate, an old chip next to the barrel and the left side of the forend,
and scattered light handling marks consistent with age and use; the
ramrod channel remains empty with some light chipping along the
edges. All three barrel bands remain intact. The left side frame is
marked with a solitary “H” the top of which is lightly faded, the “E.
Remington & Sons” three line patent information on the tang is faded
with areas rendered illegible, and the left side of the barrel just forward
of the frame appears to be marked “B” or “R” with oxidation obscuring
the letter partially. Some of the screws show light slot damage, and the
tang screw shows moderate slot damage. The rifle is sighted with a
barleycorn front sight and tangent leaf rear sight, both appearing original
to the rifle, and the rifle features the least commonly seen combination
socket bayonet/saber bayonet mount. The rifle appears to function well
mechanically. (14A9567-34) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
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U.S. Norwich Cadet or Training “Quaker Rifle”
This is a cadet or training “Quaker rifle” assembly from contract musket
parts, similar to that offered by Bannerman & Sons. Included is
approximately the front 6” of the musket barrel and 4” of the breech
section with an 1863-dated U.S. Norwich lock. The center section is 24”
of black painted wooden dowel, giving the “barrel” an overall length of
about 34”; a single iron band fixes the barrel to the stock. The metal
surfaces of the rifle have a brown patina with a light layer of oxidation,
with exception of the lockplate which shows about 97% reapplied blue
with speckled light oxidation. The walnut stock is in very good condition
with a repair to the forend and scattered light handling marks, and likely
was a full-length musket stock shortened to the current length. An iron
ramrod is present in the ramrod channel, and it appears permanently
fixed in position. The lock does not function, though the hammer moves
freely. (14A9567-35) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Harrington & Richardson Model 250 Sportster Bolt Action Rifle
serial #3987 22 LR, 22” barrel with a bright very good plus bore with a
few spots of oxidation but strong rifling. The metal surfaces of the rifle
retain about 80% original blue with moderate thinning along the barrel,
scattered spots of oxidation and oxidation staining, and light high edge
wear. The pistolgrip walnut stock is in excellent condition with a few light
handling marks, and is fitted with a hard rubber buttplate marked with
the H&R logo. The “SPORTSTER” model information stamped on the
barrel remains crisp, as do the serial number and H&R address on the
receiver. The rifle is sighted with a white bead front sight and a Marble’s
sporting-style rear sight. Included with the rifle is a single detachable
magazine. (14A9544-261) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Savage Model 45 Super Sporter Bolt Action Rifle
serial #12266 30-06, 24” barrel with a near excellent bore with scattered
light frosting. The metal surfaces of the rifle retain about 95% reapplied
blue with light wear on the high edges and contact points, a few spots of
finish loss and light pitting, and some scattered light handling marks.
The checkered pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good plus condition with
a few light dings to the checkering, a few spots of flaking finish, and
scattered light handling marks; the stock has been fitted with an
unmarked ventilated recoil that has hardened with age and shows
chipping at the heel. The barrel and receiver markings remain easily
legible, with a few characters being partially obscured due to polishing.
The rifle is sighted with the original brass bead front sight, flip-up
sporting rear, and receiver mounted Lyman aperture sight with screw-in
aperture. The rifle appears to function well mechanically. Included with
the rifle is a single detachable magazine. (14A9544-172) {C&R}
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Mossberg Model 340M Bolt Action Rifle
serial #221843 22 S, L, LR, 18 1/4” “AC-KRO-GRUV” barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces of the rifle retain about 97% original
blue with speckled light oxidation along the barrel, and light oxidation
staining on the receiver. The checkered capped pistolgrip Mannlicher
hardwood stock is in very good plus condition with scattered light
handling marks, a few specks of white residue in the pressed
checkering, and the gripcap is loose. The stock features a subtle left
side cheekpiece, sling swivels, and is fitted with a checkered hard
rubber “MOSSBERG” marked buttplate with light wear at the heel. The
barrel markings remain crisp detailing the Mossberg address, the
“AC-KRO-GRUV” rifling, and the chambering. The rifle is sighted with
the original sporting-style open sights, and the receiver has two drilled
and tapped holes on the rear of the left side, as well as being dovetail
cut for optics mounting. Included with the rifle is a single detachable
magazine. (14A9544-100) {MODERN} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Custom British BSA No 1 Mk III Bolt Action Rifle
serial #K42442, 303 British, 25" barrel with a dark pitted bore and strong
rifling. The metal surfaces of this sporterized non import marked rifle
have faded to brown with patches of oxidation and areas of original
blackened finish. The barrel has green enamel paint applied to the rear
portion and is hidden by the rear handguard with no front handguard
present. The rifle retains its original sights, has a mismatched bolt,
displays broad arrow in D markings on the barrel shank and receiver
ring, indicating Australian use and includes a brass oiler and pull
through in the buttstock storage compartment. The stock has scattered
bruises and dents, original oil finish, two small cracks in the handguard,
the rear sight protector and stock disc are missing and the forearm has
been shortened. One magazine is provided. (25A9511-14) {MODERN}
(100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
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British No 1 Mk III Bolt Action Rifle by BSA
serial #A18303, 303 British, 25" barrel with dark grooves and strong
rifling. The metal surfaces of this 1916 dated SMLE rifle retains arsenal
blackened finish with oxidation staining and freckling throughout. The
bolt serial number has been arsenal renumbered to match the receiver
and the remaining visible parts are mismatched with a blank brass stock
disc and no import marking. The stock has a combat experience look to
it with numerous impact marks and dents and two well executed arsenal
repairs on each side of the forearm and a small crack on top of the front
handguard by the sight base. The buttstock is slightly loose, contains a
steel oiler in the buttrap and one magazine is provided. A rather salty
example of the venerable British warhorse. (25A9511-20) {C&R}
(150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Scarce Stevens Ideal "Removable Sideplate" Single Shot Rifle
serial #1163 22 RF, 24" barrel with a dark pitted bore and strong rifling.
The part octagon/part round barrel retains about 95% non-original blue
with some high edge wear and scattered oxidation staining and
freckling. The receiver and lever have been refinished and toned to a
nice even brownish plum color with small areas of pinprick pitting. The
rifle has matching serial numbers on the barrel, lever and on the bottom
of the nickel Swiss buttplate. The perch belly oil finished replacement
walnut stock features a cupped cheekpiece and smooth diamond point
pistolgrip checkering, the lower tang screw shows moderate slot
damage and the frame to stock fit has about a 1/16" gap from wood
shrinkage. The refinished forearm rates excellent and the rifle features a
replacement blade front sight, V type sporting rear sight and the tang is
drilled and tapped for a Vernier sight with filled holes. This scarce rifle is
one of the approximately 2,000 "Removable Sideplate" models
manufactured from 1893 to mid-1894 and are not often encountered.
(25A9348-10) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Remington Model 510 Single Shot Bolt Action Rifle
serial #26772 22 S, L, LR, 24" barrel with a bright near excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 20% original finish that has toned to
brown with some shallow pitting on top of the barrel. The bee hive bolt
has faded to a mottled gray with remnants of case-hardening in the
protected areas with no red enamel remaining on the cocking indicator.
The plain stock rates very good with scattered handling marks, a tight
drying crack on the left side of the buttstock, small chip in the buttplate
and spots of paint transfer. The rifle functions well mechanically.
(25A8840-30) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Winchester Model 370 Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #C412309, 12 ga, 30" plain barrel choked full with an excellent
bore. The 3" chambered barreled action retains about 90% original finish
that is toning to brown with scattered oxidation staining, more
pronounced on the receiver. The smooth pistolgrip hardwood stock and
forearm rate very good with a 1/2" tight crack at the top tang, handling
marks and areas of missing or flaking lacquer. (25A9400-34)
{MODERN} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Long Branch No 4 Mk I* Bolt Action Rifle
serial # 67L6329, 303 British, 25" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of this 1944 dated rifle retain about 70% armory black
finish with an "England" import mark on the receiver ring and typical
British export marks near the muzzle of the barrel. The bolt, forearm and
magazine have matching serial numbers. The hardwood furniture rates
about very good with scattered small chips and impact marks. The right
side of the buttstock is marked "FTR 10/50” stenciled in yellow paint with
"ZF" stamped in the wood. The left side of the stock is stamped "BW/ S”
below and “1/50”. A very nice Factory Through Repair rifle from this
respected Canadian armory. (25A9493-3) {C&R} (300/400)
Est. 300 - 400
Winchester Model 60 Single Shot Bolt Action Rifle
22 S, L, LR 23" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% original blued finish with small areas of loss around the
muzzle and triggerguard. The gumwood stock and Winchester marked
plastic buttplate rate very good with a few scratches and scattered spots
of finish loss. The rifle has been customized with a faux mother-of-pearl
gripcap, a homemade leather shell holder screwed to the right side of
the butt and the initials "NRC" neatly incised at an angle with nail holes
that possibly held matching mother-of-pearl inserts at one time.
(25A9400-14) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

2650

Early U.S. Model 1917 Enfield Bolt Action Rifle by Eddystone
serial #25467 30-06, 26" barrel with a very good bore with slightly
frosted grooves. This early production rifle retains its original "E" marked
9-17 dated barrel with the remaining visible parts also "E" marked
including the stock tip, front sight base, upper band, bolt root, bolt
release, rear sight and cocking piece. The arsenal blued metal surfaces
retain about 85% finish with most of the loss on the buttplate with areas
toning to brown, most noticeable on the floorplate and rear band. The oil
finished walnut stock rates very good as lightly cleaned with scattered
minor impact marks and no cracks with a "RA" (Raritan Arsenal) rebuild
stamp on the left side of the buttstock. Additional stock markings include
a faint eagle's head cartouche with "36" behind the lower tang and "77"
stamped in front of the floorplate. A nice example of a first month
production Eddystone M1917 that escaped parkerization during the
rebuild process. (25A9672-1) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
Middle Eastern Jezail Flintlock Musket
.43 cal., 36" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
have toned to a dark brown patina showing scattered old pitting and
oxidation. The arm is very rudimentary in construction with two
hammered brass capucines near the breech and four silver capucines
nearer the stock tip. The external lock mechanism is quite simple with
large curving mainspring and straight ball-tip trigger. The trigger spring
has broken and the mechanism is seized. The short walnut stock
remains in about very good condition showing a 3" drying crack behind
the breech, a thin sliver missing along the left edge tip, some smaller
drying cracks and dings. There are remnants of a black lacquer finish
scattered about and the "pistolgrip" area actually shows some hints of
nice grain figure. A good example for the collector of primitive arms.
(2X139371-13) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
U.S. Model 1795 Percussion-Converted Musket
.69 cal., 42" barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal surfaces
are gray and brown with evenly scattered oxidation stains, light pitting
around the nipple area, the lock plate is smoky gray with remnants of a
Federal Eagle but the other markings are no longer visible. The
one-piece factory walnut stock rates very good plus as arsenal-grade
refurbished with the re-applied varnish worn around the lock areas from
handling, scattered light-to-moderate handling marks, 5" thin crack
extending from the butt on the left side with a few chips, a 1 1/2" crack
on the right side extending from the butt along with several smaller
ones. The buttplate rates fair showing heavy corrosion. The mainspring
is broken and in need of attention. The rear lock screw is broken off from
corrosion and the lock is loose in its seat. This version has the bayonet
stud on the bottom of the muzzle and the barrel is stamped "P/RC".
(2X8A9407-8) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Mauser Geha Bolt Action Shotgun
12 ga., 27” barrel choked full with a slightly frosted bore showing some
light pits toward the breech. The barrel retains about 85% original finish
with scattered freckling, handling marks and oxidation staining
throughout. The receiver and bolt have flaked to a dark gray patina
showing a few areas of original finish with freckling and pinprick
oxidation. The smooth walnut stock with smooth buttplate is about good
plus as refinished with Geha emblems on both sides of the butt and
signs of handling throughout. These shotguns were converted from
Gew. 98 Mauser rifles sometime in the 1920s/30s. (2X228840-37)
{C&R} [Roy Jinks Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Custom Steyr M95 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #1024S, 8x50 Mannlicher, 19 1/2” barrel with a very good bore
showing darkness in the grooves and strong rifling. This lot includes only
a barreled action and sporterized stock; the rear sight ladder, action
screws, magazine / triggerguard assembly and bolt are not present. The
rifle retains about 50% arsenal blue with wear on the contact points and
high edges, thinning on the barrel, and spots of oxidation staining along
the barrel. The checkered pistolgrip walnut half-stock rates fair-good
as-cleaned with two hairline cracks at the rear of the receiver, a plug
through the checkering of the wrist, three drilled holes in the pistolgrip,
scattered light scratches, and an added finish. The stock features a
raised left side cheekpiece, a blank brass medallion tacked to the top of
the wrist, and a steel military buttplate which is poorly fitted with
"203GA" unit marking at the heel. The receiver ring is crisply marked
“STEYR / M.95”, and the barrel is marked with only the beginning “WN”
being legible, there are four added drilled and tapped holes along the
left side of the receiver. (1X139569-1) {MODERN} (30/60)
Est. 30 - 60
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W. & C. Scott & Son Double Hammergun
serial #1108 12 ga, 25 3/4” possibly shortened Damascus barrels
choked cylinder with very good bore with light pitting and a few light
dings. The barrels show a nice Damascus pattern beneath a light brown
patina, and the frame has a pewter patina with spots of light oxidation on
the triggerguard and right-side hammer. The checkered pistolgrip walnut
stock and forend are in very good condition as lightly cleaned with
moderate softening of the checkering, a light crack through the wrist,
and a professionally added recoil pad marked “NOSHOC”. The frame is
neatly foliate scroll engraved on all sides, and the left and right sides of
the frame are marked “W. & C. SCOTT & SON”. The watertable is
marked “SCOTT’S PATENT ACTION” and a faint “(crown) / (crossed
swords)” proof on both left and right sides, and the barrels are serialized
and matching with slightly faded British proofs and crisp “13” on both
barrels. The rib is faintly marked “W. & C. SCOTT & SON. PATENTEES.
DORSET PLACE PALL MALL. LONDON. LAMINATED STEEL.” The
right barrel is just slightly off-face and the shotgun features double
triggers, double hammers, extractors, a 14 3/4” length of pull, the lever
comes to rest just left of center, the chamber measures approximately 2
5/8”, and the shotgun is sighted with dual beads. (1X14A9438-395)
{ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger Crimson Trace LCR-22 Double Action Revolver
serial #548-72830, 22 LR, 1 7/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The gray
stainless steel cylinder and the anodized frame retain 99% original
finishes and the polymer fire control system frame rates excellent. The
checkered synthetic factory installed Crimson Trace grips with
functioning laser rate excellent. The gun features a serrated ramp front
sight, fixed rear sight and eight-shot deeply fluted cylinder. The gun
includes a factory box that is correctly end labeled and numbered to the
gun, factory soft nylon case, Ruger padlock with a pair of keys, fired
case, a pair of Ruger internal lock keys, manual and paperwork. This
arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory fired-only, and may have
very small rack or handling marks only. (8A9319-392) {MODERN}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
W. Moore & Co. Side Lever Double Hammergun
serial #23434 12 ga., 31" laminated steel barrels with oxidized and
pitted bores choked cylinder. The metal surfaces have toned to a
pleasing brown patina showing scattered light oxidation blemishes and
pitting. The checkered walnut English style factory buttstock rates about
excellent as lightly cleaned and refurbished with scattered
light-to-moderate dents, dings, scratches and flattened diamond points
in addition to a few hairline checks on the left side. The steel buttplate
has toned to brown with oxidation blemishes. The metal is proud of the
wood in areas due to the refurbishing. The checkered walnut splinter
forend rates very good as refurbished showing moderately flattened
diamond points and handling marks. The wedge stud on the barrel has
been re-soldered, the barrels have slight frame-to-barrel play and the
barrels are slightly off face at the bottom with light also showing along
the water table next to the standing breech. The locks still function but
the safety notch on the left hammer needs attention. The barrels are
marked as 13-bore on the bottom and the barrels appear to have been
professionally period shortened. "W. Moore & Co." are marked on the
sideplates and "Laminated Steel" on the barrel rib. (1X8A9339-13)
{C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

2658

British Underlever Double Hammer Shotgun by Robert Jones
12 ga., 30” barrels with bright very good bores choked improved cylinder
and cylinder showing a few small spots of pinprick pitting. The twist steel
barrels with 2 5/8” chambers are toning to a handsome dark
grayish-plum patina with a few scattered small spots of light oxidation
and pitting, along with a few minor scratches and impact marks. The
barrels display most of their original damascus pattern with the rib maker
marked “Robert Jones (Inventor and Patentee) 60 Dale St. Liverpool”.
The locks and hammers are no longer present and the remaining metal
surfaces show a dull, mottled pewter-gray patina with a few small areas
of minor oxidation, some tiny dings in the edges of the raised tear drop
fences, and attractive foliate scroll engraving throughout. The checkered
walnut straight grip stock displays some cast to the right and rates good
as cleaned with an added finish, a few wood-filled repairs, numerous
minor dents, dings and scratches and the stock has been roughly
shaped to fit a well-worn WesternField-marked ventilated rubber recoil
pad providing a 15” length of pull. The checkered walnut splinter style
forend rates about very good with a small chip to the left of the
decorative forend tip and a few tiny dings and scuffs in the checkering
from use and features a wedge and escutcheons flanked by engraved
rosettes. The lockup is a little loose with the barrels off-face, the shotgun
features an unmarked shield-shaped monogram plate in the toe line as
well as a functioning extractor and the barrels are sighted with a brass
bead. A beautiful firearm that would be an excellent candidate for
restoration or an eye-catching wall hanger. (1X23A9438-429)
{ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
L. C. Smith Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #22384 12 ga, 26” damascus barrels both choked cylinder with
shiny bores and scattered small patches of oxidation. The barrels show
nice damascus pattern and are a mixture of dark and light gray with
freckling and light oxidation staining throughout and may have been
neatly shortened. The locks and frames are a gunmetal gray and silver
patina with light-to-moderate freckling and “L.C Smith” marked on each
lock. The checkered pistolgrip walnut buttstock is good plus and shows
nice darkened figure and evidence of a light cleaning, the checkering is
worn on the pistolgrip and hard rubber “TRAP GUN” marked buttplate
and there are light-to-moderate handling marks. The forend is also worn
almost flat with a 1” piece and several smaller chips missing, the inlaid
forend tip is not present. The barrels lock up tight with the lever just
left-of-center and the double triggers seem mechanically-sound.
(1X22A9438-334) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
U.S. Model 1836 Percussion-Converted Pistol by Johnson
.54 cal, 8 1/2" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this
pistol have mostly toned to a gunmetal gray patina showing some
scattered light oxidation staining along the breech and wood line along
with some light to perhaps moderate old pitting scattered about. The
breech proofs have softened from percussion cap erosion but the
lockplate markings are still quite clear with "U.S. / R. JOHNSON /
MIDDN CONN / 1840". The smooth walnut stock remains in good
condition showing mostly worn finish, a thin 1" crack below the lockplate,
a small crack and light chip near the lock screw, scattered dings and
handling marks. The stock still shows two good inspector cartouches on
the left flat. The swiveling ramrod assembly is intact, the hammer screw
is missing but the lock still seems to function well mechanically.
(1X13A9518-3) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Springfield Armory Inc. XDS-45 3.3 Mod 2 Sub-Compact Semi-Auto
Pistol
serial #HG141928, 45 ACP, 3 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the slide retain about 99% original black finish and the
polymer frame rates excellent. The pistol features single-stack magazine
for a thinner profile, three dot sights with fiber optic front, "Grip Zone"
texturing on the grip frame, grip safety, loaded chamber indicator,
ambidextrous magazine release and an accessory rail on the dust cover
to name a few. This pistol includes a factory box that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, a five-round factory magazine with flat
floorplate, (3) extended six-round factory magazines with extension
sleeve, bore brush, cable lock with a pair of keys, factory nylon carry
rug, factory inside-the-waist nylon holster, lubricant sample, spare fiber
optic rods, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer
stock, factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling
marks only. (8A9319-859) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
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Ruger SR40 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #342-91108, 40 S&W, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% plus original black finish and the polymer
frame rates excellent with factory tool mark to remove a sprue gate on
the triggerguard. The pistol features adjustable three dot sights,
ambidextrous magazine release and ambidextrous frame mounted
safeties. The pistol includes a factory hard case that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of ten-round factory magazines
with flat baseplate, magazine loader, fired case, cable lock with a pair of
keys, manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-500) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger SR40C Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #345-15576, 40 S&W, 3 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% plus original black finish and the
polymer frame rates excellent factory with tool mark to remove a sprue
gate on the triggerguard. The pistol features adjustable three dot sights,
ambidextrous magazine release and ambidextrous frame mounted
safeties. The pistol includes a factory hard case that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of nine-round factory
magazines with finger rest baseplate, a pair of spare flat magazine
baseplates, magazine loader, fired case, cable lock with a pair of keys,
manual and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock, factory
fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-468) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Ruger SR9 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #335-95025, 9mm, 4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% plus original black finish and the polymer
frame rates excellent with factory tool mark to remove a sprue gate on
the triggerguard. The pistol features adjustable three dot sights,
ambidextrous magazine release and ambidextrous frame mounted
safeties. The pistol includes a factory hard case that is correctly end
labeled and numbered to the gun, a pair of ten-round factory magazines
with flat baseplate, magazine loader, fired case, manual, cable lock with
a pair of keys and paperwork. This arm is as-new-in-box, dealer stock,
factory fired-only, and may have very small rack or handling marks only.
(8A9319-472) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Colt New Line 30 Pocket Revolver
serial #3239 30 RF, 2 1/4" barrel with a fair-good bore showing small
patches of light pitting and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of
this revolver retain about 90% original nickel finish showing some
scattered light flaking to gray-brown patina, light scratches and a few
small dings here and there. The etched "COLT NEW 30" panel on the
left side is rather soft but intact, the two-line barrel address is crisp and
clear and the right side frame is marked "30 CAL" above the loading
cutout. The hammer shows strong reapplied fire blue and there is a
crack forming at the spur. The smooth rosewood grips are
pencil-numbered to the gun and remain in near excellent condition
retaining a healthy amount of original varnish showing some scattered
light dings and handling marks. All remaining serialized parts are
matching and the action seems to function well mechanically with solid
timing and lock-up. A nice example of these little Colt revolvers.
(1X13A9275-33) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Colt New Line 22 Pocket Revolver
serial #16644 22 RF, 2 1/4" barrel with an about very good bore
showing a few small patches of light pitting, bright areas and strong
rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain perhaps
90% original nickel finish with most of the loss along the cylinder and
barrel flaking to a mild gray-brown patina, some high edge wear along
the frame, a couple light dings and scratches. The barrel address and
caliber designation on the frame remain quite crisp and clear and the
etched "COLT NEW 22" panel on the left side barrel is very nice and
clear. The hammer has mostly toned to a silvery gray patina and the
sides of the trigger and base pin still retain some faint hints of fire blue.
The smooth rosewood grips remain in very good condition showing an
area of small dings below the escutcheon on the left panel and along the
base of the right but they otherwise retain about 90% original varnish.
The right panel is pencil-numbered to another gun and its fit is a little
proud of the frame and the left is un-numbered with excellent fit. The
barrel and cylinder are matching the frame and the action seems to
function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up. A very good
example with a nice bore and strong markings. (1X13A9275-35)
{ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

2667

BSA Ralock Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #S10634, 22 RF Short, 22" barrel with a bright near excellent bore
showing a hint of minor frosting and strong rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this rifle retain perhaps 75% original blue with areas toning
to plum-brown patina and most of the loss due to scattered moderate
oxidation staining and freckling. This appears to be an early example
given its 22 Short chambering and curiously, the factory markings on
either side of the frame appear to be hand-engraved and are somewhat
light. The plain hardwood stocks remain in good condition showing a
thin 1" crack on the underside where the buttstock meets the frame,
moderate flaking finish, dings and scuffs. The original sights are intact
and the action seems to function well mechanically. A very good
example of these mechanically interesting British commercial rifles not
often seen in this country, they proved to be very expensive to
manufacture and only a few thousand were made. (13A9438-228)
{C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
J. Stevens Model 200 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #4682 20 ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified with a bright near
excellent bore. The metal surfaces are toning to a blue-gray patina with
areas thinning to pewter-gunmetal patina still showing generous
amounts of original blue scattered about and some spots of moderate
oxidation staining mostly along the left side frame and barrel. There are
some scattered light dings here and there and all markings remain crisp.
The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and grooved forend remain in
about very good condition showing mostly worn finish, a couple small
drying cracks at the rear of the forend, scattered light dings and handling
marks. The action may require some mechanical attention as one must
press the release button on the left side of the frame to open the action
even after the trigger is pulled; it otherwise seems to function well
mechanically. (13A9438-217) {C&R} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Colt Open Top Pocket Revolver
serial #16736 22 RF, 2 3/8" barrel with a good bore showing some
moderate pitting for the first 1" at the breech and is otherwise bright with
strong rifling. The barrel of this revolver is toning to a dark
pewter-gunmetal patina showing some scattered remnants of pinprick
pitting mostly at the breech, a few tiny dings and generous flakes of
original bright blue in the more protected areas. The cylinder has been
lightly cleaned to a silvery pewter patina showing some remnants of
pinprick pitting and a few minor dings. The high spur hammer, trigger
and a couple of the screw heads retain strong bright fire blue and the
markings remain crisp and clear. The frame has toned to a lovely ocher
patina showing some light handling marks. The smooth walnut grips
appear to be un-numbered and remain in very fine condition showing
some scattered light dings and good original varnish. The barrel is
matching the frame, barrel-to-frame fit shows a hint of minor play and
the action seems to function well mechanically with solid timing and
lock-up. A solid example of these popular early Colt cartridge revolvers.
(13B9566-7) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
American "Chieftain" Single Action Pocket Revolver
serial #410 32 RF, 2 1/2" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore showing
evident rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain about 85% plus
original nickel finish showing some light flaking to silvery gunmetal
patina blending in with the nickel, a few spots of light pinprick pitting and
handling marks. There are some tool marks along the bottom of the
barrel from base pin removal, more moderate along the head of the
base pin itself. All markings are clear with "CHIEFTAIN" on the top
barrel flat and April 23, 1878 patent date on the left flat. The black
checkered hard rubber grips remain in about very good condition, the
left panel showing a small crack at the back edge along with some more
minor scattered handling marks. The action remains functional with
timing and lock-up a little bit loose. A very good example, not often seen
with this "CHIEFTAIN" trade name. (13A9566-8) {ANTIQUE} (125/200)
Est. 125 - 200
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European Copy of a Thuer Deringer
serial #10 41 RF, 2 5/8" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces have toned to a pewter-gunmetal patina showing some
remnants of light pinprick pitting, minor old oxidation staining and a few
flakes of original blue in the protected areas. There are a few
unobtrusive light dings at the edges of the breech. The pistol also shows
some remnants of light foliate embellishments, a soft proof mark and the
serial number on the left side frame and some illegible letters along the
top of the barrel. The hammer is a quite a bit longer and the frame
contours slightly different than the original Colt product the arm is
imitating, otherwise similar in operation and features. The smooth
rosewood grips remain in very good condition having darkened from the
years and showing a couple tiny chips and minor dings. Barrel-to-frame
fit is still quite solid and the hammer functions crisply. An interesting
example for the antique arms collector. (13A9566-6) {ANTIQUE}
(250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Smith & Wesson No. 1 Second Issue Revolver
serial #68720 22 RF, 3 3/16" ribbed octagon barrel with an oxidized
bore showing evident rifling throughout. The barrel, cylinder and ejector
spud retain about 90% older reapplied dull blue showing some light
pinprick pits beneath the blue scattered about and some spots of minor
oxidation staining. The barrel address and cylinder patent date remain
partially legible. The frame retains about 95% original silver finish
showing some minor thinning to ocher patina along the high edges, a
few light dings and areas taking on a pleasant dark tarnish and the
hammer has toned to a smoky gray patina. The smooth rosewood grips
remain in very fine condition retaining about 85% original varnish with
some light flaking and scattered handling marks. The right panel is
stamp-numbered to the gun and the remaining parts are matching by
assembly number. Barrel-to-frame fit is very good showing a little bit of
play, the action will require mechanical attention as the cylinder stop
spring and hand spring are either missing or broken, the hammer
otherwise functions crisply. (13A9563-4) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Manhattan 22 Caliber Pocket Revolver
serial #381 22 RF, 3 1/8" ribbed octagon barrel with an oxidized bore
showing evident rifling throughout. This variation is unmarked beyond
the serial number, likely in an effort to avoid detection by Smith &
Wesson's lawyers. The metal surfaces have mostly toned to a mottled
gray-brown patina showing some scattered pinprick pitting, light dings
and freckling. The circular brass sideplate is a nice ocher patina, there
are some strong flakes of original bright blue in the protected areas on
the underside of the barrel and sides of the barrel are engraved with
lovely factory foliate scrollwork with punch-dot shading that remains
mostly intact. The smooth walnut grips remain in about very good
condition as lightly cleaned long ago showing scattered light dings and
handling marks. The barrel and cylinder are matching the frame,
barrel-to-frame fit shows some moderate play and the action is generally
functional with loose timing and lock-up. A very good example for the
antique arms collector. (13A9566-15) {ANTIQUE} (250/400)
Est. 250 - 400
Marlin O.K. Single Shot Deringer Pistol
serial #17059 22 RF, 2 3/4" part round part octagon barrel with an
oxidized bore showing faint rifling. The metal surfaces are mostly a
pewter-gunmetal patina showing remnants of old pitting scattered
throughout. The trigger shows some light tool marks and may be an
older replacement. Only a few faint letters of the Marlin address are
visible along the right side of the barrel and the "O.K." on the top flat
remains intact and legible. The brass frame shows evidence of an old
cleaning and is a mottled ocher patina with some scattered light dings
and tool marks. The smooth rosewood grips remain in good condition
showing worn finish, scattered light dings and handling marks. Barrel
lock-up shows some moderate play and the hammer functions crisply. A
good example of these early Marlin pistols. (13A9566-19) {ANTIQUE}
(200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Marlin Vest Pocket Deringer Pistol
serial #4976 22 RF, 2 1/16" part round part octagon barrel with an
oxidized bore. The barrel shows evidence of an older cleaning and has
toned to a silvery gunmetal patina with remnants of fine pinprick pitting
and no visible markings. The trigger and hammer are a darker gray
patina with light oxidation staining and the frame has mostly toned to a
mild ocher patina showing some scattered light dings and generous
amounts of silver finish, perhaps 20% remaining. The smooth rosewood
grips remain in good condition showing a couple tiny dings and flaking
varnish. Barrel lock-up shows some moderate play, the half cock notch
is worn and the full cock is functional. A very good example of Marlin's
first pistol. (13A9566-20) {ANTIQUE} (300/400)
Est. 300 - 400

2676

Stevens Gem Single Shot Pocket Pistol
serial #504 22 RF, 3 1/8" part round part octagon barrel with a fair bore
showing a few spots of moderate pitting and otherwise good rifling. The
barrel, hammer and trigger have toned to a gunmetal gray patina
showing scattered smoothed-over light pitting, handling marks and the
"GEM" on the top barrel flat remains intact. The frame retains about 92%
original nickel finish showing light flaking to ocher patina around the
edges, a few light scratches and scattered dings. The smooth rosewood
grips remain in about very good condition showing mostly worn finish, a
few tiny chips around the edges and other light handling marks.
Barrel-to-frame fit shows just a little bit of play and the hammer functions
crisply. A very good example of Stevens' only pistol made without a
tip-up barrel. (13A9566-17) {ANTIQUE} (300/400)
Est. 300 - 400
Ethan Allen XL Vest Pocket Pistol
serial #1081 22 RF, 2 1/8" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces of this pistol have been lightly cleaned to a silvery pewter
patina showing some faint remnants of fine pinprick pitting and light
handling marks. The "XL VEST POCKET" barrel markings were left
unmolested and are quite crisp. The smooth hardwood grips may be
older replacements and remain in good condition showing a heavy
added brown finish, a few minor thin drying cracks and handling marks.
The barrel is matching the frame, barrel-to-frame fit shows a little minor
play, half cock notch is somewhat worn and the hammer otherwise
functional. (13A9566-24) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
American "Pointer" Single Shot Deringer Pistol
22 RF, 2 3/4" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces of this
little pistol retain about 95% older reapplied polished nickel finish
showing a few errant flakes, scattered fine scratches and handling
marks. The "POINTER" marking on the barrel remains mostly legible.
The smooth walnut grips remain in very good condition showing some
scattered light dings and handling marks. The barrel is matching the
frame by assembly code, barrel-to-frame fit shows a little bit of play and
the half cock notch is worn although full cock seems to function well.
(13A9566-23) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
C. S. Shattuck "Unique" Single Action Pocket Revolver
serial #385 32 RF, 2 3/4" octagon barrel with a fair bore showing some
moderate oxidation and good rifling throughout. The metal surfaces of
this desirable revolver retain about 80% original nickel finish with most of
the loss due to flaked areas and spots of moderate pitting mostly along
the right side, some scattered smaller flakes, light dings and handling
marks. The hammer spur shows a nicely-done period brazed repair, the
cylinder arbor shows good remnants of case-hardened colors and all
markings remain mostly crisp. The black checkered hard rubber grips
with bust of Lincoln on the right panel and Garfield on the left remain in
very fine condition showing a few light handling marks, slight warping at
the base of the right panel and excellent detail. Barrel lock-up shows just
a hint of minor play and the action seems to function well mechanically
with solid timing and lock-up. A very good example of these interesting
revolvers, sought-after for both their macabre grips and innovative
swing-out cylinder assembly. (13B9611-4) {ANTIQUE} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Custom Ruger Model 44 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #84754 44 Mag, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barrel retains 99% original blue with a few light handling marks while the
receiver has been heat treated to display a rainbow-like appearance
with perhaps a faint handling mark or two. The carbine buttplate and
barrel band have been anodized a matte peachy-gold color while the
triggerguard retains 98% original black anodization with a few light
handling marks throughout. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock features
a custom-shaped grip and rates excellent; The barrel retains the original
blade front sight, the rear sight has been removed and sight blocks and
1” steel scope rings have been added behind the rear dovetail and to
the top of the drilled and tapped receiver. The carbine is equipped with
quick-detach sling swivels and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9531-6) {MODERN} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
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Mossberg Model 44 US Bolt Action Rifle with US Property Markings
serial #163159 22 LR, 26” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
barreled action retains 99% original blue with a few light handling marks
and a couple specks of light oxidation, the in-the-white bolt remains
mostly bright with some very light oxidation staining on the handle and
knob and both the barrel and receiver are marked “U.S. PROPERTY”.
The smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent while the grooved
steel buttplate remains in very good plus condition with very light edge
wear and some small spots of light oxidation. The original sights and
sling swivels remain intact and one original 7-round magazine is
included. Used for target training by all branches of the U.S. military
during WWII, this rifle remains in excellent condition. (23B9544-74)
{C&R} (250/350)
Est. 250 - 350
Mossberg Model 144 LSB Bolt Action Rifle
serial #1305229 22 LR, 25 3/4” heavy barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The barreled action retains 97% original blue with a few light
handling marks and scattered small spots of light oxidation while the
barrel band and floorplate are toning to a blue-brown patina and the
barrel is marked “AC-KRO-GRUV”. The smooth walnut pistolgrip stock
with right-handed cheekpiece rates very good plus to near excellent with
a few light handling marks and the green plastic “Safe” knub is missing
from behind the receiver. The bolt and rear sight are no longer present
but the globe front sight, slings swivels and hand stop remain intact and
one original 5-round magazine is included. (23A9544-21) {MODERN}
(75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Mossberg Model 44 US(a) Bolt Action Rifle
22 LR, 26” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel action
retains 90% added streaky black enamel finish with scattered small
spots of light oxidation beneath the finish and numerous scattered light
scratches and handling marks overall. The body of the in-the-white bolt
remains mostly bright while the handle and knob show some light
oxidation staining. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock rates excellent
as perhaps lightly cleaned with a few scattered light handling marks
while the ribbed steel buttplate is proud of the wood at the heel and
displays some light spots of oxidation. The original sights remain intact
with some light oxidation on the Microclick rear sight and added blue
paint to the rear of the aperture disk, the sling swivels remain intact, one
5-round magazine is included and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9544-60) {C&R} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Remington Model 513-T Matchmaster Bolt Action Rifle
serial #142322 22 LR, 27” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 95% original blue with scattered specks of light oxidation
throughout and a few light handling marks while the bolt is toning to a
gray patina with some light oxidation staining on the knob. The smooth
walnut pistolgrip target-style stock rates very good with a hairline crack
behind the action and a few scattered minor handling marks. The rifle is
equipped with a Lyman 77R front globe sight and Lyman 60 aperture
rear sight, the sling swivels remain intact, one Remington-marked
6-round magazine is included and the action appears to function well
mechanically. (23A9544-223) {C&R} (250/350)
Est. 250 - 350
Chiappa Model 1861 Springfield Percussion Rifle-Musket
.58 cal., 40” barrel with a bright excellent bore and strong rifling. The
in-the-white metal surfaces are toning to a pewtery-gray patina with a
few minor handling marks and scattered small areas of light oxidation
and minor staining overall. Many nice historical details are included such
as a lockplate dated “1861” to the rear of the hammer and a Federal
Eagle ahead along with “U.S. / SPRINGFIELD” below the bolster, “1861”
on the breech of the barrel, “U.S” on the buttplate and “U” on the bands.
The smooth walnut straight grip stock rates very good with a tiny crack
at the heel by the buttplate and various minor scratches and handling
marks overall. The sights and sling swivels remain intact, one steel
tulip-head ramrod with swelled shank is included and the action appears
to function well mechanically. A very nice Italian-made reproduction
Model 1861 that will be perfect for reenacting. (23A9544-311)
{ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Pedersoli Reproduction Rolling Block Single Shot Rifle
serial #R02986, .45-70, 30” part octagon part round barrel with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel of this handsome Italian-manufactured rifle
retains 99% original blue with a few scattered small areas of light
oxidation while the frame retains 99% original vibrant case-hardened
colors and the brass surfaces remain bright with a few small spots of
tarnishing on the triggerguard. The smooth walnut straight grip stock
and forend rate excellent with perhaps a faint handling mark or two, the
original sights remain intact and the upper tang is drilled and tapped for
receiver sights. A very attractive modern-production Rolling Block-style
rifle in excellent condition. (23A9544-118) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700

2687

U.S. Model 1879 Trapdoor Carbine by Springfield Armory
serial #143858 .45-70, shortened 21” barrel with a mostly bright, very
good bore showing areas of minor pitting in the rifling. The metal
surfaces are toning to a brown patina with scattered small spots of light
oxidation and fine pinprick pitting. The lockplate is properly marked with
a Federal Eagle ahead of the hammer and “U.S. / SPRINGFIELD” below
the thumbpiece and the barrel is correctly proofed with a “V / P / (eagle
head) / P”. The smooth black walnut straight grip stock with correct long
comb and trap buttplate rates very good as lightly cleaned with a few
short hairline cracks around the lockplate and various minor scratches,
dents and dings from the years. There is a small sanded area behind
the intact sling bar and ring where the inspector’s cartouche used to be
and the remnants of the circled “P” firing proof are visible behind the
triggerguard. The 1873-dated low-arch breech block is slightly loose
when closed, the correct “C”-marked Model 1879 rear sight remains
intact, the front sight blade is made from a U.S. nickel and the
three-position lock and tumbler remain strong and crisp. (23A9534-4)
{ANTIQUE} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Yugoslavian Model 59/66A1 SKS Semi-Auto Carbine by Kragujevac
Arsenal
serial #T-673859, 7.62x39mm, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1983-manufactured carbine retain 97%
arsenal blue with some scattered small spots of loss, scattered spots of
light oxidation and light handling marks while many of the parts remain
coated in protective cosmoline. The smooth birch pistolgrip stock and
handguard rate very good plus with some small areas of darker
discoloration and perhaps a light rack mark or two and all stampings
remain crisp. The importer’s mark is on the right side of the barrel and
the following parts are serial-matched to the receiver: stock,
triggerguard, dust cover, bolt, bolt carrier, gas tube, magazine. The
carbine is equipped with flip-up phosphorus night sights that have long
since dimmed, a grenade launcher with folding sight, cleaning rod and a
folding blade bayonet that locks up tightly in both positions. Included
with this excellent condition SKS is a green canvas sling, bore-cleaning
rope, cleaning kit, oiler, leather pouch and manual. (23A9608-14)
{MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Yugoslavian Model 59/66A1 SKS Semi-Auto Carbine by Kragujevac
Arsenal
serial #F-134529, 7.62x39mm, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1969-manufactured carbine retain 99%
arsenal blue with some scattered light handling marks while many of the
parts remain coated in protective cosmoline. The smooth birch pistolgrip
stock and handguard rate very good plus with some light scattered
handling marks, the rubber recoil pad is worn around the edges and all
stampings remain crisp. The importer’s mark is on the right side of the
barrel and the following parts are serial-matched to the receiver: stock,
triggerguard, dust cover, bolt, bolt carrier, gas tube, magazine. The
carbine is equipped with flip-up phosphorus night sights that have long
since dimmed, a grenade launcher with folding sight, cleaning rod and a
folding blade bayonet that locks up tightly in both positions. Included
with this excellent condition SKS is a green canvas sling, bore-cleaning
rope, cleaning kit, oiler, leather pouch and manual. (23A9608-12) {C&R}
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Winchester Model 1897 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #348610 16 ga., 28” plain barrel choked modified with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel retains 98% original blue with a few faint
handling marks and tiny spots of light oxidation on the muzzle while the
magazine and action bar show the typical silvering on the wear points
and a few areas toning to a blue-brown patina. The frame has also aged
to a blue-brown patina with silvering on the high edges, scattered light
handling marks toning to brown and a few small spots of oxidation
staining. The smooth walnut rounded pistolgrip stock rates very good as
cleaned with a period added finish, a short hairline crack behind the
triggerguard and a few scattered light handling marks from the years
while the Winchester-logoed hard rubber buttplate remains in very good
condition with a hairline crack and small chip in the edge of the toe. The
grooved forend rates very good plus with a few light handling marks.
This takedown Model 1897 is sighted with a brass bead and the action
appears to function well mechanically. (23A9618-4) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Winchester Model 1894 Special Order Eastern Carbine
serial #247106 30 WCF, 20” barrel with full magazine and a bright
excellent bore. The barrel and magazine retain about 90% of what
appears to be original thinning blue with perhaps a few small areas of
later applied finish, a few scattered areas of light pinprick pitting and
oxidation, scattered minor handling marks and a small area on the barrel
which is toning to dark gray under direct light. The barrel is stamped
“MODEL 94” and all markings remain crisp. The 1904-manufactured
frame and lever display a mottled pewtery-brown patina with scattered
areas of light oxidation and the expected silvering of the high edges with
remnants of original blue in the protected areas. The smooth walnut
shotgun style buttstock and forend rate very good plus with a light coat
of added finish, some light wear at the heel and a few scattered minor
handing marks while the serrated steel buttplate remains in near
excellent condition with very light edge wear. The left side of the frame
has two added drilled and tapped holes for a receiver sight, a sling
swivel has been installed at the toe and on the magazine and the
original sights including the front sight hood remain intact. The action of
this Special Order Eastern Carbine is smooth and appears to function
well mechanically. (23A9607-15) {C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Baker Gun Co. Model 1897 Double Hammergun
serial #35980 10 ga., 32” laminated steel barrels choked cylinder with
good bores showing patches of light pitting throughout. The barrels are
toning to a dull gray patina with a few small scattered spots of oxidation
staining with the light remnants of the original damascus pattern still
visible throughout. The sidelocks and remaining metal surfaces display a
silvery case-hardened patina with a few small spots of very fine pinprick
pitting and oxidation staining with the triggerguard marked “MODEL
1897” and each side of the frame marked “Baker Gun Co.” and light
border engraving overall. The checkered walnut rounded pistolgrip stock
and serial-matched splinter-style forend with ebony tip rate very good
plus with a few scattered light handling marks while the superimposed
“BGC” monogramed hard rubber buttplate rates excellent. The shotgun
is equipped with double triggers, the top lever features an ergonomic
sweep to the right, the barrels are sighted with a German silver bead,
the barrels are on-face and lock up tightly and the action appears to
function well mechanically. A handsome example of these
American-manufactured shotguns. (23A9618-9) {C&R} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Handsome Joseph Lang & Sons Double Hammergun
serial #7277 12 ga., 30” laminate steel barrels choked modified and full
with bright very good bores showing a few small areas of light pitting in
the barrels. The barrels have been cleaned to a shiny brown patina
retaining the remnants of the original damascus pattern with a few small
areas of light pitting, particularly underneath the forend where they
display British view marks and are stamped “NOT FOR BALL” while the
rib bears the maker’s mark and London address. The frame has aged to
a smoky-brown case-hardened patina and features tight foliate scroll
engraving overall and traces of original case-hardened colors below the
fences. The beautiful checkered walnut straight grip stock rates near
excellent as expertly refinished and the checkering professionally
restored with a couple very tiny filled repairs at the toe and a few faint
handling marks from the years and features an unmarked oval
monogram plate and an added Pachmayr Decelerator recoil pad
providing a 15 1/4” length of pull. The checkered walnut splinter forend
rates very good plus with an unobtrusive thin sliver missing from the
right wood line and is serial-matched to the gun. The shotgun is sighted
with a brass bead and features lightening cuts on the water tables, the
right barrel shows the slightest whisker of light at the breech when
closed, lock-up however seems tight. (23A9639-7) {ANTIQUE}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Unmarked Flintlock Long Fowler
.58 cal., 50 1/2” part round part octagon barrel with an oxidized bore.
The barrel, side plate and buttplate are toning to a lightly pitted brown
patina while the remaining metal surfaces have aged to a pewter hue
with light pitting throughout. The brass ferrules, tail pipe and ramrod
head display a warm mustard patina. The left quarter flat of the barrel is
marked with two British proofs along with “30” and the lockplate is
stamped “WARRANTED” behind the cock and “& S / (Indian elephant)”
ahead. The elegant and svelte smooth hardwood stock rates good with
a filled repair and multiple cracks overall and the stock remains
structurally sound. This flintlock is likely a contemporary creation and not
meant to be fired as the fit of the pan to the touchhole is imperfect, the
half cock notch is worn but the action otherwise functions properly and a
wood and metal ramrod is included. This attractive long fowler will make
an excellent conversation piece and wall-hanger. (23A9451-34)
{ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

2695

Hamilton No. 27 Break Action Boy’s Rifle
.22 RF, 15” shrouded barrel with a fair moderately oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces retain 85% original thinning blue which is lightly flaking
on the frame, the triggerguard is toning to a brown patina, and there are
light handling marks and scattered small spots of oxidation staining
toning to brown overall. The smooth hardwood board-style buttstock and
forend rate very good with the scattered light handling marks and signs
of honest use to be expected of a boy’s rifle. Clearly once the prized
possession of Leo Burgess, this name is carved into the end of the
buttstock and “LEO / B” appears on the left side of the forend. While the
barrel and breech lock up somewhat loosely, the action appears to
function well mechanically and the original sights remain intact. A nice
example of these hard-used rifles from a bygone era. (23A9565-6)
{C&R} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Husqvarna Single Shot Rifle
serial #35805 22 LR, 24 1/4” octagon barrel with a bright near excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 95% original blue with light
silvering on the high edges, a few light handling marks and scattered
small spots of light oxidation overall. The stainless steel bolt remains
mostly bright with some light oxidation staining and is serial-matched to
the receiver. The top flat of the barrel is marked “HUSQVARNA
VAPENFABRIKS A.B.” ahead of the rear sight and distance markings
for the elevator are behind. The left flat of the barrel is stamped
“AVSETT FOR 22 LONG RIFLE below the rear sight, the left side of the
receiver reads “SAKRAT” near the safety lever meaning “safe” and the
bottom flat of the barrel is discretely import-marked ahead of the forend.
The smooth European hardwood straight grip stock rates very good with
a 1 3/4” flexing crack in the left wood line below the receiver and a few
scattered minor handling marks from use. This high-quality rifle is
equipped with a safety and can be cocked and decocked independently
from the bolt. The sling swivels remain intact though the forward swivel
has been amateurishly reattached with solder, the original sights remain
intact and the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9534-8)
{C&R} (50/150)
Est. 50 - 150
Marlin Glenfield Model 60 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #26416807 22 LR, 22” Micro-Groove “JM”-marked barrel with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue and
black enamel finishes with scattered spots of light oxidation on the right
side of the barrel and around the rear sight and a few light handling
marks overall. The grooved American hardwood Monte Carlo pistolgrip
stock rates very good plus with a few scattered light handling marks and
features embossed squirrels on each side of the grip and oak leaves on
the forend. Mounted to the grooved receiver in a pair of aluminum rings
is a Tasco 4x32 scope with crosshair reticle and bright very good optics
in very good condition showing a few light handling marks from use. The
action of this classic 22 rifle appears to function well mechanically.
(23A9290-28) {MODERN} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Stoeger Uplander Field Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #360682 20 ga., 26” barrels choked improved cylinder and
modified with bright excellent bores. The metal surfaces of this
Brazilian-manufactured shotgun retain 99% original blue with a few
scattered tiny spots of light oxidation and a faint handling mark or two.
The checkered walnut pistolgrip stock and semi-beavertail forend rate
very good with few scattered light handling marks. The shotgun features
a tang mounted automatic safety, double triggers, barrels with 3”
chambers which are sighted with a brass bead and the action appears
to function well mechanically. (23A9506-8) {MODERN} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
British Percussion Double Shotgun by Cartmell with Purdey Barrels
12 ga., 29 1/2” laminate steel barrels choked modified and improved
modified with bright very good plus bores. The barrels display a mottled
dull gray patina with scattered spots of light oxidation staining and a few
small areas of fining pitting overall and James Purdey’s London address
is marked on the rib. The remaining metal surfaces have aged to a
lightly oxidation-stained pewtery patina with a few small areas of light
pitting on the locks with attractive loose foliate scroll engraving overall
and are maker-marked “Cartmell”; there is an attractive pineapple finial
ahead of the triggerguard. The handsome checkered walnut straight grip
stock rates good as lightly cleaned with a touch of period added finish,
the checkering has softened, a few short flexing cracks below the locks,
a couple small chips around the triggerguard and buttplate and the top
of the wrist features an unmarked monogram plate. The shotgun
includes a wooden ramrod with brass head, the barrels are sighted with
a silver bead and feature platinum blow-out plugs and the action
remains strong and crisp. Thomas Cartmell of Doncaster, England was
active between 1799-1827. (23A9639-1) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Custom Swiss Model 1878/81 Vetterli Bolt Action Rifle
serial #164998 41 Swiss RF, shortened 22” barrel with a bright very
good bore with scattered areas of light pitting in the strong rifling. The
blued surfaces retain about 80% original thinning finish with the bolt
sleeve, band and bottom of the receiver toning to blue-brown patina.
There is moderate oxidation on the toe and heel of the buttplate and
scattered small spots of light oxidation and a few light handling marks
overall while the triggerguard has aged to a smoky case-hardened
patina and the in-the-white bolt remains mostly bright. The barrel and
forend have been shortened leaving the brass magazine tube exposed
ahead of the barrel band which is not secured to the stock. The barrel,
cartridge lifter, bolt sleeve and buttplate are numbered to the gun while
the bolt is numbered to another gun and the other parts feature various
Swiss proof marks. The smooth walnut straight grip stock rates near
excellent with a few minor signs of service and the shortened forend
rates very good with a crack beneath the band in the ramrod channel
and some scattered light handling marks. The sling swivels and original
Model 1881 rear sight remain intact, the bolt face has not been
converted to centerfire, a Lyman blade sight is installed at the muzzle
and the action appears to function well mechanically. (23A9627-12)
{ANTIQUE} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Winchester pre ’64 Model 70 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #26599 30-06, 24” barrel with a near excellent bore showing a
few moderate pits roughly 8” from the breech. The metal surfaces retain
perhaps 96-97% original blue with freckling and handling marks. The
bolt shows operational wear with the knob toning to pewter and “26599”
marked on the underside. The checkered pistolgrip stock is very good
with handling marks and a small compass imbedded in the comb. The
fronts sight is a brass bead sans hood, the rear barrel sight is a two-leaf
sporting sight. There are four drilled and tapped holes in the receiver
with the rear hole looking to be later-added. (22A9560-32) {MODERN}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
JC Higgins Model 28 Semi-Auto Rifle
22 LR, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98%
original anodized and blue finish with freckling and handling marks. The
smooth walnut buttstock and forend are near very good with handling
marks throughout. The front sight is not present, there is a rear sporting
sight and a JC Higgins Rifleman 4X scope with crosshair reticle and
clear optics is mounted to the receiver. (22A9598-13) {MODERN}
(75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Henry Model H001Y Youth Model Lever Action Carbine
serial #Y059259H, 22 S,L,LR, 16 1/4” barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue and anodized finishes with
scratches on the receiver and some other light handling marks. The
smooth walnut buttstock and forend are excellent with a few small
blemishes. The rear sight is a flat-top sporting sight, the front is a
hooded blade. (22A9598-10) {MODERN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Winchester Model 250 Lever Action Rifle
serial #B1212342, 22 S,L,LR, 21 3/4” barrel with a lightly frosted bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 95% original anodized and blue finishes
with freckling and blemishes throughout. The checkered walnut
buttstock and forend are very good with some staining and small
blemishes. The front sight is a small bead and the rear sight is a flat top
sporting with elevator. (22A9598-18) {MODERN} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Mossberg Model 390K Bolt Action Shotgun
Shotgun 16 ga, 26” C-Lect choke barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain perhaps 98-99% original blue with some scattered
freckling and light handling marks. The smooth walnut Monte Carlo-style
stock is good to very good, there are remnants of tape and handling
marks throughout. The rear sight is part of the receiver and a silver bead
sits behind the “CYL / MOD/ FULL” markings on the C-Lect choke. A
single magazine is present. (22A9598-12) {MODERN} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Savage Model 152 Semi-Auto Rifle
22 LR, 18” barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces are mostly
brown and silver with light-to-moderate freckling. The smooth walnut
Monte-Carlo-style round-knob pistolgrip stock with folding forend tip and
left-side-mounted sling swivels rates good with handling marks and
small chips and areas of lost finish. The receiver is grooved for mounts,
there is an aperture sight attached to the side of the receiver and the
front sight is a pin with protective ears. A single factory magazine is
included. (22A9544-276) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200

2707

Savage Arms Model 24 Combination Gun
22LR/410 Bore 24” barrels with excellent bores. The barrels retain
perhaps 85-90% original blue with some freckling, thinning and signs of
handling. The frame shows perhaps 65-70% original case-hardened
color with the balance being lightly-freckled and pewter gray and the
triggerguard missing much of its black enamel. The smooth walnut
buttstock and forend with Schnabel-style tip are very good, there are
filled holes where swivels were previously-mounted and blemishes and
handling marks throughout. Gun is sighted with an aperture rear and a
small blade front, the rear barrel dovetail is empty. (22A9598-19) {C&R}
(100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Geco Carabiner Model 1919 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #988C, 22 LR, 19” barrel with a lightly-frosted bore. The metal
surfaces retain 97-98% original with crisp markings, the bolt body is
bright with moderate freckling on the handle. The smooth round knob
pistolgrip beech stock is very good with some staining and handling
marks and a mostly sharp cartouche on the right-side. The sights are
fixed and the action is a bit stiff on closing, likely just needs a cleaning.
(22A9431-1) {C&R} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Geco Carabiner Model 1919 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #999C, 22 LR, 19” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces including the bolt are mostly tones of gunmetal gray with
freckling, some oxidation staining and crisp markings. The smooth round
knob pistolgrip beech stock is good, there is a section missing at the toe,
the coloring is quite dark and there are handling and impact marks
throughout, the right-side cartouche is mostly crisp. The sights are fixed
and mechanicals seem sound. (22A9431-4) {C&R} (25/50)
Est. 25 - 50
Stevens Crackshot No 26 Single Shot Rifle
22 LR, 18” barrel with a lightly frosted bore. The barrel retains perhaps
85-90% original blue with crisp markings while the remaining metal
surfaces are a mixture of brown and pewter patinas with freckling
throughout. The smooth straight-grip walnut buttstock and forend are
very good with the buttstock fit slightly loose and handling marks,
stained areas and small chips. The sights are fixed and the action
appears to work as it should. (22A9431-3) {C&R} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Browning Citori Over Under Shotgun
serial #10295PN1B3, 12 ga, 28” ventilated rib invector choked barrels
with the bottom bore showing a couple pits mid-length and the top bore
showing moderate-to-heavy pits the entire length, more concentrated
toward the breech. The metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue
with freckling, the frame toning to plum and some splashes of engraving
and the trigger retains perhaps 95% gold plate. The checkered walnut
pistolgrip buttstock and trap-style forend are very good with some slight
impact and handling marks with an area of nice figure around the toe.
The mid-rib bead is not present, there are ejectors and the safety is
non-automatic. The included Browning choke tubes are skeet and
cylinder. (22A9571-22) {MODERN} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
Ithaca Flues Model Field Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #375833 12 ga, 28” barrels choked modified and improved
cylinder. The barrels and lever retain perhaps 92-95% original blue with
some thinning around the breeches, freckling, blemishes and some
small impact marks in the right barrel. The frame exhibits some nice
remnants of color case-hardening with silvering and some light freckling
and a hunting dog on point engraved on each side. The checkered
walnut capped pistolgrip buttstock and splinter-style forend are near very
good with evidence of a light cleaning and small impact and handling
marks. The safety is automatic, lock-up is tight and the double triggers
work as they should. (22A9515-1) {C&R} (350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Moore's Patent Firearms Co. No. 1 Deringer Pistol
serial #3480 41 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with an oxidized bore. The barrel is
gunmetal gray with some concentrated freckling, the address and patent
markings remain clear and there is an arrow with starburst motif and
light scroll on either side of the barrel. The brass frame is an ochre
patina and is engraved with checkered panels, floral scroll with
punch-dot shading and a knight’s helmet just in front of the hammer, the
work was well-done and is mostly crisp. There is a bit of play in the
barrel with the mechanism still strong. (22A9566-22) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
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Sharps & Hankins Model 3C Pepperbox Pistol
serial #12303 32 RF, 3 1/2” four-barrel cluster with mostly shiny
strongly-rifled bores with some spots of moderate oxidation more
concentrated in the top barrels. The barrels show streaks of blue in the
more protected areas with the outer points toned to pewter with a mostly
crisp address. The frame is gunmetal gray with scattered pinpricks,
some freckling and a crisp patent marking. The smooth walnut grip
panels are very good as lightly refinished with scattered blemishes. The
mechanics are strong with only the slightest play in the barrels and the
barrel and frame numbers are matching. (22A9566-11) {ANTIQUE}
(250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Sharps & Hankins Model 3C Pepperbox Pistol
serial #8391 32 RF, 3 1/2” four-barrel cluster with oxidized bores and
evident rifling. The metal surfaces retain perhaps 80-85% period-applied
nickel with freckling and tarnish more concentrated near the muzzle and
on the left-side. The barrel address is legible with faint remnants of the
frame patent marking, both barrel and frame are marked “8931”. The
smooth walnut grip panels are very good. The mechanism is crisp with
just a sliver of light visible between the frame and barrels. (22A9566-10)
{ANTIQUE} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Stevens Gem Pocket Pistol
serial #3926 30 RF, 3” half octagon half round barrel with a near
excellent bore showing just a couple minor blemishes. The barrel has
been cleaned to a gunmetal gray with “GEM” marking still mostly crisp.
The brass frame shows remnants of original silver, perhaps 35-40%
coverage, there are some tarnished areas and light freckles. The barrel
and frame show matching “3926”. The smooth rosewood grips are near
very good with light handling marks and a coat of added varnish, the
interiors are marked “926” in pencil. The mechanical parts function well,
these pistols have the interesting distinction of being the only Stevens
pistol to not utilize a tip-up barrel. (22A9566-18) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Colt Third Model Thuer Deringer
serial #10597 41 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with the bore showing small pits and
strong rifling throughout. This is an early standard model with high
first-type hammer. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original nickel
with blemishes and wear around the muzzle and other high points, the
“-COLT-“ barrel address is mostly crisp. The smooth walnut grip panels
are very good with fine figure and “10597” on the interior of each panel.
The hammer and trigger work as they should with the barrel being
somewhat loose and the barrel catch is worn. (22A9566-21) {ANTIQUE}
(125/250)
Est. 125 - 250
Hopkins & Allen Blue Jacket 1 1/2 Spur Trigger Revolver
serial #3103 22 RF, 2 1/2” barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces retain perhaps 50-60% original nickel, there are areas
appearing to have been cleaned to dull silver and handling marks with
scattered freckling and tarnish. The multi-color hard rubber grips are
very good, they appear to have shrunk slightly over the years and have
wonderful brown swirls running through the overall goldenrod color. The
cylinder catch is quite worn but the mechanicals are sound and all
numbered parts are matching. (22A9566-16) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Unmarked European Single Shot Deringer
22 RF, 2 3/4” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces are a
mixture of pewter and gunmetal gray with pinpricks, light freckling and
some flakes of original blue, there is an almost discernable proof mark
on the left of the frame. The smooth walnut grips are good with a repair
on the left panel and small gaps at the butt. The hammer and trigger are
crisp with barrel showing some slight play. (22A9566-5) {ANTIQUE}
(125/225)
Est. 125 - 225
“You Bet” Spur trigger Revolver
serial #33640 22 RF, 2 1/4” barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal
surfaces retain about 65-70% original nickel with tarnished areas and
scattered freckling, the words “YOU BET” are marked on top of the
barrel and “3641” under the cylinder pin. The smooth walnut grip panels
are very good with some scattered light handling marks. The
hammer-cock is strong with the timing in need of some attention.
(22A9566-9) {ANTIQUE} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
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British Percussion-Converted Musketoon by Tower
.76 cal., 32" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces have toned
to a dark plum-brown patina showing some moderate old pitting around
the nipple bolster, scattered lighter pitting and oxidation staining. The left
side breech is stamped with visible British proofs, the lockplate is
un-dated but clearly marked with a large crown in the center and
"TOWER" at the rear. The gun is equipped with brass hardware
including nosecap, two thimbles and a tailpipe, triggerguard, buttcap and
a simple sideplate all toned to a pleasant ocher patina. The smooth
straight grip walnut stock remains in about very good condition as
perhaps lightly cleaned showing some scattered crazing old varnish, a
few small drying cracks, scattered dings and handling marks. The sling
swivels are no longer present, a trumpet-shaped ramrod is included and
the lock is not functional. (1X139218-190) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
R.S. Clark Single Shot Percussion Pocket Pistol
.42 cal., 4" hook breech octagon Damascus barrel with an oxidized bore.
There is light foliate engraving adorning the lock, triggerguard and
hammer with sprigs on the pineapple triggerguard finial, barrel and
buttcap. The barrel is brown showing light oxidation, handling marks and
features a pair of wedding bands on five flats at the breech end and
single band on two flats near the nipple on the barrel plug. The breech
still retains strong case-hardened colors toning to smoky gray on the
top. The hammer, lock plate, tang and triggerguard exhibit strong to
robust case-hardened colors with a few oxidation stains, the iron
frontstrap is brown as is the ramrod ferrule. The forend escutcheons and
nosecap have heavily tarnished silver plate but the brass buttcap is
mostly goldenrod with the central iron trapdoor toned to pewter. The
one-piece checkered walnut stock rates very good to excellent as lightly
varnished with handling marks. The hammer spur is broken off, the
hammer will not remain at full cock and the barrel ramrod ferrule is
missing as is the ramrod. The makers name is engraved on the lock
plate and "London" on the top barrel flat. (8A9558-7) {ANTIQUE}
[Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Colt Model 1849 Pocket Percussion Revolver
serial #200552 .31 cal., 6" octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces of this 1862-manufactured revolver have a
non-factory blue finish that has worn to a smoky gray patina with the
barrel more of a brown and gray mix. There is light high edge wear with
old pitting visible under the fading reapplied blue in addition to light
handling marks. The brass grip frame assembly has a silver finish that
appears to be thin nickel plate with old handling marks visible under the
new finish. The smooth one-piece walnut factory grips are numbered to
the gun and rate about very good to excellent as lightly refurbished, the
grip frame is proud of the wood in most areas in addition to scattered
handling marks. All appropriate parts and the grips are numbered to the
gun, the base pin is not numbered and appears to be a replacement,
one nipple is missing, it still functions mechanically and the barrel
features the two-line Hartford, Connecticut, address. (8A9567-4)
{ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
I.A.G. Model 5 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #145051 32 ACP, 3 3/8" barrel with a slightly frosted bore. This
pistol has some mechanical issues but the metal surfaces retain about
95% original blue finish showing light high edge wear, oxidation
blemishes and handling marks. The textured synthetic factory grips with
IAG logo rate about excellent. The firing pin assembly has been
removed but is provided and the manual safety is in need of
professional attention. Oddly, there are no Italian proof marks on the
pistol. The pistol includes a single magazine. (8A9567-5) {C&R} (25/75)
Est. 25 - 75
Remington Model 51 Semi-Auto Pistol
serial #PA50385, 380 ACP, 3 1/2" barrel with a lightly oxidized bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% original fading blue with scattered
freckling with handling marks. The magazine release, safety and
takedown pin have strong Nitre blue. The checkered hard rubber factory
grips with "REMINGTON UMC" logo rate good, showing little wear on
the right panel but has an approximately 5/8" chip missing on the bottom
rear heel. The top of the slide is stamped with the Remington barrel
address. There is no magazine included. (8A9567-6) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Smith No. 22 Pocket Revolver
serial #4081 22 RF, 2 3/8" barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore.
The metal surfaces of this single action spur trigger revolver retain about
95% original nickel plate, most of the plating is clouding in addition to
moderate oxidation stains and pitting found mostly on the seven-shot
cylinder and handling marks. The hammer has strong case-hardened
colors blending to gray on the spur, the base pin and trigger worn to a
gray-pewter blend. The smooth walnut factory grips rate about excellent
with light handling marks. The revolver still functions mechanically, the
topstrap is marked "SMITH'S PATENT / APR 15, 1873, No. 22".
(8A9567-11) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Whitney Arms Monitor Revolver
serial #19002 22 RF, 2 1/4" smooth bore round barrel with an excellent
bore. The metal surfaces retain about 96% original nickel plate showing
scattered light oxidation blemishes, several small moderate scuffs,
handling marks and limited pitting. The hammer has strong
case-hardened colors with the spur toned to smoky gray. The floral
decorated stippled hard rubber factory grips rate fair to good with a few
light dings, several chips along the edges of the backstrap and the
upper right panel. The grips, barrel and cylinder are numbered to the
gun and it still locks up but timing is in need of attention. (8A9567-10)
{ANTIQUE} (75/175)
Est. 75 - 175
Allen & Thurber Bar Hammer Pepperbox Percussion Pistol
serial #57 .31 cal., 3 3/4" six-barrel cluster with oxidized and pitted
bores. The receiver and nipple shield have factory loose scroll
engraving. The metal surfaces have toned to brown with limited pitting
and handling marks. The bag shaped smooth walnut grips are
numbered to the gun and rate about very good with light to moderate
handling marks. The double action only mechanism still works, the
screws show slot damage; the ribbed barrels have the Worcester,
Massachusetts, barrel address and the left side of the hammer is
marked "Allen's Patent". (8A9567-3) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
John Krider Single Shot Pocket Percussion Pistol
.46 cal., 2 1/4" part octagon, part round barrel with an oxidized and
pitted bore. There is light loose scroll engraving on the lock, tang and
barrel plug and triggerguard. The metal surfaces are cleaned to pewter
with scattered light stains from oxidation and pitting. The brass
triggerguard, sideplate and nosecap have been lightly cleaned to a
goldenrod color. The one-piece checkered walnut stock rates about
good to very good as lightly refurbished and repaired. The checkering is
coarse with broken diamond points, scattered handling marks, clamshell
forend tip, several repaired cracks totaling 2" in length on the left side of
the forend and a 1 1/2" long one on the right side. There is an expertly
replaced chip of wood on the right side of the tang running nearly its
length. The little gun functions mechanically but the hammer appears to
be a later rudimentary replacement. The right wedge plate is broken on
one side, the left wedge plate is proud of the wood, the lock is marked
"KRIDER" and the barrel is stamped, but the strike is off-center and
wear makes it indistinguishable, but is probably the remnants of
“Philadelphia”. (8A9567-28) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Belgian Baby Folding Trigger Double Action Revolver
serial #2612 22 RF, 1 1/2" barrel with a lightly oxidized and pitted bore.
The metal surfaces retain about 97% original nickel plate showing high
edge wear, oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The smooth
rosewood factory grips rate excellent. The diminutive six-shooter still
functions mechanically although, the trigger sometimes needs
assistance resetting. The revolver has an exposed hammer, folding
trigger, loading gate and Nagant style swing out ejector. (8A9567-14)
{MODERN} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Belgian Double Barrel Center Hammer Pistol
.36 cal., 2 1/2" barrels with oxidized and pitted bores. The surfaces show
evidence of light cleaning, the metal a mix of pewter and brown in
addition to oxidation blemishes, pitting and handling marks. The smooth
one-piece bag shaped walnut grip rates about very good with handling
marks, shrinkage at the juncture of the frame and a small chip on each
side and rear of the tang. The pistol features double hammers, double
triggers, a sprig of foliate engraving on each side of the frame and
Belgian proofs. The left hammer pushes off and is in need of
professional attention. (8A9567-9) {ANTIQUE} (50/150)
Est. 50 - 150
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Whitney Second Model Navy Percussion Revolver
serial #15456 .36 cal., 7 3/4" octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted
bore. The metal surfaces of this fourth type revolver are a mix of brown
and smoky gray with oxidation blemishes, limited pitting and handling
marks. The brass triggerguard is ochre with light scratches. The smooth
walnut factory grips rate fair with light handling marks and a series of
seven notches cut into the butt of the left panel. Unfortunately, the right
panel has a check that runs the length of the panel, the half above the
escutcheon has penetrated the depth of the wood but the lower section
shows separation on the inside only. The cylinder scene is light but still
visible, barrel and loading lever assembly are numbered to the gun and
the hand spring is missing or broken. The gun will function mechanically
if facing down so the hand will engage the rachet but fails when pointing
up. (8A9567-25) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Stevens Model 22-410 Combination Gun
22 LR / 410 Bore, 24" over under barrels with bright excellent bores, the
shotgun barrel is choked full. The metal surfaces of the barrels have
toned to brown with strong blue found in ribs between the barrels. The
receiver has strong case-hardened colors visible along the sides but the
rest is brown and the enamel on the triggerguard shows moderate edge
wear and flaking. The surfaces also have scattered light stains from
oxidation and light to moderate handling marks. The smooth walnut
pistolgrip buttstock rates about very good as cleaned and re-varnished,
the surfaces have scattered scuffs and dents with a small round repair
at the bottom of the pistolgrip. The unmarked serrated hard rubber
buttplate is slightly proud of the wood and rates about very good. The
smooth walnut forend rates very good as lightly cleaned and
re-varnished with a 3" long check running through the visible forend
screw. The gun has a simple bead on a post for the front sight, "V" notch
drift adjustable rear sight, round selector switch on the right side of the
receiver and tight barrel-to-frame fit. The gun is well used but appears to
have plenty of life left in it. (8A8958-56) {C&R} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Winchester Model 37 Single Shot Shotgun
12 ga., 30" barrel with a bright excellent bore choked full. This lovely gun
remains in excellent condition with about 99% original blue finish
showing a few handling marks. The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock
rates about excellent with light handling marks. The checkered hard
rubber buttplate features a small round Winchester logo and rates about
excellent. The smooth round walnut forend rates about very good to
excellent with scattered light handling marks. The barrel has crisp
markings, the bottom of the receiver is unmarked, it is chambered for 2
3/4" shells, has tight lock up, the lever is right of center and the action
crisp. It appears this gun has seen very little use. (8A8958-11) {C&R}
(350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Remington Model 521-T "Junior Special" Bolt Action Target Rifle
22 LR, 24 5/8" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces have
toned to a brown patina with handling marks. The smooth one-piece
lightly refurbished walnut pistolgrip stock with added light varnish rates
about excellent showing light handling wear. The unmarked serrated
hard rubber buttplate rates excellent and is slightly proud of the wood in
the toe. The rifle features a post front sight with slight impact damage,
Lyman #57RS receiver sight with target aperture, rear sporting sight has
been removed and filler blank added and sling swivel on the butt. There
is a handstop rail on the forend with a sling swivel and rifle includes a
single factory ten-round magazine. (8A8958-89) {C&R} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Winchester Model 72A Bolt Action Rifle
22 S,L,LR, 25" barrel with an excellent bore. This fine Model 72A
features a grooved receiver, chrome plated triggerguard and bolt. The
metal surfaces retain about 90% original blue, the barrel is thinning to
brown with stains from oxidation, handling marks and edge wear. The
chrome plated triggerguard has one very small stained spot from
oxidation. The smooth one-piece factory walnut stock rates excellent
with very light handling marks overall. The checkered hard rubber
factory buttplate features a small round Winchester logo and rates
excellent. The rifle features a silver bead front sight, #80 receiver sight
with target aperture, and the action is crisp. (8A8958-72) {C&R}
(250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
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Winchester Model 72 Bolt Action Rifle
22 S,L,LR, 25" barrel with an excellent bore showing a bulge about 12"
from the muzzle. The metal surfaces have mostly toned to brown, the
forward magazine tube and receiver showing strong original blue with
scattered light handling marks. The smooth one-piece factory walnut
stock rates very good with scattered light handling marks, a few are
moderate. The checkered hard rubber factory buttplate features a small
round Winchester logo and rates excellent. The rifle features a silver
bead front sight, step adjustable leaf rear sight, and the action is crisp.
(8A8958-63) {C&R} (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Winchester Model 56 Bolt Action Sporter Rifle
serial #1248 22 Long R, 22" barrel with an excellent bore showing a
pair of bulges, one about 16" from the muzzle, the other about 2". The
metal surfaces of this first year production gun (1926) have toned to
smoky gray with handling marks. The smooth one-piece factory walnut
stock with Schnabel style forend rates very good as sanded with oil
finish showing scattered light-to-moderate, old handling marks. The
checkered steel factory buttplate is worn to gray with light handling
marks. The rifle features a bead front sight and sporting leaf rear. It
includes a single five-round unmarked magazine. (8A8958-70) {C&R}
(150/350)
Est. 150 - 350
Winchester Model 75 Bolt Action Target Rifle
serial #41505, 22 Long Rifle, 28" barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 97% non-factory reapplied blue and original
blue (triggerguard) showing edge wear on the triggerguard, handling
wear on the bolt knob and other assorted handling marks. The smooth
one-piece factory walnut target stock rates excellent as sanded with oil
finish applied. The checkered steel factory buttplate is toning to smoky
gray with light edge wear. The stock features an equipment rail with
sling swivel plus a sling swivel on the butt. The rifle features a set of
scope blocks on the barrel, unmarked oval shaped globe sight with
single round insert. The barrel address is very strong but the proof
marks are soft. It includes a single magazine. (8A8958-92) {C&R}
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Winchester Model 74 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #399521A, 22 L. Rifle, 22" barrel with an excellent bore. This fine
gun retains about 99% factory quality reapplied blue finish with few
minor handling marks and scattered remnants of pitting under the finish.
The smooth one-piece walnut factory stock rates excellent as lightly
sanded and refinished. The checkered steel buttplate rates excellent
and is proud of the wood around the comb and toe. The rifle features a
bead front sight and step adjustable sporting leaf rear. A great gun for
the upstart collector to kick start a Winchester 22 rimfire collection or a
great shooter. (8A8958-77) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Savage Model 23A Sporter Bolt Action Rifle
serial #125548 22 LR, 23" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces have toned to smoky gray with scattered handling marks and a
few oxidation blemishes. The smooth one-piece pistolgrip factory
replacement stock rates about excellent showing a few handling marks
but there are a few drying checks on the right side of the stock below the
bolt. The smooth steel buttplate with Savage logo rates about excellent
with light wear. The stock and buttplate are numbered alike but not to
the gun. The rifle features a brass bead front sight, unmarked receiver
sight with small aperture and barrel dovetail for the missing rear sight
has a dovetail filler. It includes a single factory marked magazine.
(8A8958-79) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Remington Model 514 Single Shot Bolt Action Rifle
22 LR, 24 3/4" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces of this
1953-dated rifle retain about 98% original blue with light high edge wear,
scratches and oxidation blemishes. The smooth one-piece pistolgrip
factory walnut stock rates about excellent showing a few handling marks
but there are a few marks in the varnish on the pistolgrip from contact
with a chemical. The serrated synthetic buttplate with Remington logo
rates excellent. The rifle features a bead front sight and sporting leaf
rear sight. (8A9528-5) {C&R} (125/275)
Est. 125 - 275
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Remington Nylon 66 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #403219 22 LR, 19 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1967 rifle retain about 98% original blue with limited high
edge wear, a few oxidation blemishes and handling marks. The
checkered one-piece pistolgrip nylon stock with white diamond inlay on
the forend rates excellent with minor handling marks. The gun features
the "shark fin" front sight, screw adjustable blade rear sight and thumb
tang safety. The is a tool mark on the rear of the trigger and adjoining
triggerguard from a drill bit. There is a Weaver V-22A 3-6X16mm scope
with duplex reticle, slightly cloudy optics in dovetail mounts. (8A9531-7)
{C&R} (250/350)
Est. 250 - 350
Ruger .44 Standard Model Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #102-78759, 44 Magnum, 18 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
This 1980-manufactured carbine remains in wonderful condition showing
only light use. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue and
anodized finishes showing a few minor handling marks and operational
wear around the carrier release button. The smooth one-piece walnut
pistolgrip factory stock rates very good to excellent with scattered light
scratches and scuffs. The smooth synthetic buttplate rates excellent.
The carbine features brass bead front sight, fold down adjustable rear
sight, sling swivel studs on the butt and barrel band and has a scope
mounted. The scope is mounted in Kwik-Site see through mounts, the
anodizing on the rings toning to plum. The scope is a Weaver K3-E with
clear optics and standard crosshairs. (8A9601-7) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Essex Gun Works Single Shot Shotgun
serial #179593 12 ga., 32" plain barrel choked full with an excellent
bore. The Essex name was a trade name for shotguns manufactured for
the Belknap Hardware Co. of Louisville, Kentucky, by a variety of
makers, this is believed to be H&R. The metal surfaces retain about
90% original blue and nickel plate, the nickel plate receiver has light to
moderate freckling along with clouding and handling marks. The barrel
has a few oxidation stains, handling marks and a tiny impact mark on
the top, forward of the chamber area. The smooth walnut pistolgrip
buttstock rates excellent as lightly cleaned and re-varnished, the
serrated hard rubber buttplate rates very good with light handling marks.
The smooth walnut forend rates very good as lightly refurbished with
later added varnish and a small chip missing along the left top edge.
The barrel and forend are numbered to the gun, the barrel is on-face,
barrel-to-frame lock up is tight and the rebounding hammer still
functions. The forend stud is loose on the barrel but still seems to hold
the forend tight, the front bead is present and the top lever is centered.
The left side of the frame is marked "ESSEX / GUN WORKS" with a
large "SX" superimposed over the first markings. (8A9528-7) {C&R}
(50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Harrington & Richardson Model 1908 Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #A145745, 12 ga., 30" barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore
choked improved modified. The metal surfaces have toned to brown with
oxidation blemishes and scattered handling marks. The smooth
pistolgrip walnut buttstock rates fair to good showing moderate handling
wear and flaking finish but there is an approximately 2" long crack on the
top of the pistolgrip and second similar sized one on the bottom, both
extending from the tangs. The stock is loose due to the cracks. The
checkered hard rubber buttplate with H&R logo rates very good to
excellent with light wear. The smooth walnut forend rates good to very
good with light to moderate handling marks. The barrel and forend are
numbered to the gun, the barrel is on-face with tight frame lock-up, this
later version has a 2 3/4" chamber, the rebounding hammer still
functions, the front bead is present but worn down to a nub and the top
lever is centered. (8A9558-26) {C&R} [Senator Frederic C. Walcott
Collection] (20/60)
Est. 20 - 60
Remington Sportsman Model 48B Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #3829789 20 ga., 25 1/2" ventilated rib barrel with an excellent
bore choked cylinder (barrel marked improved cylinder). The metal
surfaces retain about 97% original blue, the left front of the receiver
thinning to brown with scattered light freckling and handling marks. The
checkered walnut factory pistolgrip buttstock rates near excellent with a
few handling marks and several areas of flaking finish. The serrated
synthetic buttplate with Remington logo banner rates excellent. The
diamond checkered pattern forend rates good showing little wear
showing an approximately 1 3/4" long repaired crack / chip at the left
front with some of the epoxy repair visible but it appears stable. This
1953 date stamped shotgun features a Bradley white front bead and
white mid-bead. (8A9468-2) {C&R} [Tom Bubolz Collection] (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
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Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight Defense Slide Action Shotgun
serial #371571170 12 ga., 20" plain barrel with an excellent bore
choked cylinder. The metal surfaces of this police-style riot shotgun
retain about 97-98% original Parkerized finish with scattered light
handling and operational marks. The smooth oil finished pistolgrip
walnut buttstock rates very good to excellent with a few light handling
marks, the checkered synthetic buttplate with Ithaca logo rates
excellent. The grooved "corncob" walnut forend rates excellent with a
few handling marks. This shotgun features a full-length eight-shot
magazine, bead front sight and has no disconnector. A classic police
and military shotgun. (8A9528-4) {MODERN} (250/450)
Est. 250 - 450
Charles Harvan Castilian Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #1765 12 ga., 28" barrels with excellent bores choked modified
and full. The receiver of this Spanish 1968-proof dated shotgun retains
about 99% original nickel plate and blue finish (triggerguard and
controls), showing scattered light handling marks. The barrels also retain
about 99% original blue finish with light handling marks. The checkered
walnut buttstock features a rounded semi-pistolgrip and rates about very
good to excellent with scattered handling marks, scattered spots of
clouding and flaking finish. The wide diamond checkered beavertail
walnut forend rates about the same as the buttstock without any visible
clouding. Both have light later added varnish. The synthetic
basketweave buttplate rates excellent but appears to be a later
replacement proud of the wood. The gun features double triggers,
extractors, automatic safety, barrels are on-face with tight lock up, top
lever is slightly right of center, it features a brass front bead and smaller
mid-bead. The barrel and forend are correctly numbered to the gun.
(8A9493-7) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
F.I.C. Matador Boxlock Double Ejectorgun by Aguirre Y Aranzabal
serial #95393 12 ga., 28" solid rib barrels with excellent bores choked
modified and full. The metal surfaces of this Spanish 1957-proof dated
shotgun retains about 98% original blue finish with handling marks and
light oxidation stains. The checkered walnut pistolgrip buttstock rates
near excellent with scattered light handling marks. The wide checkered
beavertail walnut forend rates about the same as the buttstock and the
synthetic checkered buttplate with AYA logo rates very good with
handling wear and a small chip at the toe. The gun features a single
selective trigger, ejectors, automatic safety, barrels are on-face with tight
lock up, top lever is slight left of center and features a brass front bead.
The barrel and forend are correctly numbered to the gun. (8A9617-1)
{C&R} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Remington Model 742 Woodsmaster Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #54532 30-06 Springfield, 18 1/2" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this 1961 date stamped carbine retains about
99% non-factory reapplied blue finish that has lightly toned to plum with
a few scattered handling marks. The smooth stock rates excellent as
lightly cleaned and refinished with added sling swivel stud. The later
added Pachmayr White Line recoil pad rates excellent but is proud of
the wood. The serrated walnut factory forend rates excellent as lightly
cleaned and refinished. The front and rear factory sights have been
removed (not included), the rear sight holes are plugged with filler
screws, the front sight hole was also plugged but buffed over to blend
with the metal and there is a sling swivel stud mounted on the forend
screw. The carbine includes a Redfield Widefield Lo-Pro with clear
optics and duplex reticles. The magnification is not marked but appears
to be about 4X. It also includes a pair of factory four-round magazines
with bolt release. (8A9531-1) {C&R} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Remington Model 721 Bolt Action Rifle
serial #173184 270 Winchester, 24" barrel with an excellent bore. This
1951 date stamped rifle retains about 99% non-factory reapplied blue
finish that is toning to plum on the receiver and shows a few scattered
handling marks. The smooth one-piece walnut factory stock rates
excellent as lightly cleaned with an added oil finish and features a small
brass button compass set into the comb and a sling swivel stud on the
toe. The checkered aluminum Remington marked buttplate rates very
good with light diamond point wear but is slightly proud of the wood,
mostly at the toe and heel. The front sight ramp and bead are present,
the rear sight has been removed (not included), the dovetail left unfilled
and there are two drilled and tapped holes on the left side of the receiver
for a receiver sight. The rifle includes a Redfield Revolution 2-7X33mm
with clear optics and duplex reticle. The power adjustment on the scope
no longer functions. (8A9531-5) {C&R} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
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Winchester Model 70 Bolt Action Carbine
serial #G1677533, 308 Winchester, 20" barrel with an excellent bore.
The metal surfaces of this short action carbine retain about 99% original
blue finish with a few minor handling marks. The checkered one-piece
factory walnut stock rates excellent and features sling swivel studs. The
hard rubber buttpad with Winchester logo rates excellent. The rifle
includes a set of Weaver style split scope mounts and 1" rings.
(8A9531-3) {MODERN} (450/650)
Est. 450 - 650
Winchester Model 94 Flat Band Lever Action Carbine
serial #1421312 30 W.C.F., 20" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1947-manufactured carbine retain about 65-70% original
blue finish, the receiver has moderate to heavy edge wear with the
remaining color fading to brownish gray, the barrel and magazine tube
show light edge wear with handling marks and otherwise strong original
blue. The wood has been lightly sanded and re-varnished, the smooth
straight grip buttstock rates good to very good with light to moderate
handing marks. The smooth forend rates about very good plus as lightly
refurbished with light handling marks. The checkered steel buttplate
rates very good with light wear to the diamond points and edge wear.
The carbine features a bead front sight with hood, sporting step
adjustable rear sight and the action functions mechanically. (8A9528-6)
{C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Carbine
serial #1234348 30 W.C.F., 20" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal
surfaces of this 1939-manufactured carbine retain about 75-80% original
blue showing moderate high edge wear, overall thinning finish, light to
moderate handling marks and heavy slot damage to the right-side
carrier screw. The wood has been lightly sanded and re-varnished, the
smooth straight grip buttstock rates about excellent with old and new
light handling marks visible. The smooth forend was refurbished like the
buttstock and rates excellent showing old and new light handling marks.
The serrated steel buttplate rates very good, the serrations show light
wear with all finish gone except in the grooves. The carbine features a
bead front sight with no hood, sporting step adjustable rear sight and the
action functions mechanically. The hammer spur has been rounded and
two crude serrations cut into the tooled area. (8A9607-10) {C&R}
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Winchester Model 94 Lever Action Rifle
serial #944634 30 W.C.F., 26" barrel showing slight frosting but two
bulges, one near the muzzle and the other near center. The barrel and
magazine of this 1924-manufactured rifle show strong original blue with
light edge wear and handling marks and the receiver assembly is mostly
pewter with brown overtones and handling marks for an overall rating of
about 65-70%. The smooth straight grip factory walnut buttstock rates
about excellent as lightly sanded and varnished showing remnants of
old handling marks. The forend received the same refurbishing and
rates the same. The crescent shaped steel buttplate is pewter with light
freckling and shows light handling marks. The rifle features a post front
sight, sporting step adjustable rear sight and the action functions
mechanically. (8A9607-11) {C&R} (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
George Hutchison Halfstock Percussion Sporting Rifle
.32 cal., 36" octagon barrel with an oxidized and pitted bore. The metal
surfaces of the lock and barrel have been cleaned to pewter, the edges
of the flats slightly rounded, with scattered staining from oxidation, light
to moderate pitting and handling marks. The brass triggerguard with
finger hook is ochre with handling marks, the front bow fractured and
shows a light soldered repair that has failed. The one-piece straight grip
walnut stock with cheek rest shows light cleaning with added varnish
and has light to moderate handling marks, a later added pin through the
stock into the barrel lug with chipping around the holes from inserting
the new pin. The brass crescent shaped buttplate rates very good with
light tarnish and handling marks. The half-cock notch no longer
functions but the single acting set triggers function. "GEO HUTCHISON"
is marked on the lock, barrel and the muzzle, although the "GEO" on the
muzzle is not legible. The rifle features double ramrod thimbles, pewter
nosecap on the forend that shows casting flaws and tool marks, brass
front sight and full buckhorn rear sight. It includes a single ramrod with
brass tip on one end the wood showing varying wear along its length.
(8A9540-11) {ANTIQUE} (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
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Stevens Model 53-B Bolt Action Single Shot Rifle
22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with an overall bright bore with exception of a ring
about 10" from the muzzle. The metal surfaces have toned to brown and
gray with scattered light oxidation and some tiny carry marks. The
markings remain clear and the underside of the barrel is marked
"STEVENS Buckhorn Rifle". The plain pistolgrip blond hardwood stock
remains in about very good condition with light dents and handling
marks under an added gloss finish. The standard open sights remain in
place, the buttplate is no longer present. (59562-5) {C&R} (25/75)
Est. 25 - 75
Mossberg New Haven Model 600AT Slide Action Shotgun
serial #H185556, 12 ga., 28" ventilated rib C-Lect Choke barrel with a
bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 97-98% original blue
and anodized finishes with a few specks of very light oxidation and tiny
impact marks, loss due to light operational and edge wear. The
checkered pistolgrip hardwood buttstock and forearm remain about very
good with light handling marks and a thin 3" hairline crack in the front left
side of the forearm. The buttstock is equipped with a partially fitted
Kassnar ventilated rubber recoil pad and spacer providing a 14 7/8"
length of pull. (59594-7) {MODERN} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Cooey Model 60 Bolt Action Rifle
22 S,L,LR, 24" barrel with an excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
98-99% applied matte blue finish over scattered remnants of fine
oxidation; the left side of the action has four drilled and tapped holes
from prior scope installation. The plain pistolgrip walnut stock remains
very good with light handling marks in an applied high gloss finish and is
a bit shy of the steel shotgun style buttplate. The original sights remain
intact. (59594-5) {C&R} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Sears Model No. 101.510670 Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #D543038, 20 ga, 28" plain barrel choked modified with an
excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain 98% plus original blue with a
couple tiny impact marks and some very thin edge wear. The press
checkered pistolgrip hardwood buttstock and finger groove forend
remain excellent with a few light handling marks. The buttstock has been
fitted with an oversized Gun Pads ventilated rubber recoil pad with black
spacer and white liner providing a 15" length of pull. The barrel release
lever thumb piece is missing. (59594-8) {C&R} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Savage Springfield Model 187S Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #A578431, 22 LR, 20" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95% thinning original blue with a few spots
of light oxidation. The plain pistolgrip blonde hardwood stock remains in
good to very good condition with a large spot of flaking on the right side
of the buttstock along with other light handling marks and spots of
flaking. The original sights are present and mounted atop the grooved
receiver is a Springfield 4X scope with crosshair reticle in a wraparound
mount. (59594-9) {MODERN} (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Winchester Model 12 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #108 20 ga., 26" plain barrel choked a loose full with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel and magazine retain about 85% original blue,
majority of loss due to operational wear on the magazine tube and
takedown marks on the barrel in front of the magazine cap; the receiver
extension is toning to a pale brown patina with light wear along the
edges still retaining about 40% original blue. The receiver retains about
80% original blue flaking to brown with light wear along the edges and a
small area of takedown wear along the left front edge. The shallow
pistolgrip walnut buttstock remains in very good condition with scattered
light handling marks and a 3/4" shallow dent in the left side of the wrist
while the grooved foreman remains near excellent with only a few minor
handling marks. The original checkered hard rubber buttplate remains
excellent showing minimal wear. A solid first year of production Model
12 shotgun. (59563-21) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Harrington & Richardson Model 1908 Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #95981 16 ga., 28" plain barrel choked modified with a good bore
showing scattered light oxidation and a few spots of pitting primarily
toward the breech. The metal surfaces are a mottled brown and gray
patina with scattered light oxidation, more modest the first 10" from the
muzzle. The pistolgrip buttstock remains in poor condition becoming
loose with cracks through the wrist secured by old cloth tape while the
forend remains fair with a large chip in the front right edge and thin
cracks at the left rear edge. (59562-3) {C&R} (25/50)
Est. 25 - 50
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Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight D.S. Police Special Slide Action Shotgun
serial #915347 12 ga., 20" smoothbore Deerslayer barrel now
measuring modified with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% original blue with a couple tiny nicks on the barrel, a
few spots of oxidation on the magazine tube and minor operational wear
on the slide arm. The right side of the barrel is marked "D.S. POLICE
SPECIAL". The smooth pistolgrip walnut buttstock and grooved forearm
remain in excellent condition with a couple minor marks and blemishes.
The original sights are in place, a nice 1965-manufactured Ithaca D.S.
Police Special. (59594-2) {C&R} (175/275)
Est. 175 - 275
LeFever Arms DS Grade Sidelock Double Shotgun
serial #60960 12 ga., 28" barrels choked tight and loose improved
modified, with bright very good plus bores showing remnants of light
frosting and perhaps some very light oxidation. The barrels are an
overall dark brown with scattered fine oxidation and a few spots of
pinprick pitting. The frame and lockplates are a dull case-hardened
brown and gray patina also with fine oxidation congregating more along
the edges. The checkered round pistolgrip walnut buttstock and splinter
forend remain in about very good condition with worn checkering and
handling marks one would expect from a field-used arm, but has no
cracks and appears sound. The length of pull to the hard rubber
buttplate is 13 7/8" with drops of 1 7/8" and 3 1/4". The gun locks up
tightly, is on face and the top lever is right of center, the extractor is
loose and no longer functions but is included. (59562-6) {C&R}
(350/550)
Est. 350 - 550
Kel-Tech Sub 2000 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #13241 40 S&W, 16" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain 99% original blue and the black polymer frame and
stocks remain in excellent condition. Included with carbine is an original
factory cardboard box, (1) 10 rd. Glock magazine and manual.
(59574-137) {MODERN} [James Traynor Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Lyman Model 1868 New Model Army Percussion Revolver
serial #38715 .44 cal., 7 3/4" octagon barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with a light turn ring on the
cylinder. The hammer retains 99% original case colors and the brass
triggerguard has an ocher patina. The smooth hardwood grips remain in
excellent condition retaining all their original finish. Included is an
original factory cardboard box, combination tool and instruction sheet.
(59574-127) {ANTIQUE} (175/275)
Est. 175 - 275
Bacon Manufacturing Co. Pocket Model Percussion Revolver
serial #583 31 cal., 4" round barrel with a good bore showing some
scattered oxidation and pitting with good rifling throughout. The metal
surfaces of this revolver are a medium brown-gray patina showing some
scattered fine oxidation and tiny impact marks primarily in the hinge pin
area. The smooth walnut grips are unnumbered and remain very good
with light handling marks and spots of flaking original finish. All numbers
are matching including the wedge. The cylinder does not advance
properly, the grip screw is stripped but present and the wedge screw is
no longer present. (59563-3) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Unmarked Percussion Screw Barrel Muff pistol
serial #476 30 cal., 3" barrel with an oxidized bore. The metal surfaces
of this pistol have toned to a medium brown patina with gray undertones
and some scattered light impact marks. The only visible marking is a
small 476 on the left center of the frame. The bag shaped walnut grips
remain very good with light handling marks. (59563-2) {ANTIQUE}
(100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Stevens Diamond No. 43 Second Issue Tip-Up Pistol
serial #37020 22 RF, 6" part octagon part round barrel with an oxidized
and pitted bore. The barrel is a medium gray patina with scattered light
oxidation and pitting while the frame retains about 75% original nickel
plate flaking to dull brown with scattered fine oxidation and pitting. The
smooth walnut grips remain in about very good condition with light
handling marks. All numbers are matching including the grips. Pistol is
sighted with a globe style front sight, screw adjustable rear peep sight
and the hammer will no longer lock back. (59563-12) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
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Smith & Wesson No. 1 Second Issue Revolver
serial #106462 22 RF, 3 1/8" ribbed octagon barrel with a very good
bore showing scattered light frosting and some oxidation and good rifling
throughout. The barrel and cylinder are a medium brown patina with
scattered fine oxidation and light wear along the edges and muzzle. The
frame retains about 95% thinning tarnished silver pate with specks of
light flaking along the front strap, the exposed brass surfaces a bright
ocher patina. The hammer retains 90% original case-hardened colors
lightly muting to gray with bright contact wear along the right side. The
numbers are not fully visible on the barrel and cylinder. The smooth
rosewood grips remain in very good plus condition with light handling
marks still retaining much original varnish, the right panel stamp
numbered to the gun. The barrel-to-frame fit shows some minor play and
the action seems to function well mechanically. (59563-8) {ANTIQUE}
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Forehand & Wadsworth Sidehammer Pocket Revolver
serial #24761 22 RF, 2 3/8" octagon barrel with an oxidized bore
showing evident rifling. The metal surfaces retain about 85% original
nickel with light carry marks and staining, majority of loss due to flaking
on the left front of frame, top flats and edge of cylinder. The birdshead
rosewood grips remain in very good condition with light handling marks,
edge wear and are both stamp numbered to the gun. The cylinder is a
bit loose but seems to advance properly. (59563-9) {ANTIQUE}
(150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Otis Smith New Model Pocket Revolver
serial #14078 32 RF, 3" ribbed round barrel with an oxidized and pitted
bore showing traces of rifling. The metal surfaces of this revolver retain
about 80% original nickel finish flaking to brown patina with scattered
light dings and scratches, loss primarily on the cylinder, base pin and
hammer. The topstrap markings remain crisp and the checkered hard
rubber grips remain in very good condition showing minor wear. The
action seems to function mechanically. (59563-7) {ANTIQUE} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Ethan Allen & Co. Sidehammer Pocket Revolver
serial #9016 22 RF, 2 3/8" octagon barrel with a dark oxidized and
pitted bore. The engraved metal surfaces of this revolver are an overall
bright silver patina with scattered fine oxidation and generous traces of
original nickel plate. The mother-of-pearl grips remain in about very
good condition showing light wear and staining. The sideplate, trigger,
cylinder pin and small internal parts are missing. (59563-14) {ANTIQUE}
(15/30)
Est. 15 - 30
Remington Model 12-A Slide Action Rifle
serial #363988 22 S,L,LR, 22" round barrel with scattered fine frosting
and perhaps some very fine oxidation with strong evident rifling
throughout. The barrel and magazine tube retain about 80% original
blue toning to brown with scattered light oxidation, tiny impact marks and
scratches, majority of loss on the action bar and around the front sight.
The action retains about 90% thinning original blue toning to brown with
scattered fine oxidation, loss primarily on the bottom metal and wear
along the edges. The plain straight grip walnut buttstock and grooved
forearm remain in about very good condition with a tiny chip at the toe
and scattered light handling marks and flaking on the left side of the
buttstock. The checkered Remington UMC logo hard rubber buttplate
remains about very good showing light wear and a chip in the toe. Rifle
is sighted with a standard front sight and No. 98 1/2 rear sight. A solid
early non-model marked Model 12-A rifle. (59596-1) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger 10/22 Takedown Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #0004-43471, 22 LR, 18 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The stainless steel surfaces remain in excellent condition with a couple
scattered light storage marks and the checkered pistolgrip black
synthetic stock remains excellent as well. Included with rifle is a factory
black nylon carry case, single magazine and manual. (59598-5)
{MODERN} (175/275)
Est. 175 - 275
Crescent Firearms Co. Victor Single Barrel Shotgun
serial #605180 20 ga., 28" plain barrel choked modified with an
excellent bore. The barrel retains about 40% original blue with overall
light oxidation and fine pitting with a wide section of old dried fabric tape
above the forend. The frame is a medium brown-gray case-hardened
patina with scattered light oxidation and scratches with generous traces
of original colors on the top and rear sides. The plain pistolgrip buttstock
remains in fair condition with dried finish, moderate bruises and old
repaired cracks in the wrist leaving the stock quite loose. The forend
remains fair as well with a lengthy crack along the left side and bottom
along with black tape residue matching the barrel. Lockup is a bit loose
and the action does not fire properly. (59351-1) {C&R} (25/75)
Est. 25 - 75
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Browning Auto-5 Standard Semi-Auto Shotgun
serial #137290 12 ga., 29 1/2" plain barrel choked improved modified
with a very good bright bore which may clean to excellent. The metal
surfaces retain about 80% original blue toning to brown with overall light
oxidation with scattered patches of moderate oxidation throughout along
with light wear along the muzzle and grasping edges. The checkered
round knob pistolgrip buttstock and fingergroove forearm remain good
with handling marks, crazing finish and a lengthy crack in the bottom
rear edge of the forearm. The hard rubber FN buttplate remains in good
condition with worn chipped edges. (59418-1) {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Marlin Model 1873 XX Standard Revolver
serial #4602 22 RF, 3" ribbed round barrel with an oxidized bore
showing evident rifling. The barrel and cylinder of this revolver have
mostly flaked to gunmetal gray patina showing some mild brown
freckling and light scratches. The barrel markings still remain quite crisp
and clear. The frame retains perhaps 95% original nickel finish showing
some faint edge wear, light scratches and a few minor dings. There is a
hairline crack below the cylinder stop pin and the hammer shows some
strong case-hardened colors throughout. The smooth rosewood grips
remain in very good plus condition retaining about 90% original varnish
and showing a tiny chip at the top corner of the left panel and some
other light handling marks. The right panel is stamp-numbered to the
gun and the left is un-numbered. The barrel and cylinder are matching
the frame, barrel-to-frame fit shows a little bit of play and the action is
generally functional but the hand spring is weak and the cylinder does
not rotate reliably. (13A9454-7) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Winchester Model 12 Slide Action Shotgun
serial #1062954 20 ga., 18 1/2” barrel that is marked “MOD.” but
choked cylinder and has a bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 97-98% older reapplied blue that has some areas of light
handling wear and scattered light marks and some fine specks of light
oxidation throughout. The walnut stocks show evidence of having been
lightly cleaned with finish added and have some light dings and other
handling marks. The buttstock has a small crack on the underside of the
wrist, the metal edges of the receiver are proud of the wood. The
buttstock has a 13 3/4" length of pull from the trigger to an added
aftermarket vented recoil pad. The shortened barrel has a nicely
trimmed muzzle, a silver bead sight has been installed and the action
appears to function correctly. (4A9566-1) {MODERN} (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Winchester Model 69A Bolt Action Rifle
22 S,L,LR, 25” barrel with a bright, excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% original blue that is lightly toning to brown and has light
handling marks and areas of light surface oxidation with some fine
pitting along the barrel. The walnut stocks rate near excellent with some
light dings and other light handling marks. The wood appears to have
been lightly cleaned with finish added, the hard rubber buttplate and a
set of sling swivels remain intact. The original sights are also intact and
mounted to the left side of the receiver is a Mossberg M4c 4X riflescope.
The scope features a crosshair reticle and has very good optics.
Included is a single detachable magazine. A very nice example of these
classic sporting 22 rifles. (4A9627-15) {C&R} (300/400)
Est. 300 - 400
Marlin Model 1894 Lever Action Rifle
serial #118507 32 W. (32-20), 24” round barrel with an about very good
bore that has some strong rifling with areas of light to minor pitting
throughout. The metal surfaces are an overall mottled gray, there are
areas of minor to more moderate pitting scattered throughout. The
receiver and barrel markings are still mostly all visible, some of the
screws have minor slot damage. The dark colored walnut stocks appear
to have some added finish and a few light handling marks. The forearm
rates good and sits loose in its mount with a thumbprint sized mark and
the top edge missing along the right side. The straight grip buttstock has
a single groove cut below the lower tang and is missing the buttplate.
The metal edges remain proud of the wood. What appear to be the
original silver blade front sight and the sporting rear sight remain intact.
The action appears to function correctly. Overall this is a good
1895-vintage rifle that could possibly benefit from some light restoration.
(4A9607-3) {ANTIQUE} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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Marlin Model 1892 Takedown Lever Action Rifle
serial #80136 32 RF, 24” octagon barrel with a very good bore that has
strong rifling and light pitting throughout. The metal surfaces of this first
year production rifle are overall mottled brown with areas of gray and
some light handling and tool marks throughout. The barrel and receiver
markings remain visible, the model and caliber markings are not
present. A few of the screws have minor slot damage and there is some
very light pitting around the face of the muzzle. The smooth walnut
stocks rate very good and have added finish over some light impact
marks, small dings and other handling marks throughout. There is a
small chip along the right side of the wrist at the base of the receiver and
the crescent steel buttplate has some light specks of scattered
oxidation. Rifle is equipped with an ivory bead front sight and has a
correct sporting rear sight. The action appears to function correctly and
the magazine tube remains intact and functional. A solid example of
these early rimfire sporting rifles. (4A9607-4) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Custom Mauser Magazine Sporting Rifle
8mm Mauser, 23 1/2” stepped military barrel with an excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 95-97% added commercial blue that is
flaking to brown with areas of light pitting and light handling marks
scattered throughout. The military hardwood modified stock rates
excellent and has been nicely shaped for sporting use. There are some
filled holes and some light dings and other light handling marks
throughout. The butt is fitted with a simple steel buttplate that has some
light oxidation present. Commercial sling swivels have been installed
along the toe line and on the underside of the barrel. A sporting ramp
front sight and a two-leaf rear sight have been installed on the barrel
and the bolt handle has been turned down. The parts are not matching.
Overall this is a very nice looking cigarette Mauser sporting rifle that
would likely be a terrific shooter. (4A9558-15) {C&R} [Senator Frederic
C. Walcott Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Engraved Whitneyville Armory No. 1 Pocket Revolver
serial #11951D, 22 RF, 3" octagon barrel with a lightly oxidized bore
showing strong rifling. The barrel and base pin of this attractive revolver
retain about 95% original nickel finish showing a few scattered light
flakes and handling marks. The cylinder retains nearly 90% original
nickel finish with overall light flaking and some light oxidation staining
while the frame retains about 25-30% original nickel flaking to a pleasant
ocher patina. The barrel markings were somewhat poorly-struck and are
otherwise mostly legible and the hammer shows strong smoky
case-hardened colors. The metal surfaces are embellished with large
floral motifs along either side of the frame, lighter geometric
embellishments throughout and a starburst behind the hammer along
the backstrap; the engraving remains entirely intact and quite crisp. The
revolver wears a set of lovely smooth antique ivory grips, they are
un-numbered but very likely original and remain in near excellent
condition showing a couple tiny age cracks, a few areas slightly shy of
the frame and are taking on an attractive mellow patina. The action
seems to function well mechanically with solid timing and lock-up. A
handsome Whitney revolver. (13B9611-2) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Remington Model 700 ADL Synthetic Bolt Action Rifle
serial #E6839061, 30-06, 22” barrel with a very good plus bore with
scattered light pitting but strong rifling. The rifle retains about 97%
original matte black finish with scattered spots of light oxidation. The
checkered black synthetic pistolgrip stock is in excellent condition with
only a few light handling marks, is fitted with a “Remington” marked
rubber buttpad, and a 1/4” gray foam pad has been added to the comb
at the raised cheekpiece via adhesive; the foam pad shows a few
scattered spots of light wear. The barrel and receiver markings remain
crisp. The rifle is sighted with the original open sights, and a Leupold
one-piece scope base has been mounted to the receiver. A Redfield
Tracker 3-9x40mm scope with clear glass and a duplex reticle is
mounted in Leupold rings; the scope is in very good condition with
scattered light handling marks. Included with the rifle is a set of quick
detach sling swivels. (14A9544-231) {MODERN} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

2788

British Single Shot Rook Rifle by H. Holland
serial #2222 38 CF, 28” octagon barrel with an oxidized bore showing
evident rifling. The metal surfaces of the rifle have a brown patina with
scattered spots of light oxidation, scattered traces of original blue, and a
few light handling marks; a small 1” section on the left side of the frame
has been lightly cleaned to gunmetal gray. The walnut stock and forend
are in very good condition as lightly cleaned with a 2” crack next to the
upper tang, scattered flattened points of checkering, scattered light
handling marks, and the steel buttplate is proud of the stock at the toe;
the stock is loosely fit to the tang on the right side, with an about 1/16”
gap. The underside of the forend is serialized and matching to the rifle.
The barrel address reads “H. HOLLAND. 98 NEW BOND ST, LONDON”
and is faded, the underside of the barrel is crisply marked with British
proofs and is serialized and matching, the left side of the frame is lightly
marked “TRANTER / PATENT / 37574”, and the area around two of the
pins the right side and one screw on the left are lightly engraved in a
floral motif. A few of the screws show light slot damage. The front sight
is missing from the rifle, but the rear sight with two flip-up leaves is
present. The arm chambers 38 Colt fine and is likely chambered for the
similar British 380 Long cartridge. The action appears to function well
mechanically, and the barrel locks up tight. (14A9567-33) {ANTIQUE}
(600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
Parker GH Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #76633 10 ga on No. 3 frame, 32” damascus barrels with good to
very good bores with moderate pitting, a few light dings, and a slight
bulge in the left barrel at the muzzle. The metal surfaces of the shotgun
have an overall dark gray patina with light oxidation, concentrated on the
frame, traces of pinprick pitting on the frame, and the barrels show
faded damascus pattern. The capped pistolgrip walnut stock is in very
good condition as cleaned with a 1” curving crack on the left side of the
tang, an about 2” hairline crack on the right side of the wrist meeting the
triggerguard, scattered handling marks, and an added finish; the stock
wrist shows the softened remains of checkering. A small unmarked
shield medallion is inlaid in the stock about 4” from the toe, and the
gripcap and hard rubber widow’s peak dog head buttplate are marked
“PARKER BROS”. The frame of the shotgun shows faint remains of
engraving, and the triggerguard and forend are serialized and matching
to the shotgun. The shotgun locks up tightly but both barrels are
off-face, and the shotgun features double triggers, an automatic safety,
extractors, 2 7/8” chambers, a 14” length of pull with drops of 1 7/8” and
3 1/4”, and is sighted with a silver bead. A robust but weathered arm in a
heavy gauge. (14A9312-104) {ANTIQUE} [Dr. Daniel L. Leary, Jr.
Collection] (600/800)
Est. 600 - 800
Belgian Underlever Double Hammergun
serial #5255 16 ga, 30 1/2” damascus barrels choked cylinder with very
good bores with scattered light pitting, a few spots of oxidation, and a
few light dings. The barrels of the shotgun have a light gray-brown
patina with scattered specks of oxidation and showing a striped
damascus pattern. The metal surfaces of the frame have a pewter
patina with light oxidation staining on the underside and on the
hammers, and the triggerguard features a 3” horn extension. The
checkered straight grip walnut stock is in very good condition as lightly
cleaned with some softened spots of checkering, scattered handling
marks, and the widow’s peak steel buttplate is slightly proud at the heel
and toe. The stock features a left-side cheekpiece. The frame of the
shotgun is neatly engraved with a geometric pattern featuring a silver
inlaid stag on the triggerguard and a silver inlaid hound on each lock
plate, and the hammers, fences, and bottom of the underlever show light
foliate scroll engraving. The upper tang is engraved with a flower, the
pistils of which are inlaid silver. The shotgun locks up tightly, though the
underlever spring is a bit weak, and the barrels appear to be on-face.
The shotgun features double triggers, rebounding hammers, sling
swivels on the toeline and on the underside of the rib about 9” from the
forend, and has a 14” length of pull with drops of 1 7/8” and 2 3/4”.
(14A9600-3) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
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Ruger Model 44 Semi-Auto Carbine
serial #100-07340, 44 Magnum, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The metal surfaces of the carbine retain about 95% original blue
with scattered light oxidation along the barrel, light wear on the high
edges and contact points, and a few light handling marks. The pistolgrip
walnut stock is in very good condition with a small 1/2” triangular chip
just ahead of the ejection port, a rough vacant screw hole ahead of the
barrel band on the forend tip, and scattered light handling marks; the
curved aluminum buttplate shows light wear on the heel and at the toe.
The Ruger barrel address remains crisp, and the side of the receiver is
crisply stamped “RUGER CARBINE / .44 MAGNUM CAL.” between the
Ruger logo and the serial number. The carbine is sighted with a gold
bead front sight and a flip-up rear sight, and the carbine is drilled and
tapped twice on the top of the barrel and four times on the top of the
receiver; two of the holes have filler screws. A single sling swivel is
mounted to the toeline of the stock. A solid carbine that would make a
good brush gun. (14A9544-279) {C&R} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger Mini-30 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #189-09435, 7.62x39mm, 18 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent
bore. The rifle retains about 97% original blue with light wear on the
contact points, and specks of oxidation along the barrel and on the
triggerguard. The Butler Creek synthetic stock is in very good plus
condition with a spot of flattened points of checkering on the forend,
some rough adhesive residue on the butt, and a few light handling
marks. The serial number and Ruger warning label on the left side of the
receiver remain crisp, as does the model and caliber designation on the
top of the receiver. The rifle retains the original blade front sight, and the
rear sight has been removed and replaced with two sections of 2” rails
for optics mounting. Included with the rifle is a single 30-round magazine
in very good condition with scattered specks of oxidation, and a brown
fabric sling with quick detach sling swivels. (14A9544-222) {MODERN}
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Ruger Mini-14 Semi-Auto Rifle
serial #184-90982, 223 Rem, 21 1/2” barrel with 5 1/2” integral flash
hider with bayonet lug and a frosted very good bore with evident rifling.
The rifle retains about 92% original blue with light wear on high edges
and contact points, light oxidation on the triggerguard and speckled
oxidation along the receiver, barrel, and flash hider, and scattered light
handling marks. The walnut pistolgrip stock is in very good plus
condition with a small ding behind the triggerguard and scattered light
handling marks; the handguard is lighter in tone than the stock. The
curved plastic buttplate shows light wear on the heel and scattered light
dings. The receiver markings remain crisp. An aftermarket “Accu-strut”
bolt-on stabilizer has been attached to the rifle below the barrel, with the
intent of increasing accuracy. The rifle is sighted with a M14-style
protected front sight and an adjustable aperture rear sight. Included with
the rifle is a single detachable 5-round magazine with speckled light
oxidation. (14A9544-209) {MODERN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Mossberg Model 42M-B Bolt Action Rifle
serial #6000 22 S, L, LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the rifle retain about 80% original blue with light wear
on high edges and contact points, light oxidation on the bolt, buttplate,
bottom metal, and scattered along the receiver and barrel, and a few
light handling marks. The hardwood two-piece Mannlicher stock is in
very good condition as cleaned with a 1/2” triangular chip next to the
action, scattered handling marks, and the buttplate is proud of the stock
along the left side and at the toe. The barrel is marked with the
Mossberg barrel address, “UNITED STATES / PROPERTY / SERIAL
NO. 6000”, and British proofs near the receiver, dated to 1948. The
receiver and bolt are also marked with “(crown) / BNP” proofs. The
receiver is factory drilled and tapped for an aperture sight, with the holes
remaining vacant, and the rifle is sighted with a sporting-style rear sight
and a front sight with multiple blade options. The screw on dustcover is
absent from the bolt, the screw holes sitting vacant, and the trapdoor in
the buttplate is not present. Included with the rifle is a single detachable
magazine, which is missing the spring tension screw at the bottom of the
magazine; the magazine still appears to function. A very good WWII
training rifle that made its way to the UK and back. (14A9544-96) {C&R}
(200/300)
Est. 200 - 300

2795

Mossberg Model 640KA Chuckster Bolt Action Rifle
22 Magnum, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
of the rifle retain about 95% original blue with scattered light oxidation
along the barrel with light pitting near the muzzle, speckled dots of wood
finish along the left side of the receiver, and a few light handling marks.
The capped pistolgrip walnut stock is in very good condition with
scattered areas of removed finish from light cleaning along the stock
and spots of roughly applied finish on the butt, marks in purple ink on
the left side of the stock, and scattered light handling marks; the
“Mossberg” marked hard rubber buttplate is in very good condition with
light wear on the edges. The Mossberg barrel address is finely stamped
and remains crisp, and the rifle is otherwise unmarked. The rifle retains
the original open sights, and a Mossberg No. M4D 4X scope is mounted
to the dovetail cut receiver on rings only marked “L”; the scope has clear
glass and a crosshair reticle. Included with the rifle is a single
detachable magazine in excellent condition. (14A9544-17) {C&R}
(150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Mossberg Model 42 MB(a) Bolt Action Rifle
serial #39785 22 S, L, LR, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the rifle retain about 95% original blue with light wear
on high edges and contact points, freckling and specks of oxidation
along the barrel and bottom metal, and light oxidation staining in places
where the finish has thinned. The two-piece walnut pistolgrip Mannlicher
stock is in near excellent condition as lightly cleaned with a few light
handling marks, and the hard rubber buttplate has an about 1” chip at
the toe. The lower sling mounting bracket has been removed from the
butt, leaving two small holes about 2 1/2” from the toe; the triggerguard
is loosely fit to the stock leaving an about 1/8” gap. The barrel and
receiver are crisply marked “UNITED STATES / PROPERTY / SERIAL
NO. 39785”, the Mossberg barrel address is crisp, and the barrel is
marked with British proofs on the left side next to the receiver. The
original Mossberg receiver mounted aperture sight is present on the rifle,
with screw-in aperture, and the front sight base features an added front
sight blade permanently attached. The dustcover on the bolt remains
intact. Included with the rifle is a single detachable magazine.
(14A9544-99) {C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Mossberg Model 44 U.S. Bolt Action Rifle
serial #126120 22 LR, 26” heavy barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces of the rifle retain about 96% original blue with scattered
specks of light oxidation, light wear on the steel buttplate, and a few light
handling marks. The in-the-white bolt remains mostly bright with the bolt
handle showing muted case color and the knob having light oxidation
staining. The pistolgrip hardwood stock is in excellent condition as lightly
cleaned with a few light handling marks and the buttplate is slightly
proud at the heel and toe. The barrel address is softened in spots but
still easily legible, and the receiver is marked “U.S. PROPERTY /
SERIAL NO. 126120”. The rifle is sighted with a blade front sight and a
receiver mounted Mossberg Microclick S-100 aperture sight; the
screw-in aperture is present. Included with the rifle is a single
detachable magazine with scattered light oxidation. (14A9544-94) {C&R}
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Japanese Type 99 Bolt Action Rifle by Nagoya
serial #98635 7.7 Arisaka, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore
with hints of light frosting. The receiver and barrel of the rifle has toned
to gray with the finish thinning, light wear on the high edges and contact
points, and a few specks of light oxidation; the receiver shows a light
grind mark where the chrysanthemum was removed. The dust cover
retains about 99% blue finish with light handling marks. The remaining
metal surfaces have a light brown patina with similar thinning and light
edge wear. The pistolgrip Asian hardwood stock is in very good
condition as light cleaned with moderate dings on the toeline and wrist,
and scattered handling marks consistent with field use. A small proof is
stamped behind the lower tang, and the stock is otherwise unmarked.
With the exception of the removed chrysanthemum, the receiver
markings remain crisp, the nosecap and bolt are serialized and matching
to the rifle, and the rifle appears to be of series 6. A few of the screws
show light slot damage. The rifle is sighted with the original rear sight
anti-aircraft rear sight assembly, the wings of which are missing, and the
rifle is equipped with a monopod rear band, though no monopod is
present. The dust cover and cleaning rod appear to be reproductions.
The action appears to function well mechanically. A solid example of the
primary arm of the Japanese infantry soldier of WWII. (14A9617-3)
{C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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Japanese Type 38 Bolt Action Rifle by Nagoya
serial #37668 6.5 Arisaka, 31” barrel with a very good bore with
scattered light pitting but evident rifling. The receiver of the rifle and the
base of the barrel retain about 85-90% older arsenal-quality reapplied
blue with thinning on the chamber area of the barrel, light wear on the
high edges and contact points, and previous light pitting beneath the
finish. The remaining metal surfaces and rest of the barrel have a light
brown patina with scattered spots of old oxidation, light edge wear, and
a few light handling marks; the magazine floorplate had been previously
lightly cleaned and shows a lighter brown patina. The Asian hardwood
stock is in very good condition as lightly cleaned with the seam between
the toe piece and the stock separating, scattered light handling marks
consistent with field use, and the buttplate is proud of the stock at the
toe; the stock features a tiger strip-style pattern of darker finish along its
length. The model designating kanji on the receiver ring remain crisp,
and the serial number markings are softened lightly; the rifle appears to
be a series 27. The bolt is mismatched to the rifle, but the nosecap is
serialized and matching to the rifle. The safety does not function and
requires mechanical attention, and the bolt has been stripped and is
included. The rifle is sighted with the original front sight and aperture
rear sight with flip-up ladder, and a cleaning rod is included.
(14A9617-4) {C&R} (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Ithaca Flues Field Grade Boxlock Double Shotgun
serial #310814 12 ga, 28” barrels choked improved modified and full
with a bright excellent left bore and a near excellent right bore with light
frosting and one very light ding. The shotgun barrels retain about 90% of
what appears to be original blue finish with thinning along the sides of
the barrel, scattered specks of oxidation and light freckling, and light
wear at the muzzle. The frame of the shotgun shows muted case colors
with scattered spots of oxidation staining and a few small spots of light
pitting. The triggerguard shows light wear and the forend metal has a
spot of light pitting with oxidation staining. The checkered capped
pistolgrip walnut stock and forend are in very good condition as lightly
cleaned with a 1/2” repaired chip behind the tang, some light chipping at
the edges of the forend, scattered light handling marks, and an added
finish. A ventilated recoil pad in very good condition with a peeling outer
layer is fitted to the stock, and remains supple. Both sides of the frame
are roll engraved with the image of a dog trotting through a field above
“ITHACA GUN CO. ITHACA N.Y.”, and the barrels are marked
“SMOKELESS POWDER STEEL” and “MADE IN U.S.A.”; all of which
are partially faded. A screw is missing from the triggerguard. The
shotgun locks up tightly with the barrels on-face, and the shotgun
features double triggers, an automatic safety, extractors, is sighted with
a single brass bead, and has a 14 1/2” length of pull with drops of 2” and
3 5/8”. (14A9617-2) {C&R} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Winchester Model 1894 Saddle Ring Carbine
serial #511268 32 Special, 20” barrel with full magazine and a poor
bore with remnants of rifling. The metal surfaces of the carbine have
faded to gray with generous remnants of blue on the sides of the
receiver and in spots along the barrel, light pitting throughout, and spots
of light oxidation staining. The hardwood stock and forend are in very
good condition as lightly cleaned with an old chip and a few long crack
in the wrist, drying cracks on the left side of the buttstock, and three long
cracks in the forend tip; the steel buttplate is proud of the stock and the
receiver is proud of the forend. The markings on the tang and the barrel
address are faded but still legible. The carbine shows brazed repairs to
the upper tang and bolt, the magazine tube has a ding just behind the
forward barrel band, and the saddle ring is intact. A few screws show
light slot damage. The carbine is sighted with a bead-on-blade front
sight and a Redfield sporting-style rear sight. (14A9607-19) {C&R}
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

2802

U.S. Model 1884 Trapdoor Rifle by Springfield Armory
serial #310363 45-70 Govt, 32 5/8” barrel with a very good bore with a
line of oxidation traveling in a serpentine fashion down the bore, but with
strong rifling. The barrel, barrel bands, and nosecap have toned to a
brown patina with moderate wear at the muzzle, traces of original blue in
the protected areas against the forend, and scattered specks of
oxidation and light handling marks along its length. The breech and
breechblock show muted case-hardened color with light edge wear, light
oxidation, and oxidation staining; the interior face of the breechblock
shows still vibrant case color. The two-piece triggerguard shows spots of
wear in the blue finish on the bottom of the triggerguard and along lower
tang, with scattered specks of oxidation; the lockplate shows freckling
along the surface. The walnut stock is in very good condition as lightly
cleaned with two cracks measuring about 5” and 3/4” on the left side of
the stock next to the breech, a light chip against the lockplate, and
scattered light handling marks. A boxed “SWP / 1885” inspector’s
cartouche is stamped on the left side of the wrist, showing light fading
but still wholly legible, a circled “P” is stamped behind the lower tang
with a small ding obscuring part of the lightly faded proof, and “333” is
deeply stamped into the heel of the stock. The lockplate is marked with
a crisp Federal Eagle next to “U.S. / SPRINGFIELD”, the breech block is
marked with a softened “US / MODEL / 1873”, and the barrel bears
faded “V / P / (eagle head) / P” proofs just ahead of the breech; the heel
of the buttplate is crisply marked “US”. The rifle is sighted with a blade
front sight and correct Buffington rear sight, the leaf of which is slightly
bent, and features an iron firing pin and slotted ramrod. The three
position lock and tumbler remains crisp and functional. A solid piece of
American military history. (14A9534-5) {ANTIQUE} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Winchester Model 1906 Slide Action Rifle
serial #290084 22 S, L, LR, 20” round barrel with a very good bore with
light pitting but evident rifling. The metal surfaces of the rifle retain about
50% original blue with the barrel having toned to gray with blue
remaining in the protected areas between the barrel and the magazine
tube, a small section of the underside of the receiver cleaned to
gunmetal, light high edge wear, and scattered oxidation and oxidation
staining throughout. The straight grip gumwood stock and smooth
forend are in very good condition with scattered thinning and flaking of
the finish and light handling marks concentrated on the buttstock; the
“WINCHESTER / TRADE-MARK” stamped hard rubber buttplate is in
very good plus condition with a small chip in the toe. The two-line barrel
address, “-MOD.1906-” designation, serial numbers, and Winchester
trade mark on the upper tang all remain crisp. Both the receiver and
barrel are marked with Winchester proofs, both of which remain mostly
crisp. The left side of the receiver features a take-down screw, and the
rifle is sighted sporting-style open sights. The rifle appears to function
well mechanically. A nice 1911-made Model 1906 rifle. (14A9558-25)
[Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection] {C&R} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Savage-Springfield Single Barrel Shotgun
16 ga, 28” barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore with a few
specks of oxidation at the muzzle. The barrel of the shotgun retains
about 85% original blue with light edge wear at the muzzle, moderate
oxidation on the underside of the barrel for 4” past the forend tip, and
light oxidation staining along the top of the barrel. The case hardened
frame shows some muted case color near the top, and the right and
underside of the frame has light to moderate oxidation. The checkered
pistolgrip cycolac stock and forend are in very good plus condition with
scattered light handling marks. The caliber designation on the barrel
remains mostly crisp with a few spots of softened characters, the right
side of the barrel is crisply marked “SELECTED FORGED STEEL”, and
the left side of the frame is crisply marked with the Savage address. The
shotgun features an ejector, rebounding hammer, and is sighted with a
large silver bead. (14A9290-30) {C&R} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
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Sporterized German Model 71/84 Bolt Action Shotgun
serial #5974 16 ga, 27” barrel with a bright very good plus bore with
scattered spots of oxidation. The metal surfaces of the shotgun have a
light gray-brown patina with generous streaks of thinning reapplied blue
on the barrel, scattered spots of old oxidation, light pitting on the
receiver and in spots on the barrel, and a few light handling marks. The
straight grip hardwood stock is in very good condition as lightly cleaned
with scattered light handling marks, remnants of a darker finish around
the action, and the widow’s peak steel buttplate is proud of the stock at
the heel and toe. The stock features a subtle schnabel forend tip and a
left side cheekpiece. The receiver and barrel of the shotgun are marked
with numerous German proofs, the majority of which remain crisp, the
remains of “Amberg” is marked on the barrel, and a circled “16” is lightly
marked on the top of the barrel. The left rear of the receiver is marked in
German script “IG MOD. 71”, and the right side is marked “1883.1883”.
The bolt and barrel are mismatched to the shotgun. The interior of the
receiver shows rough machining marks, and no ejector is present,
though the extractor works consistently. Sling swivels have been added
to the underside of the barrel and to the toeline of the stock, and the
open sights have been removed from the shotgun; a solitary hole where
a bead could be fitted lays empty at the muzzle. An interesting
conversion of a surplus military rifle. (14A9534-1) {ANTIQUE} (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
New York Percussion Buchsflinte Combination Gun by Gilbert & Bales
20 ga x about .42 cal, 30” barrels with oxidized bores. The metal
surfaces of the combination gun have a brown patina with scattered light
handling marks and a few specks of old oxidation. The brass
triggerguard, patch box, and buttplate are lightly tarnished with an ochre
patina. The walnut stock is in very good condition as lightly cleaned with
a small chip at the toe, two light cracks at the lockplates, scattered light
handling marks, and the triggerguard and buttplate are proud of the
stock; the stock is fitted with a pewter nosecap. The barrels are lightly
marked “GILBERT & BALES” and “PENNYAN N.Y.” The fixed rear sight
is present, and the front sight is absent. A pin in the right side lockplate
has been replaced with a modern screw. The locks remain crisp and
appear to function well mechanically. Included with the rifle is a wooden
ramrod. (14A9540-4) {ANTIQUE} (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Friedly Damascus Fighter
Dennis Friedly of Cody Wyoming has been making custom knives for
nearly half a century, this fighter measures 9 1/8" overall with a 4 3/8"
double edge damascus steel blade. The blade remains unsharpened
retaining all of its attractive star damascus pattern with arched Friedly
Knives maker on the obverse ricasso. The hilt is composed of a rich
dark desert ironwood handle centered between a rearward facing
double guard and domed shaped pommel. The polished 416 stainless
steel guard and pommel remain bright and is separated from the handle
by black, silver and red spacers. The knife is housed in a basketweave
front flap sheath with reverse handle strap. A fabulous custom dagger.
(5A9543-272) [Phil Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Custom Randall Model 1 All-Purpose Fighting Knife
This fighting knife measures 11 3/4” overall and features a 7” stainless
blade with a 3” sharpened false edge and a straight-clipped point. The
blade remains unsharpened, retaining the original factory hone, and
rates excellent with no discernible blemishes. The brass double hilt and
brass butt cap exhibit a mellow burnished patina with a few areas on the
hilt toned to bright pale yellow where verdigris from leather contact has
been gently removed. The handle is white polished stag horn between
red, white and blue spacers with finger grooves on the reverse face and
a brass oval engraved with initials “R.O.K.” inlaid on the obverse. The
inlay exhibits a mellow patina matching the other brass surfaces and the
rest of the handle is unblemished and in excellent condition. The
matching Model A sheath is included, featuring a snap-button whetstone
pouch (stone not included), and rates excellent with only minor handling
marks. An excellent condition Model 1 variant. (12A9543-279) [Phil
Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Randall Model 23 Gamemaster
This knife measures 9 1/2” overall and features a 4 1/2” single-edged
stainless blade with a 2 1/2” false edge, straight-clipped point and a
ridged thumb rest at the base of the spine. The blade remains
unsharpened, retaining the original factory hone, and rates excellent
with only the tiniest of handling marks and specks of gray patina. The
brass single hilt shows a few sparse hints of patina and rates about
excellent. The Duralumin buttcap shows a few handling marks and there
is some light wear on the stacked leather grip; overall the handle is in
near excellent condition. The included sheath, featuring a snap-button
closing strap and whetstone pouch, is in very fine condition with a few
areas of light patina and only minor handling marks. An excellent
Randall big game knife. (129543-296) [Phil Buker Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600

2810

French Model 1822 Light Cavalry Officer’s Saber with U.S. Civil War
Inscription
42 1/2” overall length, 36” curved single-edged blade with a 6” false
edge, wide and narrow unstopped fullers and a trailing point. The faces
of the blade are etched with foliate scroll and panoplies of arms; the
ricasso is marked with French proofs on the obverse face and the
arsenal signature is visible on the spine. The signature is largely faded
to illegibility but appears to indicate manufacture at Klingenthal. The
reverse side face of the knucklebow bears the engraved inscription
“LIEUT. ALEX M. GUTHRIE / from his Chicago Friends Sep. 8 1863
(script)”. This French weapon appears to have emigrated to the United
States sometime before or during the Civil War, thereafter presented to
Lt. Guthrie as a memento, likely by the enlisted men under his
command. The blade is in very good plus to excellent condition; the
majority of the surface is near mirror-bright, scattered by cloudy areas of
dark smoky gray and occasional spots of ruddy ocher staining. Few if
any handling marks are present except for a few tiny nicks on the slightly
scabbard-dulled but otherwise excellent edge. The hilt is a brass
half-basket with cast-in-relief floral designs and a black shagreen grip
wound by twisted copper bullion wire. The brass surfaces are tarnished
to a mottled greenish-brown tint with occasional areas patinated to a
darker tobacco. Traces of original gold wash are visible in the details of
the relief. The exposed surfaces of the shagreen are faded to a silvery
white and the copper wire is a bit loose but remains whole. Overall the
hilt is in very good plus condition with few handling marks. The included
scabbard is nickeled steel speckled with tiny pinpricks of ocher. Very few
handling marks and no dents or dings are present and the scabbard is in
quite fine condition. Overall a very fine French sword with some
research potential for the Civil War enthusiast. (12C9558-31) [Senator
Frederic C. Walcott Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
U.S. Model 1860 Light Cavalry Saber by Providence Tool Co.
40 1/2” overall length, 34 1/2” curved single-edged blade with partial
narrow fullers, wide stopped fullers, a rounded spine and a trailing point.
The ricasso is marked “PROV. / TOOL / CO.” on the reverse face and
“U.S. / 1862” on the obverse. The blade is in near excellent condition,
polished to a near-mirror bright with occasional scattered areas of thin
smoky gray patina, infrequent handling marks and a few tiny nicks on
the unsharpened edge. The hilt consists of a plain brass half-basket with
a dark brown leather grip wound by twisted brass wire. The polished
brass is pale yellow with a green-gray tint and scattered by flecks of gray
and ocher-brown patina; the leather exhibits some light flaking across
the surface but little more than superficial wear. Overall the hilt is in very
good plus to excellent condition. The included scabbard is steel with a
strong mottled pewter patina cleaned to a smooth reflective sheen. No
dents, dings or handling marks are discernible and the scabbard rates
very fine to near excellent as cleaned. (12A9548-6) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
U.S. Model 1840 Import Heavy Cavalry Saber by Clemen & Jung
40” overall length, 34 1/2” curved single-edged blade with partial narrow
fullers, wide stopped fullers, a thick flat spine and a trailing point. The
ricasso is marked “Clemen & Jung / Solingen” on the obverse face. The
blade is in excellent condition except a few infrequent tiny handling
marks several small nicks at the center of percussion and a tiny (about
1/4”) portion of the point which has broken off clean and been
resharpened. The hilt consists of a plain brass half-basket and a black
leather grip wound by twisted brass wire. The brass surfaces are a
strong burnished yellow scattered by dark streaks of gray-brown tarnish;
the grip exhibits a few instances of flaking and the wire binding has
become partially separated, otherwise the grip exhibits little wear. The
hilt exhibits few handling marks and rates very good plus overall. The
included scabbard is bright steel scattered throughout by a thin dusky
patina of ocher oxidation. Few if any handling marks or dings are
present and the scabbard is in very good condition. A fine example of an
imported “Old Wristbreaker”. (12A9558-32) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott
Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
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Contemporary Unmarked U.S. Model 1840 Heavy Cavalry Saber
38 1/2” overall length, 32 1/2” curved single-edged blade with partial
narrow fullers, wide stopped fullers, a thick flat spine and a trailing point.
Aside from the lack of markings, the bright blade is largely faithful in
detail to historical examples, including a correct distal taper which lends
the sword a period-accurate balance and weight. The edge is machined
flat along the length and not intended to cut. A few blemishes are
present such as a forging crack lengthwise in the first 6” of the obverse
bevel, a few light tool marks here or there and a few pinprick remnants
of meticulously polished pitting; otherwise the blade is polished near
mirror-bright and in fine condition. The plain brass guard is tarnished to
a dull tobacco with hints of bright yellow peeking through the patina. The
black leather grips exhibit a few instances of flaking and light tarnish on
the twisted brass wire wrap. Few if any handling marks are present and
the hilt is in about good condition. The included scabbard is steel with a
heavy drag and rates good; the body exhibits few handling marks, no
discernible dings or indentations and speckled clouds of moderately
strong dusky oxidation across the surface. A well-made reproduction
which should clean up nicely into a fine accessory for the reenactor.
(129558-37) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection] (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Colombian Military Dress Sword
38” overall length, 32” straight narrow double-edged blade with a
diamond cross-section and a spear-point tip. This sword is patterned
after the U.S. Model 1860 Staff & Field Officer’s sword with Colombian
national icons rather than U.S. symbols. Either face of the stainless steel
blade is etched with frosted panels depicting intricately detailed
panoplies of arms and foliate scroll designs. The blade is scattered by
spotted areas of white-gray patina and a few small handling marks. The
hilt consists of a brass guard, pommel, backstrap and forestrap with
mother-of-pearl grips. The brass is cast-in-relief with foliate designs and
Colombian symbols such as the national coat-of-arms on the
counterguard and pommel and national motto “Libertad y Orden” on the
counterguard. Generous amounts of silver wash remain across the
surfaces with areas of strong black patina in the recesses. The hilt
exhibits no discernible handling marks and is in overall very fine
condition. The mounts on the included scabbard are decorated by crisp
and detailed foliate relief and the body has acquired a slightly yellow tint;
otherwise few handling marks are present and the scabbard rates very
good plus to excellent. Really a quite beautiful South American dress
sword. (129558-40) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Spanish Model 1860 Cavalry Saber
This robust 1894-dated saber measures 40” overall and features a 33”
curved single-edged blade with an 8 1/2” false edge, wide single
stopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The ricasso is marked
“ARTILLERIA / FABRICA / DE / TOLEDO / 1894” on the obverse face.
The hilt is ambidextrous, featuring a solid sheet steel bowl guard, ribbed
wooden grip wound by brass wire, full-length steel backstrap and leather
finger loop beneath the guard. The metal surfaces exhibit strong patina
and areas of moderate oxidation which has been partially cleaned. The
blade bears a patina of dark smoky pewter scattered by areas of dark
brown and occasional areas of lightly cleaned shallow pitting
concentrated in the upper half. The edges remain relatively sharp, albeit
rough, with a few small nicks and a chip on the leading edge. The
service-browned hilt exhibits speckled areas of dark ocher around the
leather washer and on the inside faces of the guard. Strips of remnant
white shagreen wrap can be seen beneath the wire in the recesses of
the grip and a chip of wood is missing from the toe but the grip remains
tightly fitted with little to no structural wear. Overall the sword is in very
good condition. The browned steel scabbard, also marked “Toledo”,
exhibits varying degrees of speckled oxidation across the surface as
well as shallow partially smoothed pitting throughout. Few if any
handling marks and no dings or indentations are discernible and the
scabbard is in very good condition, weathered yet largely undamaged.
(12A9558-36) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
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Unmarked U.S. Model 1840 Cavalry Saber
38” overall length, 32” curved single-edged blade with a 6 1/2” false
edge, single wide stopped fullers and a re-ground spear-point tip. The
hilt consists of a brass two-branch half-basket guard, plain brass
phrygian pommel and leather-wrapped wood grip wound by twisted
brass wire. The blade is moderately cleaned and polished such that no
vestiges of markings are visible. The steel is mostly bright with
occasional remnant hints of cleaned pinprick pitting and a bit of thin
ocher patina at the ricasso. A number of small impact nicks are
scattered along the leading edge and a few handling marks are present
across the faces. The tip is misaligned and appears to be re-ground,
possibly as an attempted field repair. The brass has been similarly
cleaned, restoring much of the luster as well as leaving a few handling
marks. Scattered spots of tarnish, brownish patina and instances of dark
green verdigris remain here and there. The leather of the grip exhibits a
bit of crackling and loss at the edges but remains mostly whole; the
guard fits a bit loosely due to an area of material loss at the obverse toe
of the grip. Overall the sword rates about very good plus as cleaned.
The included scabbard is steel in a non-regulation pattern with the throat
held in place by a pair of screw studs forward and rear. The surface is
spanned by a moderate dusky ocher patina flecked by concentrated
spots of textured ocher and remnant specks of black japanning. An
indent is present just above the tip on the obverse face which exhibits a
few small perforations. Overall the scabbard is in fair to good condition.
(12A9558-30) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
U.S. Eagle’s Head Hanger
33” overall, 27” curved blade with wide single unstopped fullers and a
trailing point. The hilt features a brass stirrup guard, vertically grooved
bone grip and brass eagle’s head pommel. The blade exhibits a smooth
pewter patina scattered by clouds of smoky gray, light handling marks
and occasional small spots of ocher-brown oxidation. Most of the detail
has been polished smooth but remnants of original etched foliate scroll
is still visible. The edge is a bit dull and exhibits a few tiny dings but no
major blemishes. The brass is toned a lightly burnished mustard brown
with a few handling marks. The grip has separated cleanly into two
pieces and detached from the tang. As little to no material has been lost
and the split is quite thin, the grip should take well to a simple adhesive
repair. (12A9558-33) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
U.S. Militia Officer’s Sword by H.Y. Allien & Co.
36 1/2” overall length, 30” narrow straight double-edged blade with a
tapered spear-point tip. Either face of the blade is etched with frosted
panels depicting foliate sprays and U.S. symbols such as U.S. lettering,
panoplies of arms and the Federal Eagle. The maker’s mark of H.Y.
Allien & Co. of New York is etched on the obverse face of the ricasso.
The hilt features a gilt brass cruciform guard and knights head pommel
and a grooved white bone grip. The blade is in near excellent condition
with only a few tiny handling marks and a bit of thinning of the frosted
etching. The brass surfaces of the hilt exhibit spots of dark brown patina,
occasional areas of verdigris and generous amounts of original gold
wash finish in the protected areas. The grip is a bright clean white with
no discernible handling marks. Overall the sword is in very fine to near
excellent condition. The scabbard is leather with a brass tip and collar;
the leather is lightly scuffed and the brass lightly tarnished, rating fine
overall. Altogether a quite pretty U.S. militia sword. (129558-39)
[Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection] (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
U.S. Model 1840 NCO Sword by C. Roby
38 1/2” overall length, 32” straight single-edged blade with single
stopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The ricasso is marked “C. Roby /
W. Chelmsford MA” on the reverse face and “U.S. / 1862 / FSS” on the
obverse. The hilt is brass with fixed shell counterguards, a single
knucklebow, globe pommel and gilt brass grip cast with imitation twisted
wire. The blade is in excellent condition: a few negligible oil stains are
present and the steel is near mirror-bright with very few if any handling
marks. The brass surfaces of the hilt are toned to a soft yellow tinted
with a light greenish-gray patina and the pommel is a darker mustard
brown. Few handling marks are present and the grip is nearly
unblemished except a few small spots of verdigris. Overall the hilt rates
very fine. The included scabbard is black leather with a brass tip and
collar; the brass exhibits a smooth mustard patina and the leather bears
light scuffs and areas of fading but remains whole with excellent
stitching. Overall the scabbard is in very fine to near excellent condition.
A quite fine and attractive example of a Civil War-era NCO’s sidearm.
(12A9558-38) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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Antique Smallsword & Fencing Foil
One decorative smallsword, likely 19th century, and one non-electric
sport fencing foil. The smallsword measures 40” overall and features a
30” triangular fluted épée blade tapering to a narrow beak point. The hilt
is an intricately detailed assembly of multifaceted cut steel beads and
panels. While the delicate hilt is purely decorative, the blade is of the
same type used for formal dueling, sharp at the point and fully suited to
contests of arms. An attractive fire blue decorated by gilt sprays of
foliate scroll extends along the first 8” of the forte; the blue fades into a
smoky pewter for the remainder scattered by occasional specks of
ocher. A few small handling marks can be felt at the edges and a small
section of the tip is lost. The hilt is in about good condition, exhibiting an
overall burnished gray tone with areas of subtle dusky brown patina.
Several strings of the faceted beads have been lost, as has the capstan
screw. The sword rates very good overall with a quite fine blade. The foil
measures 43 1/2” overall and bears a 34 3/4” rectangular blade with a
flat-ended tip. The blade is marked “FRANCE” on the top and bottom
faces and stamped with a logo of “PR” intertwined lettering in starburst.
The hilt consists of a steel rectangle guard with a buff leather pad, a
French grip bound in twine cord and a weighted brass pommel. The
leather pad is marked “Walcott” and was likely used by Senator Walcott
himself for sporting purposes. The weapon is in about good condition,
exhibiting a thin dark brown patina across the blade, numerous contact
marks toning to dark ocher on the guard and an area of fraying cord at
the top of the grip which has been repaired by a cloth tape wrap. No
major damage is discernible, though the foible of the blade appears
somewhat fragile and taking this foil out of retirement would be
ill-advised. Overall a very nice pair of curios of interest to the duelist and
scholar of swordsmanship. (129558-44,52) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott
Collection]
Replica Medieval Longsword
49 1/2” overall length, 37 1/4” straight broad double-edged blade with
shallow partial unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The heavy
stainless steel blade is in fine condition with a few light handling marks
and scattered areas of finely speckled gray patina here or there. The
cruciform hilt is brass with straight plain quillons, a large disc pommel
and a grip bound in red leather and twisted brass wire. The brass
surfaces are a very fine burnished yellow with just a few tiny handling
marks and the grip rates near excellent with only slight signs of handling
wear. Overall a very fine blade for the wall to lend a knightly accent to
the room. (129614-3) (25/50)
Est. 25 - 50
U.S. Starr Contract of 1818 Cavalry Saber
37” overall length, 32” curved single-edged blade with wide single
unstopped fullers and a straight-clipped point. The ricasso is marked
“US / LS / P / N. STARR” on the obverse face, the markings remaining
quite crisp with a bit of softening at the edges. The blade is excellent,
cleaned to an attractive burnished gray with a pleasant smoky gray
patina throughout and no discernible handling marks except a few spots
of unevenness on the edge. The leather washer atop the guard is not
present, though some remnants are visible. The hilt consists of a flat iron
stirrup guard with a reverse-“P” knucklebow, plain iron ferrule, a ribbed
walnut grip bound in red-tinted black leather and a rounded bird’s head
pommel with a full-length backstrap. The metal surfaces are
service-browned and exhibit remnants of cleaned pinprick texturing and
small areas wearing to light gray. The leather exhibits areas of flaking
and occasional spots of loss exposing the wood, which itself exhibits a
few cracks here or there but remains tightly fitted with no play or
looseness whatsoever. The hilt overall rates very fine. The included
scabbard is steel with a brass brazing seam, rating very good plus to
excellent and retaining an estimated 85% applied black-gray finish
scattered by cleaned areas of brown oxidation staining. Overall a very
fine and well-kept Federal-era sword. (12A9654-58) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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U.S. Starr Contract of 1818 Cavalry Saber
37 1/2” overall length, 32 1/4” curved single-edged blade with single
unstopped fullers and a straight-clipped point. The ricasso features the
mark “US / P / LS / N. STARR” on the obverse face which remains quite
robust. The blade is excellent, cleaned bright and spanned by
intermittent areas of speckled smoky gray patina, a small patch of
ocher-brown staining over the markings and only a few tiny handling
marks here or there. The hilt consists of a flat iron stirrup guard with a
reverse-“P” knucklebow, plain iron ferrule, a ribbed walnut grip bound in
black leather and a simple rounded bird’s head pommel with a full-length
backstrap. The metal surfaces are cleaned to a light gray textured by
smoothed remnants of stippled pinprick pitting. The leather shows drying
cracks throughout and remarkably little loss, remaining mostly whole
except where the grip has chipped a bit where it meets the pommel. The
hilt remains strongly fitted, well aligned to the blade, and rates very fine
overall. The included scabbard is black japanned steel, retaining about
90% lacquer finish with scattered flaking throughout and the exposed
steel toned to a cleaned plum. Very few handling marks are present and
the scabbard is in very fine to near excellent condition. Overall a very
fine and well-kept Federal-era sword. (12A9654-57) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
U.S. Starr Contract of 1812-1813 Cavalry Saber
38 3/4” overall length, 33 1/2” curved unfullered single-edged blade with
an 8 1/2” rudimentary false edge and straight-clipped point. The ricasso
is marked “P / HHP” and “N.STARR” on the obverse face. The blade is
very good plus, polished bright with scattered clouds of smoky gray
patina, light handling marks and hints of oxidation staining at some of
the edges. A number of deep impact nicks in the cutting edge suggest
that this may be a fought specimen. The surface has been cleaned and
grinding marks are spaced intermittently along the length, mostly on the
obverse face. The hilt consists of a stirrup guard with a reverse-“P”
knucklebow, plain iron ferrule, leather-bound ribbed wooden grip and a
round bird’s head pommel with a full backstrap. The metal surfaces are
a mottled blend of polished black, brown and gray patina with a few
handling marks here or there. The leather of the grip is in remarkably
excellent condition with only the barest of handling wear and appears to
be a later professional-grade replacement. The thick leather washer
atop the grip is also noticeably excellent with only light patina and may
be a replacement as well. Overall the hilt is in very good plus to fine
condition. The scabbard is iron, japanned black, with two suspension
rings and rates fine: about 90% lacquer finish remains with areas of
intermittent flaking and exposed steel oxidized to dark brown and ochre.
(12A9654-56) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
U.S. Starr Contract of 1818 Cavalry Saber
37 1/2” overall length, 32 1/4” curved single-edged blade with single
unstopped fullers and a straight-clipped point. The ricasso is crisply
marked “US / P / LS / N. Starr” on the obverse face. The blade is in fine
condition, toned to a dark burnished pewter throughout and scattered by
speckled clouds of subtle dark brown patina and retaining a reasonably
sharp edge. A number of deep impact nicks are present on the forward
edge of the foible concentrated near the center of percussion,
suggesting that this may be a fought specimen. The hilt is iron with a
stirrup guard, reverse-“P” knucklebow, and contoured bird’s head
pommel with a full-length backstrap along the ribbed wooden grip. The
iron surfaces are in very good condition as cleaned, exhibiting smoothed
remnants of shallow pitting, dark gray patina with the edges polished to
silvery bright and thin clouds of ocher oxidation scattered across the
surfaces. The grip has lost its original leather wrap and exhibits some
superficial drying cracks but no loss or looseness. The hilt remains
strongly fitted and well aligned to the blade. The included brass-brazed
iron scabbard rates about good, retaining traces of original japanned
black finish and exhibiting a moderate cloudy ocher patina and cleaned
remnants of shallow pitting throughout as well as several scattered
indentations. A very good Federal-era sword with some honest wear that
remains quite fine as a weapon. (12A9654-55) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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U.S. Starr Contract of 1812-1813 Cavalry Saber
39” overall length, 33 3/4” curved single-edged blade with a
straight-clipped point. The ricasso is crisply marked “P / OA [Oliver
Allen]/ N. Starr / U.S.” on the obverse face. The inspector’s mark dates
this sword to 1817, the only year during which Oliver Allen inspected
swords of this model. The blade is in fine condition, moderately cleaned
to an even bright cloudy gray. Tiny remnants of smoothed shallow pitting
are sparsely scattered across the surface, as are a number of small
sharpening and handling marks. The sharpening marks predate the
cleaning and are possibly from the period of use. The original leather
washer is present and whole with an expected dark age patina and
some drying cracks. The hilt is iron in an applied black finish with a
stirrup guard, reverse-“P” knucklebow and contoured bird’s head
pommel with a full backstrap along the leatherbound ribbed wood grip.
The iron surfaces retain about 70% reapplied finish interspersed with
areas of slight flaking, ocher patina on the outside of the knucklebow
and remnants of cleaned texturing but very few handling marks. The
leather exhibits some age drying and patina as well as some surface
flaking but remains largely whole. The hilt is strongly fitted and well
aligned, rating very good plus to fine overall. The included brass-brazed
iron scabbard rates very good plus, showing some handling dings here
or there and retaining about 85% reapplied black finish over cleaned
texturing and hints of dark ochre-brown patina. A quite nice Federal-era
sword that has seen a bit of restorative attention. (12A9654-54)
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Reproduction Confederate Staff Officer’s Sword
36” overall length, 30” straight single-edged blade with single shallow
unstopped fullers, 5 1/2” false edge and a spear-point tip. The ricasso is
marked “Fayetteville / Armory” on the obverse face. Either face of the
blade is etched with panels depicting reaching foliate designs centered
by the letters “C.S.A.” in a wreath. The blade is in very good to excellent
condition and exhibits a cleaned overall patina of smoky pewter-gray. No
handling marks are discernible and the etching is only slightly softened
by the cleaning. The guard and pommel are cast brass and the grip is
leather wound by twisted brass wire. The guard is cast-in-relief with the
Louisiana coat of arms flanked by “CS” lettering on a stippled
background and the knucklebow is pierced for a sword knot which is not
provided. The brass exhibits a mottled patina of mustard yellow-brown
and darker areas of tobacco as well as a smooth ocher area on the
pommel. The grip is darkly patinated with just a few spots of minor wear
and mostly unblemished. Overall the hilt rates fine. The included
scabbard is steel with three brass mounts and rates very good,
exhibiting a few tiny handling marks, areas of dark brown oxidation and
flecks of smoky gray patina spattered throughout. A serviceable replica
with some added character. (12B8937-276) [Cletus Klein Collection]
(200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
U.S. Model 1860 Cavalry Saber by C. Roby
40 3/4” overall length, 34 3/4” curved single-edged blade with a 6 1/2”
false edge, wide stopped and narrow unstopped fullers and a trailing
point. The ricasso is marked “U.S. / 1864 / A.G.M.” on the obverse face
and stamped with Roby’s Chelmsford address on the reverse. The
markings are somewhat soft at the edges but remain mostly legible. The
blade is in excellent condition, retaining a near-mirror bright surface
scattered by occasional clouds of soft smoky gray with slightly stronger
concentrations of patina in the first few inches above the hilt. Only a few
tiny handling marks are visible on the faces and a number of small
impact dings are scattered along the edge. The hilt is cast brass
comprising a plain half-basket guard in two branches, a plain domed
phrygian pommel and a leather grip wound by twisted brass wire. The
brass is in overall good condition, exhibiting very few handling marks
and a strong mottled patina of dull ocher, dark gray-brown, green and
tobacco color flecked with areas of green verdigris. The leather exhibits
some surface flaking and fading to a light brown but shows remarkably
little loss, remaining whole except a tiny segment lost from the toe. The
scabbard is steel with two suspension rings, toned plum-brown
throughout, exhibiting three unobtrusive indentations about 11” from the
tip and a stippled texture of cleaned shallow pitting mostly in the lower
half. A dry sand-colored aggregate is present in some of the recesses of
the texture. Few if any other handling marks are discernible and the
scabbard is overall in very good condition. John Thillmann, author of
Civil War Cavalry & Artillery Sabers, attests that C. Roby cavalry sabers
are comparable in workmanship to those made by Ames; this specimen
is a very nice example with an excellent blade. (12A9654-62) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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U.S. Eagle’s Head Artillery Officer’s Sword
34 1/2” overall length, 29 1/2” straight single-edged unfullered blade with
a 14” false edge and a spear-point tip. The faces are scratch-engraved
with floral sprays and panoplies of arms. No maker’s mark is present. A
sword matching this pattern is illustrated in American Swords from the
Philip Medicus Collection edited by Stuart Mowbray, page 108, item 50c.
The sword pictured in that volume is marked as an Ames and according
to the text is “an unusual pattern for Ames, which seems to date to
1832-1847”. The blade is in fine condition, polished bright and spattered
by smoky gray remnants of cleaned shallow pitting mostly in the upper
half. The hilt is cast brass featuring an obverse counterguard
cast-in-relief with the Federal Eagle, an eagle’s head pommel and a
ribbed bone grip grooved for a wire binding which is not present. The
brass exhibits few blemishes except hints of tarnish inside the
counterguard and specks of verdigris in the relief. The grip is toned to
pleasant tawny cream and shows no discernible handling marks. Overall
the hilt rates excellent. The scabbard is brass with two suspension rings,
the surfaces engraved with oak leaf foliate designs. A few handling
marks and specks of gray tarnish are scattered across the surface and
the chape has been lost, exposing some wood lining at the tip. The
blemishes are minor and the scabbard rates fine as a whole.
(129654-61) (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Reproduction Confederate Cavalry Saber
38 1/2” overall length, 33” curved single-edged blade with a 9” false
edge, wide single unstopped fullers and slight trailing point. The ricasso
is stamped “CS / 1863”. The blade is overall in good condition, antiqued
to a gray tone spanned by shallow cleaned pitting and a few impact
marks are visible on the forward edge. The brass hilt features a
half-basket guard in three branches, plain phrygian pommel with
backstrap and black leather grip wound by twisted brass wire. The brass
exhibits an even tobacco-colored patina and the leather is antiqued to a
slightly rough texture. A few handling marks are present mostly on the
backstrap and the hilt is overall in very good condition. The tang sits a
bit loosely in the hilt such that the blade drifts slightly to the left.
(129599-11) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Brazilian Model 1880 Cavalry Saber by Alex Coppel
41 1/2” overall length, 35 1/4” slightly curved single-edged blade with a
12” false edge, single unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The
ricasso is marked with the stamp of Alex Coppel of Solingen on the
reverse face and bears a later-applied “CS / 1864” on the obverse.
Numbers are stamped in various places on the sword: “3” on the reverse
of the ricasso, “75” on the guard and a series of illegible partial numerals
along the backstrap. The polished blade rates very good plus to
excellent, exhibiting a strong mottled dark gray and brown overall patina
and few handling marks. The hilt comprises a solid sheet steel
right-handed guard, checkered gutta-percha grips and a plain steel
dome pommel. The guard is blued, retaining about 75% finish, and is
heavily polished on the right side. Many examples of this model have
the letters “EUB” in this area; this specimen shows no remaining
evidence of lettering. The checkering of the grips has softened from
handling and a few spots of dark oxidation are evident inside the guard.
Overall the hilt is in very good to fine condition. (129599-12) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
U.S. Model 1840 Musician’s Sword by Ames
38 1/2” overall length, 32 1/4” straight single-edged blade with wide
single stopped fullers and a diamond cross-sectioned spear-point tip.
The ricasso is faintly marked “Ames Mfg. Co. / Chicopee / Mass” on the
reverse face and more crisply stamped “US / AHC / 1852” on the
obverse. The blade is overall in very good plus to fine condition,
patinated to a dark gray with remnants of cleaned texturing throughout.
A few tiny handling marks are visible along the forward edge. The cast
brass hilt is toned an overall burnished mustard yellow scattered
occasionally by areas of ocher-brown tarnish and small spots of dark
green verdigris. Only negligible handling marks are present and the hilt
is in very fine condition. Overall a quite nice pre-Civil War military sword.
(129599-13) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Civil War-era U.S. Model 1840 Army NCO’s Sword by C. Roby
38 1/2” overall length, 32” straight single-edged blade with single
stopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The ricasso is marked “C. Roby /
Chelmsford MS” [sic] on the reverse face and “US / 1862 / F.S.S.” on the
obverse. The blade is in overall good condition, the bright surface
exhibiting scattered clouds of smoky gray patina, some accumulations of
oxidation near the ricasso and a few impact dings along the edge. The
faces show a number of handling marks and the bevels exhibit
straight-lined grinding marks from a previous attempt to apply a cutting
edge. The cast brass hilt is scattered by occasional clouds of brown,
ocher and dark gray patina and a few light handling marks, rating very
good plus to excellent overall. (129599-14) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
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Knights of Pythias Uniform Rank Fraternal Sword by M.C. Lilley & Co.
37 1/2” overall length, 30” straight narrow double-edged blade with a
diamond cross-section and a spear point. The ricasso is marked “The /
M.C. Lilley / & Co. / Columbus / Ohio”. Either face of the blade is etched
with frosted panels of foliate scroll and fraternal imagery and the
obverse face is centered by the name “Harvey D. Taylor” in script. The
nickel-plated surfaces of the blade are freckled strongly throughout by
dark ocher specks along the length. No handling marks are present and
the etching remains mostly crisp; overall the blade rates very good plus.
The hilt is nickel silver in gold-colored lacquer, comprising a cruciform
guard with eagle quillons, a chain knucklebow, a knight’s head pommel
and a ribbed leather grip coiled by gold-lacquered nickel silver binding.
The obverse face of the guard features an oval shield counterguard
cast-in-relief with the letters “U R” flanking a lily flower; the reverse face
bears the letters “FCB”. The hilt is in fine condition, exhibiting few
handling marks and occasional areas of black patination and contact
loss of the lacquer. The scabbard is nickel-plated steel with three
nickel-plated alloy mounts in gold-colored lacquer matching the hilt. The
mounts depict “FCB” in triple shields, entwined “KP” lettering, Samson
destroying the pillars of the temple of Dagon, calla lily and assorted
other fraternal symbols. The body exhibits flecks of oxidation and the
mounts show areas of finish flaking and black tarnish mostly on the
reverse faces. Overall the scabbard rates very good plus to excellent.
(129632-8) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Reproduction U.S. Artillery Swords
Two swords patterned after the U.S. Model 1840 Artillery Saber. Each
measures 39 1/2” and features a 33 1/2” curved single-edged blade with
single wide stopped fullers and a spear point. The hilts are brass with a
single knucklebow and black leather grip wound in twisted brass wire.
Both swords are in near excellent condition with light handling and
storage wear only. Each sword includes a steel scabbard in excellent
condition. (129177-1T) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50
Reproduction U.S. Artillery Swords
Two swords patterned after the U.S. Model 1840 Artillery Saber. Each
measures 39 1/2” and features a 33 1/2” curved single-edged blade with
single wide stopped fullers and a spear point. The hilts are brass with a
single knucklebow and black leather grip wound in twisted brass wire.
Both swords are in near excellent condition with light handling and
storage wear only. Each sword includes a steel scabbard in excellent
condition. (129177-1U) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50
Reproduction U.S. Artillery Swords
Two swords patterned after the U.S. Model 1840 Artillery Saber. Each
measures 39” in length and features a 33 1/2” curved single-edged
blade with single wide stopped fullers and a spear point. The hilts are
brass with a single knucklebow and black leather grip wound in twisted
brass wire. Both swords are in near excellent condition with light
handling and storage wear only. Each sword includes a steel scabbard
in excellent condition. (129177-1V) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50
Reproduction U.S. Artillery Swords
Two swords patterned after the U.S. Model 1840 Artillery Saber. Each
measures 39 1/2” in length and features a 33 1/2” curved single-edged
blade with single wide stopped fullers and a spear point. The hilts are
brass with a single knucklebow and black leather grip wound in twisted
brass wire. Both swords are in near excellent condition with a bit of light
patina on the brass and light handling and storage wear. Each sword
includes a steel scabbard in excellent condition. (129177-1W) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50
Reproduction U.S. Artillery Swords
Two swords patterned after the U.S. Model 1840 Artillery Saber. Each
measures 39 1/2” in length and features a 33 1/2” curved single-edged
blade with single wide stopped fullers and a spear point. The hilts are
brass with a single knucklebow and black leather grip wound in twisted
brass wire. Both swords are in about excellent condition with few if any
blemishes. Each sword includes a steel scabbard in excellent condition.
(129177-1X) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50
Reproduction U.S. Artillery Swords
Two swords patterned after the U.S. Model 1840 Artillery Saber. Each
measures 39 1/2” in length and features a 33 1/2” curved single-edged
blade with single wide stopped fullers and a spear point. The hilts are
brass with a single knucklebow and black leather grip wound in twisted
brass wire. Both swords are in near excellent condition with light
handling and storage wear only. Each sword includes a steel scabbard
in about excellent condition. (129177-1Y) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50
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Reproduction Lion’s Head Parade Sabers
Two swords with lion’s head pommels. Each measures 40” overall and
features a 34 1/2” curved single-edged blade with single wide stopped
fullers and a spear point. The hilts are brass with a reverse-P stirrup
guard, lion’s head pommel with full backstrap and black leather grip
wound by twisted brass wire. Both swords rate near excellent with light
handling and storage wear only. Each sword includes a steel scabbard
in excellent condition. (129177-1Z) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50
Reproduction Lion’s Head Parade Sabers
Two swords with lion’s head pommels. Each measures 39” overall and
features a 33” curved single-edged blade with single wide stopped
fullers and a spear point. The hilts are brass with a reverse-P stirrup
guard, lion’s head pommel with full backstrap and black leather grip
wound by twisted brass wire. Both swords rate near excellent with light
handling and storage wear only. Each sword includes a steel scabbard
in excellent condition. (129177-1AA) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50
Reproduction Lion’s Head Parade Sabers
Two swords with lion’s head pommels. Each measures 39” overall and
features a 33” curved single-edged blade with single wide stopped
fullers and a spear point. The hilts are brass with a reverse-P stirrup
guard, lion’s head pommel with full backstrap and black leather grip
wound by twisted brass wire. Both swords rate near excellent with light
handling and storage wear only. Each sword includes a steel scabbard
in excellent condition. (129177-1AB) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50
Reproduction Lion’s Head Parade Sabers
Two swords with lion’s head pommels. Each measures 39” overall and
features a 33” curved single-edged blade with single wide stopped
fullers and a spear point. The hilts are brass with a reverse-P stirrup
guard, lion’s head pommel with full backstrap and black leather grip
wound by twisted brass wire. Both swords rate near excellent with light
handling and storage wear only. Each sword includes a steel scabbard
in excellent condition. (129177-1AC) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50
U.S. Model 1862 Merrill Navy Rifle Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1862 Navy Rifle. 30” overall length, 25”
single-edged yataghan-type blade with a 6 1/2” false edge, wide
unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The hilt is cast brass with a
ribbed grip and a contoured bird’s head pommel. The ricasso is marked
“1861” on the reverse face and the spine of the grip is marked “201”; no
other markings are present. The blade is in fine condition, polished to a
near mirror-bright with occasional spots of smoky gray patina, scattered
remnants of cleaned pinprick pitting and a few impact nicks on the edge.
The hilt is patinated to a mottled mustard brown with occasional hints of
ocher and a few light handling marks but few major blemishes. The
included scabbard is black leather with a brass tip and collar; the brass
bears a mottled brown patina and the leather exhibits moderate surface
scuffing but no separation or loss, rating very good plus overall. An
honest example of these lengthy bayonets. (12A9558-42) [Senator
Frederic C. Walcott Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
U.S. Model 1855 Saber Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1855 Percussion Rifle. 26 1/2” overall length,
21 1/2” straight single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers and
curving upwards in the last 7” to a wide trailing spear-point tip. The hilt is
cast brass with a ribbed grip and contoured bird’s head pommel. The
ricasso is marked “U.S.” on the reverse face. The blade is near
excellent, polished to a near mirror-bright with areas of dark smoky gray
patina above the ricasso and a number of polishing marks across the
faces. The hilt is in fine condition, exhibiting a smooth mottled mustard
brown patina with a few spots of thin verdigris and occasional light
handling marks. The included scabbard is black leather with a brass tip
and collar and rates very good plus to fine. The brass surfaces are
toned to a burnished mottled tobacco with a few handling dings and an
indentation on the obverse face of the tip; the leather is lightly scuffed
and remains whole with excellent stitching. A nice example of these
distinct American saber bayonets. (12A9558-41) [Senator Frederic C.
Walcott Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
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U.S. Socket Bayonets
Two U.S. military socket bayonets: first, a U.S. Model 1862 H&P
Conversion bayonet with a U.S.-marked 17 7/8” fluted triangular blade
with a beak point and a 3” bottom-bridged socket with an obverse
T-mortise. The bayonet is in near excellent condition, the steel mostly
in-the-white with occasional sparse instances of smoky gray and tawny
ocher patina here and there. The included unmarked scabbard is
japanned steel with a black leather collar. The lacquer exhibits light
flaking along the length with a light tobacco patina on the exposed steel.
The collar is scuffed at the edges and slightly crinkled but otherwise
unblemished. The second bayonet is a U.S. Model 1816 bayonet with a
15” hollow-ground back flutes, partial face flute, “US WB” marking and
beak point; the socket is 2 3/4” with an open obverse L-mortise. The
steel retains about 70% original blue finish with the remainder toned to a
mottled pewter and speckled by spots of dark ocher oxidation
throughout. The bayonet is in very good condition overall with few
handling marks except a bit of dinging along the edges. (129558-45,47)
[Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection]
European Bayonets
Two bayonets, one German and one French. The first is an unmarked
German Model 1915-1917 Ersatz bayonet measuring 16 3/4” overall
and featuring an 11 3/4” blade with single unstopped fullers and a
spear-point tip. The last 1/4” or so of the tip is lost to a clean break. The
hilt is all steel with a plain bulged grip and an open muzzle ring. The
blade exhibits a strong pewter and dark smoky gray patina with some
areas toning to a darker brown; the edge is a bit rough in spots but
otherwise unblemished. The metal surfaces of the hilt are oxidation
browned and lightly textured with ocher oxidation visible in the stud
guide. Overall the bayonet is in fair condition. The included scabbard
and leather frog also rate fair, with moderate brown and gray patina on
the steel, some dents in the lower half of the body and moderate surface
wear of the leather. The second is a French Model 1886 Lebel bayonet
measuring 24 1/2” overall with a 20” quadrangular blade which has been
severely misaligned, bearing an “S”-curve bending to the obverse side
and back. The guard is steel with no hook quillon and the handle is
brass. The blade is in remarkably good condition aside from the bend,
retaining about 85% fire blue finish and exhibiting a few handling marks
and occasional spots of ocher oxidation. The guard is strongly oxidized
and the press stud no longer functions. The handle bears a strong
patina of mottled dark brown and ocher as well as large areas of green
verdigris. The bayonet rates poor overall. (129558-46,51) [Senator
Frederic C. Walcott Collection]
Repaired U.S. M4 Bayonets
Two U.S. M4 bayonets with blades that have broken in two and been
hurriedly re-welded with a soldering iron. Each measures 12” overall and
features a 7 1/4” single-edged blade with a 3 3/4” false edge and
spear-point tip. Both are marked “U.S. M4 / UTICA” on the top face of
the guard. The first retains about 40% original blue with areas worn
bright, mottled to pewter gray or flecked by occasional tiny spots of
ocher. The guard exhibits some flaking of the black lacquer finish and
the stacked leather grip exhibits some light wear and handling marks.
The second retains about 60% original blue with hints of dark ocher
toning in the upper half. The grip exhibits shallow drying cracks
throughout the surface. The bayonets would rate about good if not for
the welding and are in poor to fair condition as repaired. Included is an
aluminum display mount which accommodates the bayonets in a
crossed position. The mount features an embossed brass medallion
depicting the U.S. Federal Eagle which fully obscures the soldered
sections of the blades when assembled, perhaps accounting for the
welder’s disregard for aesthetics in the repair. The medallion has lost the
adhesive and detached from the mount but otherwise the mount is in
excellent condition. Together, the items form a nice compact U.S.
military display for the wall. (12B8735-40A)
Canadian Model 1905 Ross Rifle Bayonet
14 3/4” overall length, 10 1/8” straight single-edged unfullered blade with
a set-back asymmetrical spear-point tip. The pommel is marked “ROSS
RIFLE CO. / QUEBEC / PATENT 1907” on the obverse face and “08 /
11-10” on the reverse; the obverse grip is marked “D.17”. The blade is in
excellent condition, protected by a factory-applied rust-inhibiting coat.
Some of the coating has been removed by handling and storage wear
revealing bright steel beneath which appears unblemished. The hilt, also
coated throughout, rates very good plus with several small handling
marks on the guard and the wooden grips and a few spots of ochre
oxidation where the protective coating has worn away. (128735-40B)
(75/125)
Est. 75 - 125
Chinese SKS Spike Bayonet
15” overall length, 12” fluted triangular blade with a flat wedge tip. The
blade is in excellent condition and includes all components necessary
for installation to the appropriate rifle including the socket, spring and
retention pin. (128735-40C)
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German Model 1938 Dress Bayonet
14 3/4” overall length, 9 3/4” straight single-edged blade with single
unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The ricasso is marked
“SOLINGEN” on the reverse face. The blade is polished bright and in
near excellent condition with few blemishes save a few small handling
marks. Some light marks are present about halfway along the cutting
edge from what appears to be a sharpening project that was quickly
abandoned. The metal surfaces of the hilt are nickel plated and the grips
are checkered hard rubber held by two rivets. The nickel exhibits some
instances of light bubbling and flaking on the quillon, otherwise the hilt
rates about excellent with few blemishes. The scabbard is black
lacquered steel with a black leather frog. The body exhibits scattered
light handling marks and a few instances of flaking with the exposed
steel toning to ocher-brown. The leather is somewhat dry and exhibits a
few instances of separation but remains largely whole with excellent
stitching. Overall a quite fine WWII-era dress bayonet. (129620-1)
(75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
German Removed Sawback Model 1898/05 Bayonet
Pairs with the Gewehr 98 and K98k rifles and variants thereof. 19 3/4”
overall length, 14 1/2” straight single-edged blade with single unstopped
fullers and a broad spear-point tip. The ricasso is stamped with the
trademark of Dürkopp-Werke on the obverse face. Initially produced with
a sawback spine, the teeth of this specimen have been removed by the
arsenal as part of a recall and reissue in response to Allied propaganda
during WWI. The blade is brightly polished and in near excellent
condition as cleaned, exhibiting few blemishes except occasional
pinprick handling marks and tiny speckled remnants of smoky gray
patina here or there. The hilt comprises a guard with a single forward
hook quillon, contoured bird’s head pommel, flashguard backstrap and
grooved walnut grips held by two screw-bolts. The pommel is toned to a
smooth mottled gray and a few small handling marks are present on the
grips. Overall the hilt rates very fine with no more than minor blemishes.
The included scabbard features a steel body and a leather belt frog. The
body is polished bright throughout most of the surface with hints of blue
finish and feldgrau paint remaining on the protected areas beneath the
frog. Thin speckled areas of ocher patina and small handling dings are
scattered throughout. The leather exhibits a strong patina and light to
moderate surface wear but little loss or separation. The scabbard rates
very good plus to fine overall. Altogether a quite nice example of these
“Butcher Blade” bayonets. (129620-2) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
French Model 1886 Lebel Bayonet
Pairs with the Lebel Model 1886 rifle. 22” overall length, 17 1/4” fluted
quadrangular blade. The tip of the blade has been lost. The remainder
of the blade is in good condition with cloudy areas of dark smoky gray
patina interspersed across the bright surface. The hilt consists of a steel
guard/socket and a silver alloy handle. The steel is toned to a light gray
with hints of darker gray-brown patina and the handle exhibits scattered
tiny handling marks and flecks of tarnish. Overall the hilt rates very good
plus to fine. The included scabbard is black lacquered steel and rates
very good, a number of areas exhibiting areas of flaking with exposed
steel exhibiting previously cleaned dark brown oxidation. The scabbard
holds the blade only loosely and very few handling marks are present.
(129620-3) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Japanese Type 99 and related rifles. 20” overall length, 15
5/8” straight single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers and a
straight-backed point. The ricasso is stamped with the Nagoya Arsenal
mark on the obverse face. The blade is in good condition, retaining
about 40% original blue finish with numerous handling marks from
numerous instances of grinding, resharpening and polishing. A few
spots of dark gray-brown patina can also be seen here or there. The
edge is maintained sharp and largely unblemished. The hilt features a
forward hooked quillon, contoured bird’s head pommel and wooden
grips held by two screw-bolts. Light olive green paint, possibly
theater-applied, coats the hilt in its entirety. Areas of dark brown staining
scatter the surface of the paint and a few small spots of flaking exposed
dark brown oxidized steel on the press stud and edges of the pommel.
Overall the hilt is in fine condition. The included scabbard is steel in olive
paint matching the hilt. Very few handling marks are discernible; a few
instances of tiny bubbling can be seen and tiny scattered spots of flaking
expose lightly oxidized dark brown and ocher steel beneath. This
curiously finished bayonet is in overall fine condition. (129620-4) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
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U.S. Zouave-Type Bayonet by Collins
27 1/8” overall length, 22 3/8” single-edged yataghan-style blade with a
6” false edge, wide single unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The
“Collins & Co. / Hartford / Conn.” address is stamped on the reverse
face of the ricasso. The blade is overall in fine condition, exhibiting a
polished smoky pewter tone across the face with a few tiny handling
marks and shallow remnants of cleaned pitting and black patina at the
tip. The hilt is cast brass toned to a pale burnished yellow with darker
patina evident in the grooves of the grip and on the forward quillon. A
number of negligible tiny handling marks are present and the hilt rates
very good plus to excellent overall. This bayonet is similar to the Model
1862 Remington “Zouave” pattern except that the stud guide runs the
full length of the hilt and does not accept the stud of a Zouave rifle,
though the muzzle ring will accommodate the barrel of that arm.
(129625-4) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
U.S. Model 1917 Bayonet by Remington
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1917 Enfield rifle. 22” overall length, 17”
straight single-edged blade with single squared unstopped fullers and a
straight-backed point. The ricasso is marked “1917 / Remington
(circled)” on the reverse and stamped with U.S. proofs on the obverse.
The satin-finished blade is blued in the first 1” and in about excellent
condition, exhibiting few handling marks, occasional areas of thin smoky
gray patina and just a bit of fading of the blue and wear at the edges of
the markings. The blued steel surfaces of the hilt are in fine condition,
retaining about 80% original blue with areas of silvering at the edges
and a number of small handling dings. The dark walnut grips exhibit
small handling marks and remain tightly fitted with no loss or major
blemishes. The included scabbard, consisting of a leather body with
brass mounts and a steel throat and belt hook, is painted dark olive
green throughout and in near excellent condition. A few areas exhibit a
bit of flaking of the outer layer of the paint, otherwise no loss,
separation, handling marks or blemishes of note are discernible. An
about excellent specimen overall. (129645-55) (75/125)
Est. 75 - 125
U.S. M4 Bayonet by Aerial
Pairs with the U.S. M1 Carbine. 11 1/2” overall length, 6 1/2” straight
single-edged blade with a 3 1/4” false edge and spear point. The blade
is toned to an overall dusky satin gray with speckled areas of dark
smoky gray patina and a number of lightly polished handling marks,
rating near excellent overall. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain about
60% original blue finish with areas of oxidation on the guard, tiny
handling marks scattered throughout and silvering at the exposed edges
and surfaces. The stacked leather grip exhibits a strong dark age patina
and some surface wear but no loss, separation or other damage of note.
Overall the hilt rates very good plus to fine. The included U.S. M8
scabbard rates very good, exhibiting some light to moderate soiling of
the canvas belt loop, dusky ocher patina reaching across the steel throat
and flaking of the OD green paint on the raised faces of the body.
(129570-3A) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Russian Type I AKM Bayonet
Pairs with the AKM rifle and variants. 11” overall length, 5 3/4”
single-edged blade with a clipped point, 2” concave false edge, pierced
aperture for wire-cutting with the scabbard and a 2 1/4” sawtooth
segment on the spine. The obverse face of the guard is marked “KR
3524”. The blade features a white satin finish and rates about excellent,
exhibiting a few tiny handling marks and hints of patina highlighting the
original grinding marks on the flats. Several minute specks of oxidation
can be seen between the teeth of the saw. Otherwise the blade exhibits
no blemishes of note. The guard is blued and the handle is red Bakelite.
The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue with some silvering at
the edges and the handle rates near excellent with a few light handling
marks and some negligible wear at the stud guide. The steel scabbard is
numbered to the bayonet and rates very fine, retaining about 95%
original blue finish with some silvering and light handling marks. The
included gray rubber insulating handle exhibits some light patina and
handling marks. (129574-8A) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
U.S. M7 Bayonet
Pairs with the U.S. M16 rifle and variants. 11 3/4” overall length, 6 3/4”
single-edged blade with a 3 1/2” false edge and spear point. The black
parkerized metal surfaces retain about 98% original finish with a bit of
silvering at the edges of the guard and toward the tip of the blade. The
edges are unsharpened and unblemished. The checkered black plastic
grips rate excellent with no discernible wear. The included M8A1
scabbard rates excellent with no blemishes except a bit of patination on
the brass of the closing strap snap button and belt hook. (129544-132A)
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Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Type 99 Arisaka and related rifles. 20” overall, 15 3/4”
single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers and a straight-backed
point. The hilt features a hooked crossguard, flat bird’s head pommel
and contoured wraparound wood grips held by two steel rivets. The
ricasso is stamped on the obverse face with the arsenal mark of an
“unknown company under Kokura supervision” (per Bayonets from
Janzen’s Notebook, Jerry L. Janzen 1987). The bright blade rates near
excellent with very few handling marks and scattered areas of thin
smoky gray patina here and there. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain
about 80% original blue finish with scattered areas of oxidation mostly
on the guard and some silvering at the edges of the pommel. The grips
exhibit only light handling marks. Overall the bayonet rates very good
plus to excellent. The included scabbard rates good, retaining about
30% original blue finish and exhibiting moderate ocher patination and
light handling marks throughout with no indentations or loss.
(128783-65A) (75/125)
Est. 75 - 125
Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Type 99 Arisaka and related rifles. 20” overall, 15 5/8”
single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers and a straight-backed
point. The hilt features a hooked crossguard, flat bird’s head pommel
and contoured wood grips held by screws. The ricasso is marked on the
obverse face with the arsenal mark of Toyada Jidoshoki Seisakusho
(Toyada Automatic Loom Works) under Nagoya supervision. The blued
blade is in near excellent condition, retaining about 90% original blue
finish with a bit of finish loss towards the tip and along the secondary
bevel due to finish wear as well as a few tiny impact nicks in the upper
half of the cutting edge. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain about 95%
original blue with areas toning to mottled plum. The grips exhibit a bit of
light handling wear and darkened patina. Overall the bayonet rates very
fine. The included scabbard retains about 75% original blue with
interspersed areas of speckled dark ocher oxidation and tiny handling
marks here or there, rating very good plus to excellent. (128783-65B)
(75/125)
Est. 75 - 125
Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Type 99 Arisaka and related rifles. 20” overall, 15 3/4”
single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers and a straight-backed
point. The hilt features a hooked crossguard, flat bird’s head pommel
and contoured wood grips held by screws. The ricasso is marked on the
obverse face with the Kokura Arsenal “Four Cannonballs”. The bright
blade is in fine condition: a few watery spots of black staining and flecks
of oxidation can be seen along the spine and at the tip and few if any
handling marks are discernible. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain
about 60% original blue with areas toning to gray or dark mottled ochre.
The grips exhibit a few minor handling marks. Overall the bayonet rates
very good plus to excellent. The included scabbard retains about 70%
original blue scattered throughout by a speckled patina of ocher
oxidation. The scabbard shows no discernible handling marks and rates
about good. (128783-65C) (75/125)
Est. 75 - 125
Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Type 99 Arisaka and related rifles. 20” overall, 15 1/2”
single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers and a straight-backed
point. The hilt features a hooked crossguard, contoured bird’s head
pommel and contoured wood grips held by screws. The ricasso is
marked on the obverse face with the Kokura Arsenal “Four
Cannonballs”. The blade is finished bright and tones to a light pewter
gray with sparse areas of darker smoky gray patina and a few light oil
stains. The edge has been resharpened, possibly during the period of
use, and is about excellent with a few instances of unevenness on the
cutting edge. Overall the blade is in fine condition. The metal surfaces of
the hilt are oxidation-browned throughout, otherwise showing few
handling marks. The grips exhibit a slight patina, a few small handling
marks and short lengthwise hairline cracks at the screws but remain
tightly fitted with no loss of note. The hilt is in overall good condition. The
included scabbard retains about 40% original blue finish with streaks
worn to silver, a few light handling marks and a textured cloudy ocher
patina dispersed across the surface, overall rating very good plus to
excellent. (128783-65D) (75/125)
Est. 75 - 125
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Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Type 99 Arisaka and related rifles. 20” overall, 15 3/4”
single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers and a straight-backed
point. The hilt features a hooked crossguard, flat bird’s head pommel
and contoured wraparound wood grips held by rivets. The ricasso is
marked on the obverse face by the arsenal mark of an “unknown
company under Kokura supervision” (per Bayonets from Janzen’s
Notebook, Jerry L. Janzen 1987). The bright blade is near excellent with
few if any handling marks and some clouds of speckled smoky gray
patina. The metal surfaces of the hilt retain about 90% original blue with
some silvering at the edges and occasional dispersed flecks of ocher
oxidation. The grips have only light handling marks. Overall the hilt rates
fine to near excellent. The included steel scabbard rates fine, retaining
about 80% original blue interspersed with a thin dark ocher patina
across the surface, a few light handling marks and no indentations or
other blemishes of note. (128783-65E) (75/125)
Est. 75 - 125
Japanese Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet
Pairs with the Type 99 Arisaka and related rifles. 20” overall, 15 5/8”
single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers and a straight-backed
tip. The hilt features a hooked crossguard, flat bird’s head pommel and
contoured wraparound wood grips held by rivets. The ricasso is marked
on the obverse face by the arsenal mark of an “unknown company
under Kokura supervision” (per Bayonets from Janzen’s Notebook, Jerry
L. Janzen 1987). The blade retains about 70% blue finish with streaks
worn to bright on the flats due to scabbard wear. The edge has been
cleanly resharpened, possibly during period of use, and rates excellent.
The metal surfaces of the hilt are browned with oxidation interspersed
with about 35% original blue and few handling marks. The grips remain
well fitted and exhibit hairline cracks near the rivets and a couple chips
at the rear corner of the obverse grip. Overall the hilt rates about good.
The included scabbard is in very good plus to excellent condition and
retains about 75% original blue with a patina of speckled ocher
dispersed throughout. A few light handling marks are present with no
dings or indentations. (128783-65F) (75/125)
Est. 75 - 125
Italian Model 1891 Carcano Bayonet
Pairs with the Model 1891 Mannlicher-Carcano rifle and most M1891
carbines. 16 1/2” overall, 12” single-edged blade with single stopped
fullers and a spear point. The guard is marked “VOR4322” on the
obverse face. The blade rates about fine, retaining about 60% gray
parkerized finish with areas streaking to bright from handling and
scabbard wear. The metal surfaces of the hilt are toned to an overall
smoky pewter with dark brown oxidation on the quillons and about 30%
original blue at the head of the pommel. The grips are slightly patinated
with very few handling marks. Overall the hilt is in good condition. The
included scabbard is leather with brass mounts and rates good: the
leather exhibits moderate crackling throughout with no loss or
separation; the brass surfaces exhibit a patina of dull gray-brown tarnish
with few handling marks and remain well fitted. (128783-65G) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Unmarked Mauser Export Bayonet
15” overall length, 10” single-edged blade with single unstopped fullers
and a spear-point tip. The hilt consists of a thick flat guard with a partial
muzzle ring, slanted walnut grips held by screw-bolts and a contoured
bird’s head pommel with a 1 3/4” stud guide. The guard is numbered
“4339” on the obverse side. No further markings are present; handling
marks on the ricasso suggest possible prior markings that have been
worn and polished away. The blade is bright and scattered by light gray
specks of patina and a number of small handling and polishing marks.
The edge has been reground. Overall the blade is in good condition.
The metal surfaces of the hilt retain about 40% original blue mostly on
the pommel and spanned by cloudy areas of ocher oxidation and spots
worn to bright. The grips are darkly patinated and the reverse grip
exhibits a 2” crack extending from the oil hole which is beginning to
separate the rear segment of the grip. The hilt rates fair to good overall.
The included steel scabbard is marked “9540 /m” below the throat and
retains about 20% original blue with a cloudy ocher oxidation patina
throughout, areas of silvering at the edges and a number of minor
handling dings, rating about good overall. (128783-65H) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75

2869

French Model 1874 Gras Bayonet by St. Etienne
Pairs with the Model 1874 Gras rifle. 25 1/2” overall, 20” single-edged
T-back blade with a 5 1/2” false edge and a spear point. The hilt
consists of a hooked crossguard, contoured slanted walnut grips held by
rivets and a brass contoured bird’s head pommel. The spine is crisply
marked “Mre d’Armes de St. Etienne Férrier 1879”. The guard is marked
“P 16085” on the reverse face at the base of the quillon. The bright
blade is in excellent condition with very few handling marks and just a bit
of patina at the base of the blade. The steel surfaces of the guard are
smoothly browned with occasional flecks of ocher and the brass pommel
exhibits a smooth dark patina. The grips exhibit some minor handling
marks and remain well fitted with no loss. Overall the hilt rates very fine.
The included steel scabbard is numbered to the bayonet and retains
about 85% original blue finish scattered by patches of ocher oxidation,
rating very good plus to excellent overall. A fine French bayonet.
(128783-65J) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
U.S. Model 1917 Bayonet by Remington
Pairs with the U.S. Model 1917 Rifle 21 3/4” overall, 17” single-edged
blade with single unstopped fullers and a straight-backed point. The
ricasso is marked “1918 / Remington (circled)” on the reverse face and
stamped with “US” lettering and proofs on the obverse. The bright satin
blade is in fine condition, exhibiting very few handling marks and
occasional cloudy areas of dark smoky gray patina here or there. The
metal surfaces of the hilt are finished bright and exhibit a number of very
light handling marks and scattered instances of ocher-tinged oxidation
staining; the grips exhibit several minor handling marks and remain well
fitted. Overall the hilt rates very good plus to fine. The included scabbard
comprises an OD green leather body with two blued steel mounts. The
scabbard rates very good plus to excellent, exhibiting some light scuffing
and retaining about 25% original blue on the steel with the remainder
lightly oxidized throughout. The body remains whole and the stitching
excellent. (128783-65K)
U.S. Model 1892/98 Krag Bayonet
Pairs with the Krag Rifle 16 1/4” overall, 11 3/4” single-edged blade with
a 4 1/2” false edge, single unstopped fullers and a spear point. The
ricasso is marked “1899” on the reverse face and “US” on the obverse.
The bright blade is in very good plus to excellent condition and has been
lightly cleaned, exhibiting a few light handling marks, scattered thin
clouds of smoky gray patina and the slightest deformation at the point.
The bright metal surfaces of the hilt exhibit a speckled dark ochre patina
and a few light handling marks; the walnut grips are darkly patinated and
otherwise unblemished. Overall the hilt is in very good plus to excellent
condition as well. The included scabbard rates good, exhibiting a cloudy
patina of brown oxidation throughout with concentrated areas of slightly
brighter ocher and no discernible handling marks or indentations.
(128783-65L) (75/125)
Est. 75 - 125
U.S. Model 1816 Socket Bayonet
3” bottom-bridged obverse-side T-mortise socket, 16” triangular blade
with hollow-ground back flutes and partial face flute running 8 1/2” from
the prow tip. The obverse face of the socket is marked “LC” and “93”;
the base of the blade is stamped “US / M”. The metal surfaces are
polished bright and spanned by a speckled smoky gray patina with few
handling marks and several small instances of ocher patina. Overall the
bayonet is in fine condition. (128783-65M)
U.S. Model 1816 Socket Bayonet
3” bottom-bridged obverse-side T-mortise socket, 16” triangular blade
with hollow-ground back flutes and partial face flute running 8 1/2” from
the prow tip. The metal surfaces are overall bright spanned by speckled
dark brown oxidation with concentrated areas on the socket and at the
tip. Overall the bayonet is in good condition. (128783-65N)
U.S. Model 1816 Socket Bayonet
3” bottom-bridged obverse-side T-mortise socket, 14 1/2” straight
triangular blade with hollow-ground back flutes and partial face flute
running 8 1/4” from the prow tip. The steel surfaces are toned to a
burnished pewter gray with areas of smoky gray, near-black and ocher
patina scattered throughout as well as traces of an original blue evident
on the socket. Few handling marks are present and the bayonet is in
overall very good condition. (128783-65P)
U.S. Model 1855-70 Socket Bayonet
3” bottom-bridged obverse-side L-mortise clasped socket, 18” triangular
blade with hollow-ground back flutes, shallow face flute, “US” marking
and a beak point. The steel surfaces are finished bright and spanned by
speckled areas of dark ocher oxidation and few handling marks. Overall
the bayonet is in good condition. (128783-65Q)
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U.S. Model 1855-70 Socket Bayonet
3” bottom-bridged obverse-side L-mortise clasped socket, 18” triangular
blade with hollow-ground back flutes, shallow face flute, “US” marking
and a beak point. The bayonet is nickel-plated, flaking to bright for the
majority of the blade except at the end of the tip. The exposed faces of
the blade exhibit areas of smoky gray-brown patina spanning most of
the length and the surfaces of the socket are lightly freckled with small
dots of ocher. Few handling marks are present and the bayonet is in
very good condition overall. (128783-65R)
U.S. Model 1808-12 Socket Bayonet
3” bottom-bridged obverse-side L-mortise socket, 16” triangular blade
with hollow-ground back flutes and partial face flute running 8 3/4” from
the prow point. The blade is “US”-marked and the socket is numbered
“606” above the bridge, “6” ahead of the mortise and “38” above the
shank, all on the obverse side. The steel surfaces retain about 65%
original blue with streaks worn to bright gray and a thin speckled ocher
patina dispersed throughout. Overall the bayonet is in very good
condition. (128783-65S)
U.S. Model 1816 Socket Bayonet
3” bottom-bridged obverse-side T-mortise socket, 16” triangular blade
with hollow-ground back flutes and partial face flute running 9” from the
prow point. The blade is marked “U / US” at the base. The metal
surfaces retain about 80% blue finish with silvering at the edges of the
socket and is interspersed with shallowly pitted ocher oxidation
throughout. Overall the bayonet is in fair to good condition.
(128783-65T)
Vintage Waidmesser Hunting Knife by Puma-Werk
9” overall length, 4 1/2” single-edged fixed blade with a shallow
straight-clipped point and a 1 1/8” serrated section at the bottom of the
cutting edge. The blade is etched with the Puma logo and the text
“PUMA-WERK / SOLINGEN / MADE IN GERMANY”, “HANDARBEIT”
and “BESTELL – NO. / 3591” on the reverse face and “Original /
Waidmesser / für Schalenwild” on the obverse. Additional tools fold
outwards from the staghorn handle including a 2 1/2” gutting blade, a 3
1/4” bonesaw and a 2” corkscrew. The blades are mirror-bright stainless
steel and are in near excellent condition. Some smoky gray remnants of
cleaned oxidation are present in spots on the main blade and hints of
thin dark oxidation appear here or there on the corkscrew, otherwise the
metal surfaces are largely unblemished and the cutting edges are razor
sharp and excellent. A practical and attractive high-end hunter’s tool
from the renowned cutlers of Solingen. The original leather sheath is
included, rating very good plus to excellent with some light scuffing at
the edges. (12A9596-3) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Indonesian Kris Knives
Two kris knives from Indonesia. The first measures 13 1/2” overall and
features an 8 3/4” forward-curved single-edged blade with a recurved
leading edge, straight-backed point and a flare of flame-shaped points in
place of a fingerguard. The metal is acid-etched with chaotic
medium-contrast swirls; unlike some modern knives which imitate
Damascus, acid-etching for its own sake is a traditional method of
decoration for the kris. The grip is smooth horn of a woody tan and
tobacco color in a curious “L” shape which braces the handle against the
crease of the palm. The blade exhibits scattered areas of speckled
smoky gray patina, spots of previously cleaned pinprick pitting and
occasional instances of dark oxidation. The edge is a bit rough in spots
but is well maintained and remains quite sharp. The handle bears a 2"
crack running lengthwise from the base of the spine and a few drying
cracks are present here or there, otherwise few handling marks are
present. Overall the knife is in very good plus to excellent condition. The
included sheath is sanded wood with stippled designs at the throat and
shallow foliate engraving on the faces. The scabbard rates very good
with no separation or loss and a number of small handling marks. The
second knife measures 25 3/4” overall and features a 20 1/4”
forward-curved double-edged blade with a broad spear-point tip. The
blade flares at the base in traditional form with decorative swirls and
points on the obverse and a bladed quillon-type extension at the
reverse. The handle is black horn with an aluminum ferrule and
terminates in a large flat-faced crested bird’s head pommel. The blade
exhibits a strong pewter patina with hints of shallow pitting which have
been previously cleaned to nearly smooth; the edges are sharp and
near excellent. The handle exhibits a few spots of verdigris on the
ferrule and occasional tiny handling marks but no major blemishes.
Overall the knife is in very good plus condition. The included scabbard is
varnished hardwood with a black horn throat; portions of the throat
material have been lost and the wood exhibits some light to moderate
surface scuffing, otherwise the scabbard is in very good plus to fine
condition. (12A9558-29,34) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection]

2881

Large Moroccan Koummiya Knife
This ornate North African knife measures 21 1/4” overall and features an
11 1/2” curved single-edged blade with a trailing point; interestingly, the
blade is sharpened only on the concave reverse edge. The brass handle
flares into a large crescent-shaped pommel. The handle is engraved
with intricate foliate scroll as well as red, blue and yellow enameled
swirls; the pommel is adorned with raised floral hemispheres enameled
in green, black and orange. Generous amounts of silver wash finish
remain on the brass, largely patinated to a strong burnished black. The
obverse face of the handle is more simply decorated with foliate scroll
engraved in the brass and traces of silver wash. The blade is
unadorned, toned to a clean dusky gray and spanned by speckled areas
of dark gray patina. Overall the knife is in very good plus to excellent
condition. Like the hilt, the silvered brass scabbard is also intricately
decorated on the reverse face by finely detailed foliate engraving and
raised diamond-shaped flanges. Generous amounts of silver finish
remain, accented by areas of darkening patina in the recesses and
occasional hints of brass shining throughout. The scabbard rates very
fine overall. A nice display piece for the exotic knife afficionado.
(129558-28) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection] (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Moroccan Koummiya Knives
Two decorative North African knives. The first measures 15 3/4” overall
and features an 8 1/2” curved blade with a trailing point, sharpened for 7
1/2” on the reverse edge and 5” on the obverse. The blade is unadorned
and exhibits areas of smoky gray patina and few handling marks, rating
very fine overall. The hilt is brass engraved with swirling patterns and
decorated on the reverse face by nickel plating, areas of red and black
enamel, a ferrule with alternating turquoise and yellow loops and a pair
of raised diamond-shaped flanges above and below the grip. The hilt is
in about good condition, exhibiting several instances of flaking and a
light accumulation of grime. The scabbard is in similar condition and
continues the pattern of the hilt with additional engraving, traces of red
enamel at the edges and three more raised flanges. The second knife
measures 15 1/2” overall and features a 9” curved blade with a trailing
point, sharpened for 6 1/4” on the obverse edge and for the full length of
the reverse. The blade exhibits scattered hints of smoky gray patina and
polished remnants of shallow pitting at the tip, rating very fine overall.
The handle is hardwood with nickel-plated brass fittings and pommel.
Few handling marks are present save an indentation on the obverse
face of the grip and the plating is worn through to the brass in spots; the
hilt is overall in about good condition. The scabbard is sheet brass,
nickel plated on the reverse face and engraved with floral panels. Brass
is exposed at some of the edges and several solder repairs are present
on the obverse face. Otherwise the scabbard bears few handling marks
and is in very good condition. (129558-49,50) [Senator Frederic C.
Walcott Collection]
Vintage Chinese Paired Swords
One pair of twin short swords sharing a single scabbard. Each measures
22” long and features a 16 1/2” straight double-edged blade with a
diamond cross-section and a spear-point tip. The blades are near
excellent with no handling marks and the slightest hints of storage wear.
Each hilt is flat on one side and mirrors the other, creating the illusion of
a single hilt when both swords are held in the scabbard. Both are
composed of a cast brass lion’s head guard, engraved brass pommel
and black horn grip with engraved brass ferrule. The brass surfaces are
toned to a somewhat pale yellow with dark patina in the recesses; the
grips exhibit a few small handling marks and a 1” chip in the toe of one
of the grips. The pieces exhibit a bit of play from the tang and the hilts
rate very good plus overall. The scabbard comprises two compartments
of wood in smooth black and white shagreen binding with engraved
brass mounts. Except for a bit of looseness at the throat and patina in
the recesses of the mounts, the scabbard is in near excellent condition
with few blemishes. (129558-43) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott
Collection]
Novelty “Rhine Maiden” Hunting Knife by Korium
Produced by Korium of Solingen in the 1950’s, this post-war German
commercial knife measures 9 3/4” and features a 5 3/4” straight
single-edged blade with a 2” false edge, strong secondary bevel and a
spear-point tip. The handle is cast pewter in the shape of a gold-painted
female figure in the nude. The bright blade exhibits a few hints of thin
smoky gray patina and a number of irregular grind marks on the bevels
from a previous resharpening. Except for a bit of irregularity at the point,
the edge is excellent as resharpened and near razor sharp. The quillon
is in overall fine condition: a few shallow handling dings are present and
the paint is worn to gray on some of the raised surfaces; the crosspiece
has been lost and there is a gap between the blade and the handle but
the tang remains firmly affixed with very little play. The original leather
sheath is included and rates very good plus to excellent, exhibiting
several small creases and a small section of separation near the brass
tip. (129558-53) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection]
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Nepalese Kukri Knife
One traditional kukri knife with accompanying sheath and companion
knives. The kukri measures 17 1/2” overall length, 13” forward-curved
blade with a recurved leading edge, drop point and double narrow fullers
in the first 5” of the blade before the curve. The blade is in good
condition, exhibiting a few small forging cracks, scattered areas of dark
oxidation, cleaned remnants of spotted black pitting and numerous
handling dings mostly on the spine. A number of deep impact nicks are
present at the center of percussion in the last 4” from the tip, indicating
previous heavy use; the edge is otherwise excellent, well maintained
and razor sharp. The hardwood handle exhibits a few drying cracks and
handling marks but remains strong and tightly fitted, rating very fine.
Both companion knives are present, the sharp karda for fine detailed
tasks and the blunt chakmak for field honing. Each measures 5” overall
with a 3 1/2” blade mirroring the shape of the kukri. The karda is razor
sharp and exhibits some hints of oxidation on the blade; the original
adhesive has degraded and the tang detaches from the handle. The
chakmak exhibits a moderate dark pewter patina with hints of brown tint
and shallow pitting, rating very good plus overall and still excellent for
honing purposes. The included sheath is wood in brown leather, rating
very good plus to excellent with a few scattered handling marks and a
bit of separation at the forward edge of the throat. A rugged and capable
example of these famous Nepalese knives. (129558-48) [Senator
Frederic C. Walcott Collection]
Nigerian Decorative Axe
One axe of a pattern attributed to the Eloyi (or Afo) people of Nigeria,
decorated with engraved designs. The head is a crescent of steel with a
narrow flared blade measuring 6 3/4” from the haft and 1 3/4” at the bit
and a beak at the reverse which measures 5 3/4” in length. The haft is
23” long with the head pierced through the wood 3” from the tip. The
wood is hand-carved with geometrical patterns and the head is adorned
by punched swirls of stippling. The bright steel head exhibits some
instances of smoky gray patina and a few spots of light oxidation near
the bit. The haft exhibits some light handling marks but no major
damage or blemishes. Overall the axe is in fine condition. (129885-54)
[Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection]
Vintage Machetes
Two machetes: first, a Collins No. 22 machete measuring 31” overall
with a 26” Latin-style blade. The grips are riveted horn of a black and
translucent gray-green color terminating in a squared bird’s head
pommel. The blade is in about excellent condition with just a few
expected handling marks and just a few spots of gray patina here or
there. The Spanish-language Collins address and logo stamped on the
reverse face of the ricasso are both crisp; the adhesive shadow of the
paper sticker is visible on the obverse but the sticker has been lost. The
edge is excellent, sharp and unblemished. The included sheath is
leather embossed with foliate designs and the Collins Legitimus logo,
rating very good plus to fine with some light surface wear. The second
machete is a Weyersberg Gebrüder (“Weyersberg Hermanos” on the
Spanish-language address stamp) No. 87 machete measuring 33 1/2”
overall and featuring a 28” single-edged straight blade with a
straight-edged 45 degree tip. The grips are finger-grooved black horn
fixed by brass rivets. The blade is in very good condition, exhibiting
areas of near-black patina, light brown staining and smoky gray clouds
at the ricasso. Numerous handling and resharpening marks are present
on the faces and bevels and a few impact nicks are visible on the edge
near the tip. The edge is overall excellent, well-maintained and near
razor sharp. The grips rate about good, exhibiting several chipped areas
of loss while remaining sturdily fitted. The included leather sheath is
embossed with foliate scroll and rates very good plus, exhibiting some
scuffing and surface wear mostly at the tip. A fine pair of collectible
machetes which continue to be durable and effective agricultural tools.
(12A9558-27,35) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection]
Antique Unmarked S-Guard Bowie Knife
17 1/2” overall length, 13 1/2” single-edged blade with a 5” false edge
and a straight-clipped point. The bevel of the false edge is more
pronounced on the obverse face. The bright blade is in overall fine
condition with areas of mottled smoky gray-brown patina, a few small
spots of dark brown oxidation and scattered small handling marks. The
edges remain cutting sharp with few blemishes except a bit of
roughness at the belly of the forward edge. The hilt comprises an
S-shaped black iron handguard and a one-piece grip of black-stained
American hardwood, possibly oak. The quillons are pronounced, each
extending a full 2” lengthwise from the plane of the guard. The iron
exhibits a few small areas of ocher-brown oxidation and the grip shows
some light handling marks and finish wear. Overall the knife is in very
fine condition. (12A9599-5) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250

2889

Antique Unmarked Bowie Knife
14 3/4” overall length, 10 1/8” straight single-edged blade with a clipped
point and 4 1/2” false edge. The blade is in very good to fine condition,
exhibiting a strong mottled dark gray patina interspersed with areas of
cleaned shallow pinprick pitting and dark ocher-brown patina, trending
brighter toward the edges with a number of handling marks from
sharpening and maintenance during the period of use. A small segment
from the end of the tip has been lost, about 1/8” of material. The hilt is a
simple configuration with a sheet steel guard, plain steel ferrule,
American hardwood handle (likely oak or hickory) and flat steel pommel.
The metal surfaces are darkly patinated, matching the blade, and the
handle is lightly worn but shows no major blemishes save a few partial
drying cracks which have no effect on the fit. The included scabbard is
sheet steel in a leather cover. The cover is in quite fine condition
considering its apparent age, darkly patinated and exhibiting light to
moderate surface wear with occasional small instances of loss. The
stitching remains very fine and the scabbard remains largely whole.
Overall the knife is in very fine condition. (129540-7) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Custom Fighting Dirk
13 3/4” overall length, 8 1/2” straight double-edged blade with a strong
diamond cross-section and tapered spear-point tip. The precisely ground
blade is toned to a dark smoky pewter and rates very fine, exhibiting few
handling marks and a quite sharp edge with a small impact ding here or
there. The hilt comprises a flat blackened steel guard, a plain browned
iron grip fixed by hammered brass rivets and a large round sanded
walnut pommel. The text “M150” is hand-painted in white on the top of
the guard. Small areas of ocher oxidation are visible on the guard and a
few negligible handling marks are scattered on the pommel and grip.
Overall the hilt is in fine condition. A rugged weapon whose simple
design belies its excellent construction. (129599-8) (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Vintage Staghorn Fixed Blade Knives
Two knives with stag handles. The first is 8 1/2” overall and features a 4
3/4” single-edged blade with a concave clipped point and 3 1/2”
unbeveled false edge. The blade is marked “Geo. Wostenholm & Sons /
Celebrated I*XL Cutlery / Sheffield-England” on the reverse face. The
presence of the Sheffield address indicates a probable 20th or very late
19th century date of manufacture following the U.S. Tariff Act of 1890.
The blade is in fine condition, patinated to a mottled smoky pewter,
showing signs of previous cleaning and maintenance. Remnants of
cleaned shallow pitting are visible on the faces and the markings remain
crisp. The handle is polished staghorn held by steel pins and finishing in
a flat steel capstan pommel. A lengthwise hairline separation runs about
1” along the rear edge from the base of the blade, otherwise no handling
marks are present. The knife remains tightly fitted, exhibiting no play or
looseness, and the edge remains serviceably sharp with no discernible
blemishes. Really a very well-maintained old knife serving as a
testament to Sheffield cutlery. The second knife is 8 1/4” overall length,
3 3/4” single-edged blade with a 2 1.4” false edge and shallow concave
clipped point. The only indicator of this knife’s origin is the marking “J.
(illegible) / Landshut” on the reverse face, an unidentified cutler
apparently based in Bavaria. The blade has been polished and
resharpened during the period of use, leaving remnants of dark brown
oxidation, smoky gray patina, hints of smoothed pinprick pitting and an
overall burnished pewter gray tone to the steel. The handle is stag horn
with a German silver ferrule and rates fine, exhibiting few handling
marks and a hint of tarnish on the ferrule. The base of the handle is
carved for a pommel cap which is not present. The included sheath is
leather with a German silver collar. The sheath is in overall good
condition, the leather remaining mostly whole with light scuffing and
some separation occurring at the tip which exposes the point of the
blade. The collar exhibits a few instances of verdigris and has come
loose and can be removed. (9599-6,7) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
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Iron Bit Brass Pipe Tomahawk
One brass pipe tomahawk with an inlaid iron bit. The head measures 8
3/4” overall with a large teardrop eye, the leading edge 5 1/2” from the
haft and the bit 2 1/2” from heel to toe. The pipe bowl extends 2” from
the poll and is decorated only by plain chevrons at the base and a raised
rim. The haft is unfinished hardwood, possibly ash or hickory, decorated
by three sections of brass wire rings bordered by brass tacks and drilled
through the core to function as a pipe. The head rates very good plus to
excellent, the brass surfaces toned to mustard yellow with a slight
mottled gray-brown patina and hints of scattered green verdigris. Tiny
handling marks are present here and there across the edges and
surfaces of the head. The iron bit is strongly oxidation-browned, lightly
textured and remains sharp. The haft rates fair and exhibits light to
moderate age patina and handling stains as well as a few drying and
stress cracks. Several of the rings and tacks from the upper and middle
bindings have been partially damaged or lost. The head is somewhat
loose and shifts lengthwise along the last inch or so of the haft but
remains attached. (12A9540-12) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Antique California Bowie Knife by Will & Finck
This California-style bowie measures 8 3/8” overall and features a 4 3/4”
straight single-edged blade with a 2 1/2” false edge and a spear-point
tip. The ricasso is marked “Will & Finck / S.F. Cal” on the reverse face.
The blade is in very good condition, exhibiting a light patina of smoky
gray, a small ring of oxidation around the base of the ricasso and bright
grind marks around the forward edge from a later resharpening. The
markings remain quite crisp with just a bit of wear at the left side of the
address. The flared handle is polished horn held by a screw-bolt at the
butt and fitted with a German silver guard. The hilt rates very good plus
to excellent, the horn toned to a pleasing light cream with areas of tawny
brown, hints of green verdigris staining (likely from previous contact with
a leather sheath which is not provided) and a less polished
tobacco-colored area located near the guard on the obverse side. A few
cracks and hairline separations are visible, none of which show any
signs of pending loss or looseness. The handle remains sturdy, whole
and tightly fitted to the tang. Established in 1863 following the economic
boom of the California Gold Rush, Will and Finck would go on to
become the largest of the San Francisco cutlers and one of the most
prolific makers of the distinctive California Bowie. (12A9540-8) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Browning Cased Commemorative Robert E. Lee D-Guard Bowie Knife
One large D-guard Bowie knife presented in a wooden display case
commemorating General Robert E. Lee. 16 3/4” overall, 11 3/4” broad
single-edged blade with a 5 1/2” false edge and a clipped point. The
obverse face of the ricasso is numbered “0018 of 1807”. The reverse
face of the blade is etched in gilt type reading “First Gentleman of
Virginia”. The guard is bright yellow brass and the handle is sanded oak
which, according to the text of the display case, is “from a black oak tree
taken from the General’s family estate in Arlington, Virginia.” Either side
of the handle is escutcheoned with thirteen brass stars in the cross
pattern of the Battle Flag of the Army of Northern Virginia. The case is
walnut with a glass top. The backdrop is a segment of tactical map
depicting various troop positions from a Civil War battlefield and features
a portrait of the General above the quote “Abandon your animosities and
make your sons Americans”. Both case and knife are in excellent
condition. Really an excellent display set for collectors of Civil War
commemorative memorabilia. (129543-304) [Phil Buker Collection]
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Browning Declaration of Independence Cased Commemorative Trade
Knife
14” overall length, 8 1/2” single-edged blade with a 5” false edge and a
straight-clipped point. The reverse face of the blade is etched with gilt
script reading “The Unanimous Declaration of the thirteen United States
of America / July 4, 1776”. The ricasso is marked “Model 001” and the
guard is numbered “18 of 1776”, both on the obverse face. The hilt is
bright yellow brass with inlaid hardwood grips which, according to the
case, are made from “Wood from the last surviving Liberty Tree, a Tulip
Poplar. Annapolis, Maryland.” Each grip is escutcheoned with a copper
star at each end. The case is American Black Walnut and features a
backdrop image of the Declaration itself, an oval-framed painting
depicting the signing of the document and the quote “Give me Liberty or
give me Death” by Patrick Henry. Both case and knife are in excellent
condition. A fine acquisition for collectors of Patriotic memorabilia.
(12A9543-302) [Phil Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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Browning Vietnam Cased Commemorative Knife
11 1/2” overall length, 6 3/4” single-edged blade with a 3” false edge and
a concave clipped point. The blade is etched “Lest We Forget” in gilt text
the obverse face of the guard is numbered “18-1975”. The hilt is brass
mounted and the hardwood handle is, according to the case, “made
from a Khan Hin tree taken from the jungles of Vietnam”. The case is
oak with a backdrop image depicting a topographical map of
Vietnamese terrain overlaid with photographs of U.S. Bell UH-1 Iroquois
(“Huey”) helicopters in flight. Both knife and case are in excellent
condition. (12A9543-299) [Phil Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Browning Jim Bowie Cased Commemorative Bowie Knife
15” overall length, 9 3/4” single-edged blade measuring 2” wide ahead
of the choil with a 4” false edge, single unstopped fullers and a concave
clipped point. The reverse face of the blade is etched in gilt script with
the quote “Give me help, oh my country” by William Travis, 1836. The
hilt is numbered “0018 of 1856” on the obverse side. The hilt is brass
inlaid with hardwood grips centered by brass escutcheons of the Texas
Lone Star. According to the case, the grips are “Live oak wood from the
grounds of the Alamo.” The case is walnut with a map of Texas as a
backdrop overlaid with a portrait of Jim Bowie and William Travis’s same
quote from the blade. Both blade and case are in excellent condition. A
fine acquisition for the collector of Bowie knives and Texas
commemorative memorabilia. (12A9543-300) [Phil Buker Collection]
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Browning Crazy Horse Cased Commemorative Obsidian Knife
9 1/4” overall length, 4 1/2” double-edged flint-knapped obsidian blade
tapered to a spear-point tip. The blade is bound by rawhide to a
hardwood handle which, according to the case, is made from “Aspen
wood from the Tree of Life, Black Hills, South Dakota”. The handle is
decorated by a tassel of horse hair with a bird’s feather. The sheath is
brain-tanned tasseled buckskin hand-beaded with multicolored horses
on a blue field bordered by geometric designs. The case is walnut
featuring a portrait of Lakota war leader Tashunka Witco aka Crazy
Horse. Beneath the portrait is a quote attributed to Crazy Horse reading
“My lands are where my dead lie buried.” Both blade and case are in
excellent condition. An unusual primitive knife of excellent craftsmanship
and a fine acquisition for collectors of Native American commemorative
memorabilia. (1A29543-303) [Phil Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Browning Normandy Cased Commemorative Fighting/Utility Knife
Patterned after the U.S.M.C. Fighting/Utility Knife (commonly known as
the Ka-Bar), this knife measures 13” overall and features an 8”
single-edged dark satin-gray blade with single unstopped fullers, a 2”
false edge and a clipped point. The reverse face is etched in gilt type
reading “Normandy 1944 – “Let’s Go.””, quoting General Dwight D.
Eisenhower on the morning of June 6th, giving the order to proceed with
the attack. The handle is, according to the case, “made from the wood of
an ash tree taken from the General’s boyhood home in Dennison,
Texas.” The case is walnut with a backdrop depicting a map of
Normandy overlaid with a photograph of Eisenhower addressing a group
of GIs. Both case and knife are in excellent condition. Alternate versions
exist of Eisenhower’s D-Day order, including multiple conflicting
accounts by Eisenhower himself who presumably had more pressing
concerns at the time than quotability. Volunteers for the U.S. National
D-Day Memorial use the phrase “Ok, let’s go” in the official tour script. A
fine acquisition for collectors of WWII and commemorative memorabilia.
(12A9543-301) [Phil Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
German Hunting Dagger by Weyersberg & Co.
17 3/4”, 13” straight single-edged blade with flat edges and a fine
spear-point tip. The ricasso is stamped “Weyersberg / & Co. / Solingen”
on the reverse face. Either face of the blade is etched with panels
featuring hunting imagery including a traditionally dressed German
hunter and dog and panoplies of wreathed hunting arms centered by a
stag’s head. The obverse face is centered by a woodland scene of
feeding deer and the reverse is centered by script reading “Gott Mit
Uns”. The blade is in excellent condition with few blemishes except
occasional unobtrusive specks of gray patina at the corners. The hilt is
brass with a pierced design of an auerhahn (wood grouse) on the
counterguard, “S”-quillon guard with acorn finials, stag grips each held
by two brass screw-bolts and an eagle’s head pommel. Aside from a few
small hints of green verdigris, the hilt is unblemished and excellent. The
included scabbard is leather with two brass mounts featuring an acorn
frog stud on the collar and an embossed auherhahn on the chape that
matches the counterguard. The scabbard is in fine condition with only
very light handling wear and a minor softening of the embossed detail.
(129658-1) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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Ivory Hilted Naval Dirk Inscribed to George Spencer, Duke of
Marlborough
23” overall length, 17 1/2” curved double-edged blade with a diamond
cross-section, double unstopped narrow fullers and a trailing point. Dirks
of this style were popular among naval forces of the 18th and 19th
centuries and this specimen appears to be a later construction drawing
from that tradition. The ricasso is marked “19” on the reverse face to the
right of the medial ridge, likely part of a date stamp that has been
partially worn away. The blade is well constructed with even bevels
characterized by highly professional straight-lined grind marks. The steel
is in fine condition as cleaned, polished to a brilliant sheen throughout
and exhibiting a dusky patina of speckled smoky gray dusted by clouds
of brown as well as dark gray instances of texturing from polished
shallow pitting. The edges are largely unblemished and reasonably
sharp. The hilt is carved ivory, the quillons forming scrolled waves and
the grip carved in the likeness of a bearded satyr. The quillons bear the
inscription “George Spencer / Duke of Marlborough”. The ivory is aged
to a pleasing cream and in excellent condition. The name George
Spencer first belonged to the 4th Duke of Marlborough, born 1739, a
direct ancestor to the renowned Sir Winston Churchill, Prime Minister of
Britain from 1940-1945 and 1951-1955. The name George
Spencer-Churchill was held by the 5th, 6th and 8th Dukes of
Marlborough and is also the name of the current Marquess of Blandford,
son of the current (12th) Duke of Marlborough James Spencer-Churchill.
This dirk’s connection to the Spencer-Churchill lineage is unconfirmed,
still this blade remains a fascinating curio and a quite fine dirk in its own
right. (12B9654-60) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Ivory Hilted Hunting Sword
28 1/2” overall length, 23” straight double-edged unfullered blade with a
spear-point tip. The blade rates very good plus to excellent, polished
bright with scattered clouds of smoky gray patina, straight-lined polishing
marks along the length and trace remnants of the original
scratch-engraving near the edges around the ricasso. Any maker’s mark
has been worn away. The hilt is brass mounted and features a scabbard
seal atop the cruciform guard and ivory grips line with a sheet brass
band around the edges held by brass pins. Three oval brass
escutcheons are mounted on either grip. The ivory is toned to a pleasant
cream tone; several cracks are visible but none exhibit any separation
and the grip remains tightly fitted with no discernible loss. The brass
shows some small handling marks and scattered flecks of tarnish and
the hilt is in fine condition as a whole. The included scabbard is wood
bound in patinated tawny leather with brass tip and throat mounts. A
segment of the body is faded where it once held a middle mount as well.
The collar has lost its retention pin and can be removed. A number of
drying cracks in the leather, gray-brown patches of patina on the brass
and small handling marks scattered throughout can be seen, otherwise
the scabbard exhibits very little loss and rates very good plus to fine as
a whole. The edges of the sword are well-maintained and near razor
sharp with a fine appleseed profile. Really a very nice little sword built to
serve as both dress accessory and hunter’s companion arm.
(12A9654-59) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Reproduction Miniature Confederate Saber
This approximately 2:3 scale miniature measures 26” in overall length
and features a 21 1/2” curved single-edged blade with a 5” false edge,
single unstopped fullers and a spear-point tip. The ricasso is crisply
stamped “Boyle & Gamble / Richmond” on the obverse face and “CS /
1862” on the reverse. The blade is in very good condition, toned to a
smooth dark gray scattered by shallow antiqued pitting throughout. The
hilt is brass with a half-basket guard with two branches spanned by “CS”
lettering, a plain domed phrygian pommel and black leather grip wound
by twisted brass wire. The brass is patinated to a dark tobacco color with
a few contact points worn to bright pale yellow and scattered tiny
handling marks. The leather is antiqued to a rough texture with some
areas of flaking loss. Overall the hilt is about good. The tang is slightly
loose-fitting and the blade alignment drifts a bit to either side. An
interesting miniature replica. (129599-9) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Arno Bernard Predator Series “Cheetah” Hunting Knife
This fine hunting knife measures 8 1/2” overall and features a 4 1/4”
single-edged full tang blade with a drop point. The bright excellent blade
is near razor sharp and exhibits no discernible blemishes. The grips are
polished tawny brown and white giraffe bone held by steel pins. Includes
a fitted sheath of cape buffalo leather. Both knife and sheath are in
excellent condition. A splendid hunting blade by this esteemed South
African knifemaker. (12A9543-281) [Phil Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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Arno Bernard Scavenger Series “Wild Dog” Hunting Knife
This fine hunting knife measures 7 3/8” overall and features a 3 3/4”
single-edged full tang blade with a drop point and a forefinger cutout
forward of the ricasso. The blade is in excellent condition with an
immaculate near razor edge and no discernible blemishes. The grip
scales are natural crocodile hide. Includes a fitted sheath of cape buffalo
leather. Both knife and sheath are in excellent condition. A splendid
hunting blade by this esteemed South African knifemaker.
(12A9543-292) [Phil Buker Collection] (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Arno Bernard Bush Baby Series “Porcupine” Sheath Knife
This slender belt knife measures 5 7/8” overall and features a 3 7/8”
single-edged full tang blade with a trailing point. The polished steel
blade is in excellent condition with an immaculate razor edge and no
discernible blemishes. The handles are highly polished warthog tusk
held by steel pins, colored with an attractive cream and tan figure and
exhibiting no discernible blemishes. Includes a fitted sheath of cape
buffalo leather. Both knife and sheath rate excellent. A marvelous little
blade of exceptional quality. (12A9543-283) [Phil Buker Collection]
(150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Custom Fixed Blade Sheath Knife by D.E. Friedly
6 1/2” overall length, 2 7/8” single-edged full tang blade with a
shallow-angled drop point. The blade is polished mirror bright and in
excellent condition with a razor sharp edge and no discernible
blemishes. The grips are maroon micarta held by flush steel rivets.
Includes a russet leather tube sheath in very fine condition with only
very light storage and handling wear. A sleek little knife of superb
craftsmanship and in excellent condition. (129543-298) [Phil Buker
Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Custom Fixed Blade Sheath Knife by SK
7 1/4” overall length, 3 3/4” single-edged recurved full tang blade with a
straight-backed point. Sections of undulating filework decorate the spine
of the blade and the rear edge of the tang. The logo (circled) “SK” is
etched on the reverse face of the ricasso. The bright blade is in
excellent condition with a near razor edge and no discernible blemishes.
The grips are white camel bone and mesquite burl centered by a small
band of stabilized maple burl, each grip held by two steel pins in the
bone and a decorated mosaic pin in the mesquite. A small partial crack
can be seen in the obverse grip near the toe and heel which exhibit no
signs of looseness or pending loss. A short leather lanyard decorated by
white bone beads hangs from the hole at the end of handle. Overall the
handle is in about excellent condition. The included tube sheath is tan
leather with an aluminum swivel clasp and rates excellent with no
discernible blemishes. (12A9543-288) [Phil Buker Collection] (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Custom Fixed Blade Sheath Knife by SK
8” overall length, 3 1/4” single-edged recurved full tang blade with a
straight-backed point. Sections of scalloped filework decorate the spine
of the blade and the rear edge of the tang. The logo “SK (circled)” is
etched on the reverse face of the ricasso. The bright blade is in
excellent condition with a near razor edge and no discernible blemishes.
The grips feature bands of polished malachite between panels of
mesquite burl and rosewood held by steel pins and centered by a small
brass-accented mosaic rivet on either face. Includes a black leather
sheath hand-tooled in a large pebbled pattern. Both sheath and knife
rate excellent. Really a quite attractive and well-made belt knife.
(12A9543-293) [Phil Buker Collection] (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Custom Fixed Blade Sheath Knife by Hinds Brothers
7” overall length, 3 1/4” single-edged full tang blade with a drop point.
Attractive filework begins 1 3/4” from the point and runs the length of the
spine and tang to the toe of the handle. The reverse face is stamped
“Hinds Brothers / Maker / Bandera, Texas”. The blade is excellent and
razor sharp with an expertly polished appleseed edge. The grips are
tawny yellow bone with stainless steel bolsters. The bolsters exhibit
slight cloudiness and a yellow tint, otherwise the handle is unblemished
and rates excellent overall. The included sheath is russet leather
stamped with a beautiful design of overlapping spotted scales. Overall a
splendid knife of exceedingly fine make. (129543-275) [Phil Buker
Collection] (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
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Custom Fixed Blade Sheath Knife by Jerry Halfrich
7 1/4” overall length, 3 1/2” single-edged full tang blade with a drop point
and ridged thumb rest along the spine above the handles. The blade is
about excellent with a razor sharp unblemished edge, sparse minute
handling marks and a few tiny specks of smoky gray patina on the
bevels. The handles are highly polished white bone held by mosaic
rivets, exhibiting no discernible blemishes and rating excellent. The
included sheath is smooth black leather and rates very fine with only
light handling and storage marks. An elegant knife of straightforward
design and impressive craftsmanship. (12A9543-276) [Phil Buker
Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Custom Fixed Blade Sheath Knife by Keith Richard
7 1/2” overall length, 3 1/4” single-edged full tang blade with a drop
point. The blade is excellent, polished to mirror bright and featuring an
immaculate razor edge with a fine appleseed profile. The handles are
highly polished white and gray stag horn held by brass pins and topped
by brass bolsters. The brass surfaces exhibit a subtle varied patina with
some areas worn brighter by scabbard contact. The bone is
unblemished and the handles are in excellent condition as a whole. The
included sheath is dark russet brown leather engraved on the obverse
face with a stag’s head just below the throat. The sheath is in excellent
condition with only minimal handling and storage wear. An exceptionally
made custom belt knife. (1A29543-280) [Phil Buker Collection] (250/350)
Est. 250 - 350
Custom Fixed Blade Sheath Knife by F. Bradley
8” overall length, 4” single-edged blade with a drop point. The spine of
the blade features a section of scalloped filework and a ridged thumb
rest. The bright excellent blade is near razor sharp with no discernible
blemishes. The guard is stainless steel and the handle is stabilized
bird’s eye maple, dyed purple with a band of natural color set between
stainless steel spacers. The hilt is in excellent condition. The included
sheath is russet top-grain leather decorated by a cross-section of white
stag horn. The sheath rates about excellent with just a few very light
storage and handling marks. (12A9543-289) [Phil Buker Collection]
(100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Custom Fixed Blade Sheath Knife by Wilson Tactical
9” overall length, 4 1/4” single-edged full tang blade with a 3” false edge,
straight-clipped point and a filework thumb rest along the flat of the
spine. The bright excellent blade is razor sharp with no discernible
blemishes. The guard is stainless steel and the handles are highly
polished sambar stag held by steel rivets. The included sheath is black
shark skin leather and rates excellent. An attractive blade of excellent
quality. (12A9543-277) [Phil Buker Collection] (300/400)
Est. 300 - 400
Custom Fixed Blade Sheath Knife by Bruce Gillespie
9 1/2” overall length, 4 1/2” single-edged full tang blade with a 2 1/2”
false edge, straight-backed point and diagonally grooved filework on the
flat of the spine. The bright excellent blade is razor sharp and nearly
unblemished save a few tiny hints of patina on the bevels. The grips are
spalted maple held by brass pins and the guard is brass with a bit of
light cloudy tarnish. Overall the handle rates excellent. The included
leather tube sheath is also unblemished and in excellent condition. An
appealing sportsman’s companion for both practical and aesthetic
purposes. (12A9543-278) [Phil Buker Collection] (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Damascus Scrimshaw Hunter by Lonewolf
9 1/4” overall length, 4 3/4” single-edged blade with a trailing point and
undulating filework along the spine. The blade features a chaotic pattern
of high-contrast Damascus swirls and rates excellent with a near razor
edge and few if any blemishes. The handle is stag between a brass
guard and a stabilized maple buttcap; the obverse face of the handle is
scrimshawed with an image depicting a Native American brave in war
paint. The hilt is in excellent condition with no handling marks or
blemishes except some very light hints of tarnish and verdigris on the
guard. The included sheath is of dark brown leather stitched with broad
black leather binding and decorated by a cross-section disc of stag horn.
The sheath is in very fine condition with a bit of light handling wear. A
magnificent example of an expertly crafted art knife. (12A9543-286) [Phil
Buker Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
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Fox-n-Hound Gut Hook Skinner
7” overall length, 3 1/2” single-edged blade with a drop point and a gut
hook cutout. The faces are etched with undulating low-contrast faux
Damascus swirls and stripes. The blade is in about excellent condition
with an unblemished near razor edge and occasional tiny flecks of gray
patina. The hilt comprises a single brass fingerguard and a white
polished stag handle beneath brass and leather spacers, finishing in a
white stag buttcap made from a separate piece of horn. The hilt is in
excellent condition with few if any discernible blemishes. Overall a quite
nice blade that should make a fine skinner. (12A9543-305) [Phil Buker
Collection] (25/50)
Est. 25 - 50
Custom Damascus Fixed Blade Sheath Knife by R. Johnson
8” overall length, 3 1/4” single-edged blade with a drop point. The blade
is pattern-welded steel with undulating smoky gray medium-contrast
lines and swirls, rating about excellent with an unblemished near razor
edge and a few tiny handling marks and instances of patina here or
there. The handle is rosewood between brass and red leather spacers,
finishing in a brass fingerguard and a brass buttcap. The wood is in
excellent condition and the brass surfaces rate very fine, exhibiting
areas of thin cloudy patina concentrated mostly on the pommel and a
few handling marks. The included sheath is leather and rates about
excellent with the barest handling marks which are largely negligible. An
attractive and comfortable short-bladed belt knife. (12A9543-287) [Phil
Buker Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Custom Etched Satin Fighting Knife by Jim Siska
9 1/2” overall length, 4 1/2” recurved single-edged blade with a 2 1/2”
false edge and a straight-clipped point. The blade features a black satin
finish decorated by attractive semi-chaotic stripes of bright acid-etched
swirls. The handle is elegantly contoured ironwood burl between a
double-fingerguard and a thin bird’s head pommel, both of
blue-anodized steel. The knife as a whole is in excellent condition with
razor sharp edges and no discernible blemishes. The included leather
sheath is hand-marked “Siska / 03” on the reverse face and also rates
excellent. Really a quite gorgeous custom fighter, as comfortable in the
hand as it is pleasing to the eye. (12A9543-297) [Phil Buker Collection]
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Custom Throwing Mouse Tomahawks
Two small custom throwing axes: the first features a hand-forged steel
head measuring 4” from bit to poll with flared blade and a 2 1/4” bit. The
head is mounted on an 11” contoured hickory haft pierced at the butt for
a lanyard. The bit is polished to near mirror bright, sharp with no
discernible blemishes. Overall the axe is in about excellent condition
with just a bit of play at the eye. This axe also includes a russet leather
snap-button blade cover in very fine condition with a few light handling
and storage marks. The second axe features a satin gray-finished steel
head measuring 4 3/4” from bit to poll with a 2” bit. The “Beathe Knives”
maker’s mark has softened somewhat. The head is in near excellent
condition, retaining a sharp smooth edge and exhibiting occasional
flecks of ocher on the bevel. The straight haft is dark red curly maple,
tightly fitted and excellent. An altogether wonderful little pair of
well-made lightweight throwing axes. (12A9543-282) [Phil Buker
Collection] (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Limited Edition Graf von Frankenberg Folding Knife No. 478 of 734 by
Puma Werk
8 3/4” overall length, 5” closed, 4” single-edged blade with a 2 1/4” false
edge and concave clipped point. Puma produced 734 of these knives in
1976 commemorating Graf Ruthard von Frankenberg, an ancestor of
Otto von Frankenberg, then-president of Puma-Werk; fewer than half
(330 knives) were created for U.S. distribution. Either face of the blade is
etched with frosted panels depicting oak leaves and the coat of arms of
the Graf von Frankenberg is etched on the reverse face. Each panel is
centered by text reading “AD 734 Graf von Frankenberg” on the reverse
and “Puma Germany 478” on the obverse. The blade is in excellent
condition with a sharp edge, generous traces of gilt in the lettering and
coat of arms on the obverse face and few if any blemishes or handling
marks. The handles are engraved ivory depicting a boar on the reverse
and a stag on the obverse; the bolsters are brass cast-in-relief with fine
oak leaf designs. Hints of verdigris can be seen in the recesses of the
brass, otherwise the handle is unblemished and excellent. Includes the
velvet-lined factory presentation box and factory certification parchment
in German, English and French language. A beautiful collectible
Solingen folder and some of Puma’s finest work. (12A9543-290) [Phil
Buker Collection] (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
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Winchester 150 Year Theodore Roosevelt Commemorative Knife Set
Two knives in a commemorative steel case with a red velvet-lined plastic
insert. First, a fixed blade knife measuring 10” overall and featuring a 5
1/2” stainless steel full tang single-edged blade with a 2 1/4” false edge
and concave clipped point. The grips are black hardwood laminate held
by steel pins and pierced for a lanyard near the squared bird’s head
butt. The second knife is a folder measuring 3 1/2” closed and featuring
three stainless steel blades: 2 3/4” with a shallow straight-clipped point,
2” with a sheepsfoot point and 2” with a drop point. The grips are black
hardwood laminate with steel pins and the bolsters are stainless steel.
Both knives are in excellent condition and the case rates near excellent
with a few light handling marks. Includes a nylon sheath for the larger
knife. (12A9543-285) [Phil Buker Collection] (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Push Daggers
Three push daggers. The first measures 6” in length with a straight bone
handle 3” across and a 3 3/4” double-edged blade with a diamond cross
section and a spear point tip. The blade is in about excellent condition
with polished maintenance marks across the faces and sharp
unblemished edges. The brass double fingerguard is patinated to a
tawny yellow-brown with areas of ocher. The bone handle is toned to a
pleasant cream and rates very fine, exhibiting a few hairline cracks and
striations and remaining tightly fitted with no pending loss or looseness.
overall the dagger is in fine condition. The second dagger measures 3
3/4” overall and features a 3 1/2” concavo-convex full tang handle with
plastic grips and a 2 1/4” double-edged blade with a broad spear-point
tip. The steel is deeply engraved with crisp foliate scroll on either face of
the blade and the center faces of the handle between the grips. The
blade rates near excellent with a few tiny handling marks on the faces
and sharp unblemished edges. The grips are eggshell white and exhibit
a few tiny handling marks upon close inspection. Overall the dagger
rates near excellent. The third dagger measures 5” overall and features
a 2 3/4” kydex handle and a 2 1/2” double-edged blade with narrow
serrations on the forward edge, wide serrations on the reverse edge and
a spear-point tip. The dagger is in excellent condition with no discernible
blemishes and razor sharp edges. Includes one clip-on kydex sheath.
Overall a nice assortment of push daggers. (128931-183A)
Fixed Blade Knives
Two knives: the first measures 7 1/4” overall and features a 3 3/4”
double-edged stainless blade with a diamond cross-section and a spear
point tip. The edges remain serviceably sharp and the surfaces are
scattered by occasional areas of textured dark gray patina mostly near
the edges; overall the blade is in good condition. The handle consists of
a brass crosspiece, wooden one-piece grip and plain brass buttcap. The
hilt shows a few light handling marks here and there and slight tarnish of
the brass, rating very good overall. Includes one black leather sheath
with a snap-button closing strap. The second item is a black one-piece
cast polymer knife measuring 7 3/4” in length and featuring a 3 3/4”
double-edged blade with a thick diamond cross-section and a spear
point tip. The obverse face of the grip is labeled “Executive Letter
Opener II”. The edge is serviceably sharp and the knife is unblemished
in excellent condition. (128931-183B)
Dan Burke #65 Baby Sunfish Folding Knife by Queen Cutlery
3 3/4” closed, two blades: the first 2 3/4” single-edged with a
pronounced spey point, the second 1 1/2” single-edged with a spear
point. The handles are highly polished tawny orange bone between steel
bolsters, the faces scrimshawed with numerous variations of the Queen
Cutlery Co. logo. The knife is unused, never resharpened, and in overall
excellent condition. Includes the original Queen Cutlery Co. two-piece
box. (12A8931-183C) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Uncle Henry Pro Trapper Folding Knife
4” closed, two single-edged blades: the first 3 1/4” with a spey point, the
second 3 1/4” with a straight-clipped point. The handles are faux stag
between nickel silver bolsters and held by brass pins. The knife is in
excellent condition with no discernible blemishes and excellent razor
sharp edges on each of the blades. An excellent everyday folder.
(128931-183D) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50
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Folding Knives
Three knives. The first is a Case Knives folder which measures 3”
closed and features two single-edged blades: the first is 1 5/8” with a
spear point, the second 2” with a drop point. The handles are satin-ivory
colored acrylic between nickel silver bolsters. A few instances of smoky
gray patina are present on the faces of the blades, otherwise the knife is
unblemished and rates near excellent overall. The second knife
measures 3 1/4” closed and features a single 2 1/2” curved single-edged
blade with a trailing point, bottle opener cutout on the reverse edge and
can opener cutout on the leading edge just above the ricasso. The
handles are faux stag on steel bolsters and held by brass pins. The knife
is in excellent condition with a sharp edge and few blemishes. The third
knife is a Frost Knives folder which measures 4 1/2” closed and features
a spring clip on the obverse of the handle and a 3 1/2” single-edged
black coated blade with 1 1/2” of serrations at the base of the leading
edge, stainless steel thumb stud on the reverse face and a spear point
tip. The grips are plastic in a cattail reed print. The blade is unblemished,
sharp and excellent and the handles are about excellent with one or two
unobtrusive handling marks. (128931-183E)
Contemporary Primitive Flint Knife
6 3/4” overall, 3” double-edged knapped flint blade with a spear point.
The blade is attached to a lightly polished bone handle by rawhide
binding. The knife is in excellent condition, unblemished save a bit of
graying patina on the bone. A well-crafted example of a classic design.
(12A8931-183F)
German Hunting Knife Set by Sternitzky
Two hunting knives with a single combination sheath. The larger knife
measures 14 3/4” overall and features a 9 1/2” single-edged blade with
3 3/4” false edge, single stopped fullers and a spear point. The blade is
bright steel polished to a beautiful and exceedingly clear mirror finish;
very light handling marks and unobtrusive minute specks of smoky gray
patina can be seen here or there, otherwise the blade is in about
excellent condition and mostly unblemished. The hilt consists of an
S-quillon guard, japanned clamshell counterguard on the obverse side
and a slightly contoured steel handle with stag grips held by iron rivets.
The maker’s mark “Sternitzky / Linz” is stamped on the obverse face of
the rear quillon. The metal surfaces retain traces of original blue and
translucent gray lacquer finish with very light handling marks, overall
toning to a smooth mottled pewter gray. The grips are unblemished and
excellent. The smaller knife measures 8” overall and features a 4” full
tang single-edged blade with a spear-point tip. The steel is also polished
to a clear mirror bright and rates excellent with only very tiny handling
marks and pinpricks of gray patina mostly concentrated on the ricasso.
The grips are stag held by steel pins, matching the larger knife, and rate
excellent. The scabbard is wood bound in black thickly lacquered leather
with two steel mounts. The metal surfaces are an attractive mottled
blend of blue and dark gray and rate very fine with only the barest
handling marks. The leather is unblemished, protected by the strong
lacquer. Overall a very fine set of German hunting blades. (129632-7)
(500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Gerber Mark II 20th Anniversary Limited Edition Knife
serial # xx2092, 11 3/4” overall, 6 3/4” double-edged leaf blade with a
diamond cross-section and a spear point. The blade is canted 5 degrees
from the hilt for ease of carry. The blade is etched “Mark II / 20th
Anniversary 1966-1986” on the reverse face, stamped with the Gerber
logo and address on the reverse of the ricasso and stamped with the
serial number on the obverse. The hilt comprises a textured aluminum
handle with a black-painted guard and butt. The knife is in excellent
condition with no discernible blemishes and appears unused. Includes
the original factory box and complete packaging, including certificate of
authenticity numbered to the knife and an accompanying leather sheath,
also unused in excellent condition. Celebrating the 20th Anniversary of
the Gerber Mark II design, only 5000 of these limited edition knives were
ever made. (12A9312-158A) (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Custom Damascus Staghorn Tanto
11 1/2” overall, 6 5/8” single-edged Damascus blade with a 6 1/4”
unsharpened false edge, tanto point and 1 1/2” serrated segment on the
forward edge just above the choil. The guard is a rectangle of
Damascus steel and the handle is stage horn between polished horn
and brass spacers and a Damascus disc buttcap. The blade is patterned
with medium-contrast concentric rings and rates very fine, exhibiting few
handling marks and scattered spots of dark smoky gray patina. Flecks of
oxidation are present on the guard and pommel and a few negligible
handling marks can be seen on the handle. The knife is well-fitted with
no play or looseness and the edge is sharp and unblemished. Overall
the knife is in about excellent condition. A handily crafted custom knife,
both an attractive collector’s piece and a robust tool. (12A9312-158B)
(100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
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Applegate-Fairbairn Covert Folding Knife by Gerber
5” closed, 3 7/8” single-edged blade with partially serrated edge, ridged
thumb rest at the base of the spine and dual thumb studs behind the
ricasso on either side. The ATS-34 satin stainless blade is etched on the
reverse face with the signatures of Rex Applegate and William E.
Fairbairn and the ricasso is stamped “Gerber” on the reverse face and
“U.S.A.” on the obverse. The handle consists of black glass-silicon nylon
grips held by steel screws and features a steel pocket clip and manual
safety lock. The knife is in excellent condition with no discernible
blemishes. All parts function well mechanically and the blade is sharp
and excellent. Includes the original factory box. (12A9312-158C)
CRKT M16-12LE Law Enforcement Folding Knife
4 1/4” closed, 3 1/4” single-edged black-coated blade with partially
serrated edge, tanto drop point and dual checkered thumb studs. The
handles are glass-reinforced black nylon and feature a safety lock and a
steel pocket clip on the obverse side. The knife is in excellent condition
with no discernible blemishes. All parts function well mechanically and
the edge is sharp and excellent. Includes factory box and paperwork.
(129312-158D)
Kershaw Speed-Safe Black Leek Assisted Opening Folding Knife
4” closed, 3” matte black single-edged blade with dual thumb studs and
Speed-Safe rear flipper. The handles are matte black coated steel,
matching the blade, and feature a stainless steel pocket clip and safety
lock on the obverse side. The knife is in excellent condition with no
discernible blemishes. All parts function well mechanically and the edge
is sharp and excellent. Includes factory box and paperwork.
(129312-158E)
Ambidextrous Double Scout Carry Tactical Micro Stilettos
Two knives in a combined horizontal nylon belt sheath with snap-button
closing straps. Each knife measures 7” long and features a 3 3/4”
stainless double-edged blade with a diamond cross-section, spear point
and 1” serrated midsection on either edge. The handles are black
checkered rubber. Both knives and sheath are in excellent condition with
no discernible blemishes. (129312-158F)
Boker Automatic Folding Knife
4” closed, 3” matte black single-edged blade with a drop point. The
handles are black-finished aluminum with stippled pebble-grain textured
rubber grip panels and the knife opens via a low-profile inlaid button on
the reverse handle. The knife is in excellent condition with no discernible
blemishes, smooth mechanical operation and an immaculate factory
near-razor edge. Includes one Boker nylon belt pouch in near excellent
condition with the barest light staining. {Please note: all automatic knives
may be sold to New Hampshire residents only.} (129312-158G) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Folding Knives
Two folding knives. The first measures 2 3/4” closed and features a 2
1/4” stainless steel hawkbill blade. The handles are bone with stainless
steel bolsters and brass bolster lining. The reverse-side handle is
scrimshawed with a pleasant landscape of a lighthouse. The knife folds
and locks well and retains a sharp factory edge. Only a few small
handling marks are present and the knife is in about excellent condition.
The second knife measures 4 1/8” closed and features a 3 1/4” stainless
steel clipped point blade with a 2” concave false edge. The curved
handles are oak held by brass pins on stainless steel bolster linings. The
knife folds and locks well and retains a sharp factory edge. Few if any
discernible blemishes are present save a bit of darkening of the brass
and the knife is in excellent condition. (129312-158H)
CRKT Ryan Plan B Fixed Blade Knife
7” overall length, 3” forward-curved full-tang satin stainless steel blade
with a partially serrated edge and a drop point. The grips are stippled
black thermoplastic in a zig-zag pattern held by steel screws. The knife
is in excellent condition with a sharp factory edge and few if any
blemishes except some very light handling wear on the grips. Includes
one fitted kydex sheath with a reversible pocket/belt clip and a cotton
cord strap. (129312-158J)
Zero Tolerance 0350 G-10 Assisted Opening Folding Knife
4 1/2” closed, 3 1/2” recurved black coated blade with a concave thumb
rest cutout, dual thumb studs, spring-assisted flipper and drop point. The
handles are checkered G-10 fiberglass laminate on stainless steel
bolster linings and feature a steel pocket clip on the obverse side. The
knife opens and locks well mechanically and retains a razor sharp
unblemished factory edge. No discernible blemishes are present and the
knife is in excellent condition overall. Includes the original factory box
and owner’s manual. (129312-158K) (100/150)
Est. 100 - 150
MTech Large Folding Stiletto
7” closed, 6 1/4” single-edged satin stainless blade with a 3 1/2” false
edge, front and rear flippers, reverse-face thumb stud and a spear point.
The grips are rosewood with satin stainless bolsters and bolster linings.
The knife folds and locks well and retains an unblemished sharp factory
edge. No discernible blemishes are present and the knife is in overall
excellent condition. (129312-158L)
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NRA Collectible Knives
Four NRA-marked knives. The first measures 3 3/8” closed and features
a 2 5/8” single-edged stainless steel blade with a straight-clipped point.
The handles are rosewood held by brass pins with stainless steel
bolsters and linings. The second is a Dakota Outdoor Cutlery folder
which measures 2 3/4” closed and features three blades: 1 3/8”
sheepsfoot, 2” straight-clipped point, 1 1/2” drop point. The handles are
faux stag with nickel silver bolsters and brass bolster linings. The factory
box is included. The third knife measures 4” closed and features a 3 1/4”
single-edged black coated blade with dual thumb studs, spring-assisted
rear flipper and a drop point. The handles are checkered black
aluminum and feature a steel pocket clip on the obverse face. The fourth
is a fixed blade sheath knife sheath knife measuring 6 1/4” overall and
featuring a 2 3/4” single-edged full tang stainless steel blade with a
straight-backed point. The handles are white bone with stainless steel
bolsters etched with foliate designs. Includes a black leather sheath with
a snap-button closing strap. All knives function well mechanically and
are in excellent condition with sharp edges and few if any blemishes.
(129312-158M) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50
Tomahawk Custom Cutlery U.S.M.C. Mameluke Saber Folding Knife
4” closed, 3 1/4” single-edged stainless steel blade with a narrow drop
point. The reverse face of the blade is etched “United States Marines”.
The handle is modeled after the U.S. Marine Corps Mameluke Saber
with cream-colored plastic grips and yellow-anodized bolsters, bolster
linings and embossed star pins. The knife folds and locks well and
retains a sharp unblemished factory edge. Only a few very light handling
marks are present and the knife rates excellent overall. Includes the
factory box. (129312-158N) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Leatherman Multitool
One stainless steel multitool measuring 4” closed. Featured tools
include: 8”/20cm ruler; pliers; file; knife blade, 2 3/4” single-edged
clipped point; reamer; flathead screwdriver, 1/4” bit; flathead
screwdriver, 3/8” bit; can/bottle opener; Phillips head screwdriver;
flathead screwdriver, 1/8” bit. A previous owner’s initials and the date
“1991” are scratch-engraved on the obverse face of the handles. A few
tiny spots of patina and handling wear are sparsely scattered here and
there which are cosmetic only. All tools are functionally excellent.
Includes a Leatherman fitted belt pouch in near excellent condition,
exhibiting some largely negligible patina on the metal fittings.
(12A9312-158P) (50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
NRA 140th Anniversary Commemorative Folding Knife
3 1/2” closed, 3” single-edged stainless steel blade with a
straight-clipped point. The reverse face of the blade is etched “NRA”.
The handles are sanded oak with brass bolsters and steel bolster
linings. A brass Minuteman escutcheon is inlaid in the reverse-side
handle. The knife comes in a commemorative steel case; the inside of
the lid is printed with the painting “The Battle at Old North Bridge” by
Alonzo Chappel (1828-1887) and the first verse of “The Concord Hymn”
by Ralph Waldo Emerson. Both knife and case are in excellent
condition. (129312-158Q)
A.G. Russel Folding Knife
4 1/4” closed, 3 3/4” single-edged clip point blade with a 2” concave
false edge. The handles are stag held by steel rivets with stainless steel
bolsters and bolster linings. A braided leather lanyard hangs from the
butt. The knife folds and locks well and the razor sharp factory edge is
unblemished and excellent. An attractive and well-made folding knife.
(129312-158R) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Folding Knives
Two folding knives. The first is a Smith & Wesson Special Tactical folder
measuring 4 3/4” closed and featuring a 3 1/2” single-edged satin
stainless blade with a partially serrated edge, front and rear flippers,
reverse-face thumb stud and tanto drop point. The handles are
checkered black rubber with a satin stainless pocket clip on the obverse
side. The knife is in about excellent condition with a few small handling
marks on the blade. The second knife is a Cold Steel folder measuring 3
5/8” closed and featuring a 2 3/4” single-edged clipped point blade. The
grips are checkered hard rubber. The edge is razor sharp and the knife
shows no discernible blemishes, rating excellent overall. Includes one
fitted black nylon belt pouch. (129312-158S)
CRKT M16-11k Compact EDC Folding Knife
4” closed, 3 1/4” single-edged black coated blade with a partially
serrated cutting edge, 2 5/8” false edge, dual checkered thumb studs,
rear flipper and spear point. The handles are pierced black anodized
aluminum and feature a safety lock and pocket clip on the obverse side.
The knife is in excellent condition with a razor sharp factory edge and no
discernible blemishes. Includes the factory box and manual.
(129312-158T) (25/50)
Est. 25 - 50
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CRKT M21-02 Carson Design Folding Knife
4 1/4” closed, 3 1/4” single-edged satin stainless blade with dual
checkered thumb studs, rear flipper and a drop spear point. The handles
are pierced gray-anodized aluminum and feature a satin stainless
pocket clip and safety lock on the obverse side. The knife is in excellent
condition with a razor edge and no discernible blemishes. Includes the
original factory box. (129312-158U) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
CRKT M21-04 Carson Design Folding Knife
5 3/8” closed, 4” single-edged satin stainless blade with dual checkered
thumb studs, rear flipper and a drop spear point. The handles are
pierced gray-anodized aluminum and feature a satin stainless pocket
clip and safety lock on the obverse side. The knife is in excellent
condition with a razor edge and no discernible blemishes. Includes the
original factory box. (129312-158V) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Smith & Wesson 1251 U.S. Army Issue Law Enforcement-Military
Automatic Folding Knife
4” closed, 3” satin stainless single-edged blade with a tanto drop point
and a push-button automatic release. The reverse face of the blade is
etched “Smith & Wesson / U.S. Army Issue”. The handles are matte
black fiberglass with a blued steel pocket clip on the obverse side. The
knife deploys via a small silver button on the reverse-face handle. The
knife functions well mechanically and retains a sharp unblemished
factory edge. No discernible blemishes are present and the knife rates
excellent overall. Includes the factory box. {Please note: all automatic
knives may be sold to New Hampshire residents only.} (12A9312-158W)
(75/100)
Est. 75 - 100
Smith & Wesson Extreme Ops SW50 Automatic Folding Knife
4 1/2” closed, 3 1/2” single-edged recurved satin stainless blade with a
drop point and a push-button automatic release. The handles are bright
grooved aluminum with a satin stainless pocket clip on the obverse side.
The knife functions well mechanically and retains a razor sharp
unblemished factory edge. No discernible blemishes are present and the
knife rates excellent overall. Includes the factory box. {Please note: all
automatic knives may be sold to New Hampshire residents only.}
(12A9312-158X) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Beretta Airlight Folding Knife
5” closed, 3 3/4” single-edged stainless steel blade with partially
serrated cutting edge, 2 1/8” false edge, dual checkered thumb studs
and a spear point. The handles are black fiberglass with a brass Beretta
escutcheon on the reverse face. Overall the knife rates excellent with no
discernible blemishes and a sharp unblemished factory edge. Includes
the factory two-piece box. (129312-158Z) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Beretta Airlight Folding Knife
4 1/4” closed, 3 1/4” single-edged stainless skeletonized blade with a
fully serrated cutting edge, 1” false edge, dual checkered thumb studs
and a straight-clipped point. The handles are black fiberglass with a
brass Beretta escutcheon on the reverse face. Overall the knife rates
excellent with no discernible blemishes and a sharp unblemished factory
edge. Includes the factory two-piece box. (129312-158AA) (40/60)
Est. 40 - 60
Benchmade 2500 Mini Reflex Automatic Folding Knife
4 1/4” closed, 3 1/4” single-edged gray satin blade with a drop point and
push-button automatic release. The handles are matte black aluminum
with a tip-up pocket clip on the obverse side. The action functions well
mechanically and the sharp factory edge is unblemished and excellent.
No discernible blemishes are present and the knife is in overall excellent
condition. Includes the factory box and manual. {Please note: automatic
knives may be sold to New Hampshire residents only.}
(12A9312-158AB) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Benchmade 3500S Mel Pardue Automatic Folding Knife
4 1/8” closed, 3 1/4” single-edged bright blade with a partially serrated
cutting edge, 2 1/2” false edge, a spear point and a push-button
automatic release. The handles are black anodized aluminum and
feature a tip-down pocket clip and rear safety switch. The action
functions well mechanically and the factory edge is sharp and
unblemished. No discernible blemishes are present and the knife is in
overall excellent condition. Includes the factory box and manual. {Please
note: automatic knives may be sold to New Hampshire residents only.}
(12A9312-158AC) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
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Benchmade 1000 Auto Spike Automatic Folding Knife
4 1/2” closed, 3 1/2” single-edged blade with a narrow tapered spear
point and push-button automatic release. The handles are black coated
aluminum each with three vertical grooves. The action functions well
mechanically and the factory edge remains sharp and unblemished. No
discernible blemishes are present and the knife is in overall excellent
condition. Includes the factory box and manual. {Please note: automatic
knives may be sold to New Hampshire residents only.}
(12A9312-158AD) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Benchmade 835SBT Ascent Folding Knife
5” closed, 3 5/8” single-edged partially serrated black-coated blade with
dual thumb studs and a drop point. The handles are black thermoplastic
and feature a reversible pocket clip held by three screws on the obverse
side. The knife folds and locks well and the factory edge is sharp and
unblemished. Overall the knife is in excellent condition. includes the
factory box and manual. (129312-158AE) (50/75)
Est. 50 - 75
Pro-Tech TR-1PSBT Tactical Response Automatic Folding Knife
4 1/2” closed, 3 1/4” single-edged partially serrated black coated blade
with a tanto point and a push-button automatic release. The handles are
pierced black-anodized aluminum with a tip-up pocket clip on the
obverse face. The action functions well mechanically and the factory
edge is razor sharp and unblemished. Overall the knife is in excellent
condition. Includes the factory box. {Please note: automatic knives may
be sold to New Hampshire residents only.} (12A9312-158AF) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Pro-Tech TR-3 SWAT Tactical Response Automatic Folding Knife
4 5/8” closed, 3 3/4” single-edged partially serrated black coated blade
with a 2 3/4” false edge, drop spear point and a push-button automatic
release. The handles are black anodized aluminum equipped with a
tip-up pocket clip on the obverse face. The action functions well
mechanically and the factory edge is razor sharp and unblemished.
Overall the knife is in excellent condition. Includes the factory box.
{Please Note: automatic knives may be sold to New Hampshire
residents only.} (12A9312-158AG) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Lone Wolf Knives U.S. 45 First Production Run Folding Knife
4 1/4” closed, 3 1/4” single-edged clipped point blade with a 2” false
edge and dual thumb studs. The handles are modeled on the Colt
M1911 pistol, featuring double diamond checkered cherry wood grips
with black coated steel bolsters and bolster linings. The obverse side is
equipped with a stainless steel tip-down pocket clip. The knife folds and
locks well and the factory edge is sharp and unblemished. Overall the
knife is in excellent condition. Includes the factory box.
(12A9312-158AH) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Lone Wolf Knives Double Duty Auto Automatic Folding Knife
4” closed, 3 1/8” single-edged satin stainless blade with a pierced thumb
hole and a spear point. The handles are black checkered G-10
fiberglass laminate with satin stainless bolsters and a tip-down pocket
clip on the obverse face. The blade can be opened manually or released
via the hidden auto-mechanism activated by sliding the reverse-side
handle to the rear. The action functions quickly and smooth for both
manual and automatic operation and the lock spring is quite strong and
sturdy. The factory edge is razor sharp and unblemished. Overall the
knife is in excellent condition. Really a very impressive automatic folder
with an inventive low-profile design. Includes the factory box and
instruction card. {Please note: all automatic knives may be sold to New
Hampshire residents only.} (12A9312-158AJ) (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Camillus CUDA-2S First Production Run Folding Knife
5” closed, 4” single-edged gray satin partially serrated blade with a tanto
point. The handles are checkered G-10 fiberglass laminate equipped
with a tip-down steel pocket clip on the obverse and a checkered thumb
stud slide on the reverse which opens the blade. The blade folds and
locks well and the factory edge is sharp and unblemished. Overall the
knife is in excellent condition. Includes the factory box and manual.
(12A9312-158AK)
Queen Cutlery Co. Folding Knife
3 1/4” closed, 2 3/4” single-edged stainless steel blade with a drop point.
The handles are stag held by stainless steel pins with stainless bolsters
and brass bolster linings. The knife is in excellent condition with a sharp
factory edge and no discernible blemishes. Includes the factory box.
(129312-158AL) (30/50)
Est. 30 - 50
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Beautiful Custom Bowie Knife by Duke
14” overall length, 8” straight single-edged blade with a clipped point, 4
3/8” false edge and a single finger groove carved into the forward edge
of the ricasso. A brass band stamped “SER.500” is forged into the
groove and the blade is otherwise unmarked. The knife is in overall
excellent condition. The blade is exquisitely polished to a perfect mirror
bright which returns a completely undistorted reflection on the flats of
the faces; the edge is immaculate, razor sharp and completely
unblemished. The brass quillons finish in serrated fishtails each
centered by a thin splinter of malachite; the brass is a rich burnished
yellow with areas toning to darker gray, brown, and blue that resembles
a case-colored effect. The handle is meticulously polished staghorn with
a curve that ergonomically conforms to the shape of the palm; a brass
disc stamped with the logo “Duke” above an image of a bowie knife is
inlaid on the obverse side. The end of the grip finishes in a flat
cross-section of the horn which is escutcheoned by a scalloped
malachite gemstone with a beautiful swirling grain. The knife comes
housed in a hand-carved case of varnished hickory with brass
fleur-de-lis latches closed by black horn pins on brass chains, serrated
carved edges, red fabric interior lining and a decorative length of
polished bone atop the lid which is inlaid with a brass disc matching the
handle of the knife. The case is in near excellent condition with a few
very light handling marks. Also included is a brown leather sheath by
L.C. Blair of Warner, N.H. decorated by floral and scalloped engraving
and in excellent condition. A really quite gorgeous knife by a maker of
obvious skill. (12C6286-3) (175/275)
Est. 175 - 275
British Post-WWII Socket Bayonets
Three bayonets which pair with the Lee-Enfield No. 4 rifle, comprising
(2) No. 9 Mk. 1 knife bayonets and (1) No. 4 Mk. II spike bayonet. The
No. 9 bayonets each feature an 8” straight single-edged bright blade
with a 2” concave false edge, single unstopped fullers and a clipped
point. The No. 4 bayonet features a 7 3/4” spike with a bright finish. All
three include their respective correct scabbards and all items are in very
fine to near excellent condition with some light handling marks.
(1X129353-101L)
British No. 4 Mk. II* Spike Bayonets
Pairs with the Lee-Enfield No. 4 Mk. II rifle. One pair of spike bayonets,
each consisting of a 7 7/8” spike with a beveled tip and a 2” socket with
a rear press stud locking system. The first is marked ”P” on the reverse
face of the socket; remnants of other markings are present but have
been faded to illegibility. The socket is lightly oxidation-browned with a
few specks of ochre here and there; the blade is pewter-toned with a bit
of ochre-brown patina on the bevels at the tip. Overall this bayonet is in
very good to fine condition. The second bayonet is marked “No. 4 Mk.
II*” and “N.30” on the reverse face of the socket. The socket exhibits
some minor handling dings and retains approximately 50% thinning blue
finish blended with dark brown staining. The blade is bright and in near
excellent condition. Overall this bayonet is in very good plus to excellent
condition. Both bayonets include a blued steel scabbard, each retaining
about 75% original blue with scattered flecks of oxidation and staining.
(1X128832-10M)
U.S. MODEL 1896 CADET KRAG BAYONET
This attractive second type knife bayonet measures 16 1/4” overall and
bears an 11 5/8” straight single-edged blade with squared single
unstopped fullers, flat spine, 4 1/2” false edge and tapered spear point.
The obverse face of the ricasso is marked “US” and the reverse is dated
“1896”. This example is the longer of two known Krag bayonet types
used by the U.S. Corps of Cadets and shares dimensions with the
standard-issue model. The nickel-plated blade rates just about excellent
with some light handling marks and scabbard scratching. The grip and
pommel, also nickeled, exhibit a few instances of minute dinging but
otherwise rate excellent as well. The red-tinged linseed-oiled walnut
grips show a few light handling marks and barely visible flecks of white
and blue paint. The hilt rates near excellent as a whole. A beautiful West
Point dress bayonet. (3X128752-134C) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
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Theater-Made Fighting Knife
This hand-crafted dagger measures 9 5/8” overall and features a
straight, broad double-edged blade 5 3/4” long and 1 3/8” wide at the
base, ground from a file or rasp and tapering to a spear-point tip. The
obverse edge bears a small oblong notch which either broke away due
to stress or was intentionally cut; the reverse edge bears a length of
numerous small jagged scores which may be an amateurish attempt at
serration. The blade exhibits instances of ochre and smoky gray staining
throughout mixed with areas unevenly polished bright and scattered with
scratches from repeated sharpening; the edges remain cutting sharp
with a few nicks here or there and exhibit a fine gradual appleseed bevel
which should take to a fresh edge quite well if honed. The crosspiece
and pommel are relatively soft metal, likely hard lead or pewter, with a
layered matte gray and brass-colored lacquer finish; the handle is a
light-colored varnished hardwood, likely oak. The hilt exhibits a few light
handling marks and much of the lacquer coat has flaked away; the
pieces are sturdily fitted and the wear is largely superficial. The obverse
quillon also exhibits some impact flattening as if it has been used as a
hammer. Overall the knife is in fine condition, having seen some heavy
use but overall proving quite resilient. (1X129353-104) (25/75)
Est. 25 - 75
U.S. MODEL 1816 SOCKET BAYONET
This bayonet features a 3” bottom-bridged three-step socket with an
T-mortise and a 16” triangular blade with hollow-ground back flutes,
prow-tipped point and partial face flute terminating 8” from the tip. The
metal exhibits a smoky gray patina throughout flecked by specks of
ochre and cleaned pinprick pitting on the socket. The edges of both
blade and socket show silvering and light handling marks. The bayonet
rates about fine as a whole. (2X128752-134BQ)
U.S. Model 1816 Socket Bayonet
15 7/8” triangular blade with full-length hollow-ground back flutes and a
narrow face flute running 9 1/2” from the prow-point tip; 23”
bottom-bridged socket with an obverse-side T-mortise. The forward
aperture of the socket is indented into a “D” shape. The edges are rough
and the steel exhibits moderate to strong oxidation throughout. Overall
the bayonet is in fair condition. (1X128783-65K)
U.S. Socket Bayonet
This bayonet is of similar configuration to the U.S. Model 1855/70 but
with slightly larger dimensions: 19 3/4” triangular blade with
hollow-ground full-length back flutes and a full-width face flute running
18 3/4” from the beak-point tip; 3” socket with a bottom-bridged
three-step obverse-side L-mortise and a clasp ring. The bore diameter
measures approximately 0.898” at the forward aperture. The top face of
the socket is marked “E. 54”. The steel surfaces are bright with a smoky
gray patina, stronger on the top face than in the back flutes, with darker
pewter patina in the last 4” at the tip and occasional hints of ochre
staining on the socket. (1X128783-65E)
YEOMAN & SON BOWIE KNIFE
This large bowie measures 18" overall with a 12" clip point style blade
equipped with a 3 3/4" unsharpened false edge. The obverse side of the
blade is lightly etched with oak leaves and acorns and the ricasso is
maker marked "YEOMAN & SON / CUTLER St. / SHEFFIELD". The
blade remains overall bright with scattered light scuffs, spots of fine
oxidation and a slightly rounded tip. The dual triangular shaped German
silver guard has shallow v-notched centers, alternating circular finials
and has mellowed slightly with spots of very light tarnish. The curved
stag handle is centered between a decorative nickel silver collar and
pommel and has darkened nicely with a few small age cracks at the butt.
There is no sheath present, a very handsome 1960 Sheffield Bowie.
(59363-5) (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Contemporary Display Jian
36 1/2” overall, 29 1/2” straight double-edged unsharpened stainless
steel blade with a diamond cross-section, spear point and a full tang.
The hilt is held by a hex screw at the pommel and is made of
yellow-anodized aluminum with a faux bone grip, white nylon cord tassel
and Yin-Yang symbol inlaid on the obverse face of the guard; an
identical symbol has been lost from the reverse face. The sword is in
excellent condition with no other discernible blemishes and is
well-assembled with a tight fit. The included scabbard is wood in a matte
white lacquer with yellow brass and yellow-anodized aluminum mounts.
The two middle carrying mounts feature a rectangular white nylon
braided cord handle. The scabbard is in about excellent condition with a
few tiny handling marks. A fine display weapon suitable for decoration or
demonstration purposes. (129497-8)
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Winchester Model 1873 Socket Bayonet
Pairs with the Winchester Model 1873 Repeating Rifle. 3” socket with
obverse-side bridge, L-mortise and clasp ring; 18” blade with
hollow-ground back flutes and shallow face flute extending 16” from the
beak point. The metal surfaces are spanned by patina of smoky gray on
the blade and cloudy textured dark brown on the socket with about 40%
original blue remaining in the recesses of the back flutes. A few light
handling marks can be seen at the base of the blade and the bayonet is
in good condition overall. The included black leather scabbard is also in
good condition, remaining largely whole with some light to moderate
surface cracking. The brass tip has become separated but is present
and included. (127668-6A)
U.S. Socket Bayonets
Two U.S.-marked socket bayonets. The first is a U.S. Model 1855-70
bayonet featuring a 3” socket with a bottom bridge and obverse-side
L-mortise; the clasp ring is not present. The triangular blade measures
18” with hollow-ground back flutes, a shallow face flute and a beak
point. The surfaces retain about 95% older-reapplied matte blue-black
finish with visible texture from previously cleaned oxidation beneath the
finish and areas silvering or toning to plum. The second bayonet is an
early pattern, likely one of the 1795-1808 transitional models: the socket
is 3” with a shallow bottom bridge and reverse-side L-mortise. The blade
is 16” with hollow-ground back flutes, soft “U.S. / BB” marking at the
base of the face flat and a partial face flute running 9” from the prow
point. The socket exhibits a speckled dark brown patina with areas of
cleaned oxidation and the blade is a mottled smoky pewter gray
throughout. A forging crack runs lengthwise in the face flute for 3 1/4”
from the tip. Few other handling marks are present and the bayonet is in
overall good condition. (128927-217A)
Pattern 1853 Enfield Socket Bayonet
Pairs with the British Pattern 1853 Enfield Rifle-Musket. 3” socket with a
bottom bridge, obverse-side L-mortise and a clasp ring; 17 3/4”
triangular blade with hollow-ground flutes, raised shoulders and a beak
point. The bayonet is in near excellent condition with a near-mirror
polish, the burnished gray surfaces mottled with areas of dark gray and
cleaned speckled brown patina. The absence of British proof marks
suggests this specimen was likely imported to the U.S. during the Civil
War. (129590-1A)
22 LR Ammunition
Included in this lot are 10 sealed 100-round boxes (1000 total) of
Winchester Super X 40 gr. Power-Point ammunition in excellent
condition, item #X22LRPP1. (239412-20R1)
22 LR Ammunition
Included in this lot are 10 sealed 100-round boxes (1000 total) of
Winchester Super X 40 gr. Power-Point ammunition in excellent
condition, item #X22LRPP1. (239412-20R2)
22 LR Ammunition
Included in this lot are 10 sealed 100-round boxes (1000 total) of
Winchester Super X 40 gr. Power-Point ammunition in excellent
condition, item #X22LRPP1. (239412-20R3)
22 LR Ammunition
Included in this lot are 10 sealed 100-round boxes (1000 total) of
Winchester Super X 40 gr. Power-Point ammunition in excellent
condition, item #X22LRPP1. (239412-20R4)
22 LR Ammunition
Included in this lot are 10 sealed 100-round boxes (1000 total) of
Winchester Super X 40 gr. Power-Point ammunition in excellent
condition, item #X22LRPP1. (239412-20R5)
22 LR Ammunition
Included in this lot are 10 sealed 100-round boxes (1000 total) of
Winchester Super X 40 gr. Power-Point ammunition in excellent
condition with one box showing a small chip in one corner which has no
effect on the ammunition, item #X22LRPP1. (239412-20R6)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot consists of two sealed 500-round miniature wooden boxes (1000
total) of Winchester Super X 36 gr. copper plated HP ammunition in
presumably excellent condition. The excellent condition wooden boxes
are marked “Winchester” in the typical font along with the “Super X”
symbol and “Limited Edition” in script, item #22LR500WB.
(239412-20AK1)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot consists of two sealed 500-round miniature wooden boxes (1000
total) of Winchester Super X 36 gr. copper plated HP ammunition in
presumably excellent condition. The excellent condition wooden boxes
are marked “Winchester” in the typical font along with the “Super X”
symbol and “Limited Edition” in script, item #22LR500WB.
(239412-20AK2)
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22 LR Ammunition
This lot consists of two sealed 500-round miniature wooden boxes (1000
total) of Winchester Super X 36 gr. copper plated HP ammunition in
presumably excellent condition. The excellent condition wooden boxes
are marked “Winchester” in the typical font along with the “Super X”
symbol and “Limited Edition” in script, item #22LR500WB.
(239412-20AK3)
22 LR Target Ammunition
This lot contains two sealed 500-round “bricks” (1000 total) of Federal
Premium Gold Medal Target 40 gr. LRN ammunition in presumably
excellent condition, item #711B. (239412-20AL1)
22 LR Target Ammunition
This lot contains two sealed 500-round “bricks” (1000 total) of Federal
Premium Gold Medal Target 40 gr. LRN ammunition in presumably
excellent condition, item #711B. (239412-20AL2)
22 LR Target Ammunition
This lot contains two sealed 500-round “bricks” (1000 total) of Federal
Premium Gold Medal Target 40 gr. LRN ammunition in presumably
excellent condition, item #711B. (239412-20AL3)
22 LR Target Ammunition
This lot contains two sealed 500-round “bricks” (1000 total) of Federal
Premium Gold Medal Target 40 gr. LRN ammunition in presumably
excellent condition, item #711B. (239412-20AL4)
22 LR Target Ammunition
This lot contains two sealed 500-round “bricks” (1000 total) of Federal
Premium Gold Medal Target 40 gr. LRN ammunition in presumably
excellent condition, item #711B. (239412-20AL5)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot comprises two unopened 555-round bulk packs (1,110 total) of
Winchester 36 gr. copper plated HP ammunition in presumably excellent
condition, item #22LR555HP. (239412-20AO1)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot comprises two unopened 555-round bulk packs (1,110 total) of
Winchester 36 gr. copper plated HP ammunition in presumably excellent
condition, item #22LR555HP. (239412-20AO2)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot comprises two unopened 555-round bulk packs (1,110 total) of
Winchester 36 gr. copper plated HP ammunition in presumably excellent
condition, item #22LR555HP. (239412-20AO3)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot comprises two unopened 555-round bulk packs (1,110 total) of
Winchester 36 gr. copper plated HP ammunition in presumably excellent
condition, item #22LR555HP. (239412-20AO4)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot comprises two unopened 555-round bulk packs (1,110 total) of
Winchester 36 gr. copper plated HP ammunition in presumably excellent
condition, item #22LR555HP. (239412-20AO5)
40 S&W JHP Ammunition
This lot consists of five unopened 50-round boxes (250 total) of PPU
180 gr. JHP ammunition in presumably excellent condition.
(239412-23A1)
40 S&W JHP Ammunition
This lot consists of five unopened 50-round boxes (250 total) of PPU
180 gr. JHP ammunition in presumably excellent condition.
(239412-23A2)
40 S&W JHP Ammunition
This lot consists of four unopened 50-round boxes (200 total) of PPU
180 gr. JHP ammunition in presumably excellent condition.
(239412-23A3)
40 S&W JHP Ammunition
This lot consists of four unopened 50-round boxes (200 total) of PPU
180 gr. JHP ammunition in presumably excellent condition.
(239412-23A4)
40 S&W JHP Ammunition
This lot consists of four unopened 50-round boxes (200 total) of PPU
180 gr. JHP ammunition in presumably excellent condition.
(239412-23A5)
40 S&W
Ammunition This lot is comprised of four 50-round boxes (200 total) of
Winchester 180 gr. bonded JHP government contract overrun
ammunition (item #Q4369), one 50-round box of Hornady Steel Match
180 gr. HAP (item #91362), and one 50-round box of Winchester Train
& Defend 180 gr. FMJ reduced recoil (item #W40SWT) all in about
excellent condition. (239412-23A6)
22 LR Ammunition Lot
This lot consists of 10 sealed 100-round boxes (1000 total) of
Winchester Super X 40 gr. Power-Point ammunition in excellent
condition, item #X22LRPP1. (239412-24J)
22 LR Ammunition Lot
This lot consists of 10 sealed 100-round boxes (1000 total) of
Winchester Super X 40 gr. copper plated RN in excellent condition, item
#X22LRSS1. (239412-24K)
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22 LR Ammunition Lot
This lot consists of eight sealed 100-round boxes (800 total) of
Winchester Super X 40 gr. copper plated RN (item #X22LRSS1), and
two sealed 100-round boxes (200 total) of Winchester Super X 40 gr.
Power-Point (item #X22LRPP1) all in excellent condition. (239412-24L)
22 Short Target Ammunition
This lot contains 10 100-round boxes (1000 total) of CCI Target 29 gr.
LRN ammunition in excellent condition with one of the plastic boxes
showing a small chip in one edge, item #0037. (239412-24M)
Assorted 22 LR Ammunition
This lot contains seven 100-round boxes (700 total) of Federal
Game-Shok 40 gr. copper plated solid (item #810), two 100-round boxes
(200 total) of Winchester Super X 40 gr. Power-Point (item
#X22LRPP1), one 50-round box of Winchester Wildcat 22 40 gr. LRN,
and one 50-round box of American Eagle 38 gr. copper plated HP (item
#AE22) all in about excellent condition. (239412-24T)
22 Short Target Ammunition
This lot consists of 10 100-round boxes (1000 total) of CCI Target 29 gr.
LRN (item #0037) in about excellent condition with a few of the boxes
showing minor cracks and chips on the plastic boxes. Also included is
one 50-round box of CCI 22 Short 29 gr. copper plated RN in about
excellent condition. (239412-24V)
22 LR Target Ammunition
This lot consists of 12 50-round boxes (600 total) of Remington Eley
Target 40 gr. LRN (item #RE22T) and six 50-round boxes (300 total) of
Federal Premium Gold Medal Ultra Match 40 gr. LRN (item #UM22) all
in excellent condition. (239412-24Y)
Subsonic 22 LR Ammunition
This lot contains six 100-round boxes (600 total) of Remington 22
Subsonic 38 gr. HP (item #SUB22HP1), two 50-round boxes (100 total)
of Winchester Super X Subsonic 40 gr. lead truncated cone HP (item
#X22LRSUBA), and nine 50-round boxes (450 total) of Aguila Sniper
Subsonic 60 gr. LRN. All ammunition is in about excellent condition.
(239412-24Z)
22 Magnum Shotshell Ammunition
This lot contains 20 20-round sleeves (400 rounds) of CCI 22 Magnum
shotshells loaded with #12 shot (item #0025) in about excellent
condition with one of the outer boxes displaying a repaired tear in one
side. (239412-24AA)
Assorted 22 Magnum Ammunition
Contained in this lot are 10 50-round boxes (500 rounds) of Hornady
Varmint Express 30 gr. V-Max (item #83202) in the original outer box,
two 50-round boxes (100 rounds) of Winchester Super X 40 gr. FMJ
(item #X22M), and two 50-round boxes of Aguila Silver Eagle 40 gr. JSP
all in about excellent condition. (239412-24AB)
17 HMR Ammunition
This lot contains six 50-round boxes (300 rounds) of CCI TNT 17 gr.
JHP (item #0053), five 50-round boxes (250 rounds) of CCI V-Max 17
gr. polymer tip (item #0049), and one 50-round box of CCI 20 gr. FMJ
(item #0055) with all ammunition in about excellent condition.
(239412-24AC)
17 HMR Ammunition
This lot consists of two 200-round boxes (400 rounds) of CCI A17 17 gr.
varmint tip (item #949CC) and four 50-round boxes (200 rounds) of CCI
20 gr. FMJ (item #0055) all of which is in about excellent condition.
(239412-24AD)
22 Magnum Ammunition
One unopened 500-round brick (10 50-round boxes) of Armscor 40 gr.
JHP in presumably excellent condition. (239412-24AE)
357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot contains nine 50-round boxes (450 rounds) of Armscor 158 gr.
FMJ in about excellent condition. (239412-23AA1)
357 Magnum Ammunition
This lot consists of seven 50-round boxes (350 rounds) of American
Eagle 158 gr. JSP (item #AE357A) in about excellent condition.
(239412-23AA2)
357 Magnum Defensive Ammunition
This lot contains eight 20-round boxes (160 rounds) of Speer Gold Dot
125 gr. GDHP (item #23920) and two 25-round boxes (50 rounds) of
Hornady Critical Duty 135 gr. FlexLock (item #90511) all in about
excellent condition. (239412-23AA3)
357 Magnum Defensive Ammunition
This lot consists of five 20-round boxes (100 rounds) of Sig Sauer Elite
Performance 125 gr. V-Crown JHP (item #E357M1), one 20-round box
of Federal Premium Personal Defense-Low Recoil 130 gr. Hydra-Shok
JHP (item #PD357HS2 H), and four 20-round boxes (80 rounds) of
Magtech First Defense 95 gr. SCHP (item #FD357A) all in about
excellent condition. (239412-23AA4)
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17 Win Super Mag Ammunition
This lot is comprised of eight 50-round boxes (400 rounds) of
Winchester Elite Varmint HE 25 gr. polymer tip (item #S17W25), four
50-round boxes (200 rounds) of Winchester Elite Varmint HV 20 gr.
polymer tip (item #S17W20), and one 50-round box of Hornady 20 gr.
V-Max (item #83180) all in about excellent condition. (239412-23X)
45 ACP Ammunition
10 50-round boxes (500 rounds) of Remington UMC 185 gr. MC (item
#L45AP1) in about excellent condition. (239412-23BH5)
45 ACP Ammunition
This lot consists of two 50-round boxes (100 rounds) of Independence
230 gr. FMJ (item #5260), two 50-round boxes (100 rounds) of American
Eagle 230 gr. FMJ (AE45A), two 50-round boxes (100 rounds) of
Remington UMC 185 gr. MC (item #L45AP1), and four 50-round boxes
(200 rounds) of Remington UMC 230 gr. MC (item #L45AP4) all in about
excellent condition. (239412-23BH6)
45 ACP Ammunition
This lot contains six 50-round boxes (300 rounds) of Hornady Steel
Match 230 gr. HAP (item #90985), one 50-round box of Federal 230 gr.
Hi-Shok JHP (item #45D), and one 20-round box of Sig Sauer Elite
Performance 230 gr. V-Crown JHP (item #E45AP2) all in about excellent
condition with a few of the boxes showing minor storage wear on the
corners. (239412-23BH7)
9mm Ammo
One 900 round spam can (18 50-round boxes) of TulAmmo 9mm 115 gr
steel case Berdan-primed non-corrosive ammunition sealed in the
factory box. (229412-20AC1)
9mm Ammo
One 900 round spam can (18 50-round boxes) of TulAmmo 9mm 115
grain, steel case Berdan-primed, non-corrosive TulAmmo sealed in the
factory box. (229412-20AC2)
9mm Ammo
One 900 round spam can (18 50-round boxes) of TulAmmo 9mm 115
grain, steel case, Berdan-primed, non-corrosive TulAmmo sealed in the
factory box. (229412-20AC3)
308 Ammo
One sealed case of 200 (10 20-round boxes) PMC .308 150 gr soft point
hunting cartridges. (229412-20AQ1)
308 Ammo
One sealed case of 200 (10 20-round boxes) PMC .308 150 gr soft point
hunting cartridges. (229412-20AQ2)
308 Ammo
One sealed case of 200 (10 20-round boxes) PMC .308 150 gr soft point
hunting cartridges. (229412-20AQ3)
223 Varmint Ammo
Five sealed 20-round boxes of Hornady .223 Rem 40 gr V-Max rifle
cartridges. (229412-C1)
223 Varmint Ammo
Five sealed 20-round boxes of Hornady .223 Rem 40 gr V-Max rifle
cartridges. (229412-C2)
223 Varmint Ammo
Five sealed 20-round boxes of Hornady .223 Rem 40 gr V-Max rifle
cartridges. (229412-C3)
223 Varmint Ammo
Five sealed 20-round boxes of Hornady .223 Rem 40 gr V-Max rifle
cartridges. (229412-C4)
12 ga Buckshot
One factory plastic ammo can containing 80 shells (8 10-shotshell
boxes) of Fiocchi 12 ga 2 3/4” nickel-plated 9-pellet 1325 fps 00
buckshot shotshells in excellent condition. (229412-25)
30-30 Win Ammo
One case of 200 (10 20-round boxes) Federal 30-30 Win 150 gr soft
point Power Shok Rifle Cartridges in excellent condition. (229412-20AZ)
40 S&W Personal Defense Ammo
Four boxes (20 rounds each) of Federal Premium 40 S&W 180 gr
Hydra-Shok JHP pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (229412-23A7)
40 S&W Personal Defense Ammo
Four boxes (20 rounds each) of Federal Premium 40 S&W 180 gr
Hydra-Shok JHP pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (229412-23A8)
40 S&W Personal Defense Ammo
Five boxes (20 rounds each) of Federal Premium 40 S&W 180 gr
Hydra-Shok JHP pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (229412-23A9)
40 S&W Ammo
Seven boxes total, five boxes (50 rounds each) of Speer Lawman 40
S&W 180 gr TMJ pistol cartridges in near excellent condition and two
boxes (50-rounds each) of PMC Bronze 40 S&W 180 gr FMJ pistol
cartridges in excellent condition. (229412-23A10)
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40 S&W Ammo
Eight boxes total, four boxes (50 rounds each) of Speer Lawman 40
S&W 165 gr TMJ pistol cartridges in near excellent condition, one box
(50-rounds) of PMC Bronze 40 S&W 165 gr FMJ pistol cartridges in
excellent condition and three boxes (50-rounds each) of PMC Bronze 40
S&W 180 gr FMJ pistol cartridges in excellent condition.
(229412-23A11)
9mm Ammo
Seven boxes total, six boxes (50 rounds each) of Federal 9mm 115 gr
FMJ pistol cartridges in near excellent condition and one range pack
(200-rounds) of Winchester 9mm 115 gr FMJ pistol cartridges in
excellent condition. (229412-23I1)
9mm Ammo
12 boxes total, 11 boxes (50 rounds each) of Independence 9mm 115 gr
FMJ pistol cartridges in near excellent condition and one box
(50-rounds) of Independence 9mm 115 gr HP in near excellent
condition. (229412-23I2)
12 ga Turkey Shotshells
Five boxes (10 shells each) of Hornady Heavy Magnum 12 ga, 3”, 1 1/2
oz, #5 nickel-plated lead shotshells in excellent condition. (229412-2A)
12 ga Turkey Shotshells
Six boxes total, four boxes (10 shells each) of Hornady Heavy Magnum
12 ga, 3”, 1 1/2 oz, #5 nickel-plated lead shot shotshells in excellent
condition and two boxes (10 shells each) of Hornady Heavy Magnum 12
ga, 3”, 1 1/2 oz, #4 nickel-plated lead shotshells in excellent condition.
(229412-2B)
12 ga Turkey Shotshells
Five boxes (10 shells each) of Winchester Supreme Double X Magnum
12 ga, 3”, 2 oz, #5 shotshells in excellent condition. (229412-2C)
12 ga Turkey Shotshells
Five boxes total, four boxes (10 shells each) of Winchester Supreme
Double X Magnum 12 ga, 3”, 2 oz, #6 shotshells in excellent condition
and one box (10 shells) of Winchester Supreme Double X Magnum 12
ga, 3 1/2”, 2 1/4” oz, #6 shotshells in excellent condition. (229412-2D)
12 ga Turkey Shotshells
Five boxes total, four boxes (10 shells each) of Winchester Supreme
Double X Magnum 12 ga, 3”, 2 oz, #6 shotshells in excellent condition
and one box (10 shells) of Winchester Supreme Double X Magnum 12
ga, 3 1/2”, 2 1/4” oz, #6 shotshells in excellent condition. (229412-2E)
12 ga Turkey Shotshells
Five boxes (10 shells each) of Winchester Supreme Double X Magnum
12 ga, 3”, 2 oz, #5 shotshells in excellent condition. (229412-2F)
12 ga Turkey Shotshells
Six boxes (10 shells each) of Winchester Supreme Double X Magnum
12 ga, 3”, 2 oz, #5 shotshells in excellent condition. (229412-2G)
12 ga Turkey Shotshells
Five boxes (10 shells each) of Winchester Supreme Double X Magnum
12 ga, 3”, 2 oz, #6 shotshells in excellent condition. (229412-2H)
380 Ammo
11 boxes total, 10 boxes (50 rounds each) of Independence 380 Auto 95
gr FMJ pistol cartridges in excellent condition and one box of Federal
American Eagle 380 Auto 95 gr FMJ pistol cartridges in excellent
condition. (229412-23BI1)
380 Ammo
12 boxes total, 10 boxes (50 rounds each) of Independence 380 Auto 95
gr FMJ pistol cartridges in excellent condition, one box (50-rounds) of
Federal 380 Auto 95 gr FMJ pistol cartridges and one box (50-rounds) of
Remington 380 Auto 95 gr FMJ pistol cartridges in about excellent
condition. (229412-23BI2)
380 Ammo
Five boxes total, two boxes (50-rounds each) of Winchester 380 Auto 95
grain JHP pistol cartridges in excellent condition, two boxes of Hornady
Critical Defense (25-rounds each) 380 Auto 90 gr FTX pistol cartridges
in excellent condition and one box of Liberty Ammunition 380 Auto 50
gr. (229412-23BI3)
380 Ammo
Five boxes total, one box (50-rounds) of Winchester 380 Auto 95 grain
JHP pistol cartridges in excellent condition and four boxes of Hornady
Critical Defense (25-rounds each) 380 Auto 90 gr FTX pistol cartridges
in excellent condition. (229412-23BI4)
380 Ammo
Five boxes total, one box (50 rounds) of Winchester 380 Auto 95 grain
JHP pistol cartridges in excellent condition and four boxes of Hornady
Critical Defense (25-rounds each) 380 Auto 90 gr FTX pistol cartridges
in excellent condition. (229412-23BI5)
50 Action Express Ammo
Three boxes (25 rounds each) of Hornady Custom 50 AE 300 gr XTP
HP pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (229412-23BI7)
50 Action Express Ammo
Three boxes (25 rounds each) of Hornady Custom 50 AE 300 gr XTP
HP pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (229412-23BI8)
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50 Action Express Ammo
Three boxes (25 rounds each) of Hornady Custom 50 AE 300 gr XTP
HP pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (229412-23BI9)
32 Winchester Special Ammo
Three boxes total, two boxes (20 rounds each) of Winchester 32 Win Spl
170 gr PowerPoint rifle cartridges in near excellent condition and one
box (20-rounds) of Remington 32 Win Special 170 gr Core-Lokt soft
point rifle cartridges in excellent condition. (229412-23AE1)
7.62x25 Ammo
Five boxes (50 rounds each) of Sellier & Bellot 7.62x25 Tokarev 85 gr
FMJ pistol cartridges in near excellent condition. (229412-23BK)
9mm Personal Defense Ammo
Three boxes (25 rounds each) of Hornady Custom 9mm 147 gr XTP
pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (229412-23I3)
500 S&W Ammo
Two boxes (20 rounds each) of Federal Premium 500 S&W 325 gr Swift
A-Frame revolver cartridges in excellent condition. (229412-23AU1)
500 S&W Ammo
Two boxes total, one box (20 rounds) of Federal Premium 500 S&W 275
gr Barnes Expander revolver cartridges in excellent condition and one
box (20 rounds) of Hornady Custom 500 S&W Mag 500 gr FP XTP
revolver cartridges in excellent condition. (229412-23AU2)
500 S&W Ammo
Two boxes (20 rounds each) of Hornady Custom 500 S&W Mag 500 gr
FP XTP revolver cartridges in excellent condition. (229412-23AU3)
Pistol Shotshells
14 sealed packages of CCI shotshells with 10 in each package, four 40
S&W 3/16 oz #9 shot, four 45 Auto 1/3 oz #9 shot, four 44 Special/44
Magnum 1/4 oz #9 shot and two 9mm 1/8 oz #12 shot all in excellent
condition. (229412-23BL)
380 Ammo
Eight boxes total, one box (250 rounds) of Blazer Brass 380 Auto 95 gr
FMJ pistol cartridges in excellent condition and seven 50-round boxes of
Federal American Eagle 380 Auto 95 gr FMJ pistol cartridges in
excellent condition. (9412-23BI8)
380 Ammo
Nine boxes total, one box (250 rounds) of Blazer Brass 380 Auto 95 gr
FMJ pistol cartridges in excellent condition, six 50-round boxes of
Federal American Eagle 380 Auto 95 gr FMJ pistol cartridges in
excellent condition and two 50-round boxes of Blazer aluminum case
380 Auto 95 gr FMJ pistol cartridges in excellent condition. (9412-23BI7)
38 Special +P Ammo
Six boxes (50 rounds each) of CCI Blazer aluminum case 38 Special +P
158 gr FMJ revolver cartridges in excellent condition with the boxes
showing some wear. (229412-23AF1)
38 Special +P Ammo
Six boxes (50 rounds each) of CCI Blazer aluminum case 38 Special +P
158 gr FMJ revolver cartridges in excellent condition with the boxes
showing some wear. (229412-23AF2)
38 Special +P Ammo
Four boxes (50 rounds each) of CCI Blazer aluminum case 38 Special
+P 125 gr JHP revolver cartridges in excellent condition.
(229412-23AF3)
38 Special +P Ammo
Four boxes (50 rounds each) of CCI Blazer aluminum case 38 Special
+P 125 gr JHP revolver cartridges in excellent condition.
(229412-23AF4)
38 Special +P Ammo
Five boxes (50 rounds each) of CCI Blazer aluminum case 38 Special
+P 125 gr JHP revolver cartridges in excellent condition.
(229412-23AF5)
Commercial-Reloaded 380 ACP Ammunition
This lot consist of (500) rounds loose packed Maine Ammo Company
380 ACP reloaded ammunition with 95 grain full metal jacket flat nose
bullet. Box is unopened and appears to be in excellent condition.
(89412-20U1)
Commercial-Reloaded 380 ACP Ammunition
This lot consist of (500) rounds loose packed Maine Ammo Company
380 ACP reloaded ammunition with 95 grain full metal jacket flat nose
bullet. Box is unopened and appears to be in excellent condition.
(89412-20U2)
Commercial-Reloaded 380 ACP Ammunition
This lot consist of (500) rounds loose packed Maine Ammo Company
380 ACP reloaded ammunition with 95 grain full metal jacket flat nose
bullet. Box is unopened and appears to be in excellent condition.
(89412-20U3)
22 Winchester Magnum R.F. Ammunition
This lot consists of (8) boxes of 50 rounds each Winchester Varmint HV
22 Winchester Magnum R.F. ammunition featuring 30 grain Polymer
V-Max bullets. The ammunition rates excellent but some of the boxes
will display light handling marks with one box showing cracks on the side
in this lot. (89412-24A)
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22 Winchester Magnum R.F. Ammunition
This lot consists of (8) boxes of 50 rounds each Winchester Varmint HV
22 Winchester Magnum R.F. ammunition featuring 30 grain Polymer
V-Max bullets. The ammunition rates excellent but some of the boxes
will display light handling or storage marks. (89412-24B)
22 Winchester Magnum R.F. Ammunition
This lot consists of (8) boxes of 50 rounds each Winchester Varmint HV
22 Winchester Magnum R.F. ammunition featuring 30 grain Polymer
V-Max bullets. The ammunition rates excellent but some of the boxes
will display light handling or storage marks. (89412-24C)
22 Winchester Magnum R.F. Ammunition
This lot consists of (8) boxes of 50 rounds each Winchester Varmint HV
22 Winchester Magnum R.F. ammunition featuring 30 grain Polymer
V-Max bullets. The ammunition rates excellent but some of the boxes
will display light handling or storage marks. (89412-24D)
22 Winchester Magnum R.F. Ammunition
This lot consists of (8) boxes of 50 rounds each Winchester Varmint HV
22 Winchester Magnum R.F. ammunition featuring 30 grain Polymer
V-Max bullets. The ammunition rates excellent but some of the boxes
will display light handling or storage marks. (89412-24E)
22 Winchester Magnum R.F. Ammunition
This lot consists of (8) boxes of 50 rounds each Winchester Varmint HV
22 Winchester Magnum R.F. ammunition featuring 30 grain Polymer
V-Max bullets. The ammunition rates excellent but some of the boxes
will display light handling or storage marks. (89412-24F)
22 Winchester Magnum R.F. Ammunition
This lot consists of (8) boxes of 50 rounds each Winchester Varmint HV
22 Winchester Magnum R.F. ammunition featuring 30 grain Polymer
V-Max bullets. The ammunition rates excellent but some of the boxes
will display light handling or storage marks. (89412-24G)
Mixed Rimfire Ammunition
This lot consists of: (1) brick of 500 rounds CCI 22 LR Standard Velocity
40 grain solid ammunition, (3) boxes of 325 rounds each Federal 22 LR
"Auto Match" 40 grain high velocity solid, (2) sleeves of 100 rounds each
CCI 22 LR "Green Tag" 40 grain standard velocity match ammunition
and (10) boxes of 50 rounds each Magtech 22 LR 40 grain standard
velocity solid ammunition. All the ammunition rates excellent with a few
boxes showing light storage and handling wear. Includes a plastic ammo
box. (89412-24H)
Mixed Rimfire and Centerfire Ammunition
This lot includes: (1) "Value Pack" of 525 rounds 22 LR Federal 36 grain
high velocity ammunition, (1) box of 50 rounds Remington 32 S&W
(Short) 88 grain lead round nose ammunition, (2) boxes of 50 rounds
each Winchester Super X 22 Winchester 40 grain full metal jacket and
(1) partial sleeve of 85 rounds of CCI Mini-Mag 22 LR 40 grain copper
plated high velocity solid ammunition. (89412-24I)
CCI 22 LR Standard Velocity Ammunition
This lot consists of (3) bricks of 500 rounds each CCI 22 LR Standard
Velocity 40 grain solid ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent.
(89412-20AY1)
CCI 22 LR Standard Velocity Ammunition
This lot consists of (3) bricks of 500 rounds each CCI 22 LR Standard
Velocity 40 grain solid ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent.
(89412-20AY2)
CCI 22 LR Standard Velocity Ammunition
This lot consists of (4) bricks of 500 rounds each CCI 22 LR Standard
Velocity 40 grain solid ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent.
(89412-20AY3)
CCI 22 CB Short Ammunition
This lot consists of (2) bricks of 500 rounds each CCI 22 CB Short 29
grain lead round nose ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent but
the packaging may show handling or storage marks. (89412-20AP1)
CCI 22 CB Short Ammunition
This lot consists of (2) bricks of 500 rounds each CCI 22 CB Short 29
grain lead round nose ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent but
the packaging may show handling or storage marks. (89412-20AP2)
CCI 22 CB Short Ammunition
This lot consists of (2) bricks of 500 rounds each CCI 22 CB Short 29
grain lead round nose ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent but
the packaging may show handling or storage marks. (89412-20AP3)
Mixed 22 Short Ammunition
This lot includes: (1) brick of 500 rounds CCI 22 CB Short 29 grain lead
round nose ammunition and (1) brick of 500 rounds CCI 22 Short 29
grain lead round nose standard velocity "Target" ammunition. The
ammunition rates excellent but the packaging may show handling or
storage marks. (89412-20AP4)
CCI 22 CB Long Ammunition
This lot consists of (2) bricks of 500 rounds each CCI 22 CB Long 29
grain lead round nose ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent but
the packaging may show handling or storage marks. (89412-20AP5)
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Mixed 22 Long and CB Long Ammunition
This lot includes: (1) brick of 500 rounds CCI 22 Long 29 grain copper
plated high velocity lead round nose ammunition, (3) sleeves of 100
rounds each CCI 22 Long 29 grain copper plated high velocity lead
round nose ammunition and (2) bricks of 100 rounds each CCI 22 CB
Long 29 grain lead round nose ammunition. The ammunition rates
excellent but the packaging may show handling or storage marks.
(89412-20AP6)
CCI 22 Long Ammunition
This lot consists of (2) bricks of 500 rounds each CCI 22 Long 29 grain
copper plated high velocity lead round nose ammunition. The
ammunition rates excellent but the packaging may show handling or
storage marks. (89412-20AP7)
Mixed CCI Rimfire Ammunition
This lot includes: (1) brick of 500 rounds CCI 22 LR "Sub Sonic" 40 grain
lead hollow point ammunition, (2) sleeves of 100 rounds each CCI 22
Short 29 grain lead round nose standard velocity "target" ammunition,
(1) sleeve of 100 rounds CCI 22 Short 29 grain copper plated round
nose high speed ammunition, (1) sleeve of 100 rounds CCI 22 CB Long
29 grain lead round nose ammunition and (1) sleeve of 100 rounds CCI
22 CB Short 29 grain lead round nose ammunition. The ammunition
rates excellent but the packaging may show handling or storage marks.
(89412-20AP8)
12 Gauge Shotshells
This lot consists of (1) case of ten boxes of 25 shotshells each, Federal
Estate 12 gauge 2 3/4", 1 ounce, #9 shot, 2 3/4-dram equivalent
shotshells. The ammunition is sealed in original factory case.
(89412-20F)
20 Gauge Shotshells
This lot consists of (1) case of ten boxes of 25 shotshells each, Federal
Estate 20 gauge 2 3/4", 7/8 ounce, #7 1/2 shot, 2 1/2-dram equivalent
shotshells. The ammunition is sealed in original factory case.
(89412-20G1)
20 Gauge Shotshells
This lot consists of (1) case of ten boxes of 25 shotshells each, Federal
Estate 20 gauge 2 3/4", 7/8 ounce, #7 1/2 shot, 2 1/2-dram equivalent
shotshells. The ammunition is sealed in original factory case.
(89412-20G2)
20 Gauge Shotshells
This lot consists of (1) case of ten boxes of 25 shotshells each, Federal
Estate 20 gauge 2 3/4", 7/8 ounce, #7 1/2 shot, 2 1/2-dram equivalent
shotshells. The ammunition is sealed in original factory case.
(89412-20G3)
45 ACP Ammunition
This lot consists of (4) boxes of 50 rounds each PMC Bronze 45 ACP
185 grain JHP ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent.
(89412-20AS1)
45 ACP Ammunition
This lot consists of (2) boxes of 50 rounds each PMC Bronze 45 ACP
230 grain FMJ ammunition, (2) boxes of 50 rounds each TulAmmo 45
ACP 230 FMJ ammunition, (4) boxes of 50 rounds each CCI Blazer
(aluminum) 45 ACP 230 grain FMJ ammunition and (1) box of 50 rounds
CCI Blazer Brass 45 ACP 230 FMJ ammunition repackaged in an
Independence box. The ammunition rates excellent. (89412-20AS2)
45 ACP Defensive Ammunition
This lot includes: (4) boxes of 20 rounds each Sig Elite Performance 45
ACP V-Crown 185 grain JHP ammunition and (4) boxes of 25 rounds
each Remington Golden Sabre 45 ACP 185 grain brass jacketed hollow
point ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent. (89412-20AS3)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot includes (2) bricks of 500 rounds each CCI Blazer 22 LR high
velocity 40 grain round nose ammunition. The ammunition rates
excellent. (89412-24N)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot includes (3) bricks of 500 rounds each Aguila 22 LR
"Interceptor" copper plated high velocity 40 grain flat nose ammunition.
The ammunition rates excellent. (89412-24P)
Mixed 22 LR Ammunition
This lot includes (1) partial brick of 450 rounds CCI 22 LR Quiet 40 grain
segmented hollow point ammunition, (1) box 50 rounds Federal 22 LR
"Game Shok" 38 grain plated hollow point ammunition (packed in Quiet
22 brick), (4) boxes of 100 rounds each Remington 22 LR "Golden
Bullet" high velocity 40 grain round nose bullet (one box shows crushing
and is missing one round), (1) box of 100 rounds Remington 22 Short
"Golden Bullet" round nose bullet and (1) brick of 500 rounds Aguila 22
LR "Super Extra" 38 grain copper plated hollow point ammunition. The
ammunition rates excellent. (89412-24Q)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot includes (2) bricks of 500 rounds each Aguila 22 LR "Sniper Sub
Sonic" 60 grain round nose ammunition. The ammunition rates
excellent. (89412-24R)
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22 LR Ammunition
This lot includes (1) brick of 500 round Federal 22 LR "Ultra Match"
standard velocity 40 grain round nose match ammunition. The
ammunition rates excellent. (89412-24S)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot includes (1) brick of 500 round Federal 22 LR "Ultra Match"
standard velocity 40 grain round nose match ammunition. The
ammunition rates excellent. (89412-24U)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot includes (1) brick of 500 round Federal 22 LR "Ultra Match"
standard velocity 40 grain round nose match ammunition. The
ammunition rates excellent. (89412-24W)
22 LR Ammunition
This lot includes (1) brick of 500 round Federal 22 LR "Ultra Match"
standard velocity 40 grain round nose match ammunition. The
ammunition rates excellent. (89412-24X)
Federal Hi-Shok 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot includes (6) boxes of 50 rounds each Federal 45 ACP 230 grain
Hi-Shok JHP ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent.
(89412-23BH1)
Federal Hi-Shok 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot includes (6) boxes of 50 rounds each Federal 45 ACP 230 grain
Hi-Shok JHP ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent.
(89412-23BH2)
Federal Hi-Shok 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot includes (5) boxes of 50 rounds each Federal 45 ACP 230 grain
Hi-Shok JHP ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent.
(89412-23BH3)
Federal Hi-Shok 45 ACP Ammunition
This lot includes (5) boxes of 50 rounds each Federal 45 ACP 230 grain
Hi-Shok JHP ammunition. The ammunition rates excellent.
(89412-23BH4)
Lot of 8 Gauge Ammunition
This lot consists of 6 loaded rounds of 8 Ga. shotshell ammunition with 3
1/4” paper hulls and high brass base. They are headstamped
“Eley-Kynoch / 8” with red paper bodies marked “Cartridge Case Made
By Ely-Kynoch”. There are 2 additional expended hulls which shows
some tarnish on the brass base. The shells are loaded with over-shot
card “wads” roll-crimped in place, there is no marking for shot size at all.
A very fine lot of big-bore British fowling shells. (3A9616-2A)
308 WIN. AMMUNITION
(10) 20 rd. white boxes of PPU 308 Win., 145 gr. FMJ in factory sealed
clear plastic packaging. (59412-20M1)
308 Win. Ammunition
(10) 20 rd. white boxes of PPU 308 Win., 145 gr. FMJ in factory sealed
clear plastic packaging. (59412-20M2)
308 Win. Ammunition
(10) 20 rd. white boxes of PPU 308 Win., 145 gr. FMJ in factory sealed
clear plastic packaging. (59412-20M3)
308 Win. Ammunition
(10) 20 rd. white boxes of PPU 308 Win., 145 gr. FMJ in factory sealed
clear plastic packaging. (59412-20M4)
308 Win. Ammunition
(10) 20 rd. white boxes of PPU 308 Win., 145 gr. FMJ in factory sealed
clear plastic packaging. (59412-20M5)
308 Win. Ammunition
(10) 20 rd. white boxes of PPU 308 Win., 145 gr. FMJ in factory sealed
clear plastic packaging. (59412-20M6)
308 Win. Ammunition
(10) 20 rd. white boxes of PPU 308 Win., 145 gr. FMJ in factory sealed
clear plastic packaging. (59412-20M7)
308 Win. Ammunition
(10) 20 rd. white boxes of PPU 308 Win., 145 gr. FMJ in factory sealed
clear plastic packaging. (59412-20M8)
22 LR Ammunition
(5) 325 rd. boxes of Federal Auto Match 22 LR Target Grade
Performance cartridges in factory sealed boxes. (59412-20Q1)
22 LR Ammunition
(5) 325 rd. boxes of Federal Auto Match 22 LR Target Grade
Performance cartridges in factory sealed boxes. (59412-20Q2)
22 LR Ammunition
(5) 325 rd. boxes of Federal Auto Match 22 LR Target Grade
Performance cartridges in factory sealed boxes. (59412-20Q3)
22 LR Ammunition
(5) 325 rd. boxes of Federal Auto Match 22 LR Target Grade
Performance cartridges in factory sealed boxes. (59412-20Q4)
22 LR Ammunition
(5) 325 rd. boxes of Federal Auto Match 22 LR Target Grade
Performance cartridges in factory sealed boxes. (59412-20Q5)
22 LR Ammunition
(5) 325 rd. boxes of Federal Auto Match 22 LR Target Grade
Performance cartridges in factory sealed boxes. (59412-20Q6)
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7.62 x 39 mm Ammunition
(25) 20 rd. boxes of Golden Tiger 7.62 x 39 mm, 125 gr. FMJBT, 124
gr., lead core, steel case non-corrosive cartridges in near to excellent
condition. (59412-20N1)
7.62 x 39 mm Ammunition
(25) 20 rd. boxes of Golden Tiger 7.62 x 39 mm, 125 gr. FMJBT, 124
gr., lead core, steel case non-corrosive cartridges in near to excellent
condition. (59412-20N2)
7.62 x 39 mm Ammunition
(25) 20 rd. boxes of Golden Tiger 7.62 x 39 mm, 125 gr. FMJBT, 124
gr., lead core, steel case non-corrosive cartridges in near to excellent
condition. (59412-20N3)
7.62 x 39 mm Ammunition
(25) 20 rd. boxes of Golden Tiger 7.62 x 39 mm, 125 gr. FMJBT, 124
gr., lead core, steel case non-corrosive cartridges in near to excellent
condition. (59412-20N4)
7.62 x 39 mm Ammunition
(25) 20 rd. boxes of Golden Tiger 7.62 x 39 mm, 125 gr. FMJBT, 124
gr., lead core, steel case non-corrosive cartridges in near to excellent
condition. (59412-20N5)
7.62 x 39 mm Ammunition
(25) 20 rd. boxes of Golden Tiger 7.62 x 39 mm, 125 gr. FMJBT, 124
gr., lead core, steel case non-corrosive cartridges in near to excellent
condition. (59412-20N6)
7.62 x 39 mm Ammunition
(25) 20 rd. boxes of Golden Tiger 7.62 x 39 mm, 125 gr. FMJBT, 124
gr., lead core, steel case non-corrosive cartridges in near to excellent
condition. (59412-20N7)
7.62 x 39 mm Ammunition
(50) 20 rd. boxes of Tula 7.62 x 39 mm, 124 gr. HP, steel case,
non-corrosive, Berdan primed in near excellent to excellent condition.
(59412-20AR)
7.62 x 39 mm Ammunition
(50) 20 rd. boxes of Tula 7.62 x 39 mm, 122 gr. HP, steel case,
non-corrosive, Berdan primed in near excellent to excellent condition.
(59412-20AE)
270 Win. Ammunition
(5) 20 rd. boxes of Remington .270 Win., 150 gr. Core-Lokt SP, in
excellent condition. (59412-23BD1)
270 Win. Ammunition
(4) 20 rd. boxes of Remington .270 Win., 150 gr. Core-Lokt SP, in
excellent condition. (59412-23BD2)
243 Win. Ammunition
(6) 20 rd. boxes of Federal Power.Shok 243 Win., 100 gr. SP in
excellent condition. (59412-23BC1)
243 Win. Ammunition
(6) 20 rd. boxes of Federal Premium Vital.Shok 243 Win., 85 gr. Trophy
Copper in excellent condition. (59412-23BC2)
243 Win. Ammunition
(4) 20 rd. boxes of Barnes Vor-Tx 243 Win., 80 gr. Tipped TSX BT in
near excellent to excellent condition. (59412-23BC3)
6.8 mm Rem. SPC Ammunition
(6) 20 rd. boxes of Hornady 6.8 mm SCP, 110 gr. V-Max in near
excellent to excellent condition. (59412-23BG1)
6.8 mm Rem. SPC Ammunition
Six total: (3) 20 rd. boxes of Remington 6.8 mm Remington SPC, 115 gr.
Core-Lokt Ultra Bonded PSP; (3) 20 rd. boxes of Remington Express
Rifle 6.8 mm Remington SPC 115 gr. MC. Both in near excellent to
excellent condition. (59412-23BG2)
338 Lapua Ammunition
(1) 20 rd. box of Hornady Match 338 Lapua, 250 gr. BTHP in near
excellent to excellent. (59412-23AI1)
338 Lapua Ammunition
(1) 20 rd. box of Hornady Match 338 Lapua, 250 gr. BTHP in near
excellent to excellent, box has slice at one end. (59412-23AI1)
7mm-08 Rem. Ammunition
(8) 20 rd. boxes of PPU 7mm-08 Rem., 140 gr. PSP BT in near excellent
to excellent condition. (59412-23AH1)
32 ACP Personal Defense Ammunition
Six total: (4) 50 rd. boxes of PMC Bronze 32 ACP, 60 gr. JHP; (2) 20 rd.
boxes of Speer Gold Dolt Personal Protection 32 ACP, 60 gr. GDHP in
near excellent to excellent condition. (59412-23W1)
32 ACP Personal Defense Ammunition
Six total: (3) 20 rd. boxes of Hornady Custom, 32 ACP XTP; (3) 20 rd.
boxes of Gold Dot Personal Protection 32 ACP, 60 gr. GDHP. Both in
near excellent to excellent condition. (59412-23W2)
9mm Luger Personal Defense Ammunition
(6) 20 rd. boxes of Sig Sauer Elite Performance Ammunition 9 mm
Luger, 115 gr. V-Crown JHP in near excellent to excellent condition.
(59412-23I6)
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9mm Luger Personal Defense Ammunition
(6) 20 rd. boxes of Sig Sauer Elite Performance Ammunition 9 mm
Luger, 115 gr. V-Crown JHP in near excellent to excellent condition.
(59412-23I5)
9mm Luger Personal Defense Ammunition
(6) 20 rd. boxes of Sig Sauer Elite Performance Ammunition 9 mm
Luger, 115 gr. V-Crown JHP in near excellent to excellent condition.
(59412-23I4)
223 Remington Ammunition
Eight total: (6) 50 rd. boxes of Fiocchi 223 Rem., 55 gr. FMJ BT; (2) 20
rd. plain white boxes of PPU M855, 5.56 mm x 45, 62 gr. FMJ BT. Both
in near excellent to excellent condition. (59412-23V1)
223 Remington Ammunition
Seven boxes total: (2) 120 rd. green plastic ammo can of American
Eagle 5.56 x 45 mm NATO, 55 gr. FMJ; (5) 20 rd. boxes of PMC Bronze
223 Rem., 55 gr. FMJ BT. Both in near excellent to excellent condition.
(59412-23V2)
9 MM Makarov Ammunition
Five Boxes total: (1) 25 rd. box of Hornady Critical Defense 95 gr. FTX
and (1) box containing only 11 rds.; (1) 50 rd. box of Sellier & Bellot 95
gr. FMJ and (1) box containing only 45 rds; (1) plastic tray containing 42
rds. of Russian ball cartridges by Barnaul, grain unknown. All in
excellent condition. (59673-2)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ten boxes of 50-rounds remain within
their cardboard shipping box and are as new (shipping box opened only
to verify contents). (149412-20AI1)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI2)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI3)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI4)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI5)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI6)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI7)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI8)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI9)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI10)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI11)
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40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI12)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI13)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI14)
40 S&W Ammunition
This lot contains a total of 500 rounds of Prvi Partizan 40 Smith and
Wesson TMJ 180 gr ammunition. Ammunition is brass cased, boxer
primed, and noncorrosive. The ammunition remains sealed within the
cardboard shipping box, in ten boxes of 50-rounds. (149412-20AI15)
Norma 9.3x74R Alaska
One full 20 round box of Norma 9.3x74R 285 gr. soft point Alaska
cartridges. All cartridges are in excellent condition, a few exhibiting
negligible hints of tarnish on the brass. (129599-4A)
Norma 9.3x74R Vulkan Cartridges & Brass
One partial 20 round box of Norma 232 gr. soft point Vulkan comprising
(5) complete cartridges and (14) fired brass cases. The cartridges are in
excellent condition and the brass is in very good plus to excellent
condition with some warping at the rim of some of the cases.
(129599-4B)
Norma 9.3x74R Vulkan
One full 20 round box of Norma 9.3x74R 232 gr. soft point Vulkan. All
cartridges are in excellent condition. (129599-4C)
Norma 9.3x74R Oryx
One full 20 round box of Norma 9.3x74R 285 gr. soft point Oryx
cartridges. All cartridges are in excellent condition. (129599-4D)
Norma 9.3x74R Oryx
One full 20 round box of Norma 9.3x74R 285 gr. soft point Oryx
cartridges. All cartridges are in excellent condition.
Norma 9.3x74R Alaska
One full 20 round box of Norma 9.3x74R 285 gr. soft point Alaska
cartridges. All cartridges are in excellent condition. (129599-4F)
Norma 9.3x74R Alaska
One full 20 round box of Norma 9.3x74R 285 gr. soft point Alaska
cartridges. All cartridges are in excellent condition. (129599-4G)
Norma 9.3x74R Alaska
One full 20 round box of Norma 9.3x74R 285 gr. soft point Alaska
cartridges. All cartridges are in excellent condition with a few hints of
negligible tarnish on the brass. (129599-4H)
Vintage U.M.C. 7mm Mauser
Two 20 round boxes, one full and one partial with 17 rounds, of U.M.C.
7mm Mauser 175 gr. metal cased bullet cartridges. The cartridges are in
very fine condition with some thin areas of darker patina on the brass
and the boxes rate near excellent with only very light handling and
storage wear. (129617-6A)
Linked 5.56mm
This is a full 200 rd. SAW drum of M855/M856 of Lake City 4/1 green
tip/tracer with 2002 dated headstamps. The ammunition rates very good
to excellent and comes complete with starter tab and original OD green
bandolier. (78172-20A)
Linked 5.56mm
This lot consists of 200 rds. of 2002 dated Lake City 4/1 green tip/tracer.
The linked 5.56mm ammunition comes with starter tab and in the
original M855/M856 black plastic drum and OD green bandolier. The
ammunition rates very good to excellent. (78172-20B)
Linked 5.56mm
This is a 200 rd. M855/M856 SAW drum of very good to excellent
condition 2002 dated Lake City 4/1 green tip/tracer cartridges and
comes with starter tab and original bandolier. (78172-20C)
Linked 5.56mm
This lot consists of 200 rds. of 2002 dated military surplus Lake City 4/1
green tip/tracer. The very good to excellent condition ammunition comes
with starter tab and in the original M855/M856 black plastic drum and
OD green bandolier. Also included is the original 800 rd. metal carry
can. (78172-20D)
Linked 5.56mm
This is a full 200 rd. belt of 2002 dated Lake City military surplus 4/1
green tip/tracer rating very good to excellent and comes in the original
SAW M855/856 black plastic drum with starter tab and OD green
bandolier. (78172-20E)
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Linked 5.56mm
This full 200 rd. M855/856 black plastic SAW drum contains very good
to excellent condition 2002 dated Lake City 4/1 green tip/tracer
cartridges and comes with starter tab and original bandolier.
(78172-20F)
Linked 5.56mm
This is a full 200 rd. M855/856 black plastic SAW drum that contains
very good to excellent condition 2002 dated Lake City 4/1 green
tip/tracer ammunition and comes with starter tab and original OD green
bandolier. (78172-20G)
Linked 5.56mm
This full 200 rd. M855/856 SAW drum contains very good to excellent
condition 2002 dated Lake City 4/1 green tip/tracer ammunition and
comes with starter tab and original bandolier and metal carry can.
(78172-20H)
Linked 5.56mm
This is a full 200 rd. M855/856 SAW drum containing 2002 dated Lake
City 4/1 green tip/tracer cartridges and comes with starter tab and
original bandolier. The ammunition rates very good to excellent.
(78172-20I)
Linked 5.56mm
This is a full M855/856 SAW drum containing 200 rds. of 2002 dated
Lake City 4/1 green tip/tracer ammunition that rates very good to
excellent and comes with starter tab and original OD green bandolier.
(78172-20J)
Linked 5.56mm
This is a full M855/856 SAW drum containing 200 rds. of 2002 dated
Lake City 4/1 green tip/tracer ammunition rating very good to excellent
and includes starter tab and original bandolier. (78172-20K)
Linked 5.56mm
This is a full M855/856 SAW drum containing 200 rds. of Lake City 4/1
green tip/tracer cartridges with headstamps dated 2002. The
ammunition rates very good to excellent and comes with original starter
tab, bandolier and metal carry can. (78172-20L)
Linked 5.56mm
This is a full M855/856 SAW drum containing 200 rds. of Lake City 4/1
green/tracer cartridges with headstamps dated 2002. The ammunition is
in very good to excellent condition and comes with original starter tab
and bandolier. (78172-20M)
Linked 5.56mm
This is a full 200 rd. M855/856 SAW drum of 2002 dated Lake City 4/1
green tip/tracer ammunition rating very good to excellent and comes
with starter tab and bandolier. (78172-20N)
Linked 5.56mm
This is a full 200 rd. M855/856 SAW drum of 2002 dated Lake City 4/1
green tip/tracer ammunition rating very good to excellent and comes
with starter tab and original OD green bandolier. (78172-20NA)
Linked 5.56mm
This is a full 200 rd. M855/856 SAW drum of 2002 dated Lake City 4/1
green tip/tracer ammunition rating very good to excellent and comes
with starter tab, bandolier and metal carry can. (78172-20P)
25-35 Winchester
This is a lot of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super-X 117 gr., SP in
excellent condition. (77757-4A)
25-35 Winchester
This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of Winchester Super-X 117 gr.,
SP in excellent condition. (77757-4B)
30-30 Winchester
This lot consists of three, 20 rd. size boxes: (1) full and (1) containing 16
rds. and 4 fired casings of Winchester Super-X 170 gr., power point
(S.P.); (1) full of Western Super-X 150 gr. expanding, Silvertip in a
tape-repaired code 30302 box. The ammunition is in excellent condition.
(77757-4C)
32-40 Winchester
This lot consists of two full 20 rd. boxes of C-I-L 170 gr., SP in excellent
condition: (1) of Imperial; (1) of Dominion. (77757-4D)
Collectible Winchester
.38 Auto (1) box reading “Winchester / .38 Automatic Colt Full Patch”
containing 11 smokeless 130 grain full patch pistol rounds. The box is in
about good condition with one lid corner still intact; the green end labels
are clean and fully legible and the brown lid label is also crisp, legible
and wonderfully preserved. (3X229281-2A)
257 Weatherby Magnum
One partial 20-round box containing (14) cartridges and (6) fired cases.
Some light unobtrusive hints of patination can be seen on the brass,
otherwise the cartridges are unblemished and rate excellent overall.
(129311-5)

3202

Gatling Gun Cartridge
A single 1” Gatling Gun cartridge. The brass is patinated to a dark
mottled yellow-brown with occasional streaks of green verdigris. The
bullet sits a bit loosely in the case, otherwise the cartridge exhibits few
discernible blemishes and rates very fine overall. (12A8726-36)
(100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
7.63 Mauser
One full box of Fiocchi 7.63 Mauser FMJ 88 gr. cartridges. All cartridges
are in excellent condition. (127884-36B)
7.62x39mm Ammunition
Four factory-sealed packages, each containing (6) 20 round boxes of
Norinco 7.62x39mm hollow point L.C.B. 123 gr. ball cartridges.
Comprises (480) rounds total. (126048-1A)
7.62x39mm Ammunition
Four factory-sealed packages each containing (6) 20 round boxes of
Norinco 7.62x39mm hollow point L.C.B. 123 gr. ball cartridges and one
opened partial package containing (4) full and partial 20 round boxes of
the same. Rounds examined from the open package rate near excellent
to excellent with some rounds exhibiting the barest hints of storage
tarnish. Comprises approximately (560) rounds total. (126048-1B)
12 Gauge Shotshells
Two complete 100 round packs totaling (8) 25 round boxes of Federal
12 gauge 2 3/4” loaded with 1 1/8 oz. No. 7 1/2 shot, 3 dram equivalent.
All shells are in excellent condition and the boxes have been opened for
examination only. (126048-2A)
12 Gauge Shotshells
Assorted boxes of 12 gauge shotshells: (1) complete and (2) partial
boxes of Winchester Dove & Quail 2 3/4” shells loaded with 1 oz. No. 8
shot, 3 1/4 dram equivalent; (1) partial box Federal Classic Hi-Brass
Steel 2 3/4” shells loaded with 1 1/8 oz. of No. 4 steel shot; (1) partial
box Federal 2 3/4” Magnum Steel shells loaded with 1 1/4 oz. BB shot,
max dram equivalent. Shells are in fine to near excellent condition with a
bit of light storage wear. (126048-2B)
Assorted Shotshells
Assorted boxes of shotshells in various configurations: (1) partial 10
round box Federal Premium Magnum 12 gauge 2 3/4” shells loaded with
1 5/8 oz. No. 4 shot, 4 dram equivalent; (1) partial 10 round box Federal
Premium Magnum 12 gauge 3” shells loaded with 2 oz. No. 6 shot, 4
dram equivalent; (1) complete 25 round box Federal Classic Hi-Brass 16
gauge 2 3/4” shells loaded with 1 1/8 oz. No. 4 shot, 3 1/4 dram
equivalent; (1) partial 25 round box Winchester Rabbit & Squirrel 20
gauge 2 3/4” shells loaded with 7/8 oz. No. 6 shot, 2 1/2 dram
equivalent. All shells are in fine to near excellent condition with a bit of
light storage wear. (126048-2C)
30 Carbine and 223 Rem
Assorted ammunition: (1) full and (1) partial 50 round box of Olin 30
Carbine FMJ 110 gr. ball cartridges; (4) full 20 round boxes UMC 223
Remington 55 gr. metal case cartridges. Also includes on partial 50
round box of MPB Quik-Shok All cartridges are in excellent condition.
(126048-3A)
9mm Parabellum and 44 Remington Magnum
Assorted handgun ammunition: (1) partial 50 round box Norinco 9mm
Parabellum FMJ ball; (3) full 50 round boxes Portuguese FNMAL 9mm
Parabellum FMJ ball; (1) partial 20 round box of Federal Classic 44 Rem
Magnum 240 gr. Hi-Shok JHP cartridges. All cartridges are in excellent
condition. (126048-3B)
270 Win, 223 Rem
Assorted ammunition: (1) partial 20 round box of Federal Classic 270
Win. 150 gr. Hi-Shok soft point round nose; (10) loose rounds Federal
Classic 270 Win. soft point; (3) full 20 round boxes of UMC 55 gr. metal
case. All cartridges are in near excellent condition, some exhibiting a bit
of patina on the brass. (126048-3C)
Mixed Shotshell Lot
Approximately (150) loose shotshells in a variety of configurations.
Examples include: Winchester 20 ga. Rabbit & Squirrel Load, 2 1/2”, 7/8
oz. No. 6 shot; Winchester Dove & Quail Load 20 ga., 2 1/2”, 7/8 oz. No.
8 shot; Express 12 ga., 2 1/2”, 1 1/8 oz. No. 7 1/2 shot; Winchester
Super-X 12 ga., 2 3/4”, No. 6 shot; PMC Magnum Steel 12 ga., 3”, 1 1/4
oz. steel BB shot; Federal; Magnum 12 ga., 3”, 1 7/8 oz. BB shot;
Winchester Dove & Quail Load 12 ga., 3 1/4”, 1 oz. No. 8 shot. The
majority range from fine to near excellent with only light storage wear. A
few shells exhibit moderate oxidation and some corrosion of the brass
but are otherwise undamaged. (126048-2D)
Mixed Ammunition
Assorted loose rifle and handgun cartridges. Examples include: (1)
partial box CCI Maxi Mag 22WMR JHP; 32 Auto FMJ round nose; one
partial box containing (35) mixed rounds of 30 Carbine FMJ round nose;
7.62x39 JHP; Federal Steel Case 357 Magnum JHP; 38 Spl. steel and
brass-cased JHP; 270 Win soft point. Also includes several fired casings
including (16) casings of Federal 45-70 Govt. brass. (126048-3D)
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Vintage Shotshells
Approximately (50) loose paper-hull shotshells and a small number of
fired shell cases. Examples include: U.S. Climax 12 ga., 3 1/4”, 1 1/8 oz.
7 shot; U.S. Cartridge Co. 10 ga., 4 1/4”, 1 1/8 oz. 6 shot; U.S. Defiance
12 ga., 3”, 1 1/8 oz. 9C shot; U.S. Climax .410 bore, 3”, 7 1/2C shot;
U.S. Ajax 16 ga., 2 1/2”, 1 oz. 4 shot. The shot columns of some of the
shells exhibit a slight bulge and some of the brass exhibits moderate
brown oxidation. None of the shells exhibit any separation or other hull
damage and the shells rate very good as a whole. (127668-11A)
Assorted Ammunition
Two multi-drawer cabinets comprising a small collection of various
cartridges. Examples include: 45-70 Govt.; 50 BMG AP; assorted 30-06
including incendiary, frangible, tracer and fluted dummy; 9x57mm
Mauser; 38 spl.; 7.62 NATO blank; 45 Colt; 30 Carbine tracer; 38 WCF.
Cartridges range from very good to excellent in condition, some
exhibiting moderate tarnish or verdigris on the brass. (127668-7)
Mixed Ammunition
Assorted loose ammunition, bullets and casings. Examples include: 357
Magnum; 9mm Luger; 45 Colt; 30-06; 22 LR; 12 and 20 gauge shot
shells in assorted configurations, slug and shot; 38 Spl.; other
miscellaneous cartridges. Items are in very good plus to excellent
condition, exhibiting some light to moderate tarnish on some of the
brass. (127668-8A)
Rifle Grenade Blanks and 30-06
One M13 can of rifle grenade blanks containing 6 cartridges of .30 M6
Grenade Carbine and 10 cartridges of .30 M3 Rifle Grenade for the M1
Carbine and M1 Garand, respectively. The can has been opened and
the lid removed but still present. The package of .30 M3 is unopened
and the package of .30 M6 has been opened only for cursory
examination; the cartridges inside rate excellent. Also included are (36)
rounds of 30-06 ammunition and (4) fired brass casings of the same, in
very good plus to excellent condition with some light tarnish on the
brass. (127668-8B)
Collectible Ammunition, Casings and Blanks
Assorted ammunition, casings and blanks: (5) rounds of Steyr
Mannlicher 8x50mmR cartridges in a stripper clip, rating very fine; (1)
partial 50 rd. box of Remington UMC 25 Auto cartridges with light tarnish
of the brass and some scuffing of the box; (1) partial 50 rd. box of Rem
UMC 38 S&W with moderate mildew of the box and light to moderate
tarnish and verdigris on the cartridges; (1) full 50 rd. box of 30 Carbine
cartridges by Evansville Ordnance Co., near excellent condition with
light storage patina only; (1) full 20 rd. box of Lake City Arsenal .30 cal
M1909 (30-06) Blank, the box partially torn at the edges and the
cartridges in excellent condition; (1) box 32 S&W Blank, box exhibiting
some edge wear and the cartridges rating very good plus with some light
patina; (1) box 22 Short Blank, box exhibiting some edge wear and the
cartridges rating fine with light patina; partial 10 rd. box of
Czechoslovakian 9.3x72R fired brass, rating very good plus with some
light tarnish. (127668-8D)
Inert WW2 50 BMG
(14) rounds of 50 BMG without powder and primer. The rounds are in
very fine to excellent condition with a few handling and storage marks
and a bit of light tarnish here and there. The headstamps are dated
variously to 1942 and 1943. (127668-8E)
Assorted 7.62 Ammunition
Assorted ammunition, mostly in various 7.62 calibers: (1) partial 20 rd.
box of 7.62x54R rating near excellent with light patina on the brass; (1)
partial 50 rd. box 5.45x39mm rating near excellent with some light
storage wear; (1) full 50 rd. plastic case of 38 Spl. in excellent condition;
assorted loose rounds of 7.62x51 NATO, rating excellent; assorted
loose rounds of 7.62x54R rating near excellent with some light tarnish;
(2) unlabeled partial 50 rd. boxes of 7.62x39mm, rating near excellent
with some light tarnish; (1) unopened 50 rd. box of Egyptian
7.62x39mm. (127668-8J)
Mixed Ammunition
Assorted loose shells and cartridges in a variety of calibers and
configurations. Examples include: .303 Savage; .38 Spl; .38 Colt NP;
U.S. Climax paper hull 20 ga., 2 1/4”, 7/8 oz. 4 shot; .410 bore/12mm
blank; .222 Rem; paper hull 12 ga.; assorted other rimfire and centerfire
cartridges as well as loose casings and bullets. Items are in very good to
excellent condition, some examples exhibiting light to moderate patina,
tarnish and handling wear. (127668-8L)
Collectible Winchester 22 Short
One full 50 round box of Winchester 22 Short cartridges. The cartridges
rate very good plus to fine with mild white oxidation on the lead and an
expected dark coppery patina on the brass. The green paper box
exhibits only light handling and storage wear around the edges and is in
very fine condition. (129474-20A)

3223

Collectible Phoenix Metallic Cartridge Co. 22 Short
One full 100 round box of .22 Short cartridges, some with headstamp
“U” and others “F”. The box is labeled “Phoenix Metallic Cartridge Co.”
and “22-100 Calibre”. The cartridges are in excellent condition with only
the barest storage patina and the box rates very fine with some
expected storage and handling wear around the edges. (129476-20A)
Collectible U.S. Cartridge Co. 32 Long Rimfire
One partial 50 round box of U.S. Cartridge Co. No. 32 Long rimfire
cartridges. The cartridges are in very good plus condition with some light
to moderate patina and verdigris; the box is in good condition overall
with some moderate surface wear and expected fading but little to no
loss or separation. (129471-53)
Surefire AR-15 100-round magazine
One sealed in original packaging Surefire 100-round 223 Rem/5.56mm
NATO magazine (item # MAG5-100) featuring: 6000 series aluminum
construction, nylon follower, gray (MIL-L-46010) outer finish,
cadmium-coated springs, compatibility with weapons that accept
standard AR-15 style magazines. (239413-80F)
Surefire AR-15 100-round magazine
One sealed in original packaging Surefire 100-round 223 Rem/5.56mm
NATO magazine (item # MAG5-100) featuring: 6000 series aluminum
construction, nylon follower, gray (MIL-L-46010) outer finish,
cadmium-coated springs, compatibility with weapons that accept
standard AR-15 style magazines. (239413-80G)
Surefire AR-15 100-round magazine
One sealed in original packaging Surefire 100-round 223 Rem/5.56mm
NATO magazine (item # MAG5-100) featuring: 6000 series aluminum
construction, nylon follower, gray (MIL-L-46010) outer finish,
cadmium-coated springs, compatibility with weapons that accept
standard AR-15 style magazines. (239413-80H)
Surefire AR-15 100-round magazine
One sealed in original packaging Surefire 100-round 223 Rem/5.56mm
NATO magazine (item # MAG5-100) featuring: 6000 series aluminum
construction, nylon follower, gray (MIL-L-46010) outer finish,
cadmium-coated springs, compatibility with weapons that accept
standard AR-15 style magazines. (239413-80I)
Surefire AR-15 60-round magazine
One sealed in original packaging Surefire 60-round 223 Rem/5.56mm
NATO magazine (item # MAG5-60) featuring: 6000 series aluminum
construction, nylon follower, gray (MIL-L-46010) outer finish,
cadmium-coated springs, compatibility with weapons that accept
standard AR-15 style magazines. (239413-80J)
Surefire AR-15 60-round magazine
One sealed in original packaging Surefire 60-round 223 Rem/5.56mm
NATO magazine (item # MAG5-60) featuring: 6000 series aluminum
construction, nylon follower, gray (MIL-L-46010) outer finish,
cadmium-coated springs, compatibility with weapons that accept
standard AR-15 style magazines. (239413-80K)
Surefire AR-15 60-round magazine
One sealed in original packaging Surefire 60-round 223 Rem/5.56mm
NATO magazine (item # MAG5-60) featuring: 6000 series aluminum
construction, nylon follower, gray (MIL-L-46010) outer finish,
cadmium-coated springs, compatibility with weapons that accept
standard AR-15 style magazines. (239413-80L)
AK-47 Magazine Lot
This lot contains two Tapco black polymer 30-round magazines
(#MAG0630) one of which is new in its packaging, three Chinese steel
10-round magazines in excellent condition, and three Chinese steel
“flatback” 30-round magazines in excellent condition with a few
scattered spots of light oxidation freckling. (239578-1A)
Coonan Magazine
One stainless steel magazine with orange follower for use in a Coonan
Model B .357 Magnum pistol. (229543-132A)
Coonan Magazine
One stainless steel magazine with orange follower for use in a Coonan
Model B .357 Magnum pistol. (229543-132B)
Coonan Magazine
One stainless steel magazine with orange follower for use in a Coonan
Model B .357 Magnum pistol. (229543-132C)
CZ 75 Compact Magazines
Two 9mm 14-round blued factory magazines for use in a CZ 75
Compact retaining 99% plus original finish and showing very minor
operational wear. (229663-2)
Assorted Magazines
Three magazines total, one stainless steel 45 ACP 7-round magazine
with “COLT / 45 AUTO” marked baseplate, one unmarked blued 1911
magazine showing slight operational wear and one blued Triple K Colt
1908 Pocket Hammerless magazine showing slight signs of operational
wear and “COLT 380” on the baseplate. (229663-2A)
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AR-15 Magazines
Three magazines total, one Bushmaster 30-round 5.56/.223 magazine
marked “BFI / WINDHAM, ME / USA” with an IBUS M17 manual and
sling and two 30-round magazines with orange “556” marked followers
and “C PRODUCTS LLC / NEWINGTON CT” baseplate, one still in the
factory packaging. (229663-2B)
M&P 9 Magazines
Two excellent condition blued 17-round 9mm magazines for use in a
full-size M&P 9 pistol, both appear to have seen very little if any use.
(229543-126A)
Beretta 92FS Magazines
FIVE magazines total, two stainless 10-round “M9” marked Mec-Gar
magazines and two 10-round blued Pro-Mag and one 15-round blued
factory magazine, all in excellent condition. (229543-131A)
Ruger American Magazines
Three excellent condition flush-fit magazines for use in a Ruger
American .300 Blackout Rifle. (229543-63A) [Phil Buker Collection]
SMITH & WESSON M&P 45 MAGAZINES
(4) factory Smith & Wesson M&P 45 10 rd. bright steel magazines in
excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80A)
SMITH & WESSON M&P 9 COMPACT MAGAZINES
(4) factory Smith & Wesson M&P 9 Compact 10 rd. blued factory
magazines in excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging.
(59413-80B)
SMITH & WESSON M&P 9 MAGAZINES
(4) factory Smith & Wesson M&P 9 full size 10 rd. blued factory
magazines in excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging.
(59413-80C)
SMITH & WESSON M&P SHEILD 380 MAGAZINES
(4) factory Smith & Wesson M&P Shield 380 8 rd. bright steel
magazines in excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging.
(59413-80D)
SMITH & WESSON MODEL 41 MAGAZINES
(4) factory Smith & Wesson 41/422 10 rd. blued factory magazines in
excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80E)
SMITH & WESSON M&P 40 MAGAZINES
(4) factory Smith & Wesson M&P 40 full size 10 rd. blued factory
magazines in excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging.
(59413-80M)
SMITH & WESSON M&P 40 MAGAZINES
(4) factory Smith & Wesson M&P 40 full size 10 rd. blued factory
magazines in excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging.
(59413-80N)
SMITH & WESSON M&P 40 MAGAZINES
(4) factory Smith & Wesson M&P 40 full size 10 rd. blued factory
magazines in excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging.
(59413-80P)
SMITH & WESSON M&P MAGAZINES
Three Smith & Wesson factory magazines total: (1) M&P 45 10 rd. bright
steel magazine; (1) M&P 9 Shield 8 rd. bright steel magazine; (1) M&P
Shield EZ 380 8 rd. bright steel magazine. All three in excellent to
as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80Q)
SIG SAUER P938 MAGAZINES
(3) Sig Sauer P938 9 mm 6 rd. bright stainless steel magazines in
excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80R)
SIG SAUER P938 MAGAZINES
(3) Sig Sauer P938 9 mm 6 rd. bright stainless steel magazines in
excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80V)
SIG SAUER P238 MAGAZINES
(3) Sig Sauer P238 380 ACP 6 rd. bright stainless steel magazines in
excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80W)
Sig Sauer PISTOL Magazines
Three total: (2) Sig Sauer P938 9 mm 6 rd. bright stainless steel
magazines; (1) Sig Sauer P238 380 ACP 6 rd. bright stainless steel
magazine. All in excellent to as-new condition in original factory
packaging. (59413-80X)
SIG SAUER PISTOL MAGAZINES
Three total: (1) P238 380 ACP 7 rd. extended bright stainless steel
magazine; (2) Sig Sauer Mosquito 22 LR 10 rd. blued magazines. All in
excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80Y)
AUTO ORDNANCE TYPE X DRUM MAGAZINE
(1) newly manufactured 45 ACP. 10 rd. "X" drum magazine
manufactured and marked by Auto Ordnance Corp and originally sold by
Kahr Arms. Manufactured to exact specifications as the original, these
drums fit modern Thompson guns made in Worcester, MA only and will
not fit guns made in West Hurley, NY or any others manufactured before
1990. In near excellent to excellent condition with perhaps a slight
packaging mark or two. Included is a third hand tool and factory
cardboard box. (59413-80Z)
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AUTO ORDNANCE TYPE X DRUM MAGAZINE
(1) newly manufactured 45 ACP. 10 rd. "X" drum magazine
manufactured and marked by Auto Ordnance Corp and originally sold by
Kahr Arms. Manufactured to exact specifications as the original, these
drums fit modern Thompson guns made in Worcester, MA only and will
not fit guns made in West Hurley, NY or any others manufactured before
1990. In near excellent to excellent condition with perhaps a slight
packaging mark or two. Included is a third hand tool and factory
cardboard box. (59413-80AA)
RUGER AI 308 MAGAZINES
(3) Ruger 10 rd. Polymer box magazines for Ruger Precision and
Gunsite Scout rifles chambered in 308 Win., 6.5 Creedmoor, 243 Win.,
and other 308 Win-sized cartridges. In excellent to as-new condition in
original factory packaging, dust covers included. (59413-80AB)
WALTHER P22 MAGAZINES
(3) Walther 10 rd. finger rest and (2) Walther 10 rd. standard base
magazines for the P22 pistol in excellent to as-new condition in original
factory packaging. (59413-80AC)
WALTHER PPS MAGAZINES
(3) Walther 40 S&W 6 rd. blued steel magazines for Walther PPS pistols
in excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging.
(59413-80AD)
SPRINGFIELD M1A MAGAZINES
(5) Springfield Armory 7.62 NATO/308 Win. 10 rd. steel magazines in
excellent to as-new condition in factory plastic bags coated with a thin
film of protectant. (59413-80AE)
SMITH & WESSON M&P 10 MAGAZINES
(3) Smith & Wesson M&P 10 7.62 NATO/308 Win. 5 rd. magazines by
Ammunition Storage Components (ASC) in near excellent to excellent
condition in sealed clear plastic bags, one opened to expose contents.
(59413-80AF)
ARMALITE AR-10 MAGAZINES
(3) 10 rd. Gen 2 magazines for the Armalite AR 10 rifle in excellent to
as-new condition still in original factory packaging. (59413-80AG)
FAB DEFENSE PMC KIT
(1) Pentagon Magazine Coupler (PMC) kit that utilizes a coupler and five
Ultimag 10R magazines included. In excellent condition with original
factory box. (59413-80AH)
SMITH & WESSON SW22 MAGAZINES
(4) Smith & Wesson SW22 Victory 22 LR bright steel magazine in
excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80AI)
SMITH & WESSON SW22 MAGAZINES
(4) Smith & Wesson SW22 Victory 22 LR bright steel magazine in
excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80AJ)
HEXMAG AR-15 MAGAZINES
(6) Hexmag HX1030 series 2 10 rd. full-length polymer magazines in
excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging.
(59413-80AK)
ProMag AR-15 Magazines
(6) ProMag 10 rd. AR-15/M16 223 blue steel magazines in excellent to
as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80AL)
ProMag AR-15 Magazines
(6) ProMag 10 rd. AR-15/M16 223 blue steel magazines in excellent
as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80AM)
ProMag AR-15 Magazines
(6) ProMag 10 rd. AR-15/M16 223 blue steel magazines in excellent to
as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80AN)
RUGER RIMFIRE PISTOL MAGAZINES
Four total: (3) Ruger Mark II 22 LR 10 rd. blued steel magazines; (1)
Ruger Mark III/IV 22 LR 10 rd. blued steel magazine. All in excellent to
as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80AP)
RUGER PISTOL MAGAZINES
Five total: (2) Ruger LC9 9 mm 9 rd. extended magazines; (3) Ruger
Mark IV 22/45 22 LR 10 rd. magazines. All in excellent to as-new
condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80AQ)
RUGER M77 GUNSITE SCOUT 308 WIN. MAGAZINES
(3) Ruger M77-5S 308 Win. 5 rd. blued steel magazines in excellent to
as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80AR)
RUGER M77 GUNSITE SCOUT 308 WIN. MAGAZINES
(3) Ruger M77-5S 308 Win. 5 rd, blued steel magazines in excellent to
as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80AS)
RUGER MINI 30 MAGAZINES
(4) Ruger Mini 30 7.62x39 mm 5 rd. blued steel magazine in excellent to
as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-90AV)
RUGER MINI 30 MAGAZINES
(3) Ruger Mini 30 7.62x39 mm 5 rd. blued steel magazines in excellent
to as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-90AX)
SMITH & WESSON BODYGUARD MAGAZINES
(5) Smith & Wesson Bodyguard 380 6 rd. stainless steel magazines with
buttplate in excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging.
(59413-90AY)
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SMITH & WESSON M&P 40 MAGAZINES
Four total: (2) M&P 40 Shield 6 rd. stainless steel magazines; (1) M&P
40 Compact 10 rd. blued steel magazine; (1) M&P 40 full size 10 rd.
blued steel magazine. All in excellent to as-new condition in original
factory packaging. (59413-80AZ)
SPRINGFIELD ARMORY 9 MM MAGAZINES
Six total: (3) XD1923 sub-compact 9 mm 10 rd. bright body magazines;
(2) XD0923 full size 9 mm 10 rd. bright body magazines: (1)
XDG0923BS Mod. 2 sub-compact 9 mm bright body magazine with
black sleeve. All in excellent to as-new condition in original factory
packaging. (59413-80BA)
SPRINGFIELD Armory M1A / M14 MAGAZINES
Five total: (3) Springfield Armory 20 rd. M1A parkerized steel magazines
in plastic bags with factory bar code labels; (2) Springfield 25 rd. M14
parkerized steel magazines sealed in Brownells packaging. Both in
excellent condition. (59413-80BB)
INTERARMS M1 CARBINE MAGAZINES
(6) Interarms 30 rd. M1 Carbine steel body magazines wrapped in paper
sealed in Brownells plastic packaging. (59413-80BC)
GLOCK PISTOL MAGAZINES
Six total: (3) G17/34, 9 mm 10 rd. magazines; (1) G22/35, 40 S&W 10
rd. magazine; (2) G23, 40 S&W 10 rd. magazines. All in excellent to
as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80BD)
GLOCK PISTOL MAGAZINES
Nine total: (2) G 22/35, 40 S&W 15 rd. magazines; (1) G23, 40 S&W, 13
rd. magazine; (3) G27, 40 S&W 9 rd. magazines; (3) G32, 357 Sig 13 rd.
magazines. Magazines are of various generations and remain in very
good plus to excellent, some showing light operational and storage
wear. (59413-80BE)
PROMAG S&W BODYGUARD MAGAZINES
Five total: (2) SMI21, 380 ACP 10 rd. extended blue steel magazines;
(3) SMI20, 380 ACP 6 rd. blue steel magazines. All in excellent to
as-new condition in original factory packaging. (59413-80BF)
BROWNING BAR MKII MAGAZINES
(2) Browning BAR Mark, Safari, Lightweight Stalker 4 rd. 243 Win, 308
Win., magazines in excellent to as-new condition in original factory
packaging. (59413-80BG)
AUTO-ORDNANCE T11 MAGAZINES
(3) 30 rd. 45 ACP stick magazines for Thompson 1927 style carbines in
excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging.
(59413-80BH)
SRM M1216 SHOTGUN MAGAZINE
(1) 16 rd. 12 ga. Flat Dark Earth (FDE) alloy rotary shotgun magazine in
excellent to as-new condition in original factory packaging and
cardboard box. (59413-80BI)
Extended 45 Caliber Magazines For Glock Pistols
This lot contains three 27-round Glock compatible steel-lined polymer
magazines marked “.45” on the back of the magazine below the
follower. Magazines are in excellent condition with round texturing on
the bottom 3” of the magazine. (148926-61A)
Extended 45 Caliber Magazines For Glock Pistols
This lot contains three 27-round Glock compatible steel-lined polymer
magazines marked “.45” on the back of the magazine below the
follower. Magazines are in excellent condition with round texturing on
the bottom 3” of the magazine. (148926-61B)
Assorted Magazine Lot
This lot contains two steel-lined polymer Glock 22 15-round magazines
in excellent condition, one M3A1 Grease Gun magazine in very good
condition with light wear, and one original Izhmash polymer 5-round
Saiga 12 ga magazine in very good condition with light wear.
(148925-13,6)
Norinco NS522 Magazine
One blued steel 5 round magazine for the Norinco NS522 rifle. The
magazine is overall excellent and retains about 95% plus original finish
with some light silvering and handling marks from previous use.
(129626-50A)
Norinco NS522 Magazine
One blued steel 5 round magazine for the Norinco NS522 rifle. The
magazine is overall excellent and retains about 95% plus original finish
with some light silvering and handling marks from previous use.
(129626-50B)
Norinco NS522 Magazine
One blued steel 5 round magazine for the Norinco NS522 rifle. The
magazine is overall excellent and retains about 95% plus original finish
with some light silvering and handling marks from previous use.
(129626-50C)
Norinco NS522 Magazine
One blued steel 5 round magazine for the Norinco NS522 rifle. The
magazine is overall excellent and retains about 95% plus original finish
with some light silvering and handling marks from previous use.
(129626-50D)
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Norinco NS522 Magazine
One blued steel 5 round magazine for the Norinco NS522 rifle. The
magazine is overall excellent and retains about 95% plus original finish
with some light silvering and handling marks from previous use.
(129626-50E)
Kimber 17 HM2 Magazines
Two satin gray single stack polymer magazines for a Kimber 1911
semi-automatic pistol. Both are in about excellent condition with hints of
handling wear on the followers from previous use. (129543-254A)
Blaser R93 Magazine
One black polymer 3-round magazine for a Blaser R93 rifle. Supports
the following calibers: 7mm Rem Mag; 257 Weatherby Mag; 300
Weatherby Mag; 300 Rem Ultra Mag; 284 Win Mag; 300 Win Mag; 308
Win Mag; 7mm STW. The magazine exhibits no discernible blemishes
or mechanical issues and is in excellent condition overall.
(129543-291A) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Blaser R93 Magazine
One black polymer 3-round magazine for a Blaser R93 rifle. Supports
the following calibers: 7x64mm; 8.5x63mm; 30-06; 6.5x65 RWS; 270
Win; 280 Rem; 6x62 Freres; 6.5-284 Norma; 8x64 S. The magazine
exhibits no discernible blemishes or mechanical issues and is in
excellent condition overall. (129543-291B) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
U.S. M1 Carbine Magazine & Buttstock Pouch
One steel 15 round magazine for an M1 carbine and one tan canvas
buttstock magazine pouch for the same. The magazine is in overall
good condition with a few handling marks, retaining about 20% original
blue mostly on the floorplate. The remainder exhibits a strong dark
smoky gray patina with a few instances of dark brown oxidation. The
follower spring continues to function well. The pouch rates very good
plus to excellent, exhibiting moderate staining and areas of discoloration
throughout but no instances of loss or separation and only a few tiny
snags in the fabric. (129570-3B)
U.S. M1 Carbine Magazines & Buttstock Pouch
Two steel 15 round magazines for an M1 carbine and one OD green
canvas buttstock magazine pouch for the same. The first magazine
rates excellent, retaining about 95% original blue finish with some
silvering at the contact points and a couple tiny flecks of oxidation. The
second magazine rates very good plus to excellent, retaining about 85%
original blue toning to plum in some areas and exhibiting expected
silvering at the contact points. Both function well mechanically with
excellent springs. The pouch is ink-stamped “U.S.” on the front of the
flap and “BISCAYNE TENT & AWNING CO. / INC. / 1943” on the rear
face. The pouch is in very fine condition, exhibiting a few light ocher
stains and a small hole on the rear face but otherwise few blemishes
and no other signs of loss or separation. (129645-19A)
AK-47 Magazine
This Russian-style 75-round drum magazine is not maker marked and
has an S-428 stamped on the winder. It exhibits strong arsenal blue with
the usual light handling marks from use and remains in overall excellent
condition. (108925-35A)
AK-47 Magazine
This Russian-style 75-round drum magazine is not maker marked and
has a S-490 stamped on the winder. It exhibits strong arsenal blue with
the usual light handling marks associated with use and remains in
excellent condition. (108925-35)
AK-47 Magazine
This Russian-Style 75-round drum magazine is not maker marked and
has a CG-520 stamped on the winder. It exhibits strong arsenal blue
finish with spots of dried oil staining and light handling marks consistent
with use and remains in excellent condition. (108925-35B)
Ak-47 Magazine
This Chinese-manufactured 75-round drum magazine remains in its
original sealed plastic packaging. It has a sticker on the back above the
winder that reads “Made in China by Norinco” and remains in as-new
condition. (108925-35C)
AK-47 Magazine
This Chinese-manufactured 75-round drum magazine remains in its
original sealed plastic packaging. It has a sticker above the winder that
reads “Made in China by Norinco” and remains in as-new condition.
(108925-35D)
AK-47 Magazine
This Russian-style 75-round magazine is not maker marked and has
CC-872 stamped on the winder. It remains in excellent condition and
comes wrapped in paper inside a green canvas pouch with a 1” wide
grey web-style carry strap. (108925-35E)
AK-47 Magazine
This Russian-style 75-round drum magazine is not maker marked and
has a CD-029 stamped on the winder. It remains in excellent condition
and comes wrapped in paper inside a green canvas pouch with 1” wide
grey web-style carry strap. (108925-35F)
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Suomi Magazine
This M31 Finnish-marked 71-round drum magazine is numbered 67981 /
SA on the front and 55995 on the back. It retains perhaps 50% of its
arsenal blue finish that is blended with areas of brown and dull grey and
all marks remain crisp and legible. A fine example overall. (108925-20A)
Suomi Magazine
This M31 Finnish-marked 71-round drum magazine is numbered 58350 /
SA on the front and 07957 on the back. It retains about 65% of its
arsenal blue finish with areas blending to brown and dull grey. The
markings are slightly washed but remain legible and this magazine
remains in very good condition. (108925-20)
Suomi Magazines
This lot includes eight 36-round M31 stick magazines with Finnish SA
markings and finger-loops. The magazines retain 95% plus of their
original finish with minor handling marks and remain in excellent
condition. (108925-20B)
Suomi Magazines
This lot includes eight 36-round M31 stick magazines with Finnish SA
markings and finger-loops. The magazines retain near all of their original
blue finish with some light handling marks and remain in excellent
condition. (108925-20C)
Suomi Magazines
This lot includes eight 36-round M31 stick magazines with Finnish SA
markings and finger-loops. The magazines retain near all of their original
blue finish and exhibit some very minor handling marks but remain in
excellent condition. (108925-20D)
HK 91/G3 Magazines
This lot includes seven unmarked 30-round 91/G3 style magazines. The
magazines retain near all of their original finish with varying amounts of
light handling marks and remain in fine overall condition. (108925-10H)
HK 91/G3 Magazines
This lot includes seven unmarked 30-round 91/G3 style magazines.
There are three in plain white cardboard boxes and four without. The
magazines retain near all of their original finish with some varying levels
of light handling marks scattered about. These magazines remain in
excellent condition. (108925-10I)
Tommy Gun Magazines
This lot includes eight 30-round stick magazines for the Thompson
sub-machinegun. There are seven Seymour and one U.S. marked all
showing varying levels of light handling marks, dings, or spots of fine
oxidation staining. The magazines are coated in a thin layer of grease
and remain in fine overall condition. (108925-19N)
Unmarked HK MP-5 Magazines
This lot includes seven 30-round likely Korean-manufactured magazines
for the MP-5. They retain near all of their original phosphate finish aside
from a few light handling marks and come in their original packaging.
(108925-19R)
Unmarked HK MP-5 Magazines
This lot includes seven 30-round likely Korean-manufactured magazines
for the MP-5. They retain near all of their original phosphate finish aside
from a few light handling marks and come in their original packaging.
(108925-19S)
Aftermarket HK MP-5 Magazines
This lot includes seven 30-round magazines. There are two straight
body blued finish with “Made in Pakistan” stickers and five curved
American Tactical marked with phosphate finish all in excellent
condition. (108925-19P)
Aftermarket HK MP-5 Magazines
This lot includes seven 30-round magazines. There are three straight
body likely Pakistani-manufactured and four curved likely
Korean-manufactured all retaining most of their original finish with a few
light handling marks and spots of adhesive residue from stickers on the
straight body magazines. (108925-19Q)
Suomi M31 Magazines
This lot includes three 50-round unmarked “Coffin” style magazines. The
magazines retain near all of their blue finish with scattered light handling
marks. The springs are strong and they are in fine condition overall.
(108925-18)
Suomi M3 Magazines
This lot includes four unmarked 50-round “Coffin” style magazines with
leather military style pouch. The magazines retain nearly all of their
original finish with varying amounts of light handling and wear marks
consistent with use. The springs remain strong and they have small
finger-loops at the base. The leather two-pocket pouch shows scattered
light usage marks with spots of mildew and ingrained dirt staining. The
stitching remains tight and it is marked possibly “F. Muller / Solingen /
Motiers” between the pouches. The markings are visible but hard to
decipher due to wear and staining on the leather. The carry strap
remains intact and shows some minor staining and overall these items
are in fine condition. (108925-18A)
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Mixed Military Magazines
This lot is made up of nine various 36-round stick magazines. There are
four SA marked likely for the Finnish Suomi and the magazines retain
nearly all of their original blue finish with varying amounts of light
handling marks and spots of fine oxidation staining. Also included are
two Persian marked and two Carl Gustaf marked likely for the Swedish
K submachinegun. These magazines have both blued and phosphate
finish with scattered light handling marks and spots of oxidation and
oxidation staining. Last is a single blued finish magazine that is
unmarked with a replacement magazine catch similar to both
aforementioned items with the exception of the front piece being flat and
it measures roughly 1/2”x 2 1/4” overall. (108925-18B)
Sten Magazines
This lot includes nine 36-round steel bodied magazines and two loading
tools. The magazines have either blued or phosphate finish and exhibit
minor handling marks with some scattered spots of fine oxidation
staining. A fine grouping overall. (108925-18C)
Saiga-12 Magazines
This lot includes six polymer 10-round magazines by AGP Arms Inc.
These are as-new magazines still in their original packaging.
(108925-12)
Saiga-12 Magazines
This lot includes six polymer 10-round magazines (4) Izhmash and (2)
AGP Arms Inc., showing varying amounts of light wear associated with
use and all remain in very good to fine condition. (108925-12A)
Saiga-12 Magazines
This lot includes six polymer 10-round magazines by AGP Arms Inc., (4)
are showing minimal if any use and (2) remain sealed in their original
packaging. An excellent condition lot. (108925-12B)
Saiga-12 Magazines
This lot includes six polymer magazines (2) Izhmash 10-round, (1)
Izhmash 8-round and (3) AGP Arms Inc., 10-round. These magazines
show little if any wear and remain in fine condition. (108925-12C)
Saiga 308 Magazines
This lot includes four Izhmash 8-round factory magazines. The
magazines have varying amounts of light wear associated with use and
remain in excellent condition. (108925-13)
Saiga 308 Magazines
This lot includes four Izhmash 8-round factory magazines. The
magazines have varying amounts of light wear associated with use and
remain in excellent condition. (108925-13A)
Saiga 308 Magazines
This lot includes four Izhmash 8-round factory magazines. The
magazines have varying amounts of light wear associated with use and
remain in excellent condition. (108925-13B)
Saiga-12 Magazines
This lot includes four Izhmash 5-round factory polymer magazines.
There are two showing little if any wear and two sealed in their original
factory packaging with quality control cards. (108925-13C)
Saiga 308 Magazines
This lot includes four Surefire Gun Mags LLC 25-round polymer
magazines. These magazines are as-new still sealed in their original
packaging. (108925-13D)
Saiga 308 Magazines
This lot includes five unmarked and likely Surefire Gun Mags LLC
25-round polymer magazines with aluminum floorplates. These are
gently used magazines showing minimal wear associated with use in
excellent condition. (108925-13E)
Saiga 308 Magazines
This lot includes four Surefire Gun Mags LLC 25-round polymer
magazines. These magazines are as-new still sealed in their original
packaging. (108925-13F)
Saiga-12 Magazines
This lot includes three Izhmash 5-round polymer magazines. These are
as-new magazines in their original factory packaging, two are sealed
one is open. (108925-13G)
Saiga 308 Magazines
This lot includes five unmarked and likely Surefire Gun Mags LLC
25-round polymer magazines with aluminum floorplates. These are
gently used magazines showing minimal wear associated with use in
excellent condition. (108925-13H)
Sterling SMG Magazines
This lot includes five steel body 34 round magazines. The magazines
have varying amounts of finish remaining with overall light handling
marks and spots of loss expected with use and are sealed in plastic
wrap with a light oil coating. (108925-4)
AR-15 9mm Magazines
This lot includes ten Promag 32-round polymer magazines. These
magazines show minimal wear associated with use and rate excellent
overall. (108925-4A)
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Tec 9 Magazines
This lot includes five steel body, blue finish, unmarked 32-round, 9mm
magazines. The magazines show some light handling marks with some
remaining wrapped in plastic with a light oil coating. (108925-4B)
Tec 9 Magazines
This lot includes five steel body, blue finish, unmarked 32-round 9mm
magazines. The magazines retain nearly all of their original finish with
some visible light usage and handling marks. (108925-4C)
Tec 9 Magazines
This lot includes five steel body, blue finish MAGRH/INT 32-round 9mm
replacement magazines in original packaging. These are as-new
aftermarket magazines in excellent condition. (108925-4D)
Tec 9 Magazines
This lot includes six steel body, blue finish MAGRH/INT 32-round 9mm
magazines. Five of these replacement magazines remain in their original
plastic wrap and one is opened and all remain in excellent condition.
(108925-4E)
AR-15 9mm Magazines
This lot includes six steel body aftermarket magazines. There are five
40-round and one 30-round retaining nearly all of their original finish
showing light handling and usage marks. Some of the magazines
remain wrapped in plastic with a light oil coating all are in excellent
condition. (108925-4F)
Sterling SMG Magazines
This lot includes five steel body 34-round magazines. The magazines
have varying amounts of finish remaining with overall light handling and
wear marks consistent with use. Two of the magazines have markings in
white paint along the floorplate and all are sealed in plastic with a light
coating of oil and remain in fine condition. (108925-4G)
HK MP-5 C-Mag
This 100-round polymer dual drum Beta Company 9mm magazine
shows very little handling marks and rates excellent. Included are a tube
of grease, manual, and black nylon carry case. (108925-39)
Uzi Drum Magazine
This 72-round C&S Metall-Werkes, Ltd., MK2 drum magazine retains
nearly all of its original finish with a few minor light handling marks and
comes with a manual and nylon canvas carry case. (108925-39A)
HK MP-5 Drum Magazine
This 72 round C&S Metall-Werkes, Ltd., MK2 drum magazine retains
nearly all of its finish with a few minor light handling marks and comes
with a manual and black nylon carry case. (108925-39B)
AR-15 Drum Magazine
This unmarked steel body likely 75-round magazine retains nearly all of
its grey parkerized finish with scattered light handling marks consistent
with use. This magazine remains in excellent condition. (108925-38)
AR-15 C-Mag
This 100-round polymer dual drum Beta Company magazine shows
some minor light handling marks consistent with use and remains in
excellent condition. Included are a black nylon carry case, dust cover
and grease. (108925-38A)
AR-15 C-Mag
This 100-round polymer dual drum Beta Company magazine shows
some minor light handling marks consistent with use and remains in
excellent condition. Included are a black nylon carry case, dust cover
and grease. (108925-38B)
AR-15 Drum Magazine
This MWG Company “Ninety Rounder” polymer drum magazine rates
excellent. It has a clear face and some visible light handling marks and
comes with its original shipping box, loading tool and manual.
(108925-38C)
AR-15 Drum Magazine
This MWG Company “Ninety Rounder” polymer drum magazine rates
excellent. It has a clear face and some visible light handling marks and
comes with its original shipping box, loading tool and manual.
(108925-38D)
AR-15 Drum Magazine
This MWG Company “Ninety Rounder” polymer drum magazine rates
excellent. It has a clear face and some visible light handling marks and
comes with its original shipping box, loading tool and manual.
(108925-38E)
BAR Magazines
This lot includes eight 20-round surplus magazines with grey phosphate
finish. The magazines have varying amounts of light handling marks and
remain in overall excellent condition. (108925-3)
BAR Magazines
This lot includes eight 20-round surplus magazines with various finishes.
The magazines have varying amounts of light handling marks and
scattered spots of fine oxidation staining and some with spots of active
oxidation. The magazines are in overall very good condition.
(108925-3A)
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BAR Magazines
This lot includes eight 20-round surplus magazines with grey phosphate
finish. The magazines have varying amounts of light handling marks and
remain in overall excellent condition. (108925-3C)
Galil Magazines
Includes five 35-round polymer Orlite .223 Rem., magazines still in their
original packaging in as-new condition. (108925-23)
Galil Magazines
Includes five 35-round polymer Orlite .223 Rem., magazines that show a
few scattered light handling marks and minor wear consistent with use in
overall excellent condition. (108925-23A)
Galil Magazines
Includes five total. First are three steel body 35 round .223 Rem.
magazines that show light wear and handling marks consistent with use.
Second, are two 35-round polymer Orlite 223 Rem. magazines that
show minor wear associated with use and all remain in very good
condition. (108925-23B)
Galil Magazines
Includes three factory 25 round steel body magazines and loading tools
in .308. The magazines are as-new sealed in plastic with a light oil
coating and rate excellent. (108925-15)
Galil Magazines
Includes three factory 25 round steel body magazines and loading tools
in .308. The magazines are as-new sealed in plastic with a light oil
coating and rate excellent. (108925-15A)
Galil Magazines
Includes three factory 25 round steel body magazines in .308. There are
two sealed in plastic with loading tools and have a light coating of oil and
one without loading tool showing light handling marks out of its packing.
These items are in excellent condition. (108925-15B)
Galil Magazines
Includes three factory 25 round steel body magazines in .308. There are
two sealed in plastic with loading tools and have a light coating of oil and
one with loading tool showing light handling marks out of its packaging.
These items are in excellent condition. (108925-15C)
Galil Magazines
Includes two factory 12 round .308 steel body magazines with clamp.
These are as-new items sealed in plastic packaging. (108925-15D)
Grease Gun Magazines
Includes ten as-new 30 round G.I. style M3 magazines manufactured by
Keepshooting.com. These blued finish magazines are sealed in original
packaging with a coating of protective oil. (108925-26)
Grease Gun Magazines
Includes ten blued finish 30 round G.I. style M3 magazines
manufactured by Keepshooting.com. There are seven sealed in original
packaging and three loose all in as-new condition. (108925-26A)
Grease Gun Magazines
Includes ten as-new 30 round G.I. style M3 magazines manufactured by
Keepshooting.com. These blued finish magazines are sealed in original
packaging with a coating of protective oil. (108925-26B)
AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes seven 30-round Colt marked magazines with grey
phosphate finish and green replacement followers. The magazines have
varying amounts of light wear and handling marks associated with use
and remain in fine condition overall. (108925-43)
AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes six 30-round Colt marked magazines with grey
phosphate finish and green replacement followers. The magazines have
varying amounts of light wear and handling marks associated with use
and remain in fine condition overall. (108925-43A)
AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes ten 30-round magazines from various manufacturers to
include; (2) Adventure Line Mfg., Co., (4) Parsons Precision Products,
and (4) Center Industries Corp. The magazines show varying degrees of
light wear and handling marks consistent with use and four of them have
green replacement followers. They remain in very good overall
condition. (108925-43B)
AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes ten 30-round magazines from various manufacturers to
include; (3) Adventure Line Mfg., Co., (1) B.F.I, and (6) Center Industries
Corp. The magazines show varying degrees of light wear and handling
marks consistent with use and five of them have green replacement
followers and two are still in original sealed packaging. They remain in
very good overall condition. (108925-43C)
AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes nine 30-round Cooper Industries magazines with grey
phosphate finish all sealed in factory wrappings in as-new condition.
(108925-43D)
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AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes nine unmarked 40-round magazines with six having a
grey phosphate finish and three with a black finish. The magazines are
in overall very good condition showing little if any wear with one of the
black finish magazines having a moderate ding along its left front edge
and is slightly compressed at the top by the feed lips. The balance of the
magazines remains in excellent condition. (108925-43E)
AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes ten as-new 30-round LaBelle Industries magazines with
black phosphate finish sealed in their original factory packaging.
(108925-43F)
AR-15 Magazines
This lot includes ten 30-Round LaBelle Industries magazines with a
mixture of black and grey phosphate finish. There are eight sealed in
factory packaging and two without that show light handling marks and all
are in excellent to as-new condition. (108925-43G)
HK G3 / 91 Magazines
This lot includes 33 aluminum and steel 20-round magazines. There are
27 HK marked aluminum magazines with various date codes, some with
light oxidation staining and minor handling marks from use. Also
included are four steel body magazines with a dark grey phosphate
finish marked with “7.62x51 / 1B” and “7.62x51 / 1C”. All remain in fine
to excellent condition. (108925-42A)
HK G3 / 91 Magazines
This lot includes 32 aluminum body 20-round magazines. All have a
black finish with various date codes and some show minor handling
marks and light oxidation staining. All remain in very good to fine
condition. (108925-42)
Ak-47 Magazines
This lot includes ten 40-round unmarked steel magazines with blue
finish. The magazines have varying amounts of light handling marks and
loss associated with use and remain in excellent condition. (108925-47)
AK-47 Magazines
This lot includes ten 40-round unmarked steel magazines with blue
finish. The magazines have varying amounts of light handling marks and
some spots of fine oxidation staining and light wear expected from use.
These magazines remain in excellent condition. (108925-47A)
AK-47 Magazines
This lot includes ten 40-round unmarked steel magazines with blued
finish. These magazines show very minor light handling marks and a
spot or two of fine oxidation staining and remain in excellent condition.
(108925-47B)
AK-47 Magazines
This lot includes ten 40-round unmarked steel magazines with blue
finish. These magazines show minor light handling marks and remain in
excellent condition. (108925-47C)
CZ 24/26 Magazines
This lot includes eight 32-round stick magazines. The magazines are
sealed in plastic wrap with a light layer of grease and remain in excellent
condition. (108925-5)
CZ 24/26 Magazines
This lot includes eight 32-round stick magazines. The magazines are
sealed in plastic wrap with a light layer of grease and remain in excellent
condition. (108925-5A)
CZ 24/26 Magazines
This lot includes eight 32-round stick magazines. The magazines show
varying levels of remaining finish with some light handling marks, wear
and spots of fine oxidation that are expected with use. They remain in
fine condition. (108925-5B)
Saiga .410 Drum Magazine
This .410 bore 30-round polymer drum magazine from Pro Mag
magazine comes in its original factory packaging and remains in as-new
condition. (108925-30)
Saiga 12 Drum Magazine
This 12 ga., 20 round polymer drum magazine from Pro Mag shows light
handling marks associated with use and remains in excellent condition.
(108925-30A)
Saiga 12 Drum Magazine
This 12 ga., 20-round polymer drum magazine from Pro Mag has minor
light handling marks associated with use and remains in excellent
condition. (108925-30B)
HK .308 Drum Magazine
This model X-91 50-round drum magazine from Allied Armament shows
no signs of use and comes in its original shipping box with owner’s
manual and remains in like-new condition. (108925-30C)
HK .308 Drum Magazine
This unmarked 50-round drum magazine shows some minor light
handling marks associated with use and is very similar in design to the
Allied Armament X-91. This example remains in excellent condition.
(108925-30D)
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FAL Magazines
This lot includes ten 20-round Metric-style magazines. They retain
nearly all of their original finish with some showing light handling and
wear marks expected from use some very minor spots of oxidation
staining. Lot remains in very good condition. (108925-39)
FAL Magazines
This lot includes ten 20-round Metric-style magazines. They retain
nearly all of their original finish with some showing light handling and
wear marks expected from use some very minor spots of oxidation
staining. Lot remains in very good condition. (108925-39A)
FAL Magazines
This lot includes five Metric-style magazines. There is two 30-round and
three 20-round with very minor light handling marks in overall excellent
condition. (108925-39B)
FAL Magazines
This lot includes five Metric-style magazines. There is three 30-round
and two 20-round with scattered light handling marks and minor spots of
wear associated with use and all remain in excellent condition.
(108925-39C)
FAL Magazines
This lot includes five Metric-style magazines. There is two 30-round and
three 20-round with scattered light handling marks and remain in
excellent condition. (108925-39D)
Mag 7 Magazines
This lot includes 11 steel body, 12 ga., blue finish 6-round magazines for
the Techno Arms slide action shotgun. The magazines show light
handling marks associated with use and remain in excellent condition.
(108925-7)
Mag 7 Magazines
This lot includes 12 steel body, 12 ga., blue finish 6-round magazines for
the Techno Arms slide action shotgun. The magazines show light
handling marks associated with use and remain in excellent condition.
(108925-7A)
Mag 7 Magazines
This lot includes 11 steel body, 12 ga., blue finish 6-round magazines for
the Techno Arms slide action shotgun. The magazines show light
handling marks associated with use and remain in excellent condition.
(108925-7B)
FAL Magazines
This Lot includes 11 Metric-style 20 round magazines. They retain
nearly all of their original finish with minor handling marks and spots of
wear consistent with use. A fine condition lot overall. (108925-39E)
FAL Magazines
This Lot includes 11 Metric-style 20 round magazines. They retain
nearly all of their original finish with minor handling marks and spots of
wear consistent with use. A fine condition lot overall. (108925-39F)
FAL Magazines
This Lot includes 11 Metric-style 20 round magazines. They retain
nearly all of their original finish with minor handling marks, areas of fine
oxidation staining, and spots of wear consistent with use. A very good
condition lot overall. (108925-39G)
Mas 49/56 Magazines
Includes two 10-round magazines that are importer stamped “308” along
the floor plate that do not appear modified in any other way. The
magazines retain nearly all of their original finish with minor wear,
handling marks and specks of scattered fine oxidation staining.
(108925-39G)
Colt 38 Super Magazine
Includes one factory blued finish magazine for the following models
Combat Commander, Commander, and Government sealed in its
original packaging in as-new condition. (108712-11)
Smith & Wesson Magazines
This lot includes four magazines. First are two nickel 10-round Pro Mag
aftermarket magazines compatible with the following series; 410 & 4006
sealed in their original factory packaging. Third is two nickel finish
factory 16-round magazines compatible with the SW series all in
excellent condition. (108712-11A)
Springfield Armory Magazines
Includes five nickel 9mm XD series 16 round magazines in excellent
condition. (108712-11B)
EMP 9 Magazines
This lot includes three magazines for the Springfield EMP 9 pistol by
Mec-Gar. The magazines are marked “EMP” and “Mfg. in Italy by
MEC-GAR / For Springfield Armory”. One magazine has sticker residue
on its side. (108712-11C)
Springfield Armory XD 9 Magazines
This lot includes three nickel finish factory 15 round magazines with
bright bodies in excellent condition. (108712-11D)
Springfield Armory Magazines
Includes four nickel 9mm XD series 16 round magazines in excellent
condition. (108712-11E)
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Springfield Armory Magazines
Includes three nickel finish 9mm XD series magazines. There is a
10,15,16-round magazine all in excellent condition. (108712-11F)
Beretta Magazines
This lot includes three. First are two blued finish 15-round 92-series
magazines both are PB marked and the other is an aftermarket
10-round nickel finish likely 96 series magazine marked “M.D.S. cal. 40
S&W made in Italy” all remain in excellent condition. (108712-11G)
HK USP 45 Magazine
This 12-round factory blued finish magazine with polymer base plate has
12 witness holes and is marked “Restricted Law Enforcement /
Government Use only 10-94” and remains in excellent condition.
(108712-11H)
Lot of Pistol Magazines
This lot includes four magazines for a variety of pistols. First is a nickel
finish 7-round unmarked 1911 style magazine likely for a Commander or
Government model pistol. Second is a blued unmarked 16 round 9mm
magazine likely for a CZ 75 or similar pistol. Third are two blued body
magazines one 13-round and one 12-round likely for a Beretta Model 84
or similar style pistol. These magazines show light handling and storage
marks with one having some spots of sticker residue all in very good
condition. (108712-11I)
HK MP-5 Drum Magazine
This lot includes a 100-round Beta C-Mag system sealed in its original
factory packaging. The box indicates that included will be a loader, black
pouch, manual, and tube of graphite. This is in as-new condition.
(108712-9F)
Colt 9mm Drum Magazine
This lot includes a 100-round Beta C-mag sealed in its original factory
packaging. The box indicates it will include a loader, black pouch,
manual, and tube of graphite. This item is in as-new condition.
(108172-9K)
Colt 9mm Drum Magazine
This lot includes a 100-round Beta C-mag sealed in its original factory
packaging. The box indicates it will include a loader, black pouch,
manual, and tube of graphite. This item is in as-new condition.
(108172-9A)
M16 / M4 Drum Magazine
This lot includes a 100-round Beta C-Mag sealed in its original factory
packaging. The box indicates it will include a loader, olive drab pouch,
manual, and tube of graphite. This is in as-new condition. (108172-9I)
Mini 14 Drum Magazine
This lot includes a 100-round Beta C-Mag sealed in its original factory
packaging. The box indicates it will include a loader, black pouch,
manual, and tube of graphite. This is in as-new condition. (108172-9E)
M16 / M4 Drum Magazine
This lot includes a 100-round Beta C-Mag sealed in its original factory
packaging. The box indicates it will include a loader, olive drab pouch,
manual, and tube of graphite. This is in as-new condition. (108172-9B)
SGM Tactical Vepr Magazines
This lot includes four 10-round 7.62x54R polymer magazines for Vepr
rifles. There are three still in their original sealed packaging and one
without that shows light handling marks associated with use and items
are in excellent to as-new condition. (108925-49)
SGM Tactical Vepr Magazines
This lot includes three 10 round 7.62x54R polymer magazines for Vepr
rifles that are sealed in their original packaging and are in as-new
condition. (108925-49A)
MKA 1919 Magazines
This lot includes three 10-round 12 ga., factory magazines made by
XNARMS for the AR-12 style shotgun. The magazines are in excellent
condition. (108925-51)
MKA 1919 Magazines
This lot includes two 10-round 12 ga., factory magazines made by
XNARMS for the AR-12 style shotgun. The magazines are in excellent
condition. (108925-51A)
KCI Drum Magazine
This 50-round polymer drum is Korean made and is for use with the
following Glock model pistols; 22, 23, 27, and 35. The drum appears
as-new in its original box. (108925-63)
Para-Ordnance Warthog Magazines
This lot includes two 45 ACP 20-round magazines with grip sleeves in
their sealed factory packaging from Pro Mag. They fit the following
model pistols; P12, P13, and P14 and remain in as-new condition.
(108925-63A)
M-14 Magazines
This lot includes five 20-round black Parkerized finish magazines with
overall light handling marks and spots of minor wear associated with use
remaining in excellent condition. (108925-40)
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M-14 Magazines
This lot includes five 20-round Parkerized finish magazines with overall
light handling and wear marks consistent with use in overall excellent
condition. (108925-40A)
M-14 Magazines
This lot includes five 20 round magazines. There are three with black
Parkerized finish and two with blue finish all showing light handling
marks and spots of light wear associated with use in overall excellent
condition. (108925-40B)
Steyr Aug Magazines
This lot includes five clear sand colored magazines. There are four
30-round and one 42-round and all remain in excellent condition.
(108925-40C)
Steyr Aug Magazines
This lot includes eight clear sand colored magazines. These are 42
round magazines some still in original packaging all in excellent
condition. (108925-40D)
M-14 Magazines
This lot includes five 20-round black Parkerized finish magazines with
scattered light handling marks and spots of very minor wear associated
with use in overall excellent condition. (108925-40E)
M1 Carbine Magazines
This lot includes 13 magazines and a canvas GI style carry pouch.
There is one 20-round, eight 30-round and four 40-round magazines
that come in an OD green magazine pouch. Some of the magazines
show varying light handling and minor spots of wear associated use and
the balance are in plastic wrap with a light coating of oil and all are in
excellent condition. (108925-40F)
M-14 Magazines
This lot includes four 25-round Parkerized finish magazines with three
sealed in their original packaging, all in excellent condition.
(108925-40G)
M-14 Magazines
This lot includes four magazines there are two Parkerized finish one
25-round and one 20-round and two blue finish 20-round some sealed in
their original packing sleeves all in excellent to as-new condition.
(108925-40H)
Steyr Aug Magazines
This lot includes eight clear sand colored 42-round magazines all
showing light handling marks associated with use and remain in
excellent condition. (108925-40I)
M-14 Magazines
This lot includes four 25-round black Parkerized finish magazines in
plastic wrap in excellent condition. (108925-40J)
SGM Tactical Vepr Drum Magazine
This lot includes a polymer 25-round 12 ga., drum magazine with clear
face in its original shipping box with manual in as-new condition.
(108925-68)
SGM Tactical Vepr Drum Magazine
This lot includes a polymer 25-round 12 ga., drum magazine with clear
face in its original shipping box with manual in as-new condition.
(108925-68A)
Springfield 1922 M1 Magazine
Included is a single 5-round blue finish 22 caliber magazine. The
magazine retains nearly all of its original finish with some minor edge
wear and scattered spots of fine oxidation staining. An excellent
example. (109558-10D)
Springfield 1922 M1 Magazine
Included is a single 5-round blue finish 22 caliber magazine. The
magazine retains nearly all of its original finish with some minor edge
wear and scattered spots of fine oxidation staining. An excellent
example. (109558-10A)
Springfield 1922 M1 Magazine
Included is a single 5-round blue finish 22 caliber magazine. The
magazine retains 90% of its original blue finish with wear along the
contact points and some scattered spots of fine oxidation staining. A fine
example overall. (109558-10C)
Cooper Arms Magazines
This lot includes two 5-round blued finish magazines for a model 57M
rifle. The magazines retain nearly all of their original finish and remain in
excellent condition. (109543-200B)
Dual Cut Uzi Magazines
This lot includes seven 40-round steel 9mm magazines with dual round
cut. These South-African manufactured magazines have a black enamel
finish and dual cuts purportedly to allow use in some AR-15 rifles. The
magazines are in excellent condition. (108925-33)
Uzi Magazines
This lot includes seven 40-round aftermarket 9mm magazines. The
magazines have a black enamel finish and remain in excellent condition.
(108925-33A)
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Uzi Magazines
This lot includes seven 40-round aftermarket 9mm magazines. The
magazines have a black enamel finish with most wrapped in plastic all in
excellent condition. (108925-33B)
Uzi Magazines
This lot includes twelve 32-round surplus 9mm magazines. The
magazines have varying amounts of scattered light handling marks and
areas of loss expected with use and remain in excellent condition.
(108925-33C)
Uzi Magazines
This lot includes twelve 32-round surplus 9mm magazines. The
magazines have varying amounts of scattered light handling marks and
areas of loss with a few scattered specks of fine oxidation staining. The
magazines range in condition from fine to excellent. (108925-33D)
Uzi Magazines
This lot includes twelve 32-round surplus 9mm magazines. The
magazines vary in condition with scattered light handling marks, areas of
loss, and spots of fine oxidation staining with most in very good and a
few in excellent condition. (108925-33E)
Uzi Magazines
This lot includes twelve 25-round 9mm surplus and aftermarket
magazines. The magazines have both parkerized and blue finishes with
varying amounts of light handling marks and minor wear associated with
use and remain in very good condition. (108925-33F)
Uzi Magazines
This lot includes twelve 25-round 9mm surplus and aftermarket
magazines in a variety of finishes. There is black enamel, blued and
parkerized finish magazines all exhibiting light handling marks and spots
of wear consistent with use and remain in very good to excellent
condition. (108925-33G)
Uzi Magazines
This lot includes twelve 25-round 9mm surplus magazines with two
3-pocket carry pouches. The pouches are adjustable to carry larger
capacity magazines with bronze colored hardware and remain in
excellent condition. The magazines vary in condition with light handling
marks, spots of wear and fine oxidation staining and remain in very good
to excellent condition. (108925-33H)
KCI AK-74 Dual Drum Magazine
This Korean-manufactured 95-round dual drum magazine shows light
wear at the contact points and some very minor light handling marks.
Included are approximately 70 rounds of 5.45x39 surplus ammunition (in
magazine), loading tool, black nylon case, dust cover, and original
shipping box. (108925-66)
HK Beta Mag
This 100-round C-Mag for the HK G3 / 91 rifle shows some light
handling marks and comes with black nylon case, loading tool, grease,
dust cover, manual, and original factory shipping box. It is in excellent
condition. (108925-66A)
M1A / M14 Beta Mag
This 100-round C-mag has a few light handling marks hardly worth
mentioning and comes with a black nylon case, loading tool, grease,
dust cover, manual, and original factory shipping box. (108925-66B)
FAL Beta Mag
This metric-style 100-round C-Mag system has clear covers and a few
light handling marks and comes with a black nylon case, loading tool,
grease, dust cover, manual and original factory shipping box and
remains in excellent condition. (108925-66C)
Armatac Saw-Mag
This 150-round 5.56mm dual drum magazine comes with a manual,
advertising insert, loading tool, dust cover, and original shipping box. It
has a green sticker on the left drum that reads “Tested” and remains in
like-new condition. (108925-66D)
Guncrafter 50 GI Magazines
This lot includes three 9-round polymer magazines for use in Glock
20/21 pistols that have been converted to 50 GI and a loading tool. Two
magazines are still wrapped in original packaging and third shows
overall handling marks associated with use and all are in very good to
as-new condition. (108925-89C)
Guncrafter 50 GI Magazines
This lot includes three. There are two 9-round and one rudimentarily
fitted with a G30 Kriss Super V extension kit. The 9-round magazines
remain in excellent condition and the modified one will need some
attention as the follower is lodged inside the well. (108925-89B)
Para-Ordnance Magazines
This is a lot of two Promag 20 rd. black polymer .45 acp, Para-Ordnance
magazines for Warthog, P-12, P-13 and P14. The magazines rate
as-new in original packaging. (2X78925-63A)
6.8mm AR magazines
This lot consists of three C Products 25 rd. magazines: (2) blued; (1)
parkerized. The magazines appear unused and rate excellent.
(2X78925-8A)
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6.8mm AR magazines
This lot consists of three: (2) Barrett parkerized 30 rd.; (1) PRI blued 25
rd., all in excellent condition. (2X78925-8B)
Heckler & Koch P9S Magazines
This lot includes four quality new-production 8-round magazines for the
H&K P9S made by United Defense LLC. All magazines rate excellent to
as-new and two magazines remain in their original packaging. These
reproduction magazines appear to be excellent quality with robust
springs. (139679-2)
Beretta 92/CX4 Magazine Lot
This lot includes five 30-round 9mm magazines (#C89282) for the
Beretta 92 series of pistols or CX4 carbine. Four of the magazines are in
their original packaging and all appear to be new. (238925-29A)
Beretta 92/CX4 Magazine Lot
This lot includes five 20-round 9mm magazines (#1385979/1) for the
Beretta 92 series of pistols or CX4 carbine. All magazines are new in
their original packaging. (238925-29B)
Ruger Mini-14 6.8mm Rem Spc Magazines
Two blued steel 5-round magazines. Both rate excellent with just the
slightest bit of silvering at the contact points. Also includes one
unmarked 10-round polymer magazine for an unidentified 22LR pistol in
excellent condition. (129543-291D) [Phil Buker Collection]
Sako/Beretta 85M 6.5x55 SE Magazine
One stainless steel 3-round magazine, rating excellent with no
discernible blemishes. (129543-291E) [Phil Buker Collection]
Desert Eagle 50 AE Magazine
One blued steel 7-round magazine. The metal surfaces retain about
98% original blue finish with some silvering at the contact points and
some lightly textured speckled ocher patina on the floorplate. Overall the
magazine is in about excellent condition. (129543-291F) [Phil Buker
Collection]
AR-15 9mm Converted Magazines
Three parkerized steel magazines, likely 30-round capacity, converted to
fit an AR-15 magwell. The magazines retain about 95-98% original finish
with some light silvering mostly at the contact points and are in about
excellent condition. Also includes one parkerized steel loading tool in
excellent condition. (128866-2)
U.S. M3 Magazine
One 30 round blued steel magazine for the U.S. M3 “Grease Gun”. The
front face is numbered “KL GL C153427”. The metal surfaces retain
about 96% original finish with scattered tiny handling marks and a small
few isolated instances of oxidation. Overall the magazine is in about
excellent condition. (128735-38)
Rare WWI Springfield Model 1903 Air Service 20 Round Extension
Magazine
One parkerized steel 20 round magazine extension for a Springfield
Model 1903 bolt-action rifle. Compatible with any standard configuration
Model 1903 service rifle, this magazine extension increases the rifle’s
capacity to an impressive 25 rounds. The metal surfaces retain about
98% Parkerized finish and exhibit only the tiniest specks of silvering,
handling marks or barely discernible ocher. The follower spring is strong
and operates smoothly. Overall the magazine is in excellent condition.
Includes the original factory two-piece box, also in excellent condition
with just a bit of expected storage wear. (12A7668-5A) (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
U.S. M14 Magazines
Two parkerized steel 20 round magazines for the M14 or M1A rifle. The
magazines retain about 95% and 90% original finish, respectively, with
light handling marks and areas of silvering due to contact wear as well
as the occasional spot of light ocher patina. Each includes a
U.S.-marked, 1961-dated OD green canvas belt pouch in about
excellent condition with some very light handling marks. (127668-5B)
Assorted Magazines
Three items: (1) unmarked blued steel 5 round magazine for an M1
carbine, rating near excellent to excellent and retaining about 95%
original blue with some light silvering due to handling wear. (1) blued
steel Colt Woodsman 22LR magazine, rating near excellent and
retaining about 95% original blue with some silvering at the edges and
areas of lightly textured oxidation in the lower half. (1) black plastic
Universal Firearms Corp. M1 Carbine magazine, in fine condition with
few if any handling marks; the follower does not return to position when
depressed and the state of the spring is undetermined. (127668-5D)
H&R Reising Model 50 Magazines
Two 30 round .45 cal. steel magazines for the H&R Reising Model 50
submachine gun and its variants. The first retains about 98% original
blued finish with very few handling marks, rating excellent overall. The
second is in good condition with few handling marks and a thinly
speckled patina of ocher oxidation spattered about the bright steel
surfaces. Also includes a 1943-dated U.S.M.C.-marked tan canvas sling
in excellent condition. (129544-285A)
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Nikon Inline XR 3-9x40 Riflescope
One new-in-box Nikon Inline XR 3-9x40 muzzleloader scope (item
#6793) featuring: BDC 300 reticle, Realtree APG camouflage outer
coating, fully multicoated optics, 5” constant eye relief, precise 1/4 MOA
adjustments, spring-loaded zero-reset turrets, quick focus eyepiece,
waterproof/fogproof/shockproof construction, bikini lens covers, manual
and paperwork. (239412-18F2)
Leupold Scope
Leupold Vari-X IIc 4-12x40 riflescope with duplex reticle and bright
excellent optics. The scope retains 98% plus original matte black finish
with light signs of previous mounting and a couple faint dings in the
finish on the right turret cap. (239412-18K1)
Simmons Rimfire Scope
One new-in-original packaging Simmons 4x20 rimfire scope with Truplex
reticle (item #899805) featuring: coated optics, 1/4 MOA adjustments,
3/4” tube, parallax free at 50 yards and the scope includes a pair of
rings. (239412-18L1)
Simmons Rimfire Scope
One new-in-original packaging Simmons 4x20 rimfire scope with Truplex
reticle (item #899805) featuring: coated optics, 1/4 MOA adjustments,
3/4” tube, parallax free at 50 yards and the scope includes a pair of
rings. (239412-18L2)
EOTech Sight
One EOTech 557AR223 holographic weapon sight that remains in
excellent condition possibly having seen very light use with a few tiny
handling marks in the matte black anodized finish. Sight includes original
factory box, manual and outer cardboard sleeve with inspection sticker
dated “07/07/2009”. This model is night vision compatible and features
left side buttons designed to work with night vision/magnifiers, runs on
two AA batteries (not included), is submersible to 33 ft. and features a
circle dot reticle with 65 MOA outer circle and 4 vertically aligned 1 MOA
dots calibrated for the ballistic drop of 223 Rem ammunition.
(239412-21C)
TruGlo Crossbow Sight
One TruGlo crossbow sight in about excellent condition with a few very
light handling marks in the black anodized finish. The included
packaging details that the sight features four selectable red or green
descending dot patterns to match the trajectory of your crossbow, a
24x34mm wide-field window, an anti-reflective coating, is parallax free
from 30 yards and has an integrated Weaver-style mounting system.
The sight is currently non-operational likely just needing a new CR2032
battery and it comes in its original clamshell packaging with cleaning
cloth and user manual. (239412-21D)
EOTech MPO Sight and Magnifier
This EOTech MPO (Multi-Purpose Optic) kit includes one EOTech
557AR223 holographic weapon sight and one G23 3x magnifier both in
excellent condition having seen very little use with a few tiny impact
marks on the matte black anodized finish. The 2009-manufactured sight
is night vision compatible and features left side buttons designed to work
with night vision/magnifiers, runs on two AA batteries (not included), is
submersible to 33 ft. and features a circle dot reticle with 65 MOA outer
circle and 4 vertically aligned 1 MOA dots calibrated for the ballistic drop
of 223 Rem ammunition. The 3x magnifier features a durable rubberized
housing, an A.R.M.S. quick detach mount with throw lever and a
Samson Quickflip flip-to-the-side riser which mounts the magnifier at the
same height as the optic. The optic and magnifier come in their original
hard plastic case with outer cardboard shipping sleeve, user manuals,
and tool. (23A9412-21B)
Redfield Pistol Scope
One Redfield 4X MP pistol scope with duplex reticle and clear very good
optic retaining about 98% original blue finish with two pairs of short
scratches on each side of the body from mounting. (239412-18B1)
CenterPoint Scope
One CenterPoint 3-9x32 riflescope with red/green illuminated mil-dot
reticle and bright very good optics. The scope retains about 97% plus
black anodized finish with a few scattered tiny impact marks from light
use. The illuminated reticle is currently non-functional likely only needing
a new CR1620 battery. Scope includes a pair of flip up lens covers.
(239412-18L3)
Burris Scope and Binocular Set
One sealed, new-in-box Burris Fullfield II 3-9x40 scope with Ballistic
Plex reticle and one Burris Landmark 10x32 binocular. The scope
features a matte black finish and multicoated optics while the dark green
binocular features fully coated optics, is water resistant and includes a
neck strap. Both the scope and binocular are in the same sealed box,
item #2001 62-BIN 10. (239412-18A1)
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Burris Scope and Binocular Set
One sealed, new-in-box Burris Fullfield II 3-9x40 scope with Ballistic
Plex reticle and one Burris Landmark 10x32 binocular. The scope
features a matte black finish and multicoated optics while the dark green
binocular features fully coated optics, is water resistant and includes a
neck strap. Both the scope and binocular are in the same sealed box,
item #2001 62-BIN 10. (239412-18A2)
Burris Scope and Binocular Set
One sealed, new-in-box Burris Fullfield II 3-9x40 scope with Ballistic
Plex reticle and one Burris Landmark 10x32 binocular. The scope
features a matte black finish and multicoated optics while the dark green
binocular features fully coated optics, is water resistant and includes a
neck strap. Both the scope and binocular are in the same sealed box,
item #2001 62-BIN 10. (239412-18A3)
Long Distance Laser Designator
One sealed new-in-box Laser Genetics ND3x40 Subzero green laser
designator. Packaging specifies that the product can illuminate targets
up to 400 yards away, is nitrogen charged and o-ring sealed and will
provide up to seven hours of continuous use on two CR123 batteries
and includes: 1” scope mount, tripod mount, Weaver mounts, protective
carry case, momentary pressure switch and batteries. Item
#LG-ND3x40SZ. (239412-18I1)
Long Distance Laser Designator
One new-in-box Laser Genetics ND3x50 Subzero green laser
designator. Packaging specifies that the product can illuminate targets
up to 500 yards away, is nitrogen charged and o-ring sealed and will
provide up to seven hours of continuous use on two CR123 batteries
and includes: 1” scope mount, tripod mount, Weaver mounts, protective
carry case, momentary pressure switch and batteries. Item
#LG-ND3x50SZ. (239412-18I2)
Bushnell Sportview Scope
Bushnell Sportview 4x32 riflescope with duplex reticle and bright very
good plus optics retaining about 97% plus original blue finish with a few
minor dings and impact marks from light use. The scope includes a pair
of rings for a grooved rimfire receiver. (239412-18D1)
Simmons Prohunter Handgun Scope
New-in-box Simmons Prohunter 2-6x32 handgun scope with Truplex
reticle and presumably bright excellent optics (model #822009). The
scope features a matte black finish, fully coated optics, is waterproof,
fogproof and shockproof. (239412-18B2)
Simmons 22 MAG Scope
New-in-box Simmons 22 MAG 4x32 riflescope with Truplex reticle and
presumably bright excellent optics (model #511033). The scope features
a matte silver finish, fully coated optics, QTA (Quick Target Acquisition
eyepiece technology), and HydroShield water and condensation
dispersing lens coating. Scope includes a pair of matte silver rings.
(239412-18B3)
Simmons .44 Mag Scope
New-in-box Simmons .44 MAG 3-10x44 wide angle riflescope with
Truplex reticle and presumably bright excellent optics (model #441044).
The scope features a matte black finish, multi-coated optics, QTA (Quick
Target Acquisition eyepiece) and includes bikini lens covers.
(239412-18B4)
Excalibur Twilight DLX Crossbow Scope
New-in-box Excalibur Twilight DLX 3-6x44 crossbow scope with
red/green illuminated adjustable Multiplex reticle and presumably bright
excellent optics (model #1962). This scope is designed for crossbows
shooting 300-400 fps and features fully multi-coated optics, is
shockproof and waterproof and includes manual, lens cloth and lens
covers. (239412-18E1)
Nikon Monarch Scope
New-in-box Nikon Monarch 2-8x32 riflescope with Nikoplex reticle and
bright excellent optics (model #8437). The scope features a matte black
finish, Monarch Eye Box Technology, Interchangeable Turret
Technology, locking side focus parallax adjustment, Ultra ClearCoat
optical system and is waterproof, fogproof, and shockproof. Scope
includes flip-up lens covers, manual, Fog Eliminator wipe, and cleaning
cloth. While new-in-box, the box itself displays minor storage wear.
(239412-18F1)
Tasco Target Scope
Tasco Target 10-40x50 riflescope with crosshair and 1/8” dot reticle and
adjustable objective with very good optics (model #TG1040X50DS). The
scope retains about 95% original matte black rubberized finish with
scattered light scratches and signs of previous mounting. The scope
features oversized target turrets with 1/8 MOA click adjustments,
multi-coated optics and is waterproof, shockproof and fogproof. Included
with the scope is a screw-on sunshade, screw-on lens covers, a pair of
blued steel rings and a pair of Allen wrenches. (239412-18G2)
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Trijicon ACOG Sight
Trijicon ACOG (Advanced Combat Optical Gunsight) TA01 4x32 sight
with 223 Rem BDC crosshair reticle and bright exceptional optics. The
scope is equipped with an AR-15 carry handle base and is in excellent
condition retaining 98% plus original matte black anodized finish with a
couple very tiny impact marks and signs of light use. The Tritium in the
optic no longer illuminates the reticle which ranges out to 800 meters for
223 Rem/5.56mm NATO. Trijicon customer service verifies the
authenticity of this TA01 and quoted reillumination of the reticle at
$188-$300. The optic comes in the original heavy-duty lockable polymer
case with Trijicon-marked Lenspen and Scopecoat protective cover
along with manual, paperwork and mounting tool. (23A9412-21A)
Simmons Rimfire Scope
One sealed in original packaging Simmons 3-7x20 rimfire scope with
Truplex reticle and presumably bright very good optics. The scope
features coated optics, 1/4” MOA adjustments and includes rings and
lens covers. (239412-18B5)
CenterPoint Scope
One sealed in original packaging CenterPoint AR22 Series 3-9x32
scope with red/green illuminated mil-dot reticle and presumably bright
very good optics. The packaging details that the scope is waterproof,
fogproof, shockproof and has been “torture” tested up to a 416 Rigby.
The matte black scope comes with rings, flip-open lens covers and a
neoprene scope cover, (model #CP392RG). (239412-18L4)
Leupold Scope
One sealed new-in-box Leupold VX-1 3-9x50 scope with LR duplex
reticle and presumably bright excellent optics (item #113884). The matte
black scope is waterproof, fogproof, and features 1/4 MOA click
adjustments, Multi-coat 4 lens system and lens covers. (239412-18K2)
Leupold Scope
One sealed new-in-box Leupold VX-1 2-7x33 scope with LR duplex
reticle and presumably bright excellent optics (item #113865). The matte
black scope is waterproof, fogproof, and features 1/4 MOA click
adjustments, Multi-coat 4 lens system and lens covers. (239412-18K3)
Leupold Scope
One sealed new-in-box Leupold VX-1 3-9x40 scope with LR duplex
reticle and presumably bright excellent optics (item #113876). The matte
black scope is waterproof, fogproof, and features 1/4 MOA click
adjustments, Multi-coat 4 lens system and lens covers. (239412-18K4)
Leupold Scope
One sealed new-in-box Leupold VX-1 2-7x33 scope with duplex reticle
and presumably bright excellent optics (item #113863). The matte black
scope is waterproof, fogproof, and features 1/4” MOA click adjustments,
Multi-coat 4 lens system and lens covers. (239412-18K5)
Leupold Scope
One sealed new-in-box Leupold VX-1 3-9x50 scope with duplex reticle
and presumably bright excellent optics (item #113882). The matte black
scope is waterproof, fogproof, and features 1/4 MOA click adjustments,
Multi-coat 4 lens system and lens covers. (239412-18K6)
Leupold Scope
One sealed new-in-box Leupold VX-1 2-7x33 scope with duplex reticle
and presumably bright excellent optics (item #113863). The matte black
scope is waterproof, fogproof, and features 1/4 MOA click adjustments,
Multi-coat 4 lens system and lens covers. (239412-18K7)
Bushnell Elite Scope
One sealed new-in-box Bushnell Elite 4200 2.5-10x40 scope with
Multi-X reticle and presumably bright excellent optics (model
#42-2104M). The matte black scope features RainGuard coating, 1/4
MOA adjustments, fully multi-coated optics and “magnum recoilproof
construction”. (239412-18H1)
Bushnell Elite Scope
One new-in-box Bushnell Elite 4200 2.5-10x50 with Multi-X reticle and
bright excellent optics (model #42-2105M). The matte black scope
features RainGuard coating, 1/4 MOA adjustments, fully multi-coated
optics, “magnum recoilproof construction” and comes with lens cover,
manual and paperwork. (239412-18H2)
Simmons Scope
One new-in-box Simmons Varmint/Predator 4.5-18x44 riflescope with
Truplex Reticle and presumably bright excellent optics (model #654518).
The matte black scope features multi-coated optics, True Zero
adjustable turrets, side parallax adjustment and according to the
packaging is waterproof, fogproof and recoil-proof and includes a
sunshade. (239412-18B6)
Millett Scope
Millett Buck Gold Varmint Target 4-16x56 riflescope with mil-dot reticle
and bright very good optics. The scope remains in very good plus
condition retaining 98% original matte black anodized finish with a few
minor impact marks on the turret covers and high edges. The scope
features side parallax adjustment, 1/8 MOA click adjustments and
includes a pair of 30mm rings and see-through lens covers and comes
in a box labeled for another scope. (239412-18G1)
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Bushnell Banner Scope
One new-in-box Bushnell Banner Dusk & Dawn 4-12x40 riflescope with
Multi-X reticle and presumably bright excellent optics (model #714124).
The matte black scope features an adjustable objective, multi-coated
lens, 1/4 MOA adjustments, Fast Focus eyepiece, and is waterproof,
fogproof and shockproof. (239412-18D2)
Simmons Scope
One new-in-box Simmons Master Series ProSport 6-18x50 riflescope
with Truplex reticle and presumably bright excellent optics (model
#510491). The matte black scope features an adjustable objective,
Quick Target Acquisition (QTA) eyepiece, fully-coated optics, rubberized
SureGrip surfaces and is waterproof, fogproof and shockproof.
(239412-18B7)
Tasco Scope
One new-in-box Tasco World Class 4-16x40 scope with Vital Zone
reticle and presumably bright very good optics (model #DWC416X46N).
The matte black scope features SuperCon multi-layered lens coating
and is waterproof, fogproof and shockproof. (239412-18G3)
Tasco Scope
One new-in-box Tasco Target Varmint 6-24x42 scope with mil-dot reticle
and presumably bright very good optics (model #VAR624X42M). The
matte black scope features an adjustable objective, SuperCon
multi-layered lense coating, 1/4” MOA adjustments, and is waterproof,
fogproof and shockproof. (239412-18G4)
Alpen MagnaView Binocular
One new in box Alpen MagnaView 10x42 binocular with presumably
bright excellent optics (model #259). The green rubber covered
binocular features BAK4 high index glass, long eye relief, fully coated
optics, twist-up eyecups and is waterproof and fogproof and includes a
neck strap and carrying case. (239412-18J1)
Sig Sauer Red Dot Optic and Mount
One new-in-box Sig Sauer STS-081 Mini Red Dot Sight and Bridge
Mount for P220, P226, P228, P229 and SP2022 railed models only
(item #8500401). The STS-081 sight can mount on any Picatinny-style
or Weaver rail and features a 4 MOA red dot with 11 brightness settings
and uses one CR2032 battery. The polymer Bridge mount enables the
sight to be mounted ahead of the ejection port on the previously
mentioned models of pistol. Items come in the original factory box and
shipping sleeve. (239413-82D)
BSA Red Dot Optic/Laser/Light
BSA Stealth Tactical STS RGBD30 LL red/green/blue dot sight with
removable laser sight and flashlight in near excellent condition with a
few very minor signs of light use/mounting. Unit features an integrated
5/8” rail mount at the 6 o’clock position and 5/8” rails at the 3 and 9
o’clock position for the included laser and flashlight. Sight, light and
laser are currently in need of new batteries. Sight features a five MOA
red/green/blue dot with three brightness settings, twist cap lens shutter
system and comes in its original black ammo can-style metal box with
outer cardboard box and includes two tape switches for the laser and
flashlight, adjustment tools, lens cloth and manual with paperwork.
(239413-82E)
Colt Carry Handle Scope
One original Colt-marked 3x20 carry handle scope for AR-15 style rifles
with a duplex reticle and bright excellent optics in near excellent
condition retaining about 98% plus original matte black anodization with
a few small spots of light silvering on the high edges from mounting and
some very light loss on the turret caps. The original white cardboard box
with gold colored “COLT” and “3 X 20” on the lid remains in very good
plus condition displaying a tear in one edge of the lid along with a few
minor scuffs and light discoloration from age. The scope includes black
leather “bikini” style lens covers and a yellow “Read Owners Manual”
tag. The Japanese-manufactured scope retains its yellow inspection
sticker and features a BDC reticle calibrated for 5.56mm NATO
M195/223 Rem 55 gr. FMJ out of 20” barrels with 1/12” twists and the
ocular lens is adjustable for parallax. (23A9413-82F)
Bushnell Elite Scope
One Bushnell Elite 3200 3-10x40 short action compact riflescope with
Multi-X reticle and bright excellent optics. Scope remains in excellent
plus condition retaining 99% plus original matte black anodized finish
with faint marks on the hammer forged aluminum/titanium alloy tubes
from previous mounting. The scope features multi-coated lens treated
with Bushnell’s Rainguard coating and is water/fog/shock proof and
includes lens covers. (239453-162A)
Zeiss Scope
One Zeiss Conquest HD5 3-15x42 riflescope with Z-Plex reticle and
bright exceptional glass. There are a couple very faint signs of previous
mounting on the body with the scope otherwise remaining in excellent
plus condition. The scope features side parallax adjustment, lockable
target turrets and the protective LotuTec and T Coatings provide the
brightness, contrast and clarity for which Carl Zeiss lens are famous.
(23A9543-33A)
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Limited Edition Leupold Scope
One Leupold VX-II Century Limited Edition 3-9x40 scope with LR duplex
reticle and bright excellent optics in excellent condition retaining 99%
plus original gloss blue with only slight evidence of previous mounting.
This scope is marked “100 YEARS / 1907 (golden Leupold symbol)
2007 / LEUPOLD” and features Multicoat 4 lens coatings, lockable
fast-focus eyepiece and waterproof/fogproof construction. (239543-72A)
Leupold Scope
One Leupold VX-I 3-9x40 scope with duplex reticle and bright excellent
optics in excellent condition retaining 99% plus original gloss blue with a
tiny minor scratch from mounting. Scope includes a Leupold-branded
neoprene cover. (239543-144A)
Leupold Scope
One Leupold LPS 1.5-6x42 scope with duplex reticle and bright
excellent optics in excellent condition retaining 99% original matte blue
with a few tiny impact marks. The scope features a 30mm body, parallax
adjustment at the rear and a rubberized magnification selector.
(239543-181A)
Leupold Scope
One Leupold FX-III 6x42 scope with duplex reticle and bright excellent
optics in excellent condition retaining 99% original matte blue with a tiny
handling mark and the slightest signs of previous mounting.
(239543-141A)
Burris Scope
One Burris Signature 3-9x40 riflescope with duplex reticle and
illuminated red center dot and bright excellent optics. This
U.S.A.-manufactured scope remains in excellent condition retaining 99%
original blue with a few fine handling marks and slight signs of previous
mounting. (239543-139A)
Bushnell Elite Scope
One Bushnell Elite 4200 2.5-10x50 scope with illuminated 4A Dot reticle
(model #42-2152M). The scope is in excellent condition retaining 99%
original matte black anodized finish with a few tiny handling marks and
minor evidence of previous mounting. The scope features an illuminated
red center dot, fully multi-coated lenses, and is waterproof, shockproof,
fogproof and includes a pair of lens covers. (239543-46A)
Leupold Scope
One Leupold Vari-X III 6.5-20x50 riflescope with duplex reticle and
bright excellent optics. The scope remains in about excellent condition
retaining 98% plus matte black anodized finish with a tiny ding from
previous mounting and a few light handling marks. The scope is
equipped with an adjustable objective and a pair of Butler Creek flip up
lens caps. (239543-67A)
Leupold Scope
One Leupold Vari-X III 6.5-20x50 Long Range riflescope with fine duplex
reticle and bright excellent optics. The scope remains in excellent
condition retaining 98% original matte black anodized finish with a few
tiny impact marks and minor evidence of previous mounting. The scope
features DiamondCoat 2 lens coatings, Argon/Krypton waterproofing,
side parallax adjustment, and click adjustable target turrets.
(239543-53A)
Simmons Scope
One Simmons Whitetail Classic Wide Angle 6.5-20x50 riflescope with
Truplex reticle and bright excellent optics. The scope remains in
excellent condition retaining 99% original textured matte black finish with
slight rings on the body from mounting. The scope features an
adjustable objective, fully multi-coated lens, locking eyepiece, 100%
weatherproof construction and includes lens covers. (239574-10A)
Redfield Scope
One Redfield Widefield 2-7X riflescope with duplex reticle and bright
excellent optics in excellent condition retaining 99% original blue with a
few light handling marks and minor signs of previous mounting.
(239574-12A)
Redfield Scope
One Redfield Widefield 3-9X scope with duplex reticle and bright optics
in excellent condition retaining 99% original blue with a few light
handling marks and minor signs of previous mounting. (239574-11A)
Leupold Shotgun Scope
One Leupold Vari-X IIc 2-7x33 shotgun scope with duplex reticle and
bright excellent optics. The scope remains in near excellent condition
retaining 98% original matte black anodization with a few minor dings
and light evidence of previous mounting. (239522-3A)
Leupold Scope
One Leupold Vari-X III 6.5-20x40 riflescope with fine duplex reticle and
bright excellent optics. The scope features an adjustable objective and
remains in excellent plus condition retaining 99%+ original matte black
anodized finish with a few scattered light handling marks. (239522-40A)
Leupold Scope
One Leupold Vari-X III 3.5-10x40 adjustable objective scope with duplex
reticle and bright excellent optics. The scope remains in excellent
condition with 98% original black anodized finish with a few light
handling marks and minor scuffs from previous mounting. (239522-26A)
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Nikon Scope
One Nikon Monarch African 1-4x20 scope with German #4 reticle and
bright excellent optics. The scope remains in excellent condition
retaining 99% original matte black anodized finish with a couple minor
handling marks and faint signs of previous mounting. (239543-150A)
Leupold Scope
One Leupold VX-1 2-7x33 scope with duplex reticle and bright excellent
optics in excellent condition retaining 99% original gloss black anodized
finish with a few light handling marks. (239543-184A)
Leupold Scope
One Leupold M8 6x33 adjustable objective scope with duplex reticle and
bright excellent optics. The scope retains 99% gloss black anodized
finish with a few minor handling marks and light signs of previous
mounting. (239543-209A)
Zeiss Scope
One Zeiss Terra 3X 2-7x32 riflescope with #20 reticle and bright
excellent optics in excellent condition retaining 99% original matte black
anodization with light signs of previous mounting. Scope includes a set
of Zeiss-branded lens covers. (239543-142A)
Leupold Scope
One Leupold VX-III 4.5-14x50 Long Range riflescope with duplex reticle
and bright excellent optics in excellent condition retaining 99% matte
black anodized finish with light sings of previous mounting. The scope
features DiamondCoat 2 coated lens, 2nd generation Argon/Krypton
waterproofing, side mounted focus turret, flip-open front lens cover and
the quality for which Leupold is known. (239543-175A)
Lyman Scope
One Lyman All-American 2 1/2X scope with crosshair reticle and very
good optics retaining 98% original black anodization with a few
scattered handling marks and light signs of previous mounting.
(239560-15A)
Redfield Scope
One Redfield 3-9x40 scope marked 1” tube with Mil-Dot reticle and
bright very good optics retaining 99% sage green anodization with a few
faint handling marks. (239544-215A)
Nikon Scope
One Nikon 2-7x32 scope with duplex reticle and bright excellent optics.
This Japanese-manufactured scope retains 98% gloss black anodization
with a few light scratches from scope rings and a couple faint handling
marks. (239543-185A)
Bushnell Scope
One Bushnell Trophy 2.5-10x45 riflescope with duplex reticle and bright
excellent optics. Scope remains in excellent condition retaining 99% plus
gloss black anodization with a few light signs of previous mounting.
(239532-10A)
Weaver Scope Lot
This lot contains two Weaver scopes as follows: one K2.5 60-B 2.5X
scope with crosshair reticle and very good optics retaining 99% original
blue with a few light handling marks, one Marksman 4x scope with
crosshair reticle and very good optics retaining 98% original blue with a
few tiny specks of light oxidation and light signs of previous mounting.
Marksman scope comes with a Butler Creek flip up objective lens cover
and yellow ocular lens cover. (239607-6A, 24A)
Redfield Scope Lot
This lot contains two Redfield scopes as follows: one Widefield 2 3/4X
scope with Zeiss-style Reticle #2 and very good optics retaining 98%
gloss black anodization with a few light handling marks and signs of
previous mounting, one 12x40 scope with crosshair reticle, click
adjustable turrets and very good optics retaining 99% original gloss
black anodization with a few light signs of previous mounting.
(239574-18A, 29A)
Glock Laser Sight
Lasermax Guide Rod Laser sight for Gen 1-3 Glock 17, 22, 31, 37
pistols (model #LMS-1141P). While the sight has not been tested, it
remains in about excellent condition with only slight sings of previous
use/installation and includes original Lasermax slide lock/switch, slide
lock spring, installation tool, manual and paperwork. Packaging details
that the product is compatible with all standard holsters, grips and
rail-mounted accessories and features simple installation. (239413-82B)
Crimson Trace Lasergrips
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Lasergrips for Ruger SP101 revolvers
(item #LG-303). Includes batteries, adjustment tools and manual.
(239413-82F)
Crimson Trace Laserguard
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Laserguard with green laser for Smith
and Wesson M&P Shield 9mm and 40 S&W pistols (item
#LG-489G-HBT). Includes Blade Tech IWB holster, battery, adjustment
tool, manual and paperwork. (239413-82G)
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Crimson Trace Laserguard
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Laserguard for Kahr PM9, P9, PM40,
P40, CW9, CW40, CM9, TP9 and TP40 pistols (item # LG-437H).
Includes Crimson Trace-marked Tuff Products pocket holster, battery,
adjustment tool and manual. (239413-82H)
Crimson Trace Laserguard
One like-new-in-box Crimson Trace Laserguard for Smith & Wesson
M&P 9mm and 40 S&W pistols (item #LG-489-HBT). Includes Blade
Tech IWB holster, battery, adjustment tool, manual and paperwork.
Product appears as-new while box displays silver writing on the lid.
(239413-82I)
Crimson Trace Laserguard
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Laserguard for Sig Sauer P238, P938
pistols (item #LG-492). Includes battery, adjustment tool and manual.
(239413-82J)
Crimson Trace Rail Master
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Rail Master for most M1913/Picatinny
and Weaver-style accessory rails on pistols, rifles and shotguns (item
#CMR-201). Includes inserts, battery, adjustment tool and manual.
(239413-82K)
Crimson Trace Lasergrips
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Lasergrips for Gen4 Glock 26, 27 pistols
only (item #LG-852). Includes batteries, adjustment tools, and manual.
(239413-82L)
Crimson Trace Lasergrips
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Lasergrips with dual side activation for
Sig Sauer P226 pistols (item #LG-326). Includes batteries, adjustment
tools, manual and paperwork and Crimson Trace-branded drawstring
bag for the grips. (239413-82M)
Crimson Trace Lasergrips
One new-in-box MIL-STD Crimson Trace Lasergrips for Sig Sauer P226
pistols (item #LG-426M). Features front activation, an aggressive
texture, construction waterproof, and includes batteries, adjustment
tools and manual. (239413-82N)
Crimson Trace Lasergrips
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Lasergrips for all steel frame Ruger
Mark II and Mark III models excluding 22/45 (item #LG-403). Includes
batteries, adjustment tools, manual and paperwork. (239413-82P)
Crimson Trace Lasergrips
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Lasergrips for all steel frame Ruger
Mark II and Mark III models excluding 22/45 (item #LG-403). Includes
batteries, adjustment tools, manual and paperwork. (239413-82Q)
Crimson Trace Lasergrips
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Lasergrips for all steel frame Ruger
Mark II and Mark III models excluding 22/45 (item #LG-403). Includes
batteries, adjustment tools, manual and paperwork. (239413-82R)
Crimson Trace Lasergrips
One new-in-box Crimson Trace HogHunter Lasergrips for Smith and
Wesson K and L frame SQUARE BUTT ONLY revolvers (item #LG-307
HogHunter). Includes batteries, adjustment tools, manual and paperwork
and Crimson Trace-branded drawstring bag for the grips. (239413-82S)
Crimson Trace Lasergrips
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Lasergrips for Smith and Wesson K, L,
N frame revolvers with square or round butts, WILL NOT FIT
SCANDIUM FRAMES (item #LG-207). Includes batteries, screws, K/L
frame grip spacer, adjustment tools, sticker, manual and paperwork and
Crimson Trace-branded drawstring bag for the grips. (239413-82T)
Crimson Trace Lasergrips
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Lasergrips for Smith and Wesson K, L,
N frame round butt revolvers (item #LG-306). Includes batteries, screws,
adjustment tools, manual and paperwork. (239413-82U)
Crimson Trace Lasergrips
One new-in-box Crimson Trace Lasergrips for Smith and Wesson J
frame round butt revolvers (item #LG-105). Includes batteries, screws,
adjustment tools, manual and paperwork. (239413-82V)
Smith and Wesson M&P Laser Sight
Lasermax Guide Rod Laser sight for Smith and Wesson M&P full-size
40 S&W pistols (model #LMS-MP40F). While the sight has not been
tested, it remains in excellent condition and includes original Lasermax
takedown lever/activation switch and manual and paperwork. Packaging
details that the product is compatible with all standard holsters, grips
and rail-mounted accessories and features simple installation.
(239413-82W)
Leupold Pistol Scope
This lot consist of a single Leupold M8-2X Extended Eye relief scope
with silver finish, clear optics and duplex reticle. There are three ring
marks on the body of the scope but about 99% of the finish still remains.
(89522-59A)

3560

Leupold Pistol Scope
This lot consist of a single Leupold M8-2X Extended Eye relief scope
with black anodized finish, clear optics and duplex reticle. The finish
rates about excellent with a few light handling marks on the edges of the
tube and eye piece. (89522-58A)
Aimpoint 1000
This red dot scope remains in excellent condition showing only minor
handling marks. It includes a B-Square mount but it is not marked for the
firearm it fits. The Aimpoint uses Weaver style base and should transfer
to any gun using that style scope base. The dot still functions but will
need 357 batteries. (89301-37)
Leupold Pistol Scope
This lot consist of a single Leupold Vari X 2.5-8x33 Extended Eye relief
variable scope with black anodized finish, clear optics and duplex reticle.
The finish rates about excellent with a few light handling marks.
(89574-126D)
Leupold Scope
This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XIII 4.5-14x40 adjustable objective
riflescope. This matte finished scope features a duplex reticle and has
bright, excellent optics. There are light ring marks from mounting but
overall the scope is in excellent condition. A set of Burris lens covers are
included. (49543-169A)
Leupold Scope
This lot consists of a Leupold LPS 1.5-6x42 riflescope with a 30mm
tube. This matte finished premier series scope features a duplex reticle
and bright, excellent DiamondCoat optics. The tube has some light rings
marks from mounting but overall the scope remains in excellent
condition. The Leupold Premier Scope models were considered to be
part of the top of the product line for Leupold optics during their
production and were competitors for the quality European scope market.
(49543-147A)
Leupold Scope
This lot consists of a Leupold Mark 4 8.5-25x50 LRT riflescope. This
matte finished tactical series scope features a mil-dot reticle and bright
excellent DiamondCoat optics. Features include target turrets with 1/4
MOA adjustments and a side focus knob. Flip-up lens covers and a set
of tactical ring for mounting to virtually any picatinny rail type mount
system are included. An excellent example of these long-range tactical
series scopes. (49543-48A)
Vortex Scope
This lot consists of a Vortex 4-16x44 Diamondback series riflescope.
This black matte tactical scope features the EBR-2C (MOA) reticle and
has bright excellent optics. A set of factory bikini style lens covers and a
Vortex Pro Extended Cantilever mount are included. The mount is
capable of being secure to most Picatinny style rails. An overall
excellent example of these tactical series riflescopes. (49543-37A)
Millett Scope
This lot consists of a Millett DSM-1 1-4x24 riflescope. The scope
features the illuminated donut dot reticle and has excellent optics. The
scope utilizes a CR2032 style battery, however one is not included and
the scope could not be tested for proper operation. A Colt cantilever
extended scope mount is included. The mount is designed to attached
to most Picatinny style rails. An excellent example overall. (49543-3A)
Nikon Scope
This lot consists of a Nikon 3-9x50 ProStaff series riflescope. This matte
finished scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics. There
are a few light ring marks from mounting but overall the scope remains
in excellent condition. (49543-152A)
Leupold Scope
This lot consists of a Leupold Vari-XII 2-7X riflescope. This gloss blue
finished scope features the target dot reticle and has excellent optics.
There are light ring marks on the tube from mounting but overall the
lower-profile scope remains in excellent condition. (49543-179A)
Redfield Scope
This lot consists of a Denver, CO vintage Redfield 3-9x40 riflescope.
This gloss finished scope features Redfield’s 4-plex reticle and is most
likely a “Tracker” model. There are light ring marks from mounting but
overall this vintage scope remains in excellent condition. (49543-27A)
Maine Vue Scope
This lot consists of a Maine Vue Optics Guide Series 6-24x50 riflescope.
This mate finished scope features a target dot reticle and has excellent
optics. Other features include an adjustable objective and target turrets,
and included are a 4” factory sunshade and a set of factory screw-in
lens covers. There are a few light ring marks but overall it remains in
excellent condition. (49522-50A)
Leupold Scope
This lot consists of a Leupold FX-II 2.5X28 Scout riflescope. Tis matte
finished scope features a duplex reticle and has an intermediate eye
relief and bright excellent optics. A set of Leupold QRW rings and a
factory rubber bikini lens cover are included. An excellent example
overall. (49543-19A)
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MDM BTS V 1.5-4.5x26mm Scope
This scope measures 10 3/4” long and retains 99% black finish, with
only a few minor handling marks. The scope glass is clear, the
magnification ring turns easily, and the scope features a Swarovski
4N-style reticle with a red illuminated center dot. The capped turrets are
hand adjustable and feature 1/2” at 100 yards adjustments.
(149543-28A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Swarovski Z5 3.5-18x44P Scope
This scope measures 14 5/8” long and retains 98% black finish with a
few light wear marks from previous rings. The scope glass is crisp and
clear, the magnification ring turns easily, and the scope features a
Swarovski BRX reticle. The capped turrets are hand adjustable and
feature 1/4” at 100 yards adjustments, and the scope has a easily used
parallax adjustment. Included with the scope are scope covers, the
manual, and paperwork. (149543-165A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Swarovski Habicht 3-9x36mm Scope
This scope measures 11 5/8” long and retains about 99% black finish
with only a few light mounting marks. The scope glass is crisp and clear,
the magnification ring turns easily, and the scope features a Swarovski
4A reticle. The capped turrets are hand adjustable and feature 1/4” at
100 yards adjustments. Included with the scope is a Devtron Scopecoat.
(149543-65A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Swarovski Habicht 3-10x42 A Scope
This scope measures 12 1/4” long and retains about 99% black finish
with a few light handling marks. The scope glass is crisp and clear, the
magnification ring turns easily, and the scope features a Swarovski ML
(muzzleloading) reticle with BDC points. The capped turrets are hand
adjustable and feature 1/4” at 100 yards adjustments. Included with the
scope is the factory box which has a light compression bend, owner’s
manual, reticle manual, assorted muzzleloading dope cards, two Allen
wrenches, and a glass cloth. (149418-5A)
Vintage Lyman Target Scope
This fixed 10X Lyman Junior Targetspot scope measures 21 1/2” long
and retains about 95% original blue with scattered light wear marks, a
few scattered specks of oxidation, and a few small spots toning to
brown. The scope glass remains clear, and both lenses are protected by
metal screw-on caps. The scope is equipped with target block mounts,
the rear of which is adjustable, and the objective lens is adjustable for
distance. The Lyman markings are lightly faded, but the scope is clearly
numbered “4753”. A nice example of these vintage target scopes.
(14A8927-223A)
Tritium Pistol Night Sights
This lot includes two sets of TRUGLO Brite Site tritium night sights, and
one set of Zone 3 tritium night sights. The TRUGLO sights are for the
S&W M&P series and compatible models, and the Glock low set. The
S&W TRUGLO sights remain bright when in the dark, while the Glock
compatible TRUGLO sights have dimmed. The Zone 3 sights are
compatible with the Springfield XD models; these sights have also
dimmed. All sights remain in their original packaging. (149413-109)
Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5x20 Scope
This scope measures 9 1/2” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The matte blue finish retains about 99% matte blue
finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope rates excellent
overall. (129520-3A)
Weaver T-16 16x40 Riflescope
This scope measures 15 5/8” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a fine crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original blue finish with few if any handling marks and the scope is in
overall excellent condition. (129543-66A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Schmidt & Bender 1.25-4x20 Scope
This scope measures 10 3/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a heavy duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 99%
original blue finish and the scope is in excellent condition overall with
few if any blemishes besides a bit of scope ring wear (rings not
included). (129100-664A) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Swift 8-32x50 Scope
This scope measures 16 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original
matte blue finish with tiny instances of silvering mostly at the edges near
the objective lens and the turret caps. Overall the scope is in excellent
condition. Includes one 3 1/4” objective lens sun shade. (129522-43A)
[Phil Buker Collection]
Burris 2-7x25 Mini Scope
This scope measures 9 1/2” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue
finish with few if any handling marks. Overall the scope is in excellent
condition. (129543-140A) [Phil Buker Collection]
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Carl Zeiss Conquest 3-9x50 MC Riflescope
This scope measures 12 3/8” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish with no discernible blemishes except a bit of
negligible scope ring wear (rings not included). Overall the scope is in
excellent condition. Includes one pair of Zeiss hard rubber bikini-style
lens covers. (129543-120A) [Phil Buker Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Leupold Vari-X II 2-7x33 Scope
This scope measures 11” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a Leupold LR Duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain
about 99% original finish and the scope is in excellent condition with no
discernible blemishes. Includes a Leupold soft nylon protective sleeve.
(129543-4A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Nikon Buckmasters 4.5-14x40 Scope
This scope measures 14 3/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The matte blue surfaces retain about 98%
original blue finish with a bit of silvering due to scope ring wear (rings not
included). Overall the scope is in excellent condition. (129543-60A) [Phil
Buker Collection]
Leupold UltimateSlam 2-7x33 Scope
This scope measures 11” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a Leupold Sabot Ballistic reticle. The matte blue surfaces retain
about 99% original finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope is
in excellent condition. Includes one screw-in flip-up ocular lens cover.
(129543-206A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Burris 1.75-5x20 Fullfield Scope
This scope measures 10 7/8” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a target dot reticle. The matte blue surfaces retain about 95%
original finish with very few blemishes save a single area worn to bright
on the right side of the tube and tiny instances of silvering on the turret
caps. Overall the scope is in about excellent condition. (129522-32A)
[Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X III 2.5-8x33 Scope
This scope measures 11 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with no discernible handling marks except negligible hints
of scope ring wear (rings not included). Overall the scope is in excellent
condition. (129543-148A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Swarovski Optik Habicht 3-9x36 Scope
This scope measures 11 5/8” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope is in
overall excellent condition. (129543-7A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5x20 Scope
This scope measures 9 1/2” and features clear excellent optics with a
German #4 reticle centered by an illuminated red dot. The illumination is
fully functional with 11 levels of brightness. The matte blue metal
surfaces retain 99% original finish and the scope is in overall excellent
condition. (129543-14A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X 3-9x33 Compact Scope
This scope measures 10 3/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 98%
original finish with very few blemishes and a bit of scope ring wear (rings
not included). (129543-176A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X II 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 3/8” and features clear excellent optics with a
fine duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope is in overall
excellent condition. Includes one screw-on objective lens cover and one
yellow screw-on objective lens filter. (129543-8A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X III 2.5-8x36 Boone & Crockett Club Scope
This scope measures 11 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a Leupold Boone & Crockett reticle. The matte blue metal
surfaces retain about 99% original finish with tiny hints of scope ring
wear. Overall the scope is in excellent condition. Includes one pair of
matching Leupold scope rings. (129543-15A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X IIc 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The silver anodized metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope is in
excellent condition. (129531-8A)
Leupold Alaskan 4x25 Scope
This scope measures 10” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99% original
finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope is in excellent
condition. (129543-134A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X IIc 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope is in excellent
condition overall. (129522-41A) [Phil Buker Collection]
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Redfield Widefield 1.75-5x20 Scope
This scope measures 10 3/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with very few blemishes except a bit of scope ring wear
(rings not included). Overall the scope is in excellent condition.
(129100-850A) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Leupold Vari-X I 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 1/8” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with few if any blemishes and overall the scope is in
excellent condition. Includes one soft nylon protective case.
(129543-54A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Schmidt & Bender 1.25-4x20 Scope
This scope measures 10 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a German #4 reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish with few blemishes aside from very light scope ring
wear (rings not included). Overall the scope is in excellent condition.
Includes one pair of bikini-style hard rubber lens covers. (129100-860A)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
Swarovski Habicht 4-12X Scope
This scope measures 13 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex rangefinding reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces
retain about 99% original finish and the scope is in excellent condition
overall. (12A9543-151A) [Phil Buker Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5x20 Scope
This scope measures 9 1/4” in length and features near excellent very
slightly foggy optics with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces
retain about 98% original finish with very few blemishes save a bit of
scope ring wear (rings not included). Overall the scope is in near
excellent condition. (129100-667A) [Richard “Stretch” Kennedy
Collection]
Three Scopes
Three scopes: first, a Bushnell Banner Lite-Site 1.5-6X measuring 10” in
length and featuring clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle. The
toggle-switch illumination is nonfunctional but appears undamaged and
may require only a new battery. The blued metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish with few if any discernible blemishes and the scope
rates excellent overall. Second, a Bushnell Banner II 3-9X measuring
11” in length and featuring clear excellent optics with a fine crosshair
reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 98% original finish with
few blemishes besides a few instances of silvering and light scope ring
wear (rings not included). Overall the scope rates near excellent to
excellent. Third, one BSA Catseye 3-9X scope measuring 13 1/2” in
length and featuring clear excellent optics with a German #4 reticle. The
rubber-coated steel surfaces rate about good, exhibiting handling wear
and slight tackiness throughout. Overall the scope is in good condition.
(129100-779A)
Weaver K10 60-B 10x33 and Universal 4x32 Scopes
Two scopes: First, a Weaver Model K10 60-B 10x33 scope measuring
15 1/2” in length, featuring an adjustable objective lens and clear
excellent optics with a fine crosshair reticle. The blued metal surfaces
retain about 99% original finish with a bit of light scope ring wear (rings
not included) and the scope rates excellent overall. Second, a Universal
4x32 scope measuring 11 3/4” in length and featuring clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The blued steel surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with few if any blemishes and the scope rates excellent.
Includes a pair of blued steel weaver scope rings in excellent condition.
(129100-1294A)
Leupold Vari-X II 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a German #4 reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain
about 99% original blue finish with few blemishes aside from some very
light scope ring wear (rings not included). Overall the scope is in
excellent condition. (129532-9A)
Nikon Prostaff P3 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish with few if any discernible blemishes aside from very
light scope ring wear (rings not included). The scope is overall in
excellent condition. (129522-22A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5x20 Scope
This scope measures 9 1/2” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99% original
finish with scattered tiny handling marks here or there. Overall the scope
is in excellent condition. (129522-27A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Tasco World Class 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 3/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a mil-dot reticle. The black anodized aluminum surfaces
retain about 98% original finish with very light scope ring wear (rings not
included) and occasional tiny hints of silvering. Overall the scope is in
excellent condition. (129574-37A)

3609

Redfield Revolution 2-7x33 Scope
This scope measures 11 1/8” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex circle reticle over a single rangefinding dot on the
vertical crosshair. The matte black metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope is in excellent
condition overall. (129522-56A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Redfield Traditional 3-9x40 Variable Scope
This scope measures 12 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a post and crosshair reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain
about 98% original finish with scattered tiny handling marks here or
there. Overall the scope is in excellent condition. (129560-22A)
Leupold Rifleman 3-9x50 Scope
This scope measures 12” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with very slight scope ring wear (rings not included).
Includes a pair of Leupold screw-in flip-up lens covers. (129543-155A)
[Phil Buker Collection]
Vortex Diamondback Tactical 4-12x40 Scope
This scope measures 14” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a VMR-1 MOA reticle. The matte blued metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope is in
excellent condition overall. Includes one pair of bikini-style lens covers,
two piece factory box and user’s manual. (129543-205A) [Phil Buker
Collection]
Burris 4-12X Fullfield Scope
This scope measures 15 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a fine duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish with just a few barely perceptible instances of
silvering. Overall the scope is in excellent condition. (129522-47A) [Phil
Buker Collection]
Weaver Classic V-3 1-3x20 Scope
This scope measures 9” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope is in excellent
condition overall. (129543-182A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X IIc 4-12x40 Scope
This scope measures 12” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a fine duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain 98%
finish with hints of silvering due to scope ring wear (rings not included).
Overall the scope is in excellent condition. (129543-153A) [Phil Buker
Collection]
Burris Fullfield II 4.5-14x42 Scope
This scope measures 13” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex BDC reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about
95% original finish with some light scope ring wear (rings not included).
The scope is in excellent condition overall. Includes a pair of rubber
bikini-style lens covers. (129543-70A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Zeiss Conquest 3.5-10x44 Scope
This scope measures 12 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The matte black metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish and the scope is in overall excellent condition.
(129543-172A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X III 1.5x20 Scope
This scope measures 9 1/2” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99% original
finish with no discernible blemishes and the scope is in excellent
condition overall. Includes one pair of silver anodized Weaver-style
scope rings. (129543-268) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X I 2-7x33 Scope
This scope measures 11” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with hints of light scope wear (rings not included). Overall
the scope is in excellent condition. Includes one soft nylon carrying
sleeve. (129543-206B) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X I 1/4x Shotgun Scope
This scope measures 9 1/4” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a heavy duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish with a few tiny specks of silvering here or there at the
edges. Overall the scope is in excellent condition. Includes a pair of
blued Weaver scope rings on thumbscrew mounts. (129543-262) [Phil
Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X IIc 1-4x Scope
This scope measures 9” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99% original
finish with few if any blemishes. Overall the scope is in excellent
condition. Includes one pair of blued Leupold scope rings. (129543-269)
[Phil Buker Collection]
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Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5x20 Scope
This scope measures 9 1/4” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99% original
finish with occasional tiny hints of silvering here or there and no other
discernible blemishes. Overall the scope is in excellent condition.
(129543-263) [Phil Buker Collection]
Burris Signature 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 13” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle and illuminated red dot. The illumination is
adjustable to medium and high brightness settings and remains fully
functional. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about 99% original
finish with some very light handling marks here or there. Overall the
scope is in excellent condition. Includes one pair of blued Weaver scope
rings. (129543-266) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold M8 6x32 Compact Scope
This scope measures 10 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 98%
original finish with scattered tiny handling marks and instances of
silvering here and there. Overall the scope is in about excellent
condition. Includes one pair of blued Leupold scope rings. (129543-257)
[Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X IIc 1-4x20 Scope
This scope measures 9” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99% original
finish with a few tiny instances of silvering, Overall the scope is in
excellent condition. Includes one pair of blued Leupold scope rings.
(129543-267) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X IIc 2-7x32 Scope
This scope measures 11” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a target dot crosshair reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about
98% original finish with occasional tiny instances of silvering from
handling marks and scope ring wear. Overall the scope is in about
excellent condition. Includes one pair of black anodized aluminum
Weaver-style scope rings with thumbscrews. (129543-265) [Phil Buker
Collection]
Leupold Vari-X IIc 4-12x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 98%
original finish with just a few tiny handling marks here or there. Overall
the scope is in excellent condition. (129543-255) [Phil Buker Collection]
iProtec Illuminated Red/Green Dot Sight
This sight measures 6 1/4” in length and features clear excellent optics
with an adjustable illuminated dot reticle. The reticle adjusts to five levels
each of red and green and remains fully functional. The matte blue
metal surfaces of the tube retain about 99% original finish with no
discernible blemishes. Overall the sight is in excellent condition.
(129543-261) [Phil Buker Collection]
TruGlo Tru-Brite 3-9x44 Red/Green Illuminated Reticle Scope
This scope measures 12 3/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with an illuminated duplex reticle. The illumination adjusts to five
levels each of red and green and remains fully functional. The matte
black metal surfaces retain about 98% original finish with occasional tiny
instances of silver and handling marks here or there. Overall the scope
is in excellent condition. Includes one pair of blued Leupold scope rings.
(129543-258) [Phil Buker Collection)
Zeiss Conquest 3-12x Scope
This scope measures 15 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a heavy duplex reticle. The matte black metal surfaces retain
about 99% original finish with a few minute instances of silvering.
Overall the scope is in excellent condition. Includes one pair of matching
matte black Weaver-style scope rings. (129353-259) [Phil Buker
Collection]
Thompson/Center Electra Dot RP 2.5x20 Scope
This scope measures 8 1/2” in length and features clear excellent optics
with an illuminated Electra Dot reticle. No battery is included and
illumination has not been tested for functionality. The blued metal
surfaces retain about 98% original finish with a bit of silvering at the
edges of the mounting rail. Overall the scope is in near excellent
condition. (129543-264) [Phil Buker Collection]
Schmidt & Bender 3-12x50 Illuminated Reticle Scope
This scope measures 13 3/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with German #4 crosshairs and a red-illuminated circle-x reticle.
The illumination is adjustable to 11 levels of brightness and remains fully
functional. The matte black metal surfaces retain about 99% original
finish with no discernible blemishes. Overall the scope is in excellent
condition. Includes one pair of matte blue scope rings on a Leupold-style
proprietary barrel mount for a Blaser R93 rifle barrel. (129543-260) [Phil
Buker Collection] (700/900)
Est. 700 - 900

3633

Leupold M8-4x27 Extended Eye Relief Scope
This scope measures 8 1/4” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99% original
finish with few if any discernible blemishes. Overall the scope is in about
excellent condition. (129543-125A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Burris 2x20 Handgun Scope and Red Dot Sight
Two Burris optics: first, a 2x20 Handgun scope which measures 8 3/4” in
length and features clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle. The
matte black metal surfaces retain about 99% original finish with a few
tiny instances of silvering here or there. Overall the scope is in excellent
condition. Second, one Burris red dot sight on a thumbscrew
Weaver-style mount. The illuminated dot adjusts to four levels of
brightness and is fully functional. The sight rates excellent overall.
(129543-157A, 129A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Burris Signature 8-32x50 Daylight/Twilight Scope
This scope measures 18” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with a few tiny instances of silvering and the barest
softening of the focus adjustment markings. The turret caps are not
present. Overall the scope is in very fine to near excellent condition.
Includes a pair of Butler Creek flip-up rubber lens caps. (129626-33A)
Leupold Vari-X II 4-12x40 Scope
This scope measures 13” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with no discernible blemishes. Overall the scope is in
excellent condition. Includes one pair of Butler Creek flip-up rubber lens
caps. (129626-26A)
Simmons Model 1022T 3-9x33 Scope
This scope measures 12” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The matte black metal surfaces retain about 98%
original finish with a bit of silvering due to scope ring wear (rings not
included). Overall the scope is in about excellent condition. Includes one
pair of Butler Creek flip-up rubber lens caps. (129626-4A)
Nikon Buckmasters 4.5-14x40 Scope
This scope measures 15” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about 99%
original blue finish with no discernible blemishes. Overall the scope is in
excellent condition. Includes one pair of Butler Creek flip-up rubber lens
caps. (129626-22A)
Simmons Wide Angle 44 Mag 6.5-20x44 Scope
This scope measures 14 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish with no discernible blemishes. Overall the scope is in
excellent condition. Includes one factory pair of Simmons plastic
bikini-style lens covers. (129626-39A)
Leupold Rifleman QDManager 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a BDC reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish with no discernible blemishes. Overall the scope is in
excellent condition. Includes one pair of Butler Creek flip-up rubber lens
caps. (129626-19A)
Leupold Vari-X III 2.5-8x33 Scope
This scope measures 11 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with a few tiny instances of silvering. Overall the scope is
in excellent condition. (129522-48A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Redfield Widefield 4x40 Scope
This scope measures 11 3/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with a bit of very light scope ring wear (rings not included).
Overall the scope is in excellent condition. (129522-30A) [Phil Buker
Collection]
Vortex Crossfire II 2-7x32 Scope
This scope measures 11 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a dead-hold BDC reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces
retain about 99% original blue finish with no discernible blemishes.
Overall the scope is in excellent condition. Includes one factory pair of
hard plastic bikini-style lens covers. (129543-63A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold UltimateSlam 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 3/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a circle-x BDC reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain
about 99% original finish with only very light scope ring wear (rings not
included). Overall the scope is in excellent condition. (129522-19A) [Phil
Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X II 2-7x33 Shotgun Scope
This scope measures 11” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with no discernible blemishes. Overall the scope is in
excellent condition. (129543-229A) [Phil Buker Collection]
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Leupold Vari-X II 2.5-8x32 Handgun Scope
This scope measures 9 3/4” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99% original
finish with no discernible blemishes. Overall the scope is in excellent
condition. Includes on Leupold soft nylon carrying sleeve.
(129543-124A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Tasco High Country 4-16x40 Scope
This scope measures 14 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 98%
original blue finish with some light handling marks and silvering due to
scope ring wear (rings not included). Overall the scope is in about
excellent condition. (129543-243A)
Burris Fullfield II 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a BDC reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish with just a bit of silvering on the turret caps and hints
of scope ring wear (rings not included). Overall the scope is in excellent
condition. (129543-226A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Zeiss Diavari V 3-12x56 Scope
This scope measures 13 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a heavy duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain
about 99% original finish with no discernible blemishes. Overall the
scope is in excellent condition. Includes one pair of Zeiss factory hard
rubber bikini-style lens caps. (129543-228A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Burris Fullfield II 3-9x40 Illuminated Reticle Scope
This scope measures 12” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle centered by an illuminated target dot. The
push-button illumination is currently non-functional and likely requires
only a new battery. The matte blue steel surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with few if any discernible blemishes. Overall the scope is
in about excellent condition. (129543-242A)
Nikon 2-7x32 Scope
This scope measures 11 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 98%
original finish with some light handling marks due to scope ring wear
(rings not included). Overall the scope is in excellent condition.
(129543-227A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Nikon Prostaff 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with no discernible blemishes. Overall the scope is in
about excellent condition. (129543-171A)
Leupold RF Special 4x28 Scope
This scope measures 9” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 98% original
finish with a bit of light scope ring wear (rings not included). Overall the
scope is in excellent condition. (129543-210A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Pentax 3-9x36 Scope
This scope measures 13” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99% original
finish with tiny hints of silvering on the turret caps. The rubber lining
around the objective lens is partially loose in one spot, otherwise the
scope exhibits no discernible blemishes and overall is in about excellent
condition. (129522-6A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The blued metal surfaces retain about 99%
original finish with no discernible blemishes. Overall the scope is in
excellent condition. (129522-7A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X Compact 3-9x33 Scope
This scope measures 10 3/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The matte blue metal surfaces retain about
99% original finish with tiny hints of scope ring wear (rings not included).
Overall the scope is in excellent condition. (129522-11A) [Phil Buker
Collection]
Thompson Center Model 8666 Hawken Hunter Series 4-12x44 Scope
This scope measures 13” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle and an adjustable objective lens. The metal
surfaces retain about 99% black anodized finish with negligible scope
ring wear (rings not included). Overall the scope is in excellent condition.
Includes one pair of plastic bikini-style lens covers. (129574-46A)
[James Traynor Collection]
Leupold Vari-X III 4.5-14x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 1/4” long and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle, an adjustable objective lens and a screw-in 2 1/4”
objective sun shade. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original matte
blue finish with a few tiny instances of silvering here or there. Overall the
scope is in excellent condition. (129543-189A) [Phil Buker Collection]

3659

Hakko Electro-Point Mark VIII 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 13” in length and features clear excellent optics
with an illuminated Electro-Point reticle. The metal surfaces retain about
98% original blue finish with a few light handling marks and instances of
silvering. Overall the scope is in about excellent condition. Battery not
included. (129522-10) [Phil Buker Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Leupold M8 Compact 2.5x20 Scope
This scope measures 8 1/2” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98% original blue
finish with scattered handling marks and tiny instances of silvering
across the body. Overall the scope is in near excellent to excellent
condition. (129522-9A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold M8 7.5x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a fine German #4 reticle. The metal surfaces retain about
99% original blue finish with a few tiny handling marks here or there.
The turret caps, ocular lens adjustment ring and rim of the objective lens
assembly are toning to plum. Overall the scope is in very fine condition.
(129574-47A) [James Traynor Collection]
Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5x20 Scope
This scope measures 9 1/4” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original matte
blue finish with no discernible blemishes except tiny instances of
silvering on the turret caps. Overall the scope is in excellent condition.
Includes one pair of Butler Creek (129543-64A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Bushnell Elite 3200 3-10x40 scope
This scope measures 11 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original
matte blue finish with no discernible blemishes. Overall the scope is in
excellent condition. Includes one pair of factory hard rubber bikini-style
lens covers. (129522-36A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Bushnell Trophy Slug Gun 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a DOA 200 ballistic reticle. The metal surfaces retain about
98% original matte blue finish with some light handling marks due to
scope ring wear (rings not included). Overall the scope is in excellent
condition. (129543-55A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Leupold Vari-X III 2.5-8x36 Scope
This scope measures 11 1/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original
matte blue finish with only minute instances of silvering on the turret
caps. Overall the scope is in excellent condition. Includes one pair of
Anderson & Co. rubber bikini-style lens covers. (129522-21A) [Phil
Buker Collection]
Hensoldt Wetzlar Duralyt 1 1/2x27 Scope
This scope measures 12” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a German #4 reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original
blue finish and the scope is in excellent condition overall. Includes two
Akah leather carrying cases, both in about excellent condition with some
crazing of the carrying straps. (129543-55B)
Springfield Armory Art IV 3-9x33 Scope
This scope measures 13” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle and a pair of rangefinding stadia on the low end of
the vertical crosshair. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original
matte blue finish with no discernible blemishes except a bit of light coin
slot wear on the turrets. Overall the scope is in excellent condition.
(129544-253A)
Leupold Vari-X III 1.5-5x20 Scope
This scope measures 9 3/4” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle. Metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish
with only a few tiny instances of silvering. Overall the scope rates
excellent. Includes one pair of matte blue Weaver 1” scope rings.
(129574-36A)
Redfield Traditional 3-9x40 Scope
This scope measures 12 1/2” and features clear excellent optics with a
duplex reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 99% original blue finish
with sparse pinprick instances of silvering. Overall the scope is in
excellent condition. Includes one pair of plastic Redfield lens caps.
(129594-4A)
Leupold Scope
This VX-L 3.5-10x50mm mate black scope measures 12 1/2” overall
with a Boone & Crocket reticle and crisp clear optics. There are faint ring
marks along the 1” diameter tube and a few scattered light handling
marks and the scope remains in excellent condition. (109543-61A)
Carl Zeiss Scope
This Conquest 4.5-14x50 matte black scope measures 14” overall with
duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope features a fast focus
ring, 1/4 MOA adjustments and comes with a set of unmarked tactical
style mounts and bikini-style lens covers. (10A9543-5A)
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Leupold Scope
This LPS 3.5-14x50mm satin finish black scope measures 13 1/2”
overall with a duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. This side focus scope
has very faint ring marks along its 30mm tube and a couple of very
minor light handling marks hardly worth mentioning and remains in
excellent condition. (10A9543-47A)
Kahles Scope
This Helia C 1.1-4x24mm matte black scope measures 10 1/2” overall
with a heavy post and crosshair reticle and crisp clear optics. There are
a set of Warne style QD rings and bases included and this quality optic
remains in excellent condition. (10A9543-29A)
Burris Scope
This 2-7x32mm gloss black hand gun scope measures 10” overall with
crosshair reticle and has clear crisp optics. There are faint ring marks
along the 1” diameter tube and a few light handling marks scattered
about. This scope remains in excellent condition. (109543-193A)
Burris Scope
This 3-9x40mm Fullfield II matte black rifle scope measures 12 1/8”
overall with a ballistic plex reticle and crisp clear optics. There are faint
ring marks along the 1” diameter tube and included is a set of Burris
marked bikini-style lens covers. (109543-202A)
Leupold Scope
This 1.5-5x20mm VX-III matte black scope measures 10” overall with a
duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. There are faint ring marks along the
1” diameter tube and included are a set of Leupold flip-up lens covers.
(109543-26A)
Leupold Scope
This 2.5x28mm FX-II Scout matte black scope measures 10 1/4” overall
with a duplex reticle and crisp clear optics. There are faint ring marks
along the 1” diameter tube and the scope remains in excellent condition.
(109543-39A)
Cabela’s Scope
This Magnitude 8-32x50mm matte black scope measures 15 1/2” overall
with EXT reticle and crisp clear optics. There are faint ring marks along
the 30mm tube and included is a black foam slip on cover.
(109543-20A)
Burris Rifle Scope
This Euro Diamond 1-4x24mm matte black scope measures 11 1/8”
overall with a German 3P #4 reticle and crisp clear optics. There are
faint ring marks along the 30mm tube and a few scattered light handling
marks. A set of Burris bikini-style lens covers is included and the scope
remains in excellent condition. (109543-32A)
Nikon Scope
This Prostaff 3.5-14x40mm matte black scope measures 13 1/2” overall
with BDC Long Range Hunting Reticle and crisp clear optics. There are
light ring marks along the 1” diameter tube and the scope remains in
excellent condition. Included is a set of bikini-style lens covers.
(109543-200A)
Redfield Scope
This 6-18x42mm AO Varmint scope has a gloss black finish with 4-Plex
reticle and crisp clear optics. The scope measures 14” overall and has
faint ring marks along the 1” diameter tube and a few unobtrusive light
handling marks and remains in excellent condition. (109574-17A)
Tasco 636A Scope
This 1.75-5x32 rifle scope measures 12 1/4” overall with a gloss black
finish, duplex reticle and has crisp clear optics. There are faint ring
marks and light scratches along the 1” diameter tube with some light
dings and abrasions along the lip of the bells. (3X109125-1B)
Thompson/Center 3 RP 3x44 Scope
This scope measures 8 3/4” in length, features clear excellent optics
with a duplex reticle and includes a pair of matte black steel
quick-release Weaver-style scope rings. The blued finish is thinning to a
dark burnished yellow-brown in an area on the right side of the tube
comprising about 40% of the total surface. Otherwise the metal surfaces
are unblemished and feature few if any handling marks or finish loss
even on the discolored area. Overall the scope is in very fine to near
excellent condition. (1X126056-2A)
Unmarked Rifles Sights and Collectible Lyman Sight Box
One set of rifle sights housed in a non-matching vintage box. The box is
labeled for a Lyman Improved Comb. Rear Sight No. 2A for a Stevens
“Favorite” rifle; the included sights are not the model listed on the label.
The sights comprise an unmarked 2 3/4” U-notch ramp dovetail rear
sight, complete with elevator, and a German silver 7/8” blade front sight
on a 3/4” by 1/2” dovetail base. The metal surfaces are in very fine good
condition with little wear and the occasional spot of ochre oxidation here
or there. The box is in near excellent to excellent condition with the
barest hints of handling wear and age staining. (1X128939-7)

3685

Aimpoint Sight
One Aimpoint 3000 red dot optic retaining 99% original black anodized
finish with perhaps a faint handling mark or two. This
Swedish-manufactured optic won awards in both the USA and France
when it was introduced in 1989 and served with elite forces in Operation
Desert Storm. It features a 1” tube, 3 MOA red dot, 9 brightness settings
and up to a 250 hour battery life. (23A9531-6A)
R.A. Litschert Spot-Shot Scope
This is a Spot-Shot 12X40mm with 3/4" tube by R.A. Litschert. The
scope rates about excellent with 99% original blue and anodized
finishes exhibiting scattered light marks from handling and previous
mounting, the anodizing on the ocular lens is toning to a plum color. The
scope has clear optics with fine crosshairs and includes the target
mounts and recoil spring. (8A8958-92A) (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Leupold Compact Rifle Scope
This lot includes a single Leupold M8-4x28mm Compact rifle scope with
black anodized finish, clear optics and duplex reticle. The finish rates
about excellent with a few minor handling and mounting marks.
(8A9531-3A)
Redfield Bear Cub 2.75x20mm Scope
This scope measures 10” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a post and crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
original blue finish with sparse tiny handling marks and instances of
silvering. Overall the scope is in near excellent condition. (129544-249A)
(50/100)
Est. 50 - 100
Redfield 20-45x60mm Spotting Scope with Tripod
This scope measures 12 3/4” in length and features clear excellent
optics. The rubberized and matte blue surfaces are in excellent
condition with few if any discernible blemishes. The included tripod
exhibits moderate amounts of light handling wear and silvering across
the Parkerized finish and some small drying cracks on the rubber tip
covers of the legs. All parts of the tripod are present and function well
mechanically. Includes the aluminum factory hard case. (12A6048-5)
(100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Rimfire Scopes
Two Crosman 4x15mm scopes and one Weaver V22 3-6x17 scope. The
Crosman scopes each measure 10 3/4” in length and feature clear
excellent optics with a duplex reticle. The first retains about 95% silver
anodized finish with several small handling marks; the turret caps have
been lost. The second retains about 98% original blue finish with
occasional tiny handling marks. Both are equipped with a pair of
Weaver-style scope mounts matching their respective finishes. The
Weaver scope measures 12 1/2” and features near excellent barely
occluded optics with a fine crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain
about 90% original blue and are scattered evenly with dark ocher flecks
of oxidation. Overall the scope is in very good plus to fine condition.
Includes a set of matching Weaver scope rings. (126048-4)
Lyman Alaskan All-Weather 2.5x15mm Scope
This scope measures 10 1/2” in length and features clear excellent
optics with a fine crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
original blue finish with some light handling marks and instances of
silvering as well as a bit of lacquer flaking to exposed brass at the rim of
the ocular lens. Overall the scope is in near excellent to excellent
condition. (12A9560-32A) (300/400)
Est. 300 - 400
Weaver Model 329 3x15mm Scope
This scope measures 10” in length and features clear excellent optics
with a fine crosshair reticle. The metal surfaces retain about 98%
original blue finish with a few small areas of oxidation here or there.
Overall the scope is in very fine to excellent condition. (127668-5E)
(100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Falling Block Works Barreled Action
serial #K133, 32-40, 24” barrel with an excellent bore. The frame and
lever retain 97-98% original blue with freckling and blemishes. The
barrel is left in-the-white with two drilled and tapped holes on the
underside at the muzzle and two more near the breech. Transfers as a
“firearm”. (229522-84) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Thompson Center Custom Shop Encore Barrel
6.5x55 Swedish Mauser, 26” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% original matte blue finish with only the
tiniest hints of wear at the edges of the receiver contact points. Overall
the barrel rates excellent. The barrel is equipped with one matte blued
scope base and a pair of matte blued scope rings. (129543-229) [Phil
Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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Thompson Center TCR 87 Barrel
6mm CF, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 98% original blue finish with very light wear at the edges of
the receiver contact points. Overall the barrel is in excellent condition.
The barrel is equipped with one blued scope base and a pair of blued
scope rings. (129543-243) [Phil Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Blaser R93 Rifle Barrel
7x64mm, 22 3/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The matte blue steel
surfaces retain about 99% original finish with no discernible blemishes
and the barrel is in excellent condition. The barrel is equipped with a
proprietary scope mount and a pair of matching matte blue
Leupold-style rings. (129543-226) [Phil Buker Collection]
Blaser R93 Rifle Barrel
300 Win Mag, 25 1/2” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal
surfaces retain 99% original matte blue finish with no discernible
blemishes and the barrel is in excellent condition. Includes a matte blue
proprietary quick-release scope mount with a matching pair of rings.
(129543-228) [Phil Buker Collection]
Thompson Center Encore Barrel
6.5x55 Swedish Mauser, 24” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
blued steel surfaces retain about 98% original finish with the barest of
handling marks at the receiver contact points. The barrel is equipped
with a white-beaded dovetail blade front sight and a silver anodized
Leupold Lock scope base with quick-detach rings. Overall the barrel
rates excellent. (129543-242) [Phil Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Browning Model 71 Barrel
348 Win, 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The blued steel surfaces
retain about 99% original finish with very few if any discernible
blemishes. The barrel is equipped with an elevation-adjustable
semi-buckhorn rear sight and a brass-beaded dovetail blade front sight.
Overall the barrel rates excellent. (129543-233) [Phil Buker Collection]
(150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
Thompson Center TCR 87 Barrel
348 Win, 23” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The blued steel surfaces
retain about 99% original finish with no discernible blemishes. The
scope is equipped with a brass bead dovetail blade front sight,
windage-adjustable flip-up U-notch rear sight and matte blue
Leupold-style scope base and rings. Overall the barrel rates excellent.
(129543-227) [Phil Buker Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Remington 870 Barrel
20 ga., 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces retain
about 98% original blue, exhibiting a few tiny handling marks, flecks of
oxidation on the bases of the sights and finish toning to plum on the
magazine tube ring. The barrel is equipped with a white bead front sight
and U-notch rear sight adjustable for elevation and windage. Overall the
barrel is in fine condition. (129543-174A) [Phil Buker Collection]
Thompson Center Contender Barrel
22 WMR, 12” barrel with a bright excellent bore and adjustable factory
sights. The metal surfaces retain 99% original blue finish with no
discernible blemishes. Overall the barrel is in excellent condition and
appears unused. Includes the original factory packaging. (129543-270)
[Phil Buker Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Freedom Arms Model 2008 Barrel
338 Federal, 15” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surface
retains about 99% silver anodized finish with no discernible blemishes
and the barrel is in excellent condition. The barrel is equipped with a
silver anodized Burris 2x scope measuring 8 3/4” and featuring clear
excellent optics with a duplex reticle. The scope retains about 99% finish
with no blemishes and also rates excellent. Includes the original factory
box. (129543-199) (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Desert Eagle Barrel
44 Mag, 10” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The stainless steel
surfaces are in excellent condition with few if any blemishes. The barrel
is equipped with a Leupold M8 2x Extended Eye Relief scope measuring
8” in length and featuring clear excellent optics with a duplex reticle. The
silver anodized surfaces of the scope rate excellent. The scope is
attached via a pair of Weaver thumbscrew rings on a silver anodized
Weaver-style rail mount. Includes the original factory box for the barrel.
(129400-127A) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400

3705

Desert Eagle Barrel
44 Mag, 14” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The metal surfaces
retain about 95% parkerized finish with some very light handling marks
and silvering at the contact points. The barrel is equipped with a
Bushnell Holo Sight holographic sight which is fully functional and in
excellent condition. Includes the original factory box for the barrel.
(129400-127B) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Lot of AR Sights
This lot consists of two A.R.M.S. rear sights, each marked “#40 L-P/.50”
that were designed for U.S. Special Operations Forces and show minor
wear and are fully functional including the windage knob where each
click moves the aperture 1/2”. (78172-14C)
Lot of Cylinders
This lot contains two .32 caliber cylinders. First is a nickel-plated cylinder
likely for a Smith & Wesson top break revolver in 32 Short. It is
numbered 51481 and retains perhaps 15% of its nickel-plate with overall
oxidation staining and dark. Second is a nickel plated 32 Long cylinder
likely for a “Bulldog” or similar style revolver with overall oxidation
staining and dark bores. (3X108817-28)
Colt New Service cylinder lot
This lot includes a single cylinder assembly designed for the Colt New
Service / Shooting Master Revolver. In addition to the cylinder, the
extractor-rod and ratchet are present but the extractor rod head is not.
The cylinder shows only light prior use and retains about 99% original
blue with a light turn ring and a few minor handling marks.
(2X8A9312-20A)
1911 Mainspring Housings
Two blued mainspring housings, one flat stipple-textured housing
showing signs of being installed and one flat housing showing a type of
skip-line checkering that looks to be somewhat amateurishly done, both
show signs of operational use but are in about excellent condition.
(2X229013-11J)
Ruger Super Blackhawk barrel
This 7 1/2" .44 cal. stainless steel barrel has an excellent bore. The
stainless steel surfaces rate about very good to excellent with light
scratches toward the muzzle. The barrel includes a blue finish serrated
ramp front sight, ejector rod housing, ejector rod and ejector rod spring.
The barrel shows light use and is ready to upgrade or repair your
favorite Ruger "44". (89314-295A)
Yugoslavian M92 7.62x39mm Parts Kit
One all matching Zastava-manufactured Yugo M92 parts kit in excellent
condition retaining 99% arsenal Parkerized finish. Kit includes
assembled underfolding stock, barrel with a bright excellent bore with
installed gas block/front sight combination and trunnion dated to 2005
with hinged dust cover, booster, gas tube with handguard, forend,
in-the-white bolt and bolt carrier, synthetic ribbed pistolgrip, recoil spring
assembly, safety lever, triggerguard, fire control group and small parts.
All parts rate excellent and are ready for a top notch build. No magazine
is included. (238925-97) {NON-GUN}
Yugoslavian M92 7.62x39mm Parts Kit
One all matching Zastava-manufactured Yugo M92 parts kit in excellent
condition retaining 99% arsenal Parkerized finish. Kit includes
assembled underfolding stock, barrel with a bright excellent bore with
installed gas block/front sight combination and trunnion dated to 2003
with hinged dust cover, booster, gas tube with handguard, forend,
in-the-white bolt and bolt carrier, synthetic ribbed pistolgrip, recoil spring
assembly, safety lever, triggerguard, fire control group, small parts and
green canvas sling. All parts rate excellent and are ready for a top notch
build. No magazine is included. (238925-77) {NON-GUN}
Yugoslavian M56 7.62 Tokarev Parts Kit
One non-matching Zastava-manufactured Yugo M56 submachinegun
parts kit in excellent condition with a barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The Parkerized parts (barrel, magazine well, underfolding stock, recoil
assembly) retain about 90% arsenal finish while the synthetic lower
receiver and pistolgrip rate near excellent with some light handling
marks and are heavily coated in protective cosmoline and the
in-the-white bolt remains mostly bright with some very light oxidation
staining. Lower receiver appears to contain all the necessary fire control
parts and the kit also includes one original 32-round magazine in
excellent condition retaining 99% gray enamel finish. (238925-94)
{NON-GUN}
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Bulgarian RPK 5.45x39mm Parts Kit
One unnumbered Bulgarian RPK parts kit in excellent condition retaining
99% arsenal black and gray Parkerized finish with most parts still sealed
in their original packaging. The plum-colored synthetic furniture all rates
excellent and includes a clubfoot stock, pistolgrip, upper and lower
handguards and necessary fasteners. No magazine or barrel trunnion is
included but the kit features two chrome-lined barrel assemblies with
excellent bores with installed front and rear sight towers with sights, gas
block, handguard retainer, flash hider and folding bipod. Also included is
a complete fire control group, recoil spring assembly, dust cover, safety
lever, bolt and bolt carrier, muzzle device detent parts, cleaning rod,
trunnion pin and other smaller pins. (238925-67) {NON-GUN}
Yugoslavian RPK 7.62x39mm Parts Kit
One unnumbered Yugo RPK parts kit in excellent condition with the
Parkerized parts retaining 99% arsenal finish while the in-the-white parts
(barrel with an excellent bore, bolt, bolt carrier, gas block, sight towers,
receiver rails etc.) rate excellent with a few small spots of light oxidation
on the bolt carrier. The European hardwood buttstock and upper and
lower handguard rate excellent as does the ribbed polymer pistolgrip. No
magazine or barrel trunnion is included but the kit does appear to
contain all other necessary parts including: dustcover, recoil spring
assembly, bipod and parts, fire control group, rear trunnion,
triggerguard, safety lever, handguard retainer, sight assemblies and
various rivets, pins and springs. (238925-102) {NON-GUN}
Yugoslavian M92 7.62x39mm Parts Kit
One all matching Zastava-manufactured Yugo M92 parts kit in excellent
condition retaining 99% arsenal Parkerized finish. Kit includes
assembled underfolding stock, barrel with a bright excellent bore with
installed gas block/front sight combination and trunnion dated to 2005
with hinged dust cover, booster, gas tube with handguard, forend,
in-the-white bolt and bolt carrier, synthetic ribbed pistolgrip, recoil spring
assembly, safety lever, triggerguard, fire control group, and small parts.
All parts rate excellent and are ready for assembly. No magazine is
included. (238925-57) {NON-GUN}
Israeli Galil ARM 5.56mm NATO Parts Kit
One unnumbered Israeli Galil ARM squad automatic weapon parts kit in
very good condition retaining about 85% arsenal Parkerized finish with
some scattered spots of light oxidation, silvering on the wear points and
high edges (especially on the folding stock) and a thick coat of
protective cosmoline overall. The kit includes two chrome-lined barrels
one of which has a bright excellent bore and one is bright and very good
with some scattered light pitting and it has the gas block and handguard
retainer installed. The wooden handguard rates very good with minor
finish wear and plenty of soiling while the polymer pistolgrip and rubber
coating on the buttstock rate very good with minor signs of military
service. Kit includes: dust cover with rear sight, bolt and bolt carrier,
safety lever, recoil spring assembly, bipod, carry handle, gas tube, flash
hider, fire control group, magazine release and various other small parts.
(238925-74) {NON-GUN}
Bulgarian AKS-74U 5.45x39mm Parts Kit
One all matching Bulgarian “Krinkov” parts kit in excellent condition with
a chrome-lined barrel with a bright excellent bore. All parts retain 99%
arsenal paint over Parkerized finish with the chromed piston head and
chrome-lined booster and gas block remaining bright with the matching
parts including: barrel trunnion, bolt, bolt carrier, and top cover. The
polymer pistolgrip, metal triangle side folding stock and wooden upper
and lower handguards all rate about excellent. Also included are the
recoil spring assembly, safety lever, cleaning kit, fire control group, pins,
springs, handguard retainer, pistolgrip screw, cleaning rod and other
assorted small parts. No magazine is included. An excellent condition
parts kit ready to assemble into an iconic and desirable AKS-74U.
(238925-100) {NON-GUN}
Yugoslavian M72 RPK 7.62x39mm Parts Kit
One excellent condition Zastava-manufactured RPK parts kit retaining
99% arsenal Parkerized finish while the in-the-white bolt and bolt carrier
remain bright. All parts are heavily coated in protective cosmoline
including the barrel whose bore is presumably excellent. Matching parts
include the barrel trunnion, gas tube, cut receiver, and stock. The
polymer pistolgrip and laminated hardwood stock and upper and lower
handguards rate excellent with some dark discoloration where the
buttstock meets the receiver which will likely clean up. The finned barrel
has the trunnion, front and rear sight towers, gas block, handguard
retainer and bipod installed. Also included is the recoil spring assembly,
safety lever, triggerguard, fire control group and small parts. No
magazine is included. (238925-62) {NON-GUN}

3720

Romanian PSL 7.62x54R Parts Kit
One non-matching very good condition PSL parts kit retaining 95%
arsenal Parkerization with a few scattered light handling marks and
minor silvering on the high edges and wear points. The chrome-lined
barrel has a bright excellent bore and comes complete with installed
muzzle device, front sight base, gas block, hand guard retainer and rear
sight base. The laminated hardwood thumbhole stock and upper
handguard rate very good plus with a few minor handling marks while
the lower handguard rates good with a flexing crack in the right side
running from the front to the second ventilation hole. Kit comes complete
with bolt, bolt carrier, dust cover, recoil spring assembly, front and rear
trunnion, Bakelite gripcap, safety lever, triggerguard, complete fire
control group, magazine release parts, receiver rails, barrel trunnion pin
and various other small parts. No magazine is included. (238925-58)
{NON-GUN}
Yugoslavian M65 RPK 7.62x39mm Parts Kit
One very good condition Zastava-manufactured RPK parts kit retaining
about 85% arsenal Parkerized finish with scattered small spots of light
oxidation and some minor handling marks and the typical silvering on
the high edges and bearing surfaces. The bore appears oxidized though
all parts are coated in heavy cosmoline and it may just need a thorough
cleaning. The in-the-white bolt and bolt carrier remain mostly bright with
scattered areas of light oxidation staining and the following parts are
serial-matched to the gun: bolt, bolt carrier, dust cover, gas tube, recoil
spring assembly and buttstock. The European hardwood buttstock and
upper and lower handguard rate very good with a small chip in the left
side of the upper handguard and scattered minor dings and handling
marks from military service while the ribbed polymer pistolgrip rates very
good plus with light signs of use. The front and rear sight bases, gas
block, bipod and handguard retainer are installed on the barrel and the
kit also includes the safety lever, trigger guard and complete fire control
group. No magazine is included. (238925-98) {NON-GUN}
Czech vz.61 Skorpion 32 ACP Parts Kit
One excellent condition vz.61 Skorpion parts kit retaining 96% original
blue with some light silvering on the high edges and wear points with the
barreled upper receiver and folding wire stock serial-matched to the
remnants of the cut-up lower receiver. The chrome-lined barrel is bright
and excellent while the grooved hardwood pistolgrip rates near excellent
with some very light handling marks. The kit also includes the bolt and
recoil springs, one 10-round magazine and two 20-round magazines,
cocking knobs, pistolgrip assembly, actuator assembly, pistolgrip cap
and actuator spring, triggerguard, and numerous springs, detents, pins
and various other small parts. The kit also includes a leather two cell
magazine pouch, leather flap holster, lanyard and complete cleaning kit.
An excellent condition parts kit ready to build into the famous Skorpion
PDW. (238925-101) {NON-GUN}
Portuguese FBP M/48 9mm Parts Kit
One very good condition FBP M/48 parts kit retaining about 80% original
blue. Kit includes grip module containing fire control group, wire
collapsing stock, end cap, barrel with a bright excellent bore, two bolts,
two telescoping recoil assemblies, rear sight, cut receiver, part of the
lower receiver and one 32-round magazine. (238925-56) {NON-GUN}
Czech SA vz.26 7.62 Tokarev Parts Kit
One non-matching excellent condition vz. 26 parts kit retaining 97%
original blue, Parkerization and gray enamel finishes with a few light
handling marks and silvering of the high edges. The Bakelite lower
receiver/grip module rates excellent while the bore of the barrel is bright
and near excellent. Kit contains barrel with installed front sight, lower
receiver with fire control group and rear sight, bolt with recoil springs but
no bolt face, folding metal stock and end cap. No magazine is included.
(238925-6A) {NON-GUN}
Czech SA vz.26 7.62 Tokarev Parts Kit
One matching excellent condition vz. 26 parts kit retaining 97% original
blue, Parkerization and gray enamel finishes with a few light handling
marks and silvering of the high edges. The Bakelite lower receiver/grip
module rates excellent while the bore of the barrel is bright and
excellent. Kit contains barrel with installed front sight, lower receiver with
fire control group and rear sight, bolt with recoil springs but no bolt face,
and folding metal stock. No magazine is included. (238925-6B)
{NON-GUN}
Cobray M11/9 9mm Parts Kit
One excellent condition Cobray M11/9 parts kit retaining 99% original
Parkerization and the bore of the barrel is bright and excellent. Parts kit
includes barreled upper receiver with front sight, charging handle, bolt
and recoil assembly along with the grip and three bags of various
necessary small parts, springs and pins. No magazine is included.
(238925-50) {NON-GUN}
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Yugoslavian M72 RPK 7.62x39mm Parts Kit
One all-matching near excellent condition Zastava-manufactured RPK
parts kit retaining 99% arsenal Parkerized finish while the in-the-white
bolt and bolt carrier remain bright. All parts are heavily coated in
protective cosmoline including the barrel whose bore is presumably
excellent. Matching parts include the bolt, bolt carrier, gas tube, cut
receiver, dust cover and stock. The polymer pistolgrip rates about
excellent, the laminated hardwood upper and lower handguard rate very
good plus with a few light dings and handling marks from military service
while the stock likely has a story to tell as it has a small hole in the right
side and a corresponding moderate chip in the left. The finned barrel
has the trunnion, front and rear sight towers, gas block, handguard
retainer and bipod installed. Also included is the recoil spring assembly,
safety lever, triggerguard, and complete fire control group. No magazine
is included. (238925-99) {NON-GUN}
Yugoslavian M72 RPK 7.62x39mm Parts Kit
One all-matching very good condition Zastava-manufactured RPK parts
kit retaining 75-80% arsenal Parkerized finish with most of the loss on
the barrel, minor silvering of the high edges and wear points and
scattered areas of light oxidation on the dust cover, barrel and bipod.
The in-the-white bolt and bolt carrier remain bright with a few small spots
of oxidation staining. The barrel is mostly bright showing a few scattered
patches of light pitting in the strong rifling. Matching parts include the
bolt, bolt carrier, gas tube, cut receiver, barrel trunnion, dust cover and
stock. The polymer pistolgrip rates excellent, the laminated hardwood
upper and lower handguard and stock rate very good with a few light
dings and handling marks from military service. The finned barrel has
the trunnion, front and rear sight towers, gas block, handguard retainer
and bipod installed. Also included is the recoil spring assembly, safety
lever, triggerguard, and complete fire control group. No magazine is
included. (238925-59) {NON-GUN}
Yugoslavian M65 RPK 7.62x39mm Parts Kit
One good condition Zastava-manufactured RPK parts kit retaining about
85% arsenal blue with the barrel toning to a dark gray patina with
scattered spots of light oxidation and minor pitting, some light handling
marks and the typical silvering on the high edges and bearing surfaces
while the bore of the barrel is oxidized. The in-the-white bolt and bolt
carrier remain mostly bright with scattered areas of light oxidation and
some small spots of pinprick pitting and the following parts are
serial-matched to the gun: bolt, bolt carrier, dust cover, and gas tube.
The European hardwood buttstock and lower handguard rate very good
with scattered minor dings and handling marks from military service, the
upper hand guard rates good with a 2” chip in the right edge and the
ribbed polymer pistolgrip rates very good plus with light signs of use.
The front and rear sight bases, gas block, bipod and handguard retainer
are installed on the barrel and the kit also includes the safety lever,
trigger guard and complete fire control group. The triggerguard has been
slightly bent in storage and no magazine is included. (238925-96)
{NON-GUN}
Finnish M31 Suomi 9mm Parts Kit
One Suomi parts kit retaining 98% arsenal blue with scattered areas of
light pitting beneath the finish on the barrel, a few scattered minor
handling marks and light silvering on the high edges. The in-the-white
bolt appears to remain bright though it is coated in protective cosmoline
while the smooth European hardwood pistolgrip stock rates poor with a
flexing crack through the left side of the wrist where an arsenal repair
was attempted. Replacement stocks remain readily available. The kit
includes a barrel with a bright excellent bore, bolt, charging handle, rear
sight, trigger group, barrel shroud, recoil spring and spring cap, selector
and assorted other small parts. No magazine is included. (238925-73)
{NON-GUN}
British Sterling MK4 L2A3 9mm Parts Kit
One Sterling L2A3 submachinegun parts kit in good condition retaining
85% arsenal Parkerization with the majority of the loss on the folding
buttstock which displays light oxidation throughout, the bolt shows
scattered spots of light oxidation with minor silvering of the high edges
and bearing surfaces overall. The black Bakelite pistolgrip rates near
excellent as lightly soiled. The kit contains a complete grip assembly
with installed fire control group, cut magazine well showing model
designation and serial #, folding stock, shrouded barrel with a bright
excellent bore, bolt, end cap, charging handle, magazine release/catch
assembly, and recoil assembly. (238925-104) {NON-GUN}

3732

Polish RPD 7.62x39mm Parts Kit
One all matching Radom-manufactured RPD parts kit in excellent
condition retaining about 98% arsenal blue with a few light handling
marks. The in-the-white barrel has areas of light oxidation staining
throughout while the bore remains bright and excellent. The smooth
hardwood clubfoot stock, grooved pistolgrip and handguards rate near
excellent for their age with a few light handling marks. Kit includes lower
receiver with complete fire control group and buttstock, barrel, operating
slide and piston, 1959-dated feed cover, bipod, feed tray, operating
handle, front sight, bolt, bolt locking flap, gas regulator, cut upper
receiver, and numerous small parts. No driving spring, rod or spring
guide are present and no drum magazine is included. An excellent
condition high-quality parts kit ready for a top notch build. (238925-65)
{NON-GUN}
Yugoslavian M92 7.62x39mm Parts Kit
One virgin Yugo M92 parts kit in excellent condition retaining 99%
arsenal Parkerized finish while the in-the-white barrel, bolt and bolt
carrier also rate excellent with the barrel having a bright excellent bore.
The hardwood upper and lower handguards and ribbed polymer
pistolgrip appear as-new. Kit also includes booster, rear trunnion,
chrome-lined gas block/front sight base, recoil spring assembly, safety
lever, receiver rails, triggerguard, underfolding stock, folding stock parts,
dust cover with rear sight, rear block, handguard retainer, complete fire
control group, grip screw, small parts and rivets. All parts rate excellent,
and with the addition of a quality receiver and barrel trunnion, they are
ready for a top notch build. Note: rear trunnion will need to be drilled for
folding stock mechanism and no magazine is included. (238925-75)
{NON-GUN}
Soviet PPSh-41 7.62 Tokarev Parts Kit
The parts retain about 95% arsenal blue with some scattered small
spots of light oxidation and minor handling marks along with light
silvering of the high edges. The original barrel has a bright excellent
bore while the in-the-white bolt remains bright thanks to a generous
coating of protective cosmoline. The smooth hardwood pistolgrip stock
rates good with a flexing crack in each side of the wrist and a bolt repair
through the upper wrist and a few other minor signs of service and
features an intact fire control group, magazine well and folding
magazine release. Also included is the rear of the upper receiver with
attached sight, upper receiver pivot pins and recoil assembly. Kit is
incomplete with no barrel shroud and potentially other necessary parts
and does not include a drum magazine. (238925-69A) {NON-GUN}
Soviet PPS-43 7.62 Tokarev Parts Kit
The parts retain about 85% arsenal thinning blue which is toning to plum
in areas along the receiver with scattered spots of light oxidation overall,
but particularly on the magazine, and silvering on the edges of the lower
receiver, high edges and bearing surfaces. The chrome-lined barrel has
a bright excellent bore and the bolt has aged to a dull gray patina with a
few small spots of light oxidation staining. The black Bakelite pistolgrip
remains in very good condition with a few light handling marks. The kit
also includes the rear of the upper receiver with complete overfolding
stock, lower receiver with fire control group and magazine well with
magazine release, barrel shroud with front sight, sling loop and muzzle
device, remnant of upper receiver with rear sight, recoil spring assembly,
pivot pin and one lightly oxidized original magazine is included.
(238925-69B) {NON-GUN}
AR-15 Parts
Assorted items for the AR-15 platform: (1) black pebble-grain polymer
stock; (1) black polymer magwell; (1) 22LR conversion magazine; matte
blue optical mount. All items are in about excellent condition with very
light handling and storage wear only. (128866-3)
Mossberg 535 12 ga. Barrel
22” ventilated rib Accu-choke barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% Realtree camouflage finish with a few
light handling marks here or there. The barrel is equipped with a green
fiber-optic front sight and red fiber-optic rear sight adjustable for both
windage and elevation and one cyclinder Accu-Choke is included.
Overall the barrel is in excellent condition. (129319-279A)
M72 LAW Trigger Housings
(7) fully and partially assembled trigger housings for the M72 Light
Anti-Tank Weapon (LAW). Comprises (2) fully assembled and ready for
installation, factory sealed at the top to protect internal components; (2)
partially assembled without plastic case or trigger spring; (2) partially
assembled with plastic cases and trigger spring but without rubber
trigger cover; (1) fully assembled with cutouts in the trigger spring cover
and sideplate for viewing internal components. Items are in very good
plus to excellent condition with a bit of light handling and storage wear.
Also included are four clear plastic front covers/sights and three sealed
label sets for the weapon, all in excellent condition. (127668-4)
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Assorted Parts
Four items: (1) blued steel barrel manufactured by Hi-Standard for a
M1911 pistol in .45 ACP, bright excellent bore, retaining about 90%
original blue with areas of slight oxidation and silvering. The link and link
pin are not present. (1) gray steel K98k sight sleeve complete with
adjustable sight, near excellent condition with hints of light ocher patina
here or there. (1) black japanned steel gas cylinder for an M1 Garand,
rating near excellent with a few light handling marks and silvering at the
edges. (1) pair of Weaver scope rings, blued, in excellent condition in
the original packaging, opened for cursory examination only.
(127668-5C)
Electronic Handgun Safe
One new-in-box GunVault SpeedVault SV 500 portable safe measuring
13” L x 3.5” W x 6.5” H which according to the box easily mounts in
various locations and features: protective foam-lined interior, tamper
resistant door, 18-gauge steel housing, 9V battery power supply (battery
not included) with audio and LED low battery warning. Safe includes
mounting hardware and user manual. (239413-95A)
Multipurpose Electronic Safe
One sealed new-in-box GunVault MultiVault Deluxe GV 2000D portable
safe measuring 14” L x 10.1” W x 7.9” H (tapering to 6.3” H) and
features: foamed lined interior with shelf, 16-gauge steel housing,
“No-Eyes” keypad, “tamper-proof” omni-directional spring-loaded door,
interior light, motion detector with audio alarm, programmable computer
lock with key lock override, silent mode, tamper indicator, power
connection jack with adapter, 9V battery power supply (battery not
included), and audio/LED low battery warning. Mounting hardware and
template are included. (239413-95B)
Electronic Handgun Safe
One new-in-box GunVault SpeedVault SV 500 portable safe measuring
13” L x 3.5” W x 6.5” H which according to the box easily mounts in
various locations and features: protective foam-lined interior, tamper
resistant door, 18-gauge steel housing, 9V battery power supply (battery
not included) with audio and LED low battery warning. Safe includes
mounting hardware and user manual. (239413-95C)
Electronic MiniVault Deluxe Safe
One new-in-box GunVault MiniVault Deluxe GV 1000D portable safe
measuring 12” L x 8.1” W x 4.9” H (tapering to 3” H) featuring: a foamed
lined interior, 16-gauge steel housing, “No-Eyes” keypad, “tamper-proof”
omni directional spring-loaded door, interior light, motion detector with
audio alarm, programmable computer lock with key lock override, silent
mode, tamper indicator, power connection jack with adapter, 9V battery
power supply (battery not included) and audio/LED low battery warning.
Includes user manual, mounting hardware and template. (239413-95D)
Multipurpose Electronic Safe
One sealed new-in-box GunVault MultiVault Deluxe GV 2000D portable
safe measuring 14” L x 10.1” W x 7.9” H (tapering to 6.3” H) and
features: foamed lined interior with shelf, 16-gauge steel housing,
“No-Eyes” keypad, “tamper-proof” omni-directional spring-loaded door,
interior light, motion detector with audio alarm, programmable computer
lock with key lock override, silent mode, tamper indicator, power
connection jack with adapter, 9V battery power supply (battery not
included), and audio/LED low battery warning. Mounting hardware and
template are included. (239413-95E)
Hornady Sonic Cleaner
One new-in-box Hornady Lock-N-Load Sonic Cleaner 2L with tank
dimensions 7.25” x 6” x 3” featuring 80W ceramic heater, two liter
stainless tank, 1-30 minute timer, and de-gas feature. While new-in-box,
the outer box shows minor storage wear and the unit includes a user
manual. (239413-79A)
RCBS Partner Press Kit
One new-in-box RCBS Partner press reloading kit for rifles and pistols
(item #87466) which includes: partner press w/ primer arm, RC-130
scale, case lube kit, powder funnel, primer tray, deburring tool, case
loading block, Speer reloading manual and complete instructions.
(239413-64A)
RCBS Partner Press Reloading Kit
One sealed new-in-box RCBS Partner press reloading kit (item #87467)
which includes: Partner single stage press, RC-130 scale, case lube kit,
powder funnel for .22-.45 calibers, universal case loading block, case
neck brushes and handle for .22-.30 caliber, .17-.60 caliber chamfer and
deburring tool, accessory handle-2, and latest edition of Speer reloading
manual. (239413-64B)
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RCBS Explorer Plus Reloading Kit
One new-in-box RCBS Explorer Plus reloading kit (item #09287) which
includes: Reloader Special-5 press, Uniflow powder measure, 1,500
grain digital mini scale, Nosler 7th edition reloading manual, hand primer
tool, universal case loading block, deburring tool, powder funnel, Case
Slick spray lube, Powder Trickler-2, Advanced Powder Measure stand,
Pow’r Pull bullet puller kit, stainless steel dial caliper, Uniflow powder
measure with large and small measuring cylinders, six extra die lock
rings, #2, 3, 4, 10, 43 shell holders, and product instructions. While
new-in-box, the outer box has minor storage wear. (239413-64C)
RCBS Pro 2000 Deluxe Reloading Kit
One new-in-box RCBS Pro 2000 Deluxe reloading kit (item #88880)
including: Pro 2000 progressive press with APS priming system and
case activated powder dispensing system with Uniflow powder measure,
Trim Pro manual case trimmer kit (includes Trim Pro shell holders #2, 3,
4, 10), Trim Pro pilots #22, 24, 25, 27, 28, 30, 35, 44, 45) Speer
reloading manual 14th edition, case lube kit, fold-up Hex Key wrench,
deburring tool for .17-.45 cal., stainless steel dial caliper, RangeMaster
750 electronic scale with 750 gr. capacity and instruction manuals.
(239413-64D)
Electronic MiniVault Deluxe Safe
One sealed new-in-box GunVault MiniVault Deluxe GV 1000D portable
safe measuring 12” L x 8.1” W x 4.9” H (tapering to 3” H) featuring: a
foamed lined interior, 16-gauge steel housing, “No-Eyes” keypad,
“tamper-proof” omni directional spring-loaded door, interior light, motion
detector with audio alarm, programmable computer lock with key lock
override, silent mode, tamper indicator, power connection jack with
adapter, 9V battery power supply (battery not included) and audio/LED
low battery warning. The box displays minor storage wear. Includes user
manual, mounting hardware and template. (239413-95F)
Electronic MicroVault XL Safe
One new-in-box GunVault MicroVault XL MV 1000 portable safe
measuring 12” L x 10.25” W x 3.5” H featuring: a protective foam-lined
interior with elastic strap, the ability to fit most tablets and e-readers,
convenient elastic strap with pockets for extra storage, 18-gauge steel
housing, “tamper resistant” door, “No-Eyes” keypad, 9V batter power
supply (battery not included), audio/LED low battery warning,
high-strength steel security cable, and user manual. (239413-95G)
Bear Spray Lot
This lot contains two sealed in original packaging 9.2 oz. Frontiersman
Bear Attack Deterrent spray with 2.0% Capsaicin and 35 foot range. The
spray features a 2/2021 expiration date, glow-in-the-dark safety and
comes with a nylon holster. (239413-99A)
Bear Spray Lot
This lot contains two sealed in original packaging 9.2 oz. Mace Magnum
Fogger Bear Attack Deterrent with 2.0% Capsaicinoids and 35 foot
range. The spray features a 10/2020 expiration date and a blaze orange
safety. (239413-99B)
Dog Repellent Lot
This lot contains one sealed in original packaging 0.49 oz. Mace
Personal Model dog repellent and three sealed in original packaging 1.8
oz. Sabre Red Protector dog deterrents. The Mace product features an
expiration date of 01/2022, a 10 foot range, a stream spray pattern and
comes with an adjustable hand strap. The Sabre Red product features a
15 foot range, belt clip and integrated safety lock and the expiration date
cannot be determined. (239413-99C)
Mace Pepper Spray Lot
This lot contains two new-in-packaging Mace Magnum 3 Foam Blast
pepper foam and two new-in-packaging Mace Magnum 4 Distance
Defense pepper gel. The pepper foam product has a 06/2020 expiration
date, a 10 foot range and a pocket clip while the pepper gel product has
a 01/2022 expiration date and an 18 foot range. Both products feature
10% OC pepper and invisible UV dye. (239413-99D)
Compact Pepper Spray Lot
This lot contains six new-in-packaging compact/discreet pepper spray
products including: three Mace Exquisite Purse models, one Sabre Red
Campus Safety model, one Mace KeyGuard model and one Mace Pen
Defender model. The Mace Exquisite Purse model features a 01/2022
expiration date, cosmetic case design, 10% OC pepper, invisible UV dye
and a 10 foot range. The Sabre Red Campus Safety model features a
02/2022 expiration date, UV dye, key ring and pepper gel with a 12 foot
range. The Mace KeyGuard features a 08/2021 expiration date, key ring
UV dye and a 10 foot range. The Mace Pen Defender is a functional pen
with 10% OC pepper and a five foot range and while new, the upper
edge of the clamshell packaging is torn. (239413-99E)
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Insight X2 Laser/Weaponlight
One Insight Technologies X2 Laser subcompact laser/light that remains
in excellent condition having seen little if any use (model #MTV-100-A1).
The weapon light/laser can be installed on Picatinny and Universal rails,
the Xenon bulb produces 40 plus lumens, the unit provides
ambidextrous, momentary and steady-on operation. Unit comes in the
original plastic box with shipping sleeve (sleeve shows packing tape on
one side) and includes one CR2 battery, replacement bulb, manual and
adjustment tools. (239413-82C)
Lyman Super Moly Kit
One new-in-box Lyman Super Moly Bullet Finishing Accessory Kit (item
#7631384). Kit includes: 2 heavy-duty bowls which fit Lyman 1200 or
600, 6 oz. bottle of Lyman Super Fine Moly Powder (item #7631412), 2
lbs. box of Lyman Untreated Cob Tumbler Media (item #7631389), 1.75
lbs. box of Lyman Ceramic Tumbler Media (item #7631381) and
instructions. (239413-62A)
Sig Sauer 22 LR Conversion Kit
One new-in-box Sig Sauer 22 LR conversion kit for Sig P938 pistols. Kit
includes a complete slide assembly with matte black hard coat anodized
finish and SIGLITE night sights, barrel, 10-round 22 LR magazine,
adjustment tool, owner’s manual and original plastic case with shipping
sleeve (sleeve displays a tear at the handle of the plastic case).
(239413-106)
Liberty Safe Light Kit
One new-in-box Liberty Clearview Safe Light 5 Wand Kit which fits up to
60” tall safes (item #10792). The kit illuminates safes, closets or
cabinets with outlet access and includes five 12” long light wands which
each have 18 LED lights. Lights feature auto on/off motion sensor and
dual directional snap-fit wiring connections with self-adhesive backing.
(239413-100A)
Liberty Safe Light Kit
One new-in-box Liberty Clearview Safe Light 6 Wand Kit which fits up to
72” tall safes (item #10793). The kit illuminates safes, closets or
cabinets with outlet access and includes six 12” long light wands which
each have 18 LED lights. Lights feature auto on/off motion sensor and
dual directional snap-fit wiring connections with self-adhesive backing.
(239413-100B)
Liberty LED Safe Light Lot
This lot includes three total LED safe lights packaged as follows: one
new-in-package two light set (item #10432) and one new-in-package
single light. Each sensor-activated light includes Velcro attachment and
batteries and features auto on/off with 30-60 second timer.
(239413-100C)
Troy Rifle Accessories Lot
This lot includes one new-in-package black M4 Folding Front
BattleSight), one new-in-package black Fixed Rear BattleSight (item
#SSIG-FRS-R0BT-00) one new-in-package 12 pack of black BattleRail
covers (item #SCOV-PCK-14BT-00) and one new-in-package Q.D. 360
Push Buttom Mount (item #SMOU-PBS-00BT-00). The pack of
BattleRail covers includes two each of the following sizes: 1.7”, 2.6”,
3.5”, 4.4”, 5.3”, 6.2” which attach to 1913 Picatinny rails. (239413-110A)
Troy Rifle Accessories Lot
This lot includes one new-in-package black M4 Folding Front BattleSight
(item #SSIG-FBS-FMBT-00), one new-in-package black Di-Optic
Folding Rear BattleSight (item #SSIG-DOA-RFBT-00) one
new-in-package 12 pack of black BattleRail covers (item
#SCOV-PCK-14BT-00) and one new-in-package Q.D. 360 Push Buttom
Mount (item #SMOU-PBS-00BT-00). The pack of BattleRail covers
includes two each of the following sizes: 1.7”, 2.6”, 3.5”, 4.4”, 5.3”, 6.2”
which attach to 1913 Picatinny rails. (239413-110B)
Troy Rifle Accessories Lot
This lot includes one new-in-package 5.56 Claymore Muzzle Brake (item
#SBRA-CLM-05BT-00), one new-in-package Q.D. 360 Push Button
Mount (item #SMOU-PBS-00BT-00), three new-in-package 2” TRX Rails
(item #SRAI-TRX-P2BT-00) and one new-in-package black Squid Grip
Rail Covers-7 Pack (item #SSQD-7PK-00BT-00). (239413-110C)
Troy Rifle Accessories Lot
This lot includes one new-in-package black M4 Folding Front BattleSight
(item #SSIG-FBS-FMBT-00), three new-in-package black Squid Grip
Rail Covers-7 Packs (item #SSQD-7PK-00BT-00), two new-in-package
2” TRX Rails (item #SRAI-TRX-P2BT-00) and one new-in-package TRX
Low Profile Q.D. Swivel Mount (item #SRAI-TRX-HERP-00).
(239413-110D)
Troy Rifle Accessories Lot
This lot includes one new-in-package black M4 Folding Front BattleSight
(item #SSIG-FBS-FMBT-00), three new-in-package black Squid Grip
Rail Covers-7 Packs (item #SSQD-7PK-00BT-00), two new-in-package
2” TRX Rails (item #SRAI-TRX-P2BT-00) and one new-in-package TRX
Low Profile Q.D. Swivel Mount (item #SRAI-TRX-HERP-00).
(239413-110E)
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Rifle and Shotgun Sight and Mounts Lot
This lot includes two new-in-package foliage green Magpul MOE MBUS
folding front sights (item #MAG247-FOL), one new-in-package Magpul
RSA (Rail Sling Attachment, item #MAG502), one new-in-package
Tapco AR15/M16 Carry Handle Mount (item #MNT0914), one
new-in-package Command Arms One Point Sling Mount for AR15/M16
receiver extensions (no disassembly required, item #OPSM), one like
new 5 1/2” long Picatinny rail riser mount retaining 99% plus matte black
anodization with a couple tiny flecks of loss and one new-in-package
Laserlyte Shotgun Tri-Rail Mounting System for shotguns with 1”
diameter magazine tubes which provides a Picatinny rail at the 3,6,9
o’clock positions (item #ADP-TRIR-140). (239413-110F)
Hoppe’s Cleaning Supplies Lot
This lot contains two BoreSnake cleaners in .338/.340 cal. and 10
gauge, six BoreSnake Viper cleaners in .44/.45 cal. pistol, 12 gauge, .22
cal., 6mm/.240/.243/.244 cal., 7mm/.270 cal., .308 cal., one wax-treated
Gun Cloth, and one Elite Buttstock Cleaning Kit containing three .25 oz.
Elite Gun Cleaner, three .25 oz. Elite Gun Oil, one 5.56mm/.223 cal.
BoreSnake all housed in a black nylon pouch. All items are
new-in-package. (239413-65B)
Rifle BoreSnake Lot
This lot contains seven new-in-package Hoppe’s BoreSnake/BoreSnake
Viper bore cleaners in the following calibers: .204, .22, .223/5.56,
6mm/.240/.243/.244, 7mm/.270, .308, 8mm/.32. The .204 and 8mm/.32
cal. are standard BoreSnake cleaners while the five other calibers are
BoreSnake Viper cleaners. (239413-65C)
RCBS Reloading Press
One new-in-box RCBS Rock Chucker Supreme single stage reloading
press (item #09356) which features durable cast-iron construction,
ambidextrous O-frame design and a large loading window. Press
includes an ambidextrous handle, instruction manual and primer
catcher. (239413-64D)
Secure Storage Lot
This lot contains one new black Hardigg/Pelican iM2306 Storm Case
with interior dimensions of 17” x 6.3” x 6.2” and two layer of thick cubed
foam which can be customized for your specific application. The case is
constructed of HPX resin and features a rubberized handle, two
padlockable hasps, two press and pull latches, a Vortex Valve auto
pressure release and is watertight and crushproof. Also included is one
new-in-package GunVault NanoVault 100 (model #NV 100) with interior
dimensions of 8.20” x 6” x 1.75” featuring 20-gauge steel construction,
foam interior, key lock system and a 1,500 lbs. test security cable.
Finally included is one new-in-package GunVault NanoVault 200 (model
#NV 200) with the same features as the NanoVault 100 plus larger
interior dimensions of 9.5” x 6.5” x 1.75”. While new, the clamshell
packaging of the NanoVault 200 is cracked around one side.
(239413-67, 95G)
Handgun and Long Gun Socks and Cases
This lot contains 13 new-in-package Allen silicone-treated handgun and
long gun socks as follows: 10 pink handgun socks (item #13114), one
olive long gun sock (item #167), one black tactical gun sock (item
#13247) and one tan tactical gun sock (item #13257). Also included are
the following new handgun cases: one Ruger-branded Allen Double
Handgun Case (item #27959), one Plano Gun Guard scoped pistol hard
case (item #1010137), two Uncle Mike’s padded and handled pistol
pouches (item #52271), three green Plano Gun Guard soft pistol cases
in small, medium and large (item #70900, 71300, 71500), and one 8” tan
Plano soft pistol case (item #44-8) with a slightly bent zipper pull. Also
included is one excellent condition Bob Allen size 15 tan soft pistol case,
and two vinyl long gun bags with one in very good condition and one in
fair condition with a few tears. (239413-78A, 96A)
Hogue Grips Lot
This lot includes nine new-in-package grips including six Monogrips as
follows: one S&W N frame square butt, one S&W N frame round butt,
one S&W K/L frame round butt, one S&W J frame round butt, one Ruger
GP100/Super Redhawk and one Ruger SP101. Also included is one
Bantam grip for S&W J frame round butt, one Automatic grip for Sig
Sauer P228/P229 in 9mm and 40 S&W, and one Automatic grip for
S&W Compact 3rd Gen. 6900 series. Some of the packages show minor
storage wear. (239413-98A)
Long Gun Accessory Lot
This lot includes five new-in-package items including: one Caldwell
AR-15 Mag Charger (item #397488) for loading all AR-15 style
magazines, one Troy black two-point padded sling (item
#SSLI-2PS-00BT-00), one Blackhawk Multicam camouflage Storm XT
single point sling (item #70GS16MC) one Uncle Mike’s rifle cartridge
slide (item #8841-1) and one Uncle Mike’s buttstock shotgun shell
holder (item #8849-1). While new, the clamshell packaging of the AR-15
magazine loader has cellophane tape in a few spots along the edges.
(239413-72A, 96B, 105A)
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Long Gun Accessory Lot
This lot includes five new-in-package items including: one Caldwell
AR-15 Mag Charger (item #397488) for loading all AR-15 style
magazines, one Troy black two-point padded sling (item
#SSLI-2PS-00BT-00), one Blackhawk Multicam camouflage Storm XT
single point sling (item #70GS16MC) one Uncle Mike’s rifle cartridge
slide (item #8841-1) and one Uncle Mike’s buttstock shotgun shell
holder (item #8849-1). While new, the clamshell packaging of the AR-15
magazine loader has cellophane tape in a few spots along the edges.
(239413-72B, 96C, 105B)
H-S Precision Sako Stock
H-S Precision textured black and gray fiberglass pistolgrip stock with
flared shadow line cheekpiece for Sako rifles with L691 magnum actions
and barrel dimensions of about 31.25 mm at the junction of the barrel
and action and about 21.5 mm at the tip. The stock remains in near
excellent condition save for a very tiny crack in the right side of the stock
and recoil pad by the toe and a thin line of dried adhesive where the
stock and recoil pad meet. (239543-46A)
Heckler & Koch Steel Bipod
This is a genuine HK German-manufactured, not reproduction or
contract, all steel bipod in excellent condition retaining 99% original gray
Parkerized finish with the slightest silvering from installation. This bipod
will work with any HK G3/91/33/93 or similar clone rifles using the wide
forearm with bipod grooves. New genuine HK bipods sell for $400-$600
when in stock online. (23A9647-13A)
Remington Model 870 12 ga. Rifled Slug Barrel
One fully-rifled 20” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains
99% original matte blue and is topped by a cantilever mount equipped
with a pair of 1” rings ready for your choice of optic. (23A9574-29B)
Remington Model 1100 12 ga. Magnum Barrel
One 30” ventilated rib barrel choked full with a bright excellent bore. This
barrel is marked “FOR 3 IN. SHELLS” and retains about 97% original
blue with light muzzle and bearing surface wear and a few specks of
light oxidation and a couple scattered handling marks. Barrel is sighted
with a silver bead. (23A9466-10B)
Remington Model 1100 12 ga. Steel Shot Barrel
One 26” ventilated rib Rem Choke barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The barrel is sighted with a silver bead and is marked “2 3/4 IN
MAGNUM OR 3 IN MAGNUM SHELLS-STEEL SHOT”. Barrel retains
99% original blue with perhaps a scattered handling mark or two and
includes one Rem Choke modified choke tube. (23A9466-10A)
RPD Photograph and T-Shirt Lot
This lot consists of one full-color matted and natural oak framed
photograph of a RPD machine gun measuring 16 1/4” x 13 1/4 in near
excellent condition with scattered small orange specks on the textured
ivory mat. Also included are three new-in-package white XL size t-shirts
with a picture of a RPD machine gun and Cyrillic writing saying “Light
Machinegun Degtyaryov (RPD)” and “Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics” on the center back and the same writing on the left chest.
(23B9647-18A)
Crosman Quest 1000X Barrel Cocking Airgun
serial #D09X00840, .177 cal., 18 1/2 barrel with a bright excellent bore.
The metal surfaces retain 98% original blue with scattered spots of light
oxidation overall. The smooth American hardwood Monte Carlo
pistolgrip stock rates excellent with a few scattered light handling marks.
The barrel is sighted with a green fiber optic bead front and red fiber
optic two dot fully-adjustable notch rear and mounted to the grooved
receiver is a Center Point 4x32 scope with Mil Dot-style reticle with very
good optics retaining 99% original black anodization with a few drips of
dried paint around the turrets. (23A9466-16) {NON-GUN}
Mossberg 500 Barrel
One Mossberg 500 12 ga. 24” barrel choked cylinder with a bright
excellent bore. The barrel features a 3” chamber and rifle sights and
retains about 99% original blue with some scattered small spots of light
oxidation and a few light handling marks. (23A9601-6)
Gould & Goodrich Shoulder Holster
One right-hand fully-adjustable brown leather rig with dual mag pouch
for use with Smith & Wesson Third Generation semi-auto pistols or
similar in near excellent condition. The fitted holster, straps and mag
pouch are all marked “GOULD & / GOODRICH”, the snap closure mag
pouch is marked “LGE 3” and the holster is marked “LGC 600”.
(22A9663-3)
92FS Holster
One excellent condition black leather right-hand Galco Concealable Belt
Holster Model CON202B for use with a Beretta 92FS pistol or similar.
(229584-1A)
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Interesting and Macabre Photos, Postcards and Papers
A very neat look into the past with very crisp images in mostly excellent
condition including: Four identical prints of Colonel W. F. Cody, two 4
5/8” x 7” and two 6 3/4” x 9 1/2”. 15 color and black-and-white postcards
including but not limited to a portrait of Chief Red Cloud of the Lakota,
indigenous peoples of the southwest and a tattered Moose Head at
Gem Bar El Paso, Texas. 16 color and black-and-white postcards and
photos Including but not limited to the Scriver Building where a bank
robbery marked the beginning of the end for the James-Younger gang,
postcards of the James-Younger Gang showing Clel Miller, Charlie Pitts
and Bill Stiles in death, Jesse James, Bob Younger and Cole Younger, a
postcard with a note from Cole Younger to a county Sheriff stating “Be
true to your friends of the heavens fall Cole Younger”. An 1874 (Form
No. 5) invoice/discharge paper detailing Pvt Robert Nealy’s travel home
with his pay and expenses, the private earned a whopping $13.00 per
month during his travel home and paid $.25 for “army asylum”. The final
piece is an affidavit signed by John Selman, famous for being the man
that shot John Wesley Hardin in the Acme Saloon in El Paso, Texas.
The paper is missing small sections around the edges and there are a
few stains and archival tape repairs along the folds and in a couple other
small areas. The affidavit is signed in black ink and is a complaint
against a “Dr. Mechaund”, it appears to be the real-deal. (22C9005-15)
Feinwerkbau Model 65 Single Shot Match Air Pistol
serial #25258 .177 cal., 7 1/2" barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 98% original black finishes with light
scratches on the front of the triggerguard, and a few other handling
marks. The stippled walnut factory wrap-around thumb rest grips rate
about excellent showing a few dents on the butt. The pistol features a
flat faced Patridge front sight, fully adjustable black blade rear sight and
adjustable trigger. The pistol includes a black leather covered hard brief
case with blue velvet lined French fit interior that rates excellent, (2)
partial 500 pellet tins of Daisy .177 cal. Diablo-Kugeln pellets, (1) partial
plastic container of Daisy .177 cal. Quick Silver pellets and unmarked
pellet sizing tool. The case has locking hasp but no key is provided. Also
included are a spare rear sight assembly that is missing the rear sight
screw, rear sight mounting screw and possibly other parts; other spare
parts and a tool. (8A8840-87) {NON-GUN} [Roy Jinks Collection]
(300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Leather Holster Lot
This unmarked handmade brown leather flap holster is lined with soft
calfskin. The holster measures 12 1/4" long, has a brass finial with a
matching slot on the flap for closure, strong stitching and is sized to fit a
Colt Officers Model revolver or similar revolver or pistol. It appears to
accommodate a barrel length of about 8" on a revolver and 10" on a
Camp Perry. Larger frame guns seem to fit but depending on the grips
the flap may not close. The belt slot in the rear will accept up to a 3"
wide belt. The holster rates excellent. (89558-3A)
Vintage Colt Police Positive Box
This is a maroon hinged factory box for a 6" Colt Police Positive Special
Target 22 caliber revolver. The serial number on the bottom of the box is
23302, the end labels rate excellent and overall the box remains in very
good condition. The right-side edge of the cover has partially separated
and there are scattered light handling marks. (8A9558-3B)
Ruger / Altamont Dynawood Grips
This grip is a birch composite dyed to a rose burgundy color and
includes black Ruger Phoenix medallions and a single grip screw. The
panels have fleur-de-lis borders at the top and bottom with large relieved
diamond with smaller raised diamond in each cut and a large raised
diamond around each escutcheon. These grips are designed to fit the
Ruger NVB grip frame with internal lock. The set appears to have seen
little if any use and rate excellent. (89645-51A)
Thompson Center Barrel and Forend
This is a 10" Thompson Center ventilated rib heavy barrel chambered in
357 Magnum and designed to shoot the old T/C Hot Shot shotshell
cartridges or ball ammunition. The barrel retains 99% original blue with a
few handling marks. It includes a checkered walnut forend that rates
very good to excellent with handling marks. The barrel features a
ventilated rib with fold down windage adjustable rear sight and elevation
adjustable front sight. The screw-in internal choke tube is not present.
(89301-35A)
Thompson Center Barrel and Forend
This is an 8" ported Thompson Center octagon barrel chambered in 44
Magnum and designed to shoot the old T/C Hot Shot shotshell
cartridges or ball ammunition. The barrel retains 99% original blue with a
few handling marks. It includes a checkered walnut forend that rates
excellent with minor handling marks. The barrel features a Patridge front
sight on a serrated base, T/C adjustable rear sight, two-barrel ports on
each side of the front sight and external choke. (89301-35B)
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Thompson Center Grip and Soft Case Lot
This lot includes (3) right-handed grips for the Contender pistol. Included
are (1) smooth walnut thumb rest grip with square butt featuring a heavy
unmarked brass buttplate and stock screw, (1) checkered walnut thumb
rest with pewter buttplate featuring a Cougars head (no screw) and (1)
smooth walnut finger groove thumb rest with plastic buttplate with T/C
logo and grip screw. All three rate about excellent with light handling
marks. It also includes a T/C marked black Contender soft case with
handles that measures about 11 1/2" x 16" closed, is sheepskin lined
and has three-barrel compartments sewn in. (89301-35C)
Smith & Wesson Magna Grips
This lot consist of (2) pairs of walnut S&W K-frame square butt Magna
grips with silver S&W medallions in excellent condition and (1) pair of
walnut S&W N-frame square butt Magna grips with silver S&W
medallions also in excellent condition. (89301-36)
German Model E.L. 24 mm. Conversion Unit for Mauser Gew.98 Rifle by
Erma
serial #3484d, 22 LR, 26 3/8" barrel with an excellent bore. This Erma
Erfurt sub-caliber repeating conversion unit remains in excellent
condition. The finished metal surfaces retain about 97% original blue
with most of the loss to assembly and operational wear in addition to a
few handling marks. One magazine has tool marks around the take
down button on the base plate. The in-the-white barrel shows light
handling marks and stains from oxidation but still rates excellent. There
are German "[eagle]/77" Waffenamt marks and German nitro proofs.
The conversion unit is complete with barrel, bolt and receiver
assemblies, a pair of magazines, magazine floorplate assembly and
installation tool. The wooden box is routered to hold the Unit and rates
about very good to excellent showing light to moderate handling wear.
An excellent example of a conversion unit. (8A8281-33) {FIREARM}
(800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
Period Holster
This lot features a period Slim-Jim style holster with riveted and sewn
edges decorated with a straight row of brass studs on the front, six are
dome-shaped and the top two pyramid-shaped. The whip stitching along
the edge is later added and it features a simple belt slot cut into the
leather. The holster rates about very good with light crazing and
handling marks. Holster appears to fit a small frame spur trigger revolver
with longer barrel. (8A9632-6A)
Marble's Model 1921 Game Getter Frame Assembly
serial #14389. It includes the complete frame assembly and folding
buttstock but no barrels are provided. The metal surfaces of the frame
have toned to mostly brown with traces of blue in the protected areas
and along the bottom plus light stains from oxidation. The folding metal
skeleton buttstock retains about 95% original nickel plate showing
scattered light scratches, oxidation blemishes and operational wear. The
trigger is mostly gray but the hammer has robust case-hardened colors
with light operational wear. The smooth walnut factory grips rate about
excellent with light handling marks. The assemblies that are present
work mechanically. A search of the Marble's site shows this gun shipped
April 16, 1925, with 15" barrels but other information is given. It also
includes an unmarked leather holster with shoulder strap. The holster
rates fair with heavy crazing, cracking, stitching is separating along most
of its length and one strap has separated. (8A9574-136) {FIREARM}
[James Traynor Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
Period Smith & Wesson Revolver Box
This is a hinged maroon leatherette covered box that is end labeled for a
Smith & Wesson 22/32 Target Revolver, blued with 6" barrel and the
bottom has the hand written serial number 525994. The box rates about
good with light to moderate edge scuffing, three torn corners on the
cover and one corner separating on the base. The inside cover is
printed with instructions for this revolver in English and Spanish. The
box includes a nylon bore brush on a wire rod, bore mop on a wire rod,
a pair of "Caution" papers regarding cleaning, factory sample of a
U.S.R.A. 20-yard Bulls Eye target center, a Colt's Special Instruction
pamphlet and a copy of a S&W factory repair invoice dated May 8,
1935. (89556-16)
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Miniature Colt Single Action Army Revolver by Uberti
serial #1926 .21 caliber. This is a non-firing functional 47% scale replica
of the famous Colt Single Action Army Revolver. The metal surfaces
retain about 99% plus original nickel plate. The one-piece walnut grips
rate excellent. It features an early black powder pinched frame,
one-piece walnut grips, two-line patent date (you can actually read the
dates), "45 CAL." on the triggerguard strap and "Bulls Eye" ejector rod
head. The gun has fully operational safety, loading and full cock notches
with functional loading gate, ejector rod and removable base pin. The
bottom of the barrel is marked "A. UBERTI – ITALY". Overall length is 4
7/8" long x 2 3/8" tall with a 2 1/4" plugged faux barrel. If you are a Colt
Single Action Army enthusiast, you have to have this lovely replica.
(8A9554-2) {NON-GUN} (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Thompson Center Contender Barrel
This is a 14" solid rib 45 Colt / 410 bore barrel with an excellent bore
featuring a screw-in straight-rifled choke tube. The barrel retains about
99% original blue finish. It features a full-length solid rib, silver bead front
sight, fixed "U" notch rear sight and dual forend screws "dovetail locks"
for mounting longer forend wood. It includes the factory box that is
correctly end labeled to the barrel. Strangely, Thompson Center list this
a "ventilated" rib barrel on the label but there are no vents to be found,
probably old labels and a single choke tube wrench. The barrel appears
to be as new in the box. (89574-126A)
Thompson Center Contender Barrel
This is a 10" octagon 22 Hornet barrel with an excellent bore. The barrel
retains about 99% original blue finish showing a few light operational
marks. It features a Patridge front sight, adjustable rear sight and the
single "dovetail lock" for the forend screw is missing. This barrel appears
to have seen only light use. (89574-126B)
Thompson Center Contender Barrel
This is a 10" heavy 357 Remington Maximum barrel with Muzzle Tamer
(muzzle brake) and an excellent bore. The barrel retains about 99%
original blue finish showing a few light handling marks. It has no iron
sights but a T/C scope base with 1" rings is mounted. Also provided is a
long factory walnut forend with dual forend screws that rates excellent
and the original factory box that is end labeled to the barrel but the
Muzzle tamer is not mentioned. This barrel appears to have seen only
light use. (89574-126C)
Lot of Holsters
(17) commercial holsters and accessories in assorted configurations for
an assortment of frame sizes and barrel lengths. A few examples are:
Galco STO158B; Fobus J357BH; Fobus HK1; Fobus SG3; Uncle Mike's
89151; Uncle Mike's 89021; Uncle Mike's M070010; Blackhawk 20;
Blackhawk 07 and Fobus 39019. Condition remains in excellent to near
new condition, nearly all in original factory packaging. (59413-93A)
Lot of Holsters
(16) commercial holsters and accessories in assorted configurations for
an assortment of frame sizes and barrel lengths. A few examples are:
Fobus SP11B; Fobus RU3; Fobus SR22RB; Smith & Wesson J357A;
Galco STO664B; Uncle Mike's 87444; Uncle Mike's M070010;
Blackhawk 05R; Blackhawk 20R and Blackhawk 01. Condition remains
in excellent to near new condition all in original factory packaging.
(59413-93B)
Lot of Holsters
(16) commercial holsters and accessories in assorted configurations for
an assortment of frame sizes and barrel lengths. A few examples are:
Fobus C21B; Fobus SP11BRP; Fobus SR22RP; Uncle Mike's M070010;
Uncle Mike's 89122; Uncle Mike's 76101; Blackhawk 04; Blackhawk 20R
and Blackhawk 07R. Conditions remain in near excellent to near new
condition all in original factory packaging. (59413-93C)
Lot of Holsters
(17) commercial holsters and accessories in assorted configurations for
an assortment of frame sizes and barrel lengths. A few examples are:
Galco STO266B, Galco STO424B; Fobus SR22RP; Fobus KT2G; Uncle
Mike's 87443; Uncle Mike's 87441; Uncle Mike's 89151 and Blackhawk
31R. Conditions remain in very good to near new condition with most in
original factory packaging. (59413-93D)
Lot of Holsters
(17) commercial holsters and accessories in assorted configurations for
an assortment of frame sizes and barrel lengths. A few examples are:
Fobus RU3; Fobus C21B; Fobus HK1; Galco STO424; Uncle Mike's
89162; Uncle Mike's 76101; Blackhawk 31; Blackhawk 07 and Extreme
medium. Conditions remain in very good plus to near new condition with
nearly all in original factory packaging. (59413-93E)
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Lot of Holsters
(19) commercial holsters and accessories in assorted configurations for
an assortment of frame sizes and barrel lengths. A few examples are:
Galco STO472B; Galco STO656; Uncle Mike's 87441; Uncle Mike's
89151; Uncle Mike's 76102; Blackhawk 07R; Wilson Combat A1BSR;
Fobus GL2; Walther PPSRB; Fobus C21B and Strong N338. Conditions
remain in very good to near new with most in original factory packaging.
(59413-93F)
6.5MM/250 SAV. Reloading Dies
This lot consists of Redding Custom series two piece kit set containing a
full length sizing and decapping die and a bullet seating and crimping
die. An extra decapping pin is included, the shell holder however is no
longer present. Please note: If the same buyer wins both rifles
chambered in this caliber in the live auction this lot will be awarded to
them free of charge. (59468-6,7A)
Thompson/Center Encore Custom Shop Barrel
This lot consists of a 26” T/C Custom Shop Encore Rifle barrel in 6.5x55
Swedish. The barrel includes the black synthetic forearm and has a
black matte finish with only a few light handling marks noted. There are
no provisions for sights and mounted to the barrel is a Leupold
one-piece base which holds a Thompson/Center Hawken 3-9X40
riflescope. The scope features a duplex reticle and has excellent optics.
(49532-1A)
Range Safety Gear Lot
This lot contains hearing and eye protection equipment. Included are
four sets of Peltor President black earmuffs, with a 26 NRR, four pairs of
Smith & Wesson SW103 safety glasses with carry cases, one previously
opened package of Howard Leight 25 NRR ear muffs and clear safety
glasses, and one package of Walker’s 34 NRR ear muffs, yellow tinted
safety glasses, and a pair of foam ear plugs. With the one exception, all
remain in their original packaging. (149413-73)
Range Safety Gear Lot
This lot contains hearing and eye protection equipment. Included are
two pairs of Smith & Wesson safety glasses with carry cases, a pair of
25 NRR Howard Leight ear muffs and safety glasses, a pair of 35 NRR
Walker’s ear muffs with safety glasses, a pair of 26 NRR Peltor
President ear muffs, and two pairs of 21 NRR Peltor Shotgunner ear
muffs. Also included are two packages of 2-pair 26 NRR Howard Leight
corded ear plugs, 3 packages of Peltor Combat Arms ear plugs with
cases, and six packages of 26 NRR Peltor Tri-Flange corded ear plugs.
All safety equipment is in original packaging. (149413-73A)
SureStrike Laser Cartridge Ultimate Kit
This kit allows one to safely practice with their firearm in their own home,
by projecting an eye-safe laser briefly when struck by the firing pin. The
Laser Ammo SureStrike Laser Cartridge Ultimate kit includes the
SureStrike 9mm laser cartridge, user guide, battery pack, carry case, 6
reflective targets, safety pipe, nut and extension, and adapters for .223
Rem, 40 S&W, and 45 Auto. The kit is sealed in the original packaging.
(149413-82)
SureStrike Laser Cartridge Ultimate Kit
This kit allows one to safely practice with their firearm in their own home,
by projecting an eye-safe laser briefly when struck by the firing pin. The
Laser Ammo SureStrike Laser Cartridge Ultimate kit includes the
SureStrike 9mm laser cartridge, user guide, battery pack, carry case, 6
reflective targets, safety pipe, nut and extension, and adapters for .223
Rem, 40 S&W, and 45 Auto. The kit is sealed in the original packaging.
(149413-82A)
Caldwell Front Rest Nest XL and Plano Pistol Hardcases
This lot contains three Plano Gun Guard pistol hardcases, and one
Caldwell Front Rest Nest XL. Hardcases have a black plastic exterior
with two foam inserts within. The Front Rest Nest has a black plastic
exterior in excellent condition with a molded interior that will fit “The
Rock BR”, “Rock BR-1000”, and similar rests. Cases are in excellent
condition with hangtags still attached. (149413-78)
Benelli Rifled Shotgun Barrel
This lot contains one Benelli 24” rifled barrel with a bright very good plus
bore with scattered spots of frosting on the lands. The barrel features a
Realtree Advantage Timber camouflage finish and is sighted with rifle
sights, the rear sight being adjustable for elevation and windage. The
barrel is marked as accepting 2 3/4” and 3” shells, and appears to be for
the Benelli M1 and M2 shotguns. (149413-102)
Remington Shotgun Barrel
This lot contains one Remington 21” neatly shortened ventilated rib
Remchoked barrel with a bright excellent bore. The barrel retains about
98% matte blue finish with scattered specks of light oxidation along the
length of the barrel, and the barrel has an about 9” long area of
camouflage tape applied to the muzzle end of the barrel, the breech end
of which is flaking. The barrel is sighted with a single silver bead, and
the included Remchoke is marked “FULL”. The barrel appears to be for
the Remington 1100 model shotgun. (149413-102A)
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Mossberg Rifled Shotgun Barrel
This lot contains one Mossberg 24” rifled barrel with a bright very good
bore with scattered pinprick pitting throughout. The barrel retains about
97% original blue with scattered specks of light oxidation throughout,
and streaks of browning on the underside of the barrel near the breech.
The barrel is marked as accepting 2 3/4” and 3” shells, has an integral
cantilever scope base, and the barrel is ported. The barrel appears to be
for the Mossberg 500 model shotgun. (149413-102B)
Bell & Carlson Remington 700 BDL Stock
This lot contains one Bell & Carlson made checkered pistolgrip synthetic
stock for the Remington Model 700 BDL bolt action rifle. The external
surfaces of the stock retain 99% black textured finish, and the internal
areas of the action and barrel channel show some lightly flaking of the
finish and rub marks. The barrel channel is marked “BDL” and “SHORT”.
The stock is fitted with front and rear sling swivels and a 1/2” recoil pad
marked “BELL & CARLSON”. (149413-112)
Assorted BoreSnake Lot
This lot contains three Hoppe’s BoreSnake bore cleaners, in calibers
.204, 6mm/.243, and .32/8mm, and three Hoppe’s BoreSnake Viper
bore cleaners, in calibers .270/7mm, .40/.41, and .223/5.56mm. All are
in their original packaging; the .204 packaging having toned to yellow
and the 6mm/.243 packaging showing light deformation due to storage.
The boresnakes appear in as new condition. (149413-65)
Assorted Smallbore BoreSnake Lot
This lot contains one Hoppe’s BoreSnake bore cleaner for .204 caliber,
and four Hoppe’s BoreSnake Viper bore cleaners for calibers .22,
6mm/.240/.243/.244, 12 ga, and .223/5.56mm. All are in their original
packaging, with light deformation to the packaging of the .204 caliber
boresnake. The boresnakes appear in as new condition. (149413-65A)
Weaver Scope Base Lot
This lot contains seven assorted Weaver top mount scope bases.
Weaver bases are one #420M, two #417M, one #96, one #61, one #98,
and an about 7” length of picatinny rail for the Savage 110. Some of the
compatible firearms include the Savage 10, Mossberg 500, Winchester
Model 70 long action, and Remington Model 700. Bases are in their
original packaging, and included necessary mounting screws.
(149413-68)
Walther GSP Expert Scope Mount
This lot contains one Walther GSP Expert scope mount. The mount is
made of aluminum and retains 98% of a light blue finish with only a few
light wear marks on the high edges and around the screw holes.
Included with the mount is a small Allen wrench and four small set
screws, which are currently in place in the mount. (149413-68A)
Walther Hammerli Scope Base
This lot contains a 5” long aluminum Weaver-style scope base. The
base comes with three small mounting screws and a small Allen wrench.
Base is in a “Walther” marked plastic bag. (149413-68B)
Walther Hammerli Scope Base
This lot contains a 5” long aluminum Weaver-style scope base. The
base comes with three small mounting screws and a small Allen wrench.
Base is in a “Walther” marked plastic bag. (149413-68C)
Walther Hammerli Scope Base
This lot contains a 5” long aluminum Weaver-style scope base. The
base comes with three small mounting screws and is in a “Walther”
marked plastic bag. (149413-68D)
Assorted Scope Rings
This lot contains three sets of Weaver Quad Lock 1” High extension
rings (#49062), and one set of Warne Maxima series 1” High steel rings
for the Bruno-CZ rifles. All rings are in their original plastic and include
an Allen wrench. (149413-68E,80)
Assorted Reloading Tools Lot
This lot contains (1) RCBS standard bullet puller collet for .27 caliber, (1)
RCBS small primer pocket uniformer, (1) RCBS #10 shell holder, (1)
RCBS 5-pack of large decapping pins, (1) small RCBS primer pocket
brush, (1) small RCBS case neck brush, (1) small RCBS QC metering
screw assembly, and (1) RCBS .30 cal flash hole deburring tool. Also
included is one MTM Deluxe 50-round green plastic ammo case.
(149413-53,87)
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Cabinet of Collectible Ammunition
Presented here is a substantial and varied collection of ammunition
stored within the 12 drawers of an attractive handmade veneer cabinet.
This arrangement represents what must surely be decades worth of
meticulous appraisal and acquisition of desirable cartridges, now
available here as an instant collection unto itself. The drawers contain a
wide variety of cartridges and related items, many of which are labeled
by the original collector or otherwise identifiable by their headstamps. A
number of rare, unusual or otherwise intriguing cartridges are included,
as is a quite comprehensive selection of more common specimens from
a variety of periods and makers. Notable examples include but are not
limited to the following: extremely tiny brass pinfire casings, each case
measuring no more than 1/8” in length; cutaway examples of cartridges
such as 433 Remington Egyptian and 8mm Mannlicher; steel Lazy Dog
projectiles; miscellaneous flechettes of varying sizes; Waterbury
Farrel-marked brass-jacketed rimfire cartridges; tiny cartridges such as
2.7mm Kolibri and 3mm Kolibri; an unusual caseless cartridge which
appears to be about 8mm caliber and may be experimental; a small
selection of Maynard cartridges and brass in 40-60, 35-30, 38-50, 64
Shot and more; .450 Mountain Gatling; .45 Maxim; 10.15x61R Jarmann;
.388 Win Mag FC; .44 S&W Spl. W-W; .280 Ross; 276 Enfield Pattern
13; Kynoch Adaptor cartridges; UMC .236 R; UMC .236 USN; 6mm Lee;
.276 Pederson (live and dummy); one Du Pont Ballistite powder dip,
24-26 grains, with a bit of patina but otherwise in excellent condition; an
iron nail wrapped around a large-caliber copper-jacketed handgun
bullet, seemingly a curio recovered from a stray shot; 1944-dated .380
ACP manufactured in Chile; 1983-dated ICCA .416 Rigby; a
Pennsylvania Cartridge Collectors 56-52 Spencer Commemorative 2005
Show Cartridge with commemorative fact card; assorted .60 Cal
cartridges (live and dummy); a curious .50 Cal cartridge modified for a
.30 Cal primer; a red 20mm Oerlikon blank; a UMC .50-70 cartridge
included with an X-ray revealing the arrangement of lead shot within; a
collectible partial 50 rd. box of Winchester .22 Short; assorted 8x57mm;
several rounds of 7.62mm NATO Duplex Round including one
disassembled cartridge complete with casing, both bullets and a small
plastic tube containing the original powder; 9.3x72R; .43 Mauser;
8.15x46R; 11.15x65R; 6x29.5R; 12x50mm Stahl; Pz. B. 9.9/13
Anti-tank, headstamped “41 / 62al / aux / WaA109”; 7.92x107mm DS
(labeled “8mm Polish Anti Tank Rifle”); assorted .25 Duplex cartridges;
assorted .22 Hornet; Winchester .224 E2; Remington-UMC .222 Mag;
an unstamped cartridge labeled “22 Experimental / Rem. Mfg.”; 7.92mm
CETME; .224 Rem. labeled “Experimental”; .22-06; .22 NATO including
one cartridge labeled “Electric Primed”; 8mm Duplex; 5.6x61mm Vom
Hofe Super Express; one 1938-dated 8x56R cartridge with an Austrian
headstamp including the Nazi party eagle; .280-30 by various
manufacturers and one .280 round labeled “Pre-NATO”; a variety of .17
and .223 Remington including blanks and tracers; 8mm Siamese
Mauser; 8mm Danish Krag; 8x50mmR Austrian Mannlicher; 8x56mm
Hungarian Mannlicher; a variety of .43 Spanish from several
manufacturers; .43 Egyptian in blank, shot, riot (lead cubes) and round
ball; 7.5x54mm French Model 1929-D, both “light ball” and “heavy ball”;
11x58mmR Werndl; 8x51R French Model 1932-N ball; assorted 8mm
Lebel;.43 Russian; 11mm Mauser; .43 Mauser shot cartridges (possibly
riot loads); .43 Spanish Reformado; 9.5x60R Turkish Peabody;
11.3x50R Beaumont including both shot and round ball; 7mm Mauser
including dummy rounds; 11x59mm Vickers; assorted 6.5mm Swedish
Mauser including match, tracer and dummy rounds; 6.5x53.5mm
Daudeteau; 6.5x53mm Dutch Mannlicher including some in tin casings
(for use in the Tropics) and several dummy rounds; .222 Remington and
action-proving dummy rounds of same; .218 Bee; .22 Remington Jet;
.221 Remington; .256 Win Mag; .303 Savage; assorted .38-55; assorted
.38-56; various .32-20 including shot and round ball; assorted .22 Hornet
including action proving dummy rounds; .22 EX Long Maynard; various
.25-20; .32 Ideal; .32 C.L.M.R.; .32 WCF; assorted 7.65x54mm
Argentine including ball, AP and blank; 7.65mm Turkish Mauser; .25-21
Stevens; several caseless Dardick trounds (triangular rounds); 7.5mm
Swiss including dummy, jacketed, proof load, tracer, grenade blank,
cadet blank, match load and AP; 7.5mm Schmidt Rubin; .41 Swiss;
.297/250 Rook; .255 Jeffery Rook; .577 Snider in both paper and metal
casings including shot and round ball; assorted .270 WCF including
action proving dummy rounds; .300 H&H Magnum; .577/450 Martini;
.401 Winchester SL; .351 SL; .256 Newton; .280 Rem; 8.15x46R;
9x57mm Mauser; assorted .44 including .44 Evans Long, .44 Wesson
and .44 L; .38 XL; .310 cartridges; a wide variety of small caliber rimfire
including .22 short, .32 Ex Long, .38 RF, .44 SH; .44 Henry; .46
Remington Carbine; .56-50 Spencer shot, blank and round ball; .400
Whelen; .35 Whelen; assorted W.C.F. cartridges including .45-85,
.40-60, .40-70 and .40-65; 7.62x45mm Czech; .25-36 Marlin; .250-3000
Savage; .32-40 Win and .32-40 HV; .358 Win; Remington .33 CF; .32
Spl including a steel proof cartridge; .22 Savage; assorted .30-30
including an action proving dummy round; 7.65mm French; 7mm
French; 7mm Nambu; 8x22mm Nambu; 11mm French Ordnance; .32

S&W Long; Rem-UMC 5-in-1; 11.3mm Montegro; .30 Rook; 7.63x32
Long Mannlicher pistol carbine; 9mm Steyr, 8mm Roth Steyr; 8mm
French Ordnance; 11.35 Schouboe; .450 Colt; 7.63x25mm Mauser; .500
Eley; a variety of .25-2 including shot and round ball; 7.8x23mm Czech
“Cattle Killer”; a wide variety of differently sized pinfire cartridges; .58
Roberts including some blanks; .50 Remington; .58 Berdan musket;
.50-70 Govt.; a large assortment of 9mm from a variety of manufacturers
and origins, including proof and dummy rounds; .30 Luger; an 11mm
French Chassepot self-contained linen cartridge; one 13x87R
Mitrailleuse multi-ball line cartridge; two .52 Sharps linen cartridges;
several .50 linen cartridges including Gallager and Smith; assorted .50
cal. cartridges, brass, projectiles, dummies and cutouts; 14.5x114mm
Russian; one 1” Nordenfelt cartridge; one brass stripper clip for .50 cal.
cartridges; an assortment of 20mm cartridges including proof and
dummy rounds such as Swiss Solothurn S-18/1000, German
Rheinmetall RH-120, Japanese Type 99 Mk. 1 Cannon/Machine Gun
and U.S. M18A1 practice rounds; .600 Nitro; .577 Nitro; .577-500
Blackpowder Express; 11.2x72 Express; .40-50 Sharps; .40-70 Sharps;
.44-77 Sharps; Kynoch.500/450; Kynoch .470; .416 Rigby; 9.3x72mmR;
6.5x58mmR Czech; 50-95 Win shot; assorted fuze parts which appear
to be recovered from deactivated small explosives such as grenades;
assorted conical ball muzzleloader bullets. As mentioned, an assortment
of other cartridges are included which are not recounted here. The
collection is in varying condition; some specimens are excellent and
others exhibit tarnish of the brass and strong white oxidation of the
exposed lead, particularly the older items. No items appear in less than
very good condition and the specimens rate very fine on average; very
few have more than the slightest of handling marks or blemishes beyond
the patination expected of age. The cabinet itself is in near excellent
condition with negligible storage and handling wear. Brimming with
many desirable cartridges which are exciting finds in their own right and
sure to provide countless hours of fascination and satisfaction to the
discerning munitions enthusiast, this collection represents a rare
opportunity not likely to be seen again. (12H7668-3) (2000/4000)
Est. 2,000 - 4,000
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Reloading Dies & Tools
Assorted items of interest to the reloader: (1) Quinetics bullet extractor
hammer rating very good plus to excellent with signs of use and light
handling wear; (3) unused bullet puller collets compatible with the
aforementioned hammer; (1) two-step neck expander carbide die for .45
ACP, excellent condition; (1) complete RCBS steel 3-die set for .44 Mag,
rating excellent; (1) RCBS UPM Mic adjustment screw, small size,
excellent condition; (2) tubes Tamarack Bullet Lubricant, one whole and
one partial, composed of 50% Alox and 50% beeswax; (2) Lee Loader
reloading tool sets for .44 Mag and .357 Mag, each including bullet
seater, priming chamber, priming rod, decapper, decapping chamber,
flaring tool and powder measure, both very good plus to excellent
condition with signs of previous use; (1) Lee bullet lubricating and
resizing kit, .357 cal, including pan, cutter, combination resizing die &
punch. Alox lubricant has already been applied to the pan and has been
previously used; (1) complete Lee powder measure kit in box comprising
(13) powder measures and a cardboard slide chart. Several of the
measures are stained from previous use but otherwise the kit is
unblemished and in excellent condition; assorted Speer Target-38
bullets, cases and assembled cartridges comprising (1) partial 50 rd. box
of red plastic cases, (3) partial 50 rd. boxes of black plastic target
bullets, (1) partial 50 rd. box of assembled cartridges with primers and
about (30)+/- assembled cartridges without primers. (126056-8A)
RCBS Reloading Equipment
Assorted RCBS reloading devices: (1) RCBS 09070 Reloading Scale,
complete in box, possibly previously used but rating excellent with no
discernible blemishes; (1) RCBS 09094 Powder Trickler, in box,
excellent condition; (1) RCBS Trim Pro case trimmer in near excellent
condition with light signs of use, including (6) assorted shell plates
numbered 02, 03, 04, 06, 10 and 18 as well as (9) pilots in sizes 22, 24,
25, 27, 28, 30, 35, 44 and 45; (1) RCBS powder thrower and stand,
excellent condition; (1) RCBS Rock Chucker press, seating arm not
present, otherwise in near excellent condition with light signs of previous
use; (1) RCBS Primer Tray-2, excellent condition; (1) MTM Case-Gard
universal loading tray, accepting 17 Rem, .222 Rem, .38 Spl, .357 Mag,
6mm, .308, .30-06, WSSM, Rem Ultra Mag, .500 S&W Mag, 9mm and
.45, near excellent condition; (1) RCBS Trim Mate electric case prep
center, fully functional in very fine condition; assorted brushes and small
hand tools. A fine assortment of gear to grant the aspiring reloader a
head start on their setup. (126056-8B)
Hogue Rubber Monogrips
(5) black pebble grain rubber finger-grooved Hogue Monogrips for Smith
and Wesson revolvers: (2) N-frame grips with S&W logo; (2) N-frame
grips with Hogue Monogrip logo; (1) K/L-frame grip with S&W logo. All
grips are in very fine condition with some light handling wear.
(126056-7C)
Hogue N-Frame Round Butt Grips
(4) assorted grips for Smith & Wesson N-frame round butt revolvers: (2)
pairs rosewood laminate smooth grips with finger grooves; (1) pair
diamond checkered cocobolo grips with finger grooves; (1) smooth
cocobolo one-piece grip with finger grooves. All grips are in excellent
condition. (126056-7D)
Hogue Smith & Wesson Revolver Grips
(4) assorted grips sized for Smith & Wesson N- or perhaps K-frame
revolvers: (1) pair smooth cocobolo square butt combat grips with S&W
medallions, speedloader cutout and finger grooves; (1) smooth pau ferro
square butt Monogrip with finger grooves; (1) smooth cocobolo round
butt Monogrip with finger grooves; (1) smooth rosewood round butt
Monogrip with finger-grooves. All grips are in excellent condition.
(126056-7E)
Hogue Smith & Wesson Revolver Grips
(3) assorted Hogue Monogrips sized for Smith & Wesson N- or perhaps
K-frame revolvers: (2) smooth cocobolo round butt grips with finger
grooves; (1) smooth rosewood square butt grip with a large ebony palm
rest. All grips are in excellent condition. (126056-7F)
Hogue Smith & Wesson Revolver Grips
(4) assorted grips for Smith & Wesson round butt N- or perhaps K-frame
revolvers: (1) smooth cocobolo Monogrip with finger grooves; (1) pair
smooth pau ferro combat grips with finger grooves; (1) checkered
rosewood Monogrip with finger grooves; (1) smooth bag-shaped walnut
Monogrip. All grips are in excellent condition. (126056-7G)
Handgun Grips
(4) assorted grips: (2) checkered goncalo alves S&W Magna grips for an
N- or perhaps K-frame revolver rating very fine with a few tiny handling
marks; (1) checkered cocobolo Hogue Monogrip in near excellent
condition with a chip at the bottom of the backstrap; (1) checkered
rubber Volquartsen one-piece target grip for a Ruger Mk. I or Mk. II
pistol with finger grooves and thumb, finger and palm rests, in excellent
condition. (126056-7H)
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Antique Leather Goods
One leather carbine scabbard and one pair of riding chaps adorned with
star-embossed aluminum discs. The scabbard is unmarked, measures
33” in length and is in fair condition with moderate surface wear and little
to no loss or separation. The chaps are in good condition overall with
some moderate scuffing across the surfaces and a few instances of
minor separation and fraying here or there. (126286-5)
Liberty Safe Accessory Door Panel
One nylon door panel measuring 30” by 49” for use with a size 48-64
gun safe. Features include an assortment of storage options such as
quick draw holsters, choke tube holders, document storage and zip
pockets. This item is dealer stock, as-new in original packaging.
(129413-108A)
Liberty Safe Accessory Door Panel
One nylon door panel measuring 30” by 49” for use with a size 48-64
gun safe. Features include an assortment of storage options such as
quick draw holsters, choke tube holders, document storage and zip
pockets. This item is dealer stock, as-new in original packaging.
(129413-108B)
Liberty Safe Accessory Door Panel
One nylon door panel measuring 24” by 49” for use with a size 30-35-40
gun safe. Features include an assortment of storage options such as
quick draw holsters, choke tube holders, document storage and zip
pockets. This item is dealer stock, as-new in original packaging.
(129413-108C)
Liberty Safe Accessory Door Panel
One nylon door panel measuring 30” by 49” for use with a size 48-64
gun safe. Features include an assortment of storage options such as
quick draw holsters, choke tube holders, document storage and zip
pockets. This item is dealer stock, as-new in original packaging.
(129413-108D)
Lot of Holsters
(17) commercial holsters and accessories in assorted configurations for
a variety of frame sizes and barrel lengths. Examples include: De Santis
right-hand thumb break scabbard for Colt Government Model, Gold Cup
or Delta Elite; Triple K Mfg. Style 196LH Carrylite for Ruger .22 Auto Mk.
I, II and III; Uncle Mike’s size 16 faux suede right-hand IWB holster;
D’Andrea left-hand IWB holster for a Ruger LC9. Conditions remain very
good plus to near new, most with no blemishes or only light handling
wear and a few with some scattered scuffs. (129413-93G)
Lot of Holsters
(22) commercial holsters and accessories in assorted configurations for
a variety of frame sizes and barrel lengths. Examples include: Uncle
Mike’s Size 5 left-hand Sidekick; SigTac No. 238 IWB; BladeTech kydex
right-hand OWB for S&W M&P; Fobus kydex right-hand OWB paddle
holster for Beretta 92/96 models. All are in excellent condition, some
items still in original packaging. (129413-93H)
U.S. 1872 Pattern Officer’s Chapeau in Tin by H.V. Allien & Co.
One bicorn hat covered in black beaver felt and featuring a gold bullion
cockade, gold bullion end knots, ostrich feathers and a cream-colored
silk inner lining. The hat is in about excellent condition, with strong gilt
and very little wear except a line of separation along the top of the crown
which is obscured by the ostrich feathers. The ostrich feathers are not
attached but rest comfortably tucked into the folds of the brim. The hat
comes in the original shaped storage tin which rates near excellent,
exhibiting few if any dents or dings and showing instances of flaking
black paint across the surface. Really a beautiful officer’s chapeau from
the late 19th century, an excellent addition to any U.S. Military
collection. (12A9425-8) (500/700)
Est. 500 - 700
Thompson/Center Contender “Super 14” Barrel with Muzzle Tamer
222 Rem, 15 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore, Muzzle Tamer
extension and factory Weaver-style scope base. The metal surfaces rate
excellent, retaining about 98% plus original blue finish with no
discernible blemishes. (126056-1A)
Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
44 Mag, 10” barrel with a bright excellent bore and factory sights. The
metal surfaces rate excellent, retaining about 98% plus original blue
finish with few if any blemishes. (126056-1B)
Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
22 LR, 10” barrel with a bright excellent bore and factory sights. The
metal surfaces rate excellent, retaining about 98% plus original blue
finish with no discernible blemishes. Includes a factory walnut forend
also in excellent condition. (126056-1C)
Thompson/Center Contender “Super 14” Barrel
45 Colt/410 Bore, 14” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent bore
and internal screw-in choke. The metal surfaces rate excellent, retaining
about 98% plus original blue finish with no discernible blemishes. The
barrel is equipped with a fixed v-notch rear sight and silver bead front
sight. Includes an internal choke tube removal tool. (126056-1D)
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Thompson/Center Contender Barrel
44 Mag/44 Hot Shot, 10” ventilated rib barrel with a bright excellent bore
and internal screw-in choke. The metal surfaces rate excellent, retaining
about 98% original blue finish with tiny instances of silvering at the
contact points. The barrel is equipped with an elevation-adjustable ramp
front sight and windage-adjustable square notch folding rear sight.
Includes one choke wrench multitool. (126056-1E)
Thompson/Center Contender “Super 14” Barrel with Muzzle Tamer
44 Mag, 15 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore, Muzzle Tamer
extension and factory Weaver-style scope base. The metal surfaces rate
excellent, retaining about 98% plus original blue finish with no
discernible blemishes. (126056-1F)
Thompson/Center Contender “Super 14” Barrel with Muzzle Tamer
357 Rem Max, 15 1/8” barrel with a bright excellent bore, Muzzle Tamer
extension and factory Weaver-style scope base. The metal surfaces rate
excellent with few if any blemishes. Includes a factory walnut forend also
in excellent condition. (126056-1G)
Texas Longhorn Display Mount
One shield-shaped wooden wall plaque mounted with a pair of horns
from Texas Longhorn cattle. The horns span 33” from tip to tip and are
bound at the center by a yellow-tan velvet fabric binding. Two shorter
horn tips are affixed at the bottom of the plaque extending upwards. The
display is in very fine condition overall with the horns exhibiting a fine
blended tone of cream and gray-brown darkening at the tips. Some of
the velvet surface has been lost from the fabric and a few small tears
are present. The horns are excellent with few if any handling marks or
blemishes of note. A distinctive piece of Western décor that could
perhaps also serve as a gun rack. (127536-24)
Reproduction Luger Board Stock
One walnut board stock for a Luger P08 semi-automatic pistol. The
stock is in about excellent condition with only very light handling marks.
No holster included. (127546-122)
German DM109 Schallsignal Underwater Grenade Cutaway
One display plaque featuring a cutaway example of a German DM109
Schallsignal stun grenade fitted with a DM106 underwater detonator.
The display is in excellent condition with just a bit of handling and
storage wear. (12A7546-135)
Cartridge Ignition Display Model
One wooden model of a firearm action demonstrating the movement of
the breech and firing pin relative to the cartridge and breech casing.
Beneath the model, mounted on the wooden backplate, a brass plaque
details the distance of the breech from the breech-casing at various
stages of the process with the stages indicated by a series of labeled
guide lines. The model is in very good plus condition exhibiting some
light handling wear on the wood and a moderately strong oxidation
patina on the brass plaque. The action functions well mechanically and
remains suitable for demonstrative purposes. An interesting curio
showcasing a basic principle of firearms engineering. (12A7546-82)
Wooden Cartridge Boxes
Two wooden cartridge boxes. The first is unmarked, drilled with 10 holes
shaped to cartridges of approximately .50 cal. and held by brass pins.
The box measures 5 3/4” by 1 1/2” by 2 5/8” in a slightly arced shape.
Either end is fitted with a brass loop which appears to have once held a
leather carrying strap and the upper outside (convex) edge is decorated
by a strip of brass. The wood is in fine condition with some light handling
wear and the brass rates very good with a relatively dark brown patina
throughout. The second is a Freeland brand wooden cartridge box with
50 slots for 22 LR cartridges and a center slot which accommodates a
standard 50 round box of the same. The box is in about excellent
condition with only very light storage wear and includes 80 rounds of 22
LR ammunition in about excellent condition. (127546-146, 147)
Powder Horns
Five powder horns, detailed as follows: (1) 13 1/2”, plain, tawny brown,
flat walnut plug; (1) 12 1/2”, plain, cream and grey toning to tobacco at
the tip, flat ash plug; (1) 9”, plain, honey colored, flat walnut plug, 5”
crack in one side fully repaired by adhesive; 7”, plain, strongly curved
body, flat walnut plug, gray and brown, with leather strap and walnut
stopper; (1) 13 1/2”, overall gray with areas blending cream, brown and
tobacco, body carved in 11 flat faces, scalloped medial ring located 3”
from the spout, plain raised rim at the spout, red-brown bulbous walnut
plug with concentric scalloped ridges, walnut stopper. All horns are in
very fine condition with no more than light handling marks except where
otherwise stated. (127546-142)
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Colt Single Action Army Revolver Presentation Cases
Two wooden display cases. First, one case measuring 15” by 9” by 3”
sized for a commemorative Colt Single Action Army revolver (firearm not
included). The case is lined with burgundy velvet and the lid features an
aluminum plate which reads “One of 5000 / Colonel SamL (“L” in
superscript) Colt / Sesquicentenniel Models / 1814-1964”. The lining is in
excellent condition and the outer surfaces rate very good plus, exhibiting
some light handling marks across the surfaces and a few areas of
delamination due to slight water damage. Some cloudiness is present
on the aluminum plate. Also included are (12) nickel-plated 45 Colt
dummy rounds, rating very good plus to fine with accumulations of
moderate green-white verdigris, and three Colt factory wrenches in fine
condition. Second, one walnut case measuring 15 1/2” by 10 1/2” by 3
1/4” and sized for a Colt Single Action Army revolver with a barrel of
about 7”. The lining is green velvet and in excellent condition. The outer
surfaces rate very good with handling marks and scuffs scattered
throughout. (128937-444,445) [Cletus Klein Collection]
Colt Revolver Case with Hand-Tooled Custom Lid
One leatherbound presentation case measuring 17” by 12” by 3 1/4” for
a pair of Colt Single Action Army revolvers with about 4 3/4” barrels. The
lid is hand-tooled with a portrait of a horse bordered by maple leaves.
The inner lining is red velvet with yellow braided silk trim. The lining is in
near excellent condition with a bit of cylinder wear from the previous
occupants of the case. The inside limiting hasp has lost a retention pin
and the case now hinges a full 180 degrees rather than 90. The outer
surfaces are in good condition with moderate fraying at the edges and
scuffs across the faces with little loss; the face of the lid remains
excellent. (12B8937-438) [Cletus Klein Collection]
WWII German M40 Stahlhelm
One black-painted steel helmet with embossed vent holes and rolled
skirt edges, marked on the left side with a black left-facing Reichsadler
shield decal on a white field centered by a red diagonal stripe and on the
right side by a shield decal of thin black SS runes on a white field. The
rear skirt is crisply stamped “S441” beneath a much softer marking
which is less legible but appears to read “Q66”. The helmet is in fine
condition with scattered handling marks and occasional small flakes
exposing steel oxidized to dark brown. The inside leather lining is
size-stamped “59” and exhibits a moderately strong patina, scuffing and
surface loss due to flaking but remarkably little material loss and few if
any tears or separations. No chinstrap is present. The lining rates very
good plus to excellent overall. According to Mr. Craig Brown’s notes, the
white shield with diagonal red stripe represents the region of
Weissruthenien (White Russia, today eastern Belarus). He attributes this
Stahlhelm to the 30th Waffen-Grenadier Division of the SS, the majority
of personnel thereof being conscripted from the Weissruthenien area.
The exact origin of the Wehrmacht Reichsadler on the decal is unknown;
Mr. Brown speculates that the original owner could have been a native
German assigned to the division, an ethnic German from the
Weissruthenien area or that the Reichsadler was applied as an
“affirmation of German allied status”. (12C7879-440DD) [Craig Brown
Collection] (400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
WWII German M42 Stahlhelm
One black-painted steel helmet with embossed vent holes and unrolled
skirt edges, marked on the left side with a crude Reichsadler and on the
right side with a black and white striped shield emblem. The markings
appear to be later-applied in white paint, now slightly flaking and aged to
a mottled yellow-brown. The rear inside of the skirt is marked “EP66”
and “1766” and also features a note, possibly by Mr. Craig Brown
himself, reading “Latvian auxiliary?” in thin white ink. Our research has
neither confirmed nor disproved this supposition. The shell exhibits
some minor handling marks, occasional thin streaks of splashed white
paint and hints of dark brown patina where tiny flecks of black finish
have been lost. The inner lining is possibly a later replacement and is in
very good plus condition, exhibiting light scuffing and staining with no
loss or separation. No chinstrap is present. (12A7879-440DE) [Craig
Brown Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
WWII German M40 Stahlhelm
One black-painted steel helmet with embossed vent holes and rolled
skirt edges, marked on the left side with a shield decal of a
straight-aligned white swastika on a black field. The inside rear of the
skirt is marked by a stamp with a slightly softened prefix which appears
to read “DI 148” and the inside left of the skirt is marked “Q62”. The
inner lining is size-stamped “55” and in about excellent condition,
exhibiting some wrinkling and scuffs as well as patination to a rich
ochre-brown throughout with little to no material loss. No chinstrap is
included. Overall a nice stahlhelm in fine condition. (12B7879-440DF)
[Craig Brown Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
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Kimber Government Model Conversion Kit
17 HM2, 5 1/4” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The matte black
surfaces of the slide retain about 99% original finish with few if any
handling marks or blemishes and the kit is in overall excellent condition.
Includes a similarly finished magazine in about excellent condition with
some light silvering from previous use and a black factory hard case
from a different kit. (129543-254) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Walther CP88 Competition CO2 Pistol
serial #A0068368, .177 Cal, 6” barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
metal surfaces retain about 99% satin nickel finish with no discernible
blemishes. The stippled walnut grips are also excellent. All parts function
well mechanically and the pistol is in overall excellent condition. Includes
the blue factory hard case, one Daisy 12g CO2 canister, eight 8-round
rotary magazines and a partial tin of Dynamil Nobel 500 Superpoint .177
Cal. pellets. (129543-158) {NON-GUN} [Phil Buker Collection] (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Daisy Model 94 Western Carbine Lever Action Air Rifle
BB/.177 Cal. The steel surfaces retain about 98% original blue finish
with some light handling marks. The gold-painted western scenes on the
sideplates are somewhat faded, though the general impression remains.
The wood-grain style stock and forend exhibit only tiny handling marks
and are in about excellent condition. All parts seem to function well
mechanically and the rifle is in very fine condition overall. Includes a
Daisy BB Gun instruction manual and Daisy Air Rifle Instruction
Program booklet, both dated 1962, as well as a full or nearly full paper
cartridge container of Daisy BBs which appears to be of similar vintage.
(129522-46) {NON-GUN} [Phil Buker Collection] (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Skeeter Skelton Addressed Ruger No. 3 Single Shot Carbine Box
Box only, firearm not included. This lot comprises one Ruger two-piece
factory cardboard box for a Ruger No. 3 single shot carbine, 45-70,
serial #130-50022. The shipping label on the top face is addressed to
one Skeeter Skelton. With a background of U.S. Marine Corps service
and extensive law enforcement experience, Charles “Skeeter” Skelton
enjoyed a notable career as a firearms author and long-time editor of
Shooting Times magazine from 1967 until his death in 1988. The box is
in fine condition with some expected light handling and storage wear.
The postage stamp is partially faded and the shipping label a little worn
but Mr. Skelton’s name and P.O. box address remain clearly legible. A
neat curio connected to a prolific and well-respected name in firearms
literature. (129543-271) [Phil Buker Collection]
German Scheissbecher Gewehrgranategerät Rifle Grenade Launcher
Kit
One grenade launcher kit dated to 1943, including a leather case,
spanner, Sheissbecher cup/barrel assembly, launcher sight with rifle
attachment, wood-tipped dummy ignition cartridge and two inert
grenades: one anti-personnel and one anti-armor. The manufacturer
code stamped on the cup reads “hnz” and the case “dkk / 43”. The
stamp on the spanner is slightly softened and appears to read “clc”. The
barrel and cup show areas of oxidation in the threads but the fit is
unaffected and the assembly screw together nicely. The cup retains
about 85% blue finish with light handling marks and areas of silvering at
the contact points; the barrel retains about 98% with a few light handling
marks. The grenades rate about good, exhibiting areas of slight
oxidation and a few instances of flaking black paint. The cartridge
exhibits some very light ocher-brown patina and rates very fine. The
sight retains about 99% blued finish with very few handling marks. The
spanner also retains about 99% finish and rates excellent. The case is
very fine, showing some expected storage soiling of the canvas carry
strap and light wrinkling across the surfaces of the leather but no
material loss. The stitching is about excellent with no instances of
separation except at one slightly loose edge of the bottom face. Seldom
found as a full set, this kit is an exciting find for the WWII collector.
(128281-32) (800/1200)
Est. 800 - 1,200
Lot of Holsters
(8) assorted commercial leather holsters in an assortment of
configurations, mostly for various short-barreled revolvers. Examples
include: Don Hume No. 78; Bianchi #55L “Lightning”; Strong 931 / 9;
Roy’s Original Pancake Holster #001 DET 2. Items are in very good plus
to excellent condition with some light handling wear and scuffing,
retaining excellent stitching and no damage, loss or separation.
(129543-216AA)
R93 Scope Mount
One proprietary quick-release scope mount for a Blaser R93 rifle with a
pair of 1” Leupold-style scope rings, all finished matte blue. The metal
surfaces exhibit no discernible blemishes and the mount is in excellent
condition overall. (129543-291C) (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
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Ruger Blackhawk Cylinder
357 Mag. The blued steel surfaces retain about 98% original finish with
some very light handling marks and the cylinder is in overall excellent
condition. Includes one Ruger red felt storage pouch. (129543-112A)
Powder Flasks
Two plain powder flasks. The first is brass in dark black-brown lacquer,
measuring 6 1/2” and featuring a Hawksley-marked screw-off fireproof
patent top with an outside spring and a three-step screw-off adjustable
charger labeled from 2 1/4 to 2 3/4 drams in increments of 1/4. The top
rates excellent and the body very fine with light handling marks
scattered across the surface and an overall mottled tobacco color. The
second flask is steel bound in leather, measuring 7” and featuring a
Dixon-marked screw-off fireproof patent top with an outside spring and a
nickel silver five-step flip-up adjustable charger labeled from 3 to 4
drams in increments of 1/4. The top exhibits a light yellowed tint and the
body a few minute handling marks. Overall the flask is in about excellent
condition. (128937-443A)
Abercrombie & Fitch .410 Shotgun Case
One leather-covered shotgun case for a .410 bore shotgun. The name
“Harold S. Chase” in engraved on top of the lid. The interior is lined with
red felt and accommodates a barrel length of up to 24”. A Parker
Shotgun label is attached to the inside of the lid. The lining is in
excellent condition with no discernible blemishes. The outer surfaces
exhibit light handling marks across the surface and a mellow darkened
patina on the brass latches, rating fine overall. No key is present.
Includes one two-piece wooden cleaning rod and two yellow brass .410
gauge dummy shell cases. (12A8963-153A) (200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Abercrombie & Fitch .410 Shotgun Case
One leather-covered luggage-style shotgun case for a Parker .410
Skeet shotgun. The lid is engraved “T.B.S. / N.Y.” and features a brass
plaque which reads “PARKER / 410 SK SK”. The interior is lined with
burgundy felt and accommodates a barrel length of 26”. A Parker
Shotgun label and a brass plaque reading “PARKER / 410 SKEET
SKEET” are attached to the inside of the lid. The lining is in excellent
condition with a few small marks in the felt from internal contact with its
previous contents. The outer surfaces rate near excellent with only
minor handling marks scattered sparsely across the leather and some
light to moderate patina on the brass latches. Includes two nickel silver
.410 snap caps and one polished pewter oil bottle. (12A8963-156A)
(200/300)
Est. 200 - 300
Shotgun Luggage Cases
Two leather-bound luggage-style shotgun cases. The first measures 34
1/2” by 9” by 3 1/2”. The barrel compartment measures 32” in length; the
shelf blocks have come loose and will need to be refitted before use.
The green felt-lined interior is in very good plus condition, exhibiting a
few minor stains and a loose wall to one compartment, otherwise there
is very little wear and the felt is near excellent. The outer surfaces
exhibit moderate scuffing and crazing with some light separation and
loss concentrated mostly at the edges. The flip-up brass latch exhibits a
darker yellow-brown patina and few handling marks. No key is included.
Overall the case rates very good. The second case measures 32 1/2” by
9” by 3”. The barrel compartment measures 30 1/2” in length and the
shelf blocks have come loose. The red felt-lined interior rates poor to fair
overall. The compartment walls remain intact and the felt exhibits
moderate and heavy degradation throughout. The outer surfaces exhibit
moderate scuffing and surface wear, occasional drying cracks and
instances of light finish loss. The handle has also become detached
from one side. Overall the case rates fair. (128937-443) [Cletus Klein
Collection]
Vintage Gun Case
One brass-fitted walnut gun case measuring 31 1/2” by 10” by 3”. The
interior is lined with green felt and features a 30” barrel compartment.
Some of the compartment walls are partially separated and some of the
spacing blocks are lost. The felt is stained in places and separated at
some of the corners but remains nearly whole with very little loss. The
outer surfaces rate about good, exhibiting a mottled dull mustard patina
on the brass and several long cracks and striations in the wood with no
instances of loss. Includes a small assortment of accessory items
including a small pewter oil bottle, two wood-handled flathead
screwdrivers and a brass percussion capper. (128937-446AA)
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Antique Gun Case
One oak fitted gun case measuring 36” by 9 1/2” by 4”. The interior is
lined with maroon velvet and features a 34” barrel compartment. The
interior exhibits some fading and staining of the lining but otherwise is
complete with little wear and in overall fine condition. The outer surfaces
are in very good condition overall with minor handling marks scattered
across the surface. Includes an assortment of accessories including two
partial tins of percussion caps, a steel oil bottle, two wooden ramrods,
one wood handled pewter Walsrode 32 grain powder measure, one
wood handled brass J. Proctor base pour bullet mould and steel bullet
starter. (128937-446AB) [Cletus Klein Collection]
Antique Gun Cases
Two wooden gun cases. The first is walnut with brass fittings measuring
34 3/4” by 9 1/2” by 3” and featuring a 32” barrel compartment. The
interior is lined in dark green felt and rates very good plus to excellent:
all compartments walls are intact with no discernible damage and the
lining exhibits some areas of light degradation. The outer surfaces are in
about good condition: the brass is patinated to a dark tobacco-color,
several long cracks are visible on the top and bottom faces and light
handling marks are scattered throughout. None of the cracks seem to be
trending toward separation or loss and the case remains overall well
fitted. The second case is oak and measures 38 1/2” by 8 3/4” by 3 1/2”.
The barrel compartment is 37” in length. The inner lining material has
been lost and the compartment walls remain fully intact. The outer
surfaces exhibit a number of cracks, chips at the edges and moderate
handling marks throughout. The closing latch has been lost. Overall the
case rates about fair. Also comes with a small assortment of accessory
items, including: (3) wooden cleaning rods, (2) unmarked brass
nose-pour conical bullet moulds, a patch-cutter assembly and a number
of cut patches. (128937-446AC) [Cletus Klein Collection]
Reproduction Civil War New Jersey Militia Cartridge Box Plate
One lead and brass oval plate with iron wire loops, the brass front face
embossed with “NJ” lettering. The buckle is in very good condition with a
light handling marks, instances of oxidation on the loops and instances
of tarnish and green verdigris on the brass. (12B9397-1A)
Reproduction Civil War New Jersey Militia Belt Plate
One lead and brass oval plate with iron wire hooks, the brass front face
embossed with “NJ” lettering. The buckle is in very good condition with
few handling marks, instances of oxidation on the iron wire and varying
degrees of light to moderate patination across the faces. (12B9397-1B)
Reproduction Civil War New Jersey Militia Belt Plate
One lead and brass oval plate with iron wire hooks, the brass front face
embossed with “NJ” lettering. The wire is strongly oxidized throughout
and has left ocher stains in spots on the rear face. The brass is darkly
patinated and spanned by a moderately strong coat of light green
verdigris. Few handling marks are present and the buckle is in fair
condition overall. (12B9397-1C)
Reproduction Civil War Ohio Volunteer Militia Belt Plate
One lead and brass oval plate with iron wire hooks, the brass front face
embossed with “OVM” lettering. The plate is in fair condition: the wire
exhibits strong ocher oxidation and the brass is darkly patinated and
spanned by light green verdigris. The raised edges of the plate are
somewhat rough, otherwise the plate exhibits few handling marks.
(12B9397-1D)
Reproduction Civil War Confederate Belt Plate
One lead and brass rectangular plate with iron wire hooks, the brass
front face embossed with “CSA” lettering. The plate is in fair to good
condition: the iron wire and lead rear face are moderately to strongly
oxidized with areas of white and ochre. The brass front face is patinated
to a dull mustard brown and a bit rough at the edges. (12B9397-1E)
Type 30 Arisaka Bayonet Scabbard
One steel scabbard for a Japanese Type 30 Arisaka bayonet. The metal
retains about 65% original blue finish with the edges wearing to bright
steel and areas of ocher and small handling marks scattered throughout.
Overall the scabbard is in about good condition. (128783-65U)
WWII German Meran Standschützen Bataillon Tunic
One feldgrau wool felt tunic. Approximate measurements are as follows:
16” backwaist, 28” total back length, 24” sleeves, 47” chest, 17” neck.
The lapels are stitched with forest green lozenge patches; the right-side
patch is embroidered “II / 2”. A green felt diamond patch on the left
sleeve depicts a red left-facing Reichsadler and the text “Standschützen
/ Bataillon / Meran”. The fabric shows no discernible instances of loss or
separation, exhibiting several spots of light wear and fading as well as a
few unobtrusive stains. Overall the tunic has been well kept and is in
fine condition. (127879-438AA) [Craig Brown Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500

3887

WWII German Innsbruck Standschützen Bataillon Tunic
One apfelgrün wool felt tunic with a green wool collar, silk-lined sleeves
and black hard rubber buttons. The green lozenge lapel patches are
embroidered with silver-colored oak leaves of aluminum bullion and the
shoulder straps are adorned by interlaced light green cotton cord. The
green felt diamond patch on the left sleeve depicts a red left-facing
Reichsadler and the text “Standschützen / Bataillon / Insbruck”.
Approximate measurements are as follows: 16” backwaist, 27” total back
length, 24” sleeves, 43” chest, 17” neck. The tunic is in excellent
condition and, except for some staining at the rear of the collar which
appears to be from the period of use, exhibits no discernible blemishes.
(127879-438AB) [Craig Brown Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
WWII German Innsbruck Standschützen Bataillon Overcoat
One feldgrau wool felt coat with gray cotton lining and German silver
buttons. The lapels are stitched with lozenge-shaped felt patches each
centered by an aluminum star. The green felt diamond patch on the left
sleeve depicts a red left-facing Reichsadler and the text “Standschützen
/ Bataillon / Innsbruck / III (silver embroidered)”. The lining is stamped
“LAGO / 1943” in black ink. Approximate measurements are as follows:
16” backwaist, 31” total back length, 22” sleeves, 53” chest, 17” neck.
Overall the coat is in excellent condition, showing only minor instances
of barely discernible fabric discoloration, light spotted gray patina on the
buttons and no instances of loss or separation. (127879-438AC) [Craig
Brown Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
WWII German Bregenz Standschützen Bataillon Tunic
One apfelgrün wool felt tunic with black cotton lining, OD green-painted
pewter buttons and rectangular light gray lapel patches with lime green
stripes. The left sleeve is stitched with a diamond patch depicting a red
left-facing Reichsadler and the text “Standschützen / Bataillon /
Bregenz”. The lining is stamped in white ink with a mostly faded
1944-dated size label with measurements which appear to read:
backwaist 46cm, total back length 60cm, sleeves 68cm, chest 90cm,
neck 43cm. Overall the tunic is in near excellent condition, exhibiting
some negligible color fading of the wool and some darkening of the lapel
patches; some separation and fraying is evident at the seam beneath
the rear of the right sleeve. The remainder of the fabric shows no signs
of loss or separation and few if any discernible blemishes.
(127879-438AD) [Craig Brown Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
German Wehrmacht Tunic
One feldgrau wool felt tunic with green cotton lining, an apfelgrün collar
and OD green-painted pewter buttons. The dark green shoulder straps
are embroidered with the number “4” in white and trimmed with
cream-white piping. The lapel lozenge patches are also dark green with
embroidered gray and white stripes. The left sleeve is stitched with a
triangle felt patch embroidered with a gray-green double V centered by a
bright aluminum star. The tunic is overall in excellent condition with few
if any discernible blemishes. (127879-438AE) [Craig Brown Collection]
(200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
German Wehrmacht Tunic
One feldgrau wool felt tunic with black cotton lining and buttons of brown
horn and pewter. The pewter buttons are embossed with the Prussian
crown. The lapel is embroidered at the corners with white-trimmed gray
“V” patches and the collar features a pair of brass buttons at the rear
depicting a Bavarian lion and shield. The shoulder straps are trimmed in
red piping. No size label is present, approximate measurements are as
follows: 17” backwaist, 30” total back length, 24” sleeves, 40” chest, 16”
neck. The tunic is in very fine condition, showing only some sparsely
scattered tiny perforations in the wool and some tiny snags in the lining
with no major blemishes or instances of loss or separation.
(127879-438AF) [Craig Brown Collection] (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
WWII German Bludenz Standschützen Bataillon Uniform
One apfelgrün wool felt tunic with green-painted pewter buttons and
gray cotton sleeve lining and one pair of matching uniform trousers. The
collar is trimmed with silver embroidery and features dark green felt
lozenge patches, the left patch centered by a bright aluminum star and
the right embroidered “II /4”. The shoulder straps are trimmed with silver
embroidery matching the collar and edged with green piping.
Approximate measurements are as follows: 15” backwaist, 26” total back
length, 24” sleeves, 40” chest, 16” neck. The pants measure 38” at the
waist and 28” at the inseam. The garments rate excellent, exhibiting just
a few instances of wear on the interior of the tunic and some expected
age yellowing of the white cotton lining of the trousers. (127879-438AG)
[Craig Brown Collection] (300/500)
Est. 300 - 500
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3893

Foliage Powder Flask
One brass powder flask with a foliate motif matching Riling’s No. 661.
The flask measures 6 1/2” in length and features a brass
Hawksley-marked fixed common top with an outside spring and
screw-off three-step unlabeled adjustable charger. The carry rings are
threaded with a tasseled cotton cord. The top is in good condition, toned
throughout to a burnished mustard-brown; the brass of the charger
exhibits the beginnings of some separation below the third step. The
charger adjusts freely and the spring functions well mechanically. The
body is overall tobacco-toned worn to a lighter yellow brown at the
raised surfaces of the design. Overall the flask is in fine condition.
(12A9501-49A)
Large Fluted Powder Flasks
Two large powder flasks with fluted designs. The first measures 7 1/2” in
length and resembles Riling’s No. 277, featuring a brass screw-off
patent top with an inside spring and a screw-off four-step adjustable
charger labeled from 2 1/4 to 3 drams in increments of 1/4. The top is an
overall mustard yellow-brown with areas of darker brown patina in
recessed areas. The charger adjusts freely and the spring functions well
mechanically. The body is tobacco-toned across the majority with areas
wearing to mottled coppery brass on some of the raised surfaces,
occasional specks of green verdigris and a small number of light
handling marks. Overall the flask is in fine condition. The second flask
measures 8” in length and resembles Riling’s No. 298, featuring a
screw-off patent top with an outside spring. The charger has been lost.
The top exhibits a mottled brown patina and a few minute handling
marks; the spring functions well mechanically. The body exhibits an
overall mottled yellow-brown patina with tobacco finish retained in the
recesses, specks of dark brown scattered throughout and few handling
marks. The four carry rings exhibit some light oxidation and one of the
lower rings has been lost. Overall the flask is in good condition.
(12A9501-49B)
Eagle Powder Flasks
Two brass powder flasks with eagle designs. The first measures 3 1/2”
in length and matches Riling’s No. 760, featuring a fixed brass common
top with an outside spring and a screw-off non-adjustable charger. The
spring functions well mechanically and the top exhibits areas of spotted
dark brown patina. The body is lacquered brown with some areas
partially worn to exposed brass and few handling marks. Overall the
flask is in about excellent condition. The second flask measures 3 3/4”
and matches Riling’s No. 773, featuring a fixed common top with an
outside spring and a fixed non-adjustable charger. The spring functions
well mechanically and the top exhibits some spots of dark patina and a
bit of oxidation on the spring. The body is overall tawny yellow with
sparse areas of finely speckled dark brown patina scattered throughout,
concentrated in the recesses of the design, a few handling marks and
an indentation on either face of the swell. Overall the flask is in very
good condition. (12A9501-49C)
Shell Powder Flasks
Two brass powder flasks embossed with shell designs. The first
measures 6 1/4” in length and resembles Riling’s No. 359, featuring a
brass Dixon-marked screw-off patent top with an outside spring and a
five-step adjustable charger labeled from 2 1/2 to 3 1/2 drams in
increments of 1/4. The top exhibits an overall burnished tawny brown
color with a lightly speckled smoky patina in spots. The charger adjusts
freely and the spring functions well mechanically. The body is finished in
tobacco-colored lacquer mottled with spots of dark patina and raised
areas worn to a dark caramel. Few if any handling marks are present
and the flask is in fine condition overall. The second flask measures 6
1/2” in length and resembles Riling’s No. 365, featuring a brass fixed
common top with an outside spring and a non-adjustable charger. The
top is lightly patinated and the spring functions well mechanically. The
body is toned to an overall dark coppery brown with a dark brown-black
speckled patina throughout and a small number of minor indentations on
the bottom edge of the swell. Overall the flask is in good condition.
(12A9501-49D)
Grapevine Powder Flask
One brass powder flask embossed with grapevine designs on either
face matching the rear face of Riling’s No. 630. The flask measures 7” in
length and features a fixed patent top with an outside spring and a
five-step adjustable charge labeled from 3 to 4 drams in increments of
1/4. The top exhibits a light tawny patina with areas of cloudy dark
brown and ocher. The charger adjusts freely and the spring functions
well mechanically. The body is a subtly blended caramel and mustard
brown tone throughout with few handling marks and one or two hints of
verdigris. Overall the flask rates excellent. (12A9501-49E)

3898

Batty 1847-Dated Peace Flask
One brass Peace Flask matching the design of Rilings No. 861. The
flask measures 7 3/4” in length and features a Batty-marked brass fixed
patent top with an inside spring and a screw-off unlabeled adjustable
charger. The charger is currently fixed in place but appears to have no
mechanical issues. The spring functions well mechanically. The body is
toned to a mottled tawny yellow-brown with sparsely scattered specks of
patina. The detailing is only slightly worn at the raised surfaces and
remains overall quite crisp. A few dings and tiny handling marks can be
seen throughout which are unobtrusive. Overall the flask is in very fine
to near excellent condition. (12A9501-49F)
Oak Leaf Powder Flask
One powder flask with oak leaf designs closely resembling Riling’s No.
560. The flask measures 4” in length and features two cylindrical
compartments in the base and an American Flask & Cap Co.-marked
screw-off patent top with an inside spring and an unlabeled three-step
adjustable charger. The top exhibits only a very light brownish patina,
the charger adjusts somewhat loosely and the spring functions well
mechanically. The body is a gleaming burnished goldenrod tone with
few if any handling marks or blemishes. Overall the flask is in excellent
condition. (12A9501-49G)
Dixon Game Powder Flask
One Dixon-marked brass powder flask with an embossed design
depicting a rabbit and game birds, matching Riling’s No. 622. The flask
measures 6 1/2” in length and features a screw-off patent top with an
inside spring and a four-step adjustable charger labeled from 2 to 2 3/4
drams in increments of 1/4. The top exhibits a light speckled gray-brown
patina in spots. The charger has lost the retention screw and the spring
functions well mechanically. The flask is toned to an overall tawny
mustard brown scattered by freckled areas of dark brown patina across
the surface and a few light handling marks. Overall the flask rates very
good plus to excellent. (12A9501-49H)
Foliage Powder Flasks
Two brass powder flasks embossed with designs of foliage. The first
measures 6 1/2” in length and matches Riling’s No. 1348, featuring a
Hawksley-marked screw-off patent top with a screw-off four-step
unlabeled adjustable charger and an inside spring. The top exhibits a
thin patina of gray-brown across the surfaces. The charger is fixed in its
current position and the threading is partially stripped and no longer
attaches securely. The spring functions well mechanically. The body
exhibits few handling marks, slight softening of the detailing and areas
of subtle darkened patina across the surface. Overall the flask rates very
good plus to excellent. The second flask measures 6 1/2” in length and
matches Riling’s No. 662, featuring a Hawksley-marked screw-off patent
top with an inside spring and a screw-off four-step adjustable charger
labeled from 2 to 2 3/4 drams in increments of 1/4. The brass surfaces
of the top exhibit a brown patina with speckled spots of dark gray here
and there. The charger adjusts freely and the spring functions well
mechanically. The body is a dull copper tone with areas of darkened
patina along the bottom edges of the swell and in the recesses of the
relief alongside hints of white-green verdigris. Few handling marks and
no dings or indentations are present and overall the flask rates very
good plus to excellent. (12A9501-49J)
M2 Rifle Bipod
One bipod marked “U.S. W.M.I. / Bipod Rifle M2”. The parkerized and
blued steel surfaces retain about 98% original finish with some very light
operational wear. Overall the bipod is in excellent condition.
(129544-200A)
Sig Sauer Conversion Kit
This lot includes a 22 caliber conversion kit for a P220 pistol. Kit
includes a complete slide with threaded barrel, adjustable target sights,
manual, tool and magazine. This is as-new dealer stock. (10A8172-8D)
Sig Sauer Conversion Kit
This lot includes a 22 caliber conversion kit for a P226 pistol. Kit
includes a complete slide with threaded barrel, adjustable target sights,
manual, tool, and magazine. This is as-new dealer stock. (10A8172-8M)
Sig Sauer Conversion Kit
This lot includes a 22 caliber conversion kit for a P229R pistol. Kit
includes a complete slide with threaded barrel, adjustable target sights,
manual, tool and magazine. This is as-new dealer stock. (10A8172-8B)
Sig Sauer Conversion Kit
This lot includes a 22 caliber conversion kit for a P220 pistol. Kit
includes a complete slide with threaded barrel, adjustable target sights,
manual, tool and magazine. This is as-new dealer stock. (10A8172-8I)
Sig Sauer Conversion Kit
This lot includes a 22 caliber conversion kit for a P220 pistol. Kit
includes a complete slide with threaded barrel, adjustable target sights,
manual, tool and magazine. This is as-new dealer stock. (10A8172-8A)
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Guncrafter Industries 50 GI Conversion Kit
This kit is for converting the following Glock pistols: 20 and 21, and
according to the manufacturer it will work on any generation of
aforementioned models. The slide retains 99% of its Melonite finish and
is complete ready to drop-in. The kit comes with a 9-round magazine,
manual and plastic hard case. (10A8925-89A)
Remington 870 Barrel
This 12 ga., 18 1/2” round barrel is choked improved cylinder with a
bright excellent bore. The barrel retains nearly all of its parkerized finish
and has rifle style sights. Barrel comes in its original shipping box.
(108172-24)
Sig Armorers Tool Kit
This standard P-series kit includes safety glasses, four punches, curved
tipped hemostats, safety tipped mallet, star tipped Allen wrench and
combination sight tool (this is a multi-bit tool not a sight pusher). This is
as-new dealer stock and is model #ATK-STD. (108172-10A)
Sig Armorers Tool Kit
This standard P-series kit includes safety glasses, four punches, curved
tipped hemostats, safety tipped mallet that shows moderate use, star
tipped Allen wrench and combination sight tool (this is a multi-bit tool not
a sight pusher). This is model #ATK-STD kit that remains in overall very
good condition. (108172-10AB)
HK USP Rear Sight Tool
This milled sight adjustment tool is HK marked and shows oxidation on
one of the handles. The tool appears complete with its original shipping
box and remains in fine condition. (108172-15)
M249 Barrel Assembly
This lot includes an 18” barrel assembly for a SAW light machinegun still
sealed in its original packaging. The barrel appears as-new and remains
in excellent condition. (108172-21E)
M249 Barrel Assembly
This lot includes a 16 1/4” barrel assembly for a SAW light machinegun
still sealed in its original packaging. The barrel measures 13 7/8” overall
from breech to end of muzzle break and appears as-new and remains in
excellent condition. (108172-21C)
M249 Barrel Assembly
This lot includes a 16 1/4” barrel assembly for a SAW light machinegun
still sealed in its original packaging. The barrel measures 13 7/8” overall
from breech to end of muzzle break and appears as-new and remains in
excellent condition. (108172-21B)
Benelli M1 / M2 Entry Barrel
This matte blue 12 ga., plain barrel measures 14 1/2” with a bright
excellent bore that is choked cylinder. The barrel has a post front sight
with white dot and shows some scattered light handling marks and
remains in excellent condition. (108712-22A)
Benelli M2 Ghost Ring Barrel
This 12 ga., matte blue 18 1/2” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore
and screw in choke has scattered light handling marks and spots of fine
oxidation staining scattered about. It has a post front sight and the
included choke is full. (108712-22B)
FN Herstal Tactical Police Barrel
This 12 ga. 14” plain barrel with a bright excellent bore and screw in
choke retains nearly all of its parkerized finish with scattered light
handling marks and spots of fine oxidation staining most prevalent near
the muzzle and front sight. The bare has a single raised brass bead
front sight and the included choke is modified. (108172-23)
GG&G QD Multi-Flex Mounts
Included are three as-new GGG-1016 style mounts with rings. These
quick detach mounting systems are for the ITT 6015/PVS-14 Night
Vision Monocular and come sealed in their original factory packaging.
(108172-13)
GG&G QD Multi-Flex Mounts
Included are two as-new GGG-1016 style mounts with rings. These
quick detach mounting systems are for the ITT 6015/PVS-14 Night
Vision Monocular and come sealed in their original factory packaging.
(108172-13A)
GG&G QD Multi-Flex Mounts
Included are two as-new GGG-1016 style mounts with rings. These
quick detach mounting systems are for the ITT 6015/PVS-14 Night
Vision Monocular and come sealed in their original factory packaging.
(108172-13B)
Daniel Defense Complete Upper Receiver
This 556 mm M4 style receiver is complete with 14 1/2” M4-profile barrel
with a bright excellent bore, screw on flash hider, A2 front sight with
bayonet lug, M4 detachable carry handle with rear sight, and Daniel
Defense bolt assembly. There are scattered light handling marks and
strong rifling in the barrel. This short barreled upper remains in excellent
condition. (108172-12B)

3923

Complete M4 Style Upper Receiver
This Cerro Forge receiver is complete with 14 1/2” BMP marked 556 mm
M-4 profile barrel with 1:7” rate of twist and a bright excellent bore. The
upper retains nearly all of its original finishes with scattered light
handling marks throughout. It features a carbine length handguard, A2
front sight with bayonet lug, M4 carry handle with rear sight and a
complete bolt assembly. This short barrel upper remains in fine
condition. (108172-12D)
Complete A2 Style Upper Receiver
This Kaiser Forge marked receiver is complete with unmarked 16”
H-BAR barrel, most likely 223 Rem.with a bright excellent bore. The
upper retains nearly all of its original finish with some scattered light
handling marks and one small abrasion at the back of the ejection port.
This upper has a A2 style front sight with bayonet lug, 7” handguard,
Sure Fire flash suppressor and remains in very good condition.
(108712-12E)
Complete A2 Style Upper Receiver
This Cerro Forge marked receiver is complete with 16” BMP marked
5.56, 1:9” rate of twist M4-profile barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
upper has A2 style carry handle, A2 front sight with bayonet lug, 7”
handguard and bird cage style flash suppressor. The mechanism is
extremely stiff and requires some force to open the bolt and should be
looked at by a professional gunsmith prior to firing. The parts retain
nearly all of their finish and show only a few minor handling marks.
(108712-12G)
M4 Barreled Upper Receiver
This Brass Aluminum Forging Enterprises LLC., marked receiver is fitted
with a 14 1/2”, SA marked, 5.56, 1:9” rate of twist M4-profile barrel with a
bright excellent bore. This upper retains nearly all of its original finish
with a few very minor light handling marks visible and is equipped with a
carbine length handguard and flip up YHM front sight with bayonet lug.
This item remains in excellent condition. (108712-12F)
M4 Barreled Upper Receiver
This receiver is unmarked and is fitted with an 11 1/2” unmarked 556
mm. barrel with bright excellent bore. The receiver retains all of its black
anodized finish and the barrel has a carbine length handguard and A2
style sight with bayonet lug. (108712-12C)
Complete A2 Style Upper Receiver
This Anchor Harvey marked receiver is fitted with a 20” BMP marked,
5.56, 1:9” rate of twist, H Bar barrel with a bright excellent bore. The
upper retains nearly all of its anodized and parkerized finishes with
scattered light handling marks and spots of fine oxidation staining. This
upper features standard A2 style carry handle with integral rear sight,
flash suppressor, Midwest industries long quad hand rail, and A2 style
front sight with bayonet lug. (108172-12H)
A2 Barreled Upper Receiver
This ArmaLite marked A2 receiver is fitted with a 16” M4-profile barrel
with a bright excellent bore that has no markings, most likely 223 Rem.
This component features an integral A2 style carry handle with rear
sight, A2 style front sight with bayonet lug, carbine length handguard
and flash suppressor. (1081712-12A)
Ithaca Advertising Memorabilia
This lot includes a complete 1928-dated “The New Ithaca Gun” brochure
measuring 6 1/8”x 3 3/4” with a mixture of black and white and color
illustrations over 19 pages of print. The brochure has crisp edges and
exhibits some mild foxing and light ingrained dirt staining on the pages
but remains in a lovely state of condition. (10A9558-16A)
Winchester Wood Working Planes
This lot includes four. First is an 18” Winchester W6 Jack plane. The
metal surfaces retain 35% of their black enamel finish with some spots
of flaking, scattered patches of fine oxidation staining and related
handling marks from use. The hardwood handles rate good overall with
areas of flaking varnish and light handling marks and the rear handle
has a grain crack through the base that could be repaired if one chose
to. The cutting edge remains clean and all parts appear to work
correctly. Second is a 14” Winchester Trademark (W5) Jack plane. The
metal surfaces retain 25-30% of their black enamel finish with the sides
and base mostly a dark pewter color with light handling marks and some
scattered spots of fine oxidation staining. The hardwood handles rate
very good with light handling marks and spots of flaking varnish. The
cutting edge has a few waves along its length but could be trued and all
parts seem to function properly. Third is a W103 low angle block plane
measuring 5 1/2” retaining much of its enamel finish with areas of
flaking, and wear that have toned a rich brown color. All parts work
appropriately and the cutting edges remains in excellent condition. Last
is a W26 wooden bottom Jack plane measuring 15” with the metal
surfaces retaining a mixture of black enamel and rich brown patinas.
The handles and body rate excellent and the cutting edge has a couple
of small nicks that likely could be honed out with a good sharpening. A
nice pairing of Winchester Memorabilia for both the craftsman and
sportsman. (10A8857-10)
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Winchester Western Thermometer
This lot includes a large advertising outdoor thermometer measuring 7
1/4”x 26 1/4” in the shape of a Winchester / Western AA shotshell.
There are a few nicks in the finish along the edges and a couple of light
rub marks along the face from storage but this handsome piece of
advertising memorabilia remains in excellent condition. (10A8857-11)
Winchester Memorabilia
This lot includes 2 items. First is a free standing wire store counter
display for rimfire cartridges. There are four vertical compartments with a
black top trim piece that displays the Winchester logo centered between
to riders. Second is a Winchesters Collectors Association table cover
that measures 60”x120” and is light grey in color. Both items are in
excellent condition. (108857-12,14)
Winchester Flashlights
This lot includes four variations to include; one Junior two cell
nickel-plated light catalog No. 6411, one octagon head two cell, one all
nickel-plated two cell and one corrugated fiber cased two cell. All in
varying levels of condition from about very good to excellent.
(108857-12A)
Winchester Flashlights
This lot includes three all metal two cell flashlights in slightly different
configurations between the switches and lens heads. There is one
octagon style head and two round with one conical shaped base the
other two flat and all show expected light handling marks with spots of
scattered light oxidation staining but remain in very good overall
condition. (108857-12B)
Lot of Handcuffs
This lot consists of four pair of S&W model 100 handcuffs of steel
construction and satin nickel finish. They feature 20 locking positions
and dual locks and fit wrist sizes 5 1/4” to 8”. Included are two keys and
instruction sheet and the condition rating is as-new in the box.
(78172-19F)
Lot of Handcuffs
This is a lot of four sets of S&W model 100 handcuffs that are of steel
construction and satin nickel finish. They feature 20 locking positions
and dual locks and fit wrist sizes 5 1/4” to 8”. Included are two keys and
instruction sheet. The condition rating is as-new in the box. (78172-19G)
Lot of Handcuffs
This is a lot of four pair of S&W model 100 handcuffs that are of steel
construction and satin nickel finish and feature dual locks and 20 locking
positions suitable for wrist sizes 5 1/4” to 8”. Each excellent condition set
is unused and comes with two keys, instruction sheet and original box.
(78172-19H)
Lot of Handcuffs
This is a lot of four sets of S&W model 100 steel handcuffs with satin
nickel finish, dual locks and 20 locking positions suitable for wrist sizes 5
1/4” to 8”. Each unused set comes in the original box with two keys and
instruction sheet. (78172-19I)
Lot of Handcuffs
This lot consists of four sets of S&W model 100 steel handcuffs with
satin nickel finish, dual locks and 20 locking positions suitable for wrist
sizes 5 1/4” to 8”. The condition is as-new in the box with two keys and
instruction sheet. (78172-19J)
Lot of Handcuffs
This lot consists of four pair of S&W model 100 handcuffs of steel
construction with satin nickel finish, dual locks and 20 locking positions.
The handcuffs fit wrist sizes 5 1/4” to 8” and are in as-new condition with
two keys, instruction sheet and factory box. (78172-19K)
Lot of Handcuffs
This lot consists of four pairs of S&W model 100 handcuffs of steel
construction with satin nickel finish, dual locks and 20 locking positions.
They fit wrist sizes 5 1/4” to 8” and come with two keys and instruction
sheet and rate as-new in the box. (78172-19L)
Lot of Handcuffs
This is a lot of four sets of S&W model 100’s of steel construction and
satin nickel finish. The handcuffs feature dual locks and 20 locking
positions for wrist sizes 5 1/4” to 8” and come with two keys and
instruction sheet. The condition rating is as-new in the box. (78172-19M)
Lot of Handcuffs
This lot consists of three sets of S&W mode 100 steel handcuffs with
satin nickel finish, dual locks and 20 locking positions. They fit wrist
sizes 5 1/4” to 8” and come with two keys and instruction sheet and the
condition is as-new in the box. (78172-19N)

3945

Lot of AR Tools and Parts
This is a diversified lot beginning with Brownells items in their original
factory sealed packaging: (2) DPMS front sight springs; (2) High
Standard front sight posts; (2) pivot pin detent installation tools; (1)
barrel nut alignment gauge; (1) sight wrench; (1) W.H. Merchant .223
throat erosion gage. Also from Brownells is a slightly used 3/4
plastic/brass hammer and an apparently unused upper receiver action
block. Also included and in individual factory sealed packaging are (7)
headspace chamber gauges in .223 Rem. by Forster Products, a
Hoppes Bore Snake bore cleaner for .22 and .223 Rem, as new in
original packaging, an excellent condition castle nut wrench marked
“Viewpoint Marketing” and an unmarked detach carry handle that
adjusts for elevation and windage and showing a couple of areas of
handling marks. (78172-14A)
Lot of AR Tools
This lot consists of two items beginning with an armorer’s barrel wrench
marked “5855 01 506 5750/USMC” and capable of installation and
removal of barrels up to 1 1/4” diameter. The wrench shows little
indication of use and retains about 90% parkerized finish with areas
toning to brown and some isolated handling marks. There is also an
unmarked set of barrel vise jaws of machined aluminum construction
rating excellent and showing only minor handling marks. (78172-14B)
Lot of Micrometers
This is a lot of two Starrett no. 436 outside micrometers: (1) 1”; (1) 2”/3”.
The analog micrometers are fully functional with minor wear marks
evident here and there. (78172-14D)
Saiga Factory Furniture Sets
This lot consists of two sets of black injection-moulded Saiga factory
stocks and forends. The pistolgrip stocks remain in very good plus
condition with numerous light scuffs and other handling marks and their
sling swivels are intact. One of the forends rates very good with a small
chip in the base which will not be seen once installed in a receiver while
the other forend rates near excellent and both have intact sling swivels.
(2X237814-13)
Colt Handgun Grips
Three pairs of grips for Colt handguns. The first is a pair of Hogue grips
for a Colt Government Model automatic pistol made of checkered
cocobolo and inlaid with Rampant Colt medallions. The grips come in
the original factory box (previously opened) and are in excellent
condition. Next are two black rubber Pachmayr Presentation grips for
Colt D Frame revolvers, one finger-grooved and one in classic
unadorned style; each is checkered and inlaid with Rampant Colt
medallions and both rate excellent with no discernible blemishes.
(1X128939-6)
AR Handguard Lot
This lot consists of three (3) unmarked sets of round style black
composite carbine length handguards for the AR-15 style uppers. All
measure about 6 3/4" long and are in excellent overall condition.
(2X49375-94C)
AR Handguard Lot
This lot consists of three (3) unmarked sets of round style black
composite handguards for AR-15 style uppers. Two are rifle length at
12” long, one is equipped with a 5” picatinny rail adapter. The third is
mid length at 9” long and has a 4” rail adapter installed. All three are in
excellent overall condition. (1X49375-94D)
AR-15 Accessories
This lot includes five items. First is a Samco FAS-2 quick release
flashlight holder that has a few light handling marks and scratches.
Second is an adjustable New Frontier Armory butt that has light
scratches and minor handling marks. Third are two sets of carbine
length handguards, one set with heat shields and set of DPS Glacier
Guards with both sets in excellent condition. Fourth is a contoured finger
rest pistolgrip with checkered backstrap that shows light handling marks
and some ingrained dirt staining. A great spare parts group.
(1X108444-4)
German P.08 Luger Accessory Lot
Included is a more modern right hand holster and magazine. The holster
is a soft flap holster made of brown vinyl with a green baize lining and
snap button strap closure. The holster remains in very good plus
condition showing some light discoloration along the exterior and a few
small moth bites scattered about the lining. The magazine is an
Interarms Mauser magazine with blue body and black plastic base in
near excellent condition showing a couple tiny specks of light oxidation
staining, Mauser banner at the bottom of the spine and strong spring.
(1X139312-67A) [Dr. Daniel L. Leary, Jr. Collection]
Unmarked Primer Extractor / Priming Tool
This hand held loading tool is marked “44” in the shell holder with “Pat.
Applied” along the left edge. The metal surfaces are a mix of brown and
gray having areas of oxidation, and silvering along the high edges. The
screws show minor slot wear and the tool appears complete in overall
good condition. (3X108169-44A)
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Double-Tiered Sportsman’s Case
One double-tiered walnut gun case with green felt lining. Many
double-tiered sportsman’s cases held either a spare set of barrels or a
kit of fisherman’s gear in the upper tier with the gun and accessories
stored below. The upper tray on this example has unfortunately been
lost. The case is 10” by 6” by 32” in the outer dimensions and
accommodates barrels up to 30” in length. Some of the interior dividers
are missing or separated but the majority remain in place. The case is
brass-bound and features brass corners on the lid. The interior of the lid
is centered by a slightly age-stained maker’s label reading “Jaye / Gun
Maker / Orwell Street / Ipswich”. The case includes a pair of dark brown
leather straps of indeterminate purpose, exhibiting a bit of wear and
slight flaking; a small canvas bag containing some lead shot; a steel
wad or patch cutter; and a brass flask with a patent top, the body
embossed on either side with a design of a dog’s head centered within a
circle of daisy petals. The body of the flask exhibits an ochre caramel
patina with hints of verdigris in the recesses of the detailing. The top of
the lid exhibits a large crack along the length and some of the brass
bindings are loose at the corners of the body; the remainder of the wood
is only lightly scuffed from expected handling and storage wear and
nearly all of the interior felt is whole except for the occasional instance of
isolated loss here or there. Overall the case rates about very good, in
somewhat weathered but still quite serviceable condition.
(1X128937-146A) [Cletus Klein Collection]
Spyglass and Powder Measure
One collapsible spyglass and one small powder measure. The spyglass
is composed of five brass segments, the outermost of which is finished
in red-brown lacquer. The level of zoom is variable depending on how
many segments are extended. The inner segments exhibit a thin light
brown patina of tarnish; the outermost segment shows dark brown
tarnish and areas of green verdigris on the areas of exposed glass. The
top three sections separate from the bottom two when lightly pulled due
to a loosened fit but the lenses remain clear and bright and the spyglass
is otherwise fully functional. The powder measure is steel and measures
2” with an inner diameter of .43”. The steel rates near excellent with the
barest hints of dark brown pinprick speckling visible upon close
examination. (2X128937-433M) [Cletus Klein Collection]
U.S. Cartridge Box with Boston Navy Yard Markings
This is a Civil War era U.S. Navy leather cartridge box that is marked for
the Boston Navy Yard. The leather has moderate crazing over the top
flap and some minor cracking with a small hole on the back side. The
top flap is also missing its securing tab. The inner flap is marked
“U.S.N.Y. / BOSTON” and the metal box lining is intact, but has some
minor oxidation. A very good example associated with the local area that
would serve well as a piece in any naval history collection. (148482-6)
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Target Pistolgrips
Assorted pistolgrips: (1) pair checkered walnut Colt Woodsman grips
with palm rest and grooved thumb rest, rating about good with a large
chip missing at the upper rear of the left panel; (1) pair sanded walnut
Hi-Standard grips with checkered grip panels, thumb, palm and finger
rests, in fair condition with chips missing at the upper front and rear of
the left panel; (1) pair walnut pistolgrips, probably for a Hammerli,
Walther or similar, rating very good plus with a few light handling marks
here or there, the grip screws are no longer present. (126519-401AJ)
[Richard “Stretch” Kennedy Collection]
West Virginia Duck Stamp Print
This 1987 lithograph by Daniel Smith was First of State West Virginia
Duck Stamp Print, numbered 398 of 10064, measures 12" x 14" with a 6
1/2" x 9" view of a pair of Canada Geese winging through a stormy West
Virginia sky. Suitable for framing, print is in excellent condition with only
a slight bend in the lower right corner, signed and numbered by the artist
and includes an unsigned stamp and protective portfolio. (1X59239-4)
Colorado Duck Stamp Print
This 1990 lithograph First of State Colorado Duck Stamp Print &
Governor's Wetland Relief Stamp by Robert Steiner is first in a series of
a four print suite and is entitled "High Plains Honkers", numbered 9,591
of 14,500 and measures 12" x 14" with a 6 1/2" x 9" view of Canada
Geese landing in a wooded pond. Suitable for framing, print is in
excellent condition with only a slight bend in the lower right corner,
signed and numbered by the artist and includes two stamps one of
which is signed by the artist and a protective portfolio. (1X59239-5)
Canada Duck Print
This 1985 First of Canada Wildlife Habitat lithograph of the original
acrylic painting by Robert Bateman, numbered 348 of 41,740 and
measures 12" x 14" with a 6 1/2" x 9" view of a pair of standing Mallards
in an early winter wetland setting. Suitable for framing, print is in
excellent condition, signed and numbered by the artist and includes an
unsigned and undetached stamp and protective portfolio. (1X59239-11)

3962

Canada Duck Print
This Medallion Edition 1985 First of Canada Wildlife Habitat lithograph of
the original acrylic painting by Robert Bateman, numbered 123 of 7691
and measures 12" x 14" with a 6 1/2" x 9" view of a pair of standing
Mallards in an early winter wetland setting. Suitable for framing, print is
in excellent condition, signed and numbered by the artist and includes a
gold plated duck stamp medallion, two undetached stamps one signed
by the artist and protective portfolio and outer jackets. (1X59239-10)
Deer Unlimited Stamp Print
1982 lithograph by Edward J. Bierly is numbered 331 of 1500, measures
12" x 13 3/4" with a 6 1/2" x 9" view of two majestic bucks in a wooded
meadow. Suitable for framing, print is in excellent condition, is signed
and numbered by the artist and includes an unsigned stamp and outer
jacket. (1X59239-13)
Georgia Wildlife Management Stamp Print
No. 164 of 750, this lithograph "Wild Turkeys" print by Larry Farist
measures 12" x 14" with a 6 1/2" x 9" view of two alert male gobblers in
the woods with two female turkeys in the background. Suitable for
framing, print is signed and numbered by the artist, is in excellent
condition and includes an unsigned stamp and outer jacket.
(1X59239-14)
Pennsylvania Conservation Stamp Print
1982 Pennsylvania Conservation stamp print by James P. Fisher No.
325 of 1300, this lithograph measures 12 1/2" x 14 1/2" and the view
depicts a wooden male Mallard decoy with weight at center with three
landing ducks in marsh scene in the background. Suitable for framing,
print is in near excellent condition with a few spots of light staining along
the top and left edge. Signed and numbered by the artist, an unsigned
stamp and outer jacket are included. (1X59239-15)
Utah Migratory Waterfowl Stamp Print
1986 lithograph by Leon Parson is numbered 4631 of 14,028 and
measures 12" x 14" with a 6 1/2" x 9" view of flying Snow Geese over a
mountain lake. Suitable for framing, print is in excellent condition, is
signed and numbered by the artist and includes an unsigned stamp and
outer jacket. (1X59239-2)
Federal Duck Stamp Print
1985-1986 lithograph by Gerald Mobley is numbered 16,695 of 18,200
and measures 12" x 14" with a 6 1/2" x 9" view of a swimming Cinnamon
Teal drake. Suitable for framing, print is in near excellent condition with
some light staining along the top edge, is signed and numbered by the
artist and includes an unsigned stamp, artist's biography and outer
jacket. (1X59239-8)
Federal Duck Stamp Print
1986-1987 lithograph by Burton Moore Jr. is numbered 4983 of 16,310
and measures 12" x 14" with a 6 1/2" x 9" view of a swimming Fulvous
Whistling duck. Suitable for framing, print is in excellent condition, is
signed and numbered by the artist and includes artist's biography and
outer jacket. (1X59239-9B)
U.S. M1863 Combination Tool
This lot includes a tool that measures 3 9/16” overall with wrench head
and two screw driver blades. The all steel tool has 90% of its fire blue
finish with spots of oxidation staining and light silvering. A very nice
example in overall. (1X108426-144D)
Sharps Combination Tool
This lot includes what is likely a post-Civil War era combination screw
driver measuring 3 1/8” overall with the metal surface retaining much of
their blue finish. The tool remains in excellent condition.
(1X108426-144J)
AR-15 Barreled Upper Assembly
One unmarked flat-top upper receiver with 7.5” heavy profile barrel in
excellent condition retaining 98% black anodized finish with a few light
handling marks and silvering at the wear points. The barrel features M4
feed ramps, shaved FSB, and what appears to be a YHM Phantom-style
flash hider while the upper is equipped with what appears to be a
Knight’s Armament RAS quad rail forend (based on the patent number)
with two KAC rail covers, PRI charging handle, folding front sight and an
unmarked full-auto profile bolt carrier group. (23A8925-92)
Bushmaster AR-15 Barreled Upper Assembly
One “CH” forge-coded A2 upper receiver with 10.3” heavy profile barrel
in very good plus condition retaining 97% original gray Parkerized finish
with some light high edge wear and some minor silvering on the barrel
beneath the carbine handguards. The A2 flash hider shows a small spot
of light oxidation in one of the slots and minor silvering on the wrench
flats and is not timed properly timed which can be easily fixed with a new
crush washer. The handguards with heat shields rate excellent, no bolt
carrier group is included and the upper comes with the original factory
manual. (23A8925-93)
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Italian Bodeo Model 1889 .45 Caliber Revolver Parts Lot
This lot does not include the frame but most of the other parts are
present. The 4 1/2" octagon barrel has an oxidized and pitted bore. The
barrel, sideplate and cylinder are mostly brown with strong original blue
on the barrel in addition to moderate handling marks, oxidation and
pitting. The checkered walnut grips rate about very good showing light
handling marks. Other parts included but not limited to: hammer
assembly, trigger assembly, base pin, mainspring, loading gate (pin
appears damaged), hand, cylinder stop and (7) other assorted
unidentified screws and parts. (89567-26)
Italian "Eprouvette" Flintlock Powder Tester by Giacomo & Guarneri
This pistol-like tester is marked on the lock "Giacomo & Guarneri"
although the "i" in the second name is no longer visible. The metal
surfaces are mostly brown with areas of pewter showing oxidation
blemishes, pitting and handling marks. The brass triggerguard, buttcap
and sideplate are ochre with handling marks. The triggerguard has
pineapple finials at both ends and the right side buttcap extension
shows a fracture about an inch from the end. The one-piece walnut
stock shows light sanding and later applied varnish with handling marks.
The top mounted combustion wheel is calibrated from one through
twelve with heavy rachet style teeth and spring steel release. The lock
still functions but there is a fair amount of play in the fit of the hammer to
the hammer stud and the frizzen lightly strikes the side of the upright
combustion chamber. With the huge variations in early powders this was
an important instrument for checking its consistency and power.
(8A9567-1) {NON-GUN} (200/400)
Est. 200 - 400
Japanese Replica Revolver
This lot consist of a single MGC (Model Gun Corp) Manufactory blank
firing replica of the Colt Frontier Six-Shooter revolver. The cylinder and
barrel are blocked to prevent the use of live ammunition and is designed
for 44-40 Long blank. The metal surfaces show moderate to heavy wear
with about 60-70% original enamel finish remaining plus handling marks.
The checkered synthetic grips have an RMI medallion and rate
excellent. The barrel has been shortened to 5 1/16" long, the front sight
is missing, but the barrel insert is still present. The firing pin on the
hammer has broken off, as is a portion of the hammer nose and the
replica gun no longer times or locks up. The left side of the frame is
marked "CAL 44-40 Long black / MGC MANUFACTORY" with "JAPAN"
on the butt. (88927-282A) {NON-GUN}
.45 Pistol Holster
One unmarked leather flap holster for a Colt Government Model 45 Auto
pistol or similarly sized arm. The leather is finished dark brown and
exhibits a moderate amount of light surface scuffing. The brass fittings
are patinated to a darker mustard-brown and exhibit a bit of green
verdigris bloom around the edges. Overall the holster exhibits only
superficial wear and is in very fine condition. (128318-11A)
Scarce Complete Maynard Tape Primer Tin
One steel container holding a full (10) rolls of Maynard tape primers
designed for use with percussion firearms. All rolls are wrapped in the
original paper and unopened. The container retains about 80% original
copper-tone japanned finish scattered throughout by tiny handling
marks; the exposed flecks of steel are toned to varying degrees of
silvery bright and dark pewter and the steel cap is toned to a dark
pewter. Overall the container is in very fine to near excellent condition
and the rolls of tape rate excellent with only some expected age
darkening of the paper. Also included are two wooden tompions with
diameters of about 0.44” and 0.68”, respectively. An exciting find for
collectors of Edward Maynard’s firearm innovations. (12B8735-41)
(400/600)
Est. 400 - 600
Cairns & Brother Fire Helmet
This is a leather fire helmet from Cairns & Brothers of Clifton New
Jersey. It features the Cairns sanitary cushion lining and would appear
to be a #8, stamped on the inside of the liner is "Property of Lexington
Fire Department". The helmet features an embossed leather brim with a
sharply down-turning skirt at the rear. The leather is moderately freckled
and flaked and is somewhat dry with the seam stitching remaining
mostly intact around the periphery of the crown. There are six reflective
squares of tape affixed at sides and rear of the crown panels and the
brass shield support is in place. The shield has been removed and is not
present leaving six very small holes in the front of the crown. The interior
liner shows light soiling and sweat staining, the interior of the liner is
stuffed with newspaper dated June 27, 1974. (38655-2)

3979

Civil War-Era Officer’s Epaulettes
Two mismatched brass bullion fringed epaulettes for 19th Century U.S.
military uniforms. The first features fringe of 1/8” diameter (Lieutenant
rank) and a small gold-washed button reading “Mass. Volunteer / Militia”
circled around a raised arm holding a saber. The epaulette shows
instances of slight fraying around the trim, partial separation and loss of
the silk lining and darkened areas of patination scattered across the
surfaces. The second epaulette features fringe of 1/2” diameter (ranks
Major through General); no further identifying features are present. The
epaulette exhibits an overall dull mustard-brown patina with occasional
spots of green verdigris. The silk and cotton lining on the underside
exhibits areas of fraying, separation and loss exposing the steel base
plate and cotton padding. Overall the epaulettes rate very good with
largely unobtrusive wear. (12A8735-30) (100/200)
Est. 100 - 200
Shooter’s Lot
Includes: (1) J. Purdey & Son leather hand protector for a 20 ga. double
shotgun; one Bulldog black nylon 5 1/2” handgun holster; one walnut
forend for a small rifle; one instruction manual for a Ruger Over & Under
shotgun; one russet leather Schrade 6” rectangular belt sheath. Items
are in very good plus to excellent condition with little if any wear.
(129249-13)
Bore Brushes
A small assortment of bore cleaning items including steel wire brushes
and mops in 20ga and 12ga and a small assortment of brass brushes in
.35-38 cal. All items are in excellent condition, most if not all appearing
unused. (129249-5)
Miscellaneous German Collectibles
An eclectic assortment of items, several of which relate to the Imperial
German military. Notable examples include: (3) Hamburg regimental
helmet cockades; a red, black and white handkerchief printed with
diagrams and illustrations from Imperial German military documentation
including an exploded diagram of a Gewehr 88, fitness drills and
pictures detailing various medals and rank insignia; one chain-pull steel
lantern (nonfunctional); a large iron caltrop and several lengths of
barbed wire (presumably German in origin); one pair of black leather
riding gaiters, each with a small black stamp on the interior which has
faded to illegibility; one feldgrau-painted unmarked leather cartridge
pouch belt. Conditions remain in very good to fine with light handling
and storage wear on some items. (127884-36A) [Craig Brown
Collection]
Redding 32 ACP Reloading 3 Die Set
item #RE80220. Includes a full length resizing die, expander die and
seater die housed in the green factory case. All are in excellent
condition and appear unused. (128866-4)
Maxon 49-FX Short Range Communicators
Two short-range radio devices with accompanying microphones and
earpieces. The devices feature voice-activated and push-to-talk
activation and thumbwheel-adjustable volume, VOX level and five
available channels. The devices are in very fine condition with few signs
of wear. Batteries not included, devices not tested for functionality.
(126048-8)
Smith & Wesson N-Frame Grips
One pair of expertly carved dark rosewood grips for a Smith & Wesson
N-frame square butt revolver. The faces are decorated by an engraved
relief of oak leaves with hand-tooled carving channels in the recessed
areas; similar channels are visible on the inner faces where the wood
has been cut to fit the precise tolerances of the frame. Few if any
handling marks are discernible and the grips rate excellent overall.
(129563-15)
Handgun Grips
Assorted handgun grips: (1) one-piece Franzite checkered faux ivory
grip for a Mauser Model 1910 Pocket Pistol; (1) pair faux mother-of-pearl
and walnut grips for a Colt D-frame revolver; (1) pair vertically grooved
rosewood grips for a Browning Model 1910 pistol; (1) pair checkered
black horn grips for a Spanish Bufalo 32 ACP pistol. All items are in very
fine to near excellent condition with only light handling wear. All except
the D-frame grips are missing the retention screw. (126519-401AM)
Reloader’s Lot
Assorted miscellaneous items including: (3) large bags of 12 ga. 1 1/8
oz. replacement plastic wads; (1) Thompson/Center single cavity mould
block No. 7320, in packaging; two boxes of lead bullets; (1) Quinetics
Corp. kinetic bullet puller; Uncle Mike’s Sidekick 4 Scoped black nylon
holster. Items are in fine condition with some light storage wear.
(126048-6)
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Revolver Holsters
Two leather flap holsters for .44 caliber revolvers. The first is
right-handed, accommodates barrels of up to 8” and rates very good,
exhibiting a bit of separation at the rear seam of the pocket, light
handling wear scattered across the surface and a bit of green verdigris
around the brass closing stud. The second is a symmetrical holster with
a centered brass-buckled closing strap, also accommodating up to 8”
barrels, and rates very fine to excellent with excellent stitching, very light
handling marks here and there and a distinguished dark patina on the
brass. (129558-1A) [Senator Frederic C. Walcott Collection]
Brass U.S. Regulation Bugle
One U.S. regulation bugle manufactured by the company U.S.
Regulation Bugle. The instrument is brass with a silver-colored brass
mouthpiece and is stamped “IMPROVED / U.S. REGULATION BUGLE /
MADE IN U.S.A.” at the base of the bell. The brass surfaces exhibit
scattered small specks of tarnish and verdigris throughout and several
negligible handling marks scattered across the tube. Overall the bugle is
in fine condition and should clean up nicely into a serviceable
instrument. Not tested for functionality. (127668-10)
Wooden Display Cases
Three oak display cases measuring 10 1/4” by 11” by 2”. The cases are
in good to fine condition with only superficial wear, each exhibiting a
number of light handling marks scattered across the surfaces.
(127668-11B)
European Cleaning Kit and Rifle Cleaning Accessories
An assortment of cleaning tools and accessories including: (1) European
military-style cleaning kit in a canvas fold-out carrying pouch, containing
items such as two round steel oil cans, bore brush, 4-piece steel
cleaning rod and an 8mm Lebel cartridge attached to a curved steel rod.
All compartments appear to contain their appropriate tools and the kit is
in overall good condition, exhibiting light handling marks and patina on
some of the tools and moderate soiling of the canvas. (4) plastic tubes
each containing a thin steel oil applicator rod and a bore cleaning head
of cotton cord wrapped around a brass cleaning rod tip, in very good
condition; (1) 3-piece aluminum 30” cleaning rod with a black T-handle,
rating excellent; (1) partial box of Outers Gunslick gun cleaning patches;
(1) Marbles jointed brass rifle rod, 4 pieces, 30” and sized for .22 and
.25 caliber rifles. The rod comes with the original factory canvas pouch
and rates very fine with a smooth dark patina on the brass and some
light soiling on the pouch. (127668-6B)
WW2 Individual Protective Gas Covers
Two wrapped protective covers for use against poison gases. The
covers are in the original military-issue packaging which exhibits some
drying cracks and partial instances of opening on parts of the faces and
edges. Some sticker labels applied by a previous owner have bonded to
the surface. Otherwise the covers are in very fine to excellent condition.
These items are offered for collection purposes only; Amoskeag Auction
Company makes no guarantee of protection against hazardous
materials. (127668-8C)
Assorted Ammunition Links
Assorted links for a variety of cartridges: (65) linked rounds of 30-06
Blank casings with primers, rating very fine with an even dark tone on
the brass; (24) rounds of 8x50R Lebel ammunition on a Hotchkiss
machine gun feed strip, rating very good plus to excellent, the brass
toned dark greenish-yellow with areas of ocher by an expected smooth
patina; (1) 50-link chain for 7.92mm cartridges for the German MG34
and MG42 machine guns; (1) 29-link chain for 7.62x39mm cartridges;
(8) T61E3 links for 20mm M39 and M39A1 cannon rounds, in excellent
condition with only light handling marks. (127668-8F)
Assorted Military Collectibles
A variety of items including: (1) U.S. issue American Optical Co. rocket
launcher face mask, Stock No. 74-M-126, in good condition in the
original opened box with some partial cracks on the lenses; (1)
A/P25S-1 Personnel Distress Signal kit comprising one hand-held
projector and 7 distress flares, all in excellent condition; (1) brown
leather cartridge belt, about size 34, with (15) cartridges of .303 British,
the belt in about excellent condition and the cartridges rating very good
with instances of tarnish and verdigris at the points of contact; (5) steel
stripper clips for .30 Mauser ammunition in near excellent condition with
only light handling marks; several brass number plates for inventory
purposes in very good plus to excellent condition; (1) OD green canvas
carrying strap designated for 100 rounds of linked 7.62mm NATO
ammunition, in excellent condition. (127668-8G)

3995

Reloader’s Lot
An assortment of reloading dies, tools and bullets. Includes: (1) 3-die set
for .38 and .357 cal. cartridges comprising a carbide full length sizing die
(decapping stem not present), a 2-step neck expander die and a bullet
seating and crimping die; (1) Lyman 2-die set for 30-06 cartridges
comprising a full-length resizing die with neck expander and decapper
and a bullet seating and crimping die; (1) C&H seating and crimping die
in 30-06; (1) C&H full-length sizer with decapping stem (decapping pin
and expander not present); (1) RCBS seating and crimping die in 30-06;
(1) L.E. Wilson cartridge case check gauge in 30-06; (1) primer pocket
reamer for large pistol and large rifle calibers; (1) L.E. Wilson chamfer
and deburring tool; (1) Lyman single-cavity bullet mould no. 557489; (1)
box loose 30 cal. (.307”) 165 gr. FMJ bullets; (1) box loose 30 cal.
(.308”) 174 gr. FMJ boat tail bullets; (1) vintage U.S. Cartridge Co.
loader and cap ejector set. Items are in very good plus to excellent
condition, some exhibiting small spots of ocher patina and all remaining
serviceably functional. (127668-8K)
German P.08 Luger Holster
This holster is in good condition with strong original black finish showing
some light scuffing, crazing and areas of minor crackling. The holster is
marked “B.B.K. P1.1.35.” on the upper edge of the front face of the body
and the rear is stamped by a softened stamp which appears to read
“1b66”. The stitching is tight except for a segment of the top flap which
has come loose; the buckle and pull tab remain intact. Includes the
Parkerized steel takedown tool in near excellent condition with some
light handling wear and silvering. (129574-138A)
German P.08 Luger Holster
This holster is in very fine condition with a very strong black finish and
some moderate crazing mostly in the interior. Part of the maker’s paper
label remains inside the flap but has been worn to illegibility. The buckle
and pull tab are fully intact. Includes the Parkerized steel takedown tool
and a contemporary blued steel P.08 Luger magazine in excellent
condition. (129591-1A)
Japanese Nambu Pistol Holster
One layered canvas holster for a Japanese Type 14 Nambu pistol. The
holster is in excellent condition, retaining tight stitching throughout and
exhibiting a few light scuffs and a few darkened specks here and there.
Includes a steel cleaning rod and a spare firing pin, both in excellent
condition. (129574-140A)
Reproduction Mauser C96 Pistol Stock Holster
One walnut stock/holster for a Mauser C96 pistol. The stock is in near
excellent condition with a few light handling marks and one or two
unobtrusive hairline cracks in the body repaired by adhesive filler.
(129574-142A)
Whitetail Mount
This lot includes a custom mount on a hardwood cabinet by Hanco
wood products. The non typical 9 pointer has an 18 3/4" outside spread
and faces to the right of the viewer. The shoulder mount is attached to
the top of the woodland decorated cabinet. The deer has 4 points on the
right side and 5 on the left however; one could argue 6 as it has a small
fork on one tine that a wedding ring will hang on. The hide remains full
and soft to the touch. The two drawer hardwood cabinet measures 22
1/2"X25 1/2" and stands 32 1/2" tall. The top of the cabinet is arranged
in a woodland pattern with branches, leaves, pine cones and moss. This
mount will take up a space roughly 23"X36"x70" and would pair nicely
with the following mount. (107858-6) [Please note: crating and freight
shipping will apply]
Whitetail and Pheasant Mount
This lot includes a custom mount on a hardwood cabinet with overall
dimensions of 23"X36"X70". The deer is a non typical 9 point whitetail
with outside spread of 17 1/2" having four points on the right and 5 on
the left. The hide still is full and feels soft to the touch. There is a split
across its nose that could be easily fixed by a taxidermist. The shoulder
mount is attached to the top of the woodland decorated cabinet. A
walking pheasant is mounted to the front and the feathers pop with
vibrant colors. The two drawer custom made cabinet by Hanco Wood
Products measures 22 1/2"X25 1/2" across the top of the crown and
stands 32 1/2" tall. This is an interesting mount that faces to the left of
the viewer and remains in very good condition. (107858-5) [Please note:
crating and freight shipping will apply]
Excellent Massachusetts Arms Company Revolver Powder Flask
This is a lovely small powder flask measuring about 4 1/8" long with a
foliate design along both sides surrounding "MASSACHUSETTS /
ARMS / COMPANY / CHICOPEE FALLS", and above this design a pair
of flags and an outstretched arm holding a Wesson & Leavitt revolver.
The body retains most of its original finish and is a fine deep bronze
tone showing some small spots thinned to ocher brass and a few other
light handling marks. The spout is a bright goldenrod showing a little
minor freckling and the spring retains almost all of its wonderful brilliant
fire blue. A very handsome little flask to complete your cased Mass.
Arms Co. revolver ensemble. (13A9556-15A) (150/250)
Est. 150 - 250
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Colt Custom Shop Semi-Auto Pistol Presentation Case
This walnut case measures about 18" x 9" x 3" and is French-fitted for
three pistols, two Model 1903 or 1908 Pocket Hammerless pistols and
one 1908 Vest Pocket Hammerless. The exterior rates very fine showing
a few small spots of moderate flaking varnish along the back edge of the
lid, some scattered very light scratches and dings. The lid is inlaid with a
brass Custom Shop medallion and there is a knurled lock escutcheon.
The interior is lined with a handsome maroon baize that rates excellent.
No key is present. (13A9526-1D)
Colt Custom Shop Semi-Auto Pistol Presentation Case
This walnut case measures about 19 1/4" x 10 3/4" x 3" and is
French-fitted for three pistols, two Model 1903 or 1908 Pocket
Hammerless pistols and one 1908 Vest Pocket Hammerless. The
exterior rates very fine showing a few light scuffs along the lid and some
other scattered light handling marks. The lid is inlaid with a brass
Custom Shop medallion and there is a knurled lock escutcheon. The
interior is lined with black baize that rates excellent. No key is present.
(13A9526-2D)
Rare Remington Arms 1912 Commemorative Centennial Book
One copy of the Remington centennial commemorative volume A New
Chapter In An Old Story published by Remington Arms UMC in the year
1912. The descriptive subtitle summarizes the contents succinctly,
“Being an Interesting Account of the Strange Steps by Which A Great
Modern Business Has Grown Out of Ancient Conditions Together With A
Look Into The Future”. The front cover depicts, in illustration-colored
photograph, a lone modern hunter seated at his campfire admiring his
Remington repeating rifle. He is joined by the ghosts of his forefathers
from across the ages: the primitive caveman, the early musketeer, the
soldiers and hunters trained in the use of flintlock and percussion arms,
all gazing with admiration at the Remington cartridge rifle. The contents
of the book begin with a speculative history of the development of
missile weapons across human history from the thrown rock of early
man to the sling, the bow, the crossbow and early firearms such as the
matchlock all leading up to the pinnacle of modern ballistic science: the
Remington firearm (according to the unbiased and thoroughly impartial
historians of Remington Arms). The book continues in the latter half with
the history of Remington Arms, beginning with the first gun barrel crafted
by Eliphalet Remington Jr. at his father’s forge in Ilion Gorge and
concluding with a literary tour of the Remington plant at Bridgeport to
showcase the testing and manufacturing process of the modern day (as
of 1912). The tale is illustrated by numerous photographs, diagrams and
other artist’s renditions of the subjects discussed, including several
full-page photographs of man challenging the beasts of the wild with his
ballistic superiority. The volume is in fine condition, the cover exhibiting
some slight wear at the edges and corners with little to no loss and
strong intact binding. The pages are near excellent to excellent,
blemished only by expected scattered instances of foxing and a few tiny
crimps and light tears at the edges located sparsely throughout the
book. These blemishes are largely superficial and the careful reader
may enjoy this volume without much concern. A fine addition to the
library of any arms collector, particularly the Remington enthusiast.
(12A9459-36C) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
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Rare Remington Arms 1912 Commemorative Centennial Book
One copy of the Remington centennial commemorative volume A New
Chapter In An Old Story published by Remington Arms UMC in the year
1912. The descriptive subtitle summarizes the contents succinctly,
“Being an Interesting Account of the Strange Steps by Which A Great
Modern Business Has Grown Out of Ancient Conditions Together With A
Look Into The Future”. The front cover depicts, in illustration-colored
photograph, a lone modern hunter seated at his campfire admiring his
Remington repeating rifle. He is joined by the ghosts of his forefathers
from across the ages: the primitive caveman, the early musketeer, the
soldiers and hunters trained in the use of flintlock and percussion arms,
all gazing with admiration at the Remington cartridge rifle. The contents
of the book begin with a speculative history of the development of
missile weapons across human history from the thrown rock of early
man to the sling, the bow, the crossbow and early firearms such as the
matchlock all leading up to the pinnacle of modern ballistic science: the
Remington firearm (according to the unbiased and thoroughly impartial
historians of Remington Arms). The book continues in the latter half with
the history of Remington Arms, beginning with the first gun barrel crafted
by Eliphalet Remington Jr. at his father’s forge in Ilion Gorge and
concluding with a literary tour of the Remington plant at Bridgeport to
showcase the testing and manufacturing process of the modern day (as
of 1912). The tale is illustrated by numerous photographs, diagrams and
other artist’s renditions of the subjects discussed, including several
full-page photographs of man challenging the beasts of the wild with his
ballistic superiority. The volume is in very good plus to excellent
condition, the cover exhibiting some moderate wear at the edges, loss of
the outer layer of the spine and numerous tiny handling marks across
the faces. Otherwise the binding remains intact mostly intact with a
partial separation at the front cover and the pages are in about excellent
condition with only scattered light foxing. While the book would benefit
from light restorative work, the careful reader may enjoy this volume
as-is with minimal concern. A fine addition to the library of any arms
collector, particularly the Remington enthusiast. (12A9459-36D) (75/150)
Est. 75 - 150
Vintage Remington Arms UMC Catalogs
Two Remington Arms UMC catalogs detailing firearms, parts and
ammunition dated 1910 and 1911-1912, respectively. The 1910 catalog
features a gray cardstock cover and is in near excellent condition. The
front cover is lightly stained and the spine of the cover has been lost but
the stitching and adhesive of the binding remain fully intact. The pages
are excellent with only occasional instances of very light foxing here or
there. The second catalog is paper-bound and rates very good plus
overall with most of the wear concentrated on the outer surfaces. The
cover exhibits some light crimping and tearing at the edges and corners
and there is some crazing at the edges of the pages, some of which
exhibit unobtrusive swatches of cellophane tape repair. The faces of the
pages are in very fine condition, exhibiting some expected age yellowing
and occasional spots of foxing with crisp print and overall minimal wear.
Overall a fine pair of early 20th century Remington catalogs.
(12A9459-35A)
Vintage Remington Arms UMC Catalogs
Two paperback Remington Arms UMC catalogs detailing firearms, parts
and ammunition dated 1918-1919 and 1923, respectively. The
1918-1919 catalog is in very good condition overall: the cover exhibits
some edge wear, some of the corners of the pages are folded inwards.
A couple of noticeable but largely unobtrusive water stains can be seen
through the left side of the cover and first few pages and through the
right edge of the pages throughout the volume. The staining is almost
entirely limited to the margins and the pages retain crisp print, the barest
foxing and little to no further blemishes of note. The 1923 catalog is
bound in paper cardstock and rates very fine. The cover is moderately
soiled and exhibits light crazing along the spine and edges but overall
shows very little loss or significant wear. The pages are in excellent
condition with crisp print and little wear besides expected age yellowing,
occasional areas of foxing and a few thumbprint stains (possibly oil) at
the edges of the pages. Overall a fine pair of early 20th Century
Remington catalogs. (12A9459-35B)
Signed Copy of Civil War Cavalry & Artillery Sabers
One copy of Civil War Cavalry & Artillery Sabers by John H. Thillman,
First Edition, Mowbray Publishers 2001, hardcover with sleeve, 519
pages. The book is in excellent condition, appearing new and unused.
Inside the front cover on the endsheet there is a sticker which reads
“Greetings and Best Wishes from the Author / John Thillman (typed)”
next to a black and white sketch of a U.S. Model 1850 Staff & Field
Officer’s sword; the sticker is also signed in pen by the author.
(129425-2D)
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Signed Deluxe Special Limited Edition Leatherbound Copy of Civil War
Army Swords
One copy of Civil War Army Swords by John H. Thillman, Mowbray
Publishers 2008, leatherbound hardcover, 607 pages. The front cover is
decorated by a gilt oval panel depicting a sketch of a U.S. Model 1850
Staff & Field Officer’s sword and a gilt likeness of the author’s signature.
A protective cardboard case is included, also leatherbound and with a
design matching the book’s cover. Inside the cover on the endsheet
there is a sticker which reads “Deluxe Special Limited Edition / Book #72
of 100 / John Thillman (typed)” and is also signed in pen by the author.
The book and case are in excellent condition, appearing new and
unused. (129425-2E)
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